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Overview

How are the contents of the Metasys UI Help organized?
The Metasys UI Help is organized into groups of related functionality. Features that help you
locate information are found in the Navigating and Searching section. Features that help you
understand current status and problem areas are found in the Widgets and Dashboards section.
Features that help you take action to restore order are found in the Commanding and Acting on
Alarms and Audits section.
The Navigating and Searching section covers navigation; search; advanced search with reporting,
bulk commanding, and bulk modifying capabilities; and equipment filtering.
The Widgets and Dashboards section covers the widgets and dashboards that you can use to learn
about problem areas and equipment.
The Commanding and Acting on Alarms and Audits section covers how and where you can
command points on equipment, and how to view and acknowledge or discard alarms configured on
equipment. This section also covers annotations and the System Activity feature.

The Infrastructure section covers information about the user menu, settings, security, and
authorization. You can also learn more about the Dashboards Manager in the Infrastructure
section. You can use the Dashboards Manager to customize your Metasys UI dashboards. You can
customize the widgets that appear, the order the widgets appear in, and the size of the widgets.
The final section covers the graphics features for the Metasys UI:

• Graphics Manager is the single point of entry for creating and editing Metasys UI graphics,
including Aliased graphics, the Master Layer graphic, and system and custom templates. The
Graphics Manager also allows you to view and manage space and equipment associations with
all supported graphics.

• Graphics Editor allows you to create and edit Metasys UI graphics.
• Graphics style guide provides best practices and tips on creating Metasys UI graphics.

This Help does not cover configuration of spaces, equipment, and advanced settings. For more
information about configuring spaces and equipment, refer to the SCT: System Configuration Tool
Help (LIT-12011964).

How do I search the Metasys UI Help?
Use the keyboard shortcuts Ctrl+F (for the Microsoft® Windows® and Google® Chrome™ operating
systems) or  + F (for the Apple® operating system) to open the find bar to locate a specific word
or phrase in the Metasys UI Help.
On an Android® phone or tablet device, open Google Chrome and tap the devices Menu button,
and then select Find in page. As you type, your search results are highlighted in yellow on the
page.
On an Apple device, open the Safari® browser and type the text you want to search for in the
address bar. As you type, your search results are grouped into the default search engine and
On this Page. You can tap any match from On this page to visit the location with search text
highlighted in yellow.
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What has changed since the last version of this document?
The following information is new or revised:

• Replaced references to Metasys UI Offline with Johnson Controls System Configuration Tool
(JCT) throughout this document, as this tool was rebranded.

• Updated Metasys UI client technical specifications for computers in Table 3.
• Updated the related documentation in Table 7 to account for the new title of LIT-12012116.
• Updated Licensing section.
• Updated Reporting to include the new base report features.
• Updated Creating and deleting objects, as new objects are supported at this release.
• Added Tree settings, as this is a new feature.
• Updated Extensions, as you can now also create Totalization, Averaging, and Load extensions.
• Added Views, as User Views are now supported. Also updated User Management to include the

new Views tab.
• Added Summary Definitions and Tailored Summaries.
• Added Engineering View widget, Action Tables widget, Group widget, Recipient List widget, and

Event widget, as these are new widgets at this release.
• Updated Detail widget, as you can now create customized authorization categories and define

custom enumerations and graphic association in the Detail widget of a Site object.
• Updated Schedule widgets, as new functionality was added.
• Updated System Activity, as alarms have been added.
• Added Logic Viewer and Editor widget, as this is a new feature.
• Updated Trend Study widget and Trend Study Manager, as the Trend Study Manager was

enhanced.
• Updated User menu for re-organization and new menu items.
• Updated Metasys System Preferences and Site Settings and My Profile, as more settings can

now be configured.
• Added BACnet/SC Management, as this is a new feature.
• Added Device Pairing, as this is a new feature.
• Updated Graphics Manager, as the graphic association workflow is improved.
• Updated Basic Symbols and Working with Bindings to reflect the new Attribute Binding

symbol, new network symbols, new air sensors symbols, and terminal units symbols.

Frequently asked questions

What is a space?
A space is the physical location or area that is served by a piece of equipment. The Spaces tree in
the Navigation panel lists the spaces that are configured for your site. For more information about
how to create spaces, refer to the SCT: System Configuration Tool Help (LIT-12011964).

What is equipment?
Equipment is the broad term used to describe the equipment that makes your building run.
Equipment includes boilers, chillers, air handling units, lights, meters, security systems, and
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anything else that is used to maintain your building's environment. Equipment can serve spaces
and other equipment.

How do I view my pieces of equipment?
You can view equipment by selecting a space from the Spaces tree. After you select a space, the
Space dashboard shows information for the equipment serving the space in various widgets.
You can view all equipment configured to a site in the Building Network tree. The Building Network
tree lists equipment and objects, as displayed in the All Items tree in the Site Management Portal
(SMP).

Note: Some objects are not displayed in the Building Network tree. For more information, see
Using the navigation panel.

You can configure the items and values that are shown for a piece of equipment. Contact your
system administrator to change these points in the System Configuration Tool (SCT). For more
information, refer to the SCT: System Configuration Tool Help (LIT-12011964).

How do I see more information about a piece of equipment?
Tap or click the name of the piece of equipment in any widget to navigate to the Equipment
dashboard for that piece of equipment. Alternatively, tap or click the piece of equipment listed in
the Building Network tree.

What if multiple pieces of equipment serve the same space?
If multiple pieces of equipment directly serve the selected space (for example, if multiple VAV boxes
serve a room), click the piece of equipment to the left or right, and the next piece of equipment
appears. Another piece of equipment is available to view when a portion of the equipment pane
appears to either the left or right of the current piece of equipment that you are viewing. You can
tap or click MORE to view the points for the piece of equipment.

What is a dashboard?
A dashboard organizes and presents the Metasys information in a modular way.
Dashboards are customizable using the Dashboards Manager. For more information, see
Dashboards Manager.

What is a widget?
A widget is a container that groups related information together in the Metasys UI. Widgets
are organized and presented on the dashboards. Maximize a widget to see a larger view of the
information.

What is a viewer?
A viewer is a container similar to a pop-up window. The Metasys UI contains the Custom Trend
Viewer that allows you to view historical trend data for up to four points on several pieces of
equipment at the same time. You can view up to a year of historical trend data. The Metasys UI also
contains the Alarm Manager viewer on desktop and tablet platforms. The Alarm Manager viewer
allows you to view all alarms in your Metasys system. The Alarm Manager viewer is an alternative to
the Alarm Manager stand-alone, accessed through the separate URL.

Metasys UI icons
The following table lists the icons that appear on the home screen of the Metasys UI.
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Table 1: Metasys UI general navigation icons
Icon Icon name Icon description

Hamburger Opens or closes the navigation panel, which includes the Spaces tree
and the Building Network tree.

Search Opens the search field.

Custom Trend Opens the Custom Trend viewer. If the Custom Trend viewer button
appears disabled, no trend series from points on equipment are
added to the Custom Trend viewer.

Alarm Opens the Alarm Manager (desktop or tablet) or Alarms
(smartphone), respectively.

User menu Opens user menu options.

The explanation for the icons related to widgets and specific features is in the section where the
widget or feature is described.

Metasys UI introduction

What devices, operating systems, and browsers does the Metasys UI
support?
The following tables list the operating systems and browsers the Metasys UI client supports:
Table 2: Metasys UI client technical specifications for phones and tablets
Supported mobile
phone operating
systems

Android 9.0 or later
iOS® 13.0 or later

Supported tablet
operating systems

Android 9.0 or later
iOS® 13.0 or later

Note:
• You can use some desktop-specific Metasys UI features on

your iPad™ (iOS version 13.2.3), if you enable the desktop
view. To enable the desktop view on your iPad go to
Settings > Safari > Request Desktop Website.

• For most features and functionality, use tablets in landscape
mode and have a resolution higher than 1280 x 800.
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Table 3: Metasys UI client technical specifications for computers
Windows® 10 Pro and Windows 10 Enterprise Editions versions 2004,
21H1, and 21H2 (64-bit). For all future Windows 10 updates after version
21H2, we will evaluate and certify that Metasys software can support the
updates before we provide guidance on support.

Windows® 10 Enterprise LTSC (21H2) (64-bit)
Web browsers supported:
• Google® Chrome™ version 91 or later

• Microsoft® Edge® version 91 or later

Supported client
computer operating
systems and
web browser
combinations

Apple® macOS® 11 Big Sur
Apple® macOS® 10.15 Catalina
Apple® macOS® 10.14 Mojave
Web browsers supported:
• Apple® Safari® 13.1 or later

• Google® Chrome™ version 91 or later
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Table 4: Metasys UI client technical specifications for web browsers
Google® Chrome™ version 91 or later
Notes:
• For better performance, use Google Chrome as your preferred web

browser for the Metasys UI.

• The preferred browser for the Graphics Manager and the Graphics
Editor is Google Chrome. You may experience issues when you use the
Graphics Manager and Graphics Editor in other web browsers.

• If you use the Metasys UI with Google Chrome and if you
simultaneously use other browsers, you may see the following error
message in Metasys UI: Disconnected! The server is no longer
sending value updates. Please refresh your browser. To
prevent this, disable background timer throttling as follows:

a. Right-click on the Google Chrome icon in the task bar.
b. Right-click on Google Chrome in the menu that opens, and select

Properties.
c. In the Shortcut tab, add --disable-background-timer-

throttling to the end of the Target field. Insert a space
between the path and the flag: "C:\Program Files
(x86)\Google\Chrome\Application\chrome.exe" --
disable-background-timer-throttling

• Metasys UI does not support incognito mode. To exit incognito mode,
click or tap the X icon of the browser window or tab and then open
a new browser window or tab. For more information on incognito
mode in Google Chrome, refer to https://support.google.com/chrome/
answer/95464?hl=en.

Microsoft® Edge® version 91 or later

Supported web
browsers

Apple® Safari® 11 or later
Note: Metasys UI does not support Private browsing. To exit Private
browsing, click or tap Private in the browser window.

General web
browser support
information

• The Metasys UI does not officially support other web browsers, such as
Mozilla® Firefox®. However, the Metasys UI may appear and function
appropriately in other officially unsupported web browsers.

• In supported web browsers on tablets and phones, the Metasys UI does
not support the desktop view options. To exit the desktop view and load
the mobile view:

- In Chrome, deselect the Request desktop site option.
- In Safari, close the browser and open the Metasys UI site.

• Metasys UI uses cookies as part of its protocols, so ensure that your web
browser does not block all cookies before you browse to the Metasys UI.

• Ensure you select the Enable DOM Storage setting on the client device.
For Windows operating systems, go to Control Panel > Internet
Options > Advanced > Settings > Security and verify the Enable DOM
Storage setting is selected.
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Table 5: Metasys UI client technical specifications for supported communication channels
Supported
communication
channels

For optimal performance, use a wired connection for computers that
browse to the Metasys UI.
Ethernet network interface card 10/100/1000 Mbps
Wireless IEEE 802.11 connection
4G Network
Notes:
• Metasys UI may run over a 3G network. However, browsing to the

Metasys UI over 3G is not recommended or supported.

• High latency (also called lag or wait time) can cause the Metasys UI to
disconnect from the ADS or ADX.

• Signal strength impacts the overall performance of the Metasys UI. For
the best results, ensure that you have a strong signal for your wireless
connection.

• To avoid slow performance, use a network with at least 20 mbps upload
speed.

For more information on supported server platforms for installation of the Metasys UI software,
refer to the Metasys Server Installation and Upgrade Instructions (LIT-12012162) and SCT Installation
and Upgrade Instructions (LIT-12012067).

Note: On any phone with an Android operating system, we recommend that you use a third-
party keyboard for commanding. First, download and install a third-party keyboard of your
choice. Then go to Settings > Personalization > Language and Input > Keyboard and
Input Methods > Default and select the third-party keyboard you installed. The location for
changing the keyboard may vary depending on your device.

Who should use the Metasys UI?
The Metasys UI is designed for operators and facility managers who use computers, tablets, or
smart phones to control and operate buildings.

How many tabs does the Metasys UI support on my browser?
The following table lists the supported number of tabs on each browser per user session:
Table 6: Metasys UI browser tabs
Microsoft Edge 4 tabs

Note: Each time you create a new tab from Metasys UI, Edge
displays a security warning that you have to confirm.

Google® Chrome™ 8 tabs
Apple® Safari® 1 tab

Note: A Safari limitation allows only one open Metasys UI
tab. This limitation does not include the tab that opens when
you open the Metasys UI Help. On iOS devices, a PDF of the
Metasys UI Help opens in a new tab. You can browse to the
Metasys UI using Google Chrome version 30 or later.

Is the data shown in the Metasys UI current?
In general, the data displayed in the UI is dynamically updated on the screen, based on when a
value changes (depending on its display precision).
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Some notable exceptions to this rule are Points and Faults in the Potential Problem Areas widget,
which are only updated periodically. Points require a refresh to view new results when the data
timer expires after 30 minutes. Faults dynamically update every 30 minutes when the fault rules
run. The Equipment Activity widget does not automatically refresh, but displays new values when
you manually refresh the web browser. Results for all Base Reports do not dynamically update as
they are intended to reflect an instance in time.

Why does my screen look different on different devices?
The Metasys UI adapts to the device on which it is viewed.

What are the related documents for Metasys UI?
The following table lists the related documents for Metasys UI.
Table 7: Related documentation
For information about Refer to
How to install and configure the ADS,
ADX, and Metasys UI

Metasys Server Installation and Upgrade Instructions
(LIT-12012162)

How to install the OAS Open Application Server (OAS) Installation and Upgrade Guide
(LIT-12013222)

How to install the NAE85 NAE85 Installation and Upgrade Guide (LIT-12011530)
How to install the LCS85 LCS85 Installation and Upgrade Guide (LIT-12011623)
How to install the SCT and the JCT SCT Installation and Upgrade Instructions (LIT-12012067)
Using the JCT Johnson Controls System Configuration Tool (JCT) Help

(LIT-12012116)
Creating Spaces and Equipment
Managing Archives

SCT: System Configuration Tool Help (LIT-12011964) and SCT
Pro Help (LIT-12013035)

Configuring Trend Extensions,
Schedules, and Alarm Extensions

Metasys UI Help (LIT-12011953)

Managing Metasys UI Databases,
Metasys UI System Preferences, and
Troubleshooting information

Metasys UI Technical Bulletin (LIT-12012115)

Creating Custom Symbols Metasys UI Custom Symbols Technical Bulletin (LIT-12013054)

Licensing

How do I know if a license for a Metasys product or Metasys UI feature has
expired?
As an Administrator user, you receive a notification in the form of a message on the Metasys UI
screen when a license has expired. Click the link to Details, which redirects you to the About
window, where you can see more information about the feature name along with the version,
license status, and expiration date.

Do I get a notification when a license for a Metasys product or Metasys UI
feature is about to expire?
As an Administrator user, you receive a notification in the form of a message on the Metasys UI
screen when a license is about to expire in the next 14 days. Click the link to Details, which redirects
you to the About window, where you can see more information about the feature name along with
the version, license status, and expiration date.
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In addition, a red bubble icon appears next to Help and About in the User menu when a license is
about to expire in the next 14 days.

Where do I find out more about my licenses?
Navigate to User menu Help  >  About to access details about your Metasys product and Metasys
UI feature licenses, the version, license status, and expiration date.

Which Metasys UI features need to be licensed?
BACnet/SC Management feature
You require the Metasys BACnet/SC license (M4-BACNETSC-0) for Servers and the NAE85 as a Site
Director to use the BACnet/SC Management feature in Metasys UI.

Potential Problem Areas widget
You do not require a license to access the Points tab of the widget on an Application and Data
Server (ADS), on an ADS Lite, and on an Extended Application and Data Server (ADX). For an Open
Application Server (OAS), you require the Metasys Potential Problem Areas license to access the
widget.

From Metasys Release 11.0, the new advanced capabilities within the Potential Problem Areas
widget require licensing. The widget itself consists of two separate licensable features, namely
Fault Detection and Fault Triage. You require the Metasys Fault Detection and the Metasys Fault
Triage licenses to access both Fault Detection and Fault Triage. You can use Fault Detection without
a Fault Triage license, but you require both licenses for Fault Detection and Fault Triage to use Fault
Triage.

Note: Fault Detection and Fault Triage are not included with any server. You must purchase
these features separately.

Note: No significant feature additions were made to Fault Detection and Fault Triage at
Release 12.0. The Metasys Fault Detection license and Metasys Fault Triage license remain
at 11.x and continue to work at 12.x.

Refer to the Potential Problem Areas widget section in Metasys UI Help (LIT-12011953) for more
information about various combinations of licenses and feature availability and behavior.

Scheduled Reports feature
To enable the Scheduled Reports feature, you require the appropriate Metasys license. If
unlicensed, this feature is unavailable or limited in the Metasys UI. The Scheduled Reports feature
is included in the Metasys Server license for the Application and Data Server (ADS), the ADS Lite,
and the Extended Application and Data Server (ADX). However, this feature is not included in the
Open Application Server (OAS) license. To enable this feature on an OAS, you require the Metasys
Scheduled Reports license.

Active Directory Federation Services (ADFS) for Active Directory (AD) Integration and Two-
Factor Authentication (2FA) feature
The ADFS Authentication for Metasys license enables the ADFS for AD Integration and 2FA
feature in the Metasys UI. This add-on feature always appears in the Software Manager whenever
Metasys UI is installed. This add-on feature is not included in the Metasys Server license for the
ADS, the ADS Lite, the ADX, and OAS) license, but has to be licensed separately.

For information about activating licenses, refer to the Starting a license activation section in the
Software Manager Help (LIT-12012389).
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Are there any other licenses that are relevant to Metasys UI?
There are additional Metasys licenses that do not enable a specific Metasys UI feature, but still
apply to ADS/ADX and/or OAS.
Site Management Portal (SMP)
At Release 12.0, an upgraded site needs an SMP license to continue to use the SMP.

Metasys Historical Data Add-on
The Metasys Historical Data Add-on license enables retention of historical data for the OAS, which
affects the quantity of data available to certain Metasys UI features on an OAS.

Federal Information Processing Standard Publication 140-2 (FIPS PUB 140-2)
The FIPS 140-2 for Metasys license enables the FIPS PUB 140-2 component. FIPS PUB 140-2 is a
United States government computer security standard used to approve cryptographic modules
in software components. When the Metasys FIPS 140-2 component is installed and licensed on a
Metasys Server or PC for the ADS/ADX/OAS/NAE85/LCS85, the computer system becomes FIPS
compliant. This level of compliance is often required at the facilities of most federal government
agencies. The name of this feature license in the Software Manager is FIPS 140-2 for Metasys.

Monitoring and Commanding API
The Monitoring and Commanding API enables reading, writing, and commanding of one or more
Metasys objects or properties to provide a secure and cost-effective way to bi-directionally integrate
with third-party applications. The API is installed with the Metasys Server, but the API is an optional
feature that you need to purchase and license separately.

Important: Existing customers who want to upgrade their Metasys Server software and the
Monitoring and Commanding API add-on need to purchase both the relevant -6 upgrade
product code number for the Server software license upgrade and the M4-APIMOCMD-6
upgrade product code to upgrade the Monitoring and Commanding API. If existing customers
do not purchase both upgrade product code numbers, the API is no longer functional.

For more information about other licensable features of the Metasys Server refer to the Licensing
section in the Metasys Server Installation and Upgrade Instructions (LIT-12012162) and Open
Application Server (OAS) Installation and Upgrade Guide (LIT-12013222), respectively. For more
information about the Metasys API, refer to https://metasys-server.github.io and Metasys REST API
Client for .NET and COM Developer Guide (LIT-12013522).

Software update notifications

What is the Software Update Notification feature?
The purpose of the Software Update Notification feature is to identify software updates for ADS/
ADX, ADS-Lite A, ADS-Lite E, and OAS. This includes software updates for patches, minor releases,
and major releases. Software Manager data is thereby displayed directly in the Metasys UI.

Who can use the Software Update Notification feature?
This feature is applicable to Administrator users only.

Is the Software Update Notification feature always available?
Software update notifications are not available if the Software Manager is configured for offline
only, or if the Software Manager does not have Internet connectivity. Update information is also
unavailable when the host machine for Metasys UI is not connected to the Internet.
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Do I get notifications about all available updates?
The notifications in Metasys UI are limited to the most recent software update relevant to Metasys
UI. The software update feature identifies the latest software update for the Metasys server
products, based on which one is installed with Metasys UI. For example, if your Metasys UI is
installed with a Metasys OAS, you will see OAS update notifications only.

Where do I see the software update notification?
You see software update notifications in the form of a toast message on the Metasys UI login
screen. The toast message contains the relevant Metasys server and its version, and a link to
Details, which redirects you to the About window. The notification continues to display on the login
screen every time you log in, until you close the notification by clicking x.
When an update is available, you also see a blue bubble icon next to Help and About in the User
menu.

How do I access information about available software updates after I close
the notification on the login screen?
After you close a notification on the login screen, you can view a listing of the latest available
software update in the What's New section of the  About window. To access the  About window,
go to the User menu Help >  About.

Why are there no software updates listed in my About window?
The software update listing in the About window is empty if your software is already up to date, or
if an error occurred when attempting to retrieve software updates.

Where can I see older software updates that are available to download?
The Metasys UI listing of the latest available software update for each product includes only the
most recent update for a particular product. Go to the Software Manager on your Metasys Server to
check for older updates to download.

Is the Software Update Notification feature available in JCT?
Currently, the feature is provided in Metasys UI only.

How do I download the available software update?
You can download the available software update from the Software Manager on the Metasys
Server. Refer to Software Manager Help (LIT-12012389) for more information.

Accessing the Metasys UI

How do I access and log in to the Metasys UI?
To access the Metasys UI remotely from any client device, ensure that you have access to the
Metasys Site Director (Internet, intranet, or VPN access) and browse to https://[host name]/UI,
where [host name] is replaced with the IP address or host name/server name of your Metasys Site
Director. If you are on the ADS/ADX, ADS-Lite, or OAS computer with Metasys UI installed, you can
also navigate to hostname/UI or localhost/UI.

Note: Ensure your web browser has cookies enabled before browsing to the Metasys UI.

When browsing to the Metasys UI, your web browser may display a security certificate warning. The
browser displays this warning if your Metasys UI site does not have a trusted security certificate.
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If you see this warning, you can browse to the Metasys UI site by doing the following:

• For Google Chrome:
a. Tap or click Advanced.
b. Tap or click Proceed to [IP Address], where [IP Address] is the IP address or host name/

server name of the Metasys Site Director. The Metasys UI login screen appears.
• For Microsoft Edge, tap or click Continue to this website (not recommended). The Metasys

UI login screen appears.
• For Apple Safari, tap or click Continue in the Cannot Verify Server Identity window. The

Metasys UI login screen appears.
We strongly recommend installing a trusted security certificate. For more information about
installing trusted security certificates, refer to Network and IT Guidance Technical Bulletin
(LIT-12011279) and contact your IT department.
When the Metasys UI login screen appears, enter your login credentials.

Note: The Metasys UI does not support autofill functionality for the user name or password
fields.

What does the message Login successful. Please wait while your
system and preferences are set up. This may take a few moments.
mean?
You see this message at first login after a restart or at first login after a download. This is due to the
building of the Metasys UI data cache which happens the first time you restart or download. The
login is delayed until the cache is built and you will see the Please wait message until the cache
building completes. This may take up to 30 minutes for the first login after a restart and first login
after a download. After this, there should be no further delays when you log in.
At Metasys Release 11, we have introduced a semantic database which is built and modified with
server downloads (both full and Metasys UI only components). Depending on the size of your site, it
may take longer to log into Metasys UI while performing this activity.

Can I log in with my Active Directory® account?
You can log in with your Active Directory user name and password if the Active Directory/LDAP
login feature is set up in the Metasys system.

Note: You can choose to log in as a local Metasys user even when Active Directory/LDAP
authentication is enabled.

For more information on Active Directory and the Metasys system, refer to the Network and IT
Guidance Technical Bulletin (LIT-12011279).

Does Metasys UI offer single sign-on (SSO) and two-factor authentication
(2FA) capabilities?
Starting at Release 11.0, Metasys UI uses Microsoft® Active Directory Federation Services (ADFS),
including two-factor authentication (2FA) when your ADFS Server is configured for 2FA.
If the Active Directory Federation Services (ADFS) for Metasys UI feature is licensed and enabled,
you can use single-sign on to log into Metasys UI:

1. Click or tap LOG IN WITH MY ORGANIZATIONAL ACCOUNT (ADFS) on the login screen. You
are then redirected to your organization's login page.

2. Enter your user credentials on the organization's login page and sign in.
3. The Metasys UI login screen appears and you are logged into Metasys UI automatically.
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If the Active Directory Federation Services (ADFS) for Metasys UI feature is licensed and enabled
and if 2FA is configured, controlled, and enforced by your ADFS server, you can use 2FA to log into
Metasys UI:

1. Click or tap LOG IN WITH MY ORGANIZATIONAL ACCOUNT (ADFS) on the login screen. You
are then redirected to your organization's login page.

2. Enter your user credentials on the organization's login page and sign in.
3. The 2FA prompt appears. Select the appropriate authentication option, for example push

notification, and follow the instructions on-screen.
4. The Metasys UI login screen appears and you are logged into Metasys UI automatically.

Important: If ADFS is licensed and enabled, but you cannot see the LOG IN WITH MY
ORGANIZATIONAL ACCOUNT (ADFS) button on the login screen, refresh the browser page.

You can choose to log in as a local Metasys user even when ADFS authentication is enabled.
See User Management for more information about how to enable ADFS authentication. Refer to
the Network and IT Guidance Technical Bulletin (LIT-12011279) for more information about how to
configure an ADFS server for Metasys.

Can I log in with my Office 365® account?
You can log in with your Office 365® user name and password if the Office 365® login feature is set
up in the Metasys system. For more information on Office 365® and the Metasys system, refer to
the Network and IT Guidance Technical Bulletin (LIT-12011279).

Why can I not log in?
You may not be able to log into the Metasys UI for the following reasons:

• You entered the wrong password or attempted the wrong password too many times.
• Your user account only allows login during specific time periods.
• Your user account is locked out or disabled by an administrator.
• Your current password is expired.
• Your Metasys Site Director is powered down.
• SQL Server 2019 may cause the Metasys UI data cache building stored procedure to time out.

This prevents you from logging into Metasys UI. Set SQL Server 2019 to run in compatibility
mode 2017 to prevent this issue.

What do I do if I see a Reconnect message and an empty dashboard after
login?
This may happen when you log in for the very first time after an upgrade. Refresh the browser to fix
this.

How do I log out?
To log out of the Metasys UI, tap or click the User menu icon in the upper-right of the screen, then
tap or click Log Out.

Are my logins and logouts recorded?
Yes, user logins and logouts are recorded and can be viewed in the Cyber Health Dashboard and
in the System Activity feature. For more information about viewing Metasys audits, see System
Activity.
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Why should I log out?
To make sure your Metasys UI site remains secure, always log out of the Metasys UI.

Note: When you tap or click the Back button or close your browser window or tab, you are
not logged out of the Metasys system. Make sure to log out when you are done browsing the
Metasys UI.

When you use your organizational account (SSO) to log into Metasys UI, you are also redirected to
your organization's logout page when you log out of Metasys UI.

Why am I asked to accept the terms and conditions?
All new Metasys users are required to accept the Terms and Conditions of use before they access
the Metasys system for the first time.

Why did my session expire? Why was I logged out without clicking the Log
Out button?
After 30 minutes of inactivity, your session automatically terminates and you are returned to the
login screen. The default timeout is 30 minutes. If your tablet or phone goes to sleep or you lose
connection, you are logged out and returned to the login screen. See the Session inactivity section
for more information.
Also, if the Metasys Site Director computer running the Metasys UI software restarts, you are
logged out and returned to the login screen.

Navigating and Searching

Using the navigation panel

What is the navigation panel?
The navigation panel is located on the left side of the screen and facilitates the navigation through
the Spaces, Network, and Views tabs.

Can I resize the navigation panel?
Yes, you can resize the navigation panel on a computer platform by dragging the double-headed
arrow. The panel retains the resizing when you navigate to the Graphics Manager, for example, but
the resizing does not persist on logout.

Note: If the width of the navigation panel exceeds half the width of the screen, the Page
navigation drop-down moves from the upper-right corner to the upper-left corner, and the
page references disappear. The navigation panel resizing applies to the current user logged in.

How do I open or close the navigation panel?
To open or close the navigation panel, click the hamburger icon.

Note: If you use the browser's zoom feature on your client computer, the navigation panel
may not close. Set the zoom level to 100% for proper operation of the navigation panel.

What is a space?
Spaces help you organize the information displayed for the Metasys system into physical locations
(a campus and its buildings) and areas within those locations (floors, zones, and rooms). The
hierarchy resembles the physical world to help you navigate your Metasys system. Each space has a
hierarchical relationship to other spaces, as well as a served-by relationship to the equipment that
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provides services to the space. For more information on how to configure spaces and equipment,
refer to the SCT: System Configuration Tool Help (LIT-12011964).

What is the Network tree?
The Network tree provides access to objects using an alternative navigation tree to the Spaces tree.
The Network tree organizes objects according to the Metasys object hierarchy, similar to the All
Items tree in the Site Management Portal. Objects listed in the Network tree are identified by name
and by icon and include Global Status indicators.

Note: To see extended labels for items in the Network tree in Metasys UI, go to the Display
Settings >  General Display Settings in SMP and set Extended labels enabled on Login to
True.

What are Views?
Views are user-defined navigation trees that contain references to selected items from the Network
tree. See Views for more information.

Who can view Views?
You can view Views if any User Views are assigned to you. You an assign User Views in User
Management.

Who can view the Network tree?
To give non-administrative users access to the Network tree, you need to change the user
properties in the User Management feature in Metasys UI:
1. Open the User menu.
2. Click Administrative Tasks.
3. Click User Management.
4. Select a user for editing or click the Edit User icon.
5. Go to the User Details >  Actions section and enable the toggle for User Can View The Item

Navigation Tree (Default Tree).
Users without this access granted can see a navigation panel with the Spaces tree and Views, if any
User Views are assigned to the user.

How do I navigate through the hierarchy of the trees?
The navigation panel shows the list of spaces, point objects, and extensions objects that have been
configured to organize the information in your Metasys system. To navigate to a specific room,
select the highest level in your Spaces tab. For example, first select your building, then your floor,
then finally your room on that floor. To navigate to a network object, click the Network tab. For
example, to navigate to an IP controller, first expand the relevant engine and then the relevant
BACnet Integration object. To navigate to an object in your assigned User Views, click the Views tab,
select the relevant User View from the list, if there are more than one, and navigate to the required
object.

Note: If you cannot find an object, use the Advanced Search feature to locate the object and
navigate to the object's dashboard. For more information, see Advanced Search.

How do I get back to the space or object I was previously at?
To navigate to a previous space, use your browser's back button or use the navigation panel. You
can also navigate to a previous space or object by clicking on the hyperlink in the breadcrumb
hierarchy.
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How do I bookmark a location to return to later?
Use your browser's bookmarking capabilities to return to a frequently visited space.

Note: If a change is made to the Spaces tree that adds a space above the bookmarked space
after you make a bookmark, an Invalid Space ID message appears on the screen and you
are re-directed to the root space.

Mobile devices:
• To bookmark a location on an Android device, navigate to the location that you want to

bookmark, tap the bookmark icon, select Add Bookmark, name your bookmark, and tap Save.
• To bookmark a location on an Apple device, navigate to the location that you want to

bookmark, tap the bookmark icon, select Bookmark, name your bookmark, and tap Save.
Table 8: Bookmark icons on mobile devices
Icon Icon description

Bookmark icon on an Android device.

Bookmark icon on an Apple device.

Note: The icons for bookmarking may vary from those documented here.

Desktop or laptop devices:
• To bookmark a location in Google Chrome, navigate to the location that you want to

bookmark, click the bookmark icon with the tooltip Bookmark this tab, click Add bookmark
name your bookmark, and click Done.

• To bookmark a location in Apple Safari, navigate to the location that you want to bookmark,
click Bookmarks, select Add Bookmark, name your bookmark, and click Add.

• To bookmark a location in Microsoft Edge, navigate to the location that you want to bookmark,
click the bookmark icon with the tooltip Add this page to favorites, name your bookmark,
and click Done.

Note: If you change the computer name or IP address of the ADS/ADX that hosts the Metasys
UI software, your bookmarks break and you must redo your bookmarks.

Table 9: Bookmark icons on desktop or laptop devices
Icon Icon description

Bookmark icon in Google Chrome.

Bookmark icon in Microsoft Edge.

Note: The icons for bookmarking may vary from those documented here.

How do I return to a previously bookmarked location?
Browse to the bookmarked location from your browser's list of bookmarks.

What is a Global Status Indicator? Where are Global Status Indicators
located?
The Global Status Indicators (GSIs) appear on objects listed in both the Network tree and in Views.
GSIs display the status of an object that is in a non-normal state.
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What GSIs does Metasys UI use? What do they look like? What do they
mean?
Table 10: Global Status Indicator definitions
Global Status Indicator icon Global Status Indicator definition

Warning

Alarm

Unreliable

Offline

Unpaired

What is the priority display for GSIs?
Priority is based on object status. If there are multiple statuses on an object in a navigation tree, the
highest priority status shows. For example, if an object is in alarm and unreliable, the unreliable GSI
appears.
The following subset of statuses shows the GSI priority display, whereby 1 is the lowest priority and
5 is the highest priority:

1. Warning
2. Alarm
3. Unreliable
4. Offline
5. Unpaired

Creating and deleting objects

What is the Create and Delete Object feature?
With this feature you can manage objects in Metasys UI and JCT. You can create and delete single or
multiple objects, discover objects under integrations, and fully configure objects.

Note: Object discovery is not available in JCT.

Note: In Views, you can create and delete extensions only.

What do the Create and Delete Object feature icons look like?
The following table outlines the Create and Delete Object feature icons.
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Table 11: Create and Delete Object feature icons
Icon Icon

name
Icon description

Add
Network
Item

Opens the Create Item wizard, where you can create an object.

Delete
Network
Item

Opens the Delete Item window, where you can delete an object.
Note: You can also use the Delete Network Item functionality to
remove an offline engine from a site.

How do I access the Create and Delete Object feature?
1. Click the Network tab to open the Network tree, or click the Views tab to open the Views

navigation.
2. The Create and Delete Object feature is represented by a toolbar over the navigation tree. The

toolbar contains the Add Network Item icon, the Tree Settings icon, and the Delete Network
Item icon.

Who can access and use the Create and Delete Object feature?
This feature is accessible to both Administrator and Non-Administrator users.
You require the Configure Items permission for at least one authorization category to view the
Create and Delete Object toolbar in the Network tree. If you do not have this permission for any of
the authorization categories, the toolbar is not displayed. In addition, to view the network tree, you
require the User Can View The Item Navigation Tree (Default Tree) property in your User Details
within the User Management feature in Metasys UI.
The available actions depend on your authorization. The following table outlines the actions and
required authorization.
Table 12: Create and Delete Object feature required authorization
Action Required authorization and other requirements
Creating an object Configure Items permission for at least one of the authorization

categories. This applies to all object types and to all means of object
creation, including discovery.

Creating an extension on
an object

Configure Items permission for the authorization category of
the parent object, as extensions inherit the parents' authorization
category.

Deleting an object • Configure Items permission for the authorization category of the
object you wish to delete.

• An object that has one or more child objects is deletable only if all
of its child objects are also deletable.

• An object is only deletable if you can create that object with
Metasys UI.

Which object types are supported?
Depending on the object that you select from the Network tree, the Create Item wizard displays
the available object types. For example, when you select an engine from the Network tree, one
of the options for General Type is Extension, and the corresponding options for Object Type
are Alarm, Trend, Averaging, Totalization, or Load. The following table outlines these different
options in more detail.
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Table 13: Create Item wizard - type options
Network tree selection General Type options Object Type options
Site None

Integration (OAS, NAE85,
and LCS85 only)

• BACnet Integration
• Field Bus MSTP
• VND Integration

Object • Folder

Additionally, OAS only:

• AV
• BV
• Calendar
• MV
• Schedule

Metasys Server

Extension • Alarm
• Averaging
• Totalization
• Load
• Trend

Integration • BACnet Integration
• Field Bus MSTP
• LON Trunk
• N2 Trunk
• VND Integration

Engine

Object • AV
• Accumulator
• Auto Shutdown
• BV
• Calendar
• Data Broadcast
• Electric Demand Control
• Event Enrollment
• Folder
• Generator Load Control
• Global Data
• Group
• Interlock
• Loop
• MV
• Multiple Command
• Notification
• Optimal Start
• Program (Control System)
• Pulse Meter
• Schedule
• Signal Select
• Solar Clock
• Trend Log
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Table 13: Create Item wizard - type options
Network tree selection General Type options Object Type options

Extension • Alarm
• Averaging
• Totalization
• Load
• Trend

Field Device Note: The Object Type field appears when
you select Manual instead of Discovery.

The object types depend on the selected field device.
The following object types are supported:

• For BACnet IP: General BACnet Device or JCI
Family IP BACnet Device

• For Field Bus MSTP: General BACnet Device
or JCI Family BACnet Device

• For LON Trunk: LON Controller
• For N2 Trunk: Controller
• For VND Integration: VND Controller

Object Folder

Integration

Extension • Alarm
• Averaging
• Totalization
• Load
• Trend

Field Device

Field Point Note: The Object Type field appears when
you select Manual instead of Discovery

The object types depend on the selected field point.
The following object types are supported:

• For General BACnet Device: Accumulator,
AI, AO, AV, Averaging, BI, BO, BV, Calendar,
Characterstring Values, Command, Electric
Demand Control, Event Enrollment, Generator
Load Control, Group, Integer Value, Life Safety
Point, Life Safety Zone, Load Control, Loop, MI,
MO, MV, Notification, Positive Integer Value,
Program (Control System), Pulse Converter,
Schedule, Trend Log Multiple, and Trend Log

• For JCI Family IP BACnet Device:
Accumulator, AI, AO, AV, BI, BO, BV, Calendar,
MV, Notification, Schedule, and Trend Log

• For JCI Family BACnet Device: Accumulator,
AI, AO, AV, BI, BO, BV, Calendar, MV,
Notification, Schedule, and Trend Log

• For VND Controller: AI, AO, BI, BO, MI, and
MO

• For N2 Controller: AI, AO, BI, BO, MI, MO,
Accumulator, and N2 Pulse Counter

• For LON Controller: AI, AO, BI, BO, MI, and
MO
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Table 13: Create Item wizard - type options
Network tree selection General Type options Object Type options

Object Folder
Extension • Alarm

• Averaging
• Totalization
• Load
• Trend

Object • AV
• Accumulator
• Auto Shutdown
• BV
• Calendar
• Data Broadcast
• Electric Demand Control
• Event Enrollment
• Folder
• Generator Load Control
• Global Data
• Group
• Interlock
• Loop
• MV
• Multiple Command
• Notification
• Optimal Start
• Program (Control System)
• Pulse Meter
• Schedule
• Signal Select
• Solar Clock
• Trend Log

Folder

Note: When you select a folder under an integration, you can add a field
device within that folder. When you select a folder under a field device, you
can add field points.

Any other object type that supports
alarms and trends, such as AV, BV,
extensions, etc.

Extension • Alarm
• Averaging
• Totalization
• Load
• Trend

You can also view and edit the following objects:
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Table 14: Objects available for viewing and editing or viewing only
General Type Object
Integration View and edit the following objects after creation in SMP or SCT:

• N1 Migration

• Wireless Supervisor

• XL5K Integration

• SA Bus (internal object)

• External Data Connector integration on 12.0 engines for MQ
Telemetry Transport (MQTT)

Field point on BACnet IP and MS/
TP devices

View and edit the following object after creation in SMP or SCT:
Electric Demand Monitoring

Field point on LON and N1
controllers

View and edit the following objects after creation in SMP:
Generic Integration Object (GIO)

Object View and edit the following objects after creation in SMP or SCT:
• Demand Limiting Load Rolling (DLLR)

• Electric Demand Monitoring

View and edit the following objects after creation in CCT:
• Activity Sequencer

• Local Application

• Local Hardware
Extension Resource File
Other View the following objects after creation in SMP or SCT:

• Summary Definition

• Views

View the following objects after creation in SCT: UGT / GGT
Graphic

How do I manually create and configure an object or integration?
1. Select the location (object) in the Network tree where you wish to create the new object.
2. Click or tap the Create icon in the upper left of the Network tree. The Create Item wizard

opens.
3. Select a general type from the General Type drop-down list.
4. Select an object type from the Object Type drop-down list.
5. Review the unique identifier in the Unique Identifier field and change it, if required.

Note: A default value is used for the unique identifier. The unique identifier is used to
form part of the Item Reference of the object, which cannot be modified after creation.
You can change the object's name in the Configuration tab of the wizard. The object's
name displays in the Network tree.

6. Click or tap NEXT.
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7. Complete the required fields in the Configuration tab and, if applicable, the fields for any
additional tab in the wizard. For example, if you create a Multiple Command object, complete
the fields under the Action Tables tab. If you create a Schedule object, complete the fields
under the Schedule tab. If you create an Event Enrollment object, complete the fields under
the Event tab next to the Configuration tab.

8. Click or tap CREATE.

Note: To completely configure objects such as Schedule, Interlock, Multiple Command, and
others; for example, you need to complete the configuration in the edit mode of the newly
created object. The system automatically navigates to the new object after creation.

How do I manually create and configure an extension?
1. Select the location (object) in the Network tree, or Views, where you wish to create the new

extension.
2. Click or tap the Create icon in the upper left of the tree. The Create Item wizard opens.
3. Select a general type from the General Type drop-down list.
4. Select an object type from the Object Type drop-down list.
5. Select an attribute from the Attribute drop-down list.
6. Enter a unique identifier in the Unique Identifier field.

Note: A default value is used for the unique identifier. The unique identifier is used to
form part of the Item Reference of the object, which cannot be modified after creation.
You can change the object's name in the Configuration tab of the wizard. The object's
name displays in the Network tree.

7. Click or tap NEXT.
8. Complete the required fields in the Configuration tab to configure the extension.
9. Click or tap CREATE.

Which extensions can I create?
From Metasys Release 12.0, you can create alarm, trend, averaging, and totalization extensions.
See Alarm extensions, Trend extensions, Totalization extensions, Averaging extensions, and Load
extensions for more information about these extension types.

How do I add a field device with the discovery feature?
You can use the discovery feature to add a field device to an existing integration. To add a field
device to an integration, complete the following steps:

1. Select an existing integration from the Network tree.
2. Click or tap the Create icon in the upper left of the Network tree. The Create Item wizard

opens.
3. From the General Type drop-down list select Field Device.
4. Discovery is selected by default.
5. Modify the integration attributes as appropriate.
6. Click or tap DISCOVERY.
7. Select the devices that you want to add to the integration.
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Note: If you add only a single device with the field device discovery workflow, you can add
field points to this device in the same workflow. If you add more than one device, you can
follow the steps outlined in How do I add a field point with the discovery feature? to add
field points in a separate workflow.

8. Review and configure the selected devices as appropriate.
9. Click or tap CREATE.

How do I add a field point with the discovery feature?
You can use the discovery feature to add a field point to an existing field device. To add a field point
to a field device, complete the following steps:

1. Select an existing field device from the Network tree.
2. Click or tap the Create icon in the upper left of the Network tree. The Create Item wizard

opens.
3. From the General Type drop-down list select Field Point.
4. Discovery is selected by default.
5. Click or tap DISCOVERY.
6. When the discovery is completed, select the points that you want to add to the field device by

clicking or tapping the check boxes.
7. Click or tap NEXT.
8. Review and configure the selected field points as appropriate. For example, you can add alarm

and trend extensions to the points by selecting the check box with the alarm icon or the check
box with the trend icon, respectively.

Note: On a site with an engine at version 9.0, you may get an error when you add more
than 20 alarm and trend extensions. Reduce the number of extensions that you want to
add in one batch and add the remaining extensions in another batch.

9. Click or tap CREATE.

Where does a newly created object appear in the network tree?
When you create a new object on the server, an engine, or a controller, the newly created object is
appended to the bottom of the list of its parent object. You can reorganize the list with the Organize
Tree functionality. See Tree settings for more information.

How do I delete an object?
1. Select an object in the Network tree or Views that you want to delete. In Views, you can delete

extensions only.

Important: The object's child objects are also deleted by this action.

2. Click or tap the Delete icon. The Delete Item window opens.
3. Review the information pertaining to the deletion of a single object and its children.
4. Click or tap DELETE.

Note: From Metasys Release 12.0, you can also remove offline engines from the site by using
the Delete icon. You can remove an offline engine of any type and release.

See also Who can access and use the Create and Delete Object feature? for more information about
authorization to delete an object.
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Who can see the results of a create or delete operation?
The result of any create or delete operation takes effect immediately for the user who performed
the action. However, all other users have to refresh the web browser to see the changes in their
Network tree.

Is the Create and Delete Object feature supported on all devices?
Yes, the Create and Delete Object feature is supported on desktop, tablets, and smartphones.

Extensions

What is an extension? Which extensions are supported in Metasys UI?
An extension adds features such as trending or alarming to an item. At Metasys Release 12.0, the
following actions are supported for extensions:
Table 15: Extensions support
Extension type View and edit Create
Alarm Yes Yes
Trend Yes Yes
Totalization Yes Yes
Averaging Yes Yes
Load Yes Yes
Resource file Yes No

See Creating and deleting objects for more information about creating extensions.

Alarm extensions
An alarm extension adds attributes for generating alarm and event messages to an item. Alarm
extensions monitor an attribute of an object and send alarms using the Alarm Manager. There are
two types of alarm extensions: analog alarm and multistate alarm.

Analog alarm extension
The analog alarm extension adds the alarming capability for attributes with real values, such as the
Present Value of an Analog Input Object. This extension detects an alarm based on up to four limits
and can be configured to report that alarm. It also sets the Alarm State attribute of the object to
which it is added. The analog alarm extension is also used with the Graphic Setting Preferences,
which are used to establish color choices for alarm conditions in graphics and throughout Metasys
UI.

Note: At Release 12.0, you can set the alarm and graphic preferences in Site Settings.

For example, you can configure the analog alarm extension to issue an alarm if the temperature in
a room falls below 60˚F (15.6˚C).

Multistate alarm extension
The multistate alarm extension adds the alarming capability for an attribute with True or False, or
Multistate data types, such as the Present Value of a Binary Input Object.
The multistate alarm extension detects the alarm with respect to a difference from a defined
normal state and sets the Alarm State attribute of the object to which it is added. In addition, you
can configure the multistate alarm extension to report alarms and True or False and/or Multistate
events.
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Normal state
Normal state occurs when the alarm extension is in an acceptable, expected condition, as indicated
by the attribute point to which it is added.

Warning state
Warning state occurs when the analog alarm extension transitions from normal into the high or low
warning conditions.

Alarm state
Alarm state occurs when the extension transitions into the high alarm, low alarm, or unreliable
conditions.

Alarm feedback
The alarm extensions provide a feedback mechanism that allows for referenced thresholds. For the
analog alarm extension, this feedback is done through the configuration of the Setpoint Reference
attribute. For the multistate alarm extension, this feedback is done through the configuration of the
Command Reference attribute. When you reference other attributes using the Setpoint Reference
or Command Reference attributes, the alarm analysis works differently.
Analog Points:
For example, add an analog alarm extension to an Analog Input Object (zone temperature). Define
the Present Value of the Analog Input Object as the Input Reference and define the Define the
Present Value of an Analog Output Object (setpoint) as the Setpoint Reference of the analog alarm
extension.
If you edit the Setpoint (Define the Present Value attribute of the Analog Output Object), the
Warning Reference attribute of the analog alarm extension of the Zone Temperature Analog Input
Object changes to the same value. The Reference Delay Time of the analog alarm extension resets
at this same time and prevents a false alarm condition from being detected.
Binary or Multistate Points:
For example, add a multistate alarm extension to a Binary Input Object or Multistate Input Object.
Define the Present Value of a Binary Input (fan status) or Multistate Input as the Input Reference;
then define the Present Value of a Binary Output Object (command state) or Multistate Output
Object as the Command Reference of the multistate alarm extension.
If you edit the Command State (Present Value attribute of the Binary Output Object or Multistate
Output Object), the Normal State attribute of the multistate alarm extension of the Fan Status
Binary Input Object or Multistate Input Object changes to the same value. The Reference Delay
Time of the multistate alarm extension resets at this same time, preventing a false alarm condition
from being detected.

Delay timer interaction
There are two timers used to delay the analysis or reporting of an alarm. These timers are used to
allow normal functions to occur before an object’s behavior appears abnormal and generates an
alarm. The first timer is the Alarm State: Reference Delay Timer, which allows a preset amount
of time to pass between commanding an object and making sure that the commanded object has
obeyed the command before considering an alarm condition to be present. The second timer is the
Alarm State: Report Delay Timer, which prevents the analysis of an object’s condition until the
preset time has passed after that object has appeared to obey a command.
The length of the reference delay time is a combination of the reference delay time and the report
delay time settings. If you change the warning reference, both delays go active; and if the reference
delay time is greater than or equal to the report delay time, then the total delay is the sum of both
timer settings. However, if the reference delay time is less than the report delay time, then the
delay is equal to the report delay time setting.
The delay timers of the alarm extensions interact as follows:
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Note: If no Warning Limits are defined, the Reference Delay Time and Reference Delay Timer
Active attributes do not apply.

Figure 1: Delay timer interaction

Table 16: Delay timer interaction description
Number Name User action
1 Warning

reference
command

Commands the Warning reference to change, moves the setpoint
and the corresponding High and Low warnings.

2 Reference Delay
Timer

Timer starts when the Warning Reference changes.

3 Report Delay
Interval

Interval starts if high or low warning is exceeded. The delay is
applied on both the entrance into the alarm condition and the exit
out of the alarm condition.

4 After Report
Delay Interval

Input reference is analyzed for alarm conditions.

Multistate alarm delay examples
About this task:  
When attaching alarm extensions to binary objects, we recommend that the alarm extension be
attached to a Binary Input Object (BI). When the Binary Output Object (BO) is commanded On, the
command is seen by the command reference of the BI and triggers the Alarm State: Reference
Delay Timer, which changes the Normal state of the associated BI. The Reference: Input of the BI
should change to match the new Normal state during the time set by the Alarm State: Reference
Delay Timer. If it does not, the BI immediately goes into Alarm upon expiration of the Reference
Delay Time. If the BI Reference: Input changes to match the new Normal state, then the Alarm
State: Report Delay Timer starts. The Alarm State: Report Delay time does not delay delivery of a
previously generated report. It delays the analysis of the BI object for an alarm condition until the
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Report Delay time has passed. Once the Report Delay time passes, the BI is analyzed for Alarm
conditions.

For example, with a BO controlling a fan and a BI with an Alarm Extension set using the BO as an
Input reference, two possible conditions are affected by the Alarm State delay timers:

1. Fan on and operating normally—In the following figure, a fan has been commanded On
and is operating normally. In this case, when the BO commands the Fan On, the Normal State
of the BI changes to On and the Reference Delay Time starts. Within the interval set by the
Reference Delay Time, the Input Reference of the BI changes to On and the Report Delay time
starts. After the Reference Delay Time and Report Delay Time have passed, the BI is analyzed
for Alarm conditions.

Figure 2: Fan on and operating normally

Table 17: Fan on and operating normally example description
Number Name User action
1 BO Command Fan is commanded On from BO.
2 BI Normal State BI Normal State switches to On.
3 Alarm State:

Reference Delay
Timer

Reference Delay Timer interval starts when BI Normal
State switches to On.

4 BI Input BI Input switches On during the Reference Delay Timer
interval.

5 Alarm State: Report
Delay

Report Delay interval starts when BI Input switches to
On.

6 After Report Delay
Interval

BI is analyzed for alarm conditions.
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2. Fan is commanded On but the fan is not working—In the following figure, the fan is
commanded On but does not turn on due to a problem. In this case, the BO commands
the Fan On, the Normal State of the BI changes to On, and the Reference Delay Time starts.
However, the Input Reference of the BI never changes to On because the Fan does not turn
on. Therefore, the Alarm State: Report Delay Timer never starts. After the interval set by the
Alarm State: Reference Delay Time expires, the BI goes into an Alarm condition.

Figure 3: Fan is commanded On but the fan is not working

Table 18: Fan is commanded On but the fan is not working description
Number Name User action
1 BO Command Fan is commanded On from BO.
2 BI Normal State BI Normal State switches to On.
3 Alarm State:

Reference Delay
Timer

Reference Delay Timer interval starts when BI Normal
State switches to On.

4 BI Input BI Input does not turn On during the Reference Delay
Timer interval due to problem with Fan.

5 Alarm State: Report
Delay

After Reference Delay Timer interval. BI is analyzed and
goes into Alarm.

Analog alarm attributes
The analog alarm extension contains attributes common to Metasys system objects.
The following table lists the attributes specific to the analog alarm extension. The list of attribute
names are displayed in the Focus View of the alarm extension object. Click the attribute name in the
table for a description of the attribute.
Notes:

• In the Notes column, letters indicate the following: C - Configurable, D - Default Attribute for
Display, N - Value Not Required, R - Affected by Extension’s Reliability, W - Writable. You can
create attributes that are marked with a C in Metasys UI, and you can edit attributes that are
marked with a W in Metasys UI.
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• In the MOD (Global Modify) column, attributes marked with an X can be mass edited from
Global Search Results.

• In the SCT (SCT Configuration Attribute) column, attributes marked with an X are viewable in
the SCT Alarm Extension Focus Window.

Table 19: Analog alarm attributes (MOD=Global Modify; SCT=SCT Configurable)
Attribute Name Notes Initial

Value
Values/ Options/
Range

Description MOD SCT

Alarm Ack
Pending

False Ack not pending, Ack
pending

Indicates that an event concerning a
transition into the Alarm state is waiting
for acknowledgment.

Alarm Ack
Required

C,W False Ack not required, Ack
required

Indicates that a transition into the Alarm
state created a message that requires
acknowledgment.

X X

Alarm Date Indicates the last date this extension
transitioned into the Alarm state. Each
time this transition occurs, a message is
created and this date is updated.

Alarm Message
Text

C,N,W Indicates the text you assigned to give
further information in the event of
an alarm. Only status changes to an
alarm state add the alarm message text
reference.

X X

Alarm Priority C,W 70 Indicates the priority assigned to the
Alarm state.

X X

Alarm Time Indicates the last time this extension
transitioned into the Alarm state. Each
time this transition occurs, a message is
created and this time is updated.

Cooling Setpoint C,N,W Null Indicates the actual monitored Cooling
Setpoint value based on the Setpoint
Reference mapping. You can either define
the Cooling Setpoint and High Alarm Limit
or the Setpoint Reference.

Cooling Setpoint
Reference

C,W Null When specified, indicates the Above
Setpoint limit. You must define both the
Cooling Setpoint Reference and Heating
Setpoint Reference, or leave both blank. If
the Cooling Setpoint Reference is defined,
the High Warning Offset is added to
the Cooling Setpoint Reference value to
calculate the High Warning Limit.
The Heating and Cooling Setpoint
References are typically mapped to the
Actual Heating and Cooling Setpoints
created for all FEC based VAV and
Terminal Unit control applications. The
High and Low Warning Offsets are added
to these references to calculate the High
and Low Warning Limits. These reference
points are used in conjunction with the
Room Control Module Graphics Symbol
to provide indication of above and below
setpoint conditions.

X X

Date Indicates the date of the last change in
the Present Value or Reliability reported
by this extension.
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Table 19: Analog alarm attributes (MOD=Global Modify; SCT=SCT Configurable)
Attribute Name Notes Initial

Value
Values/ Options/
Range

Description MOD SCT

Description C,W Maximum 40
characters before
Release 8.0.
Maximum 64
characters at Release
8.0 and later.

Identifies the alarm extension in detail. X

Differential C,W 0.00 Positive value Specifies a deadband range used for
analog object state transitions from
High Alarm Limit, Low Alarm Limit, High
Warning Offset, and Low Warning Offset.
If the Differential is applied to an object
in High Alarm, the object remains in the
state until it changes to a value less than
the High Alarm Limit minus the value of
the Differential.
When the Cooling Setpoint and the
Heating Setpoint are configured, the
Differential specifies:

• The deadband range for transitions
to the Above and Below Setpoint
states.

• The deadband range for transitions
from Above and Below Setpoint
states to return to a Normal state.
In this case, half of the value
specified for the Differential is used.
This allows the value to return to
normal in cases where the control
algorithm controls to a value close
to the setpoint, but may not achieve
or cross the setpoint.

X X

Enabled W True Indicates whether the alarm extension is
enabled.

X

Error Log Indicates the reliability of the following
references:

• Input Ref Status
• Warning Ref Status
• Setpoint Ref Status
• Cooling Setpoint Ref Status
• Heating Setpoint Ref Status
• Occupancy Ref Status

If a reference is not defined, the value will
be No Input.

Event Enable C,W True Determines if an alarm condition is
reported back to the event viewer and if
alarm pop-ups are created.

X X

Graphic C,N,W Null Object Type =
Graphic

Indicates the graphic associated with the
extension.

X

Graphic Alias C,W Maximum 256
characters

Indicates a portion of the graphic’s item
reference, up to and including the name
of the folder containing this extension or
the controller containing this extension.

X X
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Table 19: Analog alarm attributes (MOD=Global Modify; SCT=SCT Configurable)
Attribute Name Notes Initial

Value
Values/ Options/
Range

Description MOD SCT

Heating Setpoint C,N,W Null The Heating and Cooling Setpoint
References are typically mapped to the
Actual Heating and Cooling Setpoints
created for all FEC-based VAV and
Terminal Unit control applications. The
High and Low Warning Offsets are added
to these references to calculate the High
and Low Warning Limits. These reference
points are used in conjunction with the
Room Control Module Graphics Symbol
to provide indication of above and below
setpoint conditions.
You can either define the Cooling Setpoint
and Low Alarm Limit or the Setpoint
Reference.

Heating Setpoint
Reference

C,W Null Indicates the value of the Below Setpoint
limit. You must define both the Cooling
Setpoint Reference and Heating Setpoint
Reference, or leave both blank.

X X

High Alarm Limit C,N,W Specifies the actual High Alarm Limit. If
blank, the limit is not used.

High Alarm Limit Null Specifies the actual High Alarm Limit. If
blank, the limit is not used.

X X

High Warning
Offset

C,N,W Positive value Indicates the value added to the Warning
Reference or Setpoint Reference variable
to determine the actual High Warning
Limit. If blank, the offset is not used and
warning analysis is disabled. Both the
High Warning Offset and Low Warning
Offset must be defined, or both must be
blank.

X X

Input Indicates the last value received from the
Input Reference.

Input Reference C Specifies the object and attribute
monitored by this alarm extension.
The reliability of the Input Reference
is monitored and sets the Reliability
attribute of this extension. It also can be
reported in an alarm message.

Item Reference Specifies the name of the alarm that the
alarm extension is referencing.

Low Alarm Limit C,N,W Specifies the actual Low Alarm Limit. If
blank, the limit is not used.

X X

Low Warning
Offset

C,N,W Positive value Indicates the value subtracted from the
Warning Reference or Setpoint Reference
variable to determine the actual Low
Warning limit. If blank, the offset is not
used and warning analysis is disabled.
Both the High Warning Offset and Low
Warning Offset must be defined, or both
must be blank.

X X

Name C,W Maximum 400
characters

Name of the alarm extension attribute. X X
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Table 19: Analog alarm attributes (MOD=Global Modify; SCT=SCT Configurable)
Attribute Name Notes Initial

Value
Values/ Options/
Range

Description MOD SCT

Normal Ack
Pending

False Ack not pending, Ack
pending

Indicates if an event in transition
to the Normal state is awaiting
acknowledgment.

Normal Ack
Required

C,W False Ack not required, Ack
required

Indicates that a transition into the Normal
state created a message that requires
acknowledgment.

X X

Normal Date Indicates the last date this extension
transitioned into the Normal state.

Normal Priority C,W 200 Indicates the priority assigned to the
Normal state.

X X

Normal Time Indicates the last time this extension
transitioned into the Normal state. Each
time this transition occurs, a message is
created and this time is updated.

Object Identifier Specifies an internal identifier assigned to
the alarm extension.

X

Object Name Identifies the name of the object
associated with the alarm extension.

Object Type Analog
Alarm

Identifies the type of alarm extension. X

Occupancy
Reference

C,W Null When mapped, the Occupancy Reference
provides a specific graphic preference
color indication of a zone’s occupancy
status. When the reference is in an
unoccupied state, warning states are
not displayed; only alarm states are
displayed. This capability is typically used
in conjunction with the Room Status
symbol graphic floorplan.

X X

Present Value D,R Normal Normal,
Low Warning,
High Warning,
Low Alarm,
High Alarm

Represents the current value of the
extension.

Reference Delay
Time

C,W 0 0 to 65,535 seconds Specifies the amount of time that the
Input has to move within the Warning
Limits after a Warning Reference change
before the object reports the warning.
The Normal state is reported until the
Reference Delay Time expires. If the
Reference Delay Time is changed, any
current timer is canceled and reset to the
new Reference Delay Time.

X X

Reference Delay
Timer Active

False The Reference Delay Timer Active is True
while the alarm extension waits for the
Input value to respond to the Warning
Reference change.

X
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Table 19: Analog alarm attributes (MOD=Global Modify; SCT=SCT Configurable)
Attribute Name Notes Initial

Value
Values/ Options/
Range

Description MOD SCT

Reliability Input Un-
reliable

Uses Reliability (Set
503).

Indicates the Reliability of the analog
alarm extension. Reliability changes
in response to communication
errors between the analog alarm
extension and the Input Reference or
Setpoint Reference. When the analog
alarm extension is unreliable due to
communication problems, any further
execution of the main logic of the analog
alarm extension is cancelled and no
report is issued.
The reliability also indicates when the
Input or Setpoint Reference becomes
unreliable. When reliability changes
due to the Input being unreliable, an
event is issued if reporting is enabled.
The exception is Comm Loss reliability,
which results in the same behavior as
the communication problems described
above.
If a Setpoint Reference, High Alarm Limit,
and Low Alarm Limit are defined, and
the value of the setpoint is outside of
the range defined by the limits, then the
Analog Alarm becomes unreliable and an
event message is generated (if reporting
is enabled).

Report Delay C,W 0 0 to 65,535 seconds Indicates the number of seconds that
the extension waits before generating a
warning or alarm after the Input value
moves outside of the Heating or Cooling
Setpoint or warning limit. After this time,
the Input value is reevaluated. If the
value is still outside the limit, a report
generates. Report Delay applies only
to changes from the Normal state to
the Alarm state. High or Low Alarms
returning to the Normal state are
reported immediately.

X X

Report Delay
Active

C,W False The Report Delay Active is True while the
alarm extension waits for the alarm or
warning to stabilize.

Setpoint
Reference

C,W Null A Setpoint Reference or Warning
Reference is established for controllers
that only provide a Single Setpoint value.
The value established by either one of
these references is used in conjunction
with the High Warning Offset and Low
Warning Offset to establish the High
Alarm Warning Limit and Low Alarm
Warning Limit.

X X
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Table 19: Analog alarm attributes (MOD=Global Modify; SCT=SCT Configurable)
Attribute Name Notes Initial

Value
Values/ Options/
Range

Description MOD SCT

Status The Common Object Attributes section
details this attribute. Of the three states
that can be assumed by this attribute
(Disabled, Unreliable, and Normal), two of
these, Disabled and Normal, are managed
outside the scope of this extension. A
complete list of relevant states follows
(listed in hierarchical order from highest
to lowest):

• Disabled: Enabled attribute value is
False.

• Unreliable: Reliability attribute is
not reliable.

• Normal: Expected operating
condition.

Time Indicates the time of the last change in
the Present Value or Reliability reported
by this extension.

Version Specifies the version number for the
alarm extension.

Unoccupied
State

C,W 1 Set re-directed to
Unoccupied_Set
Attribute

Indicates the value of the Occupancy
Reference (if defined) that is considered
the Unoccupied State.

X X

Unoccupied
State Set

Indicates the set used to select the
Unoccupied State. If Occupancy Reference
is defined, the Unoccupied State Set uses
the same value.

Username is
BACnet Object
Name

False Controls whether the object’s User
Name attribute is also the Object Name
attribute. The Object Name attribute is
not writable, so the only way to change
the Object Name attribute is to edit the
User Name attribute and set the User
Name Is BACnet Obj Name attribute to
True.

X

Warning Ack
Pending

False Ack not pending, Ack
pending

Indicates whether an event concerning
a transition into the Warning state is
waiting for acknowledgment.

Warning Ack
Required

C,W False Ack not required, Ack
required

Indicates whether a transition into the
Warning state creates a message that
requires acknowledgment.

X X

Warning Date Indicates the last date this extension
transitioned into the Warning state. Each
time this transition occurs, a message is
created and this date is updated.

Warning Priority C,W 120 Indicates the priority assigned to the
Warning state.

X X
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Table 19: Analog alarm attributes (MOD=Global Modify; SCT=SCT Configurable)
Attribute Name Notes Initial

Value
Values/ Options/
Range

Description MOD SCT

Warning
Reference

C,W 0.00 A Setpoint Reference or Warning
Reference is established for controllers
that only provide a Single Setpoint value.
The value established by either one of
these references is used in conjunction
with the High Warning Offset and Low
Warning Offset to establish the High and
Low Warning limits.

X X

Warning Time Indicates the last time this extension
transitioned into the Warning state. Each
time this transition occurs, a message is
created and this time is updated.

Analog alarm extension examples
The analog alarm extension adds the alarming capability for attributes with real values, such as the
Present Value of an Analog Input Object. This extension detects an alarm in two different modes:
the Single Setpoint method, or the Cooling/Heating Setpoint Method.

Single Setpoint Mode
The Single Setpoint Mode uses up to four configurable limits to report an alarm. This method also
sets the Alarm State attribute of the object to which it is added. You can configure Single Setpoint
Mode using either a mapped setpoint reference or a fixed number set in the warning reference. For
example, you can configure the Analog Alarm extension to issue an alarm if the temperature in a
room falls below 15.6˚C (60˚F).
The Analog Alarm Object determines its new alarm state based upon receipt of a change. The new
alarm state is based on the following:

• Newly reported value and reliability
• Current alarm state (present value)
• Differential
• Defined alarm and warning limits. Once you set the High and Low Alarm Limits, the High

Warning Limit is calculated by adding the High Warning Offset to the Cooling Setpoint
Reference Value. The Low Warning Limit is calculated by subtracting the Low Warning Offset
from the Heating Setpoint Reference Value.

• Value reported by the Setpoint Reference (if defined) written to Warning Reference Value
• Delay Timer Active
• Reference Delay Timer Active
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Figure 4: Single Setpoint Mode

The above figure shows the Present Value of the Analog Alarm as it changes.
The Delay Time period begins when the Warning Reference changes. The Input Value is not
calculated during this time. The Input is normal at the end of the Reference Delay Time, so the
Present Value stays normal.
The Report Delay period begins when the Present Value transitions to any state from the Normal
state, or the value of the Command Reference changes. Transitions to and from states other than
Normal are reported immediately.

Cooling/Heating Setpoint Mode
Using the Cooling/Heating Setpoint Mode, the object calculates up to seven different statuses
based on the Cooling Setpoint Reference and the Heating Setpoint Reference. You can also
define an optional Occupancy Reference to suppress the status of the extension and display an
unoccupied status indication color unless there is a high or low alarm.
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Figure 5: Cooling/Heating Setpoint Mode

The above figure shows the Present Value of the Analog Alarm as it changes.
The Delay Time period starts when the Cooling Setpoint Reference or Heating Setpoint Reference
value changes. Since the Input is in Low Warning state at the end of the Reference Delay Time, the
Present Value is in a Low Warning state.
The Report Delay period starts when the Present Value transitions to any Alarm or Warning state
from a Normal, Above Setpoint, or Below Setpoint state, or if the value of the Command Reference
changes. All other State Transitions are reported immediately.

Multistate alarm attributes
The multistate alarm extension contains attributes common to Metasys system objects.
The following table lists the attributes specific to the multistate alarm extension.

Note: In the Notes column, letters indicate the following: C - Configurable, D - Default
Attribute for Display, N - Value Not Required, R - Affected by Extension’s Reliability, W -
Writable. You can create attributes that are marked with a C in Metasys UI, and you can edit
attributes that are marked with a W in Metasys UI.
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Table 20: Multistate Alarm Attributes
Attribute name Notes Initial Value Values/Options/Range Description
Alarm Ack Pending False Ack not pending, Ack

pending
Indicates that an event concerning a
transition into the Alarm state is waiting to be
acknowledged.

Alarm Ack Required C,W False Ack not required, Ack
required

Indicates that a transition into the Alarm
state created a message that requires
acknowledgment.

Alarm Date Indicates the last date this extension transitioned
into the Alarm state. Each time this transition
occurs, a message is created and this date is
updated.

Alarm Message Text C,N,W Indicates the text you assigned to give further
information in the event of an alarm. Only status
changes to an alarm state cause the alarm
message text reference to be added.

Alarm Priority C,W 70 Indicates the priority assigned to the Alarm state.

Alarm Time Indicates the last time this extension transitioned
into the Alarm state. Each time this transition
occurs, a message is created and this time is
updated.

Alarm Values C,W Associates an alarm state with a specific priority
and text. Multiple states can be defined for
each alarm, but each state must be unique
and no state can be set to the current alarm
extension normal state. The text and priority are
customizable. Alarm Priority and Alarm Message
Text are used as defaults when custom text and
priority values are not defined.

Capture Changes False If True, this attribute forces an event notification
to be generated for each change of the object
input state. If the input goes from one alarm
state to another alarm state or back to normal, an
event notification is generated.

Command
Reference

C,W If specified, the value of this referenced attribute
is treated as the normal state by the alarm
extension. The normal state then follows a
feedback value.
For example, define the Present Value of a Binary
Input Object (fan status) as the Input Reference
and define the Present Value of a Binary Output
Object (command state) as the Command
Reference.
For more information on how this attribute works
with regard to AO/BO point feedback, see AO/BO
Feedback.

Date Indicates the date of the last reported condition.

Event Enable C,W True Indicates that this value must be True for the
extension to report a warning message.

Graphic C,N,W Null Object Type = Graphic Indicates the graphic associated with the
extension.

Graphic Alias C,W Maximum 256 characters Indicates a portion of the graphic’s item
reference, up to and including the name of the
folder containing this extension or the controller
containing this extension.
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Table 20: Multistate Alarm Attributes
Attribute name Notes Initial Value Values/Options/Range Description
Input Derived from Input

Reference, the object
to which the Multistate
Alarm extension has
been attached.

Indicates the multistate value processed for
alarms by the extension as defined by the Input
Reference. The value of the Input is compared to
the Normal State.

Input Reference C Specifies the object and attribute monitored by
this alarm extension. The last value received from
Input Reference is written to the Input attribute.
The reliability of the Input Reference is monitored
and sets the Reliability attribute to this extension.
It is also reported in an alarm message.

Normal Ack
Pending

False Ack not pending, Ack
pending

Indicates whether an event concerning a
transition into the Alarm state is waiting to be
acknowledged.

Normal Ack
Required

C,W False Ack not required, Ack
required

Indicates whether a transition into the
Normal state creates a message that requires
acknowledgement.

Normal Date Indicates the last date this extension transitioned
into the Normal state. Each time this transition
occurs, a message is created and this date is
updated.

Normal Priority C,W 200 Indicates the priority assigned to the Normal
state.

Normal Time Indicates the last time this extension transitioned
into the Normal state. Each time this transition
occurs a message is created and this time is
updated.

Normal State C,W State 0 Derived from Input
Reference, the object
to which the Multistate
Alarm extension has
been attached.

Indicates the attribute value to which the Input is
compared. If the Input value is different from the
Normal State, an alarm state occurs.

Present Value D,R Normal Normal, Alarm, Hold Represents the current value of the extension.
Reference Delay
Time

C,W 0 0–65,535 seconds When a Binary Output Object (BO) (supply fan
command) is commanded On, the Normal State
for the associated Binary Input Object (BI) (supply
fan status) alarm extension is also On. After the
Reference Delay Time, the current state of the BI
is compared to the Normal State. If the BI is still
Off, an alarm is detected. The Reference Delay
Time is also used when the BO is commanded Off.
Specifies the feedback delay in seconds. The
purpose of the Reference Delay Time is to allow
time for equipment to start or stop before the
status is compared to the command.

Reference Delay
Timer Active

False The Reference Delay Timer Active is True while the
alarm extension waits for the equipment to start
or stop.
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Table 20: Multistate Alarm Attributes
Attribute name Notes Initial Value Values/Options/Range Description
Reliability Input

Unreliable
Uses Reliability (Set 503). Indicates the reliability of the Multistate

Alarm extension. Reliability changes due to
communication errors between the Multistate
Alarm extension and the Input Reference or
Command Reference. When the Multiple Alarm
extension is unreliable due to communication
problems, any further execution of the main logic
of the Multistate Alarm extension is canceled and
no report is issued.
The reliability also indicates when the Input
or Command Reference becomes unreliable.
When reliability changes due to the Input being
unreliable, an event is issued if reporting is
enabled. The only exception is Comm Loss
reliability, which results in the same behavior as
the communication problems described above.

Report Delay C,W 0 0–65,535 seconds Indicates the delay between detecting an alarm
and actually reporting the alarm. The purpose of
this delay is to make sure that the alarm is stable.
If a status feedback device is fluctuating, an alarm
is detected numerous times. The alarm must
be True at the end of the duration of the Report
Delay before the alarm is reported.

Report Delay Active C,W False The Reference Delay Timer Active is True while the
alarm extension waits for the equipment to start
or stop.

Status The Common Object Attributes section details this
attribute. A list of relevant states follows (listed in
hierarchical order from highest to lowest):
Disabled: Enabled attribute value is False.
Unreliable: Reliability attribute is not reliable.
Normal: Expected operating condition.

Time Indicates the time of the last reported condition.

Alarm commands
The following table lists the commands supported by the alarm extensions feature.
Table 21: Alarm extension commands
Command
Name

Parameters Description

Cancel Delay
Time

None Cancels Reference Delay Timer, if active. A
warning occurs if the delay time on an alarm
extension is canceled in this state.

Cancel Report
Delay

None Cancels the Report Delay Timer, if active. A
warning occurs if the delay time on an alarm
extension is canceled in this state.

Trend extensions
The trend extension monitors and records the changes in the behavior of an individual attribute
over time, thereby assisting you with diagnosing various system-wide behavioral characteristics.
The trend extension collects sample values at timed intervals or only upon changes in the given
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value. Trend data is still collected if the object is unreliable. The trend extension continues to log
data using the previous value preceded by ???, which indicates an unreliable status.
For example, use a trend extension to collect data from the Analog Input object of a controller on
the N2 Bus, which reports information such as outdoor air temperature or room air temperature.
Trend extensions are different from Trend Studies because Trend Studies query both the ADS and
Network Engine for historical data. Trend extensions query only the Network Engine.

Note: Multiple trend extensions can be added to an object for the same or different attributes.
However, when an object has multiple trend extensions for the same attribute, the data
samples for all of the trend extensions on that same attribute are combined when viewing any
one of those trends using a Trend Study.

For trend performance information, refer to the Metasys System Configuration Guide (LIT-12011832).

Trend extension attributes
Trend extensions contains attributes common to Metasys system objects.
The following table lists the attributes specific to the trend extension. Click the attribute name in
the table for a description of the attribute.

Note: In the Notes column, letters indicate the following: C - Configurable, D - Default
Attribute for Display, N - Value Not Required, R - Affected by Extension’s Reliability, W -
Writable.

Table 22: Trend Extension Attributes
Attribute name Notes Initial value Values/Options/Range Description
Acked Transitions C,W False, False,

False
Conveys three separate flags that each indicate
if the most recent To Offnormal, To Fault,
or To Normal event transitions have been
acknowledged (if the transition requires
acknowledgement).

Buffer Size C 144 1–5,000 Specifies the maximum number of records the
buffer may hold.

Buffer State Operational Operational, Buffer Full Indicates whether the buffer is full or operational
when the Stop When Full attribute is set to False.

Client COV
Increment

C,W Specifies the increment used to determine that a
change of value occurred (when this trend object
collects data by COV). If the referenced object
and attribute support COV reporting, then this
attribute may have a Null value. In this case, the
value of the trended object for COV increment is
used. This value only applies to trended values of
the real value (floating point) type.

COV Resubsc
Interval

C,W 3,600 Units = Seconds Specifies the number of seconds between COV
resubscriptions (when this trend object collects
data by COV). This attribute is only used when
the trended object is a BACnet Integration point
on the IP network. The Subscribe COV requests
specify twice during this interval for the actual
subscription. The first subscription is issued
when the trend object begins operation or when
enabled.

Enable C,W False Indicates and controls whether logging is enabled
(True or False).
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Table 22: Trend Extension Attributes
Attribute name Notes Initial value Values/Options/Range Description
Event Enable C,W True, False Determines whether notifications are enabled

for To Fault and To Normal events. A To Normal
transition occurs when the value of the Records
Since Notify attribute is equal to or greater than
the value of the Notify Threshold attribute. A To
Fault transition occurs when an attempted COV
subscription fails. The To Normal transition must
be enabled and set by default. The Read and Write
methods ensure this value cannot be set to False.

Event State Normal, Fault Determines whether an active event state is
associated with this extension. The value is set
to Normal when there is no intrinsic alarming
defined for this object. If intrinsic alarming is
enabled (Enable Intrinsic Alarms = True), then this
value is either Normal or Fault (problem occurred
with the object subscribing for Change of Value
[COV]s). This attribute appears on the view when
the site is defined as a BACnet site.

Event Time Stamps Conveys the times of the last event notifications
for To Offnormal, To Fault, and To Normal events.
Time stamps of type Time or Date have FF if no
event notification of that type has generated since
the object was created.

Input Reference C Defines the attribute of the object being sampled.
This attribute is used for consistent references to
an object or attribute. The Input Reference and
the name of the object and attribute you want to
trend must match exactly.

Intrinsic Alarming
Defined

C,W False Enables (True) or disables (False) BACnet intrinsic
alarming for this object. When disabled, writing
to any of the intrinsic alarming attributes returns
a Write_Access_Denied error. When disabled,
reading the intrinsic alarming attributes returns
the default value of each attribute.

Last Notify Record 0 Indicates the sequence number associated
with the most recently collected record whose
collection triggered a notification (that is, it
caused the value of the Records Since Notify
attribute to be equal to or greater than the
value of the Notify Threshold attribute). If no
notification has occurred since logging began, the
value of this attribute is 0.

Logging Type Polled Polled, COV, Trigger Specifies the method for which the referenced
property is logged (Polled, Change of Value [COV],
or Trigger).

Log Interval C,W 60,000 Units = 100ths of a
second

Specifies the periodic time in seconds for which
the referenced property is logged.
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Table 22: Trend Extension Attributes
Attribute name Notes Initial value Values/Options/Range Description
Notification Class C,W 1 Specifies the notification class used for handling

and generating event notifications for this
object. Notification occurs based on the value
of the Records Since Notification attribute. The
Notification Class attribute implicitly refers to a
Notification Class object that has a Notification
Class property with the same value. If the class
number references a non-existent Notification
object, no Notification occurs.
When the Notification Class attribute is written
online, the Notification Object Reference
is updated to the Object Reference of the
Notification Class object with that instance
number, if found. If the Notification Class object
for a Johnson Controls proprietary object is not
found, the reference is left blank.
If both the Notification Object Reference and
the Notification Class attributes are written
simultaneously online (or both are configured
and downloaded), the Notification Class attribute
value is set to the value that was written to the
Notification Object Reference, and the Notification
Class value in the write message is ignored.

Notification Object
Reference

C,W Limited to Notification
Class on the same
device.

Specifies the Notification Class object used to
route alarms for the object being configured
(through tree selection). When the Notification
Object Reference is written, the value of the
Notification Class attribute is updated to reflect
the referenced object’s instance number. The
value of the Notification Object Reference
attribute is restricted to Notification Class objects
on the same device as the alarming object.
Validation only occurs during a write, not during a
create (the download does not fail).

Notify Threshold C,W 130 (90% of
Buffer Size)

Indicates when notification occurs based on the
value of the Records Since Notification attribute.

Notify Type C,W Events Conveys if the notifications generated by the
object are Events or Alarms. This attribute is
required if the object supports intrinsic reporting.

Record Count C,D,W 0 0–5,000 Represents the number of samples recorded since
the creation of the trend extension or the last
time the buffer was cleared, when the Stop When
Full attribute is set to True.
Represents the position of the next sample
recorded, when the Stop When Full attribute is set
to False.
A value of zero for this attribute deletes all
records in the log buffer and resets Samples Not
Sent to ADS and Total Record Count to zero. If the
buffer overflows, the Record Count resets to zero.

Records Since
Notify

0 Indicates the number of records collected since
the last notification occurred or since logging
began if no notification occurred.
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Table 22: Trend Extension Attributes
Attribute name Notes Initial value Values/Options/Range Description
Reliability Reliable Uses Reliability (Set 503). Represents the reliability of the Present Value.

If the Input Reference becomes unreliable, the
trend extension monitoring the input becomes
unreliable.

Repository Enabled C,W False Enables transferring of the trend sample data to
the Metasys Server when this attribute is set to
True and the buffer fills to the level specified by
the Transfer Setpoint attribute.
If you create multiple trend extensions on a single
point and send it to a Historical Data Repository,
then setting Repository Enabled to true causes
the Trend Viewer and/or Trend Study to display a
combination of 15-minute and 1-minute samples.
If Repository Enabled is set to False, then the
Trend viewer displays only the data from the
selected Trend Extension. To use multiple trends
on a single object in a Historical Data Repository,
create duplicate AV or BV objects that map to the
point in question, then create a new trend on the
parallel AV or BV.

Sample Interval C,W 600 0–604,800
Units = Seconds

Specifies the periodic time in seconds for
which the referenced property is logged. If this
attribute is zero, samples are recorded using COV
reporting.
Notes:

• If you want to take samples on a COV, set
the value of this attribute to 0 seconds.

• If you are not sampling on a COV, configure
the Sample Interval at 60 seconds or higher
to prevent loss of trend data and reduction
in performance of the network engine and
Metasys Server devices that receive samples
from the configured trend.

Samples Not Sent
to ADS

0 0–5,000 Represents the total number of samples requiring
delivery to the Metasys Server repository during
the next transfer.

Start Time C,W Specifies the time and date to enable logging
when the Enable attribute is set to True. If the
Start Time contains any wildcard values, then the
conditions to enable logging based on time are
ignored. When the Trend object is inactive due to
the current time being outside of the Start Time
or Stop Time, the Status attribute reflects this
state (assuming it is the highest priority status).
If you define a Stop Time that is before the Start
Time, the Trend object is disabled.
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Table 22: Trend Extension Attributes
Attribute name Notes Initial value Values/Options/Range Description
Status Flags Indicates the general status of the object in

BACnet terms and contains four independent
states.
The four flags are:
In Alarm—False if the Event State attribute value
is Normal; otherwise, the In Alarm flag is True.
(Set only by BACnet Intrinsic Alarming.)
Fault—True (1) if the Reliability attribute is  not
reliable; otherwise, the Fault flag is False.
Overridden—Overridden flag is True if the
Present Value is overridden from the hardware
source level.
Out of Service—Out of Service flag is True if the
Out of Service attribute value is True; otherwise,
the Out of Service flag is False.

Stop Time C,W Specifies the time and date to disable logging.
If the Stop Time contains any wildcard values,
then the conditions to disable logging based on
time are ignored. Logging is disabled if the Stop
Time is prior to the Start Time. When the Trend
object is inactive due to the current time being
outside of the Start Time or Stop Time, the Status
attribute reflects this state (assuming it is the
highest priority status). A change in the active/
inactive state due to the Start Time/Stop Time
value has no impact on the Enable attribute. If
the Trend object was disabled due to the Stop
Time, the Trend object attempts to send the trend
samples to the server. If you define a Stop Time
that is before the Start Time, the Trend object is
disabled.

Stop When Full C,W False When set to False, logging continues. If the
Repository Enabled attribute is set to False, the
previously recorded samples are overwritten.
If the Repository Enabled attribute is set to
True and the buffer fills to the level specified by
the Transfer Setpoint attribute, the previously
recorded samples are sent to the Metasys
Server. The buffer must be cleared for logging to
continue.
Specifies whether logging ceases when the buffer
is full. When set to True, logging ceases and all
accumulated samples remain in the buffer.

Total Record Count Represents the total number of records collected
by the Trend Extension since creation. When the
value of Total Record Count reaches its maximum
possible value of 0XFFFFFFFF, the next value it
takes is zero. Once this value has wrapped to
zero, its semantic value (the total number of
records collected) is lost, but its use in generating
notifications remains.
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Table 22: Trend Extension Attributes
Attribute name Notes Initial value Values/Options/Range Description
Transfer Setpoint C,W 130 (90% of

Buffer Size)
1–5,000 Represents the amount of buffer memory (in

number of samples) that must fill before the
trend extension requests a transfer of the current
samples to the Metasys Server for permanent
storage. The value cannot be greater than the
buffer size when Repository Enabled is true.

Trigger C,W Causes the collection of data when changed
from False to True, Enable is set to True, and the
trend is within the Start/Stop times. When data
collection completes, this attribute resets to False.
This attribute does not trigger Johnson Controls
COVs.

Trend extension commands
The following table lists the commands supported by trend extensions. Click the command name
for a description of the command.
Table 23: Trend Extension Commands
Command Name Parameters Description
Clear None Clears all samples in the buffer.
Disable None Stops collection of samples.
Enable None Resumes collection of samples.
Execute None Takes a single sample.
Route None Routes all trends that have not

been previously sent to the Metasys
Server, if defined.

Totalization extensions

Totalization extensions track an attribute over time. There are three types of totalization extensions:

• Analog totalization: Tracks and records analog attribute values over time.
• Event totalization: Tracks the number of events/transitions of an attribute over time.
• Runtime totalization: Tracks the total time that an attribute resides in a specified state.

Analog totalization
The Analog totalization extension tracks and records the usage of any consumable monitored
through an analog attribute. Some examples of consumables include electricity, gas, steam, and
chilled water.
These three essential parameters determine the Analog totalization extension’s mode of operation:

• the Input Reference to be monitored
• the Timebase on which the computation is based
• the Low CutOff Value that the input must meet or exceed

Use the Analog totalization extension to determine the usage of the given consumable. For
example, you can determine the amount of gas or steam used by the facility for a given month.
Also, use Analog totalization to determine how many kilowatt/hours were used in a week or to
totalize a calculated value (for example, degree days).
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The Analog totalization extension contains attributes common to Metasys system objects. The
following table lists the attributes specific to the Analog totalization extension.

Note: In the Notes column, the letters indicate the following: C - Configurable, D - Default
Attribute for Display, N - Value Not Required, R - Affected by Extension’s Reliability, W -
Writable.

Table 24: Analog totalization extension attributes
Attribute name Notes Initial value Values/Options/Range Description
Display Precision C,W 10ths Uses Display Precision

(Set 0)
Indicates the rounded position and the number of
decimal places to display for this extension.

Executing Active Active
Totalize Limit
Inactive

Reflects the status of this extension.
Active: The extension is calculating and has not
reached the Totalize Limit.
Totalize Limit: The extension has reached
the limit and has stopped calculating because
Rollover is set to False.
Inactive: The extension is unreliable or disabled
and is not calculating.

Input Reference C Specifies the object and attribute monitored by
this extension. If this attribute is unreliable or
falls below the Low CutOff Value, totalization is
temporarily suspended.

Low CutOff Value C,W Specifies the object and attribute monitored by
this extension. If this attribute is unreliable or
falls below the Low CutOff Value, totalization is
temporarily suspended.

Present Value C,D,R,W Represents the current value of the extension.

Reliability Reliable Uses Reliability (Set 503) Represents the reliability of the Present Value.
If the Input Reference becomes unreliable, the
totalization extension monitoring the input
becomes unreliable.

Reset (This attribute
does not appear in
a view, but may be
scheduled, trended,
and so on.)

W False False
True

Forces the extension into a reset condition.
(Terminates any ongoing calculations, restores
the Present Value to initial state, and, for each
triggerable attribute, forces a COV report.)
This attribute does not appear in a view, but may
be scheduled, trended, and so on.

Reset Date Represents the date of the last Reset condition of
the extension.

Reset Time Represents the time of the last Reset condition of
the extension.

Rollover C,W False False
True

Defines the special action that the totalization
extension must take when the Present Value
reaches the Totalize Limit value. If the Rollover
attribute is set to False, the Analog totalization
extension ceases further operation when the
Present Value equals or exceeds the Totalize Limit
value. If it is True, it resets the present Value to 0.0
and resumes a new cycle of totalization.

Rollover Count 0 0–4,294,967,295 When the Rollover attribute is True, this value
increases each time Present Value reaches a value
equal to or greater than the Totalize Limit value.

Scale Factor C,W 1.0 Minimum Value > 0 Indicates the value used to scale the totalized
value to either a larger or smaller value than
otherwise results.
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Table 24: Analog totalization extension attributes
Attribute name Notes Initial value Values/Options/Range Description
Timebase C,W Hours Seconds

Minutes
Hours

Establishes the time frame on which the
calculated totalization value is based.

Totalize Limit C,N,W Limit > 0 Defines a threshold value that the Present
Value must meet or exceed for the totalization
extension to take special action. When the
Rollover attribute is set to False, the totalization
process ceases further operation. When it is set
to True, Present Value is cleared to 0, and the
totalization process starts over.

Units C,W IP
SI

Indicates the measurement units of this
extension.

Value Before Reset Indicates the value of the Present Value at the
time of the last reset operation.

Event totalization
The Event totalization extension tracks the number of binary events or pulses over time, meaning it
counts the number of transitions that occur at an input reference. Unlike other types of totalization,
event totalization increases the value each time the event occurs, instead of calculating the value
once each minute.
These three essential parameters determine the mode of operation for the Event totalization
extension:

• the monitored Input Reference
• the types of recorded Transitions or events
• the recorded Value Per Pulse (event)

You can use this extension to determine the number of changes in an input value, which may
be helpful for maintaining and monitoring equipment. For example, use Event Totalization to
determine how many times a motor started, how often a sensor was in alarm, or how many cars
entered a parking lot.
The Event totalization extension contains attributes common to Metasys system objects. The
following table lists the attributes specific to the Event totalization extension.

Note: The letters in the Notes column indicate the following: C - Configurable, D - Default
Attribute for Display, N - Value Not Required, R - Affected by Extension’s Reliability, W -
Writable.

Table 25: Event totalization attributes
Attribute name Notes Initial value Values/Options/Range Description
Display Precision C,W 1s Uses Display Precision

(Set 0).
Indicates the rounded position and the number of
decimal places to display for this extension.

Executing Active Active
Totalize Limit
Inactive

Reflects the status of this extension.
Active: The extension is calculating and has not
reached the Totalize Limit.
Totalize Limit: The extension has reached
the limit and has stopped calculating because
Rollover is set to False.
Inactive: The extension is unreliable or disabled
and is not calculating.

Input Reference C Specifies the object and attribute totalized by
this extension. If this attribute is unreliable,
totalization is temporarily suspended.
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Table 25: Event totalization attributes
Attribute name Notes Initial value Values/Options/Range Description
Present Value C,D,R,W Represents the current value of the extension.

Reference C,W State 0 States Text attribute
identifies the
enumeration set for this
attribute.

Defines the value that the extension processes
for totalization, as defined in the Input Reference
attribute.

Reliability Reliable Uses Reliability (Set 503). Represents the reliability of the Present Value.
If the Input Reference becomes unreliable, the
totalization extension monitoring the input
becomes unreliable.

Reset
(This attribute does
not appear in a
view, but may be
scheduled and
trended.)

W False False
True

Forces the extension into a reset condition.
(Terminates any ongoing calculations, restores
the Present Value to initial state, and, for each
triggerable attribute, forces a COV report.)
This attribute does not appear in a view, but may
be scheduled, trended, and so on.

Reset Date Represents the date of the last Reset condition of
the extension.

Reset Time Represents the time of the last Reset condition of
the extension.

Rollover C,W False False
True

Defines the special action that the totalization
extension takes when the Present Value reaches
the Totalize Limit value. If the Rollover attribute
is set to False, the Runtime Totalization extension
ceases further operation when the Present Value
equals or exceeds the Totalize Limit value. If the
attribute is set to True, it resets the present Value
to 0.0 and resume a new cycle of totalization.

Rollover Count R,W 0 0–4,294,967,295 When the Rollover attribute is True, this value
increases each time Present Value reaches a value
equal to or greater than the Totalize Limit value.

Scale Factor C,W 1.0 Minimum Value > 0 Indicates the value that is used to scale the
totalized value to either a larger or smaller value
than would otherwise result.

States Text
(This attribute does
not appear in a
view, but may be
scheduled and
trended.)

C,W States Indicates the displayed strings for the Present
Value.
This attribute does not appear in a view, but may
be scheduled, trended, and so on.

Totalize Limit C,N,W Defines a threshold value that the Present
Value must meet or exceed for the totalization
extension to take special action. When the
Rollover attribute is set to False, the totalization
process ceases further operation. When it is set
to True, Present Value is cleared to 0, and the
totalization process starts over.

Transition C,W Entering State Entering State
Count All

Describes the behaviors of the transitions to be
counted. If the value is 0, the system counts the
transition of entering a given reference. If the
value is 1, the system counts all state transitions.

Units C,W IP
SI

Indicates the measurement units of this
extension. IP=Imperial units; SI=International
System of Units.
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Table 25: Event totalization attributes
Attribute name Notes Initial value Values/Options/Range Description
Value Before Reset Indicates the value of the Present Value at the

time of the last reset operation.
Value Per Pulse C,W 1 Indicates the unit value of the Input Reference for

pulse totalization. For the event totalization, the
value is 1.

Runtime totalization
The Runtime totalization extension tracks the time that elapses while a designated input, such as a
binary or multistate value, matches a specified state.
These two essential parameters determine the Runtime totalization extension’s mode of operation:

• the monitored Input Reference
• the Reference (state) that identifies active runtime

Use this extension to track the amount of time that a piece of equipment, such as a fan or a pump,
is operational. This extension also determines the amount of time that a point is in alarm or the
runtime of fixed loads (such as lighting) for energy consumption and tenant billing.
The Runtime totalization extension contains attributes common to Metasys system objects. The
following table lists the attributes specific to the Runtime totalization extension.

Note: In the Notes column, the letters indicate the following: C - Configurable, D - Default
Attribute for Display, N - Value Not Required, R - Affected by Extension’s Reliability, W -
Writable.

Table 26: Runtime totalization attributes
Attribute name Notes Initial value Values/Options/Range Description
Display Precision C,W 10ths Uses Display Precision

(Set 0).
Indicates the rounded position and the number of
decimal places to display for this extension.

Executing Active Active
Totalize Limit
Inactive

Indicates the execution status of this extension:
Active: The extension is calculating and has not
reached the Totalize Limit.
Totalize Limit: The extension has reached
the limit and has stopped calculating because
Rollover is set to False.
Inactive: The extension is unreliable or disabled
and is not calculating.

Input Reference C Specifies the object and attribute totalized by
this extension. If this attribute is unreliable or
changes from the Reference (state) to another
state, totalization is temporarily suspended.

Present Value C,D,R,W Represents the current value of the extension.

Reference C,W State 1 States Test attribute
identifies the
enumeration set for this
attribute.

Defines the value that is processed for totalization
by the extension as defined in the Input Reference
attribute.

Reliability Reliable Uses Reliability (Set 503). Represents the reliability of the Present Value.
If the Input Reference becomes unreliable, the
totalization extension monitoring the input
becomes unreliable.
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Table 26: Runtime totalization attributes
Attribute name Notes Initial value Values/Options/Range Description
Reset
(This attribute does
not appear in a
view, but may be
scheduled, trended,
and so on.)

W False False
True

Forces the extension into a reset condition.
(Terminates any ongoing calculations, restores
the Present Value to initial state, and, for each
triggerable attribute, forces a COV report.)
This attribute does not appear in a view, but may
be scheduled, trended, and so on.

Reset Date Represents the date of the last Reset condition of
the extension.

Reset Time Represents the time of the last Reset condition of
the extension.

Rollover C,W False False
True

Defines the special action that the totalization
extension takes when the Present Value reaches
the Totalize Limit value. If the Rollover attribute
is set to False, the Runtime totalization extension
ceases further operation when the Present Value
equals or exceeds the Totalize Limit value. If it
is True, it resets the present Value to 0.0 and
resumes a new cycle of totalization.

Rollover Count R,W 0 0–4,294,967,295 When the Rollover attribute is True, this value is
incremented each time the Present Value reaches
a value equal to or greater than the Totalize Limit
value.

States Text
(This attribute does
not appear in a
view, but may be
scheduled, trended,
and so on.)

C,W States Indicates the displayed strings for the Present
Value.
This attribute does not appear in a view, but may
be scheduled, trended, and so on.

Timebase C,W Hours Seconds, minutes, hours,
days

Establishes the time frame on which the
calculated totalization value is based.

Totalize Limit C,N,W Hours Defines a threshold value that the Present
Value must meet or exceed for the totalization
extension to take special action. When the
Rollover attribute is set to False, the totalization
process ceases further operation. When it is set
to True, Present Value is cleared to 0, and the
totalization process starts over.

Units C,W No Units Indicates the measurement units of the Present
Value, Totalize Limit, and Value Before Reset
attributes.

Value Before Reset Indicates the value of the Present Value at the
time of the last reset operation.

Totalization commands
The following table lists the commands supported by the Totalization extensions.
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Table 27: Totalization commands
Command name Parameters Description
Disable None Locks out all outputs and

prevents functionality of
the Totalization extension
and temporarily suspends
totalization.

Enable None Forces a Reset on the
Totalization extension and
returns it to normal operation.

Reset None Terminates any ongoing
calculations, restores the
present value to its initial
state, creates a reset date
and time stamp, and, for each
triggerable attribute, forces a
COV report.

Reset Rollover Access level = Supervise Resets the Rollover Count
attribute.

Averaging extensions

The Averaging extension calculates the average, minimum, and maximum value of an attribute
over a specific interval (for example, space temperature over 24 hours). The extension is able to
sample Boolean, Integer, Unsigned, Enumerated, or Float attribute value types for any extendable
objects within a BACnet device.
Averaging Extensions contain attributes common to Metasys system objects. The following table
lists the attributes specific to the Averaging extension.

Note: In the Notes column, letters indicate the following: C - Configurable, D - Default
Attribute for Display, N - Value Not Required, R - Affected by Extension’s Reliability, W -
Writable.

Table 28: Averaging extension attributes
Attribute name Notes Initial value Values/Options/Range Description
Input Reference C Defines the object and attribute pair to be

sampled. The sampled object must be on the
same device as the Averaging object.

Max Value
Timestamp

Invalid
DateTime

If Average Value,
Minimum Value,
or Maximum Value
is Unreliable, the
timestamp is Undefined.

Indicates the date and time that the Maximum
Value has changed in the sampling buffer.

Min Value
Timestamp

Invalid
DateTime

If Average Value,
Minimum Value,
or Maximum Value
is Unreliable, the
timestamp is Undefined.

Indicates the date and time that the Minimum
Value has changed in the sampling buffer.
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Table 28: Averaging extension attributes
Attribute name Notes Initial value Values/Options/Range Description
Object Property Ref Designates the particular object and attribute

referenced by the Averaging object. This is a
BACnet Device Property Reference structure type
attribute that specifies bind information from the
object/attribute defined by the Input Reference
attribute. The binding information consists of the
Device Identifier, Object Identifier, Array Index,
and Property Identifier of the trended property.
An on-box object returns nothing for the Device
Identifier. The Device Object configures this
attribute during object creation. Changing Object
Property Ref may change Input Ref, and changing
Input Ref may change Object Property Ref. Since
Object Property Ref is based on Input Ref, and
Input Ref does not support Array Index, Object
Property Ref does not support Array Index either.

Valid Samples Indicates the number of samples in the sampling
buffer that are valid. A sample is marked invalid
if a read error occurs when reading requested
attributes from the host object. The number of
invalid samples can be determined by subtracting
Valid Samples from Attempted Samples. If the
difference is greater than zero, it indicates an
error during sample collection. After Attempted
Samples, Window Samples, or Window Interval is
written, until a sample is taken, this attribute is set
to zero.

If any of these variables are Unreliable and a BACnet read is performed on the following three attributes, the values
returned are NaN for Average Value, -INF for Minimum Value, and INF for Maximum Value. If these values are Unreliable
and a BACnet read is not performed, the attributes return zero.
Average Value D,R NaN Units of the extended

attribute
Indicates the sum of all valid samples in the
sampling buffer divided by the number of
samples in the buffer. This attribute is set to
NaN with its Reliability set to Unreliable until a
sample is taken and Attempted Samples, Window
Samples, or Window Interval is written.

Maximum Value R -INF Units of the extended
attribute

Indicates the highest value of the valid samples
in the buffer. After Attempted Samples, Window
Samples, or Window Interval is written, until a
sample is taken, this attribute is set to -INF with its
Reliability set to Unreliable.

Minimum Value R INF Units of the extended
attribute

Indicates the lowest value of the valid samples
in the buffer. After Attempted Samples, Window
Samples, or Window Interval is written, until a
sample is taken, this attribute is set to -INF with its
Reliability set to Unreliable.

If any of the following three attributes are written or changed, all samples in the sampling buffer become invalid (set to
zero, NaN, -INF, or INF), which makes them Undefined for the UI.
Attempted Samples W The only acceptable

value that can be written
to this property is
zero using the Clear
command.

Indicates the total number of samples in the
buffer. The only acceptable number that can be
written to this attribute is zero. After Window
Samples or Window Interval is written, until a
sample is taken, this attribute is set to zero.
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Table 28: Averaging extension attributes
Attribute name Notes Initial value Values/Options/Range Description
Window Interval C,W 3,600 Units = seconds

Range: 900–360,060
Indicates the period of time in seconds over
which the Minimum Value, Maximum Value, and
Average Value are calculated. Samples are taken
at a specific sample rate, which cannot be less
than 4 seconds. The sample rate is calculated
by dividing the Window Interval by the number
of samples as defined in the Window Samples
attribute. The default value is 3,600 seconds.

Window Samples C,W 15 Range: 2–200 Indicates the sum of all valid samples in the
sampling buffer divided by the number of
samples in the buffer. This attribute is set to
NaN with its Reliability set to Unreliable until a
sample is taken and Attempted Samples, Window
Samples, or Window Interval is written.

The following four attributes do not appear in a view, but may be scheduled, trended, and so on.
COV Increment C,W 0.01 Any value > 0

Floating point value of
the Display Precision.

This attribute does not appear in a view, but may
be scheduled, trended, and so on.
Specifies the minimum change in Present Value
required for the object to report a change in the
Average Value, Minimum Value, and Maximum
Value attributes.

Display Precision C,W 100ths Uses Display Precision
(Set 0).

Defines the decimal rounding and the decimal
places to display for the Present Value and
associated attributes. Average Value, Minimum
Value, and Maximum Value use the same display
precision.
This attribute does not appear in a view, but may
be scheduled, trended, and so on.

Reliability Reliable Uses Reliability (Set 503). Indicates whether the Average Value, Minimum
Value, and Maximum Value attributes are
Unreliable. After Attempted Samples, Window
Samples, or Window Interval is written, until a
sample is taken, this attribute is set to Unreliable.
This attribute does not appear in a view, but may
be scheduled, trended, and so on.

Units No Units Units of the extended
attribute

Indicates the units of the mapped attribute of the
extended object. Average Value, Minimum Value,
and Maximum Value use the same units.
This attribute does not appear in a view, but may
be scheduled, trended, and so on.

The following table lists the commands supported by the Averaging extension.
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Table 29: Averaging extension commands
Command name Parameters Description
Enable None Clears the sampling buffer and

restarts the sampling process. This
command has the same effect as
the Clear command.

Disable None Stops the sampling process.
Clear None Writes zero to the Attempted

Samples attribute, clears the
sampling buffer, and restarts the
sampling process. This command
has the same effect as the Enable
command.

Load extensions
A Load extension is added to an output object (only one load extension for each object) to specify
that the object should be controlled by Energy Management. Each Load extension object is
configured with the load (energy) rating of its output and the attribute value or state to write to its
output object when the Load object is shed.
The DLLR object determines how much energy needs to be reduced, based on its configuration and
the energy rate from a meter, if the demand limiting strategy is defined. The DLLR object orders as
many Loads as needed to shed to reduce the energy usage by the required amount. The Loads can
be on the same supervisory device as the DLLR object, or on another supervisory device, but must
be within the same site. Each shed Load writes its configured Output Shed Command attribute
value to the Present Value attribute of its output, which decreases energy usage.
For information on the features and operation of DLLR, refer to the DLLR Technical Bulletin
(LIT-12011288).

Load extension attributes
Three types of Load extension objects are available: Binary, Multistate, and Analog. The following
table describes the attributes of these objects.

Note: In the Notes column, letters indicate the following: C - Configurable, D - Default
Attribute for Display, N - Value Not Required, W - Writable.

Table 30: Load extension attributes
Attribute name Notes Initial value Values/Options/Range Description
Active Timer None Active Timer set Indicates which Load timer is in effect: Minimum

Shed, Maximum Shed, Minimum Release, or
None. The Time Remaining attribute indicates
how much time remains for the active timer.

Actual Shed Level 0 Indicates the level of power shed when a shed
request is active. When the Present Value
attribute value is Shed Compliant, the Actual Shed
Level equals the value of the Shed Levels array
element; otherwise, it equals zero.
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Table 30: Load extension attributes
Attribute name Notes Initial value Values/Options/Range Description
Alarm Reference for
Ineligibility

C,N,W Prevents the Load from being shed if the
reference is in alarm. This is an optional reference
to an object that can be set to any object,
including the output object. For example, if the
referenced object is a room temperature sensor,
and the object goes into alarm (a room becomes
too warm), it prevents the supply fan (the Load
object) from being shed. If the Load object is
already shed when the referenced object goes
into alarm, the shed expires as it would normally
but cannot be shed again until the referenced
object exits the alarm state.

Comfort Override C,W Inactive Comfort Override set Configures the Comfort Override command
behavior for this load. From time to time, you
may need to override a load to turn on lights in
a normally empty conference room or provide
more airflow to a zone. The Comfort Override
command is meant for this purpose. You can
issue this command directly from DLLR’s Load
Summary to release loads if they are shed, and
prevent them from being shed. The load cannot
be shed again until the Release Comfort Override
is issued.
This attribute can be set to the following values:
Inactive—No comfort override is in effect.
Override And Release Immediately—Comfort
overrides the Load immediately and prevents it
from being shed. If the Load is currently shed, the
output write is immediately released.
Override But Release After Timer Expires—
Comfort overrides the Load immediately and
prevents it from being shed. If the Load is
currently shed, the output write is released
after the Load’s Minimum Shed Time expires.
If the Minimum Shed Time has already expired
when the command is issued, the output write is
immediately released.
This attribute is synchronized to the Comfort
Override/Release Comfort commands.

Current Available
Energy Savings

Indicates how much energy would be saved if the
Load were shed now.

Display Precision C,W 10ths Uses Display Precision
(Set 0).

Indicates the rounded position and the number of
decimal places to display for this extension.

Display Reference C,W Synchronized to the
output object’s Display
Precision.

Indicates the current display precision of the
load’s output object.

Duty Window W 0 1–65,535 Indicates the time window for determining shed
compliance.

Eligibility Load Eligibility set Indicates to DLLR whether the Load can be shed
and identifies for which strategy or strategies (DL,
LR, or both) the Load can be shed.
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Table 30: Load extension attributes
Attribute name Notes Initial value Values/Options/Range Description
Event State Normal, Fault Determines whether an active event state is

associated with this extension. The value is set
to Normal when there is no intrinsic alarming
defined for this object. If intrinsic alarming is
enabled (Enable Intrinsic Alarms = True), then
this value is either Normal or Fault (problem
occurred with the object subscribing for COVs).
This attribute appears on the view when the site is
defined as a BACnet site.

Expected Shed
Level

0 Indicates the level of power that the Load object
expects to shed when a shed request is active or
pending. When the Present Value attribute value
is Shed Request Pending or Shed Compliant, the
Expected Shed Level equals the value of the Shed
Levels array element; otherwise, the value of the
Expected Shed Level equals zero.

Input Reference C Specifies the object and attribute monitored
by this extension. The reliability of the Input
Reference is monitored and sets the Reliability
attribute of this extension.

Last Shed Date Indicates the date on which the Load was last
shed (since download).

Last Shed Time Indicates the date on which the Load was last
shed (since download).

Load Locked W False Specifies whether the Load is locked. A Load that
is locked while released cannot be shed until
the Load lock is released. A Load that is locked
while shed remains shed until the Load lock is
released. This attribute is synchronized with the
Lock/Unlock commands.

Load Priority C,W 10 1–10 Indicates how critical the Load’s output is and
determines the order in which loads are shed.
You can define up to 10 load priorities: Priority 1
through Priority 10. Loads at Priority 10 are first to
shed; loads at Priority 1 are the last to shed. The
configured Load Priority is shown with the load
on the Load Summary of the DLLR object. The
shedding order is from top to bottom as listed in
the Load Summary when the Load Priority column
is sorted with the lowest priority loads listed first.

Note: Even though the capacity for
10 priority levels is provided, you can
implement fewer than 10 levels; in an
example with, Priority 1 through Priority
4, Priority 4 loads shed first, and Priority 1
loads shed last.

Load Rating C,W

Enabled W True Indicates whether the Load object responds to
shed requests.
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Table 30: Load extension attributes
Attribute name Notes Initial value Values/Options/Range Description
Maximum Shed
Time

C,N,W 15 1–65,535
Undefined = 65,535
Units = Minutes

Specifies the maximum number of minutes that
a load can be shed before it is automatically
released. If the Maximum Shed Time value is not
defined, the default value of 65,535 is used. The
range is 0 to 65,535 minutes. It is possible for the
Load to be released before this time. A Load does
not remain shed longer than the maximum shed
time unless the load has been locked shed.

Minimum Release
Time

C,W 5 1–65,535
Units = Minutes

Specifies the minimum number of minutes that a
load must be released from shed before it can be
shed again. Although DLLR does not shed a load
before this time expires, a load can be manually
shed before this value expires.

Minimum Shed
Time

C,W 5 1–65,535
Units = Minutes

Specifies the minimum number of minutes that a
load must be shed before it can be automatically
released. A load can be manually released before
this value expires.

On Release C,W Release
Immediately

Comfort Override Type
set

Specifies how soon the Load should be released
when a Release Load command is issued or when
the Shed command attribute is set to Release. If
this attribute is set to Release Immediately, the
load releases immediately even if its Minimum
Shed Timer is active. If this attribute is set to
Release After Timer Expires, the load remains
shed until the Minimum Shed Time expires. If a
release is issued but the Load remains shed until
the Minimum Shed Time expires, the Load’s Shed
Status attribute indicates this using one of the
following states. The state that is used depends
on whether the Load was shed for demand
limiting or load rolling.
Shed For DL—Release Issued
Shed For LR—Release Issued

Output Shed
Command

Set is specified by
output’s States Text
attribute.

The state that is written to the output’s Present
Value attribute when the Load is shed. DLLR does
not shed the Load if the output’s Present Value
equals the Output Shed Command value, as no
energy would be saved.

Present Value Inactive Uses BACnet Shed State
set.

Indicates the current Load shedding state of the
Load object.

Rate Units C,W kW Units set Specifies the energy units used for the Load
Rating Energy Savings display.

Reliability Reliable Uses Reliability (Set 503). Represents the reliability of the Present Value.
If the Input Reference goes unreliable, the
extension monitoring the input goes unreliable.
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Table 30: Load extension attributes
Attribute name Notes Initial value Values/Options/Range Description
Requested Shed
Level

W 0 1–65,535 Controls the desired level of Load shedding for
one shed. Specifying a value greater than the
value configured in the Shed Levels attribute
sheds to the Shed Levels value. Specifying a value
less than the value configured in the Shed Levels
attribute (such as zero) cancels a shed.
The DLLR object writes this attribute to one and
sheds the Load object. Once the shed completes,
the Load object resets this value to zero.
If the Load object sheds through a non-BACnet
method, such as the Shed command, the Load
sets this attribute to one and returns it to zero
after the shed completes.

Shed Command W None Shed Command set Indicates the current shed/release state of the
Load. This attribute also offers the option of
shedding or releasing a Load.
Release—Releases the Load. The On Release
attribute determines when the Load is released. If
the Load is already released, there is no change.
Shed—Immediately sheds a released Load
regardless of its Minimum On Time. If the Load is
already shed, there is no change.

Shed Duration W 0 1–65,535 Indicates the number of minutes to shed the
Load. Writing this attribute to a value less than
the current time minus the Start Time attribute
value cancels a shed.
The DLLR object sets this attribute to shed the
load. After the shed completes, the Load sets it to
zero.
If the Load object sheds through a non-BACnet
method, such as the Shed command or Shed
Command attribute, it sets this value to the
Max Shed Time and returns it to zero when the
shed completes. If no Max Shed Time is defined,
the Load sets this value to its maximum value
(0xFFFF), which is the maximum number of
minutes that a Load can shed without being
locked shed.

Shed Level
Descriptions

Shed All Load Uses Shed Level
Descriptions set.

Provides a description of the shed level supported
by the Load object.

Shed Levels C,W 1 1–65,535 Specifies the shed levels used for the Requested
Shed Level attribute. Set this attribute to a value
of one (1) for the DLLR to automatically shed the
Load. If this attribute is set to another value, the
DLLR does not shed or release the Load; although
the Load can be shed and released manually or
by another feature, the Load is automatically
released upon expiration of its Maximum Shed
Time, unless the Load is Locked Shed.

Shed Status Released Shed Status set Indicates if the Load is shed or released, and, if
shed, which strategy was used to shed the Load
(DL or LR).

Shed Ineligibility Load Ineligibility set Indicates whether a load is eligible to be shed at
the current time, and, if ineligible, the cause of
ineligibility.
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Table 30: Load extension attributes
Attribute name Notes Initial value Values/Options/Range Description
Shed Strategy C,W 0 Shed Strategy set Indicates which strategy is permitted to shed the

Load (DL, LR, or both).
Time Remaining C,W Indicates how much longer a Load timer is in

effect. The Active Timer attribute indicates which
timer is in effect.

Start Time W BACnet Date Time
structure

Indicates the date and time that the Load sheds.
Writing this attribute to a wildcard releases a shed
load.
The DLLR object sets this attribute to shed
the Load. Once the shed completes, the Load
object sets the value to date and time wildcards
(NONE_FFFF).
If the Load object sheds through a non-BACnet
method, such as the Shed command, it sets this
attribute to the current time, and returns it to
NONE_FFFF after the shed completes.

Status Flags False, False,
False, False

In Alarm, Fault,
Overridden, Out of
Service

Indicates the general status of the object in
BACnet terms and contains four independent
states.
The four flags are:
In Alarm—False if the Event State attribute value
is Normal; otherwise, the In Alarm flag is True.
(Set only by BACnet Intrinsic Alarming.)
Fault—True (1) if the Reliability attribute is 
notreliable; otherwise, the Fault flag is False.
Overridden—Overridden flag is True if the
Present Value is overridden from the hardware
source level.
Out of Service—Out of Service flag is True if the
Out of Service attribute value is True; otherwise,
the Out of Service flag is False.

Units C,W IP
SI

Indicates the measurement units of this
extension.

Load rating
Defines how much energy is saved when the Load is shed. This attribute specifies the information
that DLLR needs to control the load. This includes a Shed to value, which is the value to which
DLLR commands the output when the load is shed. Also required is at least one Shed from/
Energy Savings pair, which indicates the amount of energy that would be saved when the output
is commanded from the Shed From value to the Shed to value. For binary outputs, only one Shed
From/Energy Savings pair is needed, since it can have only two possible states (Shed To and Shed
From). For multistate and analog output objects, there can be multiple Shed From/Energy Savings
pairs, since they can have many possible values, and differing amounts of energy might be saved
depending on the value the output had when the shed occurred. The option for adding multiple
load ratings helps improve the accuracy of the shed process.

Note: Enter Energy Savings amounts in decreasing order, with the highest amount listed first.
Enter the same Shed to value in all rows.

Consider an example of a fan that should be shed to 60%. The first Shed from entry is 100%,
because the most energy would be saved when shedding from this state. The second Shed from
entry is 90%, the third entry is 80%, and so on.
Also, consider an example of a three-speed fan that can have the following states: High, Medium,
Low, and Off. The operator decides to set the fan to Low when the Load is shed. In this case, the
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first Shed from entry is High because the most energy would be saved when shedding from this
state. The second Shed from entry is Medium. A Shed from entry for Off is not required because no
energy is saved by shedding from Off to Low. The entries might look like this:
Table 31: Load rating entries
Shed from Shed to Energy savings
High Low 5.0 kW
Medium Low 3.2 kW

Load commanding
Objects with a Load extension and intended for use with the DLLR feature permit the following
operator or scheduled commands.
Table 32: Commands available to Load objects
Command Parameters Description
Shed Type

Percent, Level, or Amount
Value
New shed value

Sheds the load immediately. The output is written
at priority 13 (LR) if the Shed Strategy is set to
Load Rolling Only. Otherwise, it is written at
priority 11 (DL). When this command is issued, the
output is commanded regardless of whether DLLR
is in Shed or Monitor Only mode.
Select only the Level command and use the
default value of 1. The Percent and Amount
command options are intended for future use.

Release Load None Releases the load, which releases the command
at the priority at which it was previously written
by the shed command (11 or 13). The On Release
attribute defined in the Load object determines
whether the release occurs immediately when
the command is issued, or waits for the Minimum
Shed timer to expire.

Comfort Override Release Immediately
Release After Timer
Expires

Releases a shed load that is resulting in occupant
discomfort. This command releases the shed and
prevents a future shed until the Release Comfort
Override command is issued. You can either
select to release the load immediately when the
command is issued, or only after the Minimum
Shed Timer expires. If no parameter is selected,
the default is to release the load immediately.

Release Comfort
Override

None Releases the Comfort Override command and
allows the load to be shed.

Lock None Locks the load in its current shed or released
state. The load remains in this state until an
Unlock (or Disable) command is issued.

Unlock None Releases a Lock command. If the load was locked
shed and its Maximum Shed Time expired, it now
releases.
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Table 32: Commands available to Load objects
Command Parameters Description
Disable None Disables the load, which causes it to release its

output command immediately if it is shed, and
clears any Lock or Comfort Override commands
that have been issued. While disabled, the load is
not eligible to be shed.

Enable None Enables the load, which permits it to be controlled
by DLLR.

The following table illustrates command interactions that pertain to Load objects.
Table 33: Load command interactions
Load command(s)
currently in effect

Load command
not allowed

Explanation

Shed Shed Load cannot be shed because it is already shed.
Shed + Locked Comfort Override

or
Release Load

Lock must be removed with Unlock command.

Comfort Override Shed Comfort Override must be released with Release
Comfort Override command.

Released + Locked Shed Lock must be removed with Unlock command.
Released + Locked
and
Comfort Override

Shed Comfort Override must be released with Release
Comfort Override command.
Lock must be removed with Unlock command.

Tree settings
You can configure network items with the Tree Settings icon in the Create and Delete Objects
toolbar. For example, you can choose to show or hide extensions on Servers and Engines, or you
can organize the Network tree.

Note: In Views, you can show or hide extensions, but you cannot reorganize the navigation
tree.

Table 34: Tree Settings icon
Icon Icon name Icon description

Tree Settings Shows hidden extensions or
changes the way the items are
organized in the navigation
tree.

How do I show hidden extensions?
Beginning at Release 12.0, by default, extensions on servers and engines are hidden to reduce the
number of child objects in the tree.You can show hidden extensions in the Network tab and in the
Views tab. When the extensions are hidden in the Network tree, they are also hidden in the Views
navigation, and vice versa.

1. Click the Tree Settings icon.
2. Select Show Hidden Extensions.
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How do I organize Network tree items?
You can organize Network tree items in the Network tab with the Organize Tree feature.

1. Click the Tree Settings icon.
2. Click Organize Tree.
3. Move single or multiple items under the same parent up or down with the up and down

arrows. Press the Shift or Ctrl key to select multiple items. You can also perform a drag-and-
drop operation to move single or multiple items. Press Esc to stop a drag-and-drop operation.

4. Sort the items under the same parent in an ascending or descending order with the ascending
(A-Z) and descending (Z-A) arrows.

Note: The sorting feature recognizes a continuous list of selected items only. In addition,
if any folders are included in the selected items, they are sorted to appear before any
extensions.

5. Click the check mark to save your changes. Click the x to cancel your changes and close the
Organize Tree feature.

6. Refresh the web browser to see your changes.

Note: You cannot add or remove items in the tree with the Organize Tree feature. Use the
Create or Delete feature to complete those actions.

Note: The Organize Tree feature is not available for Views.

Who can use the Organize Tree feature?
Standard and API access type users with the User Can View the Item Navigation Tree (Default
Tree) profile permission can use the Organize Tree feature. Tenant access type users cannot access
the Organize Tree feature.

I cannot move or sort an object in the Organize Tree feature. What is the
reason for this?
There are certain restrictions in the Organize Tree feature:

• You cannot order the Site and Archive items.
• You cannot order items within devices prior to version 5.2.
• Items cannot change their own parent or children. You can move items within their current

level only.

Are changes to the Network tree saved for all users?
Yes. When you save your changes to the order of items in the Organize Tree feature, the same
order is reflected everywhere else in Metasys UI or JCT for all users. If the changes do not appear
immediately, you may have to refresh the page or log in to Metasys UI or JCT again.

Are changes to the Network tree tracked?
Yes. Any change to the Network tree is tracked as an audit. Audits are recorded in the audit
repository and displayed in System Activity.

Is the Organize Tree feature supported on all devices?
The Organize Tree feature is supported on desktop only.
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Views

What are Views and when do I use them?
Views are user-defined navigation trees that contain references to selected items from the Building
Network tree. You can create Views for two main purposes:

• Limiting navigation access for certain users
• Grouping commonly used items together

Note: You can use one particular View for both of these purposes at the same time.

Note: At Release 12.0, you can view Tailored Summaries through Views only.

How do I create a View to limit navigation access for certain users?
You can create a View that contains points for specific areas of a facility and then give users access
to this View. At Metasys Release 12.0, use SMP or SCT to create and modify a View.

How do I create a View to group commonly used items together?
You can create a View that groups similar items together and then give users access to this View.
For example, you can create a View with all the zone temperatures, or a View with all the graphics.
You can also group points that are representative of spaces and equipment serving the spaces. At
Metasys Release 12.0, use SMP or SCT to create and modify a View.

How do I assign a View to a user in Metasys UI?
Before a user can access a View, the Administrator must assign the View to the user. To assign a
View to a user, complete the following steps:

1. Open the User menu.
2. Tap or click Administrative Tasks.
3. Tap or click User Management.
4. Tap or click Views.
5. Search and select the View that you want to edit.
6. Select the roles that can navigate to the View.
7. Select the users that can navigate to the View.
8. To save your changes, tap or click SAVE. To discard your changes, tap or click RESET.

How do I switch between Views?
1. In the navigation panel on the left of your Metasys UI dashboard, click Views.
2. Select the View that you want from the drop-down list. The tree updates automatically, based

on the selected View.
The following figure shows a sample View called High School.
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Figure 6: View

Do Views also include Metasys UI Graphics and Trend Studies?
Yes, Views may include Metasys UI Graphics and Trend Studies. You can see Metasys UI Graphic
and Trend Study objects in SCT under the Site Director Facility Graphics and Trend Studies folders,
respectively. These folders and objects are not viewable in Metasys UI. The Metasys UI Graphics
and Trend Studies are available in the Metasys UI as a page when you select the folder that they are
contained in.

Summary Definitions and Tailored Summaries

What are Summary Definitions and Tailored Summaries?
You use Summary Definitions to define the criteria and content of a Tailored Summary. A Tailored
Summary is the live display associated with a Summary Definition, and applies to the online system
only.
Summary Definitions and Tailored Summaries provide an easy way to view and modify large
quantities of similar data in a tabular format in Metasys UI. These features also help to monitor and
troubleshoot the system. You configure Summary Definitions in SMP or SCT.

Who can use the Tailored Summary Viewer?
You can use the Tailored Summary Viewer if you meet the following requirements:

• User View has one or more folders that have a Summary Definition in them.
• Summary Definition is created and all attributes are configured. Optionally, the key data items

are configured.
• Permission to view Summary Definition objects
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How do I access the Tailored Summary Viewer?
1. In the navigation panel on the left of your Metasys UI dashboard, click Views.
2. Select the required User View from the list.
3. Click on the required folder in the User View tree. The Summary View widget opens.

What is the Tailored Summary Viewer?
You can use the Tailored Summary Viewer to view tailored summaries by using configured
Summary Definitions. The following figure and table outline the layout of the Tailored Summary
Viewer.

Figure 7: Tailored Summary Viewer

Table 35: Tailored Summary Viewer callouts
Number Name Description
1 Summary list Displays a list of Summary Definitions. The data in

the table is a Tailored Summary that is based on the
selected Summary Definition. Select the Summary
Definition or Standard Summary that you want from the
Summary list.

2 Data columns Data displayed in the data columns is updated
dynamically. The first column depicts any object status
other than Normal. A graphics icon displays if the object
in a row  has a graphic associated. Click the graphics
icon to navigate to the associated graphic.

3 View In icon Click the View In icon and then Advanced Search &
Reporting. Select the column heading link to open
Advanced Search for objects in that column. You can
bulk modify and bulk command objects in Advanced
Search & Reporting, or create a report using those
objects.

Note: When you view a Tailored Summary in
Advanced Search & Reporting, objects display their
default attribute, which may not be the attribute
displaying in the Tailored Summary.

4 Export icon Exports the selected summary data to a .pdf or .csv
file.

Note: The export functionality is not supported on
tablets and smartphones.
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Searching for equipment and spaces in the Metasys UI

What do the icons in the search results represent?
Table 36: Search icons
Icon Icon name Icon description

Search Opens the search field.

Space Appears next to a space result.

Equipment Appears next to an equipment result.

How does the search function work?
Search looks for the exact string that is contained in the space name or the equipment name.
For example, if you search floor, the results include any space or equipment with the word floor
contained in the name of any given space. Or if you search fan, the results include any equipment
with the word fan. You can also search words and phrases with varying case and obtain the same
search results.

How do I search in the Metasys UI?
To search on a tablet or phone:

1. Tap the search icon to open the search field.
2. Enter any alphanumeric character to search for a space or equipment. Note that search is

not case sensitive. Once you enter at least three characters, the Quick Matches results auto-
populate the top ten results in the drop-down list.

3. In the Quick Matches results, tap a search result to navigate to the space dashboard or
equipment dashboard. Or tap the search icon to open the full page search results.

To search on a computer:

1. Enter any alphanumeric character to search for a space or equipment. Note that search is
not case sensitive. Once you enter at least three characters, the Quick Matches results auto-
populate the top ten results in the drop-down list.

2. In the Quick Matches results, click on a search result to navigate to the space dashboard or
equipment dashboard. Or click the search icon to open the full page search results.
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Figure 8: Quick Matches drop-down list

If the Quick Match results exceed 10 results, tap or click See More to view the full page results.
When you tap or click See More in the Quick Matches results drop-down list, the full page search
results appear in the main area of the Metasys UI.
In the full page results on a desktop computer or tablet, you can select a space dashboard or
equipment dashboard to view. If the search results return more than 30 spaces or equipment, tap
or click Next or the page number link to view the next page of results. On a phone, tap Next to
view the next page of results. To return to the previous page of search results, tap or click Previous
or the page number link to view the previous pages of results. On a phone, tap Previous to view the
previous page of results.
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Figure 9: Search results example – full page

What information is displayed in the search results?
The Quick Matches drop-down list and the full page search results display the name of the space or
equipment as a hyperlink. If you tap or click on the space or equipment hyperlink, you are directed
to the space dashboard or equipment dashboard.
Under the hyperlink for the space, the parent locations for the space are listed (Location: JCI
Campus / Medical Center / Floor 2). Under the equipment hyperlink, the other equipment serving it
are listed (Serves Equipment: AHU1, AHU2, AHU3).
In the full page search results, the equipment items also display the first key data name and current
value (for example, ZN-T and 78.1 deg F).
The full page search results also displays the total number of results.

How do I filter the full page of search results?
In the full page of search results, you can sort the filter to list both space results and equipment
results (ALL). You can also filter the results to list only space results (SPACE) or only equipment
results (EQUIPMENT).

What if there are no matches to my search criteria?
If you are searching for a space or equipment that does not exist, the search field does not auto-
populate a drop-down list. If you press Enter or click or tap the search icon, the main area of the
Metasys UI displays a message that no space or equipment matches your search criteria.
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Advanced search, reporting, bulk commanding, and bulk
modifying

What is the Advanced Search, Reporting, Bulk Commanding, and Bulk
Modifying feature?
The Advanced Search and Reporting features bring powerful insights to all types of Metasys users
by providing an intuitive and easy method to gather and analyze data. You can search for data
across your Building Network tree or by spaces or equipment. Using a series of filters, including
wildcards, you can refine your search results. For example, you can search for all zone temperature
points in a specific space.
With the Advanced Search results, you can:

• Create reports showing historical activity, alarms, audits, and trend data based on a defined
time range, or create reports showing the present values of selected objects.

• Export report data to .csv or .pdf file formats on an ad hoc basis or by scheduling a report.
You can send scheduled reports to an email address or a network location automatically.

• Bulk command selected points.
• Bulk modify multiple objects or multiple attributes on a single object.

Important: Spaces and equipment do not need to be configured for users to take advantage
of the Advanced Search and Reporting feature. Advanced Search is available on computer and
tablet platforms, but it is not available on phone platforms. Additionally, the Reporting, Bulk
Commanding, and Bulk Modifying features of Advanced Search are not available on tablet or
phone platforms.

Advanced Search

What is Advanced Search?
With Advanced Search you can gather and analyze data for any object in the system with the use of
filters. Advanced Search provides an easy way to navigate to associated Building Network objects,
spaces, and equipment.

Where do I find the Advanced Search?
1. Open the User menu.
2. Click or tap Advanced Search & Reporting.

See also What are auto-populated Advanced Search filters and how do I use them? for an
alternative way of accessing Advanced Search.

What filter types are available in Advanced Search?
There are five different filter types that you can use to narrow your search results, including Space
& Equipment, Object Type, Equipment Definition, Name/Label, and Search Locations. In
addition, you have the option to choose to exclude extensions and to include child objects. You can
use multiple types of filters within one search. For example, you can search in two different spaces.
Using multiple filters within one search acts as an AND function.
See also What are auto-populated Advanced Search filters and how do I use them?.

How do I use the Space & Equipment and the Name filter types?
1. Type your required filter in the respective filter type's search bar.
2. Click or tap on the filter, or press Enter to select that filter.
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Note:
• In the Name filter type, items only appear if the browser auto-fill option is set to true or

on.
• You can use wildcards when searching with the Name filter type. For example, ZN*

retrieves all results with a name starting with ZN.
• For points mapped to equipment objects, the Name filter type applies to the equipment

definition's point name. For points unmapped to equipment objects, the name filter
applies to the Metasys User Name attribute.

How do I use the Equipment Definition filter type?
1. Click or tap Select in the drop-down menu.
2. Select one, several, or all of the Equipment Definitions from the available options, or type the

required Equipment Definition in the search bar, and click or tap on the Equipment Definition
you want to use. The selected Equipment Definition appears as a drop-down menu.

Note: If you want to use Select All on an iPad with more than 200 Equipment Definitions,
double-tap Select All to select all of the Equipment Definitions. A simple tap may not work
in this case.

3. Select point names in the drop-down menu to add them to the filter.
Once you select the points, the count of selected points appears next to the Equipment Definition.
The following figure illustrates the selection of two points for the Equipment Definition AHU.

Figure 10: Equipment Definition point selection

Note:
• If you do not select a point in the drop-down menu, all points relating to the selected

Equipment Definition appear in the search results.
• If the points of two Equipment Definitions are similar, the search results only show the

selected point in the respective Equipment Definition.

How do I use the Object Type filter type?
1. Click or tap Select in the drop-down menu.
2. Select the required filter from the available options, or type the required filter in the search

bar, and click or tap on the filters that you want to use.

How do I use the Search Locations filter type?
To use the Search Locations filter, complete the following steps:

1. Click or tap CHOOSE ITEMS.
2. Navigate through the Network tree or Views in the Search Locations window to find the

objects that you want to filter with.
3. Select the required objects and click the arrows to add or remove objects as filters.

Note: You can add a maximum of 100 objects to the Search Locations filter.
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4. Click or tap SAVE.

How do I use the Exclude Extensions filter?
Select the Exclude Extensions check box to condense your search results for objects that have
extensions configured. If you select the check box, the search result contains objects only. If you
clear the check box, the search result contains objects and their extensions, such as trend, alarm,
totalization, load, averaging, and resource file.
If you select the check box in combination with the Space & Equipment filter or the Equipment
Definition filter, the search result contains mapped points only. If you clear the check box and use
the Space & Equipment filter or the Equipment Definition filter, the search result contains mapped
points and their extensions.

How do I use the Include Child Objects filter?
Select the Include Child Objects check box to get a comprehensive search result that includes all
the objects present under a site object, for example. If you clear the check box, the search result
contains the first level child objects only.

What are auto-populated Advanced Search filters and how do I use them?
You can initiate an Advanced Search directly from certain widgets. This uses auto-populated
Advanced Search filters, instead of manually adding filters and finding related items in Advanced
Search. The system applies the appropriate filters, based on the widget in which you initiate
Advanced Search, and automatically starts the search. This feature is also known as Smart
Filtering.
See the following tables for information about the supported widgets and the corresponding auto-
populated filters:
Table 37: Widgets and automatically applied filters
Widget Applied filters
Equipment Summary Selected Equipment Definition and Space
Equipment Serving Space Equipment
Graphics Space
Equipment Data Equipment
Graphics Equipment
Summary View Search Locations: Device
Tailored Summary View Select the column heading link to open

Advanced Search for objects in that column.
Note: The Options filters are also dynam-
ically checked or unchecked to best main-
tain the result set of the source destination.

To initiate an Advanced Search directly from these widgets:

1. Click or tap View In  ( ).
2. Click or tap Advanced Search on the drop-down menu. The Advanced Search feature opens

and you can see that the filters Equipment Definition, Equipment, Space, or Search Locations,
respectively, appear in the filter menu and automatically define the search.

Note: If you want to change the filter parameters during the search, click or tap Cancel and
manually change the parameters in the filter menu.
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What do Advanced Search results look like?
The following figures show the Advanced Search filter screen and the results screen.

Figure 11: Advanced Search filters callouts

Figure 12: Advanced Search results callouts

Table 38: Advanced Search callouts
Number Name Description
1 Search tab This tab is the default view. The Actions menu and the Filter

menu show below this tab.
2 Actions button

menu
You can select items from this menu to perform actions on the
returned search results. Actions include bulk commanding, bulk
modifying, and creating reports.

3 Reports tab You can run various base reports on specific devices or on the
entire site.
You can also view and edit your scheduled reports under Saved
From Search, and view report templates that are not scheduled.

4 Filter button This opens the Filter menu to show the available filter options.
5 Search button This searches your Metasys site for objects that meet the filter

criteria.
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Table 38: Advanced Search callouts
Number Name Description
6 Filter menu You can apply filters to narrow down your search.
7 Results columns This lists the Type, Name/Label, Item Reference, Value, Units,

Status, Description, Authorization Category, Spaces and
Equipment related to the search results.

Note: You can sort the results by clicking on the column
header. For example, click on NAME/Label once to sort
from A-Z, or twice to sort from Z-A. If you click on the col-
umn header a third time, the list reverts to the default
order.

8 Filters This shows the applied filters for the performed advanced
search.

9 Clear All hyperlink This clears all applied filters.
10 Returned Results

count
This shows the number of returned results from your search. A
maximum of 2000 results can be returned.

11 Export button Exports the search results to a .csv file.
Note: The export functionality is not supported on tablets
and smartphones.

12 Object icon This shows the types of object returned in the results.
13 Check box You can use this box to choose objects in conjunction with the

Actions menu items.
14 Data Generated This shows when the search results were last updated. The Data

Generated information appears only when more than 200 results
were returned.

Note:
• The maximum returned results is 2000. A message stating Maximum numbers of rows

reached. Please refine your search within filters. appears if you reach the
maximum.

• Data is dynamically updated if there are 200 or fewer items in the results table.

Can I export or print the information that appears in the Advanced Search results?
Yes, you can export information that appears in the Advanced Search results on a computer. The
export functionality is not supported on tablets and smartphones. To export all the information
that appears in the Advanced Search results to a .csv file, click the export button. To export certain
results only, select the results you want to export and click the export button.
In addition, you can export and print information that appears in the Advanced Search in the form
of a report. See How do I create a report?

Reporting

What is Reporting?
With the Reporting feature, you can create equipment and spaces reports on the Metasys objects
listed in the search results of an Advanced Search.

Note: Objects can be mapped or unmapped.
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Starting at Metasys Release 12.0, you can also run Base reports to query a single engine, multiple
engines, or the entire site for alarm (objects that are currently in alarm), offline, disabled, operator
override, supervisory override, trouble, and out of service conditions.

What is the layout of the Reporting feature?
The following figures and tables describe the layout of the Reporting feature.

Figure 13: Base reports

Table 39: Base reports callouts
Number Name Description
1 Reports Access your reports through this tab.
2 Base Run Base reports to query a single engine, multiple engines,

or the entire site for alarm (objects that are currently in alarm),
offline, disabled, operator override, supervisory override,
trouble, and out of service conditions.

3 Saved From Search Access the reports that were saved from the search results
through this tab. This tab displays only if you have the Schedule
Reports permission.

4 Run Report On Choose to run a report on the entire site or on one or more
specific devices. This figure shows the results of an Alarm
report for a specific device.

Note: The report completion time is proportional to the
number of devices selected.

5 Report detail columns The columns vary depending on the report type you select. The
standard columns are type, device, name, description, and item
reference. An alarm report also shows you the value and the
alarm type.

6 Export button Exports the results of the report to a .csv file.
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Table 39: Base reports callouts
Number Name Description
7 Report information The selected report type appears here with the time stamp of

when the report was initiated.
8 Select Report Type Select the required base report type from the list. You can

choose from the following base report types:
• Alarm: Lists all items with non-Normal alarm state in the site

or selected devices.

• Offline: Lists all items whose offline state is True in the site or
selected devices.

• Disabled: Lists all items whose Enabled attribute is False in
the site or selected devices.

• Operator Override: Lists all items currently being written to
at a command priority of 8.

• Supervisory Override: Lists all items whose Overridden
attribute is set to True. The meaning of Overridden is
dependent on the integration and point type. The overridden
attribute is only supported on N2, LON, and Vendor
integration child objects, including the GIO.

• Trouble: Lists all items that have the Trouble attribute set
to True. For each item in Trouble state, the report displays
the item type icon, item name, and item description. Usually,
Binary Input and Binary Output points have this property. It
is mostly used in Fire and Security applications but may be
used when the Binary Output command does not match the
feedback. The Binary Input feature is integration dependent.

• Out of Service: Lists all items that have the Out of Service
attribute set to True.

Figure 14: Saved From Search reports
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Table 40: Saved From Search reports
Numb
er

Name Description

1 Report Name Shows the name of the report.
2 Created By Shows the creator of the report.

Note: This column only appears for administrators who can
see all scheduled reports at a site. Non-administrator users can
only see their own reports in this window.

3 Created On Shows when the report was created.
4 Last Modified By Shows the person who last modified the report.

Note: Administrator and non-administrator users can see who
modified a report.

5 Last Run Shows the last time when the report was sent. The Last Run time can
deviate from the scheduled time, as the report generation can take
some time. If an error occurs during report generation or delivery,
an execution error message appears in this column.

6 Next Run Shows the time for the next run.
Note: When you have non-scheduled reports, — appears in this
column. When the report is disabled, this column shows Dis-
abled.

7 Repeat Shows how often the report is repeated.
Note: When you have non-scheduled reports, — appears in this
column.

8 Actions You can edit reports, enable or disable reports, re-run a report with
the previously selected delivery option, or delete your scheduled
reports here.

What do the icons in the Saved From Search tab represent?
The following table describes the icons that you see in the Saved From Search tab.
Table 41: Saved From Search tab icons
Icon Icon name Description

Edit Edit a report.

Enable/Disable switch Click on the switch to enable or disable an individual report.

Re-run Re-run a report with the previously selected delivery option.

Delete Delete a report.

What are the prerequisites for scheduling a report?
You can access the Schedule Report feature only, if you have the Schedule Reports system
privilege. You can assign this system privilege to users in the User Management feature. For more
information about assigning a system privilege see How do I edit a user? What are my edit options? in
User Management.
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Before you can schedule a report, configure your email settings in the Remote Notifications feature
of Metasys UI. See How do I change the settings in the Remote Notifications feature? in Remote
Notifications for more information. Only Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP) type email settings
are supported. POP Before SMTP type email settings are not supported for the Schedule Report
feature.

Note: If the file size of the generated report exceeds the email server limit, which is by default
20MB, the report generation is successful, but the email delivery of the Scheduled Report may
fail.

How do I create a report?
1. Select the Advanced Search results that you want to include in the report.
2. Click ACTIONS.
3. Select Create Report. The Create Report window opens.
4. Select the report type, date range, and format you require from the respective drop-down

menus.
5. From the Repeat drop-down menu, select how often and when you want to receive the report,

and select an end for the report schedule.
6. In the Delivery section, choose Download immediately. See How can I schedule a report? for

more information about sending a report by email or to a network location.
7. Enter a name in the Report Name field.

Note: The Report Name field accepts up to 100 characters. All alphanumeric and special
characters are allowed, except the following /,\, ?, :, *, ?, ", <, >, |.

8. Click CREATE.

How can I schedule a report?
You can schedule reports through Advanced Search to receive reports regularly by email or on your
network drive, without logging into the system each time to create the report.
To schedule a report, complete the following steps:
1. Select the Advanced Search results that you want to include in the report.
2. Click ACTIONS.
3. Select Create Report. The Create Report window opens.
4. Select the Report Type, Date Range, and Format. Then choose your preferred delivery method.
5. From the Repeat drop-down menu select how often and when you want to receive the report,

and then select an end for the report schedule.
6. Click Download immediately or Send to. When you select Send to, you have two options:

- If you select Email Address, enter the email address to which you want to send the
report.

Note: You can enter a maximum of 10 email addresses. Type the email addresses in
the Email Address field, and separate the addresses with a comma or semicolon.

- If you select Network Location, enter the network path on which you want to save the
report. Use the following format: \\server_name\shared_folder_name. You can get
the network path from the shared folder's properties. Then click TEST CONNECTION to
test if the location is accessible to the feature. See also How do I make a network location
accessible to the Reporting feature?
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Note: The Metasys server and the network path on which you want to save the
report have to be on the same domain network.

7. Enter a name in the Report Name field.

Note: The Report Name field accepts up to 100 characters. All alphanumeric and special
characters are allowed, except the following /,\, ?, :, *, ?, ", <, >, |.

8. To save the selected report options as a template, select the Save as Report Template check
box and enter a name in the Report Name field.

9. Click CREATE.

How do I make a network location accessible to the Reporting feature?
1. Create a folder on the network.
2. Configure Sharing for the folder to share with Everyone.
3. Set the Permission Level for Everyone to Read/Write.

What types of reports can I create?
In the Create Report window, you can select the following report types:

• Activity: A time line report of all alarms and audits.
• Alarm: A report by occurrence for all alarms in the requested time frame.
• Audit: All audit entries from the requested time frame.
• Trend: All historical data from the requested time frame.
• Present Value: A report that shows the present values of the selected objects.

You can generate these reports in a .csv file format or in a .pdf file format. You can also use the
Reporting feature to schedule and receive these reports regularly by email. See How can I schedule
a report?

Note:
• All reports are limited to a maximum of 10,000 records, with the following exceptions:

Table 42: Report limitations
Report type Limit
Present Value 2,000 values
Trend PDF 75,000 trend samples
Trend CSV 2,100,000 trend samples

Note: Exceeding these limitations may result in a failure to create a report or lead
to an incomplete report. Reduce the number of points or time frame requested to
ensure that you run reports within their limitations.

• The retrieval of data for the Trend reports varies, depending on the duration of the report.
For raw data duration, data for the Trend reports is fetched from the network engines
and from the JCIHistorian database. When viewing raw data, the Metasys UI supports the
display of 105,000 samples per trend point. Raw data appears if the duration is less than
or equal to seven days. For a duration greater than seven days, the trend chart displays
average data.

• If you are not authorized to access certain objects, the reports you generate do not
display the data pertaining to these objects.
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• The reports, email notifications, and time formats are automatically localized, based on
the locale of the user who created the report configuration. The recipients also receive the
reports based on the locale of the user who created the report configuration.

What date range options do I have?
You can select a date range from the following options:
The examples are based on the assumption that today's date is September 28, 2017 and it is 17:00.

• Yesterday: The report contains data from September 27 00:00 to September 27 23:59.
• Today: The report contains data from September 28 00:00 to September 28 17:00.
• Last 7 Days: The report contains data from September 22 00:00 to September 28 17:00.
• Last Week: The report contains data from September 18 00:00 to September 24 23:59.
• This Week: The report contains data from September 25 00:00 to September 28 17:00.
• Last 30 Days: The report contains data from August 30 00:00 to September 28 17:00.
• Last Month: The report contains data from August 01 00:00 to August 31 23:59.
• This Month: The report contains data from September 01 00:00 to September 28 17:00.
• Last Year: The report contains data from January 01, 2016 00:00 to December 31, 2016 23:59.
• This Year: The report contains data from January 01, 2017 00:00 to September 28, 2017 17:00.
• All Time: The report contains data available from the very beginning to September 28, 2017

17:00.
• Custom Range (To-From Date and Time): The report contains data from selected date range

including time.

Note: The Metasys server time zone forms the basis for the time zone of the report.

What repeat options are available for reports?
• Never: Report never repeats (default).
• Daily: You provide the run time of the report through the time picker (default time 12:00 AM).
• Weekly: You provide the day of the week and time of running the report (default value is the

first day of the week and the default time is 00:00 or 12:00 AM).
• Monthly: You provide the first day, last day, or any particular day of the month (it is the first

day by default).
• Yearly: You provide the month of the year (January by default) and the day of the month (it is

the first day by default).

How do I localize a report?
You can localize the Reporting feature, so that the report data, time format, and email
correspondence displays in your own language.
The locale of the Metasys user forms the basis for the generated reports. You can set the locale of
the user when you create the user account in the Metasys system. For more information, refer to
the Security Administrator System Technical Bulletin (LIT-1201528).

How can I check my reports?
1. Open the User menu.
2. Click Advanced Search & Reporting.
3. Click the Reports tab.
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4. Click Saved From Search.

How can I edit a report?
1. Open the User menu.
2. Click Advanced Search & Reporting.
3. Click the Reports tab.
4. Click the Saved From Search tab.
5. Click the edit icon in the Actions column next to the report you want to edit.
6. Select or clear the options in the Report Options tab.

Note: You can edit all report options.

7. Click the Selected Objects tab and click the edit icon to edit your selected objects.
8. The Advanced Search page opens and you can change your previously selected filters and

objects.

Note: You cannot use the Actions menu in this view of the Advanced Search page to run
Bulk Command, Bulk Modify or Create Report.

9. Select Cancel or Save to cancel or apply the changes.

Note: There may be some impact on performance while you edit the selected objects in
Advanced Search, as editing a large number of objects may cause a throttled process to
happen on the Metasys UI API.

How can I re-run a report?
1. Open the User menu.
2. Click Advanced Search & Reporting.
3. Click the Reports tab.
4. Click the Saved From Search tab.
5. Click the re-run icon in the Actions column next to the report you want to re-run.
6. If required, change the email address and the report name in the Re-Run dialog window.

Note: These changes only affect this particular re-run, and do not affect the report
configuration in general.

How do I run a base report?

1. Open the User menu.
2. Click Advanced Search & Reporting.
3. Click the Reports tab.
4. Click the Base tab.
5. Select the required report type from the Select Report Type list.
6. To run the report on the entire site, select ENTIRE SITE. To run the report on one or more

specific devices, select SPECIFIC DEVICE(S), select the required devices in the Select Device(s)
window, and click RUN.

Note: The report completion time is proportional to the number of devices selected.
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Bulk Commanding

What is Bulk Commanding?
Use Bulk Commanding to issue a global command to Metasys objects. This action is available after
performing an Advanced Search.

How do I initiate a Bulk Command?
From the Advanced Search results page:

1. Select the objects, of the same type, you wish to command.
2. Tap or click Actions.
3. Select Bulk Command. The Bulk Command window opens.

What are the available commands for Bulk Commanding?
You can perform bulk commanding with all supported Metasys UI commands.
The following is a list of all object types with their corresponding supported command(s):
Table 43: List of objects and supported commands
Icon Object types Supported commands

Accumulator In Service, Out of Service, Enable Alarms, Disable Alarms, Preset
Value, Get Monitor Data

Alarm Extension Enable, Disable, Cancel Delay Time, Cancel Report Delay

Analog Input (AI) Put Back in Service, Take Out of Service, Enable Alarms, Disable
Alarms

Analog Output (AO) Adjust, Override, Release Operator Override, Release, Release All,
Put Back in Service, Take Out of Service, Enable Alarms, Disable
Alarms

Analog Value (AV) Adjust, Override, Release Operator Override, Release, Release All,
Enable Alarms, Disable Alarms

Auto Shutdown Enable, Disable

BACnet IP Sync Field Device Time (s)

BACnet IP Binary
Output (BO)BACnet
IP Analog Output
(AO)

Release, Release All

BACnet IP Controller Reset Field Device

BACnet IP Multi-state
Output (MO)

Release, Release All

BACnet Notification Enable, Disable
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Table 43: List of objects and supported commands
Icon Object types Supported commands

BACnet Protocol
Engine

BACnet IP Analog Output, Latch Statistics, Clear Statistics

Binary Input (BI) Put Back in Service, Take Out of Service, Enable Alarms, Disable
Alarms

Binary Output (BO) Adjust, Override, Release Operator Override, Release, Release All,
Put Back in Service, Take Out of Service, Enable Alarms, Disable
Alarms

Binary Value (BV) Adjust, Override, Release Operator Override, Release, Release All,
Enable Alarms, Disable Alarms

Calendar Enable, Disable

Data Broadcast
Object

Enable, Disable

Demand Limiting and
Load Rolling (DLLR)

Enable, Disable, Set Mode - Mode (Drop down), Set Target, Reset
Profile, Reset Interval, Reset Initialization Parameters

Electric Demand
Control

Enable, Disable

Electric Demand
Monitoring (EDM)

Enable, Disable, Demand Start, Demand Stop, Demand Reset,
Out of Service, In Service, Enable Alarms, Disable Alarms

Engines Archive, Reset Device, Update Flash Usage, Route Samples, Sync
Engine

Ethernet IP Data Link Clear Statistics, Latch Statistics

Event Enrollment Enable, Disable

External Data
Connector

Enable Logic, Disable Logic, Reset, Hang Up

Field Bus MS/TP Analyze Field Bus, Latch Statistics, Clear Statistics

Field Bus MS/TP
Analog Output (AO)

Release, Release All

Field Bus MS/TP
Binary Output (BO)

Release, Release All
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Table 43: List of objects and supported commands
Icon Object types Supported commands

Field Bus MS/TP
Controller

Enable, Disable, Reset Field Device

Field Bus MS/TP
Integration

Sync Field Device Time (s)

Field Controllers Reset Device, Enable, Disable

Field Devices Enable, Disable, Reset Field Device, Rediscover Text Strings, Sync
Filed Device Time(s)

General BACnet
Device

Rediscover Text Strings, Sync Field Device Time (s)

Generator Load
Control

Enable, Disable

Global Data Enable, Disable

IEIEJ Electric Demand
Control

In Service, Out of Service, Enable Alarms, Disable Alarms

IEIEJ Generator Load
Control

In Service, Out of Service, Enable Alarms, Disable Alarms

Integration Trunks Analyze Field Bus, Latch Statistics, Clear Statistics

Interlock Re-command, Override, Release Operator Override, Release,
Release All, Enable, Disable

LON Binary Output
(BO)

Send Null State

LON Controller Clear Statistics, Latch Statistics

LON Multi-state
Output (MO)

Send Null State

LON Trunk Latch Statistics, Clear Statistics, Enable, Disable
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Table 43: List of objects and supported commands
Icon Object types Supported commands

LON Trunk Analog
Output (AO)

Release, Release All

LON Trunk Analog
Output (AO)

Release, Release All

LON Trunk Binary
Output (BO)

Release, Release All

LON Trunk Controller Latch Statistics, Clear Statistics, Enable, Disable

LON Trunk Multi-
state Output (MO)

Release, Release All

Loop Object In Service, Out of Service, Manual Tuning, Enable Alarms, Disable
Alarms

Multiple Command Enable, Disable, Release, Release All

Multi-state Input (MI) Enable Alarms, Disable Alarms

Multi-state Output
(MO)

Adjust, Override, Release Operator Override, Release, Release All,
Enable Alarms, Disable Alarms, Send NULL State

Multi-state Value
(MV)

Adjust, Override, Release Operator Override, Release, Release All,
Enable Alarms, Disable Alarms

N1 Migration Analog
Output (AO)

Setpoint, Release, Release All

N1 Migration Binary
Output (BO)

Release, Release All

N1 Migration
Controller

Clear Statistics

N1 Migration Multi-
state Output (MO)

Release, Release All

N2 object - Analog
Input (AI)

In Service, Out of Service, Enable Alarms, Disable Alarms

N2 object - Analog
Output (AO)

In Service, Out of Service, Enable Alarms, Disable Alarms

N2 object - Binary
Input (BI)

In Service, Out of Service, Enable Alarms, Disable Alarms

N2 object - Binary
Output (BO)

In Service, Out of Service, Enable Alarms, Disable Alarms
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Table 43: List of objects and supported commands
Icon Object types Supported commands

N2 Trunk Latch Statistics, Clear Statistics

N2 Trunk Analog
Output (AO)

Setpoint, Release, Release All

N2 Trunk Binary
Output (BO)

Release, Release All

N2 Trunk Controller Enable, Disable

N2 Trunk Multi-state
Output (MO)

Release, Release All

Notification Enable, Disable

Optimal Start Enable, Disable, Cancel Prestart, Cancel Prestop

Program (Control
System)

Enable, Disable

Pulse Meter Enable, Disable, Reset, Start Meter, Stop Meter

Schedule Enable, Disable

Signal Select Enable, Disable

Trend Extension Enable, Disable, Clear, Route, Execute

Trend Log Enable, Disable

VND Integration Latch Statistics, Clear Statistics, Enable, Disable

VND Integration
Analog Output (AO)

Release, Release All

VND Integration
Binary Output (BO)

Release, Release All

VND Integration
Controller

Latch Statistics, Clear Statistics, Enable, Disable
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Table 43: List of objects and supported commands
Icon Object types Supported commands

VND Integration
Multi-state (MO)

Release, Release All

Wireless Sensor Release

Wireless Supervisor Clear Statistics

XL5K Integration Latch Statistics, Clear Statistics, Enable, Disable

XL5K Integration
Analog Output (AO)

Setpoint, Release, Release All

XL5K Integration
Binary Output (BO)

Release, Release All

XL5K Integration
Controller

Latch Statistics, Clear Statistics, Enable, Disable

XL5K Integration
Multi-state (MO)

Release, Release All

You can select the following object types in Advanced Search:

• Alarm Extension
• Trend Extension
• Engine
• Field Devices
• Meter
• Analog Input
• Binary Input
• Multi-state Input
• Analog Output
• Binary Output
• Multi-state Output
• Analog Value
• Binary Value
• Multi-state Value
• Trend Study

The following object types are not supported in Bulk Command:

• MI Objects
• Graphics
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• Group Object
• Solar Clock Object
• Wireless Supervisor Controller
• Trend Study

Note: Bulk commanding is not supported against object sets containing different types of
objects. A note displays if there are no common commands between the selected points.

What does the Bulk Command process look like?
The Bulk Command process has three steps, including Command, Preview, and Confirmation.

Figure 15: Bulk Command window

Complete the following steps to bulk command selected points:

1. If your selected objects contain different data types, refine your search with the drop-down
menu and click Next.

2. Select a command from the drop-down menu.
3. You can select a preset annotation from the drop-down, or you can enter your own annotation

in the text box.
4. Tap or click Next.
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5. Review your selection on the Preview page and click Previous to amend the selection. Or
Apply to proceed with the selection. A progress window appears after you click Apply.

6. Check if you successfully issued a Bulk Command to selected items on the Confirmation page.
Bulk commanding updates the present value of the object. These updates are reflected in the
Advanced Search results, either dynamically or by page reload, depending on the number of objects
in the search results. You also see the updates in the Metasys UI, and in SMP.

Bulk Modifying

What is Bulk Modifying?
Use Bulk Modifying to select and bulk edit attributes for several objects. This action is available after
performing an Advanced Search.

How do I initiate a Bulk Modification?
From the Advanced Search results page:
1. Select the objects that you want to modify.
2. Click Actions.
3. Select Bulk Modify. The Bulk Modify window opens and shows three columns, including

Attribute, Value, and Units.

Note: If you select object sets that contain different types of objects, you can only modify the
Authorization Category of these objects with the Bulk Modify feature.

What does the Bulk Modify process look like?
The Bulk Modify process has three steps:

1. Modify the attributes on the modify page.
2. Preview your changes and click Apply.

Note: A progress window appears after you click Apply. If you close the progress window,
the update still occurs and you can see the updated attributes in SMP, but you do not see
the confirmation page.

3. Check if you successfully modified your selected items on the confirmation page.
The following screenshots and corresponding table outline the Bulk Modify process in more detail:
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Figure 16: Bulk Modify window - modify page
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Table 44: Bulk Modify window - modify page
Each attribute has a checkbox that appears selected as soon as you start
to type in the value text box, or when you change a value in the drop-down
menu. Related attributes are grouped. Press Tab, or click in the Value field to
navigate between attribute.

Note: The following attributes are not supported for Bulk Modify. To
modify these attributes, use SMP.

Attribute

• Setpoint Reference

• Cooling Setpoint Reference

• Heating Setpoint Reference

• Occupancy Reference

• Graphic

• Graphic Alias

• Field Unit

• Local Control
Value When you select a single point to Bulk Modify, the values are pre-populated.

When you enter an invalid value, you receive this error message: Entered
information is not valid and the Next button is disabled. Correct the
value to proceed.

Units The units display when you modify a single object.
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Figure 17: Bulk Modify window - preview page

Note: The confirmation page displays the total number of attempts. The counted attempts are
attribute-oriented, rather than point-oriented as is the case in SMP.

When the modification process is complete, you see the updates in the object details on the
Building Network dashboard, and you also see the updated attributes in SMP.

Note: Bulk modifying thousands of objects for certain attributes is processing intensive.
During those requests, other requests, such as creating an object, are placed in a queue and
completed after the bulk modify.
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Equipment filtering

What is equipment filtering?
Equipment filtering allows you to change your view to see only similar types of equipment. For
example, you can filter the Equipment Summary widget to show all of your VAV boxes or all of your
electric meters at the same time.

What widgets use the equipment filtering?
The Equipment Serving Space widget and Equipment Summary widget allow you to filter by
equipment type. Both widgets appear on the Space dashboard.

Can I select more than one equipment type?
You can only filter one type of equipment at a time.

Figure 18: Equipment type filter in the Equipment Serving Space widget and in the Equipment
Summary widget

Widgets and Dashboards

Equipment Serving Space widget

What is the Equipment Serving Space widget?
Use this widget to view all equipment that directly serves a space along with any equipment
upstream. With this widget, you can easily see information about a VAV, Air Handler, Chiller Plant
and/or Heating Plant that serve a room.

What is the layout of the Equipment Serving Space widget?
The following figure shows the layout of the Equipment Serving Space widget.
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Figure 19: Equipment Serving Space widget callouts

Table 45: Equipment Serving Space widget callouts
Number Name Description
1 View in icon Click on the View in icon and then click Custom Trend to add all

trendable points from the equipment in the Equipment Serving
Space widget to the Custom Trend viewer.

2 Filter menu Filters what type of equipment appears in the Equipment Serving
Space widget.

3 Current status Shows the current status of the point. Statuses include Normal,
Out of Service, Operator Override, Above Setpoint, and so on.
The point uses the Metasys system preference colors for status.
For more information about Metasys UI and the Metasys system
preference colors, see the User menu section.

4 Present value Shows the present value of the point. Tap or click the value to
open the Command View and to view point information.

5 Page count icon Indicates how many pieces of equipment of the same type
directly serve a space.

6 Serving
relationship
arrow

Indicates that the equipment below directly serves the equipment
above.

7 More button Displays all of the display data for the piece of equipment.
8 Long name Displays the long name of the point.
9 Short name Displays the short name of the point.
10 Equipment name Identifies the equipment you are currently viewing.
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How do I change the equipment that is displayed?
To change the equipment, tap or click the equipment type filter drop-down menu located above the
Equipment Serving Space table, and select the new equipment type. The table updates with the new
pieces of equipment and their display data.

Figure 20: Equipment type filter menu

Is the Equipment Serving Space widget supported on all devices?
Yes, the Equipment Serving Space widget is supported on desktop, tablets, and smartphones.

Potential Problem Areas widget

What is the Potential Problem Areas widget?
You can use this widget to quickly see a list of any points in the equipment that are not operating
appropriately. You can also use this widget to investigate and manage faults that occur on your site.

Note: Faults are available only when licensed.

Who can access the Potential Problem Areas widget?
You do not require a license to access the Points tab of the widget, unless you use an Open
Application Server (OAS). For an OAS, you require the Metasys Potential Problem Areas license
to access Potential Problem Areas Points. The widget itself may additionally include two separate
licensable features, namely Fault Detection and Fault Triage. You require the Metasys Fault
Detection and the Metasys Fault Triage licenses to access both Fault Detection and Fault Triage.
You can use Fault Detection without a Fault Triage license, but you require both licenses for Fault
Detection and Fault Triage to use Fault Triage.

Note: Fault Detection and Fault Triage are not included with any server. You must purchase
these features separately.

Note: The OAS Turnkey does not meet the minimum requirements to run the Fault Detection
and Fault Triage features.

Important: After licensing the Fault Detection feature and the Fault Triage feature, there is
a brief delay before the faults become visible. Log out of Metasys UI and back in, if you were
logged in when the feature was licensed.

The following table outlines the various combinations of licenses and feature availability and
behavior.
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Table 46: Potential Problem Areas feature availability and behavior by license
License Feature availability and behavior

Potential
Problem
Areas

Fault
Detect-
ion

Fault
Triage

Potential
Problem
Areas
widget

Points
tab

Faults
tab

Fault list
order
and
catego-
rization

Worst
fault
rollup

Fault
sup-
pression

Fault
occur-
rence

Fault
duration

Fault
Triage

Fault
Manager

No11 No No

No No Yes

No Yes No
22

S33

No Yes Yes
2

S, O, D44

Yes55 No No
66

Yes No Yes
6

Yes Yes No S 3

Yes Yes Yes S, O, D 4

1 This row applies to an OAS. You require a license to see the Potential Problem Areas Points on an OAS, but not on any
other Metasys server.

2 In this scenario, you can see no tabs. Only the Faults are shown in the widget.
3 Fault Severity only.
4 Rank - which is derived by utilizing Fault Severity, Fault Occurrence, and Fault Duration.
5 Licensed on an OAS. You do not have to license the Potential Problem Areas Points on any other Metasys server.
6 In this scenario, you can see no tabs. Only the Points are shown in the widget.

Note: Whenever both the Potential Problem Areas Points and Faults are licensed, the Faults
tab becomes the default tab. Simply click on the Points tab to view Points.

How do I access the Potential Problem Areas widget?
You can find the Potential Problem Areas widget on any Space dashboard.

What is the layout of the Potential Problem Areas widget?
The following figures and tables describe the layout of the Potential Problems Areas widget when
all features are licensed. See Table 46 for more details.
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Figure 21: Potential Problem Areas widget - Faults tab fully licensed

Table 47: Potential Problem Areas widget - Faults tab
Number Name Description
1 Faults tab This tab displays only if you have the Potential Problem Areas

(license required on OAS only) and the Fault Detection license.
When Fault Detection is licensed, then this is the default tab. It
shows a detailed list of faults.

2 Points tab This tab displays only if you have the Potential Problem Areas
(license required on OAS only) and the Fault Detection license.
View a list of any points within the space that is not operating
appropriately. See Figure 22 for more information.
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Table 47: Potential Problem Areas widget - Faults tab
Number Name Description
3 Fault If Fault Detection is licensed, you see the following information:

• Worst fault name: The name of the fault with the highest
severity for the item related to an equipment.

• Fault severity category: critical (red), high (orange), medium
(yellow), low (gray)

• Total faults for this equipment: Hover over the number to see
all the additional faults to the worst fault.

• Suppressed faults: The number of faults on served systems
which, by default, are not shown in the fault list. Expose
suppressed faults by selecting the Suppressed Faults filter.

• Equipment link and space(s) link
You can see additional information when Fault Triage is also
licensed:
• Worst fault name: The name of the fault with the highest rank

for the item related to an equipment.

• Fault rank category (in place of Fault severity category).
The rank is calculated not only by fault severity, but it takes
duration and occurrences into account for the list order and
determination of critical, high, medium, or low.

• Fault link to Fault Triage. See What is Fault Triage? for more
information.

• Number of occurrences

• Total duration

• Resolution progress and re-occurrence indication
4 Export button Exports the fault data in the Potential Problem Areas widget to a

.csv file.
Note: The export functionality is not supported on tablets
or smartphones.

5 Filter Determines the faults that appear in the widget. You can filter
the faults by severity or rank, such as Critical, High, Medium,
and Low. You can also filter the faults by fault types, such as 
AHU, VAV, FCU, RTU, and Suppressed Faults.

Note: In certain cases, when you filter for High and Low
faults, you may not get results for Low faults, due to the
worst fault roll up functionality.

See also How does the Suppressed Faults filter in the Faults tab
work? for more information about filtering for suppressed faults.

6 Equipment/
Spaces(s)

Shows the equipment and the spaces that are affected by the
fault. The hyperlink takes you to the equipment or space.
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Table 47: Potential Problem Areas widget - Faults tab
Number Name Description
7 Disable menu This icon displays for Administrator users only. Administrator

users can click this icon to display a menu and choose between
the following disable options:
• Disable this Fault Rule for this Equipment

• Disable all Fault Rules for this Equipment

• Disable this Fault Rule for all Equipment

An Administrator user can use the Fault Manager to enable
pieces of equipment which have previously been disabled.

Note: When you disable a fault rule for all equipment, the
rule is disabled, but the exceptions table in the Fault Man-
ager does not list the equipment for which the rule is dis-
abled.

8 Occurrence icon Shows the number of times that this fault has occurred within
the last seven days.

9 Fault
categorization bar

Shows the categorization of a fault: critical fault = red, high fault
= orange, medium fault = yellow, low fault = gray.

10 Duration icon Shows the total duration of all occurrences of the fault within the
last seven days.

11 Status icon Shows if work on this issue is in progress, or if the fault has
reoccurred.

12 Faults drop-down
menu

The default option By Equipment (Top Severity) or By
Equipment (Top Rank) displays a compressed list of faults. Only
the worst fault is displayed in the list for each equipment and
additional faults can be viewed by hovering over Total. Select
All (Severity) or All (Ranked) to see the expanded list, which
includes multiple faults for the same equipment.

13 Fault time frame Displays the time frame for which the faults in the list are
reporting about. The default time frame is Last 7 Days.

Note: Each page can contain a maximum of 25 fault entries. If there are more than 25 fault
entries, use the paging arrows in the upper-left of the widget to navigate to the next page.
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Figure 22: Potential Problem Areas widget - Points tab

Table 48: Potential Problem Areas widget - Points tab
Number Name Description
1 Data columns Shows the following:

• Item: short name and long name of point that is abnormal

• Value: status and present value with a hyperlink to the
Command window

• Equipment/Spaces: equipment name (where the abnormal
point resides) and associated spaces with hyperlinks to
navigate to the equipment and spaces

2 Refresh button The points are on a refresh cycle that lasts approximately 30
minutes. When this cycle expires, a Refresh button displays
next to the Export button. Click or tap the Refresh button to
display the updated data. You can also refresh the browser to
display the updated data.

3 Export button Exports the point's data in the Potential Problem Areas widget
to a .csv file.

Note: The export functionality is not supported on tablets
or smartphones.

4 Data expires timer Indicates when the report of points data expires. The report
of data expires approximately every 30 minutes. If the report
data has expired (as seen by 0 minutes), you can refresh the
data by clicking or tapping the refresh button.

5 Filter Determines the point statuses that appear in the widget.
You can filter the points by Above Setpoint, Alarm, Below
Setpoint, Offline, Out of Service, Overridden, Trouble/
Warning, and Value Inaccessible.
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Table 48: Potential Problem Areas widget - Points tab
Number Name Description
6 Status bar Shows the status of the point using the Metasys system

preference colors.
7 Data generated

timer
The data displayed in this view does not automatically refresh.
This timer indicates when this report of data was taken. See
also the entries in this table for Refresh button and Data
expires timer.

What information appears for each point?
The following information appears for each point that is in a status other than normal.

• Point status (listed under the Item column along with the associated color bar)
• Point short name and long name (listed under the Item column)
• Points that are Offline will show the last value that was stored within the previous seven days.

If no values were stored within that time frame, no value will be shown.
• Equipment that contains the point
• Spaces that are served by this equipment

How current is the data in the Faults tab?
The system gathers data and creates faults approximately every 60 minutes on the hour, but in the
Potential Problem Areas widget you see the faults at the time of page load only. You can refresh the
browser to display the updated data. This action refreshes the list after the next periodic event has
occurred.

How current is the data in the Points tab?
The data is a report (also known as a snapshot). A date and time stamp shows the last time the
report of data was updated. The points are on a refresh cycle that lasts approximately 30 minutes.
When this cycle expires, a Refresh button displays next to the Export button in the Points tab of the
Potential Problem Areas widget. Click or tap the Refresh button to display the updated data. You
can also refresh the browser to display the updated data.

Can I sort the data?
In the Points tab you can sort the columns in ascending or descending alphanumeric order by
tapping or clicking the column header. Sorting applies to all pages of data and not just the current
page. You cannot sort the data in the Faults tab, because the fault list order is intended to drive the
worst faults to the top of the list. You can modify the fault list with filters only.

Why don't I see any faults?
There can be several reasons why you may not see any faults. First, make sure that all criteria are
met for a given fault. When no faults occur, it is likely that a short name was not properly mapped
to its semantic data point model. If your site uses point names that deviate from the Johnson
Controls standard, you may need to use the Point Setting file in SCT to configure your point short
names. See the Updating point settings section in System Configuration Tool Help (LIT-12011964) for
more information.

What is fault suppression?
If there is a fault associated with an Air Handling Unit (AHU), there is presumably a problem with
downstream terminal units. In an effort to minimize the fault list to a size that is manageable,
the fault suppression functionality filters the downstream faults and shows you the associated
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parent faults only. You need to address those faults first in any event to ensure that the associated
downstream faults are actual issues at the terminal unit. Fault suppression creates a short, succinct
list of faults and this makes the troubleshooting process more efficient.

Note: Equipment serving relationships are required for the suppression feature. Also, the
served system fault must be within the fault duration of the serving system fault in order for
suppression to occur. A VAV which faults before an AHU fault will not be suppressed by the
AHU fault and show up in the fault list.

The following table describes the suppression relationship between fault rules. YES indicates that a
fault is suppressed by a fault rule. - indicates that a fault is not suppressed by another fault rule.
Table 49: Fault suppression relationships
Suppressing
fault rules

Suppressed fault rules

VAV Insufficient
Heating
Capacity

VAV Insufficient
Flow Capacity

VAV Low Zone
Temperature

VAV High Zone
Temperature

VAV High Flow VAV Low Flow VAV Zone CO2
Level is Too High

VAV Zone
Humidity is
Outside of

Comfort Limits
AHU Insufficient
Heating Capacity

YES - YES - - - - YES

AHU Not Running
when Occupied

- YES - - - YES - YES

AHU Mixed Air
Dampers are
Stuck Closed

- - - - - - YES -

AHU High Supply
Pressure

YES - YES - YES - - -

AHU Insufficient
Fan Capacity

- YES - YES - YES YES YES

AHU Zone CO2
Level is Too High

- - - - - - YES -

AHU Low Supply
Pressure

- YES - YES - YES YES YES

AHU Low
Discharge Air
Temperature

YES - YES - - - - YES

AHU High
Discharge Air
Temperature

- - - YES - - - YES

AHU Outdoor Air
Minimum Flow is
Too Low

- - - - - - YES -

AHU Return CO2
Level is Too High

- - - - - - YES -

AHU Low Return
Air Temperature

YES - YES - - - - YES

AHU High Return
Air Temperature

- - - YES - - - YES

AHU Humidity
Setpoint is
Outside of
Comfort Limits

- - - - - - - YES

AHU Return
Humidity is
Outside of
Comfort Limits

- - - - - - - YES

How does the Suppressed Faults filter in the Faults tab work?
You can select the Suppressed Faults filter only in combination with the fault types filters AHU and
VAV only. You can also select the Suppressed Faults filter in combination with the various rank
filters. The following table outlines the behavior of the Suppressed Faults filter in more detail:
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Table 50: Faults displayed by suppression filter combination
Filters

AHU VAV Critical High Medium Low Suppressed Faults
Displayed faults

Selected - - - - - Selected
AHU faults and
suppressed VAV
faults

- Selected - - - - Selected
VAV faults and
suppressed VAV
faults

- - Selected - - - Selected
All faults, including
suppressed, that
are critical

- - Selected - - Selected
All faults, including
suppressed, that
are high

- - - - Selected - Selected
All faults, including
suppressed, that
are medium

- - - - - Selected Selected
All faults, including
suppressed, that
are low

- - - - - - -

Any non-
suppressed faults
that match other
selected filters,
such as FCU and
RTU

What does it mean when a point has a status of Value Inaccessible or Value
Cannot be Read?
If an online point has a status of Value Inaccessible or Value Cannot be Read, the Metasys
UI is unable to gain access to the point. If the point is offline, it shows an Offline status.
If many points show this status, there may be a communication problem with the Metasys site or
with the network engine on the site.

Note: Metasys UI 5.0 or later cannot read values from engines that are at Metasys Release
3.0 or earlier. This means that online points, engines, or controllers associated with a network
engine that is at Release 3.0 or earlier can have a status of Value Inaccessible or Value
Cannot be Read.

How do I export the data in the Potential Problem Areas widget?
You can export the fault's data and the point's data separately in the Potential Problem Areas
widget to a .csv file. Simply click the Export button in the upper-right corner of the screen on both
the Faults tab and the Points tab.

Note: The export functionality is not supported on tablets or smartphones.

Is the Potential Problem Areas widget supported on all devices?
Yes, the Potential Problem Areas widget is supported on desktop, tablets, and smartphones.

What is Fault Triage?
Fault Triage provides a unique view, which provides additional information on a particular fault,
corrective actions in the order of their likeliness to resolve the issue, a description of the fault,
charting of supporting data, and an activity log to track progress. Fault Triage also enhances the
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sorting order and information in the Faults tab of the Potential Problem Areas widget to introduce
fault occurrences and durations to better drive the most problematic issues to the top of the list.

Who can access Fault Triage?
You require both the Metasys Fault Detection and the Metasys Fault Triage license to access the
feature.

How can I access Fault Triage?
1. Navigate to the Potential Problem Areas widget on the Space dashboard.
2. In the Faults tab, click or tap the hyperlinked fault that you want to investigate.
3. The Fault Triage window opens in a new tab.

What is the layout of the Fault Triage window?
The following figure and table outline the layout of the Fault Triage window.

Figure 23: Fault Triage layout
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Table 51: Fault Triage callouts
Number Name Description
1 Details This section shows the affected equipment and spaces

served by the equipment, including hyperlinks to the relevant
equipment and space(s). It also shows the total duration of
all fault occurrences within the previous seven days, and the
total occurrences of the fault within the previous seven days.
As an Administrator user, you can also access the Fault
Manager from the Details section. See What is the Fault
Manager? for more information about viewing fault rules,
managing global attributes, and using the Import and Export
feature.
As an Administrator user, you can click or tap the Disable
menu (three vertical dots) to display a menu, which gives you
the ability to disable this fault rule for this equipment, disable
all fault rules for this equipment, and disable this fault rule
for all equipment.

Note: When you disable a fault rule for all equipment,
the rule is disabled, but the exceptions table in the Fault
Manager does not list the equipment for which the rule
is disabled.

2 Possible Causes Any given fault can occur as a result of a number of given
root causes. A group of a half dozen Johnson Controls HVAC
Controls technical experts from across North America with
a combined experience of over 150 years provided the
following input for the Fault Triage feature:
• A list of the most common possible causes for any given

fault.

• The likeliness of any given possible cause based on their
individual experiences.

• Corrective actions for the possible causes.
WARNING: Recommendations for corrective action
are not a guarantee of fault resolution; always follow
applicable safety procedures and, when necessary,
contact your JCI representative for assistance.

See How do I take action on a fault? for more information.
3 Fault Name and

Description
This section shows you the fault name and the criteria that
must be met for the fault to occur. See What types of fault
rules are there? What data is required for each fault to
occur? for a list of all fault names and corresponding criteria.
See also How do I modify fault rule attributes in the Fault
Manager? to learn more about changing global attributes.
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Table 51: Fault Triage callouts
Number Name Description
4 Charting This is an auto-generated chart that is provided with each

fault occurrence. The chart displays pertinent data before,
during, and after the fault occurs.
Use the arrow buttons to see data from each fault
occurrence. The first page displays the most recent fault.
Stacked charting provides the following information, as
appropriate:
• Top chart – Process variable and setpoint(s)

• Middle chart – Analog outputs

• Bottom chart – Binary or enumerated outputs

Note: Line marker fill colors are colored to indicate non-
normal status. Tool tips provide a list of all the data at
that point in time. You can hide or unhide individual data
points.

See What information is provided in the Fault Triage
trend charts for each fault? and How does Fault Triage
charting differ from Trends or from a Trend Study? for more
information.

5 Activity This log shows the fault occurrences, including the date
and time it first occurred, along with the fault duration of
that occurrence. The log also shows the corrective action
progress, as any corrective action marked TRIED or SOLVED
ISSUE appears with the user name and time stamp. You can
also see user notes, which can give you more information
about an issue and corrective actions. Click +ADD NOTE to
add a user note.

Note: The Equipment Activity widget and System Activity
do not display activity items for faults.

How do I take action on a fault?
1. Click or tap on a fault listed in the Potential Problem Areas widget. The Fault Triage window

opens in a new tab.
2. In the Fault Triage window, navigate to the Possible Causes section.
3. Expand the possible causes to see further causes and suggested corrective actions.
4. Try the corrective actions as appropriate.
5. Click or tap NOT TRIED, TRIED, and SOLVED ISSUE to log your action. The action log displays

in the Activity section in the lower right of your screen.
6. It is also best practice to add a note in the Activity log, especially when the possible cause was

Other.
For example, the fault AHU Low Discharge Air Temperature can be caused by Heating is not working
properly, and that in turn can be caused by Dirty coil (exterior). Fault Triage suggests to Clean
exterior of coil to rated pressure drop. If you believe this to have been the root cause of the fault
then mark the solution with SOLVED ISSUE. The selection persists until the fault reoccurs, but the
instance of the fault is removed from the list after seven days. If indeed cleaning the coil was not
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the root cause, or if other factors were involved, the fault will reappear in the fault list within seven
days after being marked solved with a status of Reoccurred. The previous selections on other
root causes will be persisted and the Clean exterior of coil to rated pressure drop selection will be
automatically marked as TRIED.

What is the Fault Manager?
The Fault Manager is closely linked to Fault Triage. You can view, enable, and disable all fault rules
in the Fault Manager. You can modify global attributes and you can also download an archive of
global attributes, exceptions, and activity logs, and you can import an archive to restore data from a
previous archive.

Who can access the Fault Manager?
Only Administrator users can access the Fault Manager. You also require the Metasys Fault
Detection license to access the Fault Manager.

How can I access the Fault Manager?
1. Open the User menu.
2. Tap or click Feature Management.
3. Tap or click Fault Manager.

You can also access the Fault Manager in the Details section of the Fault Triage window.

What is fault severity and how is it used?
To find out about fault severity go to the Fault Manager first, as the Fault Manager lists the fault
rules based on severity. The worst faults are at the top of the list, while minor faults, such as energy
saving opportunities, are listed towards the bottom of the list.
The order of the faults in the Faults tab of the Potential Problem Areas widget is also by severity, if
Fault Triage is not licensed. When Fault Triage is licensed, the fault duration and occurrences are
also factored into the order of the faults displayed in the Faults tab of the Potential Problem Areas
widget.
The following figure shows the difference between the Potential Problem Areas widget when Fault
Triage is not licensed and when it is licensed, respectively.

Figure 24: Potential Problem Areas widget view comparison

The following table lists the fault rules by severity.
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Table 52: Fault rules by severity
Rule Severity Color

1 AHU Mixed Air Dampers are Stuck Open
2 AHU Insufficient Heating Capacity
3 AHU Not Running when Occupied
4 AHU Mixed Air Dampers are Stuck Closed
5 AHU High Supply Pressure
6 AHU Insufficient Fan Capacity

Critical Red

7 AHU Zone CO2 Level is Too High
8 AHU Low Supply Pressure
9 AHU Low Discharge Air Temperature
10 AHU High Discharge Air Temperature
11 AHU Building Static Pressure is Too Low
12 AHU Building Static Pressure is Too High
13 AHU Outdoor Air Minimum Flow is Too Low
14 AHU Return CO2 Level is Too High
15 AHU Low Return Air Temperature
16 AHU Low Zone Temperature
17 AHU High Return Air Temperature
18 AHU High Zone Temperature
19 AHU Outdoor Air Minimum Flow is Too High
20 AHU Zone Humidity is Outside of Comfort Limits
21 AHU Return Humidity Outside of Comfort Limits
22 RTU Insufficient Heating Capacity
23 RTU Not Running when Occupied
24 RTU Zone CO2 Level is Too High
25 RTU Low Discharge Air Temperature
26 RTU High Discharge Air Temperature
27 RTU Return CO2 Level is Too High

High Orange

28 RTU Low Return Air Temperature
29 RTU High Return Air Temperature
30 RTU Low Zone Temperature
31 RTU High Zone Temperature
32 RTU Zone Humidity is Outside of Comfort Limits
33 RTU Return Humidity is Outside of Comfort Limits
34 FCU Insufficient Heating Capacity
35 FCU Low Zone Temperature
36 FCU High Zone Temperature
37 VAV Insufficient Heating Capacity
38 VAV Insufficient Flow Capacity
39 VAV Low Zone Temperature
40 VAV High Zone Temperature
41 VAV High Flow
42 VAV Low Flow
43 VAV Zone CO2 Level is Too High
44 VAV Zone Humidity is Outside of Comfort Limits

Medium Yellow
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Table 52: Fault rules by severity
Rule Severity Color

45 AHU Humidity Setpoint is Outside of Comfort Limits
46 AHU Mechanically Cooling without using Economizer
47 AHU Constantly Running
48 AHU Return Temperature Heating Setpoint is Too High
49 AHU Zone Temperature Heating Setpoint is Too High
50 AHU Return Temperature Cooling Setpoint is Too Low
51 AHU Zone Temperature Cooling Setpoint is Too Low
52 RTU Humidity Setpoint is Outside of Comfort Limits
53 RTU Mechanically Cooling without using Economizer
54 RTU Constantly Running
55 RTU Return Temperature Heating Setpoint is Too High
56 RTU Return Temperature Cooling Setpoint is Too Low
57 RTU Zone Temperature Heating Setpoint is Too High
58 RTU Zone Temperature Cooling Setpoint is Too Low
59 FCU Simultaneously Heating and Cooling
60 FCU Heating or Cooling While a Window is Open
61 FCU A Window is Open While Unoccupied
62 FCU Zone Temperature Heating Setpoint is Too High
63 FCU Zone Temperature Cooling Setpoint is Too Low
64 VAV Zone Temperature Heating Setpoint is Too High
65 VAV Zone Temperature Cooling Setpoint is Too Low

Low Gray

How do I learn more about a fault rule and its exceptions in the Fault
Manager?
1. Click or tap on a fault rule listed in the FAULT RULES column. The FAULT RULE window opens.
2. Review the details about what triggers this rule, the attributes of the rule, and the exceptions

of the rule.

Note: An exception is a piece of equipment for which a rule is disabled.

How can I turn a fault rule on or off?
This can be done in multiple ways:

• With the Disable menu (three vertical dots), which is displayed next to a Fault in the Potential
Problem Areas widget Faults tab, if you are logged in as an Administrator user.

• With the Disable menu (three vertical dots), which is displayed in the Details section of Fault
Triage, if you are logged in as an Administrator user.

• With the ENABLE/DISABLE toggles in the Fault Manager. You can perform this action on a
rule-by-rule basis, or in bulk by using the toggle in the header.

• With the ENABLE/DISABLE toggle in the FAULT RULE window in the Fault Manager.

Note: When you disable a fault rule for all equipment, the rule is disabled, but the exceptions
table in the Fault Manager does not list the equipment for which the rule is disabled.

How do I enable exceptions (equipment that has been disabled) in the Fault
Manager?
1. Click or tap on a fault rule listed in the FAULT RULES column. The FAULT RULE window opens.
2. Navigate to the exceptions table at the bottom of the window.
3. Select the equipment that you want to enable the fault for.
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4. Click or tap the toggle in the ENABLE/DISABLE column as appropriate.
5. Click SAVE to save your changes.

How do I filter fault rules in the Fault Manager?
1. Click or tap FILTER in the upper-right corner of the screen.
2. Select the equipment type(s) that you want to filter for.

How do I modify fault rule attributes in the Fault Manager?
1. Click or tap GLOBAL ATTRIBUTES in the upper-right corner of the screen. The GLOBAL

ATTRIBUTES SETTINGS window opens.
2. Hover your cursor over the attribute to see a description of the attribute.
3. Hover your cursor over the faults data in the ASSIGNED TO column to check the fault rules

that this attribute relates to.

Important: Changes to an attribute affect all assigned to fault rules.

4. Change the value in the VALUE column.
5. Click or tap SAVE to keep and save your changes.

Note: Click or tap RESET VALUES to revert your changes to the default values. The default
values take into account rounding and calibration values typically found in the field.

How can I back up the changes I make in the Fault Manager?
Important: Metasys Server uploads and downloads do not carry Fault Manager data. Make
sure to create an export file each time the data is changed, so that you can restore the data as
necessary.

You can export an .archive file of global attributes, exceptions, and activity logs.

1. Click ARCHIVE in the upper-right corner of the Fault Manger. The ARCHIVE window opens.
2. Click EXPORT to download the .archive file.

How do I import backed up Fault Manager data?
You can import a Fault Manager archive to restore data from a previous archive.

Important: An import overwrites existing data.

1. Click ARCHIVE in the upper-right corner of the Fault Manger. The ARCHIVE window opens.
2. Click Choose File and select the .archive file you want to import.
3. Click IMPORT.

What is the difference between a Metasys alarm and a Metasys fault?
Alarm: Alarm extensions provide a way to notify a user when system points exceed configured
thresholds. You can manually enter thresholds or you can base the thresholds on an additional
point, such as a control setpoint. The thresholds can also include reporting delays. The Alarm
Manager handles management of alarms, including acknowledgment, discards, and annotations.
Fault: Faults can utilize more system points, delays, and thresholds that are directly related to each
individual fault. Faults are not included in Alarm Management, but in the Potential Problem Areas
widget.
The following table outlines the differences between an alarm and a fault in more detail.
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Table 53: Differences between an alarm and a fault
Aspects Alarm Fault
Logic Finite data, thresholds, and delays Expanded and focused data,

thresholds, and delays
Sample time Exact Binning: all data samples are put in

five minute bins. For example, if a
fault occurs at 12:03 it is registered in
the 12:00 bin.

Detection frequency Immediately annunciated by the
event

Events are evaluated at fixed
intervals. Faults are evaluated at fixed
intervals.

Notification Immediate through the alarm icon
and entry in Alarm Manager or
Alarm Monitor

Fixed interval on Potential Problem
Areas widget Faults tab, rolling seven
days

Prioritization Alarm priority Fault severity, Fault rank
Management Alarm Manager: acknowledge,

discard, or annotate alarms
• Potential Problem Areas widget

and Fault Manager: enable, disable
fault rules

• Fault Triage: take corrective actions
in the order of their likeliness to
resolve the issue

Although alarms and faults are similar, faults provide a "smarter" indication of building system
issues. Utilizing both faults and alarms within your Metasys system can increase productivity and
greatly minimize nuisance problem reporting. A fault can help you determine if an alarm is justified.
You can use the fault findings to fine tune the alarm settings. When you manage a site, consider
looking more closely at faults and reserve alarms for reporting issues that are truly alarming.
For example, regarding a temperature threshold, you can eliminate nuisance and spurious alarms
by using faults to determine if a piece of equipment is still failing to achieve setpoint after it has
had time to ramp up to a stable state. You can then create alarms for the space, which detect real
emergencies.

What types of fault rules are there? What data is required for each fault to
occur?
The following table outlines the fault rules and the semantic point model required for each fault
to occur. You may need to use the Point Setting file in SCT to configure your point short names.
See the Updating point settings section in System Configuration Tool Help (LIT-12011964) for more
information.
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Table 54: Fault rules summary
Fault Rule All of the following criteria must be met in order

for the respective fault to occur11
Required semantic point model

AHU Building Static
Pressure is Too High

1. The Supply Fan must be running for a
minimum of the Minimum Equipment Start
Time Delay time

2. The Building Static Pressure must be greater
than the Building Static Pressure Setpoint
multiplied by one plus the Building Static
Pressure Error Comparison divided by 100
for longer than the Minimum Fault Time
Delay time

• Building Static Pressure
• Building Static Pressure Setpoint
• Supply Fan Status or Supply Fan

Command

AHU Building Static
Pressure is Too Low

1. The Supply Fan must be running for a
minimum of the Minimum Equipment Start
Time Delay time

2. The Building Static Pressure must be less
than the Building Static Pressure Setpoint
multiplied by one minus the Building Static
Pressure Error Comparison divided by 100
for longer than the Minimum Fault Time
Delay time

• Building Static Pressure
• Building Static Pressure Setpoint
• Supply Fan Status or Supply Fan

Command

AHU Constantly Running This fault occurs any time that the Supply Fan is
running for longer than the Equipment Excessive
Runtime time. It is intended to identify systems
which should be shutting down and not doing so.
Disable this fault for any systems which must always
run.

• Supply Fan Status or Supply Fan
Command

AHU High Discharge Air
Temperature22

1. The Supply Fan must be running for a
minimum of the Minimum Equipment Start
Time Delay time

2. The Discharge Air Temperature must be
greater than the sum of the Discharge Air
Temperature Setpoint and the Discharge
Air Temperature Error for longer than the
Minimum Fault Time Delay time

• Discharge Air Temperature
• Effective Discharge Air Temperature

Setpoint or Discharge Air
Temperature Setpoint

• Supply Fan Status or Supply Fan
Command

AHU High Return Air
Temperature 2

1. The Supply Fan must be running for a
minimum of the Minimum Equipment Start
Time Delay time

2. The Return Air Temperature must be greater
than the sum of the Return Air Temperature
Setpoint and the Return Air Temperature
Error for longer than the Minimum Fault
Time Delay time

• Return Air Temperature
• Effective Cooling Temperature

Setpoint or Return Air Temperature
Setpoint

Note: Return Air
Temperature Setpoint must
be present.

• Supply Fan Status or Supply Fan
Command

AHU High Supply Pressure 1. The Supply Fan must be running for a
minimum of the Minimum Equipment Start
Time Delay time

2. The lowest Discharge Air Pressure must
be greater than the Effective Discharge Air
Pressure Setpoint multiplied by one plus the
Discharge Air Pressure Error Comparison
divided by 100 for longer than the Minimum
Fault Time Delay time

• Effective Discharge Air Static
Pressure or Discharge Air Static
Pressure (lowest)

• Discharge Air Static Pressure
Setpoint

• Supply Fan Status or Supply Fan
Command
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Table 54: Fault rules summary
Fault Rule All of the following criteria must be met in order

for the respective fault to occur11
Required semantic point model

AHU High Zone
Temperature 2

1. The Supply Fan must be running for a
minimum of the Minimum Equipment Start
Time Delay time

2. The Zone Air Temperature must be greater
than the sum of the Zone Air Temperature
Setpoint and the Zone Temperature Error for
longer than the Minimum Fault Time Delay
time

• Effective Zone Temperature or Zone
Temperature

• Effective Cooling Temperature
Setpoint or Local Zone Temperature
Setpoint or (Network Zone
Temperature Setpoint + Zone Warm
Cool Adjust Setpoint) or Network
Zone Temperature Setpoint

• Supply Fan Status or Supply Fan
Command

AHU Humidity Setpoint is
Outside of Comfort Limits

1. The Humidification or Dehumidification
Setpoint is above the Humidity Comfort
Maximum attribute

2. The Humidification or Dehumidification
Setpoint is below the Humidity Comfort
Minimum attribute

• Humidity Setpoint and/or
Dehumidification Setpoint

AHU Insufficient Fan
Capacity

1. The Supply Fan must be running for a
minimum of the Minimum Equipment Start
Time Delay time

2. The lowest Discharge Air Pressure must
be less than the Effective Discharge Air
Pressure Setpoint multiplied by one minus the
Discharge Air Pressure Error Comparison
divided by 100 for longer than the Minimum
Fault Time Delay time

3. The Supply Fan Output is equal or greater
than the Maximum Supply Fan Speed Position
for greater than the Supply Fan Full Speed
Delay time

• Effective Discharge Air Static
Pressure or Discharge Air Static
Pressure (lowest)

• Discharge Air Static Pressure
Setpoint

• Supply Fan Percent Command
• Supply Fan Status or Supply Fan

Command

AHU Insufficient Heating
Capacity

1. The Supply Fan must be running for a
minimum of the Minimum Equipment Start
Time Delay time

2. The Discharge Air Temperature must be
less than the difference of the Discharge Air
Temperature Setpoint and the Discharge
Air Temperature Error for longer than the
Minimum Fault Time Delay time

3. All Heating Outputs must be greater than or
equal to the Heating Maximum Position for
greater than the Heating Maximum Delay
time

• Discharge Air Temperature
• Effective Discharge Air Temperature

Setpoint or Discharge Air
Temperature Setpoint

• (Preheat Valve Position or Preheat
Valve Percent Command) and/or
(Reheat Valve Position or Reheat
Valve Percent Command)

• Supply Fan Status or Supply Fan
Command

AHU Low Discharge Air
Temperature 2

1. The Supply Fan must be running for a
minimum of the Minimum Equipment Start
Time Delay time

2. The Discharge Air Temperature must be
less than the difference of the Discharge Air
Temperature Setpoint and the Discharge
Air Temperature Error for longer than the
Minimum Fault Time Delay time

• Discharge Air Temperature
• Effective Discharge Air Temperature

Setpoint or Discharge Air
Temperature Setpoint

• Supply Fan Status or Supply Fan
Command
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Table 54: Fault rules summary
Fault Rule All of the following criteria must be met in order

for the respective fault to occur11
Required semantic point model

AHU Low Return Air
Temperature 2

1. The Supply Fan must be running for a
minimum of the Minimum Equipment Start
Time Delay time

2. The Return Air Temperature must be less than
the difference of the Return Air Temperature
Setpoint and the Return Air Temperature
Error for longer than the Minimum Fault
Time Delay time

• Return Air Temperature
• Effective Heating Temperature

Setpoint or Return Air Temperature
Setpoint

Note: Return Air
Temperature Setpoint must
be present.

• Supply Fan Status or Supply Fan
Command

AHU Low Supply Pressure 1. The Supply Fan must be running for a
minimum of the Minimum Equipment Start
Time Delay time

2. The lowest Discharge Air Pressure must
be less than the Effective Discharge Air
Pressure Setpoint multiplied by one minus the
Discharge Air Pressure Error Comparison
divided by 100 for longer than the Minimum
Fault Time Delay time

• Effective Discharge Air Static
Pressure or Discharge Air Static
Pressure (lowest)

• Discharge Air Static Pressure
Setpoint

• Supply Fan Status or Supply Fan
Command

AHU Low Zone Temperature
2

1. The Supply Fan must be running for a
minimum of the Minimum Equipment Start
Time Delay time

2. The Zone Air Temperature must be less than
the difference of the Zone Air Temperature
Setpoint and the Zone Temperature Error for
longer than the Minimum Fault Time Delay
time

• Effective Zone Temperature or Zone
Temperature

• Effective Heating Temperature
Setpoint or Local Zone Temperature
Setpoint or (Network Zone
Temperature Setpoint + Zone Warm
Cool Adjust Setpoint) or Network
Zone Temperature Setpoint

• Supply Fan Status or Supply Fan
Command

AHU Mechanically Cooling
without using Economizer

1. The Supply Fan must be running for a
minimum of the Minimum Equipment Start
Time Delay time

2. The Mixed Air Damper Output is less than the
Damper Open Position for longer than the
Minimum Fault Time Delay time

3. The Cooling Output is greater than the
Cooling Minimum Position for longer than
the Minimum Fault Time Delay time

4. The Outdoor Air Temperature is less than the
Economizer Switchover Temperature for
longer than the Minimum Fault Time Delay
time

• Outdoor Air Temperature
• Mixed Air Damper Position

or Mixed Air Damper Percent
Command

• Cooling Valve Position or Cooling
Valve Percent Command

• Supply Fan Status or Supply Fan
Command
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Table 54: Fault rules summary
Fault Rule All of the following criteria must be met in order

for the respective fault to occur11
Required semantic point model

AHU Mixed Air Dampers are
Stuck Closed

1. The Supply Fan must be running for a
minimum of the Minimum Equipment Start
Time Delay time

2. The Mixed Air Damper Output is greater than
the Outdoor Air Damper Minimum Position
for longer than the Minimum Fault Time
Delay time

3. The difference between the Return Air
Temperature and Mixed Air Temperature
is less than the Mixed Air Temperature
Comparison Threshold for longer than the
Minimum Fault Time Delay time

4. The Preheat Output (if present) is less than or
equal to the Heating Minimum Position

• Mixed Air Damper Position
or Mixed Air Damper Percent
Command

• Return Air Temperature
• Mixed Air Temperature
• [Optional] Preheat Valve Position or

Preheat Valve Percent Command
• Supply Fan Status or Supply Fan

Command

AHU Mixed Air Dampers are
Stuck Open

1. The Supply Fan must be running for a
minimum of the Minimum Equipment Start
Time Delay time

2. The Mixed Air Damper Output is less than or
equal to the Outdoor Air Damper Minimum
Position for longer than the Minimum Fault
Time Delay time

3. The difference between the Outdoor Air
Temperature and Mixed Air Temperature
is less than the Mixed Air Temperature
Comparison Threshold for longer than the
Minimum Fault Time Delay time

4. The Preheat Output (if present) is less than or
equal to the Heating Minimum Position

• Mixed Air Damper Position
or Mixed Air Damper Percent
Command

• Outdoor Air Temperature
• Mixed Air Temperature
• [Optional] Preheat Valve Position or

Preheat Valve Percent Command
• Supply Fan Status or Supply Fan

Command

AHU Not Running when
Occupied

1. The system must be 'Occupied'
2. The Supply Fan is not running for longer than

the Equipment Excessive Downtime time.

• Supply Fan Status or Supply Fan
Command

• Effective Occupancy State or
Occupancy Override Command or
Occupancy Schedule or Occupancy
Status

AHU Outdoor Air Minimum
Flow is Too High

1. The Supply Fan must be running for a
minimum of the Minimum Equipment Start
Time Delay time

2. The AHU Temperature Control State must be
in any mode except the following:

a. Econ
b. Econ+Mech
c. Cooling Idle
d. Heating Idle

5. The Outdoor Air Flow must be greater than
the Minimum Outdoor Air Flow Setpoint
multiplied by one plus the Air Flow Error
Setpoint Comparison divided by 100 for
longer than the Minimum Fault Time Delay
time

• Outdoor Air Flow
• Outdoor Air Minimum Flow

Setpoint
• Supply Fan Status or Supply Fan

Command
• AHU Temperature Control State
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Table 54: Fault rules summary
Fault Rule All of the following criteria must be met in order

for the respective fault to occur11
Required semantic point model

AHU Outdoor Air Minimum
Flow is Too Low

1. The Supply Fan must be running for a
minimum of the Minimum Equipment Start
Time Delay time

2. The AHU Temperature Control State must be
in any mode except the following:

a. Econ
b. Econ+Mech
c. Cooling Idle
d. Heating Idle

5. The Outdoor Air Flow must be less than
the Minimum Outdoor Air Flow Setpoint
multiplied by one minus the Air Flow Error
Setpoint Comparison divided by 100 for
longer than the Minimum Fault Time Delay
time

• Outdoor Air Flow
• Outdoor Air Minimum Flow

Setpoint
• Supply Fan Status or Supply Fan

Command
• AHU Temperature Control State

AHU Return CO2 Level is
Too High

1. The Supply Fan must be running for a
minimum of the Minimum Equipment Start
Time Delay time

2. The Return CO2 level exceeds the CO2 Level
Maximum for longer than the Minimum
Fault Time Delay time

• Return Air CO2
• Supply Fan Status or Supply Fan

Command

AHU Return Humidity is
Outside of Comfort Limits

1. The Supply Fan must be running for a
minimum of the Minimum Equipment Start
Time Delay time

2. Either condition below occurs for longer than
the Minimum Fault Time Delay time

a. The Return Humidity exceeds the
Humidity Comfort Maximum

b. The Return Humidity drops below the
Humidity Comfort Minimum

• Return Air Humidity
• Supply Fan Status or Supply Fan

Command

AHU Return Temperature
Cooling Setpoint is Too Low
2

This fault occurs any time that the Effective
Cooling Temperature Setpoint is below the Return
Temperature Setpoint Minimum attribute.

• Return Air Temperature Setpoint

Note: This point is absolutely
necessary.

• Effective Cooling Temperature
Setpoint

AHU Return Temperature
Heating Setpoint is Too
High 2

This fault occurs any time that the Effective
Heating Temperature Setpoint is above the Return
Temperature Setpoint Maximum attribute.

• Return Air Temperature Setpoint

Note: This point is absolutely
necessary.

• Effective Heating Temperature
Setpoint

AHU Zone CO2 Level is Too
High

1. The Supply Fan must be running for a
minimum of the Minimum Equipment Start
Time Delay time

2. The Zone CO2 level exceeds the CO2 Level
Maximum for longer than the Minimum
Fault Time Delay time

• Zone CO2
• Supply Fan Status or Supply Fan

Command
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Table 54: Fault rules summary
Fault Rule All of the following criteria must be met in order

for the respective fault to occur11
Required semantic point model

AHU Zone Humidity is
Outside of Comfort Limits

1. The Supply Fan must be running for a
minimum of the Minimum Equipment Start
Time Delay time

2. Either condition below occurs for longer than
the Minimum Fault Time Delay time:

a. The Zone Humidity exceeds the Zone
Humidity Comfort Maximum

b. The Zone Humidity drops below the
Zone Humidity Comfort Minimum

• Zone Humidity
• Supply Fan Status or Supply Fan

Command

AHU Zone Temperature
Cooling Setpoint is Too Low
2

This fault occurs any time that the Effective
Cooling Temperature Setpoint is below the Zone
Temperature Setpoint Minimum attribute.

• Effective Cooling Temperature
Setpoint or Local Zone Temperature
Setpoint or (Network Zone
Temperature Setpoint + Zone Warm
Cool Adjust Setpoint) or Network
Zone Temperature Setpoint

AHU Zone Temperature
Heating Setpoint is Too
High 2

This fault occurs any time that the Effective
Heating Temperature Setpoint is above the Zone
Temperature Setpoint Maximum attribute.

• Effective Heating Temperature
Setpoint or Local Zone Temperature
Setpoint or (Network Zone
Temperature Setpoint + Zone Warm
Cool Adjust Setpoint) or Network
Zone Temperature Setpoint

FCU A Window is Open
While Unoccupied

1. The system must be 'Unoccupied' for a
minimum of the Minimum Occupied Time
Delay time

2. The system is in Energy Hold Off Mode or
indication that a window is open for longer
than the Minimum Fault Time Delay time

• Energy Hold Off Mode Status or
Energy Hold Off Mode Command

• Effective Occupancy State or
Occupancy Override Command or
Occupancy Schedule or Occupancy
Status

FCU Heating or Cooling
While a Window is Open

1. The Supply Fan must be running for a
minimum of the Minimum Equipment Start
Time Delay time

2. The system is in Energy Hold Off Mode or
indication that a window is open for longer
than the Minimum Fault Time Delay time

3. Any of the following has occurred for longer
than the Minimum Fault Time Delay time

a. The Cooling Output must be greater
than the Cooling Minimum Position

b. The Heating Output must be greater
than the Heating Minimum Position

c. The Common Heating Cooling Output
must be greater than the Heating
Minimum Position

• Heating Valve Percent Command
or Cooling Valve Percent Command
or Heating/Cooling Valve Position
or Heating Cooling Valve Percent
Command

• Energy Hold Off Mode Status or
Energy Hold Off Mode Command

• Supply Fan Status or Supply Fan
Command or Low Speed Command
or Medium Speed Command or
High Speed Command

FCU High Zone Temperature
2

1. The Supply Fan must be running for a
minimum of the Minimum Equipment Start
Time Delay time

2. The Zone Air Temperature must be greater
than the sum of the Zone Air Temperature
Setpoint and the Zone Temperature Error for
longer than the Minimum Fault Time Delay
time

• Effective Zone Temperature or Zone
Temperature

• Effective Cooling Temperature
Setpoint or Local Zone Temperature
Setpoint or (Network Zone
Temperature Setpoint + Zone Warm
Cool Adjust Setpoint) or Network
Zone Temperature Setpoint

• Supply Fan Status or Supply Fan
Command or Low Speed Command
or Medium Speed Command or
High Speed Command
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Table 54: Fault rules summary
Fault Rule All of the following criteria must be met in order

for the respective fault to occur11
Required semantic point model

FCU Insufficient Heating
Capacity

1. The Supply Fan must be running for a
minimum of the Minimum Equipment Start
Time Delay time

2. The difference between the Zone Air
Temperature and the Zone Air Temperature
Setpoint must be greater than the Zone
Temperature Error for longer than the
Minimum Fault Time Delay time

3. All Heating Outputs must be greater than or
equal to the Heating Maximum Position for
greater than the Heating Maximum Delay
time

• Effective Zone Temperature or Zone
Temperature

• Effective Heating Temperature
Setpoint or Local Zone Temperature
Setpoint or (Network Zone
Temperature Setpoint + Zone Warm
Cool Adjust Setpoint) or Network
Zone Temperature Setpoint

• (Heating Valve Position or Heating
Valve Percent Command) and/or
(Heating/Cooling Valve Position
or Heating Cooling Valve Percent
Command)

• [Required with Heating/Cooling
Valve only] Summer Winter Status
or Summer Winter Command

• Supply Fan Status or Supply Fan
Command or Low Speed Command
or Medium Speed Command or
High Speed Command

FCU Low Zone Temperature
2

1. The Supply Fan must be running for a
minimum of the Minimum Equipment Start
Time Delay time

2. The Zone Air Temperature must be less than
the difference of the Zone Air Temperature
Setpoint and the Zone Temperature Error for
longer than the Minimum Fault Time Delay
time

• Effective Zone Temperature or Zone
Temperature

• Effective Heating Temperature
Setpoint or Local Zone Temperature
Setpoint or (Network Zone
Temperature Setpoint + Zone Warm
Cool Adjust Setpoint) or Network
Zone Temperature Setpoint

• Supply Fan Status or Supply Fan
Command or Low Speed Command
or Medium Speed Command or
High Speed Command

FCU Simultaneously Heating
and Cooling

1. The Supply Fan must be running for a
minimum of the Minimum Equipment Start
Time Delay time

2. The Cooling Output must be greater than the
Cooling Minimum Position for longer than
the Minimum Fault Time Delay time

3. The Heating Output must be greater than the
Heating Minimum Position for longer than
the Minimum Fault Time Delay time

• Heating Valve Percent Command
• Cooling Valve Percent Command
• Supply Fan Status or Supply Fan

Command or Low Speed Command
or Medium Speed Command or
High Speed Command

FCU Zone Temperature
Cooling Setpoint is Too Low
2

This fault occurs any time that the Effective
Cooling Temperature Setpoint is below the Zone
Temperature Setpoint Minimum attribute.

• Effective Cooling Temperature
Setpoint or Local Zone Temperature
Setpoint or (Network Zone
Temperature Setpoint + Zone Warm
Cool Adjust Setpoint) or Network
Zone Temperature Setpoint

FCU Zone Temperature
Heating Setpoint is Too
High 2

This fault occurs any time that the Effective
Heating Temperature Setpoint is above the Zone
Temperature Setpoint Maximum attribute.

• Effective Heating Temperature
Setpoint or Local Zone Temperature
Setpoint or (Network Zone
Temperature Setpoint + Zone Warm
Cool Adjust Setpoint) or Network
Zone Temperature Setpoint
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Table 54: Fault rules summary
Fault Rule All of the following criteria must be met in order

for the respective fault to occur11
Required semantic point model

RTU Constantly Running This fault occurs any time that the Supply Fan is
running for longer than the Equipment Excessive
Runtime time. It is intended to identify systems
which should be shutting down and not doing so.
Disable this fault for any systems which must always
run.

• Supply Fan Status or Supply Fan
Command

RTU High Discharge Air
Temperature 2

1. The Supply Fan must be running for a
minimum of the Minimum Equipment Start
Time Delay time

2. The Discharge Air Temperature must be
greater than the sum of the Discharge Air
Temperature Setpoint and the Discharge
Air Temperature Error for longer than the
Minimum Fault Time Delay time

• Discharge Air Temperature
• Effective Discharge Air Temperature

Setpoint or Discharge Air
Temperature Setpoint

• Supply Fan Status or Supply Fan
Command

RTU High Return Air
Temperature 2

1. The Supply Fan must be running for a
minimum of the Minimum Equipment Start
Time Delay time

2. The Return Air Temperature must be greater
than the sum of the Return Air Temperature
Setpoint and the Return Air Temperature
Error for longer than the Minimum Fault
Time Delay time

• Return Air Temperature
• Effective Cooling Temperature

Setpoint or Return Air Temperature
Setpoint

Note: Return Air
Temperature Setpoint must
be present.

• Supply Fan Status or Supply Fan
Command

RTU High Zone
Temperature 2

1. The Supply Fan must be running for a
minimum of the Minimum Equipment Start
Time Delay time

2. The Zone Air Temperature must be greater
than the sum of the Zone Air Temperature
Setpoint and the Zone Temperature Error for
longer than the Minimum Fault Time Delay
time

• Effective Zone Temperature or Zone
Temperature

• Effective Cooling Temperature
Setpoint or Local Zone Temperature
Setpoint or (Network Zone
Temperature Setpoint + Zone Warm
Cool Adjust Setpoint) or Network
Zone Temperature Setpoint

• Supply Fan Status or Supply Fan
Command

RTU Humidity Setpoint is
Outside of Comfort Limits

Any of the following criteria must be met in order
for this fault to occur:

1. The Humidification or Dehumidification
Setpoint is above the Humidity Comfort
Maximum attribute

2. The Humidification or Dehumidification
Setpoint is below the Humidity Comfort
Minimum attribute

• Humidity Setpoint and/or
Dehumidification Setpoint

RTU Insufficient Heating
Capacity

1. The Supply Fan must be running for a
minimum of the Minimum Equipment Start
Time Delay time

2. The Discharge Air Temperature must be
less than the difference of the Discharge Air
Temperature Setpoint and the Discharge
Air Temperature Error for longer than the
Minimum Fault Time Delay time

3. The Heating Outputs must be greater than or
equal to the Heating Maximum Position for
greater than the Heating Maximum Delay
time

• Discharge Air Temperature
• Effective Discharge Air Temperature

Setpoint or Discharge Air
Temperature Setpoint

• Reheat Valve Position or Reheat
Valve Percent Command

• Supply Fan Status or Supply Fan
Command
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Table 54: Fault rules summary
Fault Rule All of the following criteria must be met in order

for the respective fault to occur11
Required semantic point model

RTU Low Discharge Air
Temperature 2

1. The Supply Fan must be running for a
minimum of the Minimum Equipment Start
Time Delay time

2. The Discharge Air Temperature must be
less than the difference of the Discharge Air
Temperature Setpoint and the Discharge
Air Temperature Error for longer than the
Minimum Fault Time Delay time

• Discharge Air Temperature
• Effective Discharge Air Temperature

Setpoint or Discharge Air
Temperature Setpoint

• Supply Fan Status or Supply Fan
Command

RTU Low Return Air
Temperature 2

1. The Supply Fan must be running for a
minimum of the Minimum Equipment Start
Time Delay time

2. The Return Air Temperature must be less than
the difference of the Return Air Temperature
Setpoint and the Return Air Temperature
Error for longer than the Minimum Fault
Time Delay time

• Return Air Temperature
• Effective Heating Temperature

Setpoint or Return Air Temperature
Setpoint

Note: Return Air
Temperature Setpoint must
be present.

• Supply Fan Status or Supply Fan
Command

RTU Low Zone Temperature
2

1. The Supply Fan must be running for a
minimum of the Minimum Equipment Start
Time Delay time

2. The Zone Air Temperature must be less than
the difference of the Zone Air Temperature
Setpoint and the Zone Temperature Error for
longer than the Minimum Fault Time Delay
time

• Effective Zone Temperature or Zone
Temperature

• Effective Heating Temperature
Setpoint or Local Zone Temperature
Setpoint or (Network Zone
Temperature Setpoint + Zone Warm
Cool Adjust Setpoint) or Network
Zone Temperature Setpoint

• Supply Fan Status or Supply Fan
Command

RTU Mechanically Cooling
without using Economizer

1. The Supply Fan must be running for a
minimum of the Minimum Equipment Start
Time Delay time

2. The Mixed Air Damper Output is less than the
Damper Open Position for longer than the
Minimum Fault Time Delay time

3. The Cooling Output is greater than the
Cooling Minimum Position for longer than
the Minimum Fault Time Delay time

4. The Outdoor Air Temperature is less than the
Economizer Switchover Temperature for
longer than the Minimum Fault Time Delay
time

• Outdoor Air Temperature
• Mixed Air Damper Position

or Mixed Air Damper Percent
Command

• Cooling Valve Position or Cooling
Valve Percent Command

• Supply Fan Status or Supply Fan
Command

RTU Not Running when
Occupied

1. The system must be 'Occupied'
2. The Supply Fan is not running for longer than

the Equipment Excessive Downtime time.

• Supply Fan Status or Supply Fan
Command

• Effective Occupancy State or
Occupancy Override Command or
Occupancy Schedule or Occupancy
Status

RTU Return CO2 Level is Too
High

1. The Supply Fan must be running for a
minimum of the Minimum Equipment Start
Time Delay time

2. The Return CO2 level exceeds the CO2 Level
Maximum for longer than the Minimum
Fault Time Delay time

• Return Air CO2
• Supply Fan Status or Supply Fan

Command
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Table 54: Fault rules summary
Fault Rule All of the following criteria must be met in order

for the respective fault to occur11
Required semantic point model

RTU Return Humidity is
Outside of Comfort Limits

1. The Supply Fan must be running for a
minimum of the Minimum Equipment Start
Time Delay time

2. Either condition below occurs for longer than
the Minimum Fault Time Delay time:

a. The Return Humidity exceeds the
Humidity Comfort Maximum

b. The Return Humidity drops below the
Humidity Comfort Minimum

• Return Air Humidity
• Supply Fan Status or Supply Fan

Command

RTU Return Temperature
Cooling Setpoint is Too Low
2

This fault occurs any time that the Effective
Cooling Temperature Setpoint is below the Return
Temperature Setpoint Minimum attribute.

• Effective Cooling Temperature
Setpoint or Return Air Temperature
Setpoint

Note: Return Air
Temperature Setpoint must
be present.

RTU Return Temperature
Heating Setpoint is Too
High 2

This fault occurs any time that the Effective
Heating Temperature Setpoint is above the Return
Temperature Setpoint Maximum attribute.

• Effective Heating Temperature
Setpoint or Return Air Temperature
Setpoint

Note: Return Air
Temperature Setpoint must
be present.

RTU Zone CO2 Level is Too
High

1. The Supply Fan must be running for a
minimum of the Minimum Equipment Start
Time Delay time

2. The Zone CO2 level exceeds the CO2 Level
Maximum for longer than the Minimum
Fault Time Delay time

• Zone CO2
• Supply Fan Status or Supply Fan

Command

RTU Zone Humidity is
Outside of Comfort Limits

1. The Supply Fan must be running for a
minimum of the Minimum Equipment Start
Time Delay time

2. Either condition below occurs for longer than
the Minimum Fault Time Delay time

a. The Zone Humidity exceeds the
Humidity Comfort Maximum

b. The Zone Humidity drops below the
Humidity Comfort Minimum

• Zone Humidity
• Supply Fan Status or Supply Fan

Command

RTU Zone Temperature
Cooling Setpoint is Too Low
2

This fault occurs any time that the Effective
Cooling Temperature Setpoint is below the Zone
Temperature Setpoint Minimum attribute.

• Effective Cooling Temperature
Setpoint or Local Zone Temperature
Setpoint or (Network Zone
Temperature Setpoint + Zone Warm
Cool Adjust Setpoint) or Network
Zone Temperature Setpoint

RTU Zone Temperature
Heating Setpoint is Too
High 2

This fault occurs any time that the Effective
Heating Temperature Setpoint is above the Zone
Temperature Setpoint Maximum attribute.

• Effective Heating Temperature
Setpoint or Local Zone Temperature
Setpoint or (Network Zone
Temperature Setpoint + Zone Warm
Cool Adjust Setpoint) or Network
Zone Temperature Setpoint
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Table 54: Fault rules summary
Fault Rule All of the following criteria must be met in order

for the respective fault to occur11
Required semantic point model

VAV High Flow 1. The system must be 'Occupied' for a
minimum of the Minimum Occupied Time
Delay time

2. The Supply Air Flow must be greater than the
Supply Air Flow Setpoint multiplied by one
plus the Air Flow Error Setpoint Comparison
divided by 100 for longer than the Minimum
Fault Time Delay time

3. The Supply Air Flow Error must be greater
than the Air Flow Error Minimum

• Discharge Air Flow
• Discharge Air Flow Setpoint
• Effective Occupancy State or

Occupancy Override Command or
Occupancy Schedule or Occupancy
Status

VAV High Zone Temperature
2

1. The system must be 'Occupied' for a
minimum of the Minimum Occupied Time
Delay time

2. The Zone Air Temperature must be greater
than the sum of the Zone Air Temperature
Setpoint and the Zone Temperature Error for
longer than the Minimum Fault Time Delay
time

• Zone Temperature
• Effective Cooling Temperature

Setpoint or Local Zone Temperature
Setpoint or (Network Zone
Temperature Setpoint + Zone Warm
Cool Adjust Setpoint) or Network
Zone Temperature Setpoint 33

• Effective Occupancy State or
Occupancy Override Command or
Occupancy Schedule or Occupancy
Status

VAV Insufficient Flow
Capacity

1. The system must be 'Occupied' for a
minimum of the Minimum Occupied Time
Delay time

2. The Supply Air Flow must be less than the
Supply Air Flow Setpoint multiplied by
one minus the Air Flow Error Setpoint
Comparison divided by 100 for longer than
the Minimum Fault Time Delay time

3. The Supply Air Flow Error must be greater
than the Air Flow Error Minimum

4. The Supply Air Damper is equal or greater
than the Damper Open Position for greater
than the Damper Open Delay time

• Discharge Air Flow
• Discharge Air Flow Setpoint
• Supply Air Damper Position

or Supply Air Damper Percent
Command44

• Effective Occupancy State or
Occupancy Override Command or
Occupancy Schedule or Occupancy
Status

VAV Insufficient Heating
Capacity

1. The system must be 'Occupied' for a
minimum of the Minimum Occupied Time
Delay time

2. The difference between the Zone Air
Temperature and the Zone Air Temperature
Setpoint must be greater than the Zone
Temperature Error for longer than the
Minimum Fault Time Delay time

3. All Heating Outputs must be greater than or
equal to the Heating Maximum Position for
greater than the Heating Maximum Delay
time

• Zone Temperature
• Effective Heating Temperature

Setpoint or Local Zone Temperature
Setpoint or (Network Zone
Temperature Setpoint + Zone Warm
Cool Adjust Setpoint) or Network
Zone Temperature Setpoint

• Heating Valve Percent Command
and/or Supplemental Heating Valve
Percent Command

• Effective Occupancy State or
Occupancy Override Command or
Occupancy Schedule or Occupancy
Status
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Table 54: Fault rules summary
Fault Rule All of the following criteria must be met in order

for the respective fault to occur11
Required semantic point model

VAV Low Flow 1. The system must be 'Occupied' for a
minimum of the Minimum Occupied Time
Delay time

2. The Supply Air Flow must be less than the
Supply Air Flow Setpoint multiplied by
one minus the Air Flow Error Setpoint
Comparison divided by 100 for longer than
the Minimum Fault Time Delay time

3. The Supply Air Flow Error must be greater
than the Air Flow Error Minimum

• Discharge Air Flow
• Discharge Air Flow Setpoint
• Effective Occupancy State or

Occupancy Override Command or
Occupancy Schedule or Occupancy
Status

VAV Low Zone Temperature
2

1. The system must be 'Occupied' for a
minimum of the Minimum Occupied Time
Delay time

2. The Zone Air Temperature must be less than
the difference of the Zone Air Temperature
Setpoint and the Zone Temperature Error for
longer than the Minimum Fault Time Delay
time

• Zone Temperature
• Effective Heating Temperature

Setpoint or Local Zone Temperature
Setpoint or (Network Zone
Temperature Setpoint + Zone Warm
Cool Adjust Setpoint) or Network
Zone Temperature Setpoint

• Effective Occupancy State or
Occupancy Override Command or
Occupancy Schedule or Occupancy
Status

VAV Zone CO2 Level is Too
High

1. The system must be 'Occupied' for a
minimum of the Minimum Occupied Time
Delay time

2. The Zone CO2 level exceeds the CO2 Level
Maximum for longer than the Minimum
Fault Time Delay time

• Zone CO2
• Effective Occupancy State or

Occupancy Override Command or
Occupancy Schedule or Occupancy
Status

VAV Zone Humidity is
Outside of Comfort Limits

1. The system must be 'Occupied' for a
minimum of the Minimum Occupied Time
Delay time

2. Either condition below occurs for longer than
the Minimum Fault Time Delay time

a. The Zone Humidity exceeds the Zone
Humidity Comfort Maximum

b. The Zone Humidity drops below the
Zone Humidity Comfort Minimum

• Zone Humidity
• Effective Occupancy State or

Occupancy Override Command or
Occupancy Schedule or Occupancy
Status

VAV Zone Temperature
Cooling Setpoint is Too Low
2

This fault occurs any time that the Effective
Cooling Temperature Setpoint is below the Zone
Temperature Setpoint Minimum attribute.

• Effective Cooling Temperature
Setpoint or Local Zone Temperature
Setpoint or (Network Zone
Temperature Setpoint + Zone Warm
Cool Adjust Setpoint) or Network
Zone Temperature Setpoint

VAV Zone Temperature
Heating Setpoint is Too
High 2

This fault occurs any time that the Effective
Heating Temperature Setpoint is above the Zone
Temperature Setpoint Maximum attribute.

• Effective Heating Temperature
Setpoint or Local Zone Temperature
Setpoint or (Network Zone
Temperature Setpoint + Zone Warm
Cool Adjust Setpoint) or Network
Zone Temperature Setpoint

1 The references in bold in this column are global attributes. Open the Fault Manager and click the GLOBAL ATTRIBUTES
button in the upper-right corner to see a list of all global attributes.

2 The system only runs one set of temperature faults (high and low) against a piece of equipment. The running order is
Discharge, Return, and finally Zone. The selection method is based on identifying a matching setpoint. For example, if
the system does not see a Discharge Air Temperature Setpoint, but does see a Return Air Temperature Setpoint, then it
will not run the Discharge Air or Zone Air Faults and use the Return Air faults.
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3 The effective values are preferable, but if they are not available you can use Local Zone Temperature Setpoint, Network
Zone Temperature Setpoint and Zone Warm Cool Adjust Setpoint and finally just Network Zone Temperature Setpoint.

4 Supply Air Damper Position is preferable, but Supply Air Damper Percent Command is the next best option.

You can see these fault rules and their descriptions in the Fault Manager, when you click on an
individual fault rule; and in the Charting section in the upper right of the Fault Triage window.

Note: There are no custom rules at Metasys Release 11.0 or later.

What equipment can return a fault?
There are 64 faults in total. 10 of these faults are returned by Variable Air Volume boxes (VAVs),
eight are returned by Fan Coil Units (FCUs), 19 are returned by Roof Top Units (RTU), and 28 are
returned by Air Handling Units (AHU). The following table outlines the fault types and the pieces of
equipment that return the respective faults in more detail.
Table 55: Fault type by equipment
General fault type VAV FCU RTU AHU
Mixed Air Dampers are Stuck Open

Insufficient Heating Capacity

Not Running when Occupied

Mixed Air Dampers are Stuck Closed

High Supply Pressure

Insufficient Fan Capacity

Zone CO2 Level is Too High

Low Supply Pressure

Low Discharge Air Temperature

High Discharge Air Temperature

Building Static Pressure is Too Low

Building Static Pressure is Too High
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Table 55: Fault type by equipment
General fault type VAV FCU RTU AHU
Outdoor Air Minimum Flow is Too Low

Return CO2 Level is Too High

Low Return Air Temperature

Low Zone Temperature

High Return Air Temperature

High Zone Temperature

Return Temperature Heating Setpoint is Too High

Return Temperature Cooling Setpoint is Too Low

Humidity Setpoint Outside of Comfort Limits

Outdoor Air Minimum Flow is Too High

Zone Humidity is Outside of Comfort Limits

Return Humidity is Outside of Comfort Limits

Zone Temperature Heating Setpoint is Too High

Zone Temperature Cooling Setpoint is Too Low

Insufficient Flow Capacity

High Flow
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Table 55: Fault type by equipment
General fault type VAV FCU RTU AHU
Low Flow

Mechanically Cooling without using Economizer

Constantly Running

Simultaneously Heating and Cooling

Heating or Cooling While a Window is Open

A Window is Open While Unoccupied

Number of faults for each equipment type 10 8 19 28

What information is provided in the Fault Triage trend charts for each fault?
The trend chart displayed in the Charting section of the Fault Triage window consists of three
stacked charts. Generally, the top chart contains process variables and setpoints, the second chart
contains outputs, and the third chart contains status or state information.
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Table 56: Fault rules and semantic point model for trend charts
Fault rule Top chart Middle chart Bottom chart
AHU Building Static Pressure is Too
High

• Building Static
Pressure

• Building Static
Pressure Setpoint

• Return Fan Percent
Command

• Supply Fan Percent
Command

• Mixed Air Damper
Position or Mixed
Air Damper Percent
Command

• Outdoor Air Damper
Position or Outdoor
Air Damper Percent
Command

• Return Air Damper
Position or Return
Air Damper Percent
Command

• Exhaust Air Damper
Position or Exhaust
Air Damper Percent
Command

• Return Fan Status
or Return Fan
Command

• Supply Fan Status
or Supply Fan
Command

• Exhaust Fan Status
or Exhaust Fan
Command

• Relief Fan Status or
Relief Fan Command

• Attribute:
In_Fault_Time11

AHU Building Static Pressure is Too Low • Building Static
Pressure

• Building Static
Pressure Setpoint

• Return Fan Percent
Command

• Supply Fan Percent
Command

• Mixed Air Damper
Position or Mixed
Air Damper Percent
Command

• Outdoor Air Damper
Position or Outdoor
Air Damper Percent
Command

• Return Air Damper
Position or Return
Air Damper Percent
Command

• Exhaust Air Damper
Position or Exhaust
Air Damper Percent
Command

• Return Fan Status
or Return Fan
Command

• Supply Fan Status
or Supply Fan
Command

• Exhaust Fan Status
or Exhaust Fan
Command

• Relief Fan Status or
Relief Fan Command

• Attribute:
In_Fault_Time1

AHU Constantly Running not applicable not applicable • Supply Fan Status
or Supply Fan
Command
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Table 56: Fault rules and semantic point model for trend charts
Fault rule Top chart Middle chart Bottom chart
AHU High Discharge Air Temperature • Discharge Air

Temperature
• Outdoor Air

Temperature
• Effective Discharge

Air Temperature
Setpoint or
Discharge Air
Temperature
Setpoint

• Cooling Valve
Position or Cooling
Valve Percent
Command

• Mixed Air Damper
Position or Mixed
Air Damper Percent
Command

• Minimum Outdoor
Air Damper Position
or Minimum Outdoor
Air Damper Percent
Command

• Outdoor Air Damper
Position or Outdoor
Air Damper Percent
Command

• Return Air Damper
Position or Return
Air Damper Percent
Command

• Preheat Valve
Position or Preheat
Valve Percent
Command

• Reheat Valve Position
or Reheat Valve
Percent Command

• Cooling Stage
Command

• Cooling Valve
Command

• Preheat Stage
Command

• Reheat Stage
Command

• Supply Fan Status
or Supply Fan
Command

• AHU Temperature
Control State

• Attribute:
In_Fault_Time1
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Table 56: Fault rules and semantic point model for trend charts
Fault rule Top chart Middle chart Bottom chart
AHU High Return Air Temperature • Return Air

Temperature
• Outdoor Air

Temperature
• Effective Cooling

Temperature
Setpoint or Return
Air Temperature
Setpoint

• Cooling Valve
Position or Cooling
Valve Percent
Command

• Mixed Air Damper
Position or Mixed
Air Damper Percent
Command

• Minimum Outdoor
Air Damper Position
or Minimum Outdoor
Air Damper Percent
Command

• Outdoor Air Damper
Position or Outdoor
Air Damper Percent
Command

• Return Air Damper
Position or Return
Air Damper Percent
Command

• Preheat Valve
Position or Preheat
Valve Percent
Command

• Reheat Valve Position
or Reheat Valve
Percent Command

• Cooling Stage
Command

• Cooling Valve
Command

• Preheat Stage
Command

• Reheat Stage
Command

• Supply Fan Status
or Supply Fan
Command

• AHU Temperature
Control State

• Attribute:
In_Fault_Time1

AHU High Supply Pressure • Effective Discharge
Air Static Pressure
or Discharge Air
Static Pressure

• Discharge Air Static
Pressure Setpoint

• Supply Fan Percent
Command

• Mixed Air Damper
Position or Mixed
Air Damper Percent
Command

• Minimum Outdoor
Air Damper Position
or Minimum Outdoor
Air Damper Percent
Command

• Outdoor Air Damper
Position or Outdoor
Air Damper Percent
Command

• Return Air Damper
Position or Return
Air Damper Percent
Command

• Exhaust Air Damper
Position or Exhaust
Air Damper Percent
Command

• Supply Fan Status
or Supply Fan
Command

• Attribute:
In_Fault_Time1
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Table 56: Fault rules and semantic point model for trend charts
Fault rule Top chart Middle chart Bottom chart
AHU High Zone Temperature • Zone Temperature

or Effective Zone
Temperature

• Effective Cooling
Temperature
Setpoint

• Local Zone
Temperature
Setpoint

• Network Zone
Temperature
Setpoint

• Cooling Valve
Position or Cooling
Valve Percent
Command

• Mixed Air Damper
Position or Mixed
Air Damper Percent
Command

• Minimum Outdoor
Air Damper Position
or Minimum Outdoor
Air Damper Percent
Command

• Outdoor Air Damper
Position or Outdoor
Air Damper Percent
Command

• Return Air Damper
Position or Return
Air Damper Percent
Command

• Preheat Valve
Position or Preheat
Valve Percent
Command

• Reheat Valve Position
or Reheat Valve
Percent Command

• Cooling Stage
Command

• Cooling Valve
Command

• Preheat Stage
Command

• Reheat Stage
Command

• Supply Fan Status
or Supply Fan
Command

• AHU Temperature
Control State

• Attribute:
In_Fault_Time1

AHU Humidity Setpoint is Outside of
Comfort Limits

• Humidity Setpoint
• Dehumidification

Setpoint

not applicable not applicable

AHU Insufficient Fan Capacity • Effective Discharge
Air Static Pressure
or Discharge Air
Static Pressure
(Lowest)

• Discharge Air Static
Pressure Setpoint

• Supply Fan Percent
Command

• Mixed Air Damper
Position or Mixed
Air Damper Percent
Command

• Minimum Outdoor
Air Damper Position
or Minimum Outdoor
Air Damper Percent
Command

• Outdoor Air Damper
Position or Outdoor
Air Damper Percent
Command

• Return Air Damper
Position or Return
Air Damper Percent
Command

• Exhaust Air Damper
Position or Exhaust
Air Damper Percent
Command

• Supply Fan Status
or Supply Fan
Command

• Attribute:
In_Fault_Time1
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Table 56: Fault rules and semantic point model for trend charts
Fault rule Top chart Middle chart Bottom chart
AHU Insufficient Heating Capacity • Discharge Air

Temperature
• Outdoor Air

Temperature
• Effective Discharge

Air Temperature
Setpoint or
Discharge Air
Temperature
Setpoint

• Cooling Valve
Position or Cooling
Valve Percent
Command

• Mixed Air Damper
Position or Mixed
Air Damper Percent
Command

• Minimum Outdoor
Air Damper Position
or Minimum Outdoor
Air Damper Percent
Command

• Outdoor Air Damper
Position or Outdoor
Air Damper Percent
Command

• Return Air Damper
Position or Return
Air Damper Percent
Command

• Preheat Valve
Position or Preheat
Valve Percent
Command

• Reheat Valve Position
or Reheat Valve
Percent Command

• Cooling Stage
Command

• Cooling Valve
Command

• Preheat Stage
Command

• Reheat Stage
Command

• Supply Fan Status
or Supply Fan
Command

• AHU Temperature
Control State

• Attribute:
In_Fault_Time1
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Table 56: Fault rules and semantic point model for trend charts
Fault rule Top chart Middle chart Bottom chart
AHU Low Discharge Air Temperature • Discharge Air

Temperature
• Outdoor Air

Temperature
• Effective Discharge

Air Temperature
Setpoint or
Discharge Air
Temperature
Setpoint

• Cooling Valve
Position or Cooling
Valve Percent
Command

• Mixed Air Damper
Position or Mixed
Air Damper Percent
Command

• Minimum Outdoor
Air Damper Position
or Minimum Outdoor
Air Damper Percent
Command

• Outdoor Air Damper
Position or Outdoor
Air Damper Percent
Command

• Return Air Damper
Position or Return
Air Damper Percent
Command

• Preheat Valve
Position or Preheat
Valve Percent
Command

• Reheat Valve Position
or Reheat Valve
Percent Command

• Cooling Stage
Command

• Cooling Valve
Command

• Preheat Stage
Command

• Reheat Stage
Command

• Supply Fan Status
or Supply Fan
Command

• AHU Temperature
Control State

• Attribute:
In_Fault_Time1
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Table 56: Fault rules and semantic point model for trend charts
Fault rule Top chart Middle chart Bottom chart
AHU Low Return Air Temperature • Return Air

Temperature
• Outdoor Air

Temperature
• Effective Heating

Temperature
Setpoint or Return
Air Temperature
Setpoint

• Cooling Valve
Position or Cooling
Valve Percent
Command

• Mixed Air Damper
Position or Mixed
Air Damper Percent
Command

• Minimum Outdoor
Air Damper Position
or Minimum Outdoor
Air Damper Percent
Command

• Outdoor Air Damper
Position or Outdoor
Air Damper Percent
Command

• Return Air Damper
Position or Return
Air Damper Percent
Command

• Preheat Valve
Position or Preheat
Valve Percent
Command

• Reheat Valve Position
or Reheat Valve
Percent Command

• Cooling Stage
Command

• Cooling Valve
Command

• Preheat Stage
Command

• Reheat Stage
Command

• Supply Fan Status
or Supply Fan
Command

• AHU Temperature
Control State

• Attribute:
In_Fault_Time1

AHU Low Supply Pressure • Effective Discharge
Air Static Pressure
or Discharge Air
Static Pressure

• Discharge Air Static
Pressure Setpoint

• Supply Fan Percent
Command

• Mixed Air Damper
Position or Mixed
Air Damper Percent
Command

• Minimum Outdoor
Air Damper Position
or Minimum Outdoor
Air Damper Percent
Command

• Outdoor Air Damper
Position or Outdoor
Air Damper Percent
Command

• Return Air Damper
Position or Return
Air Damper Percent
Command

• Exhaust Air Damper
Position or Exhaust
Air Damper Percent
Command

• Supply Fan Status
or Supply Fan
Command

• Attribute:
In_Fault_Time1
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Table 56: Fault rules and semantic point model for trend charts
Fault rule Top chart Middle chart Bottom chart
AHU Low Zone Temperature • Zone Temperature

or Effective Zone
Temperature

• Effective Heating
Temperature
Setpoint

• Local Zone
Temperature
Setpoint

• Network Zone
Temperature
Setpoint

• Cooling Valve
Position or Cooling
Valve Percent
Command

• Mixed Air Damper
Position or Mixed
Air Damper Percent
Command

• Minimum Outdoor
Air Damper Position
or Minimum Outdoor
Air Damper Percent
Command

• Outdoor Air Damper
Position or Outdoor
Air Damper Percent
Command

• Return Air Damper
Position or Return
Air Damper Percent
Command

• Preheat Valve
Position or Preheat
Valve Percent
Command

• Reheat Valve Position
or Reheat Valve
Percent Command

• Cooling Stage
Command

• Cooling Valve
Command

• Preheat Stage
Command

• Reheat Stage
Command

• Supply Fan Status
or Supply Fan
Command

• AHU Temperature
Control State

• Attribute:
In_Fault_Time1

AHU Mechanically Cooling without
using Economizer

• Outdoor Air
Temperature

• Switchover Setpoint
Parameter

• Mixed Air Damper
Position or Mixed
Air Damper Percent
Command

• Cooling Valve
Position or Cooling
Valve Percent
Command

• Supply Fan Status
or Supply Fan
Command

• Attribute:
In_Fault_Time1

AHU Mixed Air Dampers are Stuck
Closed

• Return Air
Temperature

• Mixed Air
Temperature

• Outdoor Air
Temperature

• Mixed Air Damper
Position or Mixed
Air Damper Percent
Command

• Preheat Valve
Position or Preheat
Valve Percent
Command

• Supply Fan Status
or Supply Fan
Command

• Attribute:
In_Fault_Time1

AHU Mixed Air Dampers are Stuck Open • Return Air
Temperature

• Mixed Air
Temperature

• Outdoor Air
Temperature

• Mixed Air Damper
Position or Mixed
Air Damper Percent
Command

• Preheat Valve
Position or Preheat
Valve Percent
Command

• Supply Fan Status
or Supply Fan
Command

• Attribute:
In_Fault_Time1
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Table 56: Fault rules and semantic point model for trend charts
Fault rule Top chart Middle chart Bottom chart
AHU Not Running when Occupied not applicable not applicable • Supply Fan Status

or Supply Fan
Command

• Effective Occupancy
State or Occupancy
Override Command
or Occupancy
Schedule or
Occupancy Status

AHU Outdoor Air Minimum Flow is Too
High

• Outdoor Air Flow
• Minimum Outdoor

Air Flow
• Outdoor Air

Minimum Flow
Setpoint

• Mixed Air Damper
Position or Mixed
Air Damper Percent
Command

• Outdoor Air Damper
Position or Outdoor
Air Damper Percent
Command

• Minimum Outdoor
Air Damper Position
or Minimum Outdoor
Air Damper Percent
Command

• Supply Fan Percent
Command

• Supply Fan Status
or Supply Fan
Command

• AHU Temperature
Control State

• Minimum Outdoor
Air Damper Status

• Minimum Outdoor
Air Fan Status

• Attribute:
In_Fault_Time1

AHU Outdoor Air Minimum Flow is Too
Low

• Outdoor Air Flow
• Minimum Outdoor

Air Flow
• Outdoor Air

Minimum Flow
Setpoint

• Mixed Air Damper
Position or Mixed
Air Damper Percent
Command

• Outdoor Air Damper
Position or Outdoor
Air Damper Percent
Command

• Minimum Outdoor
Air Damper Position
or Minimum Outdoor
Air Damper Percent
Command

• Supply Fan Percent
Command

• Supply Fan Status
or Supply Fan
Command

• AHU Temperature
Control State

• Minimum Outdoor
Air Damper Status

• Minimum Outdoor
Air Fan Status

• Attribute:
In_Fault_Time1
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Table 56: Fault rules and semantic point model for trend charts
Fault rule Top chart Middle chart Bottom chart
AHU Return CO2 Level is Too High • Return Air CO2

• Outdoor Air Flow
• Minimum Outdoor

Air Flow

• Mixed Air Damper
Position or Mixed
Air Damper Percent
Command

• Outdoor Air Damper
Position or Outdoor
Air Damper Percent
Command

• Return Air Damper
Position or Return
Air Damper Percent
Command

• Exhaust Air Damper
Position or Exhaust
Air Damper Percent
Command

• Supply Fan Percent
Command

• Supply Fan Status
or Supply Fan
Command

• Attribute:
In_Fault_Time1

AHU Return Humidity is Outside of
Comfort Limits

• Return Air Humidity
• Humidity Setpoint
• Dehumidification

Setpoint

• Humidifier Percent
Command

• Cooling Valve
Position or Cooling
Valve Percent
Command

• Humidifier Enable
Command

• Humidifier Status
• Humidifier Command
• Supply Fan Status

or Supply Fan
Command

• Attribute:
In_Fault_Time1

AHU Return Temperature Cooling
Setpoint is Too Low

• Return Air
Temperature
Setpoint

• Effective Cooling
Temperature
Setpoint

not applicable • Effective Occupancy
State or Occupancy
Override Command
or Occupancy
Schedule or
Occupancy Status

AHU Return Temperature Heating
Setpoint is Too High

• Return Air
Temperature
Setpoint

• Effective Heating
Temperature
Setpoint

not applicable • Effective Occupancy
State or Occupancy
Override Command
or Occupancy
Schedule or
Occupancy Status
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Table 56: Fault rules and semantic point model for trend charts
Fault rule Top chart Middle chart Bottom chart
AHU Zone CO2 Level is Too High • Zone CO2

• Outdoor Air Flow
• Minimum Outdoor

Air Flow

• Mixed Air Damper
Position or Mixed
Air Damper Percent
Command

• Outdoor Air Damper
Position or Outdoor
Air Damper Percent
Command

• Return Air Damper
Position or Return
Air Damper Percent
Command

• Exhaust Air Damper
Position or Exhaust
Air Damper Percent
Command

• Supply Fan Percent
Command

• Supply Fan Status
or Supply Fan
Command

• Attribute:
In_Fault_Time1

AHU Zone Humidity is Outside of
Comfort Limits

• Zone Humidity
• Humidity Setpoint
• Dehumidification

Setpoint

• Humidifier Percent
Command

• Cooling Valve
Position or Cooling
Valve Percent
Command

• Humidifier Enable
Command

• Humidifier Status
• Humidifier Command
• Supply Fan Status

or Supply Fan
Command

• Attribute:
In_Fault_Time1

AHU Zone Temperature Cooling
Setpoint is Too Low

• Effective Cooling
Temperature
Setpoint

• Local Zone
Temperature
Setpoint

• Network Zone
Temperature
Setpoint

not applicable • Effective Occupancy
State or Occupancy
Override Command
or Occupancy
Schedule or
Occupancy Status

AHU Zone Temperature Heating
Setpoint is Too High

• Effective Heating
Temperature
Setpoint

• Local Zone
Temperature
Setpoint

• Network Zone
Temperature
Setpoint

not applicable • Effective Occupancy
State or Occupancy
Override Command
or Occupancy
Schedule or
Occupancy Status
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Table 56: Fault rules and semantic point model for trend charts
Fault rule Top chart Middle chart Bottom chart
FCU A Window is Open While
Unoccupied

not applicable not applicable • Energy Hold Off
Mode Status or
Energy Hold Off
Mode Command

• Effective Occupancy
State or Occupancy
Override Command
or Occupancy
Schedule or
Occupancy Status

• Attribute:
In_Fault_Time1

FCU Heating or Cooling While a Window
is Open

not applicable • Heating Valve
Percent Command

• Cooling Valve Percent
Command

• Heating/Cooling
Valve Position or
Heating Cooling Valve
Percent Command

• Reheat Stage
Command

• Heating Valve
Command

• Cooling Stage
Command

• Cooling Valve
Command

• Energy Hold Off
Mode Status or
Energy Hold Off
Mode Command

• Summer Winter
Status or Summer
Winter Command

• Supply Fan Status
or Supply Fan
Command or Low
Speed Command
or Medium Speed
Command or High
Speed Command

• Attribute:
In_Fault_Time1
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Table 56: Fault rules and semantic point model for trend charts
Fault rule Top chart Middle chart Bottom chart
FCU High Zone Temperature • Zone Temperature

or Effective Zone
Temperature

• Effective Cooling
Temperature
Setpoint

• Local Zone
Temperature
Setpoint

• Network Zone
Temperature
Setpoint

• Heating Valve
Position or Heating
Valve Percent
Command

• Cooling Valve
Position or Cooling
Valve Percent
Command

• Heating/Cooling
Valve Position or
Heating Cooling Valve
Percent Command

• Reheat Stage
Command

• Heating Valve
Command

• Cooling Stage
Command

• Cooling Valve
Command

• Energy Hold Off
Mode Status or
Energy Hold Off
Mode Command

• Summer Winter
Status or Summer
Winter Command

• Supply Fan Status
or Supply Fan
Command or Low
Speed Command
or Medium Speed
Command or High
Speed Command

• Attribute:
In_Fault_Time1

FCU Insufficient Heating Capacity • Zone Temperature
• Effective Heating

Temperature
Setpoint

• Local Zone
Temperature
Setpoint

• Network Zone
Temperature
Setpoint

• Heating Valve
Position or Heating
Valve Percent
Command

• Heating/Cooling
Valve Position or
Heating Cooling Valve
Percent Command

• Cooling Valve
Position or Cooling
Valve Percent
Command

• Reheat Stage
Command

• Heating Valve
Command

• Cooling Stage
Command

• Cooling Valve
Command

• Energy Hold Off
Mode Status or
Energy Hold Off
Mode Command

• Summer Winter
Status or Summer
Winter Command

• Supply Fan Status
or Supply Fan
Command or Low
Speed Command
or Medium Speed
Command or High
Speed Command

• Attribute:
In_Fault_Time1
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Table 56: Fault rules and semantic point model for trend charts
Fault rule Top chart Middle chart Bottom chart
FCU Low Zone Temperature • Zone Temperature

or Effective Zone
Temperature

• Effective Heating
Temperature
Setpoint

• Local Zone
Temperature
Setpoint

• Network Zone
Temperature
Setpoint

• Heating Valve
Position or Heating
Valve Percent
Command

• Cooling Valve
Position or Cooling
Valve Percent
Command

• Heating/Cooling
Valve Position or
Heating Cooling Valve
Percent Command

• Reheat Stage
Command

• Heating Valve
Command

• Cooling Stage
Command

• Cooling Valve
Command

• Energy Hold Off
Mode Status or
Energy Hold Off
Mode Command

• Summer Winter
Status or Summer
Winter Command

• Supply Fan Status
or Supply Fan
Command or Low
Speed Command
or Medium Speed
Command or High
Speed Command

• Attribute:
In_Fault_Time1

FCU Simultaneously Heating and
Cooling

not applicable • Heating Valve
Percent Command

• Cooling Valve Percent
Command

• Reheat Stage
Command

• Heating Valve
Command

• Cooling Stage
Command

• Cooling Valve
Command

• Supply Fan Status
or Supply Fan
Command or Low
Speed Command
or Medium Speed
Command or High
Speed Command

• Attribute:
In_Fault_Time1

FCU Zone Temperature Cooling
Setpoint is Too Low

• Effective Cooling
Temperature
Setpoint

• Local Zone
Temperature
Setpoint

• Network Zone
Temperature
Setpoint

not applicable • Effective Occupancy
State or Occupancy
Override Command
or Occupancy
Schedule or
Occupancy Status
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Table 56: Fault rules and semantic point model for trend charts
Fault rule Top chart Middle chart Bottom chart
FCU Zone Temperature Heating
Setpoint is Too High

• Effective Heating
Temperature
Setpoint

• Local Zone
Temperature
Setpoint

• Network Zone
Temperature
Setpoint

not applicable • Effective Occupancy
State or Occupancy
Override Command
or Occupancy
Schedule or
Occupancy Status

RTU Constantly Running not applicable not applicable • Supply Fan Status
or Supply Fan
Command

RTU High Discharge Air Temperature • Discharge Air
Temperature

• Outdoor Air
Temperature

• Effective Discharge
Air Temperature
Setpoint or
Discharge Air
Temperature
Setpoint

• Cooling Valve
Position or Cooling
Valve Percent
Command

• Mixed Air Damper
Position or Mixed
Air Damper Percent
Command

• Reheat Valve Position
or Reheat Valve
Percent Command

• Cooling Stage
Command

• Cooling Valve
Command

• Reheat Stage
Command

• Supply Fan Status
or Supply Fan
Command

• AHU Temperature
Control State

• Attribute:
In_Fault_Time1

RTU High Return Air Temperature • Return Air
Temperature

• Outdoor Air
Temperature

• Effective Cooling
Temperature
Setpoint or Return
Air Temperature
Setpoint

• Cooling Valve
Position or Cooling
Valve Percent
Command

• Mixed Air Damper
Position or Mixed
Air Damper Percent
Command

• Reheat Valve Position
or Reheat Valve
Percent Command

• Cooling Stage
Command

• Cooling Valve
Command

• Reheat Stage
Command

• Supply Fan Status
or Supply Fan
Command

• AHU Temperature
Control State

• Attribute:
In_Fault_Time1

RTU High Zone Temperature • Zone Temperature
or Effective Zone
Temperature

• Effective Cooling
Temperature
Setpoint

• Local Zone
Temperature
Setpoint

• Network Zone
Temperature
Setpoint

• Cooling Valve
Position or Cooling
Valve Percent
Command

• Mixed Air Damper
Position or Mixed
Air Damper Percent
Command

• Reheat Valve Position
or Reheat Valve
Percent Command

• Cooling Stage
Command

• Cooling Valve
Command

• Reheat Stage
Command

• Supply Fan Status
or Supply Fan
Command

• AHU Temperature
Control State

• Attribute:
In_Fault_Time1
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Table 56: Fault rules and semantic point model for trend charts
Fault rule Top chart Middle chart Bottom chart
RTU Humidity Setpoint is Outside of
Comfort Limits

• Humidity Setpoint
• Dehumidification

Setpoint

not applicable not applicable

RTU Insufficient Heating Capacity • Discharge Air
Temperature

• Outdoor Air
Temperature

• Effective Discharge
Air Temperature
Setpoint or
Discharge Air
Temperature
Setpoint

• Cooling Valve
Position or Cooling
Valve Percent
Command

• Mixed Air Damper
Position or Mixed
Air Damper Percent
Command

• Reheat Valve Position
or Reheat Valve
Percent Command

• Cooling Stage
Command

• Cooling Valve
Command

• Reheat Stage
Command

• Supply Fan Status
or Supply Fan
Command

• AHU Temperature
Control State

• Attribute:
In_Fault_Time1

RTU Low Discharge Air Temperature • Discharge Air
Temperature

• Outdoor Air
Temperature

• Effective Discharge
Air Temperature
Setpoint or
Discharge Air
Temperature
Setpoint

• Cooling Valve
Position or Cooling
Valve Percent
Command

• Mixed Air Damper
Position or Mixed
Air Damper Percent
Command

• Reheat Valve Position
or Reheat Valve
Percent Command

• Cooling Stage
Command

• Cooling Valve
Command

• Reheat Stage
Command

• Supply Fan Status
or Supply Fan
Command

• AHU Temperature
Control State

• Attribute:
In_Fault_Time1

RTU Low Return Air Temperature • Return Air
Temperature

• Outdoor Air
Temperature

• Effective Heating
Temperature
Setpoint or Return
Air Temperature
Setpoint

• Cooling Valve
Position or Cooling
Valve Percent
Command

• Mixed Air Damper
Position or Mixed
Air Damper Percent
Command

• Reheat Valve Position
or Reheat Valve
Percent Command

• Cooling Stage
Command

• Cooling Valve
Command

• Reheat Stage
Command

• Supply Fan Status
or Supply Fan
Command

• AHU Temperature
Control State

• Attribute:
In_Fault_Time1
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Table 56: Fault rules and semantic point model for trend charts
Fault rule Top chart Middle chart Bottom chart
RTU Low Zone Temperature • Zone Temperature

or Effective Zone
Temperature

• Effective Heating
Temperature
Setpoint

• Local Zone
Temperature
Setpoint

• Network Zone
Temperature
Setpoint

• Cooling Valve
Position or Cooling
Valve Percent
Command

• Mixed Air Damper
Position or Mixed
Air Damper Percent
Command

• Reheat Valve Position
or Reheat Valve
Percent Command

• Cooling Stage
Command

• Cooling Valve
Command

• Reheat Stage
Command

• Supply Fan Status
or Supply Fan
Command

• AHU Temperature
Control State

• Attribute:
In_Fault_Time1

RTU Mechanically Cooling without using
Economizer

• Outdoor Air
Temperature

• Switchover Setpoint
Parameter

• Mixed Air Damper
Position or Mixed
Air Damper Percent
Command

• Cooling Valve
Position or Cooling
Valve Percent
Command

• Supply Fan Status
or Supply Fan
Command

• Attribute:
In_Fault_Time1

RTU Not Running when Occupied not applicable not applicable • Supply Fan Status
or Supply Fan
Command

• Effective Occupancy
State or Occupancy
Override Command
or Occupancy
Schedule or
Occupancy Status

RTU Return CO2 Level is Too High • Return Air CO2 • Mixed Air Damper
Position or Mixed
Air Damper Percent
Command

• Supply Fan Percent
Command

• Supply Fan Status
or Supply Fan
Command

• Attribute:
In_Fault_Time1

RTU Return Humidity is Outside of
Comfort Limits

• Return Air Humidity
• Humidity Setpoint
• Dehumidification

Setpoint

• Humidifier Percent
Command

• Cooling Valve
Position or Cooling
Valve Percent
Command

• Humidifier Enable
Command

• Humidifier Status
• Humidifier Command
• Supply Fan Status

or Supply Fan
Command

• Attribute:
In_Fault_Time

RTU Return Temperature Cooling
Setpoint is Too Low

• Return Air
Temperature
Setpoint

• Effective Cooling
Temperature
Setpoint

not applicable • Effective Occupancy
State or Occupancy
Override Command
or Occupancy
Schedule or
Occupancy Status
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Table 56: Fault rules and semantic point model for trend charts
Fault rule Top chart Middle chart Bottom chart
RTU Return Temperature Heating
Setpoint is Too High

• Return Air
Temperature
Setpoint

• Effective Heating
Temperature
Setpoint

not applicable • Effective Occupancy
State or Occupancy
Override Command
or Occupancy
Schedule or
Occupancy Status

RTU Zone CO2 Level is Too High • Zone CO2 • Mixed Air Damper
Position or Mixed
Air Damper Percent
Command

• Supply Fan Percent
Command

• Supply Fan Status
or Supply Fan
Command

• Attribute:
In_Fault_Time1

RTU Zone Humidity is Outside of
Comfort Limits

• Zone Humidity
• Humidity Setpoint
• Dehumidification

Setpoint

• Humidifier Percent
Command

• Cooling Valve
Position or Cooling
Valve Percent
Command

• Humidifier Enable
Command

• Humidifier Status
• Humidifier Command
• Supply Fan Status

or Supply Fan
Command

• Attribute:
In_Fault_Time1

RTU Zone Temperature Cooling
Setpoint is Too Low

• Effective Cooling
Temperature
Setpoint

• Local Zone
Temperature
Setpoint

• Network Zone
Temperature
Setpoint

not applicable • Effective Occupancy
State or Occupancy
Override Command
or Occupancy
Schedule or
Occupancy Status

RTU Zone Temperature Heating
Setpoint is Too High

• Effective Heating
Temperature
Setpoint

• Local Zone
Temperature
Setpoint

• Network Zone
Temperature
Setpoint

not applicable • Effective Occupancy
State or Occupancy
Override Command
or Occupancy
Schedule or
Occupancy Status

VAV High Flow • Discharge Air Flow
• Discharge Air Flow

Setpoint

• Supply Air Damper
Position

• Supply Air Damper
Percent Command

• Effective Occupancy
State or Occupancy
Override Command
or Occupancy
Schedule or
Occupancy Status

• Supply Fan
Command

• Attribute:
In_Fault_Time1
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Table 56: Fault rules and semantic point model for trend charts
Fault rule Top chart Middle chart Bottom chart
VAV High Zone Temperature • Zone Temperature

• Effective Cooling
Temperature
Setpoint

• Local Zone
Temperature
Setpoint

• Network Zone
Temperature
Setpoint

• Heating Valve
Percent Command

• Supplemental
Heating Valve
Percent Command

• Cooling Valve Percent
Command

• Supply Air Damper
Position

• Supply Air Damper
Percent Command

• Effective Occupancy
State or Occupancy
Override Command
or Occupancy
Schedule or
Occupancy Status

• Reheat Stage
Command

• Supplemental
Heating Stage
Command

• Heating Valve
Command

• Supply Fan
Command

• Attribute:
In_Fault_Time1

VAV Insufficient Flow Capacity • Discharge Air Flow
• Discharge Air Flow

Setpoint

• Supply Air Damper
Position

• Supply Air Damper
Percent Command

• Effective Occupancy
State or Occupancy
Override Command
or Occupancy
Schedule or
Occupancy Status

• Supply Fan
Command

• Attribute:
In_Fault_Time1

VAV Insufficient Heating Capacity • Zone Temperature
• Effective Heating

Temperature
Setpoint

• Local Zone
Temperature
Setpoint

• Network Zone
Temperature
Setpoint

• Heating Valve
Percent Command

• Supplemental
Heating Valve
Percent Command

• Cooling Valve Percent
Command

• Supply Air Damper
Position

• Supply Air Damper
Percent Command

• Effective Occupancy
State or Occupancy
Override Command
or Occupancy
Schedule or
Occupancy Status

• Reheat Stage
Command

• Supplemental
Heating Stage
Command

• Heating Valve
Command

• Supply Fan
Command

• Attribute:
In_Fault_Time1

VAV Low Flow • Discharge Air Flow
• Discharge Air Flow

Setpoint

• Supply Air Damper
Position

• Supply Air Damper
Percent Command

• Effective Occupancy
State or Occupancy
Override Command
or Occupancy
Schedule or
Occupancy Status

• Supply Fan
Command

• Attribute:
In_Fault_Time1
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Table 56: Fault rules and semantic point model for trend charts
Fault rule Top chart Middle chart Bottom chart
VAV Low Zone Temperature • Zone Temperature

• Effective Heating
Temperature
Setpoint

• Local Zone
Temperature
Setpoint

• Network Zone
Temperature
Setpoint

• Heating Valve
Percent Command

• Supplemental
Heating Valve
Percent Command

• Cooling Valve Percent
Command

• Supply Air Damper
Position

• Supply Air Damper
Percent Command

• Effective Occupancy
State or Occupancy
Override Command
or Occupancy
Schedule or
Occupancy Status

• Reheat Stage
Command

• Supplemental
Heating Stage
Command

• Heating Valve
Command

• Supply Fan
Command

• Attribute:
In_Fault_Time1

VAV Zone CO2 Level is Too High • Zone CO2
• Minimum Flow CO2

Setpoint

• Discharge Air Flow
Setpoint

• Supply Air Damper
Position

• Supply Air Damper
Percent Command

• Effective Occupancy
State or Occupancy
Override Command
or Occupancy
Schedule or
Occupancy Status

• Supply Fan
Command

• Attribute:
In_Fault_Time1

VAV Zone Humidity is Outside of
Comfort Limits

• Zone Humidity not applicable • Effective Occupancy
State or Occupancy
Override Command
or Occupancy
Schedule or
Occupancy Status

• Energy Hold Off
Mode Status

• Attribute:
In_Fault_Time1
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Table 56: Fault rules and semantic point model for trend charts
Fault rule Top chart Middle chart Bottom chart
VAV Zone Temperature Cooling
Setpoint is Too Low

• Effective Cooling
Temperature
Setpoint

• Local Zone
Temperature
Setpoint

• Network Zone
Temperature
Setpoint

not applicable • Effective Occupancy
State or Occupancy
Override Command
or Occupancy
Schedule or
Occupancy Status

VAV Zone Temperature Heating
Setpoint is Too High

• Effective Heating
Temperature
Setpoint

• Local Zone
Temperature
Setpoint

• Network Zone
Temperature
Setpoint

not applicable • Effective Occupancy
State or Occupancy
Override Command
or Occupancy
Schedule or
Occupancy Status

1 All charts are shaded in red for the duration of that fault occurrence.

How does Fault Triage charting differ from Trends or from a Trend Study?
The difference between Fault Triage charting and trend extensions or trend studies relates to
binning and the frequency of the fault generation. While trend extensions and trend studies are
exact, the Fault Triage charts data points have a certain tolerance of +/- five minutes. This is mainly
due to binning. Sample data for faults are binned in five minute intervals. Fault start and end
intervals only occur every 15 minutes on the hour. Utilize trend extensions and trend studies for
greater accuracy if needed.

Note: Trend extensions are not required to report faults. The charts in Fault Triage are auto-
generated. However, the feature uses trend data to report faults if trend extensions exist.
Trend sample data is also binned for use in determining faults.

How is the data required for fault evaluation acquired?
Fault evaluation is based on polling, as trend extensions are not required. After polling, the data is
binned in five minute bins.

How is the data required for Fault Manager stored?
The Metasys Value database stores a running seven days’ worth of point values and statuses.

How frequently is data evaluated for faults? How frequently are faults
created?
This occurs every 60 minutes on the hour. Faults are created based on a 15 minute interval.

Is the Fault Manager supported on all devices?
No, the Fault Manager is only supported on desktop and tablets.

Equipment Summary widget

What is the Equipment Summary widget?
Use this widget to compare all similar equipment that directly serves the space and all downstream
spaces. For example, you can easily sort items to see the warmest or coldest room in the space or
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compare electrical loads across a campus. You can then navigate to the specific space or piece of
equipment for quick troubleshooting.
The Equipment Summary widget summarizes the condition of all similar equipment that serves a
space and any of its child spaces. You can use this widget to perform comparisons across similar
equipment to look for outliers in the data, and to take action on what is found. For example, you
can use it to perform peer analysis on similar equipment, to look for outliers by using the Status
Filter, and to act on what is found through commands. The Equipment Summary widget filters its
information by equipment type.

How do I access the Equipment Summary widget?
The Equipment Summary widget appears on the Space Dashboard any time you select a space.

What is the layout of the Equipment Summary widget?
The following figure shows the layout of the Equipment Summary widget.

Figure 25: Equipment Summary widget callouts

Table 57: Equipment Summary widget callouts
Number Name Description
1 Equipment column Check the equipment that directly serves this space or

any child space. Authorized users can click or tap the
name to see more details about the equipment.

2 Space(s) column Check the spaces that the piece of equipment directly
serves.

3 Data columns Check the display data of each piece of equipment.
The content of these columns varies depending on the
type of equipment you are viewing.

4 Gear icon Select the columns that you want to show in the
Equipment Summary widget.

5 Export icon Export the data in the Equipment Summary widget to
a PDF file.

6 Equipment type filter
menu

Filter what type of equipment appears in the
Equipment Summary widget.
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Table 57: Equipment Summary widget callouts
Number Name Description
7 View in icon Click or tap on the View in icon and select Custom

Trend to add all trendable points from the equipment
in the Equipment Summary widget to the Custom
Trend viewer.
Click or tap on the View in icon and select Advanced
Search & Reporting to initiate an Advanced Search
directly in the widget and thereby utilize auto-
populated Advanced Search filters.

8 List of spaces Click or tap on the arrow next to a rolled-up space
to expand the Spaces column, and drill down to a
particular space.

9 State column Check whether any point in the piece of equipment
has a non-normal status (for example: alarm, warning,
offline, or overridden).

How do I change the equipment that is displayed?
To change the equipment, click or tap the equipment type filter drop-down menu located above
the Equipment Summary table, and select the new equipment type. The table updates with the new
pieces of equipment and their display data.

How do I change the columns that are displayed?
1. Tap or click the gear icon above the columns.
2. Use the arrows to select a maximum of eight columns in the Column Selection window.
3. Click or tap APPLY to save the column list.

Note: The selected columns appear in the widget after you save the list, but the columns
return to default when you log out.

How current is the data in the Equipment Summary?
The data in the Equipment Summary updates every five seconds.

How do I export the data in the Equipment Summary widget?
To export the data displayed in the Equipment Summary widget, click the export icon. A PDF file
exports to your web browsers default download location. The exported PDF file contains a snapshot
of the Equipment Summary widget, including:

• date and timestamp the exported file was created on
• Equipment Definition the Equipment Summary is for
• the space selected
• the Equipment Summary data table

Is the Equipment Summary widget supported on all devices?
Yes, the Equipment Summary widget is supported on desktop, tablets, and smartphones.
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Equipment Activity widget

What is the Equipment Activity widget?
Use this widget to view alarm activity, network controller offline events, and user changes made
during a time range of up to one year within the last five years for a selected piece of equipment.
You can acknowledge and discard alarms and audits from this widget. You can view user changes
made by other users in this widget.

How do I get to the Equipment Activity widget?
The Equipment Activity widget appears on the Equipment dashboard whenever you view a piece of
equipment.

What is the layout of the Equipment Activity widget?
The following figure shows the layout of the Equipment Activity widget.

Figure 26: Equipment Activity widget callouts
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Table 58: Equipment Activity widget callouts
Number Name Description
1 Refresh icon Refreshes the Equipment Activity widget to display any alarms

or audits that have occurred since the widget was loaded.
2 Export icon Exports the data in the Equipment Activity widget to a .csv

file. The .csv file contains up to one year (within the last five
years) of alarm and audit data. The .csv file contains up to
10,000 entries.

Note: The export functionality is not available on a tablet
or phone.

3 Filter menu Filters the types of user changes (audits) and alarms that
appear in the Equipment Activity widget. You can filter by
types of user changes (audits) and alarms, by points, or by a
range of dates.

4 Activity time Shows when the activity occurred for a specific day. For
example, if the activity occurred today, the activity time
displays a relative time, such as 24m (for 24 minutes) or 2h (for
two hours). If the activity occurred yesterday, the activity time
displays an absolute time, such as 3:02:43 PM.

5 Point value Shows the value of the point at the time the user change or
alarm occurred.
For alarms, this field shows the value of the point at the time
the alarm occurred. For audits of user changes, this field
shows the user-entered value.

6 Load More button Loads more user changes and alarms into the Equipment
Activity widget. There is no limit to the number of user
changes or alarms that can appear in the Equipment Activity
widget.

Note: The Equipment Activity widget displays the data
of one year within the last five years for user changes
(audits) and alarms.

7 Previous Month
button

Loads the previous month of user changes and alarms into the
Equipment Activity widget.

8 Alarm message
text

Shows alarm message text.

9 Alarm icon Indicates that the activity was an alarm. See Table 59 for more
information on the icons that appear, including user change
icons and system change icons.

10 Short name Shows the short name of the point.
11 Activity or audit

detail
Lists the details of the activity or audit. To view the details of
the activity or audit, tap or click on the alarm or audit (user
change or system change) row. For more information, see
Equipment Activity – alarms or Equipment Activity – user
changes.

12 Day date header Shows what day the user change or alarm occurred.
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What information is shown in the Equipment Activity widget?
The Equipment Activity widget shows user changes (historical audit data), system changes
(schedule commands, multiple command object commands, and interlock commands), and alarms
that relate to the equipment that you are viewing for a time range of one year within the last five
years.

What permissions do users need to view and manage user changes, system
changes, and alarms?
Users with View permission to the equipment where the user change, system change, or alarm
occurred can view the activity. Users with Manage Item permission can acknowledge or discard an
alarm. In addition to these permissions, users must have View Metasys Status and Manage Audit
History system privileges to view and act on user changes or system changes.

How are user changes, system changes, and alarms organized?
The user changes, system changes, and alarms are organized in chronological order. The
Equipment Activity widget sorts the user changes and alarms into months and then days within
the months. For example, all user changes and alarms from February 2019 are organized under a
February 2019 header.
To view more user changes, system changes, and alarms from the month, tap or click LOAD MORE.
To see user changes and alarms for days within February 2019, tap or click on the February 2019
header. To view activities of previous months tap or click PREVIOUS MONTH.

Note: You can only view the activities of previous months for a time range of up to one year
within the last five years.

If no user changes, system changes, or alarms occurred in a month, the header for that month
does not appear in the Equipment Activity widget.

How do I filter the Equipment Activity widget?
Tap or click the filter menu to filter the Equipment Activity widget. You can filter user changes,
discarded user changes, pending alarms, discarded alarms, and acknowledged alarms.
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Figure 27: Equipment Activity – Activity filter

You can filter by a point's short name.
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Figure 28: Equipment Activity – Point filter

You can filter by searching for a point's short name.
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Figure 29: Equipment Activity – point search

You can also filter by a range of dates and by a specific time.

Note: You can select a date range of up to one year within the last five years.
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Figure 30: Equipment Activity – date range

When you select an activity, points, or date range to filter, a green tick icon appears in the filter type
tab. The tick denotes that you are changing the default filters.
To clear applied filters, tap or click Clear All.

What do the icons in the Equipment Activity widget represent?
The following table describes the icons in the Equipment Activity widget. The widget icon colors are
based on the Metasys Preference Colors on the Alarm tab.
Table 59: Equipment Activity widget icons
Icon Description

Appears for a user action or system change that has not been acknowledged or discarded
or for a failed user action (for example, a command failed).

Appears for a user action or system change that has been discarded.
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Table 59: Equipment Activity widget icons
Icon Description

Appears for a Priority Level 1 or 2 alarm that requires acknowledgment.

Appears for a Priority Level 1 or 2 alarm that does not require acknowledgment.

Appears for a Priority Level 3 or 4 alarm that requires acknowledgment.

Appears for a Priority Level 3 or 4 alarm that does not require acknowledgment.

Appears for an alarm that has been acknowledged.

Appears for an alarm that has been acknowledged and then discarded.

The colors of the icons in the Equipment Activity widget represent the Alarm Priorities from the Site
Settings >  Alarm >  Priority Levels. The color of the icons may be inverted from these preference
settings. The inverted colors indicate whether an alarm requires acknowledgment.

When did a user change, alarm instance, or system change occur?
The amount of time since the user change, alarm instance, or system change was generated
appears to the right of the name of the user change or alarm. For example, if a user change or
alarm occurred an hour ago, 1h appears. If a user change, alarm instance, or system change
occurred 15 days ago, the time (for example, 2:21 PM) the user change, alarm instance, or system
change occurred appears under the date header.

How do I view new activity for a piece of equipment?
To view the latest user change, alarm instance, and system change that have occurred since you
last viewed this piece of equipment, tap or click the refresh button to view user changes and alarms
that have occurred since you last viewed this piece of equipment.

Can I export or print the information that appears in the Equipment Activity
widget?
You can export information that appears in the Equipment Activity widget only on a computer. The
export function is not supported on tablets or phones.
To export information that appears in the Equipment Activity widget, click the export icon. You
can export user changes (audits) and alarms to .csv file and open the file in any supported
spreadsheet software.
An exported .csv file captures the following information for selected user change or system
change (audit) data:

• the time the user change or system change occurred
• the point name
• the type of user change or system change (activity type)
• the user name of the user who triggered the activity

Note: For system changes, the user name is blank.
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• the previous value of the point
• the post-user change value of the point

An exported .csv file captures the following information for selected alarms:

• the point name
• alarm type
• the alarm value of the point
• the time the alarm occurred
• the priority of the alarm
• the date and time the alarm was discarded and acknowledged (if applicable)
• the previous value of the point
• the alarm message text (if any)

To print the export of the Equipment Activity widget, click the export icon to export the data to a
.csv file. You can then print the .csv file.

Is the Equipment Activity widget supported on all devices?
Yes, the Equipment Activity widget is supported on desktop, tablets, and smartphones.

Equipment Activity – user changes

What information can I find about user changes?
Tap or click the user change to view more information, such as the user who made the change, the
original value of the point (before the change), and the current value and status information for the
point.

Figure 31: User change point detail

Note: When adding annotations while commanding points that have audits forwarded from
engines to the Site Director, the annotations may not appear immediately in the Equipment
Activity widget.
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What information can I find on system changes?
Tap or click the system change to view more information, such as the type of change, the original
value of the point (before the change), and the current value and status information for the point.

Figure 32: System change

Which user changes and system changes appear in the Equipment Activity
widget?
The Equipment Activity widget shows the user changes (audits) from all user actions (for example,
commands or attribute writes) that have occurred on points on a piece of equipment over the last
year (from the current date). It also shows system changes executed by schedule objects, multiple
command objects, and interlock objects.

Note: The Equipment Activity widget has a display limit of 16 activities. Export the data to see
up to 10,000 activities.

Am I seeing the same user changes and system changes that I can see in Site
Management Portal (SMP)?
The Equipment Activity widget shows command user changes only and does not show user
changes that relate to trends, schedules, or diagnostics. For a complete list of all user changes on
your Metasys system, log in to the Metasys Site Management Portal (SMP) UI and open the Audit
Viewer. It also only shows system changes from equipment configured to the Metasys UI.

Note: Starting at Metasys Release 11.0, you can view and manage all audits directly in Metasys
UI with System Activity. See System Activity for more information.

Can anybody see user changes?
Any user who is authorized to view a piece of equipment has the ability to view the user changes for
any points on a piece of equipment.

How do I view an annotation on a user change?
1. Tap or click on a user change. When a user change has annotation to view, the Annotations

icon appears below the short name of the point. For more information about annotation icons
see What do the icons used for annotations represent?
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2. Tap or click View/Add Annotation. The Annotations window opens.

How do I add an annotation to a user change in the Equipment Activity widget?

Note: To add annotations to a command in the Equipment Activity widget, you must have
the Manage Audit History system access privilege. However, to add an annotation in the
Command View of a point, you must have the appropriate permissions to command the point
and the Manage Audit History system access privilege. For more information, refer to the
Security Administrator System Technical Bulletin (LIT-1201528).

To add an annotation to a user change (command) in the Equipment Activity widget:

1. Tap or click on a user change.
2. Tap or click View/Add Annotation. The Annotations window opens.
3. Tap or click the Add Annotation icon.
4. You can select a preset annotation from the drop-down, or you can enter your own annotation

in the text box.
5. Tap or click ADD. Your annotation appears in the Annotations window.

Equipment Activity – alarms

What alarms appear in the Equipment Activity widget?
The Equipment Activity widget shows alarms that occurred on any point on a piece of equipment.
The Equipment Activity widget shows alarms that occurred in one year. You can select a time range
of up to one year within the last five years.

What information can I find about alarms?
The Equipment Activity widget shows the following information:

• the short name of the point that generated the alarm
• the priority of the alarm
• the alarm message text (if any)
• any annotations added to the alarm event
• the state of the alarm (pending, acknowledged, or discarded)
• the current value and status of the point

For more information about the alarm icons in the Equipment Activity widget, see Figure 33. For
more general information about the icons in the Equipment Activity widget, see Table 59.
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Figure 33: Alarm Site Settings

How do I acknowledge or discard an alarm?
Tap or click the alarm to expand the alarm. Tap or click ACKNOWLEDGE to acknowledge the alarm.
Tap or click DISCARD to discard the alarm. Only authorized users see the Acknowledge or Discard
buttons.

Note: Users with View permission to the equipment where the alarm occurred can view
alarms, but not acknowledge or discard them. Users with Manage Item Events permission to
the equipment can acknowledge alarms. Users with Discard All Events system privilege can
discard alarms. You can assign system privileges and permissions in the User Management
feature. See User Management for more information.

Can anyone see alarms?
Any user who is authorized to view a piece of equipment has the ability to view the alarms for any
points on a piece of equipment.

How do I view annotation on an alarm?
1. Tap or click on an alarm. When an alarm has annotation to view, the Annotations icon appears

below the short name of the point that is an alarm. For more information about annotation
icons see What do the icons used for annotations represent?

2. Tap or click View/Add Annotation. The Annotations window opens.

How do I add an annotation to an alarm?
See Annotations for more information.

Reporting: Equipment Trend widget, Building Network Trend
widget, Custom Trend viewer, Trend Study widget, and Trend
Study Manager

What is the difference between the Equipment Trend widget, Space Trend
widget, the Building Network Trend widget, the Custom Trend viewer, the
Trend Study widget, and the Trend Study Manager?
The following table defines the various trend charts available in Metasys UI.
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Table 60: Trend charts overview
Name Location Definition
Equipment Trend
widget

Equipment Dashboard

Space Trend widget Space Dashboard
Building Network
Trend widget

Building Network
Dashboard

The Equipment Trend widget, Space Trend widget,
and the Building Network Trend widget display
a trend series for up to 10 points on a desktop
platform, and up to four points on tablets and
phone platforms from a single piece of equipment
or from the served-by chain of the selected
equipment, or building network item, respectively.
For example, if you are viewing the Equipment
dashboard for VAV-102, you can view a trend series
for VAV-102 and the equipment either serving or
served by VAV-102 points only. See Trend widget
(Default Trend) for more information.

Note: To distinguish these three widgets from
the Trend Study widget, which can appear in
the same locations, we use the term Default
Trend widget for Equipment, Space, and Build-
ing Network widgets.

Trend Study widget Equipment, Space,
Building Network
Dashboards, and
Views

View existing Trend Study extensions on the
Equipment Trend widget and on the Building
Network Trend widget. You can view newly created
Trend Study extensions on the Equipment Trend
widget only. The Trend Study widget appears on the
dashboards instead of the Default Trend widget.

Custom Trend
viewer

Space Dashboard or
Equipment Dashboard
header bar

Note: The Cus-
tom Trend viewer
is available all the
time.

The Custom Trend viewer displays trend series for
10 points from several pieces of equipment. For
example, you can view a trend series for several
points from VAV-102 and AHU-1 at the same time.
See Custom Trend for more information.

Trend Study
Manager

User menu > Feature
Management

The Trend Study Manager is the single point of entry
for creating and editing Metasys UI trend studies.
See Trend Study widget and Trend Study Manager
for more information.

How often do the trend charts obtain data from the database?
• The Equipment Trend widget, the Space Trend widget, the Building Network Trend widget, and

the Custom Trend viewer display up to five years from the current date of the historical trend
data.

• Regarding raw trend data, you can view data up to a minimum timestamp available across all
of trend, alarms and audits. This means that you can view all of the raw trend data, subject to
the constraints present to viewing maximum possible data.

• Regarding aggregate trend data, you can go back five years at the time of installation.
• Regarding the aggregate historical trend data, up to five years of data is obtained once, at the

time of installation of the Metasys UI software. The aggregate historical trend data is obtained
once a day for all current and newly added points with trend extensions.
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How often do the trend charts update with current values?
By default, the Equipment Trend widget, Space Trend widget, the Building Network Trend widget,
and Custom Trend viewer update with current values for the points every 30 seconds. However,
dynamic, real-time updates stop when viewing aggregated data.

What type of trend extensions are supported?
You can view trend extensions on Present Value in the Equipment Trend widget, Space Trend
widget, the Custom Trend viewer, and the Building Network Trend widget. In addition to the
Present Value trend, all other trend extensions can also be plotted in the Building Network Trend
widget.
Starting at Metasys Release 11.0, you can plot real time trend values for any trendable object that
does not have a trend extension on its default attribute. This functionality is called live trending.
The live trend data is cleared when you log out, when you close or navigate away from the trend
chart, or when your session times out.

Note: All trend charts except Trend Study support live trending. The trend chart needs to be in
raw data mode for live trending to work.

Can I view raw and aggregated data for all time ranges?
Yes, starting at Metasys Release 11.0, you can view either raw or aggregated data in a trend chart
for all different time ranges. The default selection is Raw Data mode. Use the Settings icon to switch
between Raw Data and Aggregate Data.

How many trend extensions and trend samples are supported for viewing in
the Metasys UI?
The Equipment Trend widget, the Building Network Trend widget, and Custom Trend viewer
support approximately 300,000 trend extensions and 60 billion trend samples from the database.
When you view raw data on a desktop platform, the Metasys UI supports the display of 50,000
samples per trend point. When you are viewing 10 trend points, this equates to 5000 samples per
point. If there are less than 10 points to be viewed, the limit of 50,000 is distributed equally to all
points being viewed. For example, if there are five points, then each point supports viewing 10,000
samples for each point.
When you view raw data on a tablet or phone, the Metasys UI supports the display of 6,000
samples per trend point. When you are viewing four trend points, this equates to 1,500 samples per
point. If there are less than four points to be viewed, the limit of 6,000 is distributed equally to all
points being viewed. For example, if there are two points, then each point supports viewing 3,000
samples for each point.

Can I view historical data for a disabled trend extension?
You can view historical data present for a point on all trend widgets and on the Custom Trend
viewer, based on the time range you select. A triangle icon indicates a disabled trend extension.

Are gestures supported in the trend charts on tablets and phones?
On tablets and phones, you can use the pinch gesture to zoom in or zoom out in the various trend
charts. When you pinch to zoom in, you can reset the zoom level by tapping Reset Zoom. You can
also stretch to zoom out. Zooming in or out changes the x-axis to display the appropriate date and
time of the trend samples based on the zoom level.
On tablets and phones, you can use the swipe gesture to pan to the left, right, up, and down.
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Trend widget (Default Trend)

What is the Trend widget?
Use this widget to view a graph of historical equipment trend data for up to 10 points for a single
piece of equipment at the same time.

Note: Trend widget here refers to the Trend widget on the Equipment dashboard, Space
dashboard, and the Building Network dashboard. Whenever we have to distinguish the Trend
widget from the Trend Study widget, which can appear in the same locations, we use the term
Default Trend widget for Equipment, Space, and Building Network widgets.

How do I access the Trend widget?
You can access the Trend widget any time you view a piece of equipment in the Equipment
dashboard or when you view a space on the Space dashboard. You can access the Building Network
Trend widget in the Building Network dashboard.

Note: If a Trend Study widget appears instead of the Default Trend widget, select Default
Trend in the drop-down list under the widget header. You can configure the position of the
Default Trend widget in the Trend Study Manager.

What is the layout of the Trend widget?
The following figure shows the layout of the Trend widget.

Figure 34: Trend widget callouts
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Table 61: Trend widget callouts
Number Name Description
1 Export icon Exports the trend samples shown in the Trend widget to a .csv

file or .pdf file.
Note: Export functionality is not available on a tablet or
phone.

2 Trend list The Default Trend widget may not display when you first open the
Trend widget. Instead, the widget could show a Trend Study. Use
this drop-down menu to select Default Trend. You can configure
the drop-down menu in the Trend Study widget and Trend Study
Manager.

3 Calendar icon Shows the trend samples for the date range you select: Last Day,
Last 7 Days, Last 30 Days, Last 12 Months, All Time, or a Custom
Range.

4 Split Graph icon Add or remove a second analog graph to split the y-axis to see
values of similar ranges on different graphs.

5 Line Graph View
icon

Shows the trend samples in a line graph.

6 Bar Graph View
icon

Shows the trend samples in a bar graph. The bar graph view is
available for analog (numeric) points only.

7 Candlestick Graph
View icon

Shows the minimum, maximum, and averages in graphs using
statistical candlestick symbols. The candlestick graph is only
available when viewing more than seven days of trend data.

8 Settings icon Click or tap this icon to switch between Raw Data and Aggregate
Data.

Note: The trend chart needs to be in raw data mode for live
trending to work. Live trend data is lost when you switch to
Aggregate Data.

9 Change Points
icon

Add or remove up to 10 trend series in the Trend widget.

10 Pan and Zoom Bar Zoom in or out in the trend graph by dragging the left or right
date and time markers. Once zoomed in, pan to an earlier or later
date and time by scrolling.

Note: The pan and zoom bar is not available on tablets or
phones. Use pinch-to-zoom gestures to zoom in or out.

11 Short Name and
Equipment Name

Shows the short name of the point for which the samples are
being displayed in the trend graph.
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Table 61: Trend widget callouts
Number Name Description
12 Trend Legend Shows what point each trend series correlates to. The legend

includes the short name of the point, the equipment the point
resides on, the line marker and color, and a triangle icon (if the
point or equipment is disabled).
Tap or click on specific trend legend to highlight the trend series
on the trend graph. Doing so also changes the y-axis to reflect
that trend series' unit of measure.
You can move points between the two graphs by dragging the
drag icon in the legend:

13 X-axis Shows the date and time when the trend samples were taken.
14 Y-axis Shows the unit of measure and scale of the selected trend series.

The y-axis changes depending on the trend series that is selected.
On initial load, the y-axis displays the unit of measure and scale of
the first trend series available.
When viewing analog (numeric) points, binary points, and multi-
state points in the same trend graph, the y-axis splits to show the
analog point unit of measure on the top portion of the graph and
the binary or multi-state point unit of measure on the bottom
portion of the graph.

Is there a legend for the Trend widget? For example, what do the lines and markers
indicate?
In the Trend widget, the legend shows the short names and the equipment name for the points for
which trend samples appear. The legend and trend graph also indicate:

• For an analog (numeric) value, the Trend widget plots the values in a continuous line.
• For binary or multi-state values, the Trend widget plots the values as a discrete line.
• Markers are used to indicate a trend sample occurred and are unique for each trend series

shown in the graph. You can change the line colors and markers for trend series in the Metasys
System Preferences > Trend Settings tab in SMP.

When a trend extension is disabled, the legend displays a triangle next to the equipment name.

Can I easily identify how a trend series is represented in the Trend widget?
Yes, you can. On a computer platform, a callout appears when you hover over a line. The callout
shows the trend samples that share the same time stamp.
On a phone or tablet, a callout appears when you tap a point. The callout shows the trend samples
that share the same time stamp.
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Figure 35: Example of a callout

Figure 36: Example of callout with averaged data

When a trend sample is averaged, the callout displays an asterisk (*) next to the point name and
trend sample value. The message Values Are Being Averaged also appears in the callout.

How many trend series can I see in the Trend widget? How many pieces of
equipment can I view trend series from in the Trend widget?
You can select up to 10 trend series (four on mobile devices) from a single piece of equipment or
from several pieces of equipment in the served-by chain to display in a single graph in the Trend
widget.

How do I add or remove trend series in the Trend widget?
You can select up to 10 trend series to display at a time.
To change or add a point to the Trend widget on a computer:

1. Click the Change Points icon.
2. Select the point or points from the list. The list shows points from the piece of equipment you

are viewing.

Note: You can view only 10 trend points at a time.

3. Click APPLY.
To change or add a point to the Trend widget on a tablet or phone:

1. Tap the Settings icon.
2. Tap Change Points.
3. Select the point or points from the list. The list shows points from the piece of equipment you

are viewing.

Note: You can view only four trend points at a time.

4. Tap DONE.
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How do I change the time range for the Trend widget? What time ranges are
available?
Click or tap the calendar icon and select from the following options:

• Last Day
• Last 7 Days
• Last 30 Days
• Last 12 Months
• All Time
• Custom Range

Click or tap the calendar icon and then select Custom Range to select a specific date or date range,
as well as a specific time.
For analog (numeric) points, live raw data displays when you view seven days or less of trend data.
For analog (numeric) points, averaged data displays when you view greater than seven days of
trend data:

• When you view greater than seven days to less than two months of trend data, a daily average
of data is plotted. You can drill down to a day and to an hour.

• When you view two months to one year of trend data, a monthly average of data is plotted.
You can drill down to a month, then to a day, and then also to an hour.

• When you select a Custom Range greater than one year, or when you select All Time for a
customer site that has more than one year of trend data, a yearly average of data is plotted.
You can drill down to get an average of months, days, hours, and also raw data. Similarly, you
can roll up to the yearly average again.

Note: The raw data limit for analog points is 50,000 samples per point.

For binary points and multi-value points, raw data displays regardless of the date range you select.

Note: The raw data limit for binary points is 50,000 samples per point.

How do I switch from a line graph to a bar graph? How do I switch to a candlestick
graph?
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Table 62: Graph icons
Icon Icon name Description

Line Graph By default, the graph displays the trend samples from the
last 24 hours in a line graph.

Bar Graph The bar graph view is available for analog (numeric) points
only.

or

Candlestick Graph The candlestick graph is available when viewing more
than seven days' worth of data. The icon is grayed out
by default. To see the candlestick graph click or tap the
calendar icon. Choose Last 30 days, Last 12 months, All
Time or Custom Range.

Note: The candlestick graph is available on aggre-
gate data only.

To view a bar graph in the Trend widget on a computer, click the Bar Graph icon.
To view a bar graph in the Trend widget on a tablet or phone:

1. Tap the Settings icon.
2. Tap Change To Bar Graph.

To view a line graph in the Trend widget on a computer, click the Line Graph icon.
To view a line graph in the Trend widget on a tablet or phone:

1. Tap the Settings icon.
2. Tap Change To Line Graph.

To view a candlestick graph in the Trend widget on a computer, click the Candlestick Graph icon.
To view a candlestick graph in the Trend widget on a tablet or phone:

1. Tap the Settings icon.
2. Tap Change To Candlestick Graph

How do I add another graph in the Trend widget?
Table 63: Split Graph icons
Icon Icon name

Split Graph

Plotted lines

To add another graph in the Trend widget on a computer, click the Split Graph icon.
To add another graph in the Trend widget on a tablet or phone:
1. Tap the Settings icon.
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2. Tap Add Another Graph.
To remove this other graph, tap the Settings icon and tap Remove Second Graph.

Note: Binary value and multiple value points automatically appear on a separate graph and
cannot be combined with analog graphs.

Can I drag points between graphs if I have two graphs?
If you add another graph in the Trend widget (Building Network Trend widget), you can drag
analog points between the two graphs. To drag points between graphs:
1. Select the desired analog point from the Trend legend.
2. Drag the desired point by its plotted lines to the other graph.

Note: Binary value and multiple value points appear without plotted lines in the Trend legend,
because they cannot be dragged to an analog graph.

If you receive data samples during the movement of points, the graphs update automatically, and
no data samples are lost.

Do changes made in the Trend widget persist until the end of my user session?
You can navigate away from the Trend widget and when you return to the widget, you can see the
last changes made, including changes made to point selection, split y-axis, graph type, and time
frame selection.

Note: You lose your changes, if you log out or are logged out, including manual logout,
session timeout, or disconnection.

What is live trending?
You can plot real time trend values for any trendable object that does not have a trend extension
on its default attribute. This functionality is called live trending. The live trend data is cleared when
you log out, when you close or navigate away from the trend chart, or when your session times out.
All trend charts except Trend Study support live trending. The trend chart needs to be in raw data
mode for live trending to work.

What do I do if values appear as a thin line and markers are not visible by default?
When you add points where dynamic updates get plotted, the values may appear as a thin line and
markers may not be visible by default, even if the Trend widget is maximized. Zoom in to the latest
time to see the dynamic updates and values more clearly.

Can I export or print the information that appears in the Trend widget?
You can export information that appears in the Trend widget only on a computer. The export
function is not available on tablets or phones.
To export information that appears in the Trend widget, click the export icon. You can export to a
.csv file and open the file in any supported spreadsheet software. You can also export to a .pdf
file.
The exported .csv file contains raw trend data for the trended points selected. For example, if
the Trend widget displays six months of aggregated data for DA-T, EFFDAT-SP, DA1-P, and DAP-
SP points, the .csv file contains the raw data for those points from the past five months and the
current month.

Note: With a .csv export, you can export all the raw data available, based on the selected date
range, whereby the limit is 105,000 samples per point.

The exported .pdf file contains a snapshot image of the trend graph as it appears in the Trend
widget and a summary of the data for the selected duration. The information includes point name,
units, equipment, space, as well as the min value, max value, and average value for that duration..
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To print the trend graph that appears in the Trend widget, click the export icon to export the Trend
widget snapshot image and a summary of the data for the selected duration to a .pdf file. You can
print the .pdf file.

Is the Trend widget supported on all devices?
Yes, the Trend widget is supported on desktop, tablets, and smartphones.

Custom Trend

What is Custom Trend?
Custom Trend is a global trend viewer. Use Custom Trend to view a graph of historical equipment
trend data for up to 10 points from several equipment at the same time. Custom Trend appears for
all users at all times, regardless of whether points are added to it or not.

Figure 37: Custom Trend

Table 64: Custom Trend callouts
Number Name Description
1 Export icon Exports the trend samples shown in the Trend widget to a

.csv file or .pdf file.
Note: Export functionality is not available on a tablet
or phone.

2 Calendar icon Shows the trend samples for the date range you select:
Last Day, Last 7 Days, Last 30 Days, Last 12 Months, All
Time, or a Custom Range.

3 Split Graph icon Add or remove a second analog graph to split the y-axis to
see values of similar ranges on different graphs.

4 Line Graph View icon Shows the trend samples in a line graph.
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Table 64: Custom Trend callouts
Number Name Description
5 Bar Graph View icon Shows the trend samples in a bar graph. The bar graph

view is available for analog (numeric) points only.
Note: The candlestick graph is available on aggregate
data only.

6 Candlestick Graph
View icon

Shows the minimum, maximum, and averages in graphs
using statistical candlestick symbols. The candlestick graph
is only available when viewing more than seven days of
trend data.

7 Settings icon Click or tap this icon to view Raw Data or Aggregate
Data.

8 Update Status Displays how long ago the trend samples were updated.
The update status displays for raw data only.

9 Point list This list opens when you click or tap the Change Points
icon (pencil). You can select or deselect your points, clear
all points, change the points and you can create a Trend
Study. For more information about Trend Study, see Trend
Study widget and Trend Study Manager.

10 Pan and Zoom Bar Zoom in or out in the trend graph by dragging the left or
right date and time markers. Once zoomed in, pan to an
earlier or later date and time by scrolling.

Note: The pan and zoom bar is not available on
tablets or phones. Use pinch-to-zoom gestures to
zoom in or out.

11 Short Name and
Equipment Name

When a point is added from an equipment and space
context, the graph shows the short name, point label,
equipment name, and equipment serving space
information of the point.
When a point is added from a building network context,
the graph shows the name and Fully Qualified Reference
(FQR) of the point.

12 Trend Legend Shows what point each trend series correlates to.
The legend includes the short name of the point, the
equipment the point resides on, the line marker and color,
and a triangle icon (if the point or equipment is disabled).
Tap or click on specific trend legend to highlight the trend
series on the trend graph. Doing so also changes the y-
axis to reflect that trend series' unit of measure.
You can move points between the two graphs by dragging
the Drag icon in the legend:
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Table 64: Custom Trend callouts
Number Name Description
13 X-axis Shows the date and time when the trend samples were

taken.
14 Y-axis Shows the unit of measure and scale of the selected trend

series. The y-axis changes depending on the trend series
that is selected. On initial load, the y-axis displays the unit
of measure and scale of the first trend series available.
When viewing analog (numeric) points, binary points,
and multi-state points in the same trend graph, the y-axis
splits to show the analog point unit of measure on the top
portion of the graph and the binary or multi-state point
unit of measure on the bottom portion of the graph.

How do I access Custom Trend?
Table 65: Custom Trend icon
Icon Icon name Location Description

Custom Trend Space dashboard
or Equipment
dashboard header
bar

Opens Custom Trend. If the Custom Trend
icon appears disabled, no trend series
from points on equipment are added
to Custom Trend. To enable Custom
Trend, add trend series from points on
equipment viewable in the Metasys UI.

What trend series from points can I add to Custom Trend? How many trend series
from points can I view at a time in Custom Trend?
You can add up to 10 trend series from any point on any equipment viewable in the Metasys UI.
You can select trend series from points on several different pieces of equipment to view in a single
instance of Custom Trend.

How do I add or remove trend series from points to Custom Trend?
You can add a trend series from points to Custom Trend from the Equipment Serving Space
widget, the Equipment Summary  widget, an alarm or user change entry in the Equipment
Activity widget, and from the Commanding window for a point.
The following table outlines the different ways of adding a trend series from points to Custom
Trend.
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Table 66: Adding or removing trend series
Icon Icon name Location Description

Equipment Activity
widget

The Custom Trend Add Point icon
displays in the alarm or user action
(audit) details of the Equipment
Activity widget when an alarm is
generated.

Custom Trend
Add Point

Commanding
window

Adds a trend series to Custom
Trend from the Commanding
window of a point. For example,
you can add Equipment Activity
widget trend series and Equipment
Data widget trend series through
the Commanding window.

View In Equipment Serving
Space widget
and Equipment
Summary widget

Click or tap the View In icon and
select Custom Trend. This adds a
trend series to Custom Trend.

Note: You can select display
data from Equipment Serv-
ing Space widget or Equip-
ment Summary widget only.
To view non-display data in
Custom Trend, find the point
you would like to view in the
Equipment Data widget of the
equipment the point is on.
Then click or tap on the point
value to open the Command-
ing window. Click or tap the
Custom Trend Add Point icon
to view the point in Custom
Trend. If the point is in alarm,
you can also view the alarm
details and click or tap the
Custom Trend Add Point icon.

When the Custom Trend opens, complete the following steps:

1. Select or deselect points listed in the points list. You can view up to four points in a single
instance of the trend graph in Custom Trend.

2. Click or tap SAVE.
You can also manage the addition and removal of points directly in Custom Trend.

1. In Custom Trend, click or tap the Change Points icon (pencil) in the upper right of the screen.
2. Click or tap CHANGE POINTS. The Add & Remove Points window opens.
3. Select a point from the Equipment & Spaces tab or from the Network tab.

Note: You require the User Can View The Item Navigation Tree (Default Tree) property
in your User Details within the User Management feature in Metasys UI to see the
Network tree.

4. Click the right arrow to add the point. To remove a point from the Selected section, select it
and click the left arrow.
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Note: You can select one point multiple times. You can select both trended and non-
trended points.

5. Click or tap SAVE.
6. Click or tap APPLY.

What is a live point and how do I add it to Custom Trend?
A live point is a point that does not have a present value or default extension. A live trend gets
plotted from current time until the session finishes. You can add a live point to Custom Trend in the
same way as you add trend series.

How do I clear the points list in Custom Trend?
To clear all the points in points list in Custom Trend:

1. Click or tap Clear All above the points list.
2. The Confirm dialog box appears. Click or tap CLEAR ALL to clear the list or CANCEL to return

to the points list.

How long does the points list persist in Custom Trend?
The trend series from points added to Custom Trend persist through a single user session. Upon
logout, Custom Trend resets. When you log in again, you must add trend series from points again.
Furthermore, the points list lists a maximum of 32 points. As you add more points, the oldest points
are removed from the list.

How do I change the time range filter for Custom Trend? What time ranges are
available?
Click or tap the calendar icon and select from the following options:

• Last Day
• Last 7 Days
• Last 30 Days
• Last 12 Months
• All Time
• Custom Range: select a specific date or date range, as well as a specific time.

Note: As Custom Trend date range option is dynamic, you can only go back as far as the
minimum date of a site to see the available data for any trend.

For analog (numeric) points, live raw data displays when you view seven days or less of trend data.
For analog (numeric) points, averaged data displays when you view greater than seven days of
trend data:

• When you view greater than seven days to less than two months of trend data, a daily average
of data is plotted. You can drill down to a day and to an hour.

• When you view two months to one year of trend data, a monthly average of data is plotted.
You can drill down to a month, then to a day, and then also to an hour.

• When you select a Custom Range greater than one year, or when you select All Time for a
customer site that has more than one year of trend data, a yearly average of data is plotted.
You can drill down to get an average of months, days, hours, and also raw data. Similarly, you
can roll up to the yearly average again.
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Note: The raw data limit for analog points is 50,000 samples per point. This means that when
you view seven days or less of trend data, only up to 50,000 samples per point are plotted in
the trend graph.

For binary points and multi-value points, raw data displays regardless of the date range you select.

Note: The raw data limit for binary points is 50,000 samples per point. This means that when
you view trend data for any date range, only up to 50,000 samples per point are plotted in the
trend graph.

How do I switch from a line graph to a bar graph? How do I switch to a candlestick
graph?
Table 67: Graph icons
Icon Icon name Description

Line Graph By default, the graph displays the trend samples from the
last 24 hours in a line graph.

Bar Graph The bar graph view is available for analog (numeric) points
only.

or

Candlestick Graph The candlestick graph is available when viewing more than
seven days' worth of data. To see the candlestick graph
click or tap the calendar icon. Choose Last 30 days, Last
12 months, All Time or Custom Range.

Note: The candlestick graph is available on aggre-
gate data only.

To view a bar graph in Custom Trend on a computer, click the Bar Graph icon.
To view a bar graph in Custom Trend on a tablet or phone:

1. Tap the Settings icon.
2. Tap Change To Bar Graph.

To view a line graph in Custom Trend on a computer, click the Line Graph icon.
To view a line graph in Custom Trend on a tablet or phone:

1. Tap the Settings icon.
2. Tap Change To Line Graph.

To view a candlestick graph in Custom Trend on a computer, click the Candlestick Graph icon.
To view a candlestick graph in Custom Trend on a tablet or phone:

1. Tap the Settings icon.
2. Tap Change To Candlestick Graph

How do I add another graph in Custom Trend?
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Table 68: Split Graph icons
Icon Icon name

Split Graph

Plotted lines

To add another graph in Custom Trend on a computer, click the Split Graph icon.
To add another graph in Custom Trend on a tablet or phone:
1. Tap the Settings icon.
2. Tap Add Another Graph.

To remove this other graph, tap the Settings icon and tap Remove Second Graph.

Note: Binary value and multiple value points automatically appear on a separate graph and
cannot be combined with analog graphs.

Can I drag points between graphs if I have two graphs?
If you add another graph in Custom Trend, you can drag analog points between the two graphs. To
drag points between graphs:
1. Select the desired analog point from the Trend legend.
2. Drag the desired point by its plotted lines to the other graph.

Note: Binary value and multiple value points appear without plotted lines in the Trend legend,
because they cannot be dragged to an analog graph.

If you receive data samples during the movement of points, the graphs update automatically, and
no data samples are lost.

How can I create a Trend Study in Custom Trend?
1. In Custom Trend, click or tap the Change Points icon (pencil) in the upper right of the screen.
2. Click or tap CREATE TREND STUDY.
3. Click or tap APPLY.

Can I export or print the information that appears in Custom Trend?
You can export information that appears in Custom Trend only on a computer. The export function
is not available on tablets or phones.
To export information that appears in Custom Trend, click the export icon. You can export to a .csv
file and open the file in any supported spreadsheet software. You can also export to a .pdf file.
The exported .csv file contains raw trend data for the trended points selected. For example, if
Custom Trend displays six months of averaged data for DA-T, EFFDAT-SP, DA1-P, and DAP-SP points,
the .csv file contains the raw data for those points from the past five months and the current
month.

Note: With a .csv export, you can export all the raw data available, based on the selected date
range, whereby the limit is 105,000 samples per point.
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The exported .pdf file contains a snapshot image of the trend graph as it appears in Custom Trend
and a summary of the data for the selected duration. The information includes point name, units,
equipment, space, as well as the min value, max value, and average value for that duration..
To print the trend graph that appears in Custom Trend, click the export icon to export Custom
Trend snapshot image a summary of the data for the selected duration to a .pdf file. You can print
the .pdf file.

Trend Study widget and Trend Study Manager

What is the Trend Study widget? How does it differ from the other Trend widgets?
The Trend Study widget replaces the Trend widget (Default Trend) on the Equipment dashboard,
Building Network dashboard, Space dashboard, and Views when you view and interact with existing
trend study objects. You can view and interact with newly created trend studies on the Equipment
dashboard and Space dashboard, but not on the Building Network or Views dashboards.
The layout of the Default Trend widget and the Trend Study widget is almost identical. The following
are the main differences between the Default Trend widget and the Trend Study widget:

• The Settings icon is always disabled on the Trend Study widget. On the Default Trend widget,
you can use this icon to switch between Raw Data and Aggregate Data.

• The Candlestick Graph icon is always disabled on the Trend Study widget.

Figure 38: Trend Study widget
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Table 69: Trend Study widget callouts
Number Name Description
1 Export icon Exports the trend samples shown in the Trend widget to a .csv

file or .pdf file.
Note: Export functionality is not available on a tablet or
phone. In the .pdf file export, the graph is displayed, but the
data does not get plotted.

2 Trend list Use this drop-down menu to select an existing Trend Study
associated with this equipment. You can edit a Trend Study or
configure the drop-down menu in the Trend Study widget and
Trend Study Manager.

3 Calendar icon Shows the trend samples for the date range you select: Last Day,
Last 7 Days, Last 30 Days, Last 12 Months, All Time, or a Custom
Range.

4 Split Graph icon Add or remove a second analog graph to split the y-axis to see
values of similar ranges on different graphs.

5 Line Graph View
icon

Shows the trend samples in a line graph.

6 Bar Graph View
icon

Shows the trend samples in a bar graph. The bar graph view is
available for analog (numeric) points only.

7 Candlestick Graph
View icon

This icon is always disabled in the Trend Study widget.

8 Settings icon This icon is always disabled in the Trend Study widget.
9 Change Points

icon
Add or remove up to 10 trend series in the Trend widget.

10 Pan and Zoom Bar Zoom in or out in the trend graph by dragging the left or right
date and time markers. Once zoomed in, pan to an earlier or later
date and time by scrolling.

Note: The pan and zoom bar is not available on tablets or
phones. Use pinch-to-zoom gestures to zoom in or out.

11 Short Name and
Equipment Name

Shows the short name of the point for which the samples are
being displayed in the trend graph.

12 Trend Legend Shows what point each trend series correlates to. The legend
includes the short name of the point, the equipment the point
resides on, the line marker and color, and a triangle icon (if the
point or equipment is disabled).
Tap or click on specific trend legend to highlight the trend series
on the trend graph. Doing so also changes the y-axis to reflect
that trend series' unit of measure.
You can move points between the two graphs by dragging the
drag icon in the legend:
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Table 69: Trend Study widget callouts
Number Name Description
13 X-axis Shows the date and time when the trend samples were taken.
14 Y-axis Shows the unit of measure and scale of the selected trend series.

The y-axis changes depending on the trend series that is selected.
On initial load, the y-axis displays the unit of measure and scale of
the first trend series available.
When viewing analog (numeric) points, binary points, and multi-
state points in the same trend graph, the y-axis splits to show the
analog point unit of measure on the top portion of the graph and
the binary or multi-state point unit of measure on the bottom
portion of the graph.

Who can access the Trend Study widget?
All users can view the Trend Study widget without any special authorization or licensing. However,
you require authorization for the object, space, or equipment that you want to view.

How many trend extensions can I view in the Trend Study widget?
You can view a maximum of 10 trend extension at a time on a desktop platform, with 50,000
samples per trend point. You can view a maximum of four trend extensions on a tablet or phone,
with 6,000 samples per trend point.

How can I create a trend study?
You can create a trend study in the Trend Study Manager, in the Custom Trend viewer, and in the
Equipment Trend widget. For more information about creating a trend study in the Trend Study
Manager see How do I create a trend study in the Trend Study Manager?

Is live trending supported in the Trend Study widget?
Live trending is not supported in the Trend Study widget.

Can I use drill down in the Trend Study widget?
Drill-down is not applicable to the Trend Study widget.

Are dynamic updates supported in the Trend Study widget?
Dynamic updates are not supported in the Trend Study widget.

What is the Trend Study Manager?
From Metasys Release 11.0, you can view and reuse legacy trend studies directly in Metasys UI with
the Trend Study Manager. Legacy trend studies are trend studies that were created with offline
tools such as SCT or SMP. The Trend Study Manager is the single point of entry for creating and
editing Metasys UI trend studies. With this feature you can easily access custom trends that you
configured in a previous Metasys UI session. You can also view and manage space and equipment
associations with all supported trend studies.

Who can access the Trend Study Manager?
You do not require special authorization or licensing to access the Trend Study Manager. However,
you require Modify permission for the general category to modify a particular trend list.
You can only modify an existing trend study when you have Modify permission for the authorization
category of the trend study. When you have View only permission, you can view details of a trend
study, but you cannot add or remove points, or change the space or equipment association.
When you have Configure permission, you can only delete a trend list.
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How can I access the Trend Study Manager?
1. Open the User menu.
2. Tap or click Feature Management.
3. Tap or click Trend Study Manager.

What is the layout of the Trend Study Manager?
The following figure shows the layout of the Trend Study Manager.

Figure 39: Trend Study Manager

Table 70: Trend Study Manager callouts
Number Name Description
1 Equipment & Spaces Lists the equipment and spaces configured to the site.

Expand the Equipment & Spaces tree to navigate and to
select other spaces or equipment.
Click on an equipment or space to view the associated trend
study in the Trend Studies List and to create or edit the
trend study for the equipment or space.
Click the Unassigned Trend Study folder in the Equipment
& Spaces tab to view, create, or edit any legacy trend study
objects available on an engine and server.

2 Trend Studies List Lists the trend studies for unassigned trend studies and for
equipment and spaces.
Trend studies associated with equipment or spaces are
listed in the same order as in the SCT archive.
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Table 70: Trend Study Manager callouts
Number Name Description
3 Trend Studies List

toolbar
Add, delete, or reorder the list of supported trend studies.

4 Details panel View and edit trend study details including name,
description, trend study authorization category, assigned
to information, date and time range, and list of all trend
extensions added to a trend study. You can also view
and edit information related to aggregate function and
aggregate interval configured for each trend extension.

How do I create a trend study in the Trend Study Manager?
1. Click + in the Trend Studies List toolbar, or click +ADD TREND STUDY, if the Trend Studies List

shows no legacy trend studies. The Create Trend Study window opens.
2. Select Equipment & Spaces, Network, Views, or Historical Data from the list.
3. Select one or more points.

Note: If you add a trend study to a Space, go to the Dashboards Manager and make sure
that the trend widget is correctly placed on the Spaces dashboard.

4. Click the right arrow to add a point. To remove a point from the Selected section, select it and
click the left arrow.

Note: You can select a maximum of 32 points. Trend extension, trend log, and historical
data are supported, but you cannot add live trends to a trend study. The right arrow
remains inactive for unsupported points.

5. Click NEXT.
6. Enter a name.
7. Click SAVE.

How do I delete a trend study in the Trend Study Manager?
1. Select the trend study you want to delete from the Trend Studies List.
2. Click the delete icon in the Trend Studies List toolbar. The Delete Trend Study window opens.

Note: A delete action cannot be undone. Review the items that the trend study applies to
carefully, before you delete a trend study.

3. Click DELETE.

How do I re-order the trend studies in the Trend Study Manager?
1. Navigate to the Trend Studies List.
2. Use the down arrow and the up arrow in the Trend Studies List toolbar to reorder the trend

studies. You can also use the drag icon to move the trend studies: 

Note: You cannot reorder the Default Trend in this manner. The Default Trend can appear
in first position or in the last position. Click FIRST or LAST to configure the position of the
Default Trend.
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How do I edit a trend study in the Trend Study Manager?
You can edit trend studies in the Details panel of the Trend Study Manager. The Details panel
can be divided into two sections, namely the general trend study information, which shows the
Name, Description, Authorization Category, Assigned To information, and Range; and the point
information.
To edit the general trend study information, complete the following steps:

1. Click on the trend study in the Trend Studies List.
2. Click on the link next to the item you want to change to open an editable field.
3. Make your change. To accept a change, click the check mark. To ignore the change, click x.
4. Click SAVE in the lower right of the Details panel.

To edit the point information, complete the following steps:

1. Click EDIT.
2. The Function and the Interval columns become editable fields.
3. Select a value from the drop-down list to change the Function.
4. Enter a value manually to change the Interval.
5. Click the trash can icon to delete a point.
6. Click ADD POINTS to add a point.
7. Select Equipment & Spaces, Network, Views, or Historical Data from the list.
8. Select one or more points.
9. Click the right arrow to add the point. To remove the point from the Selected section, select it

and click the left arrow.

Note: You can select a maximum of 32 points. Trend extension, trend log, and historical
data are supported, but you cannot add live trends to a trend study. The right arrow
remains inactive for unsupported points.

10. Click SAVE in the lower right of the Details panel.

How do I edit the assigned space or equipment of a trend study in the Trend Study
Manager?
Every trend study is automatically assigned a space when you create it. The assigned space is the
space at the highest level of the Equipment & Spaces tree. For example, if you select a point from
a piece of equipment in a conference room that is located in Building A, the assigned space is
Building A. You can edit the assigned space or equipment of a trend study in the Details panel of
the Trend Study Manager.
To edit the assigned space or equipment of a trend study, complete the following steps:

1. Click on the trend study in the Trend Studies List.
2. In the Details panel, go to Assigned To and click on the link next to it. The Assign Trend Study

window opens.
3. Select an equipment or space from the Equipment & Spaces tab.
4. Click the right arrow to add the equipment or space. To remove the equipment or space from

the Assigned To section, select it and click the left arrow.
5. Click SAVE.

Is the Trend Study Manager supported on all devices?
The Trend Study Manager is supported on desktop only.
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Equipment Relationships widget

What is the Equipment Relationships widget?
Use this widget to see all relationships a piece of equipment has with other equipment, spaces,
and network field controllers. You can easily navigate to other equipment or spaces to help
troubleshoot issues.

What is the layout of the Equipment Relationships widget?
The following figure and table describe the layout of the Equipment Relationships widget.

Figure 40: Equipment Relationships widget callouts
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Table 71: Equipment Relationships widget callouts
Number Name Description
1 Network Area Shows all of the spaces that the piece of equipment directly

serves.
2 Served By Area Shows the remaining data.
3 Serves

Equipment
Area

Shows all of the equipment that the piece of equipment directly
serves.

4 More Button Shows all of the equipment that the piece of equipment is directly
served by.

5 Serves Spaces
Area

Displays the online or offline status of all the network controllers
that manage the piece of equipment.

What information appears in the Equipment Relationships widget?
The Equipment Relationships widget displays:

• The network controllers the points are located on, including their online or offline status
information

• The equipment that directly serves the piece of equipment (if any)
• The equipment that is directly served by the piece of equipment (if any)
• The spaces that are directly served by the piece of equipment

What information appears in the Equipment Relationships widget for a
Building Network tree object?
The Equipment Relationships widget includes the spaces, equipment serving the spaces, and the
equipment that serves other equipment in a serving-relationship tree. You can tap or click on the
space or equipment to go to that space or equipment's dashboard.
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Figure 41: Equipment Relationships widget for Building Network object

How do I view all of the controllers, equipment, or spaces that are related to
a piece of equipment?
If there are more controllers, equipment, or spaces to view, tap or click > MORE to view all of them.
If there are no other controllers, equipment, or spaces to view, > MORE does not appear. To see
fewer controllers, equipment, or spaces, tap or click LESS.

Is the Equipment Relationships widget supported on all devices?
Yes, the Equipment Relationships widget is supported on desktop, tablets, and smartphones.

Equipment Data widget

What is the Equipment Data widget?
Use this widget to view all points in a selected piece of equipment to help you understand whether
it is behaving normally.

What is the layout of the Equipment Data widget?
The following figure shows the layout of the Equipment Data widget.
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Figure 42: Equipment Data widget callouts

Table 72: Equipment Data widget callouts
Number Name Description
1 Point row Lists the points and point information associated with the piece of

equipment.
2 View in icon Click or tap on the View in icon and select Advanced Search &

Reporting to initiate an Advanced Search directly in the widget
and thereby utilize auto-populated Advanced Search filters.

3 Export icon Exports the data in the Equipment Data widget to a PDF file.
Note: Export functionality is not available on a tablet or
phone.

4 Current status Shows the current status of the point. Examples of statuses
include Normal, Out of Service, Operator Override, and Above
Setpoint.

5 Present value Shows the present value of the point. Tap or click the value to
open the Command view and to view point information.

6 Long name Shows the long name of the point.
7 Short name Shows the short name of the point.
8 Status color bar Shows the status of the point using the colors configured in

Metasys system preferences.

What data does the Equipment Data widget show?
The Equipment Data widget shows the value and status of all points in a piece of equipment.
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How do I export the data in the Equipment Data widget?
To export the data displayed in the Equipment Data widget, click the export button. A PDF file
exports to your web browsers default download location. The export functionality is not available
on a tablet or phone.
The exported PDF file contains a snapshot of the Equipment Data widget, including:

• date and timestamp the exported file was created on
• equipment name the Equipment Data is for
• the Equipment Data point table, including the following columns:

- Label (long name of the point)
- Short Name
- Present Value
- Status
- Item Reference (the FQR of the point)
- Expiration Time (the time an operator override expires)

Is the Equipment Data widget supported on all devices?
Yes, the Equipment Data widget is supported on desktop, tablets, and smartphones.

Graphics widget

What is the Graphics widget?
Use this widget to view graphics associated with a space, a piece of equipment, or an Equipment
Definition. Graphics provide a visual representation of the monitored systems that enable you to
quickly check the status of spaces or equipment and recognize unusual system conditions. Graphics
can be designed to allow the user to move through buildings, floors, and other areas, viewing
building systems and control processes.

What graphics are supported in the Graphics widget?
You can view Metasys UI graphics, Graphics+ graphics, and Standard graphics in the Graphics
widget. Graphics+ graphics are created in the Graphic Generation Tool (GGT) and are added to the
Metasys Site Director with GGT. Standard graphics are created with the User Graphics Tool (UGT)
in Site Management Portal (SMP) or SCT. To create and edit Metasys UI graphics, use the Graphics
Manager and the Graphics Editor in the Metasys UI or the JCT.

Note: Metasys Advanced Graphics are not supported.

What is the layout of the Graphics widget?
The following figure and table describe the layout of the Graphics widget.
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Figure 43: Metasys UI Graphics widget callouts

Table 73: Metasys UI Graphics widget callouts
Number Name Description
1 Graphic Selection Allows you to select a graphic to view when multiple

graphics are associated with the space or equipment.
2 Graphic Display Area Displays the associated graphic.
3 Export icon Exports a snapshot view of the graphic in the Graphics

widget to a PDF file.
Note: Export functionality is not available on a tablet
or phone.

3
View In icon 

Click or tap Advanced Search & Reporting to initiate an
Advanced Search directly in the widget and thereby utilize
auto-populated Advanced Search filters.

4 Layers icon Allows you to show or hide the layers within a Metasys UI
graphic in the Graphics widget.

5 Zoom In icon Increases zoom-level within the Graphics widget.
6 Zoom Reset icon Resets the graphic to its original size and position.
7 Zoom Out icon Decreases zoom-level within the Graphics widget.

My space or equipment has several graphics associated with it. How do I
view the additional graphics?
If a space or equipment has several graphics associated with it, a graphic selection drop-down
menu appears in the top-left corner of the Graphics widget. Tap or click on the graphic selection
drop-down menu to select a different graphic to view in the Graphics widget.
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My space does not have any graphics associated with it. Which graphic does
the Graphics widget display instead?
If there are no graphics associated with a space, the Graphics widget displays the first equipment
graphics of the first equipment that is associated with the space.
If the first equipment does not have equipment graphics associated, then the Graphics widget
displays the alias graphics of the first equipment that is associated with the space.
If there are multiple pieces of equipment serving the space, the feature checks on a sequential
basis for available equipment graphics or alias graphics. For example, if the first equipment
associated with the space does not have equipment graphics or alias graphics configured, the
feature looks for the first equipment graphics of the second equipment serving the space, and if
that is unavailable, the feature looks for alias graphics of the second equipment serving the space.
Tap or click on the graphic selection drop-down menu to select a different graphic to view in the
Graphics widget.
The Graphics widget displays the message No graphics are configured for this space.
if none of the pieces of equipment serving the space have any equipment or alias graphics
configured.
The Graphics widget may also display the message No graphics are configured for this
space. after a Site Director name change. To ensure that graphics are displaying you have to click
or tap Refresh All Archives in the user menu in JCT after a Site Director name change. Refer to
How do I refresh the archive I am currently working on? How do I update the archive with the changes
recently made? in the Using archives chapter of Johnson Controls System Configuration Tool (JCT) Help
(LIT-12012116) for details about refreshing an archive.

How do I show or hide layers, including the Master layer, when viewing a
Metasys UI graphic in the Graphics widget?
To show or hide layers when viewing a Metasys UI graphic in the Graphics widget:

1. Tap or click on the graphic selection drop-down menu to select a different graphic.
2. Tap or click the Layers icon. The Layers panel appears.
3. Select a layer to show the layer in the graphic. Deselect a layer to hide the layer in the graphic.
4. Tap or click the Layers icon or x to close the Layers panel.

Where do I find more information on Metasys UI graphics?
For more information on Metasys UI graphics, see Graphics Manager, Graphics Editor, and Graphics
style guide.

How do I pan or zoom?
Tap or click the Zoom Reset icon to reset the graphic to its original size and position. To pan the
image, tap or click the image and move the image around to view the desired portion of the image.
Tap or click the Zoom In icon to zoom in.
Tap or click the Zoom Out icon to zoom out.
You can also double-click or scroll using the mouse wheel to zoom in or out.
On tablets and phones, you can use the pinch gesture to zoom in or zoom out in the Graphics+
widget. You can also stretch to zoom out in the Graphics widget.
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Is aliasing supported? How do I use aliasing in my Graphics+ graphics and
Standard graphics?
Aliasing in Graphics+ graphics and Standard graphics is supported for the Equipment dashboard in
the following scenarios:

• You can alias a graphic to navigate to a piece of equipment (which navigates to that Equipment
dashboard of the equipment).

• You can alias a graphic to navigate to a field controller (which navigates to the Equipment
dashboard of the first equipment that is configured to the field controller).

How do I export and print the graphics and the data within a graphic from
the Graphics widget?
You can export the graphic and the static data displayed in the graphic on a computer platform
only. Exporting is not available on tablet or phone platforms.
To export the graphic displayed in the Graphics widget, click the export icon. A PDF file exports to
your web browser's default download location.
The exported PDF file contains:

• title of PDF file: Metasys Graphics Export
• date and timestamp of when the exported PDF file was created on
• space or equipment dashboard the graphic was exported from
• a snapshot of the graphic and the static data within the graphic

Notes:

• The viewing settings applied in the Graphics widget apply to the graphic when exporting it to a
PDF file. For example, if you are zoomed in to the graphic such that only a portion is viewable
in the Graphics widget, only that portion is exported to the PDF file.

• When exporting a graphic in the Graphics widget to an Apple OS computer platform, the
graphic may appear distorted or blurred in the PDF file. To resolve this issue, export the
graphic on a Windows OS computer platform.

Is the Graphics widget supported on all devices?
Yes, the Graphics widget is supported on desktop, tablets, and smartphones.

Graphics+ Graphics

What are Graphics+ graphics?
Graphics+ graphics provide a visual representation of the monitored systems, including your HVAC
systems and floor plan layouts, which enable you to quickly check the status of system symbols and
recognize unusual system conditions. You can create and edit Graphics+ graphics using the Graphic
Generation Tool. You can save Graphics+ graphics to your computer or save them directly to a
supported Metasys host, such as a Site Director, supervisory engine, or an SCT archive. To associate
Graphics+ graphics to a space or equipment, the Graphics+ graphic must be saved to the Metasys
host.
Graphics+ graphics are converted at runtime when viewed in the Metasys UI.

Note: Due to the implementation of the Federal Information Processing Standard 140-2 (FIPS
140-2), a U.S. security standard for hardware, software, and firmware solutions, at Metasys
Release 11.0 or later, you can no longer send graphical updates directly to the server with the
Graphics Generation Tool (GGT). As a workaround, send the graphical updates to SCT and then
perform a download or sync to the device. 
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How do I create or edit Graphics+ graphics?
You can create and edit Graphics+ graphics using the Graphics Generation Tool (GGT). The GGT is
a stand-alone software application that runs on a computer with a supported Microsoft Windows
operating system. You use the tool to build the graphical representations of the monitored and
controlled equipment in the facility.
For general information about the GGT, refer to Graphics+ Product Bulletin (LIT-12011698). For more
information about creating and editing Graphics+ graphics, refer to Graphic Generation Tool Help
(LIT-12011697) and Graphics+ Style Guide Help (LIT-12011705).

What Graphics+ graphics can I view in the Graphics widget?
You can view any Graphics+ graphics, including floor plan graphics, air handler graphics, equipment
graphics, and plant graphics. You can also view Graphics+ graphics with custom behaviors. All
Graphic Enterprise Library (GEL) elements within Graphics+ graphics are viewable, except the Room
Control Module and the Trend Module, in the Metasys UI.
Some Graphics+ graphics created in the GGT version 1.1 or 1.2 have viewing issues in the Metasys
UI. For Graphics+ graphics created in the GGT version 1.1 or 1.2, you may need to open and save
those graphics in the GGT version 1.3. If you do not have the GGT version 1.3 or your branch
configured your graphics, contact your local Johnson Controls branch representative.

What features of the Graphics+ graphics are not supported in the Metasys UI?
Some of the features of Graphics+ graphics are not converted or functional when viewing the
graphics in the Metasys UI.
The following features are not supported at the current release of Metasys UI:

• When saving Graphics+ graphics to the Metasys Host in the Graphics Generation Tool, do
not save the graphic under the Site object. We recommend saving the graphics in a folder.
Graphics saved under the Site object do not appear in the Metasys UI or JCT.

• Trend Module
• Right-click triggers for Custom Behaviors
• Show Command Dialog Custom Behavior
• Navigation to an external, mailto, or .exe files
• Color opacity set using the Appearance > Opacity slider in the GGT
• Color gradients for the following symbol types: HVAC Pumps, Pipes, Art Canvas (background),

and Advanced Value Box
• Radial gradients

What features of the Graphics+ graphics display differently in the Metasys UI than
in SMP or SCT?
Some of the features of Graphics+ graphics appear differently in the Metasys UI than in SMP or SCT.
For example, the following appear differently in the Metasys UI:

• In Microsoft Edge, tooltips for Room Control Modules and other similar symbols may not
appear consistently when a tooltip exceeds 55 characters with no special characters or
spaces separating the alphanumeric characters. To resolve this issue, you may enter special
characters to force line breaks in the tooltip or do not allow tooltips to exceed 55 characters.

• For shapes drawn in the art canvas using the GGT version 1.2 library tools, the fill color displays
on all overlap objects (looks different than in the SMP). However, for shapes drawn in the art
canvas using the GGT version 1.3 library tools, the fill color displays as it does in the SMP.
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• Expand and collapse for the Key Data Module works only when tapping or clicking the expand
or collapse button.

• Some types of supported gradients (for example, linear gradients). Also, for gradients with
multiple colors applied to some pipes and pumps, the first color applied only appears.

• Key Data Item highlighting
• Key Data Module is not movable
• Equipment notifications have new icons instead of the equipment notification marquee that

displays the status

Figure 44: Equipment Notification in SMP (Left) and Metasys UI (Right)

Table 74: Equipment Notification Icons in Metasys UI
Icon Description

Equipment is in an alarm state. If multiple alarms are present, the alarms are listed.

Equipment is locked out.

Equipment is in maintenance.

In certain instances when text does not appear or if it appears cut off in the Metasys UI converted
Graphics+ graphic, you may need to resize the text box by a few pixels in the GGT before viewing
the graphic in the Metasys UI again. After resizing the text box, saving the graphic, and displaying
the graphic in the Metasys UI, text box width is not 100% accurate or displayed the same as in SMP
or SCT.
For CAD drawings and some symbols and elements of graphics with AUTO height and width
settings display with missing data or appear smaller than desired. To resolve this issue, manually
resize the CAD drawing, symbol, or element of the graphic so that the height and width are numeric
values and not AUTO.
For pipes color accuracy, there may be slight differences in appearance on computer platforms and
tablet and phone platforms.

Do I need Microsoft Silverlight® installed to view Graphics+ graphics in Metasys UI?
No. To view Graphics+ graphics in the Metasys UI, you do not need to install Microsoft Silverlight.
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Do the Graphics+ graphics display current data values in the Graphics widget?
Yes. Graphics+ graphic elements that support current data values display the current data values of
the bound points in the Metasys UI.

Can I command from the Graphics+ graphics in the Graphics widget?
Yes. Graphics+ graphic elements that support commanding allow you to command the points
bound to equipment configured for the Metasys UI. For example, you can tap or left-click on
an Inline Command Box, Key Data Item, or Advanced Value Box and the Command view opens
allowing you to command the point.

Note: Only left-click or tapping is supported for commanding on Graphics+ graphics. Also, you
can only command present value points.

For points not configured to the Metasys UI, you cannot command the points. However, the
Command view opens and you can view the point information.

Note: If the Command view does not open, you are not authorized to command the bound
point.

Can I view aliased Graphics+ graphics from a Graphics+ graphics in the Graphics
widget?
Yes. Aliases to other graphics that are associated with equipment configured Metasys UI are
supported. Refer to the Graphic Generation Tool Help (LIT-12011697).

Where can I find more information about Graphics+ graphics?
The following table lists the related documents for Graphics+ graphics.
Table 75: Graphics+ Graphics related documentation
For Information on See Document
Using the Graphic Generation Tool and Creating
Graphics+ Graphics

Graphic Generation Tool Help (LIT-12011697)

Best Practices for Creating Graphics+ Graphics Graphics+ Style Guide Help (LIT-12011705)
Viewing Characteristics and Behavior of
Graphics+ Graphic Elements

Graphics+ Runtime Help (LIT-12011708)

Associating Graphics with Spaces and
Equipment

Metasys UI Technical Bulletin (LIT-12012115)

Standard Graphics

What are Standard graphics?
Standard graphics provide a visual representation of the monitored systems that enable you to
quickly check the status of system symbols and recognize unusual system conditions. You can
create and edit Standard graphics using the User Graphics Tool (UGT) on the SMP or SCT.
Standard graphics typically consist of:

• the static background image
• symbols that represent equipment monitored and controlled
• hyperlinks that allow you to navigate to graphics and web addresses

What Standard graphics can I view in the Graphics widget?
You can view Standard graphics associated to spaces, equipment, and field controllers in the
Graphics widget.
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What features of the Standard graphics display differently in the Metasys UI than in
SMP or SCT?
With Standard graphic symbols with text (gauges, value boxes, and so on), the Graphics Editor
in SMP or SCT uses fonts available on your local computer. The fonts available are not web-safe
fonts and may not appear as expected when viewing the Standard graphic in the Metasys UI or JCT.
We recommend using web-safe fonts. For more information on web-safe fonts, refer to https://
www.w3schools.com/cssref/css_websafe_fonts.asp.

What are the buttons in a Standard graphic?
Buttons allow you to navigate from one graphic to a Metasys object or URL. In the Metasys UI, you
cannot link to an application.

Note: Navigation buttons appear in the Metasys UI but the navigation does not function.

What are the Value Display Boxes in a Standard graphic?
Value Display Boxes are useful for displaying the value and status of a large number of points in a
single graphic. If a Value Display Box is configured to display the status of the bound point, the text
and box background appear in the standard status colors. Tap or click the Value Display Box to
display the command view for the bound point.

What are the dynamic symbols in a Standard graphic?
Fan symbols display rotational movement when bound to a point. This dynamic component is used
to provide animation capabilities for fans or pumps that appear in the background image. If the
bound point has a value of 0, the fan or pump blades appear stationary. If the bound point has a
value greater than 0, the fan or pump blade spins.
The fan or pump color shows the state of the bound point (red for Off, green for On).

• If the fan is spinning, the bound point has a normal status or is unreliable, and the device
that the bound point resides on is online, the color of the fan is set to the color defined in the
system preferences for the On state.

• If the fan is not spinning, the bound point has a normal status or is unreliable, and the device
that the bound point resides on is online, the color of the fan is set to the color defined in the
system preferences for the Off state.

If neither of these scenarios apply, the color of the fan is defined by the status colors defined in the
system preferences. Tap or click the fan symbol to display the Command view of the bound point.
Basic Shapes show the status of the bound point. Any basic shape can be bound to either an
analog, binary, or multistate point. These symbols include a square, triangle, and circle.

• If a basic shape is bound to an analog point, the color of the shape indicates the status of the
bound point.

• If a basic shape is bound to a binary or multistate point, the color of the shape indicates the
state of the bound object.

By default, if the state is 0, the shape is white. If the state is greater than 0, the shape is green.
These states can be configured by the user when you bind the symbol. Tap or click the shape to
display the Command view of the bound point.
The switch can be bound to a point, and can be configured to be either a two- or three-state switch.
User-defined text appears at the top of the switch to show what state the point is in. You can resize
switches. Switch symbols show the state of the bound point. Tap or click the switch to display the
Command view of the bound point.
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Table 76: Standard Graphic dynamic symbols
Dynamics type Symbol Animation (available in

Metasys UI only)
Fans Fan/pump blades spin or

remain stationary.

Basic Shapes (Circle,
Triangle, and Square)

Colors change.

Switch (two- or three-
State)

Switch changes positions.

What are the gauges in a Standard graphic?
Gauges provide an indication of the present value and status for the bound points.
The linear gauge symbols show the present value of a point by changing the size of the bar in
the graph and indicating the present value as a number in the display box. The color of the linear
gauge indicates the status of the bound object. Analog Fill Bar Graphs are commonly used with
analog points. Tap or click the gauge to display the Command view of the bound point.
The Dial gauges indicate the present value of a bound point with the position of a needle on a
gauge. The value box below the dial shows the numeric value and units of the bound object. Tap or
click the dial gauge to display the Command view for the bound object.
Table 77: UGT gauges
Gauge type Symbol Animation (available in

Metasys UI only)
Linear Gauge The bar moves to indicate the

value of the bound object.

Dial Gauge The dial needle moves to
indicate the value of the bound
object.

Do the Standard graphics display current data values in the Graphics widget?
Yes. Standard graphic symbols that support current data values display the current data values of
the bound points in the Metasys UI.

Can I command from the Standard graphics in the Graphics widget?
Yes. Standard graphic symbols that support commanding allow you to command the bound points
in the Metasys UI.

Note: If the Command view does not open, you are not authorized to command the bound
point.

Can I view aliased Standard graphics in the Graphics widget?
Yes. Aliases to other graphics that are associated with equipment configured Metasys UI are
supported.

Where can I find more information about creating and associating Standard
Graphics?
For more information about creating Standard graphics, refer to Metasys Site Management Portal
Help (LIT-1201793) or SCT: System Configuration Tool Help (LIT-12011964).
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For more information about associating Standard graphics to spaces or equipment, refer to Metasys
UI Technical Bulletin (LIT-12012115).

Schedule widgets

How do I create a schedule object?
The Schedule object resides in an engine or controller and is the internal basis for the Scheduling
feature. See Creating and deleting objects for more information about creating an object. You can
add your Scheduled Items when you create a new schedule object, by completing the information
in the Schedule tab of the Create Item window.

Note: You can edit the unique identifier during schedule object creation only. The unique
identifier is used in the automatic creation of the item reference.

What is the difference between a Schedule summary widget and a Schedule
widget?
The Schedule summary widget is a summary view of all schedules within the space and child
spaces you are currently viewing. You can open the Schedule summary widget when you click on a
Space and then select Schedule from the page drop-down list in the upper right of the dashboard.
Click on an individual schedule listed in the summary to open the Schedule widget. See Schedule
summary widget and Schedule widget for more information.

What happens to my schedules when an engine comes online or goes
offline?
The following table describes the scenarios you may experience when an engine is offline.
Table 78: Schedule widget – offline scenarios
Scenario Result
The schedule was online, then taken offline,
the restarted, and then the schedule is put
back online.

The schedule displays in the Metasys UI without
any extra work.

The schedule has never been online, and
then added to a running system in SMP.

Requires the engine and Site Director upload with
SCT and then an SCT download.

The schedule was online and then taken
offline. While the schedule is offline, it is
edited and then put back online.

Changes to the weekly or exception schedule
display automatically, but changes to the scheduled
points requires a full SCT upload and download.

A new device is added with new schedules. Requires an SCT upload, new equipment
configuration, and then an SCT download.

The schedule is edited, then the associated
engine is taken offline before you click save,
and then you click save.

The schedule edit wizard continues to spin
indicating that the command is sent but the
screen spins indefinitely until the wizard is closed
manually. To fix this issue, put the engine back
online and make the change again.

Are the Schedule summary widget and the Schedule widget supported on
all devices?
Yes, the Schedule widgets are supported on desktop, tablets, and smartphones.
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Schedule summary widget

What is the Schedule summary widget?
Use this widget to view schedules associated with a space or a piece of equipment. The Schedule
summary widget provides the following:

• a visual representation of the monitored systems so that you can quickly check if a schedule
associated with your space is enabled or disabled

• a summary of how a space is affected by a scheduling strategy so that you can understand the
complete picture

• an effective method for verifying future schedules
• a way to make bulk modifications to schedules so that you can respond quickly to required

schedule changes

Figure 45: Schedule summary widget

Table 79: Schedule summary widget callouts
Number Name Description
1 Actions Select the required schedules and then click or tap

ACTIONS to add exceptions, enable schedules, or
disable schedules in bulk. You can also copy and paste
a weekly schedule in this menu, if you select one
schedule.

2 Individual schedule Click or tap to open a single Schedule widget.
3 Export Exports the schedule data from all listed schedules

to a .csv file. Use the Filter if you want to export a
selection of schedules only.

Note: The export functionality is not supported
on tablets or smartphones.

4 Filter Tap or click FILTER to filter schedules based on
Equipment Definition. The schedules are then
grouped together based on their equipment names.

5 Show Disabled check
box

Select this check box to view disabled schedules.
Disabled schedules appear grayed out in the list.

6 Selection check box Click or tap Select This Page to select 100 schedules
at a time. Click or tap Select All to select all schedules.
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How do I configure schedules to display in the Schedule summary widget?
There is no additional configuration required for scheduled items to appear in the Metasys UI. If
one or more scheduled items are configured as part of equipment and the equipment is mapped
to a space, the Schedule appears for that space and equipment. For example, if the schedule object
has points mapped to the Metasys UI, the SCT automatically associates the scheduled items with
the equipment and the associated space without manual user configuration.

How do I add exceptions to multiple schedules?
1. Select the schedules that you want to add exceptions to.
2. Click or tap ACTIONS >  Add Exception(s). The Add Exception wizard opens.
3. Select the type of exception that you would like to build. If you select schedules that have

different units, you are prompted to select the type of schedule and the type of units that you
want to add an exception to.

Note: If a change is made to the enumeration set or to the units in the SMP or the SCT,
the Metasys UI application pool needs to be recycled before changes appear in the
wizard. For more information on recycling the Metasys UI application pool, refer to the
Metasys UI Technical Bulletin (LIT-12012116).

4. Click NEXT.
5. Complete the fields in the OCCURS window and the EVENTS window as appropriate. The

following table lists the available options.
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Table 80: Add Exception wizard options
Type window Occurs window Events window
Long Running: Hold a single value
over one or more days.

Set the following values:

• Start Date and Time
• End Date and Time
• Precedence

Enter the value for the event.

Daily: Repeat every day of the week
with a date range.

Set the following values:

• Start Date
• End Date
• Precedence

Weekly with Start Date: Repeat on
a specific day of the week for a given
number of weeks.

Set the following values:

• Day of Week
• Start Date
• Occurrences
• Precedence

Weekly - Always: Repeat on a specific
day of the week with no end date.

Set the following values:

• Day of Week
• Precedence

Calendar Reference: Apply to the
active days of an existing calendar.

Set the following values:

• Calendar Reference
• Precedence

Date: Apply to a single date. Set the following values:

• Month
• Day
• Year
• Day of Week
• Precedence

Date Range: Apply to a range of
dates.

For both Start Date and End Date set
the following values:

• Month
• Day
• Year
• Day of Week
• Precedence

Week and Day: Apply to a day of the
week within specified month.

Set the following values:

• Month
• Week of Week
• Day of Week
• Precedence

Click ADD EVENT to add an event to
the schedule. Change the start time,
stop time, and the value of the event.

Note: Assign a precedence level (1–16, where 1 receives the highest precedence) to each
exception, regardless of type, to determine the order of execution. If you define two or
more exceptions for the same date, the exception with the highest precedence executes.

6. Click NEXT.
7. Review the Effective Schedule in the PREVIEW window. The Preview window displays the

effective schedule, which includes the weekly schedule, all exception schedules, and the
default schedule command.

8. Click SAVE to add the new exception schedule.
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How do I disable or enable multiple schedules?
1. Select the schedules that you want to disable or enable.
2. Click or tap ACTIONS and then Enable Schedule(s) or Disable Schedule(s), as required. The

Enable/Disable Schedules window opens.
3. Review the information in the Preview. Click or tap SAVE.

How do I copy a Weekly Schedule?
1. Select the schedule that you want to copy.
2. Click or tap ACTIONS and then Copy Weekly Schedule.
3. Select one or more schedules that you want to paste the copied schedules into.
4. Click or tap ACTIONS and then Paste Weekly Schedule. The Paste Weekly Schedule wizard

opens.
5. Verify your selection and click or tap NEXT.
6. Review the information in the Preview. Click or tap SAVE.

What does the message This schedule failed to write to one or more
scheduled items with an exclamation point next to a schedule mean?
This message appears if the Schedule failed to write to one or more of its Scheduled Items. For
example, this message appears when you disable a schedule. Click Details to learn more.

How many schedules can I see at a time in the Schedule summary widget?
You can view up to 100 schedules at a time on a desktop platform or 25 schedules on a mobile
platform. Use the filter to view select schedules only.

Schedule widget

What is the Schedule widget?
The Schedule summary widget contains individual schedules. When you open an individual
schedule from the summary, the Schedule widget opens and you can edit it. You can also open a
Schedule widget directly from the Building Network or Views trees.

What is the layout of the Schedule widget?
The following figure and table describe the layout of the Schedule widget, which at initial view
displays the Effective Schedule view. The Effective Schedule view displays all of the effective
schedules. You can also navigate to the Breakout Schedule view to view the breakout of weekly
schedule, exception, and default command.
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Figure 46: Schedule widget

Table 81: Schedule widget callouts
Number Name Description
1 Schedule information Displays the schedule name and user's time zone. You

can switch from Effective Schedule view to Breakout
Schedule view. The effective schedule shows a summary
of what happens on the selected day, which combines the
weekly schedule, exceptions, and the default schedule
command. In the breakout schedule view you can select
one or more items, including weekly schedule, exception,
and default command.

2 Schedule time line Displays the 24-hour period of a day.
3 Weekly schedule Displays the current week by default. The current day is

highlighted in blue. Use the date picker to change the
selected date and date range.

4 Date picker You can pick the date for which you want to view the
scheduled events.
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Table 81: Schedule widget callouts
Number Name Description
5 Current time line Displays in place of the current time of the client device.

For example, the line appears at approximately 9:50 AM,
because that is the current time the user is viewing the
Schedule widget on their client device.

6 Schedule Event pop-
up

Displays more information about the selected event for a
schedule. Click or tap on a schedule event to view the pop-
up. You can edit the event by clicking on the Edit icon. You
can delete the event by clicking on the Delete icon.

7 Exceptions tab The Exceptions tab is the default tab in the lower-left
corner of the Schedule widget. You can see the configured
exceptions in the exceptions list. You can edit and delete
the exceptions directly in this list. Click or tap on the Edit
icon or the Delete icon, respectively. Click or tap on an
exception to see more details about the exception. You can
also add a new exception in this tab.

8 Scheduled Items tab View a list of scheduled items, including their status,
error conditions, affected spaces and equipment, and the
current value of the configured attribute. If the configured
attribute is the default attribute, you can command the
object directly in this tab by clicking on the value. You can
also add and edit scheduled items and attributes in this
tab.

Note: The item status is also made visible through a
status color bar. The following figure shows an item in
Operator Override status, for example.

9 Details tabs Shows more details, including the item reference, name,
effective period, default schedule command, and time
zone. You can edit the name, effective period, and default
schedule command. The item reference is automatically
generated when the schedule object is created and cannot
be modified.

10 Adjust Weekly
Schedule button

Click ADJUST WEEKLY SCHEDULE to see the Breakout
Schedule view with Weekly Schedule selected only. In
this view, you can click and drag on the grid to create or
modify events. On mobile, this button is represented by the
Settings icon in the upper-right corner of the screen.

What do the different colors of the schedules in the Schedule widget mean?
The schedule events that are gray in color are the default commands.
The schedule events that are solid colors are set based on the type of point the schedule is
commanding and represent the weekly schedule.
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The schedule events that have colors that are crosshatched are set based on the type of point the
schedule is commanding and represent exception events.

How do I add a Weekly Schedule?

Note: You require Modify Items permission to the authorization category of the schedule
object to add a weekly schedule.

1. Click the ADJUST WEEKLY SCHEDULEbutton to open the Breakout Schedule view with Weekly
Schedule selected.

2. Drag your cursor anywhere in the calendar. The Add Event window opens.
3. Complete the fields as required.

Note: Existing events during the defined times are modified or replaced when you save
your changes.

4. Click SAVE.

How do I edit a Weekly Schedule?

Note: You require Modify Items permission to the authorization category of the schedule
object to edit a weekly schedule.

You can edit a Weekly Schedule by dragging an existing event:

1. Click the ADJUST WEEKLY SCHEDULE button to open the Breakout Schedule view with Weekly
Schedule selected.

2. Go to the event that you want to edit.
3. Drag your cursor to expand or reduce the existing event, or drag an entire event block to

another location. The Edit Event window opens.
4. Edit the fields as required.

Note: Existing events during the defined times are modified or replaced when you save
your changes.

5. Click SAVE.
You can also edit a Weekly Schedule by clicking the Edit icon:

1. Click the ADJUST WEEKLY SCHEDULE button to open the Breakout Schedule view with Weekly
Schedule selected.

2. Click the event that you want to edit. Click the Edit icon in the schedule event pop-up.
3. Edit the fields in the Edit Event window as required.

Note: Existing events during the defined times are modified or replaced when you save
your changes.

4. Click SAVE.

What information is displayed in the Breakout Schedule view?
In the Breakout Schedule view you can see everything that is configured in a schedule. This
information includes:

• the effective weekly schedule for the current week or any week in the future
• any exception that may effect this schedule for the current day or any day in the future
• the default command, which is sent if no weekly or exception schedule is set
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How many schedules can I view at a time on the Breakout Schedule view?
The Breakout Schedule view allows you to view one schedule at a time but view the weekly
schedule, exception schedules, all calendar references, the default schedule command, and the
effective period.

How do I add exceptions to a schedule?
1. Click or tap on the Exceptions tab.
2. Click or tap on + ADD EXCEPTION. The Add Exception window opens.
3. Select the type of exception that you would like to build.
4. Click NEXT.
5. Complete the fields in the OCCURS window and the EVENTS window as appropriate. The

following table lists the available options.
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Table 82: Add Exception wizard options
Type window Occurs window Events window
Long Running: Hold a single value
over one or more days.

Set the following values:

• Start Date and Time
• End Date and Time
• Precedence

Enter the value for the event.

Daily: Repeat every day of the week
with a date range.

Set the following values:

• Start Date
• End Date
• Precedence

Weekly with Start Date: Repeat on
a specific day of the week for a given
number of weeks.

Set the following values:

• Day of Week
• Start Date
• Occurrences
• Precedence

Weekly - Always: Repeat on a specific
day of the week with no end date.

Set the following values:

• Day of Week
• Precedence

Calendar Reference: Apply to the
active days of an existing calendar.

Set the following values:

• Calendar Reference
• Precedence

Date: Apply to a single date. Set the following values:

• Month
• Day
• Year
• Day of Week
• Precedence

Date Range: Apply to a range of
dates.

For both Start Date and End Date set
the following values:

• Month
• Day
• Year
• Day of Week
• Precedence

Week and Day: Apply to a day of the
week within specified month.

Set the following values:

• Month
• Week of Week
• Day of Week
• Precedence

Click ADD EVENT to add an event to
the schedule. Change the start time,
stop time, and the value of the event.

Note: Assign a precedence level (1–16, where 1 receives the highest precedence) to each
exception, regardless of type, to determine the order of execution. If you define two or
more exceptions for the same date, the exception with the highest precedence executes.

6. Click NEXT.
7. Review the Effective Schedule in the PREVIEW window. The Preview window displays the

effective schedule, which includes the weekly schedule, all exception schedules, and the
default schedule command.

8. Click SAVE to add the new exception schedule.
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How do I edit an exception schedule?
1. Open the schedule that you want to edit.
2. Click or tap the Exceptions tab in the lower left of the Schedule widget.
3. Click or tap on the Edit icon next to the item you want to edit. The Edit Exception window

opens.
4. Click or tap ADD EVENT to add an event to the schedule. Change the start time, stop time, and

the value of the event.
5. Click or tap NEXT.
6. The Preview window displays the Effective Schedule, which includes the weekly schedule, all

exception schedules, and the default schedule command. Tap or click SAVE to add the new
exception schedule. The CONFIRMATION stage displays the impacted schedules and informs
you whether the changes were successful or not.

7. Click CLOSE to exit the Edit Exception wizard.

How do I add a scheduled item to a schedule?
1. Open the schedule that you want to add a scheduled item to.
2. Click or tap the Scheduled Items tab in the lower left of the Schedule widget.
3. Click or tap the Edit icon. The Edit Scheduled Items window opens.
4. Click or tap +. The Add Item(s) window opens.
5. Select one or more items from the Network tree or Views. You can select more than one item

by clicking the Shift key.
6. Select an attribute from the Attribute list. If you select more than one item from the All Items

tree, the default attribute of the individual objects is selected. You can edit the attributes in the
Edit Scheduled Items window later.

7. Click or tap OK.
8. The new item displays in the Edit Scheduled Items window.
9. Click or tap SAVE to add the new scheduled item.
10. The new scheduled item displays in the list in the Scheduled Items tab.

Note: Associated spaces and equipment are listed only if the added object is mapped to
spaces and equipment.

How do I delete a scheduled item?
1. Open the schedule from which you want to delete a scheduled item.
2. Click or tap the Scheduled Items tab in the lower left of the Schedule widget.
3. Click or tap the Edit icon. The Edit Scheduled Items window opens.
4. Select the item that you want to delete.
5. Click or tap the Delete icon. If you remove the last item or the key item from the list, you get a

warning message.
6. Click or tap OK.
7. The deleted scheduled item no longer appears in the Edit Scheduled Items. Click or tap SAVE

to complete the deletion.
8. The deleted scheduled item and the associated spaces and equipment no longer display in the

list in the Scheduled Items tab.
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How do I edit the attribute of a scheduled item?
1. Open the schedule that you want to edit.
2. Click or tap the Scheduled Items tab in the lower left of the Schedule widget.
3. Click or tap the Edit icon. The Edit Scheduled Items window opens.
4. Go to the item that you want to edit and select another attribute from the Scheduled

Attribute  list.

How do I designate a scheduled item as the key item?
A schedule can only apply values of one data type to all items in its list of scheduled items;
therefore, the first item in the Scheduled Items list becomes the key item. The key item determines
the data type of the values that the schedule writes to the attributes of all scheduled items. To
designate a scheduled item as the key item, complete the following steps:

1. Open the schedule that you want to edit.
2. Click or tap the Scheduled Items tab in the lower left of the Schedule widget.
3. Click or tap the Edit icon. The Edit Scheduled Items window opens.
4. If no scheduled items are present, add a new item. That new item automatically becomes the

key item.
5. If several scheduled items are present, select the item that you want to nominate as the key

item and click the key item.

How do I reorder my scheduled items?
1. Open the Breakout Schedule view for the schedule that you want to edit.
2. Click or tap the Scheduled Items tab in the lower left of the Schedule widget.
3. Click or tap the Edit icon. The Edit Scheduled Items window opens.
4. Select the item that you want to move up or down and click the relevant arrow. You can move

one item at a time only.

How do I define the execution details of a scheduled item?
1. Open the Breakout Schedule view for the schedule that you want to edit.
2. Click or tap the Scheduled Items tab in the lower left of the Schedule widget.
3. Click or tap the Edit icon. The Edit Scheduled Items window opens.
4. If no scheduled items are defined, the default values are populated in the Execution section.

When you then add a scheduled item, that item becomes the key item and the Schedule
Output Type field changes to Derived From Key Item.

Note: If you need to change the data type of a key item from analog to binary, remove
the defined weekly schedule completely and create a new one with the required data
type, rather than changing the execution details.

Can I view schedules in the future? How do I select a different date range?
Metasys UI allows you to view the effective schedule and all of its components for any date, from
today to any day in the future. Use the date picker under the header bar of the Schedule widget to
change the date or date range you are viewing. Note that you cannot view a date in the past, only
the current or future date is a valid selection.
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What time zone are my schedules displayed in?
The Metasys UI displays the schedule information in the time zone of the engine the schedules are
on. The current time of the engine displays as the horizontal double line on the Effective Schedule
view.

How do I learn more about a schedule?
Tap or click on any event on a schedule to open a popover for the event that displays the:

• Schedule name
• Type of event (Default command, weekly event, or exception schedule)
• Precedence, if the event is from an exception schedule
• Time of the event
• Value of the event

For further information about a schedule, click the schedule and go to the Details tab in the lower
left of the Schedule widget.

How do I disable or enable a schedule?
1. Open the Detail widget of the schedule.
2. Click on the value, which is the first item listed in the Detail widget. The Commanding window

opens.
3. From the Command list, select Disable or Enable, as required.

Note: When you disable a schedule, you see the following message: This schedule failed
to write to one or more scheduled items.

Detail widget

What is the Detail widget?
Use this widget to see and edit or modify the details about the object you are currently viewing.

How do I access the Detail widget?
The Detail widget appears on the Building Network dashboard any time you select an object from
the Network tree. If the widget does not appear on Page 1 of the dashboard, click the Page 1 drop-
down list in the upper-right corner of the dashboard and select the page that shows the Detail
widget.
From Release 12.0, the Detail widget is also available in Views.

What is the layout of the Detail widget?
The following figure and table describe the layout of the Detail widget.
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Figure 47: Detail widget callouts

Table 83: Detail widget callouts
Number Name Description
1 Value In most cases, this field displays the current value of the default

attribute of the object that is displayed. Click the hyperlink to
command the object that you are viewing.

2 Status Shows the status of the object that you are currently viewing.
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Table 83: Detail widget callouts
Number Name Description
3 Object

attribute
Displays the values for individual attributes for the object that you are
viewing. Click on the hyperlinks to edit text or to select items from the
Network tree, as appropriate.

4 View Supported views are Site View, Authorization Categories, Custom
Enumerations, Communications, Focus, Diagnostic, Network, BACnet,
Options, and Hardware. To see different views, click on the tab for the
view you want to see.

What actions can I perform from the Detail widget?
From the Detail widget, you can command and modify attributes of the object that you are viewing.
You can edit attribute values within the widget that are hyperlinked. From Metasys Release 12.0,
you can also create custom authorization categories and define Custom Enumerations for a site
object.

How do I create a customized authorization category?
To create or modify a custom authorization category, you require Manage Devices & Sites system
privilege and Modify Items permission for the Authorization Category of the site object, whose
default is General. To create a customized authorization category, complete the following steps:

1. From the Building Network tree select the site object.
2. In the Detail widget, click the Authorization Categories tab.
3. Go to the Custom Authorization Categories section and click the hyperlinked Custom

number that you want to edit.

How do I create a custom enumeration?
You can create two types of custom enumeration sets, namely two-state and multi-state. You can
create up to 256 custom enumeration sets with up to 32 states in single enumeration set. To create
a custom enumeration set, you require Manage Devices & Sites system privilege and Modify
Items permission for the Authorization Category of the site object, whose default is General.
To create a custom enumeration set, complete the following steps:

1. From the Building Network tree select the site object.
2. In the Detail widget, click the Custom Enumerations tab.
3. Click + icon and complete the fields.

Note: If you create a two-state enumeration set, you cannot modify the number of states
at a future date. If you create a multi-state enumeration set, your set must remain a multi-
state set and cannot be modified to a two-state set.

4. Click SAVE to save your changes.

How do I edit or delete a custom enumeration?
To modify a custom enumeration set, you require Manage Devices & Sites system privilege
and Modify Items permission for the Authorization Category of the site object, whose default is
General.
To modify or delete a custom enumeration set, complete the following steps:

1. From the Building Network tree select the site object.
2. In the Detail widget, click the Custom Enumerations tab.
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3. Click on the custom enumeration that you want to edit and click the edit icon and complete the
fields. Click SAVE to save your changes.

4. To delete a custom enumeration click the delete icon.

Note: Enumerations marked with * are system created and cannot be modified or removed.

How do I associate an object with a legacy graphic in the Detail widget?

Note: Only objects that support the Graphic attribute and the Graphic Alias attribute can
be associated with graphics. To check if an object supports these attributes, go to the Detail
widget of the object and verify if Graphic and Graphic Alias are listed. For example, the
following objects support graphic association:

• Field controller
• Event Enrollment
• Alarm Extension
• Objects with Intrinsic Alarming Defined set to True
• Program (SNC device object)
• Engine at Release 12.0 or later
• Server
• Site

Note: You can associate a supported object with a legacy graphic (Graphics+ graphics and
Standard graphics) in the Detail widget. Use the Graphics Manager to associate Metasys UI
graphics.

To associate a supported object with a legacy graphic, complete the following steps:

1. Select a supported object that you want to associate with a graphic.
2. Open the Detail widget of the object, go to Graphic, and click Click To Add. The Graphic

window opens.
3. Select the required graphic from the All Items tree in the Graphic window.
4. Click SAVE. When you navigate to the object the next time, the Graphics widget with the

graphic you associated displays as the default widget.

How do I remove a graphic association?
1. Select the object that contains the graphic association you want to remove.
2. Open the Detail widget of the object, go to Graphic, and click on the hyperlinked object name.

The Graphic window opens.
3. Click CLEAR and click Yes to confirm that you want to remove the currently defined reference.

What is a Graphic Alias and how do I configure the Graphic Alias for an
object?
A Graphic Alias indicates a portion of the graphic’s item reference, up to and including the name of
the parent object containing this object. This means that the points of the object that you select as
Graphic Alias are used to resolve the matching points in your graphic automatically and you do not
have to perform explicit bindings.
To configure the Graphic Alias for an object, complete the following steps:

1. Open the Detail widget of the object, go to Graphic Alias, and click Click To Add.
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2. Click the tree icon to open the Add Item window.
3. Select the required item.
4. Click OK.
5. Click the check mark to save your changes.

Is the Detail widget supported on all devices?
Yes, the Detail widget is supported on desktop, tablets, and smartphones.

Summary View widget

What is the Summary View widget?
Use this widget to see a summary of the object you are currently viewing. This summary includes a
list of the objects linked to the object you are currently viewing, their status, the type of object, the
items name, their value, a description of the item, and if there is an alarm.
When you view the Summary View widget from Views with Tailored Summaries, the Tailored
Summaries also show. See Summary Definitions and Tailored Summaries for more information.

How do I access the Summary View widget?
The Summary View widget appears on the Building Network Dashboard any time a piece of
equipment is selected.

What is the layout of the Summary View widget?
The following figure and table describe the layout of the Summary View widget.

Figure 48: Summary View widget callouts
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Table 84: Summary View widget callouts
Number Name Description
1 Object icon Building Network object icons show the object type.
2 Status Indicates the objects status.
3 Item This column shows the specific name of each object related

to the object you are currently viewing. Tap or click on the
hyperlinked name to redirect to that object's dashboard.

4 Value Shoes the value of the object.
5 Description This is an optional field that can contain a description of

where the object is located or what space it serves.
6 View in icon Click or tap on the View in icon and select Advanced Search

& Reporting to initiate an Advanced Search directly in the
widget and thereby utilize auto-populated Advanced Search
filters.

Is the Summary View widget supported on all devices?
Yes, the Summary View widget is supported on desktop, tablets, and smartphones.

Note: If there are more than 50 items in the Summary View of a device on the network tree,
the widget does not display all of the items on a tablet or smartphone. The following message
appears at the bottom of the screen, if there are more than 50 items available: More summary
items are available.

Note: If there are more than 200 items in the Summary View of a device on the network tree,
the widget does not display all of the items on a desktop. The following message appears if
there are more than 200 items available: The number of items exceeds the display
limit. Only the first 200 items are shown below.

What actions can I perform from the Summary View widget?
On the Summary View widget, you can view the status, value, description, and type of object of the
objects connected to the piece of equipment you are currently viewing. You can also click or tap on
the hyperlinked items to navigate to those items' dashboards.

Involvement widget

What is the Involvement widget?
The Involvement widget provides a single-screen visualization of how objects are related
and impacting one another in the Metasys system. Operators can determine more easily if
troubleshooting is needed and they can identify everything that could impact an object and
everything that an object could impact. This makes the troubleshooting process faster and more
efficient.

What can I do with the Involvement widget?
Use the Involvement widget to see what could impact an object and what an object could impact.

Note: The Involvement widget does not expose Logic Connector Tool (LCT) or field controller
(CCT) logic. The widget only shows the relationships between objects.
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Who can access the Involvement widget?
You do not require special authorization or licensing to access the Involvement widget. However,
you require the category-based View permission for the object you want to investigate with
Involvement. This object is called primary object. You can see secondary objects, or objects that
are related to your primary object, in Involvement, but you also require category-based View
permission for the secondary object to view details, use commanding, and to promote the
secondary object to be the primary object within Involvement.

How do I access the Involvement widget?
The Involvement widget appears on the Building Network dashboard any time you select a network
item. If the widget does not appear on Page 1 of the dashboard, click the Page 1 drop-down list in
the upper-right corner of the dashboard and select the page that shows the Involvement widget.

Note: This widget is available in both Metasys UI and JCT.

What is the layout of the Involvement widget?
The following figures and tables describe the layout of the Involvement widget, as seen in Metasys
UI. The first figure shows a Binary Value object in a control relationship and the second figure
shows a Calendar object in a reference relationship.

Note: The layout of the widget changes based on the object you select in the Building Network
tree. The layout of the widget also changes when you adjust the zoom level, because the
Involvement widget uses progressive disclosure. Information that you are not authorized
to see is not displayed. For example, spaces that you are not authorized to access are not
displayed in the primary object.

Figure 49: Involvement widget - Control relationship
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Table 85: Involvement widget - Control relationship
Number Name Description
1 Primary object This is the object you selected in the network tree for

investigation in the Involvement widget. The primary object is
represented in the form of a tile with a stronger outline than the
secondary objects. The tile displays the following information at
a minimum:
• Object type: Binary Value

Note: This is represented by the icon. Hover over the
icon to see the text.

• Short name: CHWSY-EN
Note: Longer object names are abbreviated. Hover over
the object name to see the full object name.

• Status with status color bar: Normal

• Present value: False
Note: Click on the hyperlinked value to open the Com-
manding window.

Zoom in to see additional information, including:
• Description under the short name (if applicable). Longer

descriptions are abbreviated. Hover over the description to
see the entire description.

• Priority (if applicable): This relates to Priority Array. Priority
Array indicates where a command ranks in comparison to
other objects related to this item. Open the Commanding
window by clicking on the hyperlinked value to see the
Priority Array details.

• FQR of the object: Click on the FQR to navigate to the object in
the network tree.

• Links to space and equipment associations, if these are
configured.

• Link to System Activity: Click on this link to navigate to System
Activity, where you can view all the audits generated for this
object.

2 Object relationship
indicator

In this case, you can see that the Interlock object controls the
Binary Value object. Control relationship is a relationship where
one object can command another object or write to an attribute
of another object.

Note: Relationship indicators are highlighted when you
click on the primary object, if the primary object has
the potential to command or write to the Present Value
attribute of the secondary object at its current priority.
Click or tap on the object relationship indicator to see more
relationship information.
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Table 85: Involvement widget - Control relationship
Number Name Description
3 Secondary object This object is related to the primary object. The secondary

object is presented in the form of a tile. In this case, the
secondary object is an Interlock object. The following
information is available in the tile:
• Object type: Interlock

Note: This is represented by the icon. Hover over the
icon to see the text.

• Short name: CHILLER ENABLE
Note: Longer object names are abbreviated. Hover over
the object name to see the full object name.

• Status and status color bar: Normal

• Present value: False
Note: Click on the hyperlinked value to open the Com-
manding window.

Zoom in to see additional information, including:
• Description under the short name (if applicable). Longer

descriptions are abbreviated. Hover over the description to
see the entire description.

• Fully Qualified Reference (FQR) of the object: Click on the FQR
to navigate to the object in the network tree.

4 Filter All filters are pre-selected by default. Click or tap on the filter
icon to select the filters for the data you want to appear on the
widget. You can choose to filter on control type, references, and
unbound objects.
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Table 85: Involvement widget - Control relationship
Number Name Description
5 Overview Provides an overview of the involved objects. Referenced

objects are represented by gray boxes and the primary object
is represented by a blue box. The objects that are mapped with
the highest priority and that have the potential to be written or
controlled are represented by the black box.
Click and hold the left mouse button, and move the blue frame
to see different sections of the widget. Use the small black box
in the lower-right corner of the frame to reduce or extend the
frame and thereby zoom in or zoom out.

Note: The Overview feature is not supported on mobile
devices.

6 Zoom The Involvement feature uses progressive disclosure. This
means that you see more information when you zoom in to an
object. Use the Zoom In, Zoom Reset, or Zoom Out icons to
adjust the level of detail you want to see.
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Figure 50: Involvement widget - Reference relationship
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Table 86: Involvement widget - Reference relationship callouts
Number Name Description
1 Primary object This is the object you selected in the network tree for

investigation in the Involvement widget. The primary object
is represented in the form of a tile with a stronger outline
than the secondary objects. The tile displays the following
information at a minimum:
• Object type: Calendar

Note: This is represented by the icon. Hover over the
icon to see the text.

• Short name: Bradford Holiday Calendar
Note: Longer object names are abbreviated. Hover over
the object name to see the full object name.

• Status and status color bar: Normal

• Present value: False
Note: Click on the hyperlinked value to open the Com-
manding window.

Zoom in to see additional information, including:
• Description under the short name (if applicable). Longer

descriptions are abbreviated. Hover over the description to
see the entire description.

• Priority (if applicable): This relates to Priority Array. Priority
Array indicates where a command ranks in comparison to
other objects related to this item. Open the Commanding
window by clicking on the hyperlinked value to see the
Priority Array details.

• FQR of the object: Click on the FQR to navigate to the object
in the network tree.

• Links to space and equipment associations, if these are
configured.

• Link to System Activity: Click on this link to navigate to System
Activity, where you can view all the audits generated for this
object.

2 Object relationship
indicator

In this case, you can see that the Calendar object is referenced
by the Schedule object. Reference relationship is a relationship
where one object simply references another object or an
attribute of another object.

Note: Click or tap on the object relationship indicator to
see more relationship information.
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Table 86: Involvement widget - Reference relationship callouts
Number Name Description
3 Secondary object This object is related to the primary object. The secondary

object is presented in the form of a tile. In this case, the
secondary object is a Schedule object. The following
information is available in the tile:
• Object type: Schedule

Note: This is represented by the icon. Hover over the
icon to see the text.

• Short name: Bradford Parking Lot Schedule

• Status and status color bar: Normal

• Present value: On
Note: Click on the hyperlinked value to open the Com-
manding window.

Zoom in to see additional information, including:
• Description under the short name (if applicable). Longer

descriptions are abbreviated. Hover over the description to
see the entire description.

• Fully Qualified Reference (FQR) of the object: Click on the FQR
to navigate to the object in the network tree.

What are the object relationships?
An object can be connected to other objects in many different ways. The following list outlines
these object relationships:

• Control relationship: The relationship between two objects where an object is controlling/
commanding, or is being controlled by/commanded by another object in the system. Objects
can be configured in a variety of ways to have control reference between the objects:

- An object commanding another object: For example, a Multiple Command object can
be configured to command a device object (reset device).

- An object commanding another object (Present Value attribute) at a priority: For
example, a Multiple Command object can be configured to send an Adjust command to a
Zone Temperature point to some value at any priority from 1 to 16.

- An object writing to the value of an attribute of another object: For example, a Global
Data object configured in a way that it can write to the Min Value attribute of a few analog
points in the system, or a Signal Select writing the average output to the Max Value
attribute of an AV object.

- An object writing to the Present Value attribute of another object at a priority: For
example, a schedule object can write to the Present Value attribute of another object at a
priority, or a Global Data object can write to the Present Value attribute of other objects at
priorities.

• Reference relationship: The relationship between two objects when an object references
another object, or references an attribute of another object in the Metasys system. For
example, an Interlock object can reference the Present value attribute of a Zone temperature
point in its Interlock Definition.
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The default state of Involvement displays one level of relationships only. That means that you see
one level upstream and one level downstream.

How do I get more relationship information about objects?
Click or tap on the on the object relationship indicator to see more relationship information. For
example, click Referenced by to see a list of referenced attributes, or click Controls to see a list of
attributes that are written or controlled.

Which objects and relationships are supported in Involvement?
The following table outlines the object types and their relationships.
Table 87: Object types and relationships in Involvement

RelationshipObject type
Commands Writes References

Interlock X X
Multiple Command X
Global Data X
Signal Select X
Schedule X X
Autoshutdown X
Optimal Start X
Program (LCT) X
Analog Value (AV), Binary
Value (BV), Multistate
Value (MV)

X

Demand Limiting Load
Rolling (DLLR) X

Calendar X
Pulse Meter X
Accumulator X
Event Enrollment X

Note: If an object is not supported and you open Involvement for that object, you see an alert
icon to indicate that the object is not supported for Involvement and that the relationship
shown in the configuration might not be complete, as the object is unsupported.

What does it mean when an object is displayed with a dotted object
relationship indicator and tile outline?
A dotted line indicates an unbound object. Involvement includes objects that were deleted in the
configuration.

Can I promote a secondary object to a primary object in Involvement?
Yes, you can promote a secondary object to a primary object, if you are authorized to view the
secondary object. To return to the parent object after promotion, simply select the origin object.
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Is the Involvement widget supported on all devices?
Yes, the Involvement widget is supported on desktop, tablets, and smartphones.

Logic Viewer and Editor widget

What is the Logic Viewer and Editor widget?
This widget provides a single view of Logic Connection Tool (LCT) logic diagrams in Metasys UI
and JCT. LCT logic is required to control certain aspects of a Building Automation System (BAS).
Program (Control System) objects are often used to create supervisory control logic to comply with
the sequence of operations called out in project plans, specifications, or contract documents for
various systems in a BAS.
The widget consists of a viewing component, hereafter called Logic Viewer, and an editing
component, hereafter called Logic Editor.
The Logic Viewer provides a visual representation of supervisory LCT logic for you to understand,
trace, and troubleshoot logic in the Metasys system. The Logic Editor provides the functionality to
create new logic and edit existing logic.

Who can access the Logic Viewer and Editor? Who can modify logic
diagrams?
You do not require special authorization or licensing to access the Logic Viewer and Editor.
However, you require authorization category-based View permission for the object that you want to
view in the Logic Viewer. In addition, you must comply with the following authorization permissions
to modify logic diagrams:

• You are authorized to modify the Program (Control System) object.
• You are authorized to view the referenced object of an Input Reference block.
• You are authorized to modify the referenced object of an Output Reference block.
• You are authorized to view a child Program (Control System) object.

Only Administrator users can modify the logic diagram if the authorization category is not
determined for referenced objects of Input Reference blocks and Output Reference blocks.

How do I access the Logic Viewer and Editor?
The Logic Viewer widget appears on the dashboard any time you select a Program (Control System)
object. If the widget does not appear on Page 1 of the dashboard, click the Page 1 drop-down list
in the upper-right corner of the dashboard and select the page that shows the Logic Viewer. To
navigate from the Logic Viewer to the Logic Editor, click the Edit icon in the upper-right corner of
the Logic Viewer widget.

Note: This widget is available in both Metasys UI and JCT.

What is the layout of the Logic Viewer and Editor?
The following figures and tables describe the layout of the Logic Viewer and the Logic Editor.
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Figure 51: Logic Viewer

Table 88: Logic Viewer
Number Name Description
1 Main display Provides a single view of the logic diagram. The

diagram displays live values.
2 Export Exports the logic diagram in PDF format.
3 Edit Click to open the Logic Editor.
4 Select Select an element of the logic diagram and navigate to

it.
5 Pan Move the entire logic diagram.
6 Zoom In Zoom in to the logic diagram. You can also move the

wheel button on your mouse to zoom in.
7 Zoom Reset Zoom Reset fits a logic diagram within the main display.

The zoom level is adjusted based on the content of the
logic diagram.

8 Zoom Out Zoom out of the logic diagram. You can also move the
wheel button on your mouse to zoom out.

9 Command (if applicable) For Input Reference blocks and Output Reference
blocks, you can launch the command dialog directly
from the Logic Viewer.
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Figure 52: Logic Editor

Table 89: Logic Editor
Number Name Description
1 Logic Blocks pane Select from a range of logic blocks to create or edit a logic

diagram. Hover over a logic block to see the name of the
logic block. See Which logic blocks are available and what
do they do? for more details.

2 Logic canvas The logic canvas provides the display area for the logic
that is currently open. You add, move, and delete logic
elements in this area to create your logic diagram.

3 Logic Checker Check the logic you created to find out if there are any
configuration warnings. Hover over the relevant block or
exclamation points to learn more about the configuration
warnings.

4 Paste Paste elements that you cut or copied on the logic
canvas.
Keyboard shortcut to paste: Ctrl + V

5 Select Select an element of the logic diagram on the logic
canvas to move or edit it. When you select an element
of the diagram, the horizontal toolbar opens. Use this
panel to edit the values in the property panel, copy, cut,
duplicate, or delete an item.
Keyboard shortcut to select: V

6 Pan See different views of the logic diagram.
Keyboard shortcut to pan: H

7 Undo Undo the previous action on the logic canvas.
Keyboard shortcut: Ctrl + Z
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Table 89: Logic Editor
Number Name Description
8 Redo Redo or reverse the previous undo action on the logic

canvas.
Keyboard shortcut: Ctrl + Y

9 Zoom In Zoom in to the logic canvas. You can also move the wheel
button on your mouse to zoom in.

10 Zoom Reset Zoom Reset fits a logic diagram within the logic canvas.
The zoom level is adjusted based on the content of the
logic diagram.

11 Zoom Out Zoom out of the logic canvas. You can also move the
wheel button on your mouse to zoom out.

13 Save Save the logic diagram.
14 Cancel Cancel your work.

Which logic blocks are available and what do they do?
The following logic blocks are available:
Table 90: Logic blocks overview
Logic block category Description
Tools Contains the Text block. Use the Text block to insert a text box in the

logic diagram. See How do I add a text box to a logic diagram in the
Logic Editor? for more details.

Input & Output Gives you the ability to expose values from within the control logic,
either as an input or output. These blocks are considered attributes
of the Program (Control System) Object in which they are included.
A control system is limited to a combination of 24 inputs and 24
outputs. See Table 91 for more details.

Constant Passes a constant value to building block inputs. See Table 92 for
more details.

Math Performs mathematical functions on one or more inputs, producing a
single output. See Table 93 for more details.

Boolean Performs Boolean functions on two to eight inputs, producing a
single output. See Table 94 for more details.

Statistical Performs statistical functions on two to eight inputs, producing a
single output. See Table 95 for more details.

Selector Performs multiplexing for two to eight inputs, producing a single
output. Based on the current mode assigned to each input, the
selector chooses which input to pass through to the output. See
Table 96 for more details.

Control Performs control functions on three inputs, producing a single
output. Most control logic blocks have three inputs. The blocks
compare input number 1 with input number 2 using the differential
(input number 3). The Sequencer functions differently. See Table 97
and What is a Sequencer block? for more details.
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Table 90: Logic blocks overview
Logic block category Description
Psychrometric Performs psychrometric functions on the defined inputs, producing a

single output. Psychrometric logic blocks have two inputs. See Table
98 for more details.

Calculation Controls the amount that an output can change per control system
execution or extrapolates an output by using two inputs for
reference. The Calculation category contains the Span block and Rate
Limit block. See What is a Span block? and What is a Rate Limit (RL)
block? for more details.

Timing Passes its input to its output at the next execution of the control
system, every five seconds. Timing blocks are used to break up
feedback loops. See Table 99 for more details.

System When you place a System block on the logic canvas, a configuration
wizard guides you through the configuration of the control system.
System blocks are useful when you have complex logic, because they
facilitate the nesting of one control system under another control
system. When you create a System block, the Metasys software
creates a Program (Control System) Object under the first Program
object in the building network tree.

Table 91: Input & Output blocks
Type Description
Input Reference
Output Reference

After you insert an Input Reference or Output
Reference, you can edit which object or attribute
is being referenced. You can also launch the
command dialog directly from the Logic Viewer.

Input blocks: FLOAT, ENUM, and BOOL
Output blocks: FLOAT, ENUM, and BOOL

Drag the blocks from the Logic Blocks pane to
the logic canvas. Click the Property Panel icon to
configure the blocks.

Table 92: Constant blocks
Type Description
FLOAT Float
ENUM Enumeration
REL Release. This block sends the Release command

at a specific priority based on the connection.

Table 93: Math blocks
Block Math function Inputs
× Multiply 2–8
+ Add 2–8
÷ Divide 2
‒ Subtract 2
NEG Negative 1
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Table 93: Math blocks
Block Math function Inputs
ABS Absolute 1
SQRT Square Root 1
COS Cosine 1
SIN Sine 1
TAN Tangent 1
ATAN Arc Tangent 1
ASIN Arc Sine 1
ACOS Arc Cosine 1
EXP Exponent: the operation of raising

to a power, whereby the power
value is connected as an input

1

LN Natural Log 1
LOG Log 1
X^Y X^Y 2

Note:  The trigonometry blocks Sine, Cosine, Tangent, Arc Sine, Arc Cosine, and Arc Tangent
perform calculations based on radians only.

Table 94: Boolean blocks
Type Inputs
AND 2–8
OR 2–8
XOR 2
NOT 1
LATCH See What is a Latch block?

Table 95: Statistical blocks
Type Inputs
AVG 2–8
MAX 2–8
MIN 2–8

Table 96: Selector blocks
Type Inputs
MUX The Multiplexer block has 2–8 inputs, one mode

input, and one output. Depending on the current
value of the mode input, the Selector chooses
which input passes through to the output.
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Table 97: Control blocks
Block Statistical type Inputs
> Greater than 3
< Less than 3
≤ Less than or equal 3
≥ Greater than or equal 3
≠ Not equal 3
= Equal 3
SEQ Sequencer See What is a Sequencer

block?

Table 98: Psychrometric blocks
Symbols Description Upper input Lower input
EnDp Enthalpy - Dew point DB DP
EnRh Enthalpy - Relative humidity DB RH
RhDp Relative humidity - Dew point DB DP
RhWb Relative humidity - Wet bulb DB WB
WbDp Wet bulb - Dew point DB DP
WbRh Wet bulb - Relative humidity DB RH
ABH Absolute humidity DB RH
Dp Dew point DB RH

Table 99: Timing blocks
Type Description
Delay Delay blocks have one input and one output, and are

commonly used to break up feedback loops.
Timer See What is a Timer block?, What is a Pulse timer?,

What is an On Delay timer?, What is an Off Delay
timer?, What is a Minimum On timer?, and What is a
Minimum Off timer? for more details.

Time See What is a Time block? for more details.

What is a Latch block?
The Latch block holds a binary value until you command it to reset. Latch blocks help capture
rapidly changing binary states that might otherwise be missed. The input of the Latch block is a
binary attribute, sampled every time the logic system runs, which is every five seconds.
Reset determines if the output of the block changes with a change in the value of the input. When
Reset is True, the output of the Latch block stays its original value, even if the input changes value.
Reset is also a binary attribute. To change the value of Reset, click Command on the input reference
block in the Logic Viewer and issue an Inactive or Active command.
This table translates the value of the input or reset binary attribute into True and False values for
the Latch block:
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Table 100: Latch Blocks
Binary attribute value Command True or False
1.0 Active True
0.0 Inactive False

The following table and figure summarize the operation of the Latch block:
Table 101: Latch block operation
Input Reset Output
Goes from False to True False True

Even if the Input goes to False, the Output
stays True as long as Reset is False.

Goes from False to True True False
Goes from True to False False True

Even if the Input goes to True, the Output
stays False as long as Reset is False.

Goes from True to False True False

Figure 53: Latch block example

What is a Sequencer block?
Sequencer blocks activate devices in a sequential order based on the rank of the device and
whether the device is enabled. Lower ranked devices are activated before higher ranked devices,
and higher ranked devices are deactivated before lower ranked devices.
The input value at which the sequencer activates or deactivates each device is based on the make
and break limits configured for the Sequencer. See Table 125 for information about configuring
the make and break limits. The defaults for a 3-stage Sequencer with a range of 0–100 are the
following:
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Table 102: Sequencer block
Make limits (activation
points)

Break limits (deactivation
points)

Stage 1 33 1
Stage 2 67 34
Stage 3 99 68

Sequencer blocks can output a value for minimum of 2 and maximum of 8 devices. The following
table describes the components of a Sequencer block:
Table 103: Sequencer block components
Component Description
Input Determines the number of activated stages.
Instant Shutdown Determines if the Sequencer is enabled or disabled. Use a binary object

attribute
(1.0=Enabled, 0.0=Disabled).

Rotate Now Activates reordering of output sequence. The manner in which the outputs
Device 1 Output through Device 8 Output are reordered for activation is based
on a combination of two factors: the ranking defined for each device, and
whether the device is enabled. All enabled outputs are scheduled for output
selection prior to disabled outputs. And, within each of these categories
(enabled and disabled outputs), the selections are ordered beginning with
the lowest ranked and proceeding on through to the highest ranked output.
Unlike all other reordering scenarios, the issue of whether or not a device is
currently active is not taken into account in this situation.
Use a binary object attribute (1.0=Rotate now, 0.0=Do not rotate now).

Device 1–8 Enable Establishes whether or not the output is enabled. Use a binary object attribute
(1.0=Enabled, 0.0=Disabled).

Device 1–8 Rank Establishes the order in which device outputs are activated. Use an analog
object attribute (reference block) or a Constant block.

Table 104: Sequencer block example
Binary attribute value Command True or False
1.0 Active True
0.0 Inactive False

What is a Span block?
The Span block applies a range and extrapolated values to an input to produce an output. This table
describes the Span block components:
Table 105: Span Blocks
Symbol Description
IN Input
IL Input Low
OL Output Low
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Table 105: Span Blocks
Symbol Description
IH Input High
OH Output High

The Span block creates a linear relationship between the low input/output and high input/output
pair. If the Input for the Span block falls between the low and high input, the Output of the Span
block is found on the line between the low and high pairs.
The following example shows a graphical picture of how the Span block works:

Figure 54: Span block example 1

The line connecting the low and high pairs (blue line) represents the linear relationship between
them. When you enter an Input for the Span block, the logic finds where the line crosses that
input and provides the corresponding output. The output must lie on the thick blue line. Using the
previous figure, if you enter 5 for the Span block Input, the block would find 5 on the Input axis and
provide an output of 5.5 because that is where the line crosses an Input value of 5. The green line
shows this relationship.
If the Span block is configured to clamp the value of the Output, the Output of the block is
restricted to the range between (and including) the low and high Output you enter for the block.
Range clamping is the default setting. For example, assume you are using the values in the
following figure and have clamping set to True. If you enter an Input of 5, you still generate an
Output of 5.5, because the original line crosses an Input of 5 at 5.5, which is between 4 and 8 (low
and high output). If you enter an Input of 12, you generate an Output of 8, because where the
original line crosses an Input of 12 is higher than the high output (see where thin blue and thin
green lines intersect). If clamping is True for both high and low, the output must lie on the newly
drawn thick blue line.
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Figure 55: Span block example 2

The Span block works for the reverse span also, if the Output High is lower than the Output Low.
See Table 128 for information about editing Span blocks.

What is a Rate Limit (RL) block?
The Rate Limit block controls the rate at which its Output changes with variations in its Input value.
If rate limiting is disabled, this block passes the value of the Input to the Output. If rate limiting is
enabled, this block limits changes to its Output to an increment determined by the Step Equation,
executed according to the rate limit. This table describes the components of the Rate Limit block:
Table 106: RL (Rate Limit blocks)
Symbol Description
IN Input
EN Enabled

Enables rate limiting. Use a binary object attribute reference for EN:
0 = Disabled (Inactive command)
1 = Enabled (Active command)

Rate Limit blocks use the Step Equation to determine the maximum increment (step) the Output
can change to match the Input if the two differ. The Step Equation recalculates the step every time
system logic executes (every 5 seconds).
The Step Equation looks like this:
Step = Rate Limit/60,000 x Actual Period, where Rate Limit is the rate per minute to increase or
decrease the Output until it matches the Input, and where Actual Period is the time in milliseconds
since the last execution of the block. The system logic and Step Equation execute every 5 seconds
(5,000 milliseconds).
For example, if the Rate Limit block is set up like this:
Rate Limit = 10
Actual Period = 5,000 (milliseconds)
The Step Equation looks like this:
Step = 10/60,000 x 5,000
Step = 0.8
So, the maximum increment the Output can change on its way to match the Input is 0.8.
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What is a Timer block?
This table describes the components of the Timer block:
Table 107: Timer block
Output Description
IN Input
RS Reset. Cancels the timer. Reset does not apply to Minimum On or Minimum

Off timers. Use a binary object attribute for Reset (1.0=Reset Active, 0.0=Reset
Inactive).

The LCT contains five different types of timers, including the Pulse timer, On Delay timer, Off Delay
timer, Minimum On timer, and Minimum Off timer. Each type uses a duration (how long the timer is
active) and unique functions to generate an Output.

What is a Pulse timer?
The following table and figures illustrate the function of the Pulse timer.
Table 108: Pulse Timer Function
Feature Description
Activation Goes active if the Input goes from low to high in two consecutive executions

(logic executes every five seconds. The Pulse timer remains active for the
amount of time specified in Duration, then goes to inactive. High to low
transitions do not activate this timer.

Output Stays high as long as the timer is active. After the Duration expires, the Output
goes low at the next logic execution.

Reset Cancels timer activity and makes the output low. If the Reset goes from high
to low, the timer re-evaluates the Input at the next low to high transition.

Example Captures a short pulse on a binary input and keeps the Output True long
enough so that the logic can react to it.
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Figure 56: Pulse timer example 1

Figure 57: Pulse timer example 2

What is an On Delay timer?
The following table and figures illustrate the function of the On Delay timer.
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Table 109: On Delay Timer Function
Feature Description
Activation Goes inactive in a low to high Input transition, depending on the state of

the input during the duration period. If the Input returns to a low state
(inactive), the timing cycle is canceled and the Output remains inactive. If the
Input remains in a high state, the Output goes to the high state at the next
execution of logic.
In a high to low Input transition, the Output becomes inactive the next time
the logic executes (logic executes every 5 seconds).

Output See previous row.
Reset Cancels timer activity and makes the output inactive. If the Reset goes from

active to inactive, the timer re-evaluates the Input at the next low to high
transition.

Example Delays the supply fan start 20 seconds after the return fan starts.

Figure 58: On Delay timer example 1
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Figure 59: On Delay timer example 2

What is an Off Delay timer?
The following table and figures illustrate the function of the Off Delay timer.
Table 110: Off Delay Timer Function
Feature Description
Activation In a low to high Input transition, the Output becomes active the next time the

logic executes (logic executes every 5 seconds).
Goes inactive in a high to low Input transition, depending on the state of
the input during the duration period. If the Input returns to a high state
(active), the timing cycle is canceled and the Output remains active. If the
Input remains in a low state, the Output goes to the low state at the next
execution of logic.

Output See previous row.
Reset Cancels timer activity and makes the output inactive. If the Reset goes from

active to inactive, the timer re-evaluates the Input at the next low to high
transition.

Example Keeps the fan running to purge the coils after a heating or cooling system is
turned off. Off Delay is useful when your building contains electrical heat and/
or DX cooling.
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Figure 60: Off Delay mode example 1

Figure 61: Off Delay mode example 2

What is a Minimum On timer?
The following table and figures illustrate the function of the Minimum On timer.
Table 111: Minimum On timer function
Feature Description
Activation See the following row.
Output Goes active when there is a low to high Input transition when the timer

executes (logic executes every 5 seconds). The Output remains active until the
time specified in Duration passes AND the Input returns to inactive.
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Table 111: Minimum On timer function
Feature Description
Reset Has no effect on Minimum On timer.
Example Keeps a chiller running for a minimum time after startup to stabilize

equipment.

Figure 62: Minimum On timer example 1

Figure 63: Minimum On timer example 2

What is a Minimum Off timer?
The following table and figures illustrate the function of the Minimum Off timer.
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Table 112: Minimum Off timer function
Feature Description
Activation See the following row.
Output Goes inactive when there is a high to low Input transition when the timer

executes (logic executes every 5 seconds). The Output remains inactive until
the time specified in Duration passes and the Input returns to active.

Reset Has no effect on Minimum Off timer.
Example Keeps a chiller off from a minimum time after shutdown to equalize

refrigerant.

Figure 64: Minimum Off timer example 1

Figure 65: Minimum Off timer example 2
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What is a Time block?
A Time block has no configurable input because it extracts time and date information from the
network. The time is based on the time of the engine under which the logic diagram is created and
it is local time. The outputs of a Time block are six time and date values:
Table 113: Time Blocks
Output Description Format
HH Hour 0–23 (24-hour time)
MM Minute 0–59
YR Year four-digit year
MO Month 1–12
DA Day 1–31
DOW Day of the Week 1=Monday

2=Tuesday
3=Wednesday
4=Thursday
5=Friday
6=Saturday
7=Sunday

How do I add a new logic block in the Logic Editor?
To add a new Input Reference or Output Reference block, complete the following steps:

1. From the Logic Blocks pane, select the required block.
2. For example, select an Input Reference block, then drag and drop the block on the logic

canvas.
3. In the Attribute Name window, select the required item from the All Items tree and then

select the required attribute from the Attribute list in the bottom-left of the window.
4. Click OK.

To add a new Program (Control System) object type, complete the following steps:

1. From the Logic Blocks pane, select the System block.
2. Drag and drop the block on the logic canvas.
3. In the Create Item window, enter a unique identifier and click NEXT.
4. Configure the object as required and click CREATE.

To add a new logic block other than Input Reference, Output Reference, or System, complete the
following steps:

1. From the Logic Blocks pane, select the required block.
2. Drag and drop the block on the logic canvas.

Note: When you save the logic diagram, the logic starts to execute. Therefore, click SAVE when
you have completed your configuration of the logic diagram, and not after every drag-and-
drop operation.

How do I add a text box to a logic diagram in the Logic Editor?
1. From Logic Blocks > Tools, select Text.
2. Drag and drop the Text block on the logic canvas.
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3. Click on the Text block. A horizontal toolbar opens.
4. On the toolbar, click the Property Panel icon.
5. In the Text field, enter the required text.

How do I edit a logic block in the Logic Editor?
To edit the properties of a logic block, complete the following steps:

1. Click on the logic block that you want to edit. A horizontal toolbar opens.
2. On the toolbar, click the Property Panel icon.

Note: The Property Panel icon is disabled for blocks that are not configurable. The
options available in the Property Panel depend on the type of logic block.

See the following tables for more details about the respective blocks that you want to edit.
Table 114: Input block configuration
Field Description
Name Name of the input.

Note: The name cannot begin with a hyphen (-). The name cannot consist of
only a space, or only a double quotation mark (").

Units The units for the output.
This field appears for floating inputs only.

Display
Precision

Tells the Metasys software what precision to use when formatting data.
This field appears for floating inputs only.

Enum Category Set category determined by the user interface, either Two State or Multi State.
This field appears for Enum inputs only.

Enum Set Set determined by the category selected in Enum Category.
This field appears for Enum inputs only.

Trigger This is checked if you want the attribute to trigger the control system to execute
if its value changes by more than the defined increment.

Table 115: Input Reference block configuration
Field Description
Label Enter a label for the block.

Note: Do not start labels with a number and then follow it with any of
these characters: $ . - , In addition, the label cannot consist of only a space,
or only a double quotation mark (").

Object Browses to the object to which the reference is linked. Leaving this field blank
leaves a placeholder for a future reference. The dragged object's name appears
in this field and the object's attributes appear in the drop-down list in the
attribute field.

Attribute The attribute to which the reference is linked. When you configure an Input
reference, the drop-down list contains numeric attributes only.

Units Units for the attribute
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Table 115: Input Reference block configuration
Field Description
Trigger This is checked if you want the attribute to trigger the control system to execute

immediately instead of waiting for the next control system scan if the value
changes by more than the defined increment. Otherwise, the control system
executes normally.

Increment Sets the increment.

Table 116: Output block configuration
Field Description
Name Name of the output.

Note: The name cannot begin with a hyphen (-). The name cannot consist
of only a space, or only a double quotation mark (").

Units The units for the output.
Display Precision Tells the Metasys software what precision to use when formatting data.

This field appears for floating outputs only.
Enum Category Set category determined by the user interface, either Two State or Multi State.

This field appears for Enum outputs only.
Enum Set Set determined by the category selected in Enum Category.

This field appears for Enum outputs only.

Table 117: Output Reference block configuration
Field Description
Label Enter a label for the block.

Note: Do not start labels with a number and then follow it with any of
these characters: $ . - , In addition, the label cannot consist of only a
space, or only a double quotation mark (").

Object Browses to the object to which the reference is linked. Leaving this field
blank leaves a placeholder for a future reference. The dragged object’s name
appears in this field and the object’s attributes appear in the drop-down list in
the attribute field.

Attribute The attribute to which the reference is linked. When you configure an Output
reference, the drop-down list contains numeric, writable attributes only.

Table 118: Constant Enum block configuration
Field Description
Enum Category Set category determined by the user interface, either Two State or Multi State.
Enum Set Set determined by the category selected in Enum Category.
Enum Set state determined by the set and set category.

Table 119: Constant Float block configuration
Field Description
Value The value of the float.
Units The units used by the float.
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Table 120: Math block configuration
Field Description
Input The number of inputs depends on the type of block that you use. The input

count cannot be lower than the number of current connections.

Table 121: Boolean block configuration
Field Description
Input The number of inputs depends on the type of block that you use. The input

count cannot be lower than the number of current connections.

Table 122: Statistical block configuration
Field Description
Input The input count cannot be lower than the number of current connections.

Table 123: Selector block configuration
Field Description
Input The number of inputs determines the list of inputs.
Enum Category Filters the enumeration set list based on the chosen category.
Enum Set When Enum Set changes, all modes are reset.
Input 1 Mode(s) Click the button and a dialog box appears that allows you to select which

modes associate with each input. In the dialog box, select the check box next
to the desired mode(s). If a mode is already assigned to another input, the
mode appears dimmed. Select Default to select all modes for an input that
are not currently selected by any other input.

Input 2 Mode(s) Click the button and a dialog box appears that allows you to select which
modes associate with each input. In the dialog box, select the check box next
to the desired mode(s). If a mode is already assigned to another input, the
mode appears dimmed. Select Default to select all modes for an input that
are not currently selected by any other input. There is one of these per input
(2–8).

Table 124: Control block configuration
Field Description
Type The Type of comparison performed by the block. This field defaults to what

was dragged over.

Note: See Table 125 for details about the Sequencer block configuration.

Table 125: Sequencer block configuration
Field Description
Outputs Determines the number of binary outputs for the block.
Min On Time Specifies the minimum time an output must be on before being deactivated

to an off condition. When an output is activated, a timer starts. Until the timer
reaches the minimum time, the output cannot be deactivated. However, an
Instant Shutdown or a Rotate Now command is applied immediately, and
overrides the Min On Time value.
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Table 125: Sequencer block configuration
Field Description
Min Off Time Specifies the minimum time an output must be off before being reactivated

to an on condition. When an output is deactivated, a timer starts. Until the
timer reaches the minimum time, the output cannot be activated. However,
an Instant Shutdown or a Rotate Now command is applied immediately, and
overrides the Min Off Time value.

Interstage On
Delay

Defines the minimum time that must elapse between the sequential
activation of Sequencer stages.

Interstage Off
Delay

Defines the minimum time that must elapse between sequential deactivation
of Sequencer stages.

Make/Break Limits The box next to Make/Break indicates if Proactive is selected and, when you
click, launches the Make/Break Dialog box.
In the Make/Break Dialog box:
• Default check box: Disables all make/break limit text boxes and uses the

default values. The default values are set so that each device is on for a
proportional amount of time. If you do not select Default, you must enter at
least one set of values for a stage.

• Proactive check box: Disables the Stage 1 make/break limit boxes (because
that stage is always on) and shifts all the make/break limits down one
stage.

• Make Limit: Turns on the stage when the input value to the block reaches
this limit.

• Break Limit: Turns off the stage when the input value to the block
decreases to this value.

Make/Break Limit Rules:
• The current stage make limit must be less than the next stage make limit.

• The current stage break limit must be less than the current stage make
limit,

OR

the current stage make limit must be greater than the current stage break
limit.

• The current stage break limit must be less than the next stage break limit.

Table 126: Psychrometric block configuration
Field Description
Elevation Configure the current elevation of the site in feet or meters.
Unit Type Choose International System of Units (SI) or Imperial (IP) units.

Units for Unit Type SI are kilograms of water per kilogram of dry air.
Units for Unit Type IP are pounds per cubic foot.
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Table 127: Rate Limit block configuration
Field Description
Rate Limit Specifies the rate per minute to increase or decrease the Output until it

matches the Input.
Startup Value Specifies the value the rate limiter block will start at when the engine is

restarted and block enable is true.

Table 128: Span block configuration
Field Description
Clamp High Selects whether (True) or not (False) to clamp the Output at the Output High

(OH).
Clamp Low Selects whether (True) or not (False) to clamp the Output at the Output Low

(OL).

Table 129: Delay block configuration
Field Description
Startup Value Displays the initial value of the Delay block.

Table 130: Timer block configuration
Field Description
Duration Specifies the length of the timer function in seconds. The range is 5–86,400

seconds.
Setup Determines the type of timer you use:

• Pulse

• On Delay

• Off Delay

• Minimum On

• Minimum Off

Table 131: System block configuration
Icon Description
Add Click the Add icon to add one or more attributes to expose.
Delete Select the check box next to one or more attributes and click the Delete icon

to remove the selected attributes from the System.

How do I copy, cut, duplicate, or delete a logic block?
1. Click on the logic block that you want to copy, cut, duplicate, or delete. A horizontal toolbar

opens.
2. On the toolbar, hover over the icons and select the action you want to perform. For example,

click the Delete icon to delete the logic block.

Note: You can copy, cut, duplicate, or delete all types of logic blocks. Press Ctrl and select
multiple blocks to copy, cut, duplicate, or delete multiple blocks at the same time.
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How do I connect logic blocks in the Logic Editor?
Connection lines connect blocks in the logic. You cannot connect inputs to inputs, or outputs to
outputs. The tool determines the connection line routing, and the only way to change the routing is
to move the blocks or use the hide feature. To connect logic blocks, complete the following steps:

1. On the logic canvas, go to the first logic block that you want to connect.
2. Move your cursor over the output port of the logic block until a + symbol appears.
3. Click and drag the line to the logic block that you want to connect.

Note: If the Priority Connection window opens, select the required priority. The Priority
Connection window opens if you make a connection to an Output Reference block only.

What are the rules for connecting blocks?
The following table outlines the general rules for connecting blocks:
Table 132: General connection rules
Component Rules
System blocks Attribute properties:

• Read Only

• Writable

• Prioritized Write

Supported connection type:
• Output

• Input or Output

• Input, Output, or both
Math, Boolean, Statistical,
Selector, Control,
Psychrometric, Calculation

Connect all inputs for these Logic blocks. If you attempt to save
logic that is missing inputs, a configuration warning message
appears. You can save the logic anyway or supply inputs where
necessary. It is best practice to save the logic with inputs. In
the Logic Editor, connected block ports are filled with color.
Unconnected block ports appear without any color filled in.

How do I re-route a connection in the Logic Editor?
1. Place the cursor over an existing end connection point until the cursor changes into a +

symbol.

Note: You can move the end connection point only. To completely change the connection,
see How do I delete a connection in the Logic Editor?

2. Drag the end connection point to the port of another block.

How do I delete a connection in the Logic Editor?
1. Click on the connection line that you want to delete.
2. In the Line Display toolbar, click the Delete icon. You can also use the Delete button on your

keyboard to delete a connection line.

How do I hide a connection in the Logic Editor?
1. Click on the connection line that you want to hide.
2. In the Line Display toolbar, click Hide.

How do I run the Logic Checker?
1. In the Logic Editor, click the Logic Checker icon in the upper-right corner.
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2. If the Logic Checker does not detect any configuration warnings, the following message
appears: No issues found.

3. If the Logic Checker detects configuration warnings, the following message appears:
Configuration warnings found. Hover over the exclamation points to learn more about
the configuration warnings. The following table outlines the different configuration warnings.

Note: The configuration warnings remain until you fix the errors.

Table 133: Logic Checker configuration warnings
Condition Message text
An output is not connected. Output not connected

An input is not connected. Input not connected

A feedback loop exists in the logic. A loop has been detected, the program
may not run properly

How do I create a Program (Control System) object?
For details about creating an object, see Creating and deleting objects.

How do I view and edit Program (Control System) object attributes?
To view and edit Program (Control System) object attributes, open the Detail widget of the
Program (Control System) object.

Is the Logic Viewer and Editor supported on all devices?
You can use the Logic Viewer on desktop computers, tablets, and smartphones. For best
performance on a tablet or smartphone, use an iOS device to view the logic diagram in the Logic
Viewer. You can use the Logic Editor on desktop computers only.

Calendar widget

What is the Calendar object?
The Calendar object resides in an Open Application Server (OAS), Engine or Advanced Application
Field Equipment Controller (FAC), and is the internal basis for the calendar functionality of the
scheduling feature. From Metasys Release 11.0, you can create a calendar object directly in Metasys
UI. See Creating and deleting objects for more information about creating objects.
You use a calendar to define a list of holidays or special events that can then be used in multiple
schedule objects to define different events that need to occur. The schedule executes an exception
schedule based on the list of dates defined in the calendar. For example, use a calendar to define
different building operations on days when the building is not occupied. A schedule can reference
calendars on any Engine or FAC on the site.

What is the Calendar widget?
The Calendar widget is a graphical representation of the Calendar object. You can view and edit
a calendar object with this widget. You can also reference a global calendar and add a calendar
reference to a schedule.

Who can access the Calendar widget?
All users can access this widget.
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How can I access the Calendar widget?
The Calendar widget appears on the Building Network dashboard in Metasys UI any time you select
a Calendar object from the network tree.

What is the layout of the Calendar widget?
The following figure and table outline the layout of the Calendar widget in Calendar View.

Figure 66: Calendar widget

Table 134: Calendar widget
Number Name Description
1 +Entry button Click or tap this button to create a new calendar entry.
2 Calendar tiles The Calendar widget displays individual tiles for each month. Active

days are highlighted, while inactive days are not highlighted. See
What does the different highlighting in the calendar mean? for more
details.

3 Paging arrows Use these arrows in the Calendar View to shift the content back by
one month (<), forward by one month (>), back by one year (<<), or
forward by one year (>>). Click Today to return to the current date.

4 Calendar View
icon

Click or tap this icon to switch the display to the Calendar View, as
shown in the figure. You can create new entries in the Calendar
View, but you have to switch to the List View to edit or delete entries.

5 List View icon Click or tap this icon to switch the display to the List View. The List
View shows the same data as the Calendar View in the form of a list.
The information is displayed in columns, including Month, Week of
Month, Day, Day of Week, and Year. You can add a new entry and
edit or delete an existing entry in the List View.
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What does the different highlighting in the calendar mean?
The following figure and table outline the different highlighting types.

Figure 67: Calendar widget highlighting types

Table 135: Calendar widget highlighting types
Number Highlighting types Description
1 Dark gray Active days for past weeks are highlighted with dark gray if they

are recurring. Recurring or wild-carded calendar entries are
entries that have Any selected for day, month, or year. See How
do I create a recurring calendar entry? for information about
creating recurring entries.

2 Light blue Active days for the current and future weeks are highlighted with
light blue if they are recurring.

3 Dark blue Active days for the current and future weeks are highlighted with
dark blue if they are explicitly defined. Explicitly defined calendar
entries are entries with a specific date or date range.

4 White background,
no highlighting

Inactive days for the current and future weeks use a white
background with no highlighting.

5 Triangle “Today” is denoted by a triangle on the date in the lower-
right corner. The triangle is a contrasting color and changes
depending on the background color. A dark blue triangle
appears on white background. A white triangle appears on dark
blue background. A dark blue triangle appears on light blue
background.

6 Light gray
background, no
highlighting

Inactive days for past weeks use a very light gray background
with no highlighting.

7 Medium gray Active days for past weeks are highlighted with medium gray if
they are explicitly defined.
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How do I create a new calendar entry for explicitly-defined dates?
You can create a new calendar entry for explicitly-defined dates in two ways:
1. Click or tap on the day for which you want to create an entry directly in the calendar.
2. Select Date, Date Range, or Week and Day from the main drop-down list in the upper left of

the New Calendar Entry window.
3. Select a specific month, day, year, and day of week, as appropriate, from the various drop-

down lists.
Alternatively, you can use the New Calendar Entry dialog to create a new entry for explicitly-defined
dates.

1. Click or tap Entry+ in the upper left of the Calendar widget.
2. Select Date, Date Range, or Week and Day from the main drop-down list in the upper left of

the New Calendar Entry window.
3. Select a specific month, day, year, and day of week, as appropriate, from the various drop-

down lists.

How do I create a recurring calendar entry?
1. Click or tap Entry+ in the upper left of the Calendar widget.
2. Select Date, Date Range, or Week and Day from the main drop-down list in the upper left of

the New Calendar Entry window.
3. Use the wild-carding option Any for month, day, year, day of week, as appropriate.

Example 1: To create a recurring entry for New Year's Day select Date in the upper left of the New
Calendar Entry window, and then select Month=January; Day=1; Year=Any; Day of Week=Any.
Example 2: To create a recurring entry for the last Friday of every month, select Week and Day
in the upper left of the New Calendar Entry window, and then select Month=Any; Week of
Month=Last; Day of Week=Friday.

How do I delete a calendar entry?
To delete a non-recurring calendar entry, click or tap on the entry and click or tap Save.
To delete a recurring calendar entry, click or tap the List View icon in the upper right of the widget
and click the Delete icon.

How do I update multiple calendars at once?
You can reference a global calendar to update multiple local calendars. Any calendar can become
a global calendar. With a global calendar, you can make facility-wide changes to calendars, such as
defining holidays. When you edit the values of the global calendar object, the dates automatically
download into all the local calendars.
To reference a global calendar, complete the following steps:

1. Open the Building Network dashboard.
2. Click or tap on the local calendar in the network tree.
3. Open the Details widget of the local calendar.

Note: If the Details widget does not appear on Page 1 of the dashboard, click the Page 1
drop-down list in the upper-right corner of the dashboard and select the page that shows
the Details widget.

4. In the Focus tab of the Details widget, go to the Peer to Peer section.
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5. Edit the value for Global Calendar Object Reference by clicking or tapping the hyperlink next
to Object Name. The Select Network Item window opens.

6. Select the calendar that you want to be the global calendar, referenced by your local calendar.
You can select a calendar object only. All other objects appear grayed out and you cannot
select them.

Note: If a local calendar references a global calendar, you cannot add new entries to the local
calendar. This means that you cannot click in the calendar tiles or use the +Entry button to
create a new entry.

How do I add a calendar to a schedule?
1. Navigate to the Schedule widget of the schedule that you want to add the calendar to.
2. Click + ADD EXCEPTION in the bottom left of the Schedule widget. The Add Exception window

opens.
3. Select Calendar Reference.
4. Click NEXT.
5. Click on the link under Calendar Reference and select the calendar that you want to add from

the network tree.

Note: You can select a calendar object only. All other objects appear grayed out and you
cannot select them.

6. Click SAVE.
7. Select the required Precedence from the drop-down list.

Note: Assign a precedence level (1–16, where 1 receives the highest precedence) to each
exception, regardless of type, to determine the order of execution. If you define two or
more exceptions for the same date, the exception with the highest precedence executes.

8. Click NEXT.
9. Click ADD EVENT next to Exception Events and select a start time, stop time, and value.
10. Click NEXT.
11. Review the effective schedule in the PREVIEW window.
12. Click SAVE. The schedule now shows the calendar entries.

Is the Calendar widget supported on all devices?
Yes, the Calendar widget is supported on desktop, tablets, and smartphones.

Engineering View widget

What is the Engineering View?
The Engineering View is a widget that is available for integration objects. You can view and edit the
attributes of devices and points on an integration with the Engineering View. The Engineering View
also provides a visual indication, in the form of a blue check mark, to distinguish between mapped
and unmapped objects. The Engineering View is supported on integration objects, including
BACnet/IP, XL5K, N1 Migration, Field Bus MS/TP, N2 Trunk, LON Trunk, and VND integration.

What are the requirements to use the Engineering View?
You require View permission of the integration object on which you need to initiate discovery. You
also require Modify Items permission to edit the attributes of the device or point.
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How do I access the Engineering View?
1. Click on the integration object in the Network tree.
2. Click the Page 1 drop-down list in the upper-right corner of the dashboard and select the page

that shows the Engineering View.

Note: Engineering View is available in both Metasys UI and JCT.

Can I discover points on a newly created integration object?
Yes. After you create an integration object, go to the Engineering View of the integration object. A
prompt appears for you to initiate auto-discovery on the empty node.

How do I edit the attributes of a device or point?
1. Open the Engineering View of the integration object whose attributes you want to edit..
2. Click on the device or point that you want to edit. A summary of the selected device or point

opens in the right pane of the widget.
3. Edit the relevant fields, as applicable.

The following figure shows the Engineering View with the Summary pane.

Figure 68: Engineering View
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Action Tables widget

What are Action Tables?
The Action Tables widget is available on Interlock and Multiple Command objects. Use Action Tables
to configure the actions that execute based on the object's configured attribute. You can define
which commands to send to which target object.

What are the requirements to use Action Tables?
You require View and Modify Items permission for the authorization category of the relevant
object to configure the actions in the Action Tables.

How do I access the Action Tables widget?
1. Click on the Multiple Command or Interlock object in the Network tree.
2. Action Tables is the default widget on Page 1 for Multiple Command objects and Page 2 for

Interlock objects.

How do I use the Action Tables?
The following figure and table describe how to use the Action Tables for a Multiple Command
object.

Figure 69: Blank Action Tables after object creation in Edit mode
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Table 136: Action Tables callouts
Number Name Description
1 Relinquish Default list Specifies the default value to be used for the

Present Value attribute when no commands
are currently controlling this object. If this
attribute is configured to any value other than
None, the object sends commands for the value
immediately.

2 Add New Items to All
Conditions check box

Select the Add New Items to All Conditions
check box and click the Add Item icon to create
an action item for all states. Clear the check box
and click the Add Item icon to create an action
item for individual states.

3 All Commands Priority check
box

Select the All Commands Priority check box
if you want to use the same priority for all
commands in the Action Tables. For example, if
you choose Operator Override, the command
priority automatically sets to Operator Override
(8) for every item listed in the Action Tables.
Clear the check box to enable individual priority
selection for the commands in the Action Tables.

4 Commands Priority list Select the command priority that you want
from the list. Commands Priority determines
the order by importance for all commands
sent. Commands with a lower priority number
are of higher priority or are more critical than
commands with a higher priority number. For
example, Manual Life Safety (1) is of higher
priority than Scheduling (15).

5 Delete Item icon Select one or more items that you want to delete
and click the Delete Item icon to delete items
from the Action Tables.

6 Add Item icon Click to add one or more items from the Network
tree or User Views tree.
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Table 136: Action Tables callouts
Number Name Description
7 Actions Select one or more items and click ACTIONS to

take one of the following actions:
• Set Command: Choose the type of command

to send to the object.

• Set Priority: Choose the priority at which to
send the command.

• Set Delay: Choose the amount of time, in
seconds, that each command waits to be sent,
after a change in condition.

• Remove: Remove the items from the Action
Tables.

Note: The items must be of the same type
for Actions to work. For example, a Set Com-
mand does not work when you select an AV
and BV.

8 Select All check box Select the Select All check box to select all items
in the tables. Clear the check box to clear the
selected items.

Recipient List widget

What is a Recipient List?
The Recipient List is a widget available on the Notification object. The Notification object provides
a means to send event notification messages that are generated by other objects to any BACnet
device. The Notification object is mainly used to route alarm messages to third-party BACnet
devices. The Recipient List is a list of one or more recipient destinations to which notifications are
sent when event-initiating objects detect the occurrence of an event. Use the Recipient List to view
and configure the details of a Notification object including the recipients of the notification.

What are the requirements to use a Recipient List?
You require View and Modify Items permission to configure the details in the Recipient List.

How do I access the Recipient List?
1. Click on the Notification object in the Network tree.
2. Recipient List is the default widget on Page 1.

How do I add a new recipient to the Recipient List?
1. Click on the Notification object in the Network tree.
2. Click the Edit icon in the upper-right corner of the Recipient List widget.
3. Click +.
4. Complete the fields in the Recipient Details window as required. The following table describes

the fields:
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Table 137: Recipient Details window
Field Description
Recipient Type Choose from IP Address, Device ID, MSTP Address, Local

Broadcast, Remote Broadcast, or Global Broadcast.
IP Address The 4 byte IP Address of the destination if you route by IP

address. This value is ignored when Network Number is set to
65,535. When set to 255.255.255.255 IP Address or the broadcast
IP Address, notifications are broadcast based on the Network
Number. A value of 0 sends a local broadcast. A value of 1–65,534
sends a remote broadcast.

Network Number The network number for the destination if you route by IP or MS/
TP address: 0 designates the address of the local network; 1–
65,534 identifies a destination address on the specified network;
and 65,535 specifies the use of global broadcast notification.

UDP Port The UDP Port number used to send the notification message to
the destination if you route by address. When the port is set to
0, this value when written is replaced with the port used by the
supervisory device on the IP network.

Process ID The process ID in the recipient device that receives the event
notification messages.

Valid Days The days of the week on which notifications can be sent to this
destination during the defined Start and Stop Time. To specify all
times, use 00:00:00 for Start Time and 23:59:59 for Stop Time.

Transitions Three options which indicate the types of transitions sent to the
destination: Off Normal, Fault, or Normal.

Confirmation Indicates whether to send Confirmed or Unconfirmed event
notifications. This selection is ignored when you use global
broadcast notifications.

5. Click ADD.
6. Click SAVE.

How do I edit a recipient in the Recipient List?
1. Click on the Notification object in the Network tree.
2. Click on the recipient that you want to edit in the Type column of the Recipient List.
3. Edit the fields in the Recipient Details window, as required.
4. Click OK.
5. Click SAVE.

How do I delete a recipient from the Recipient List?
1. Click on the Notification object in the Network tree.
2. Click the Edit icon in the upper-right corner of the Recipient List widget.
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3. Select the recipient that you want to delete and click the delete icon.
4. Click SAVE.

How do I reorder the recipients on the Recipient List?
1. Click on the Notification object in the Network tree.
2. Click the Edit icon in the upper-right corner of the Recipient List widget.
3. Select the recipient that you want to move and click the up or down arrow to change the order

of the item in the list.
4. Click SAVE.

Group widget

What is a Group?
Group is a widget of the Group object  that provides the ability to define a collection of object or
attribute references, and includes the ability to command the group items. Group items are a
collection of other objects and one of their attributes (attribute reference).

What are the requirements to use the Group widget?
You require View and Modify Items permission to configure the details in the Group widget.

How do I access the Group widget?
1. Click on the Group object in the Network tree.
2. Group is the default widget on Page 1.

How do I add a new item to a Group?
1. Click on the Group object in the Network tree.
2. Click the Edit icon in the upper-right corner of the Group widget.
3. Click +.
4. Select one or more items in the Add Item(s) window.
5. Click ADD.
6. Change the attribute of the newly added items, as required.
7. Click SAVE.

How do I modify an Attribute of an item in a Group?
You can edit the attribute of an item in the Group.

1. Click on the Group object in the Network tree.
2. Click the Edit icon in the upper-right corner of the Group widget.
3. Change the attribute in the Attribute column.
4. Click SAVE.

How do I delete an item from a Group?
1. Click on the Group object in the Network tree.
2. Click the Edit icon in the upper-right corner of the Group widget.
3. Select the item that you want to delete and click the delete icon.
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4. Click SAVE.

How do I reorder the items in a Group?
1. Click on the Group object in the Network tree.
2. Click the Edit icon in the upper-right corner of the Group widget.
3. Select the item that you want to move and click the up or down arrow to change the order of

the item in the list.
4. Click SAVE.

Event widget

What is the Event widget?
Event is a widget of the Event Enrollment object. The Event Enrollment object’s attributes represent
and contain information for managing events. Events are changes in the value or state of an object
that meet specific criteria. The Event Enrollment object defines the event criteria and provides a
connection between an event and a notification message sent to recipients. You can use the Event
widget to configure event algorithms and an attribute reference that is monitored to report events.

What are the requirements to use the Event widget?
You require View and Modify Items permission to configure the details in the Event widget.

How do I access the Event widget?
1. Click on the Event Enrollment object in the Network tree.
2. Event is the default widget on Page 1.

How do I use the Event widget?
You can change the Event Parameters by clicking the Edit icon in the upper-right corner of the Event
widget.
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Figure 70: Event widget in Edit mode

Space dashboard

What is the Space dashboard?
The Space dashboard provides a cohesive summary of the selected space, including the equipment
that serves the space and potential problem areas in the space.

How do I get to the Space dashboard?
The Space dashboard is the default view when you first log in to the Metasys UI. To navigate to a
Space dashboard, tap or click a space in the navigation panel, a link to another space in a widget, or
a navigation button within a graphic in the Graphics widget. You can also search for a space and tap
or click the space in the search results.

When would I first see the Graphics widget on a default Space dashboard?
If a graphic is configured for a space, the default dashboard layout has the Graphics widget appear
first. To see other widgets, use the page drop-down in the upper-right corner of the dashboard.
The Graphics widget may not appear first, or be available at all, if a custom dashboard has been
applied.
For more information on Custom Dashboards, see Dashboards Manager.

Where is the Schedule widget on a Space dashboard?
In the default Space dashboard layout, the Schedule widget appears after the Graphics widget,
Equipment Serving Space widget, the Potential Problem Areas widget, and the Equipment Summary
widget. To see other widgets, use the page drop-down in the upper-right corner of the dashboard.
If a custom dashboard has been applied, the Schedule widget may appear in a different location, or
not at all.
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What is the layout of the Space dashboard?
The following figure shows the default dashboard layout of the Space dashboard.

Figure 71: Space dashboard callouts

Table 138: Space dashboard callouts
Number Name Description
1 Spaces Navigate through your spaces in the Spaces tree.
2 Network Navigate through your objects in the Network tree.
3 Views Navigate through your User Views, if applicable.
4 Hamburger icon Opens or closes the navigation panel.
5 Equipment Serving

Space widget
Displays all equipment that directly serves a space along with
any equipment upstream. For example, in the Equipment
Serving Space widget, you can easily see information about
a Variable Air Volume (VAV) controller, its associated Air
Handler Unit (AHU), and the chiller that serves the AHU.

6 View in icon Click or tap on the View in icon and select Custom Trend to
add all trendable points from the equipment in the widget to
the Custom Trend viewer.
Click or tap on the View in icon and select Advanced Search
& Reporting to initiate an Advanced Search directly in the
widget and use auto-populated Advanced Search filters.

7 Potential Problem
Areas widget

You can use this widget to quickly see a list of any points in
the equipment that are not operating appropriately. You can
also use this widget to investigate and manage faults that
occur on your site.

Note: Faults are available only if licensed.
8 Search field Search for any space or equipment in your site.
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Table 138: Space dashboard callouts
Number Name Description
9 Custom Trend

Viewer icon
Displays historical trend data from any piece of equipment for
up to four points at the same time.

10 Alarm icon Notifies you of new alarms that have occurred for points
configured to equipment. The Alarm icon displays a red
exclamation point for new alarms that have come in and not
been acknowledged since you last viewed the Alarm Manager
stand-alone (computer and tablet platforms) or the Alarms
(phone platform).

11 User menu Opens User menu options.
12 Page navigation

drop-down
Displays the page you are currently on. Click or tap on the
drop-down to navigate to a different page.

13 Resize icon Enlarges or reduces the size of the widget.
14 Equipment

Summary widget
Compares all similar equipment that directly serves the space
and all downstream spaces. For example, you can easily sort
points to see the warmest or coldest room in the space. You
can then navigate to the specific space or piece of equipment
for quick troubleshooting.

Is the Space dashboard supported on all devices?
Yes, the Space dashboard is supported on desktop, tablets, and smartphones.

Equipment dashboard

What is the Equipment dashboard?
The Equipment dashboard provides a cohesive summary of a selected piece of equipment.
Information displayed includes alarm history, user change history, equipment graphics, historical
trend information, and relationships with other equipment and spaces.

How do I get to the Equipment dashboard?
To navigate to an Equipment dashboard, tap or click an equipment's name in a widget or a
navigation button within a graphic in the Graphics widget. You can also search for a piece of
equipment and tap or click the equipment's name in the search results.
Associated equipment object links are viewable from many places in the UI, including Alarm
Manager. You can navigate to equipment through these links, if you have access.

When would I first see the Graphics widget on an Equipment dashboard?
If a graphic is configured for a piece of equipment, the default dashboard layout with the Graphics
widget appears first. To see other widgets, use the Navigation page drop down in the header of the
Metasys UI. The Graphics widget may not appear first, or be available at all, if a custom dashboard
has been applied.
For more information on Custom Dashboards, see Dashboards Manager.

Where is the Schedule widget on an Equipment dashboard?
In the default dashboard layout for equipment, the Schedule widget is listed after the Graphics
widget, Trend widget, Equipment Activity widget, Equipment Relationships widget, and the
Equipment Data widget. To see other widgets, use the page drop-down in the upper-right corner
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of the dashboard. If a custom dashboard has been applied, the Schedule widget may appear in a
different location, or not at all.

What is the default layout of the Equipment dashboard?
The following figure shows the default dashboard layout of the Equipment dashboard.

Figure 72: Equipment dashboard callouts

Table 139: Equipment dashboard callouts
Number Name Description
1 Spaces Navigate through your spaces in the Spaces tree.
2 Network Navigate through your objects in the Network tree.
3 Views Navigate through your User Views, if applicable.
4 Hamburger icon Opens or closes the navigation panel.
5 Trend widget Displays a chart of historical equipment data for up to ten points

at the same time.
6 Equipment

Activity widget
Displays alarm activity and user changes made in the last year
from the current date for a selected piece of equipment. You can
acknowledge alarms, discard alarms, view audits, and view and
add annotations from this widget.

7 Search field Search for any space or equipment in your site.
8 Custom Trend

Viewer icon
Displays historical trend data from any piece of equipment for up
to ten points at the same time.
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Table 139: Equipment dashboard callouts
Number Name Description
9 Alarm icon Notifies you of new alarms that have occurred for points

configured to equipment. The Alarm icon displays a red
exclamation point for new alarms that have come in and not been
acknowledged since you last viewed the Alarm Manager stand-
alone (computer and tablet platforms) or the Alarm panel (phone
platform).

10 User menu Opens User menu options.
11 Page navigation

drop-down
Displays the page you are currently on. Click or tap the drop-
down to navigate to a different page.

12 View in icon Click or tap on the View in icon and select Advanced Search &
Reporting to initiate an Advanced Search directly in the widget
and use auto-populated Advanced Search filters.

13 Equipment Data
widget

Displays all points for the piece of equipment you are viewing to
help you understand whether it is behaving normally.

14 Equipment
Relationships
widget

Displays all relationships the piece of equipment you are viewing
has with other equipment, spaces, and network field controllers.
you can easily navigate to other equipment or spaces to help
troubleshoot issues.

Is the Equipment dashboard supported on all devices?
Yes, the Equipment dashboard is supported on desktop, tablets, and smartphones.

Building Network dashboard

What is a Building Network dashboard?
The Building Network dashboard provides a cohesive summary of the selected object. Widgets
included on a Building Network dashboard may include a Summary View widget, Involvement
widget, Trend widget, Equipment Relationships widget, and Detail widget. See Trend widget
(Default Trend) for a detailed description of the Trend widget.

How do I get to a Building Network dashboard?
The Space dashboard is the default view when you first log in to the Metasys UI. To navigate to a
Building Network dashboard, tap or click the Network tab. Tap or click your desired object.

Note: Users who do not have permission to view the Building Network can view the Spaces
tree or Views.

Is the Building Network dashboard supported on all devices?
Yes, the Building Network dashboard is supported on desktop, tablets, and smartphones.

Can I issue commands directly in the Building Network?
You can issue commands directly in the Detail widget by clicking Command or the value. For more
information on the Detail and Summary View widgets, see Detail widget or Summary View widget.
For information on Bulk Commanding and available commands, see Bulk Commanding.
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Cyber Health Dashboard

What is the Cyber Health dashboard?
The Cyber Health dashboard provides a Metasys administrator with a centralized view of potential
security-related issues or system issues which are detectable by an OAS and ADS/ADX, but
which may not surface as part of general system alarms. The administrator can also see out-of-
date software at one glance. The information is grouped into critical issues, potential risks, and
informational items.

How do I get to the Cyber Health dashboard?
1. Open the User menu in the upper-right corner of your screen.
2. Tap or click Network Security.
3. Tap or click Cyber Health Dashboard.

Who can access the Cyber Health dashboard?
Only Metasys local and Active Directory users with Administrator role can currently access the
Cyber Health dashboard.

What is the layout of the Cyber Health dashboard?
The Cyber Health dashboard consists of three widgets, including the Security Analysis widget, the
System Status widget, and the User Activity widget.
The following figure and table outline the default dashboard layout of the Cyber Health dashboard.

Figure 73: Cyber Health Dashboard
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Table 140: Cyber Health dashboard callouts
Number Name Description
1 Security Analysis widget Provides you with a detailed breakdown of security

issues and risks. The widget consists of a Summary
tab, Critical Issues tab, Potential Risks tab, and
Informational tab.

2 Summary tab Shows a summary of critical issues and potential risks.
Tap or click on the hyperlinked titles or on See More
to see more information in the relevant tab.

3 Critical Issues tab Shows critical issues related to the user accounts
or server, respectively. Tap or click FILTER to select
account-related and/or server-related issues. Tap
or click View Details to view and edit user details
for account-related issues, and to see engine
details for server-related issues. Tap or click Policy
Recommendation to read the policy recommendation
pertaining to an issue.

4 Potential Risks tab Shows potential risks related to the user accounts
or server, respectively. Tap or click FILTER to
select account-related and/or server-related risks.
Tap or click View Details to view and edit user
details for account-related risks, and to see engine
details for server-related risks. Tap or click Policy
Recommendation to read the policy recommendation
pertaining to a risk.

5 Informational tab Shows informational items that are neither critical
issues nor potential risks. For example, you can see
how many total user accounts exist, or how many
network engines have Metasys software at Release 8.1
or later. Tap or click FILTER to select account-related
and/or server-related items. Tap or click View Details
to view and edit user details for account-related items,
and to see engine details for server-related items. Tap
or click Policy Recommendation to read the policy
recommendation pertaining to an item.

6 System Status widget Shows an Account Overview, Engine Overview, and
Engine Details. See Table 141 for more information
about account information.

7 Summary tab Shows an account overview in the form of a bar chart
and an engine overview in the form of a doughnut
chart.
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Table 140: Cyber Health dashboard callouts
Number Name Description
8 Engine Details tab The Engine Details tab lists the name, IP address,

certificate expiration, firmware version, and status of
the engines. Tap or click FILTER to refine the engine
details listed.

Note: If the IP address or the firmware version
do not display, you need to re-synchronize the
engines. See How do I issue a Sync Engine com-
mand? for more information about re-synchro-
nizing the engines.

9 Advanced Security
information

Shows the status of the Advanced Security attribute.
This attribute provides an improved layer of security
between Metasys Site Directors and devices. With this
attribute set to On, backwards compatible methods
of communication between the Site Director and
its network engines are disabled, which means a
Site Director at Metasys Release 10.0 discards all
communication attempts from network engines prior
to Release 10.0. The Advanced Security flag being
enabled allows for more secure communication.

Note: You can change the Advanced Security
attribute on the Site object on the Detail wid-
get in the Building Network Dashboard in Meta-
sys UI and in the Site Management Portal (SMP).
Refresh Metasys UI after you perform the update
in SMP. For more information about setting the
Advanced Security attribute refer to Metasys Site
Management Portal Help (LIT-1201793).

10 Export icon Exports a Cyber Health Report in a .pdf file format.
Note: The export functionality is not supported
on tablets and smartphones.

11 User Activity widget This widget shows the following information:
• All successful user login occurrences during a

specified period of time.

• All unsuccessful user login occurrences during a
specified period of time

• All account lock-out occurrences during a specified
period of time

Note: Tap or click the calendar icon to select a
date range. Date range options include Last Day,
Last 7 Days, Last 30 Days, and Last 12 Months.

How do I issue a Sync Engine command?
To issue a Sync Engine command, follow these steps:

1. Navigate to the Building Network tree and select the engine object.
2. Tap or click on the status or value in the Detail widget. The Command dialog appears.
3. From the Command drop-down menu, select Sync Engine.
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4. Tap or click Save.

What user account information can be displayed on the Cyber Health
dashboard?
The user account information that displays on the Cyber Health dashboard relates to server users
only. Server refers to OAS and ADS/ADX site director. The following table outlines the data that
can be displayed on the dashboard in more detail. Not all of these options appear on every Cyber
Health dashboard. The data that displays depends on the available user account information.
Table 141: User account information on the Cyber Health dashboard
User account information Description
Total user accounts Shows the total count of server user accounts.

Note: User accounts created on engines are not
included. Active Directory user accounts are not
included if Active Directory is disabled.

Dormant user accounts Shows the total count of server user accounts that are
dormant.

Active user accounts Shows the total number of accounts that have the potential
to access the server. The count of active user accounts is
the total server user accounts less locked-out user accounts,
less disabled user accounts, less temporary expired user
accounts, and less Active Directory user accounts if Active
Directory is disabled.

Locked user accounts Shows the total count of server user accounts that are
locked.

Note: User accounts can get locked due to dormancy or
too many unsuccessful login attempts.

Temporary users Shows the total count of server user accounts that are
temporary.

Disabled users Shows the total count of server user accounts that are
disabled. This also includes single access user accounts that
are disabled.

Users with Administrator role Shows the total count of server user accounts that have an
Administrator role.

Policy-related information Shows the total count of server accounts with policies that
are less stringent than recommended. The policy information
relates to passwords, lockout settings, dormant accounts,
and inactive sessions.

Important: The server user accounts referenced in this table include Metasys local accounts
and Active Directory accounts. However, some of the policy-related information is based only
on Metasys local accounts.

Can I export data shown on the Cyber Health dashboard?
You can export information that appears on the Cyber Health dashboard on a computer. To
export the information click on the Export icon in the upper right of the Cyber Health Dashboard.
A timestamped Cyber Health Report in a .pdf file format downloads to your default download
location. The report contains all the details from the SECURITY ANALYSIS widget, the SYSTEM
STATUS widget, and the USER ACTIVITY widget.
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Note: The export functionality is not supported on tablets and smartphones.

Is the Cyber Health dashboard supported on all devices?
Yes, the Cyber Health dashboard is supported on desktop, tablets, and smartphones.

Commanding and Acting on Alarms

Commanding equipment

What is a command?
With commands you can implement a change in the system, like changing a temperature setpoint
in a room or start a fan. For example, you can adjust the value of a temperature from 72 degrees
Fahrenheit to 65 degrees Fahrenheit, or change a fan to ON or OFF to make the fan run or stop.
Commanding is available on computer, tablet, and phone platforms.
To bulk command points, see Bulk Commanding.

What is Priority Array?
Priority Array is an add-on to the Commanding window. When you select a command, the Priority
Array indicates where this command ranks in comparison to other objects related to this item. The
command you want to send appears in bold. With this information, you can determine whether
your command outranks the objects in place and whether your command can take effect. See also
Table 142.

What is the layout of the Commanding window?
The following figure displays the layout of the Commanding window with integrated Priority Array.
The available commands and values displayed are different depending on the type of point. In this
case, you see a Change Default Value  command.
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Figure 74: Commanding window and Priority Array callouts

Table 142: Commanding window callouts
Number Name Description
1 Short name Displays the short name of the point.
2 Long name Displays the long name of the point.
3 Current status Shows the current status of the point. Statuses include Normal,

Out of Service, Operator Override, Above Setpoint, High Alarm, and
so on.

4 Present value Shows the present value of the point.
5 Custom Trend

Viewer Add Point
icon

You can add a point to the Custom Trend Viewer. The Custom
Trend Viewer opens when you click the Add Point button.

Note: The trend icon only appears for points configured with
trend extensions.

6 Priority Array When you select a command, the Priority Array shows you other
objects that control your selected item, if applicable. The command
you want to send is highlighted in blue and preceded by an arrow.
The object with the highest priority has a value that is highlighted
in green. If your selected command is not the highest priority, you
get the following alert:
Selected command will not take effect due to other
objects ranking higher in the priority array.
Phone platforms show Priority Array at the bottom of the
Commanding window.
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Table 142: Commanding window callouts
Number Name Description
7 Add Annotation You can add an annotation to the command. Select a preset

annotation, or enter your annotation in the text box. You can view
the annotation in the Equipment Activity widget.

Note: When adding annotations during commanding points
that have audits forwarding from engines to the Site Director,
the annotations may not appear immediately in the Equip-
ment Activity widget.

8 Value field Displays a value field. The value field may appear differently
depending on the type of point and commands available.

9 Command drop-
down menu

Displays the types of commands available for the point. This menu
varies depending on the type of point and commands available.

10 Fully Qualified
Reference

Displays the Fully Qualified Reference (FQR) for the Building
Network object in the form of a hyperlink.
An FQR is a string that looks like:
siteDirectorComputerName:deviceComputerName/
item1.child1.grandchild1.
Tap or click on the hyperlink to access to the Building Network
Dashboard of the object. The Building Network Dashboard opens
in a separate tab in the browser.

Note:
• The hyperlink only works if you select the User Can View

the Item Navigation Tree (Default Tree) property in your
User Properties. For more information, refer to the Security
Administrator System Technical Bulletin (LIT-1201528).

• If you do not have View permission for an object,
the hyperlink only takes you to the Building Network
Dashboard of the point. You cannot view any details
pertaining to the object.

How do I adjust the value of a point on a piece of equipment?
Adjust commands are available for output points and for users with proper authorization (access
permissions).
To adjust a value for a point, follow the steps below:

1. Tap or click the point's value to open the Command View.
2. Select the Adjust command type from the Command drop-down menu.

Note: On tablets and phones, tap the Command field to select Adjust from the list and
tap Done.

3. To adjust a numeric value, tap or click the down arrow button to decrease the value, or the up
arrow button to increase the value. Alternatively, click in the Value field and enter the desired
numeric value.

Note: On tablets and phones, tap in the Value field, enter the desired numeric value, and
click Done.

To adjust a binary or multi-state value, click in the Value drop-down menu and select the
desired value.
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Note: On tablets and phones, tap in the Value field, select the desired value, and tap
Done.

4. Tap or click in the Add Annotation field to enter an optional annotation.
5. Tap or click SAVE.

Note: Any Samsung phone for Android performs best when you use a third-party keyboard
for commanding. You first need to download a third-party keyboard. To use a third-party
keyboard, go to Settings > Personalization > Language and Input > Keyboard and Input
Methods > Default , and select a third-party keyboard. The location for changing the keyboard
can vary depending on your device.

What types of commands can I issue?
You can adjust values, place overrides, or release overrides.
You can adjust output point values, or temporarily or permanently override them. You can also
release the override for any point that is currently overridden.
You can temporarily or permanently take input point values out of service. You can also place input
point values back into service.

How do I override the value of a point? How do I release overrides?
Override commands are available for output points and for users with proper authorization (access
permissions).
To temporarily override a point:

1. Tap or click the point's value to open the Command View.
2. Select the Override command type from the Command drop-down menu.

Note: On tablets and phones, tap the Command field to select Override from the list and
tap Done.

3. To override a numeric value, tap or click the down arrow button to decrease the value, or
the up arrow button to increase the value. Alternatively, click in the Value field and enter the
desired numeric value.

Note: On tablets and phones, tap in the Value field, enter the desired numeric value, and
click Done.

To override a binary or multi-state value, click in the Value drop-down menu and select the
desired value.

Note: On tablets and phones, tap in the Value field, select the desired value, and tap
Done.

4. In the Expires area, click After and enter the desired length of time in hours and minutes for
the temporary override.

5. Tap or click in the Add Annotation field to enter an optional annotation.
6. Tap or click SAVE.

To permanently override a point:

1. Tap or click the point's value to open the Command View.
2. Select the Override command type from the Command drop-down menu.

Note: On tablets and phones, tap the Command field to select Override from the list and
tap Done.
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3. To override a numeric value, tap or click the down arrow button to decrease the value, or
the up arrow button to increase the value. Alternatively, click in the Value field and enter the
desired numeric value.

Note: On tablets and phones, tap in the Value field, enter the desired numeric value, and
click Done.

To override a binary or multi-state value, click in the Value drop-down menu and select the
desired value.

Note: On tablets and phones, tap in the Value field, select the desired value, and tap
Done.

4. In the Expires area, click Never.
5. Tap or click in the Add Annotation field to enter an optional annotation.
6. Tap or click SAVE.

To release a temporary or permanent override:

1. Tap or click the point's value to open the Command View.
2. Select the Release command type from the Command drop-down menu.

Note: On tablets and phones, tap the Command field to select Release from the list and
tap Done.

3. Tap or click SAVE.

How do I know a point is in permanent override? How do I know a point is in
temporary override?
When a point is permanently overridden, the point displays the override status color, which is
orange by default.

Figure 75: Point in Permanent Override

When a point is temporarily overridden, the point displays the override status color, which is
orange by default, and a clock icon next to the present value. Tap or click the point to see when the
override timer expires.

Figure 76: Point in Temporary Override

What are the In Service and Out of Service commands?
In Service and Out of Service commands are available for input points and for users with proper
authorization (access permissions).
With the In Service command you can cancel the effect of an Out of Service command.
With the Out of Service command you can override the point's hardware input for replacement,
remodeling, or other purposes.
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How do I command a point In Service or Out of Service?
In Service commands are available for input points and for users with proper authorization (access
permissions).
To command a point out of service:

1. Tap or click the point's value to open the Command View.
2. Select the Take Out of Service command type from the Command drop-down menu.

Note: On tablets and phones, tap the Command field to select Take Out of Service from
the list and tap Done.

3. To adjust a numeric value while taking a point out of service, tap or click the down arrow
button to decrease the value, or the up arrow button to increase the value. Alternatively, click
in the Value field and enter the desired numeric value.

Note: On tablets and phones, tap in the Value field, enter the desired numeric value, and
click Done.

To adjust a binary or multi-state value while taking a point out of service, click in the Value
drop-down menu and select the desired value.

Note: On tablets and phones, tap in the Value field, select the desired value, and tap
Done.

4. In the Expires area, click After and enter the desired length of time in hours and minutes for
the temporary override. Or select Never for a permanent override.

5. Tap or click in the Add Annotation field to enter an optional annotation.
6. Tap or click SAVE.

Out of Service commands are available for input points and for users with proper authorization
(access permissions).
To command a point back in service:

1. Tap or click the point to open the Command View.
2. Select the Put Back in Service command type from the Command drop-down menu.

Note: On tablets and phones, tap the Command field to select Put Back in Service from
the list and tap Done.

3. Tap or click on the Add Annotation field to enter an optional annotation.
4. Tap or click SAVE.

Why can I not command some points?
There are several reasons why you cannot command certain points:

• The point cannot be commanded.

Note: Metasys UI 4.1 cannot read values from engines that are at Metasys Release
3.0 or earlier. This means that online points, engines or controllers associated with a
network engine that is at Release 3.0 or earlier may show a status of Remote Device is
offline in the Priority Array area and cannot be commanded.

• The value shown is not the present value.
• You may not have the appropriate permissions to send a command. See the following table for

the required permissions.
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Table 143: Authorization category permission required for commands
Type of command Authorization category permission required
Adjust Operate Permission (Authorization Category-Based)

You must have this permission for the authorization category of the
point for which are you are adjusting the value, even if you do not have
explicit permission for the authorization category of the point you are
commanding.

Override Intervene Permission (Authorization Category-Based)
You must have this permission for the authorization category of the
point for which are you are overriding the value, even if you do not have
explicit permission for the authorization category of the point you are
commanding.

Release Intervene Permission (Authorization Category-Based)
You must have this permission for the authorization category of the
point for which are you are releasing the override, even if you do not
have explicit permission for the authorization category of the point you
are commanding.

Take Out of Service
Put Back in Service

Diagnostic Permission (Authorization Category-Based)
You must have this permission for the authorization category of the
point for which are you are taking out of service or putting back in
service, even if you do not have explicit permission for the authorization
category of the point you are commanding.

How can I check the results of my command?
When you send a command by tapping or clicking SAVE, a message notifies you whether the
command succeeded.

Are the commands I send audited?
Commands are audited and viewable in the Equipment Activity widget.

What does the Trend icon in the Command View do?
For points with trend extensions configured, you can add the point to the Custom Trend Viewer by
tapping or clicking the Custom Trend Add Point icon in the Command View.

Note: The trend icon only appears for points configured with trend extensions.

When you tap or click the trend icon, the Command View closes and the point is added to the
Custom Trend Viewer that opens.

Acting on alarms

What is the difference between Alarm Manager, Alarm Monitor, and Alarms
list (also known as Alarm Announcement)?
You can view and take action on alarms that occurred in your Metasys system with the Alarm
Manager and the Alarm Monitor on computer and tablet platforms. You can also view and take
action on alarms in the Alarms list (Alarm Announcement) on your phone platform. See Alarms on
smartphones (Alarms list).
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The following table summarizes the differences between Alarm Manager, Alarm Monitor, and
Alarms list (Alarm Announcement).
Table 144: Comparison between Alarm Manager, Alarm Monitor, and Alarms list (Alarm
Announcement)
Displayed Alarm

Manager
Alarm
Monitor

Alarms list (Alarm
Announcement)

Alarms pending acknowledgment, or
unacknowledged from the beginning of
time

X X

Alarms pending discarding X X
Acknowledged alarms from the beginning
of time X X

Discarded alarms from the beginning of
time

Note: You can view discarded alarms
in System Activity.

Alarms not discarded from the beginning
of time X

Alarms from all points in the Metasys
system (points mapped to Metasys UI
equipment and points not mapped to
Metasys UI equipment)

X X X

Top 1000 alarms (latest occurrences) X X
Top 100 alarms (latest occurrences and
acknowledged alarms indicated by a
green check mark

X

In the Alarm Manager and Alarm Monitor, you can sort by Status, Priority and Occurred.
In the Alarms list (Alarm Announcement), you can only sort by Date descending (Most Recent tab)
or by Priority (Priority tab).

Alarm Manager and Alarm Monitor

What is the Alarm Manager and the Alarm Monitor?
You can view and take action on all alarms that occurred in your Metasys system with the Alarm
Manager and the Alarm Monitor. See also What is the difference between Alarm Manager, Alarm
Monitor, and Alarms list (also known as Alarm Announcement)?.

How do I access the Alarm Manager and the Alarm Monitor?
The Alarm Manager and Alarm Monitor are available on tablet and computer platforms, but they
are not available on phone platforms.
Alarm Manager
To access the Alarm Manager viewer when you are logged in to the Metasys UI, tap or click the
Alarm icon next to the User menu.
To access the Alarm Manager stand-alone when you are logged in to the Metasys UI, but through a
separate URL, complete the following steps:

1. In a supported browser, navigate to and log in to your Metasys UI site.
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2. Open a separate browser tab and navigate to https://[host name]/UI/alarms, where
[host name] is replaced with the IP address or host name/server name of your Metasys Site
Director.

Alarm Monitor
To access the Alarm Monitor, you do not need to log in to your Metasys UI site. Simply navigate
to https://[host name]/UI/alarms, where [host name] is replaced with host name, server
name, or IP address of your Metasys Site Director. However, an administrator user or the
MetasysSysAgent user must first log in to the Metasys UI and enable the Alarm Monitor after
installing the Metasys UI.
To enable Alarm Monitor complete the following steps:

1. Log in to the Metasys UI as an administrator user or the MetasysSysAgent user.
2. Open the User menu.
3. Tap or click Administrative Tasks.
4. Tap or click Site Settings.
5. Select the Enable Alarm Monitor check box in the Alarm tab.

Note: Users with View permission to the equipment where the alarm occurred can view
alarms (no acknowledge or discard privileges). Users with Manage Items permission to the
equipment can acknowledge or discard the alarms. You can assign these permissions in the
User Management feature in Metasys UI.

What information is displayed in the Alarm Manager and the Alarm Monitor?
If you are logged in to the Metasys UI, the Alarm Manager accessed from the Alarm icon and from
the separate URL displays all alarms that are pending acknowledgment and discarding. You can
also see the alarms that were acknowledged. The main area of the Alarm Manager displays a list of
the alarms in the Metasys system. The following information appears for each alarm:

• the status icon

• new alarm indicator ( )
• the priority of the alarm
• the type of alarm
• the trigger value of the alarm
• the equipment the alarm occurred on (if the alarm is on equipment configured to the Metasys

UI; if the alarm is from equipment not configured to the Metasys UI, this column is blank)
• the short name of a mapped point, or the user name for unmapped objects in alarm
• the space the equipment serves (if the alarm is on equipment configured to the Metasys UI; if

the alarm is from equipment not configured to the Metasys UI, this column is blank)
• the number of occurrences of the alarm
• the time stamp of the latest occurrence

The Alarm Manager also displays an Alarm Summary for all the alarms in the system. The Alarm
Summary includes a total alarm count, denoting the number of alarms unacknowledged and
acknowledged, and a breakdown of the number of alarms per priority.
If you are not logged in to the Metasys UI, the Alarm Monitor displays the same information as the
Alarm Manager. However, the Alarm Monitor does not display the space the equipment serves (if
the alarm is on equipment serving a space configured to the Metasys UI).
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Note:
• Ensure that you set the Acknowledgment Required filter in the Event Viewer of ADS/

ADX to True for every alarm, so that it displays in the Event Viewer and subsequently in
the Alarm Manager or Monitor. For more information about setting the Acknowledgment
Required attribute refer to the Creating Extensions section in Metasys SMP Help
(LIT-1201793).

• Alarms roll up on an object point basis. Additionally, if an object is in an offline alarm, the
alarm details list displays all previous alarm occurrences raised on that object.

• Events that do not need acknowledgment do not show in the Alarm Manager.

What is the layout of the Alarm Manager and the Alarm Monitor?
The following figure displays the layout of the Alarm Manager, which has a similar layout as the
Alarm Monitor.

Figure 77: Alarm Manager callouts
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Table 145: Alarm Manager callouts
Number Name Description
1 View alarm count Indicates the number of alarms currently being viewed.
2 Alarms list and

columns
Shows the alarms, listed by:
• Status (Alarm Icon indicates the alarm type)

• New (  displays to indicate that the alarm is new)

• Priority

• Type

• Trigger Value

• Equipment

• Short name of a mapped point, or the user name for
unmapped objects in alarm

• Space (not displayed in the Alarm Monitor)

• # (the number of occurrences of the alarm)

• Occurred (default column alarms are sorted by)
3 Export icon Exports the raw list of alarms to a .csv file. Or exports

a snapshot of the Alarm Summary charts and the list of
displayed alarms in the alarms list to a .pdf file.

Note: This icon is not available on tablets. The .pdf
export feature is not available when you are not logged in.

4 Silence icon Silences current alarms. If a new alarm comes in while all
existing alarms are silenced, the alarm sound plays until you
acknowledge the alarm or silence the new alarm.

5 Alarm Summary Displays the latest occurrences of alarms raised on objects.
Shows a count of total alarms in two charts: a doughnut
chart that displays the number of unacknowledged alarms
and acknowledged alarms, and a bar chart that displays the
number of alarms per priority.

Note:

Metasys UI currently supports up to six priority levels.
If you have a 7th, 8th, and 9th alarm priority level, for
example, you cannot see them in Metasys UI.

6 Alarm Summary
Doughnut Chart

Displays a count of total alarms, including the number of
unacknowledged alarms and acknowledged alarms.

7 Alarm Summary
Priority Bar Chart

Displays the number of alarms pending acknowledgment for
each priority. When you click on the bars, you apply the priority
filter in the alarm details list.

8 Alarm icon Indicates the alarm type and if the alarm was acknowledged.
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Table 145: Alarm Manager callouts
Number Name Description
9 Alarm Selection Box Selects the alarm to display the detailed view or to perform an

action (acknowledge or discard). If you select multiple alarms,
you can perform batch acknowledgments or discards.

10 Actions button
Alarm Filter button

Action Button: You can acknowledge or discard the selected
alarms.
Alarm Filter Button: Filters the alarms. Tap or click the filter
button to filter alarms by:
• Priority

• Start date and time and end date and time (could be a date
or range of dates on which the alarms occurred)

• Alarm Status (Acknowledged or Unacknowledged)

• Alarm Type

• By Space and Equipment

• Point Category

• Network Items

The following figure shows the Alarm Monitor. The layout of the Alarm Monitor differs only slightly
from the Alarm Manager: the alarm list does not display space information, equipment information,
or annotations, and a Log In button appears in the upper-right corner.

Figure 78: Alarm Monitor

What information is displayed in the Alarm Summary?
The Alarm Summary displays the latest occurrences of alarms raised on objects.
The Alarm Summary displays a count of total alarms, unacknowledged alarms, and acknowledged
alarms in a doughnut chart.
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Figure 79: Alarm Summary Doughnut Chart

The Alarm Summary displays the number of alarms pending acknowledgment for each priority. You
can tap or click the bar for a priority to filter the alarms list to the pending alarms for that priority.

Figure 80: Alarm Summary Priority Count

Note: As the alarms roll up on an object point basis, the Alarm Summary only shows the
alarms for the top item. It is therefore not a snapshot of all the items that are in alarm on the
entire site.
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How do I see a detailed view of an alarm?
To see a detailed view of an alarm, tap or click on an alarm in the main area of the Alarm Manager
or the Alarm Monitor. You can also see a detailed view of an alarm in the Alarms list on your phone
platform.
The detailed view appears in place of the Alarm Summary and displays the following alarm
information:

• Name (short name of mapped points, or user name for unmapped objects in alarm).
• Priority
• Equipment
• Space
• For analog points, High Alarm Limit and Low Alarm Limit values appear.

For binary or multistate points, Normal State and Alarm State values appear.

Note: High Alarm Limit and Low Alarm Limit or Normal State and Alarm State values are
available for points only and are not available for device alarms.

• Low Alarm Limit
• Trigger Value
• Occurred
• Category (authorization category of the object in alarm)
• Description (of the space or equipment affected by the alarm)
• Message Text (if any)
• Annotations
• ACKNOWLEDGE and DISCARD buttons

Note: There can be various types of alarms for one object. When you tap or click these
buttons, you acknowledge or discard all of the rollup alarms for the object.
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Figure 81: Alarm Details tab

In the Alarm Manager, click or tap on the hyperlinked Fully Qualified Reference (FQR) next to the
Network object name to see more details about an unmapped object in the Building Network
Dashboard.

Note:
• Mapped objects are not hyperlinked.
• The hyperlink only works if you select the User Can View the Item Navigation Tree

(Default Tree) property in your User Properties. For more information, refer to the
Security Administrator System Technical Bulletin (LIT-1201528).

In the Alarm Monitor, click or tap on the hyperlinked Fully Qualified Reference (FQR) next to the
Network object name and log in to see more details about an unmapped object in the Building
Network Dashboard.

Note:
• Mapped objects are not hyperlinked.
• The Building Network Dashboard only opens if you select the User Can View the Item

Navigation Tree (Default Tree) property in your User Properties. For more information,
refer to the Security Administrator System Technical Bulletin (LIT-1201528).

• If you do not have View permission for an object, the login only takes you to the Building
Network Dashboard of the object. You cannot view any details pertaining to the object.
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The Served By tab lists the equipment the alarm occurred on and the equipment upstream and
downstream from the equipment the alarm occurred on. Tap or click the equipment name to filter
the alarms list by the equipment selected. The numbers that appear next to the equipment denote
the number of occurrences for an alarm on that piece of equipment.

Figure 82: Alarm Served By tab

What do the colors and icons mean for the alarms listed in the Alarm Manager and
the Alarm Monitor?
The following table describes the alarm icons in the Alarm Manager and the Alarm Monitor.
Table 146: Alarm icons
Icon Description

Appears for a Priority Level 1 or 2 alarm that requires acknowledgment.

Appears for a Priority Level 3 or 4 alarm that requires acknowledgment.

Appears for an alarm that has been acknowledged.

The colors displayed in the Alarm Manager and Alarm Monitor are configured in the SMP Metasys
System Preferences > Alarm Settings tab.
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Figure 83: Metasys System Preferences Alarm Settings tab

The colors of the alarm icons may be inverted from the preference colors. The inverted colors
indicate whether the alarm requires acknowledgment.

Can I sort alarms listed in the main area of the Alarm Manager and the Alarm
Monitor?
Yes. You can sort the Status, Priority, and Occurred columns of the list of alarms in ascending or
descending alphanumeric order. To sort a column, tap or click the column header.

Can I filter the alarms listed in the main area of the Alarm Manager and the Alarm
Monitor?
Yes, you can filter the alarms listed in the main area of the Alarm Manager and the Alarm Monitor.
You can filter the alarms by:

• Priority: using a range of priorities, for example, 40 to 79
• Start Date to End Date: enter a date or range of dates to view alarms that occurred during the

filtered time frame
• Alarm Status: Acknowledged and Unacknowledged
• Alarm Type: Select All, Normal, Fault, Off Normal, High Limit, Low Limit, Low Warning, High

Warning, Alarm, Trouble, Status, Offline, Shutdown, Unreliable, Online, Above Setpoint, Below
Setpoint, and Unoccupied

• Space & Equipment: search for alarms affecting space and equipment
• Point Category: Select All, HVAC, Fire, Security, Services, Administrative, General, Lighting,

Refrigeration, Critical Environment, Air Quality, Power, Energy, System, and Custom
• Network Items: select space and equipment affected by alarms in the network tree

To filter the alarms:

1. Tap or click FILTER.
2. Use one or several of the filter options.

- To filter alarms by Priority, enter a range of priorities.
- To filter alarms by a range of dates or a particular date, use the Start Date and End Date

fields or calendar icons.
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- To filter alarms by Alarm Status, select a status from the drop-down menu.
- To filter alarms by Alarm Type, select a type from the drop-down menu.
- To filter alarms by searching for alarms affecting space and equipment, use the Space &

Equipment search field.
- To filter alarms by Point Category, select a category from the drop-down menu.
- To filter alarms by Network Items, select an item from the network tree.

Note: If you apply several filters, the filters are applied as AND statements. If you apply
one filter with several conditions, the filters are applied as OR statements. For example,
if you apply a filter for Alarm Type (High Alarm or Low Alarm) and a filter for Spaces &
Equipment (AHU or VAV), the alarms filter for High Alarm or Low Alarm AND AHU or VAV.

3. Tap or click APPLY.
To clear all filters, tap or click Clear All.

How do I acknowledge or discard an alarm? How do I batch acknowledge or batch
discard alarms?
To acknowledge a single alarm or batch acknowledge multiple alarms, complete the following
steps:

1. Select a single alarm entry or multiple alarms by tapping or clicking the check box next to the
alarm or alarms.

2. Tap or click ACTIONS and select Acknowledge.
3. The Single Acknowledge window opens when you select one alarm. The Batch Acknowledge

window opens when you select multiple alarms.
4. To annotate your action, select a preset or enter your own comment in the text box.

Note: It is best practice to annotate your actions. When an Administrator chooses to
enforce all annotations in the system settings, you have to annotate your actions.

5. Tap or click ACKNOWLEDGE.
To discard a single alarm or batch discard multiple alarms, complete the following steps:

1. Select a single alarm entry or multiple alarms by tapping or clicking the check box next to the
alarm or alarms.

2. Tap or click ACTIONS and select Discard.
3. The Single Discard window opens when you select one alarm. The Batch Discard window

opens when you select multiple alarms.
4. To annotate your action, select a preset or enter your own comment in the text box.

Note: It is best practice to annotate your actions. When an Administrator chooses to
enforce all annotations in the system settings, you have to annotate your actions.

5. Tap or click DISCARD.
To remove alarms from the alarms list on a phone, you must acknowledge and then discard the
alarms. After acknowledging and discarding the alarms, the alarms remain in the Acknowledged
alarm count in the Alarm Summary. When you acknowledge or discard an alarm, you are
acknowledging or discarding all previous occurrences of the alarm.
For batch actions, if multiple alarms are selected and the occurrences of the alarms exceed 10,000,
the action takes place on the latest (by time occurred) occurrences.

Note: If the latest occurrence of an alarm is discarded from the Equipment Activity widget or
from the SMP, the alarm entry in Alarm Manager is dynamically removed.
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How do I enable the silence icon so it appears in the Alarm Manager?
To enable the silence button in Alarm Manager, you must select the Enable Audible Alarm setting in
the properties for the user in SMP. You must enable this setting for each user.
1. Log in to SMP as an administrator user or the MetasysSysAgent user.
2. Go to Tools > Administrator.
3. In the Roles and Users pane, right-click on a user and select Properties.
4. Select the User Profile tab.
5. Select the Enable Audible Audio option.
6. Click OK.

How do I silence alarms? Will silencing alarms silence current alarms or all alarms
including new alarms?
To silence all current alarms, tap or click the loudspeaker button. Tapping or clicking the
loudspeaker button silences the current alarms and any new occurrences of the alarm.
If a new alarm comes in while all existing alarms are silenced, the alarm sound plays until you
acknowledge the alarm or silence the new alarm. To silence that alarm, tap or click the loudspeaker
button.
Alarm sound plays for the highest priority alarm. If multiple alarms occur for different priorities, the
sound for the highest priority alarm plays.

How do I configure the alarm sounds? How do I use custom files for the alarm
sounds?
You can configure the alarm sounds in Metasys system preferences in SMP. To configure the
alarm sounds (as well as alarm priorities), select the Alarm Settings tab in the Metasys system
preferences. The alarm settings are system settings and therefore can be edited only by users
authorized to edit system preferences. These alarm settings apply to SMP and the Metasys UI.
SMP uses Wave (.wav) files for alarm sounds. MP3 files that are equivalent and similarly named
to the .wav files are provided with the Metasys Server and Metasys UI install. The MP3 files used
for alarm sounds are stored in C:\Program Files (x86)\Johnson Controls\Metasys UI
\Client\audio on the Site Director.
To configure the alarm sounds, access SMP and refer to the Metasys Site Management Portal Help
(LIT-1201793) or the Metasys UI Technical Bulletin (LIT-12012115).
To use a custom file for alarm sounds for the Metasys UI, you need both a Wave (.wav) file and an
MP3 file in the system folders. Supported web browsers use the Wave (.wav) file. Place the custom
Wave (.wav) file in C:\Program Files (x86)\Johnson Controls\MetasysIII\UI\audio. Place the custom
MP3 in C:\Program Files (x86)\Johnson Controls\Metasys UI\Client\audio.

Note:
• The Alarm Settings tab controls the sounds made by the Metasys system when an alarm

is received; however, the sound settings of the client computer control the volume of the
audible alarms. If a sound file is missing or misconfigured, the Metasys system uses the
default system beep in its place.
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• If you use Metasys UI with Safari of MAC book v10.12.6, the alarm sound does not
play, due to security updates in Safari, which prevent websites from playing audio
and video without user consent or user action. You can change the Safari settings
to play audio and video for all websites and thereby receive the alarm sound. Go to
Safari > Preferences > Websites > Auto-Play > When visiting other websites, and select
Allow All Auto-Play from the drop-down. If you do not want to change this setting for all
websites, you can select the Metasys website and select the same value for the individual
website.

How do I view an annotation on an alarm?
To view an annotation for an alarm in the Alarm Manager:

1. Tap or click on an alarm. The alarm details open. When an alarm occurrence has annotation to
view, a page icon appears next to Annotations.

2. Tap or click the page symbol. The Annotations window opens.

Note: Annotations added to an occurrence of an alarm do not appear in the annotations
for a new occurrence of an alarm. To view annotations for a particular occurrence, tap or
click the Annotations hyperlink with the page icon next to the occurrence.

How do I add an annotation to an alarm? How do I batch annotate?
To add single or batch annotations to an alarm, complete the following steps:

1. Select a single alarm entry or multiple alarms by tapping or clicking the check box next to the
alarms.

2. Tap or click ACTIONS in the upper left of the Alarm Manager.
3. Select Annotate. The Single Annotate window opens when you select one alarm. The Batch

Annotate window opens when you select multiple alarms.

Note: You require the Manage Item Event permission for at least one authorization
category to batch annotate alarms.

4. Select a preset or enter your own comment in the text box.
5. Tap or click ADD.

You can also add a single annotation to an alarm in the Details pane:

1. Tap or click on an alarm. The alarm details open.
2. Tap or click the Annotations hyperlink. The Annotations window opens.

Note: Annotations added to an occurrence of an alarm do not appear in the annotations
for a new occurrence of an alarm. To add annotations for a particular occurrence, tap or
click the Annotations hyperlink next to the occurrence.

3. Tap or click the Add Annotation icon in the Annotations window.
4. Select a preset or enter your own comment in the text box.
5. Tap or click ADD.

Can I export or print the information that appears in the Alarm Manager and the
Alarm Monitor?
You can export information that appears in the Alarm Manager and the Alarm Monitor only on a
computer. The export function is not supported on tablets. The time displayed in the exported files
displays the client time and not the server time.
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To export information that appears in the Alarm Manager and the Alarm Monitor, click the export
icon. You can export alarms to a .csv file and open the file in any supported spreadsheet software.
An exported .csv file captures the following information for selected alarms:

• Priority
• Type
• Trigger Value
• Equipment
• Name (of object in alarm)
• Occurred

Note: The .csv export has a limit of 10,000 rows and contains the latest occurrence and the
previous occurrences of the alarms that are displayed in the Alarm Summary. For example,
if there are two alarms displayed in the Alarm Summary view, and if both alarms have two
occurrences each, then the export shows four records in total. The filters in the Alarm Manager
only apply to the latest occurrences, which are displayed in the Alarm Manager Summary view.
In other words, the report feature collects all rollup data under an object regardless of the
filter as long as the top object is within the filter.

The exported .pdf file contains:

• a snapshot image of the alarm summary and
• the displayed data of the main area of the Alarm Manager or Alarm Monitor:

- Priority
- New
- Type
- Trigger Value
- Equipment
- Name (of object in alarm)
- Space
- # (the number of occurrences of the alarm)
- Occurred

Note: The .pdf export feature is not available when you are not logged in.
To print the information that appears in the Alarm Manager and the Alarm Monitor, click the export
button to export the data to a .csv file or .pdf file. You can print the .csv file or .pdf file.

Are the Alarm Manager and the Alarm Monitor supported on all devices?
The Alarm Manager and Alarm Monitor are supported on tablet and computer platforms, but they
are not supported on phone platforms.

Alarms on smartphones (Alarms list)

What alarms are displayed in the Alarms list?
The Alarms list displays alarms that have occurred for points mapped and unmapped to Metasys 
UI equipment. You can see the top 100 alarms in the Alarms list. The listed alarms include the latest
occurrences, and alarms that were acknowledged, as indicated by a green check mark.
Users with View permission to the equipment where the alarm occurred can view alarms (no
acknowledge or discard privileges). Users with Manage Items permission to the equipment can
acknowledge the alarms. These permissions are assigned to the user in the Site Management
Portal. For more information on assigning users permissions, refer to the Security Administrator
System Technical Bulletin (LIT-1201528).
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To view the alarm information after acknowledging or discarding an alarm, navigate to the
Equipment Dashboard (by clicking the link) and view the Equipment Activity widget.
The Alarms list groups alarms from the same point into one alarm list entry. Alarms for a point
are grouped into a single occurrence regardless of alarm type, alarm status, alarm extension, or
attribute.

How do I access the Alarms list?
The Alarms list is available on phone platforms only. To access the Alarms list on a phone, tap the
Alarm icon next to the User menu. On computer and tablet platforms, the Alarm Manager viewer
displays in place of the Alarms list.

What is the layout of the Alarms list?
The following figure and table describe the layout of the Alarms list.

Figure 84: Alarms layout
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Table 147: Alarms features and functionality
Feature Description
Alarm list Contains a list of the top 100 alarms that require acknowledgment or

discarding, or that were acknowledged, as indicated by a green check
mark. You can view alarms based on the time and date they occurred, or
by priority.

Most Recent tab Lists alarms in chronological order with the most recent alarms displaying
at the top of the list. Alarms for the same point are grouped into one
alarm list entry. Alarms for a point are grouped into a single occurrence
regardless of alarm type, alarm status, alarm extension, or attribute.

Priority tab Lists alarms in priority order with the highest priority alarms displaying at
the top of the list. Alarms for the same point are grouped into one alarm
list entry if the alarm has the same priority. For example, if a point has two
alarms configured, one with a priority of 60 and one with a priority of 70,
then two alarms are listed in this tab.

Alarm icon Displays a red exclamation point for new alarms that have come in and
not been acknowledged since you last viewed the Alarms list. Click the
Alarm icon to open the Alarms list.

 displays when there are alarms configured to equipment that have
not been acknowledged.

 displays when there are new alarms configured to equipment within
the last 15 minutes. You can configure the length of time the exclamation
point appears in the Metasys Preferences >  Display Settings >  View
Settings >  New entry timeframe that is set in the Site Management
Portal.

New Alarm icon Appears when a new alarm has occurred in the last 15 minutes. Once 15
minutes has passed, the new alarm icon disappears.

The New Alarm text and star button ( ) appears in the Most Recent

tab header and the Priority Tab header. The New Alarm star button ( )
appears in the Alarm list entry and the Previous Occurrences section.

Alarm Lists the alarm entry.
Expanded detail close
button

Closes expanded detail of an alarm list entry. Tap BACK to close the
detailed view.

Alarm detail Displays alarm detail, including: Name of point, Priority of the alarm, Type
of alarm, Equipment points that the alarm is associated with, High Alarm
Limit and Low Alarm Limit (for analog points), Normal State and Alarm
State (for binary or multistate points), Trigger value of alarm (what value
must occur to trigger an alarm), date and time that the alarm occurred,
and message text (if any).

Note: High Alarm Limit and Low Alarm Limit or Normal State and
Alarm State values are available for points only and are not available
for device alarms.

To view all of the equipment affected by this alarm, tap or click the More
button.
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Table 147: Alarms features and functionality
Feature Description
Alarm occurrence
count

Lists the number of occurrences of alarms for a point that are affected
by an Acknowledge or Discard action from within the Alarms list. For
example, 8 Occurrences Will be Affected.

Acknowledge and
Discard buttons

Removes an alarm from the list.
Click ACKNOWLEDGE to acknowledge all alarms for this point.
Click DISCARD to discard all alarms for this point.

Current status of point Lists the current value and status of the point associated with the alarm.
List of previous alarm
occurrences

Lists the number of occurrences of an alarm that are affected by an
Acknowledge or Discard action from within the Alarms list. For example,
Previous Occurrences (Showing 7 of 7).
Lists the time and date the alarm occurred and the alarm status of the
point (for example, High Alarm, Low Alarm, Unreliable, or Out of Service).

What information can I find about alarms?
Tap the Alarm icon to display the default view of alarms (Most Recent tab). You can also view alarms
by priority by tapping or clicking the Priority tab.
Tap an alarm to view the following information: the short name of the point that generated the
alarm, when the alarm occurred, the type of the alarm, the priority of the alarm, any message text
related to the alarm, and the current value and status of the point.

How do I bulk acknowledge or discard an alarm?
To acknowledge or discard an alarm, tap or click the alarm entry in the list to see the detailed view.
In the detailed view of the alarm, tap or click ACKNOWLEDGE to acknowledge the alarm. Or tap or
click DISCARD to discard the alarm.
When you acknowledge or discard an alarm, you are acknowledging or discarding all previous
occurrences of the alarm.
To acknowledge or discard a single alarm, use the Equipment Activity widget.

Can I sort the alarms in the Alarms list?
By default, the Alarms list displays the Most Recent tab that displays alarms in chronological order.
Since multiple alarms for the same point are displayed as a single alarm entry, if the point has a
new alarm, the most recent alarm moves to the top of the list.
Tap or click the Priority tab to view alarms in priority order. Multiple alarms for the same point that
have different priorities are displayed as separate alarms. For example, if a point has an alarm with
a priority of 60 and an alarm with a priority of 70, two alarms appear in the Priority tab.

How do I view an annotation on an alarm?
To view an annotation for an alarm in the Alarms list:

1. Tap on an alarm. The alarm details open. When an alarm occurrence has annotation to view, a
page icon appears next to Annotations.

2. Tap Annotations with the page icon. The Annotations window opens.

Note: Annotations added to an occurrence of an alarm do not appear in the annotations
for a new occurrence of an alarm. To view annotations for a particular occurrence, tap
Annotations with the page icon next to the occurrence.
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How do I add an annotation to an alarm?
To add an annotation to an alarm in the Alarms list:

1. Tap on an alarm. The alarm details open.
2. Tap Annotations. The Annotations window opens.

Note: Annotations added to an occurrence of an alarm do not appear in the annotations
for a new occurrence of an alarm. To add annotations for a particular occurrence, tap or
click Annotations next to the occurrence.

3. Tap the Add Annotation icon.
4. Tap in the annotation text box. Type your annotation.
5. Tap ADD. Your annotation appears in the Annotations window.

System Activity

What is the System Activity feature?
You can view and manage all audits and alarms that are forwarded from an engine to the Site
Director directly in Metasys UI with System Activity. The data is presented in the form of a timeline
in System Activity. Every audit and alarm instance appears in chronological order in System Activity,
including alarms that do not require acknowledgment. The alarms are not rolled up, as is the case
in Alarm Manager. The feature helps you understand changes that have occurred in the Metasys
system over a period of time, whereby you can display audits and alarms as far back as the data set.

Note: System Activity is available in Metasys UI only.

Who can access and use System Activity?
You do not require special authorization or licensing to access System Activity. However, you
require the View Metasys Status system access privilege to view audits and object authorization
category access to view alarms. In addition, the content of the feature is subject to authorization.
For example, the feature excludes space and equipment context for audits created for points that
belong to an equipment serving one or several spaces that the user is not authorized for, or for
points that belong to a piece of equipment for which the user does not have View permission.
For example, if the point on which the audit is generated is mapped to two pieces of equipment
(equipment A and equipment B) and the logged in user has the View permission of the equipment
A authorization category but not equipment B authorization category, equipment A and the space
that equipment A serves are displayed.
You also require appropriate authorization to complete actions such as annotating or discarding an
audit. The following table outlines the actions and the required system access privileges.
Table 148: System Activity privileges
Action Required system access privilege
Viewing audits View Metasys Status
Viewing alarms View Authorization Category permissions for the object

that is in alarm
Annotating audits View Metasys Status and Manage Audit History
Annotating alarms Manage Item Events
Discarding audits View Metasys Status and Clear Audit History
Discarding alarms Discard All Events and Manage Item Events
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Table 148: System Activity privileges
Action Required system access privilege
Filtering with Building Network tree
filter

View Metasys Status and User Can View The Item
Navigation Tree (Default Tree) property selected in the
User Details tab in the User Management feature

Acknowledging alarms Manage Item Events

Note: You can annotate when you perform an action without the Manage Audit History
privilege. For example, you can select an audit to discard and annotate that action without the
Manage Audit History privilege but with the Clear Audit History privilege. However, you cannot
perform any action on an alarm without Manage Item Events privilege.

How can I access System Activity?
1. Open the User menu.
2. Tap or click System Activity.

Note: You can also open System Activity in a pre-filtered state from another feature. For
example, the Involvement widget provides a link to System Activity, whereby System Activity is
filtered to the alarms and audits of the primary object.

What is the layout of System Activity?
The following figure and table outline the System Activity feature in more detail.

Figure 85: System Activity layout

Table 149: System Activity callouts
Number Name Description
1 All This is the default tab. You can view and manage audits and alarms

in this tab.
2 Audits You can view and manage audits in this tab.
3 Alarms You can view and manage alarms in this tab.
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Table 149: System Activity callouts
Number Name Description
4 Actions Acknowledge, discard, or annotate one or several alarms. Discard

or annotate one or several audits. See What actions can I perform
in System Activity? for more information about actions.

5 Filter Apply a filter to see specific data.  See How do I use filters in System
Activity? What filters are available? for more information about
filters.

6 Data columns Shows the audits and alarms listed by:
• Icon: see What do the icons in System Activity represent? for

more information about System Activity icons.

• Annotation: annotated audits or alarms have an Annotation icon
in this column.

• Graphic: alarms with an associated graphic have a graphic icon in
this column. Click the graphic icon to view the graphic.

• Date/Time: shows when the activity occurred.

• User: shows the user responsible for the audit. Only an
administrator user can see the full list of users.

• Type:
- For audits: indicates the type of action that initiated the

audit message.
- For alarms: displays the status of the item associated with

the alarm message.

• Space(s): shows the spaces associated with the audit or alarm.

• Equipment: shows the equipment associated with the audit or
alarm.

• Item: shows details about the item affected by the audit or
alarm.

• Description: provides more information about an activity. The
description is generated by the system.

• Previous Value: shows the value before the activity was
completed.

• Activity Value: shows the value provided when the activity was
completed.

• Priority: shows the alarm priority.

You can resize columns in the column header row.
7 Results Shows you the number of results. The results number is

dynamically updated.
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Table 149: System Activity callouts
Number Name Description
8 Export icon Exports the list of audits or alarms to a .csvor .pdf file.

Note: The export functionality is not supported on tablets and
smartphones. The .csv export includes a maximum of 10,000
results, and is affected by filtering in the UI. The .csv export
does not include all activities in the system.

9 Load More Loads more audits. 10,000 is the maximum number of audits and
alarms that can appear in System Activity on a desktop platform.
On a mobile platform the limit is 1,000. As new alarms and audits
come in, older alarms and audits are pushed out of view. To view
specific time frames of audits and alarms, use date range filters.

What actions can I perform in System Activity?
You can perform actions through the ACTIONS button in the upper left of the screen. The following
table outlines the available actions.
Table 150: Actions available in System Activity
Action Description
Acknowledge You can acknowledge one or bulk acknowledge several alarms. You can

acknowledge an alarm if it has not been acknowledged already and if it is
authorized for acknowledgment by the user. Acknowledged alarms still
appear in the timeline. See also How do I acknowledge an alarm? How do I
acknowledge multiple alarms?

Discard You can discard one or bulk discard several audits or alarms. You can
discard an audit or alarm if it has not been discarded already and if it is
authorized for discard by the user. Discarded audits and alarms still appear
in the timeline. See also How do I discard an audit or alarm? How do I
discard multiple audits or alarms?

Annotate You can annotate one or bulk annotate several audits or alarms. You can
annotate an audit or alarm if it is not discarded and if it is authorized for
annotation by the user. The Annotation icon and text also appears in the
Equipment Activity widget if the audit or alarm is tied to a point that has
spaces or equipment configured. See also How do I annotate an audit or
alarm? How do I annotate multiple audits or alarms?

How do I acknowledge an alarm? How do I acknowledge multiple alarms?
To perform a single acknowledgment or batch acknowledgment of an alarm, complete the
following steps:

1. Select a single alarm or multiple alarms, by tapping or clicking the check box next to the
alarms.

2. Tap or click ACTIONS in the upper left of the screen.
3. Select Acknowledge. The Single Acknowledge window opens when you select one alarm. The

Batch Acknowledge window opens when you select multiple alarms.
4. To annotate your action, select a predefined annotation or enter your own comment in the text

box.
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Note: It is best practice to annotate your actions. When an Administrator chooses to
enforce all annotations in the system settings, you have to annotate your actions.

5. Tap or click ACKNOWLEDGE.
You can also perform a single acknowledgment of an alarm in the details flyout pane:

1. Tap or click on an alarm. The details flyout pane opens.
2. Tap or click ACKNOWLEDGE at the bottom of the pane. The Single Acknowledge window

opens.
3. To annotate your action, select a predefined annotation or enter your own comment in the text

box.

Note: It is best practice to annotate your actions. When an Administrator chooses to
enforce all annotations in the system settings, you have to annotate your action.

4. Tap or click ACKNOWLEDGE.

How do I discard an audit or alarm? How do I discard multiple audits or
alarms?
To perform a single discard or batch discard of an audit or alarm, complete the following steps:

1. Select a single audit or alarm, or multiple audits or alarms, by tapping or clicking the check box
next to the audits or alarms.

2. Tap or click ACTIONS in the upper left of the screen.
3. Select Discard. The Single Discard window opens when you select one audit or alarm. The

Batch Discard window opens when you select multiple audits or alarms.
4. To annotate your action, select a predefined annotation or enter your own comment in the text

box.

Note: It is best practice to annotate your actions. When an Administrator chooses to
enforce all annotations in the system settings, you have to annotate your actions.

5. Tap or click DISCARD.
You can also perform a single discard of an audit or alarm in the details flyout pane:

1. Tap or click on an audit or alarm. The details flyout pane opens.
2. Tap or click DISCARD at the bottom of the pane. The Single Discard window opens.
3. To annotate your action, select a predefined annotation or enter your own comment in the text

box.

Note: It is best practice to annotate your actions. When an Administrator chooses to
enforce all annotations in the system settings, you have to annotate your action.

4. Tap or click DISCARD.
When you discard an audit or alarm, the discarded time appears in the details flyout pane. For
example, Discarded at: 05/25/2020 4:34:26 PM.

How do I annotate an audit or alarm? How do I annotate multiple audits or
alarms?
To add a single annotation or batch annotations to an audit or audit, complete the following steps:

1. Select a single audit or alarm, or multiple audits or alarms, by tapping or clicking the check box
next to the audits or alarms.
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2. Tap or click ACTIONS in the upper left of the screen.
3. Select Annotate. The Single Annotate window opens when you select one audit or alarm. The

Batch Annotate window opens when you select multiple audits or alarms.
4. Select a predefined annotation or enter your own comment in the text box.
5. Tap or click ADD.

You can also add a single annotation to an audit or alarm in the details flyout pane:

1. Tap or click on an audit or alarm. The details flyout pane opens.
2. Tap or click the Annotations hyperlink. The Annotations window opens.
3. Tap or click the Add Annotation icon in the Annotations window.
4. Select a predefined annotation or enter your own comment in the text box.
5. Tap or click ADD.

What do the icons in System Activity represent?
The following table outlines the different icons present in System Activity. You can hover over the
icons in the UI to see the icon names.
Table 151: Audit and alarm icons
Icons Description

This icon represents a discarded audit.

This icon represents a non-discarded audit.

This icon represents an alarm.
Note: You can specify colors in the Metasys Preferences.

This icon represents an alarm that requires acknowledgment.

This icon represents an acknowledged alarm.

This icon represents a discarded alarm.

This icon represents a discarded alarm that requires acknowledgment.

This icon represents an acknowledged and discarded alarm.

Can I sort data in System Activity?
Yes, you can sort data in System Activity. With the exception of the Priority column, the sorting
occurs on the rows that appear in the UI, and not on the entire data set. For Priority, the entire data
set is sorted by priority.
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How do I use filters in System Activity? What filters are available?
You can filter the content displayed in System Activity.

1. Tap or click the FILTER button in the upper left of the screen.
2. Select the filters that you want to apply.
3. Tap or click APPLY.

Note: If you apply several filters, the filters are applied as AND statements. If you apply one
filter with several conditions, the filters are applied as OR statements. For example, if you filter
audits for Action Type (Command or Create) and a filter by Space & Equipment (AHU or VAV),
the audits filter for Command or Create AND AHU or VAV.

Note: You can bookmark your filters in System Activity.

The filter options vary slightly depending on the active tab. The tabs work like a high-level filter. The
following table outlines the available filters.
Table 152: System Activity filters
Available on
these tabs

Filter name Function Restrictions

All, Audits,
Alarms

Start Date to
End Date

View audits or alarms for a defined
date range. The start date and end
date filters are inclusive.
The time frame that you enter
persists when you switch to
another tab.

None.

Equipment: View audits or alarms
generated for objects that belong
to the equipment that you select
in the filter. Audits or alarms
generated for objects that belong
to the equipment serving the
equipment you select in the filter
are not included.

You can filter for
authorized equipment
only.

All, Audits,
Alarms

Filter by Space
& Equipment

Space: View audits or alarms
generated for objects that belong
to the equipment serving the
space(s) that you select in the filter
and any of its descendant spaces.

You can filter for
authorized spaces only.

All, Audits,
Alarms

Network Items View content for selected network
items. This filter does not include
the children of the selected items.

This requires that the
User Can View The Item
Navigation Tree (Default
Tree) property is selected
in the User Details tab in
the User Management
feature. You also require
the category-based View
permission to filter on
network objects.
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Table 152: System Activity filters
Available on
these tabs

Filter name Function Restrictions

All, Audits,
Alarms

Activity Type View discarded or non-discarded
audits or alarms.

You require the View
Metasys Status system
access privilege to view
discarded and non-
discarded audits or
alarms.

Audits User Choose a user to view information
about user-related audits, such
as log on information, command
audits, or write audits.

None.

Audits Class Level Filter content for the following
class level: Application, Critical
System Events, Diagnostic, Non-
Critical System Events, and User
Action.

None.

Audits Action Type Filter content for the following
action types: Command, Create,
Delete, Error, Subsystem, and
Write.

None.

Audits Origin
Application

Filter content for the following
origin application:
• Alarm & Event

• Audit Trails

• Device Manager

• Device Services

• Energy Management

• General

• Interlock

• MCE

• MCO

• N2

• Schedule

• Site Services

• System Security

• Trend

• Web Services

None.

Alarms Priority Min to
Priority Max

View alarms for a defined priority
range.

None.
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Table 152: System Activity filters
Available on
these tabs

Filter name Function Restrictions

Alarms Event Status View acknowledged or
unacknowledged alarms.

You require the View
Metasys Status system
access privilege to view
acknowledged and
unacknowledged alarms.

Alarms Acknowledgme
nt Required

View alarms that require
acknowledgment or alarms that
do not require acknowledgment.

None.

Alarms Authorization
Category

Filter content for the following
authorization categories:
HVAC, Fire, Security, Services,
Administrative, General,
Lighting, Refrigeration, Critical
Environment, Air Quality, Power,
Energy, System, or Custom 1 to
Custom 150

None.

Alarms Event Type Filter content for the following
event types: Normal, Fault,
Off Normal, High Limit, Low
Limit, Low Warning, High
Warning, Low Alarm, High
Alarm, Alarm, Trouble, Status,
Offline, Shutdown, Unreliable,
Online, Above Setpoint, Below
Setpoint, Unoccupied, or
Unknown Previous State

None.

Why are audits and alarms from older engines not displaying in System
Activity?
Alarms on engines prior to Release 5.2 and audits on engines prior to Release 8.0 are not forwarded
to a server repository. System Activity can display audit and alarm data only if audits and alarms are
forwarded to a server repository.

Is the data displayed in System Activity updated dynamically?
Yes, the data is updated dynamically in System Activity.

Are there notifications for new alarms?
Yes, there is a notification feature for new alarms in System Activity. A star icon indicates a new
alarm.

Can I export or print System Activity data?
Yes, you can export information that appears in System Activity on a computer. The export
functionality is not supported on tablets and smartphones.
To export information that appears in System Activity, click the export icon. You can export a
maximum of 10,000 results to a .csv file. You can export the audits that are displayed on the page
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to a .pdf file. For example, if System Activity has 2,000 results, then those 2,000 results appear in
the .pdf file. You can print the .csv or .pdf file.

Is System Activity supported on all devices?
Yes, the System Activity feature is supported on desktop, tablets, and smartphones.

Annotations

What are annotations?
Annotations give operators more information about an event or about the reasons behind a
change of a value or status made by another user. It is good practice to add annotations to a user
change (for example a command), alarm instance, or system change (command from a schedule).
You can add a text of 1–255 characters to describe the event or change in the relevant Annotations
section. Administrators can also choose to force annotations in the User menu: Administrative
Tasks > Site Settings > Annotations.

Note: Users that do not have the Manage Audit History system privilege, or the Manage
Item Events system privilege for alarms, can annotate when they perform an action, if the
Force Annotations setting is enabled on the site. If the Force Annotations setting is disabled,
any user with permission to perform an action can add an annotation

When do I use annotations?
Use annotations to describe:

• an operational task that should be performed in response to a cause or condition that
prompted a user change or an alarm event

• a reason for an adjust, operator override, or release command
Unless the Administrator enforces annotations at a site level, the following annotations are
optional.

• Annotations added to a user change: You can enter annotations when you command from
the Command window or when you bulk command from the Bulk Command window. You can
also add an annotation to the user change entry for the command in the Equipment Activity
widget.

• Annotations added to a system change: You can add annotations to the system change entry
in the Equipment Activity widget.

• Annotations added to an alarm instance: You can add annotations to the alarm instance in the
Alarm Manager, in Alarms on your smartphone, or to the alarm entry in Equipment Activity
widget. Additionally, discards and acknowledgments of an alarm appear as annotations.

• Annotations added when discarding an audit in System Activity.

Can I edit or delete existing annotations?
You cannot edit or delete existing annotations. Instead, add a new annotation to the user change,
system change, or alarm instance.

Where can I view and add annotations?
You can view and add annotations in the following cases:

• Alarms in the Equipment Activity widget, the Alarm Manager, and the Alarms (only available on
phone platforms)

• System changes or user changes in the Equipment Activity widget
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• Audits in System Activity
You can also add an annotation in the following cases:

• In the Command window when you command an object
• In the Bulk Command window when you bulk command objects
• In the Single Discard window when you discard an audit or alarm
• In the Batch Discard window when you discard multiple audits or alarms
• In the Single Acknowledge window when you acknowledge an alarm
• In the Batch Acknowledge window when you acknowledge multiple alarms

What do the icons used for annotations represent?
The following table describes the icons that you see in connection with annotations.
Table 153: Annotation icons
Icon Icon name Feature Description

Annotations Equipment
Activity
widget,
System
Activity

Annotations are available to view.

Annotations Alarm
Manager
and Alarms
(phone),
System
Activity

Annotations are available to view.

Add
Annotation

Equipment
Activity
widget, Alarm
Manager,
and Alarms
(phone),
System
Activity

Add an annotation.

How do I view annotations in the Equipment Activity widget?
1. Navigate to the Equipment Activity widget.
2. Tap or click on a user change, alarm instance, or system change. When a user change, alarm

instance, or system change has annotations to view, the annotations icon appears below the
short name of the point.

3. Tap or click View/Add Annotation.

How do I view annotations in the Alarm Manager (computer or tablet) or in
Alarms (phone)?
1. Navigate to the Alarm Manager (computer or tablet) or Alarms (phone).
2. Tap or click on an alarm. The alarm details open. When an alarm occurrence has annotations

to view, the annotations icon appears.
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3. Tap or click the annotations icon.

Note: Annotations added to an alarm do not appear in the annotations for a new
occurrence of an alarm. To view annotations for a particular occurrence, tap or click the
annotations icon next to the occurrence.

How do I add an annotation in the Equipment Activity widget?
1. Navigate to the Equipment Activity widget.
2. Tap or click on a user change, alarm instance, or system change.
3. Tap or click View/Add Annotation.
4. Tap or click the Add Annotation icon. The Annotations window opens.
5. You can select a predefined annotation from the drop-down, or you can enter your own

annotation in the text box.

Note: You can select a predefined annotation, then change the predefined text manually
in the text box. This change is not subsequently reflected in the drop-down in Metasys UI
or in SMP. The changed text only applies to that particular action. You can configure the
predefined annotations in Metasys UI. See How do I configure a predefined annotation?
for more information.

6. Tap or click ADD. Your annotation appears in the Annotations window.

How do I add an annotation in the Alarm Manager (computer or tablet) or in
Alarms (phone)?
1. Navigate to the Alarm Manager (computer or tablet) or to Alarms (phone).
2. Tap or click on an alarm.
3. Tap or click Annotations.

Note: Annotations added to an alarm do not appear in the annotations for a new
occurrence of an alarm. To add annotations for a particular occurrence, tap or click
Annotations next to the occurrence.

4. Tap or click the Add Annotation icon. The Annotations window opens.
5. You can select a predefined annotation from the drop-down, or you can enter your own

annotation in the text box.

Note: You can select a predefined annotation, then change the predefined text manually
in the text box. This change is not subsequently reflected in the drop-down in Metasys UI
or in SMP. The changed text only applies to that particular action. You can configure the
predefined annotations in Metasys UI. See How do I configure a predefined annotation?
for more information.

6. Tap or click ADD. Your annotation appears in the Annotations window.

How do I add an annotation in the Command window?
1. Tap or click the point's value to open the Command window.
2. Select the command type from the Command drop-down menu.

Note: On tablets and phones, tap the Command field to select the command type from
the list and tap Done.

3. Command the point as desired.
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4. You can select a predefined annotation from the drop-down, or you can enter your own
annotation in the text box.

Note: You can select a predefined annotation, then change the predefined text manually
in the text box. This change is not subsequently reflected in the drop-down in Metasys UI
or in SMP. The changed text only applies to that particular action. You can configure the
predefined annotations in Metasys UI. See How do I configure a predefined annotation?
for more information.

5. Tap or click in the Add Annotation field to enter an optional annotation.
6. Tap or click SAVE.

Note:
• When adding annotations while commanding points that have audits forwarding

from engines to the Site Director, the annotations may not appear immediately in the
Equipment Activity widget.

• Any Samsung™ phone for Android performs best when you use a third-party keyboard
for commanding. You first need to download a third-party keyboard. To use a third-party
keyboard, go to Settings > Personalization > Language and Input > Keyboard and
Input Methods > Default and select a third-party keyboard. The location for changing
the keyboard may vary depending on your device.

How do I add an annotation in the Bulk Command window?
1. After you have selected your objects, select a command from the drop-down menu.
2. You can select a predefined annotation from the drop-down, or you can enter your own

annotation in the text box.

Note: You can select a predefined annotation, then change the predefined text manually
in the text box. This change is not subsequently reflected in the drop-down in Metasys UI
or in SMP. The changed text only applies to that particular action. You can configure the
predefined annotations in Metasys UI. See How do I configure a predefined annotation?
for more information.

3. Tap or click NEXT to see a preview of your selected command.

How do I add an annotation in System Activity?
To add a single annotation or batch annotations to an audit, complete the following steps:

1. Select a single audit or multiple audits by tapping or clicking the check box next to the audits.
2. Tap or click ACTIONS in the upper left of the screen.
3. Select Annotate. The Single Annotate window opens when you select one audit. The Batch

Annotate window opens when you select multiple audits.
4. Select a predefined annotation or enter your own comment in the text box.
5. Tap or click ADD.

You can also add a single annotation to an audit in the audit details flyout pane:

1. Tap or click on an audit. The audit details flyout pane opens.
2. Tap or click the Annotations hyperlink. The Annotations window opens.
3. Tap or click the Add Annotation icon in the Annotations window.
4. Select a predefined annotation or enter your own comment in the text box.
5. Tap or click ADD.
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How do I configure a predefined annotation?
1. Open the User menu.
2. Tap or click Administrative Tasks.
3. Tap or click Site Settings.
4. Tap or click Annotations.
5. In the Predefined Annotations section, tap or click the + symbol.
6. Enter the text for the newly created predefined annotation. Select the check box and use the

arrows to change the order of the predefined annotations, if required.
7. Tap or click SAVE.

Why can I not add an annotation?
To add annotations to an alarm, you must have the Manage Item Event Permission. To add
annotations to an audit, you must have the View Metasys Status and Manage Audit History system
access privileges. See What permissions and privileges do I need to add annotations? for more
information.
If an alarm or an audit is discarded, you can no longer add annotations to the alarm or to the audit.

What permissions and privileges do I need to add annotations?
The following table summarizes the permissions and privileges you need to add various
annotations:
Table 154: Required permissions and privileges for adding annotations
Type of annotation Required permissions or privileges
Adding annotations to an alarm Manage Item Event permission
Adding annotations to a system change Manage Audit History system access privilege
Adding annotations to a command in the
Equipment Activity widget (user change)

Manage Audit History system access privilege

Adding annotations in the Command window of
a point

Appropriate permissions to command the point
and
Manage Audit History system access privilege

Adding annotations to an audit in System
Activity

View Metasys Status and Manage Audit History
system access privileges

Are the annotations created in the Metasys UI available to view in the Site
Management Portal (SMP)?
Yes. Use the Event Viewer in SMP to look at alarm event message's annotations created in the
Metasys UI. Use the Audit Viewer in SMP to look at the system change's annotations or user
change's annotations created in the Metasys UI.

Can I export or print annotations?
You can export annotations that appear in the Annotations window on a computer. The export
function is not supported on tablets or phones.
To export annotations that appear in the Annotations window, click the export icon. You can export
annotations to a .csv file and open the file in any supported spreadsheet software.
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An exported .csv file captures the following information for the annotations that appear in the
Annotations window:

• the user name of the user that entered the annotation
• the timestamp of the annotation
• the annotation text

To print the exported annotations, click the export icon to export the data to a .csv file. You can
then print the .csv file.

Infrastructure

User menu

What does the User menu icon look like?
Table 155: User menu icon
Icon Icon name Icon description

User menu
Opens User menu options, including Advanced Search &
Reporting, System Activity, Feature Management, Network
Security, Administrative Tasks, Help, My Profile, and Log Out.

What are my User menu options in Metasys UI?
The following table outlines the User menu options that are available in Metasys UI.
Table 156: Online User menu options
Button
,

Description

Advanced Search &
Reporting

You can search for any object on your Metasys site, bulk command and bulk
modify points, schedule reports, and create base reports.

System Activity You can view and manage all audits and alarms that are forwarded from an
engine to a Metasys server directly in Metasys UI with System Activity. The
feature helps you understand changes that have occurred in the Metasys
system over a period of time.
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Table 156: Online User menu options
Button
,

Description

Feature
Management

You can access the following features in Feature Management:
• Graphics Manager: Administrators can manage, create, and edit

graphics. You can also import and export Metasys UI graphics and
Custom Symbols.

• Remote Notifications: You can configure the routing and filtering of
event and audit messages directly in the Metasys UI for each ADS/ADX or
engine, without installing software on client machines.

• Trend Study Manager: Administrators can manage, create, and edit
trend studies.

• Dashboards Manager: Administrators can manage and create custom
dashboards.

• Fault Manager: Administrators can view, enable, and disable all fault
rules in the Fault Manager. Administrators can also modify global
attributes and download an archive of global attributes, exceptions,
and activity logs, and they can import an archive to restore data from a
previous archive. You require the Metasys Fault Detection license to
access the Fault Manager.

Note: The items listed here are not visible to Non-Administrator users,
with the exception of Remote Notifications.

Network Security You can access the following features in Network Security:
• Cyber Health Dashboard: Administrators get a centralized view of

potential security-related issues or system issues which are detectable by
an ADS/ADX, but which may not surface as part of general system alarms.

• Device Pairing: Administrators can pair devices with the Site Director.

• BACnet/SC Management: Administrators can manage BACnet/SC
certificates and settings with this feature.

Administrative
Tasks

You can access the following features in Administrative Tasks:
• Site Settings: Administrators can enable the Alarm Monitor feature and

the Usage Analytics service at site level. Administrators can also choose to
force users to add annotations.

• User Management: Administrators can create and manage users and
roles in the Metasys UI.

• Space Authorization: Administrators can define user authorization for
spaces.
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Table 156: Online User menu options
Button
,

Description

Help You can access the following features in Help:
• Help: Opens the Metasys UI Help in a separate tab.

• System Status Colors: Lists the read-only system status color
preferences. These colors are applied to point status and values
throughout the Metasys UI.

• Take a Tour:

View a tour of the common tasks. You must have internet access to view
the Take a Tour site.

• About: Lists Metasys UI software version and the Metasys OAS, ADS/ADX,
or ADS-Lite software version. As an Administrator, you also see available
software updates. The About screen also shows the licensing status of
your features.

• Terms and Conditions: Opens the Terms and Conditions.
User You can see the user name of the user who is logged in here. Only the first

three characters of the user name appear. The remaining characters are
hidden to ensure that unauthorized users cannot gain access to the user
name used to log into the system.

My Profile You can manage your personal details, privileges and category access,
preferred language, alarm setting, display settings, trend settings, and the
Usage Analytics service at user level in My Profile.

Log Out Log out of Metasys UI.

Which Metasys UI User menu options are supported on tablet and
smartphone platforms in addition to desktop?
The following table outlines the platforms currently supported for each User menu option. X
indicates that the User menu option is supported.
Table 157: Platforms supported for Online User menu options
User menu option Desktop Tablet Smartphone
Advanced Search & Reporting X X
System Activity X X X
Graphics Manager X
Remote Notifications X
Trend Study Manager X
Dashboards Manager X
Fault Manager X X X
Cyber Health Dashboard X X X
Device Pairing X X X
BACnet/SC Management X
Site Settings X X X
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Table 157: Platforms supported for Online User menu options
User menu option Desktop Tablet Smartphone
User Management X X X
Space Authorization X X

Notes:

• You can use some desktop-specific Metasys UI features on your iPad™ (iOs version
13.2.3), if you enable the desktop view. To enable the desktop view on your iPad go to
Settings > Safari > Request Desktop Website.

• The User menu options Help, My Profile, and Log Out are supported on all platforms.

How do I access software license information?
You can view your software licenses, their respective status, and their expiration date in the About
window.

1. Open the User menu.
2. Tap or click Help.
3. Tap or click About.

Note: A red bubble icon appears next to Help and About in the User menu when the software
is about to expire in the next 14 days.

See Licensing for more information about licensing.

Settings, Security, and Authorization for Metasys UI

BACnet/SC Management

What is the BACnet/SC Management feature?
You can manage your BACnet/SC certificates and set the communication mode of your Ethernet
devices with the BACnet/SC Management feature. The BACnet/SC Management feature is available
in both Metasys UI and JCT. For more information about the BACnet/SC workflow, FAQs, and
troubleshooting information, refer to BACnet/SC Workflow Technical Bulletin (LIT-12013959).

Who can access the BACnet/SC Management feature?
Only administrators can access the BACnet/SC Management feature. You require the Metasys
BACnet/SC license for Servers to use this feature.

How do I access the BACnet/SC Management feature?
1. Open the User menu.
2. Click Network Security.
3. Click BACnet/SC Management.

What is the layout of the BACnet/SC Management feature?
The following figure and table outline the layout of the BACnet/SC Management feature.
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Figure 86: BACnet/SC Management

Table 158: BACnet/SC Management callouts
Number Name Description
1 Devices Manage all your Ethernet devices and their respective

certificates from this tab. This is the default tab.
2 Actions Request certificates, import signing certificates, delete unused

signing certificates, and set the BACnet/IP communication
mode in the Actions menu.

3 Settings Contains basic site information, including the Secure Port
Number, SC Primary Hub URI, and SC Failover Hub URI.

4 Filter Filter your list of devices by network device, model, mode, or
expiration date.
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Table 158: BACnet/SC Management callouts
Number Name Description
5 Data columns Shows the devices listed by:

• Icon: see What do the icons in the BACnet/SC Management
feature represent?

• Expiration Date: If the device has no operational certificate,
the expiration date refers to the signing certificate, if
present. Click on the expiration date to view Certificate
Details.

• Status:
- Normal: BACnet/SC is supported and the device is

online
- Not Supported: BACnet/SC is not supported by the

device
- Offline: device is offline

See also What does a grayed out row mean?

• Item: name and FQR of the device

• Model: model name of the device
Note: JCI Family Device  shows if a field controller has
never communicated with the supervisory device.

• Firmware Version
Note: JCI Family Device  shows if a field controller has
never communicated with the supervisory device.

• Mode: see What do the different BACnet/IP communication
modes mean?

• Certificate Signing Request: date of a pending Certificate
Signing Request, if applicable

You can resize the columns in the column header.
6 Import Operational

Certificate(s)
Click this button to import operational certificates.

Note: You must first request at least one certificate in the
Actions menu before you can import operational certifi-
cates. See How do I request a certificate? for more infor-
mation about requesting a certificate.

7 Refresh icon Click this icon to refresh the content and see changes that
result from the actions performed in the dashboard. The
summary does not dynamically refresh information such as the
online or offline status of devices.

8 Pagination Click on the arrows to go to another page, if applicable.

What do the icons in the BACnet/SC Management feature represent?
The icons are a visual representation of the expiration status of a certificate. The following table
outlines the different icons.
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Table 159: BACnet/SC Management feature icons
Icon Icon description

The device's operational certificate expires soon.

The device has only a signing certificate present and no operational certificate.
The expiration date shown is for the signing certificate, if there is only one signing
certificate present. If there are multiple signing certificates present, the value in the
Expiration Date column shows Multiple.
The device's operational certificate is present.

The device's operational certificate expires soon, but there is a pending request for
a new certificate.

An operational certificate is not available, but the device has a pending request to
get an operational certificate.

The device does not support operational certificates.

The operational certificate for the device has expired.

No icon There is no operational certificate.

What does a grayed out row mean?
Devices that you cannot perform any actions on appear grayed out and you cannot select them. For
example, a row is grayed out if the software version does not support BACnet/SC or if the device is
offline. Move your cursor over the row to see why you cannot select the device.

What is the difference between an operational certificate and a signing certificate?
BACnet/SC requires that all devices in the BACnet/SC infrastructure have an operational certificate
assigned to them to safeguard secure communication. You must request an operational certificate
for all your devices to use the BACnet/SC communication mode. See How do I request a certificate?
for detailed steps. When the request is completed, import the operational certificates. See How
do I import operational certificates? for detailed steps. Operational certificates have an expiration
period. You must renew operational certificates before they expire by requesting and importing
them again.
BACnet/SC also requires that all devices have at least one signing certificate associated with it.
Normally, a site uses one signing certificate, but BACnet/SC supports a second signing certificate
for each device to facilitate switch-over to a different certificate. The signing certificates are used by
a device to determine if it should trust the operational certificate presented to it by other devices
that want to connect to it. All devices on the site have a copy of the same one or two signing
certificates, so that they can mutually trust each other. The request for operational certificates
automatically includes a request for a signing certificate. See How do I request a certificate? for
detailed steps. When the request is completed, import the signing certificate. See How do I import a
signing certificate? for detailed steps.

Note: It is best practice to import the signing certificate before the operational certificates.
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How do I enable BACnet/SC for my devices on a site that supports BACnet/SC?
The general flow of events to enable BACnet/SC is as follows:

1. Open the BACnet/SC Management feature in Metasys UI or JCT.
2. Open the Settings tab and provide the common site data. See How do I specify the Secure

Port Number?, How do I specify the SC Primary Hub?, and How do I specify the SC Failover
Hub? for details.

3. Obtain certificate signing requests from each device, as described in How do I request a
certificate? and obtain signed certificates from the local CA.

4. Import the signing certificate used for the site, as described in How do I import a signing
certificate?

5. Import the operational certificates, as described in How do I import operational certificates?
6. Set the communication mode to BACnet/SC, as described in How do I set the BACnet/IP

communication mode?
For more details on the workflow and different use cases, refer to BACnet/SC Workflow Technical
Bulletin (LIT-12013959).

How do I request a certificate?
1. Click the Devices tab, if it is not already open.
2. Select one or more devices that you want to request a certificate for. To see a full list of devices

click FILTER >  Network Device >  All Devices.

Note: You can select a maximum of 50 devices at a time.

3. Click ACTIONS > Request Certificate(s).
4. If you select devices that already have a Certificate Signing Request (CSR) pending, choose to

overwrite or keep the existing CSR.

Note: If you select Overwrite and proceed, you generate a new CSR, which replaces the
pending CSR and invalidates any operational certificate that is based on the pending CSR.
If you select Keep existing, any devices that have a pending CSR are excluded, as if they
were never selected. These devices are counted in the No Action Taken results at the
Confirmation stage of the request process.

5. Complete the Request Certificates parameters and click REQUEST.

Note: Domain Name is an optional field. You can append a domain name to the auto-
generated common name. The presence of the Domain Name in the common name of
the device may be required by a Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) in order for the PKI to sign
the CSR. For example, if the device name is MAC00108D0B94AE and the Domain Name
field is blank, the auto-generated common name in the CSR is "MAC00108D0B94AE".
If you enter jci.com in the Domain Name field, the common name in the CSR is
"MAC00108D0B94AE.jci.com".

6. Click the DOWNLOAD CSR(S) button to download a .zip file that contains the CSRs. The
CSRs are in a Privacy Enhanced Mail (PEM) format, each is put in their own file and all the
files are zipped into a single .zip file. The .zip file is stored in the default path the browser
uses, typically the Downloads folder in the users profile folder on the computer. The file name
follows this format: Certificate Signing Requests_mm_dd_year_hh_mm_ss.zip.

7. Submit the .zip file to the Certificate Authority (CA) that is responsible for signing the
certificates.

Note: There may be multiple .zip files, as one CSR covers 50 devices only.
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How do I import a signing certificate?
1. Click the Devices tab, if it is not already open.
2. Select one or more devices that you want to import a signing certificate for.

Note: You can select a maximum of 50 devices at a time.

3. Click ACTIONS > Import Signing Certificate.
4. Click Choose File and go to the .pem file that you want to import.
5. Confirm that the file is from a trusted source and click IMPORT AND APPLY.

How do I import operational certificates?

Note: Normally, when you import a certificate to a device that already has one, the new
certificate will be signed by the same CA as the old certificate and no special steps are needed.
This is because the expiration time period on a CA certificate is 20 or more years. However, if
the certificate to be imported has been signed by a new CA, the new CA should be distributed
to every device that is using BACnet/SC on the site prior to importing any certificates signed by
it. This is to prevent communication disruption between devices that will not trust the new CA.
If you want to import a certificate to a device that is talking BACnet/IP, you can either put the
CA down first by importing the signing certificate or just perform the import of the operational
certificates, as this automatically adds the CA if it does not exist on the device yet.

To import operational certificates, complete the following steps:

1. Click the IMPORT OPERATIONAL CERTIFICATE(S) button in the upper right of the BACnet/SC
Management widget.

2. Click Choose File and go to the .zip file that you want to import.

Note: The .zip file can contain a maximum of 50 operational certificates. The import fails
if the number of operational certificates in the .zip file exceeds 50.

3. Confirm that the file is from a trusted source and click IMPORT AND APPLY. Certificates that
pass the validation checks are then automatically assigned to the specified device.

4. Wait about 30 seconds before you set the communication mode to Secure Connect Only Mode.

How do I delete unused signing certificates?

Important: The deletion of the optional second signing certificate on a device can cause loss
of communication with other devices that have operational certificates signed by it.

1. Click the Devices tab, if it is not already open.
2. Select one or more devices that you want to delete an unused signing certificate from.
3. Click ACTIONS > Delete Unused Signing Certificate (s).
4. Click DELETE.

How do I view certificate details?
To view certificate details, click on the expiration date of device in the Expiration Date column on
the Devices tab of the BACnet/SC Management feature. The Certificate Details window contains
details about all certificates in that device, including the operational certificate and its immediate
signing CA, and if applicable, one other signing CA in use on the site. The operational certificate of a
device is nested under its immediate signing certificate.

Note: The SKID is the unique ID of a certificate.

How do I set the BACnet/IP communication mode?
1. Wait about 30 seconds after the certificate import before you set the communication mode.
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2. Click the Devices tab, if it is not already open.
3. Select one or more devices that you want to set the BACnet/IP communication mode for.
4. Click ACTIONS > Set BACnet IP Communication Mode.
5. Choose a mode for the selected devices and click APPLY.

Note: Setting the BACnet/IP communication mode can disrupt communication on your
site and devices may go offline briefly. Expect some downtime when you set the BACnet/IP
communication mode for your devices.

Note: It is best practice to first turn on Dual SC and IP Mode on targeted supervisory devices,
then turn on Secure Connect Only Mode on equipment controllers. You can then optionally
change supervisory devices to Secure Connect Only Mode if all devices that they interact with
also communicate with Secure Connect Only.

Do I have to follow a particular order when setting the BACnet/IP communication
mode to BACnet/SC for different devices?
1. Click the Devices tab, if it is not already open.
2. Select your engines.
3. Click ACTIONS > Set BACnet IP Communication Mode.
4. Set your engines to Dual SC and IP Mode, so that they can communicate in both modes, and

click APPLY.
5. Repeat step 1 and then select your IP equipment controllers.
6. Click ACTIONS > Set BACnet IP Communication Mode.
7. Set your equipment controllers to Secure Connect Only Mode and click APPLY.
8. Repeat step 1 and select the engines that you want to set to BACnet/SC.
9. Click ACTIONS > Set BACnet IP Communication Mode.
10. Set the engines to Secure Connect Only Mode and click APPLY.

Important: To turn on Secure Connect Only Mode on an engine, you must ensure that
all equipment controllers that are mapped to that engine are communicating in Secure
Connect Only Mode and that any other engines communicating with the engine that you
want to change are in Secure Connect Only Mode or Dual SC and IP Mode.

What do the different BACnet/IP communication modes mean?
You can choose from three different BACnet/IP communication modes for your devices. The
following table outlines the available modes:
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Table 160: BACnet/IP communication modes
Modes Definition Supported devices
Secure Connect Only
Mode

BACnet Secure Connect (BACnet/
SC) is an addendum to the BACnet
protocol. BACnet/SC is a secure,
encrypted datalink layer for IP
infrastructures.

ADS, ADX, OAS, NAE85, LCS85, M4-
CGE04060-0, M4-CGE09090-0, M4-
CGE09090-0H, M4-CVE03050-0P, MS-
FAC4911-0, MS-VMA1930-0, SNE,
SNC, and NAE55xx-3x

Ethernet IP Only Mode BACnet/IP is a BACnet protocol
that is used for installations where
Ethernet cabling with a high-
speed, industry standard open
communication protocol is required
and where BACnet/SC is not yet
supported.

OAS, NAE85, LCS85, M4-CGE04060-0,
M4-CGE09090-0, M4-CGE09090-0H,
M4-CVE03050-0P, MS-FAC4911-0,
MS-VMA1930-0, SNE, SNC, and
NAE55xx-3x

Dual SC and IP Mode Devices set to this mode can
communicate through BACnet/SC
to devices that support BACnet/SC
and they can communicate through
BACnet/IP to devices that support
BACnet/IP only.

OAS, NAE85, LCS85, SNE, SNC, and
NAE55xx-3x

How do I configure my BACnet/SC settings with the BACnet/SC Management
feature?
Use the Settings tab of the BACnet/SC Management feature to configure key BACnet/SC settings
that are automatically used by all Metasys devices, either within five minutes after you save the
settings, or when the devices come online.

How do I specify the Secure Port Number?
1. Open the Settings tab.
2. In the Secure Port Number field, enter the secure port number.

Note: Normally, the secure port number is the default port number (1443), but if the port
has to be different, enter the number of the port that you want to use for secure web
socket communication for BACnet/SC. This port is used by all Johnson Controls devices
that are not acting as a hub for accepting a direct connection from another device.
Normally, the same port number is used by the Primary Hub and by the Failover Hub, but
it is not required.

Note: For any Windows-based Metasys devices, for example ADX, ADS, NAE85, or LCS85
ensure that the firewall on the device does not block communication for the selected port.

3. Click SAVE to distribute the settings to all devices on the site that are not overriding the global
settings.

Note: The distribution of the settings can take up to five minutes after you click Save.
Check the SC Network Port object on any device to see if the settings have been
distributed. The attributes in the SC Network Port object to check are JCI SC Primary Hub
URI, JCI SC Failover Hub URI, and Secure Port Number. If these values did not get sent
after waiting five minutes, you can change a different global setting that will force the
values to be sent. For example, changing the Certificate Renewal Period in the Site object
forces the global data to be reissued.
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How do I override the global settings?
You can override global settings for devices individually.

1. Open the Network Port Object for the NAE or the Network Port Object Mapper object under a
Field Device Mapper.

2. In the Detail widget, go to the Use Site Settings attribute and set it to FALSE.

How do I specify the SC Primary Hub?
You can specify the SC Primary Hub in two ways from the BACnet/SC Management window.
If the SC Primary Hub is a Metasys device, complete the following steps:

1. Open the Settings tab.
2. In the SC Primary Hub URI field, select the required device from the list.

Note: For best performance, use the preselected Site Director as an SC Primary Hub on a
Metasys site.

3. Click SAVE. The port number from the Secure Port Number field is automatically appended to
the host name or IP address, along with a / at the end.

If the SC Primary Hub is a third-party device, complete the following steps:

1. Open the Settings tab.
2. Enter the host name or IP address of a device that can act as an SC Primary Hub on the site.

Note: If you enter the details manually, the entry must conform to URI syntax: wss://
[IP address or host name]:, optionally followed by the secure port number and /.
For example: wss://10.x.xx.xxx:1443/. For third-party devices, the entry can also
be followed by a path. If you include a path, you must also include a port number. For
example: wss://xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx/443/hub

How do I specify the SC Failover Hub?
You can specify the SC Failover Hub in two ways from the BACnet/SC Management window.
If the SC Failover Hub is a Metasys device, complete the following steps:

1. Open the Settings tab.
2. In the SC Failover Hub URI field, select the required device from the list.

Note: Your SC Failover Hub cannot be the same as your SC Primary Hub.

3. Click SAVE. The port number from the Secure Port Number field is automatically appended to
the host name or IP address, along with a / at the end.

If the SC Failover Hub is a third-party device, complete the following steps:

1. Open the Settings tab.
2. Enter the host name or IP address of a device that can act as an SC Failover Hub on the site.

Note: If you enter the details manually, the entry must conform to URI syntax: wss://
[IP address or host name]:, optionally followed by the secure port number and /.
For example: wss://10.x.xx.xxx:1443/. For third-party devices, the entry can also
be followed by a path. If you include a path, you must also include a port number. For
example: wss://xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx/443/hub
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How can I determine the expiration status of my certificates?
Both the operational certificates and the longer-lived signing certificates can expire. You can use
the information displayed on the Devices tab of the BACnet/SC Management feature to determine
the status of your certificates.
For engines and field controllers you can also open the Device object or Mapper Device object and
go to the Detail widget to see information about the operational certificate status.

Will I receive a reminder before my certificates expire?
Yes, you will receive certificate expiration reminders that start x days before a certificate expires for
a device and then daily until you renew the certificate. The reminder takes the form of an alarm in
System Activity, Alarm Manager, and Alarm Monitor. Use the Certificate Renewal Period property
of the Detail widget of the Site Object to configure the launch of the reminders.

Note: A change to the setting is automatically distributed to every site device.

How do I renew operational certificates?
All operational certificates can expire. To avoid communication disruption, you must renew
operational certificates before they expire. If the CA remains the same, you renew certificates in the
same way as you create initial certificates, but you do not need to configure the common site data
in the Settings again. If the CA has changed, you must update the signing certificates before you
renew operational certificates to avoid loss of communication between devices.

How do I renew a signing certificate?

Important: To avoid disruption in communication, all devices on the site should have the
new signing certificate added to them before any devices have their operational certificates
updated and signed by the new signing certificate.

1. Complete a certificate request, as described in How do I request a certificate?
2. If the site already has two different signing certificates distributed to the devices, you must

delete the unused signing certificate from the devices, as described in How do I delete unused
signing certificates?, because a site can have a maximum of two signing certificates only.

3. After the local CA signed the certificates, import the signing certificate, as described in How do
I import a signing certificate?

When the new signing certificate is on all devices, you can import new operational certificates that
were signed by the new signing certificate.

Is the BACnet/SC Management feature supported on all devices?
The BACnet/SC Management feature is supported on desktop only.

Device Pairing

What is the Device Pairing feature?
Use this feature to establish a connection between the site director and an engine. The engine
communicates with the site director after pairing. Unpaired engines are not able to communicate
with the site director.

Who can access the Device Pairing feature?
Only administrators can access the Device Pairing feature.

How do I access the Device Pairing feature?
1. Open the User menu.
2. Tap or click Network Security.
3. Tap or click Device Pairing.
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How do I pair a device with the Device Pairing feature?
1. In the Pairing Device(s) window, select one or more devices that you want to pair.
2. In the Device Credentials section of the window, enter your engine username and password.
3. Tap or click PAIR SELECTED DEVICES.

What do the icons in the Device Pairing feature represent?
The following table describes the icons in the Device Pairing feature.
Table 161: Device Pairing icons
Icon Icon description

This icon represents unpaired engines.

This icon represents paired engines.

This icon represents offline engines.

Why is my device not available for pairing?
A device is not available for pairing in the following cases:

• The device has never been paired before. First time pairing is not yet supported.
• The device is offline.
• The device is at a release earlier than 10.1.

To view all devices, disable the Show only available unpaired engine(s) toggle. Check the Status
column to determine if an engine is offline.

Is device pairing recorded in System Activity?
Yes, device pairing is recorded in System Activity.

Is the Device Pairing feature supported on all devices?
Yes, the Device Pairing feature is supported on desktop, tablets, and smartphones.

User Management

What is the User Management feature?
The User Management feature facilitates the creation and management of users and their roles,
category-based permissions, and privileges directly in Metasys UI, without the need to install
software on client machines. Administrators can create and manage user details for Active
Directory and Metasys local users. From Metasys Release 11.0, Active Directory includes Microsoft®
Active Directory Federation Services (ADFS), including two-factor authentication (2FA) when the
ADFS Server is configured for 2FA, in addition to Active Directory LDAP authentication. Refer to the
Network and IT Guidance Technical Bulletin (LIT-12011279) for information about configuring an ADFS
server for your Metasys site.
The User Management feature is also available in the Metasys Site Management Portal (SMP), but
over time it will be available in Metasys UI only.

Who can access the User Management feature?
Only administrators can access the User Management feature. All users can view and edit certain
information that relates to their specific user details in My Profile. You do not require a license to
access User Management.
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However, the ADFS for AD Integration and 2FA feature needs to be licensed. This add-on feature
always appears in the Software Manager whenever Metasys UI is installed. The name of this feature
license in the Software Manager is ADFS Authentication for Metasys. Refer to Software Manager
Help (LIT-12012389) for more information about software licensing.
A user can access the Building Network tree in the Metasys UI only if the user has the User Can
View the Item Navigation Tree (Default Tree) property selected in the User Details tab in the
User Management feature in Metasys UI, or in their User Properties in SMP. For more information,
refer to the Security Administrator System Technical Bulletin (LIT-1201528).

How can I access the User Management feature?
1. Open the User menu.
2. Tap or click Administrative Tasks.
3. Tap or click User Management.

Note: The User Management feature is still available in SMP/SCT (Security Administration
feature).

What can I do with the User Management feature in Metasys UI?
Administrators can complete the following tasks with the User Management feature:

• Add, edit, and delete Metasys administrators.
• Add, edit, and delete Active Directory users. From Metasys Release 11.0, this includes enabling

Microsoft® Active Directory Federation Services (ADFS) for two-factor authentication (2FA).
• Duplicate a Metasys user to create an Active Directory user and duplicate an Active Directory

user to create a Metasys user.
• Add, edit, and delete Metasys API users.
• Create, edit, delete, and assign roles to Metasys users.
• Assign authorization category permissions and system privileges to users and roles.
• Navigate to Space Authorization to authorize spaces for users.
• Apply system configurations and account policies to any user.
• Filter users based on role, type, last login, and status.
• Filter roles based on system privileges, access categories, and permissions.
• View and change which users and roles have navigation enabled for each User View.

What is the layout of the User Management feature?
The following figure shows the layout of the Users tab (default) in the User Management feature
on a desktop.
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Figure 87: User Management feature callouts

Table 162: User Management callouts
Number Name Description
1 Users tab This is the default tab. You can see information that relates

to all users. If there are more than 25 users listed, navigate
to the next page to see more users. Tap or click Next, or
the relevant page number, in the bottom-left of the screen
to navigate to the next page. Tap or click Previous, or the
relevant page number, to navigate to a previous page.

Note: On a smartphone, select Users, Roles, Views, or
Setup from the Users drop-down in the upper-left of
the screen.

2 Roles tab Lists the role name, description of each role, and the
number of users that are assigned this role. You can also
edit roles, create a duplicate role, and delete a role in this
tab. See also What is the layout of the Roles tab?

3 Views tab View and change which users and roles have navigation
enabled for each User View. See also What is the layout of
the Views tab?

4 Setup tab Configure the settings for Active Directory users. See also
What is the layout of the Setup tab?

5 Export icon Exports a User Report of the users to a .csv or .pdf file.
Note: The export functionality is supported on desktop
platforms only.

6 User search Search for a user name.
7 Filter menu Filter options include Role, Type, Last Login, and Status.

See also How do I use filters in the User Management
feature? What filters are available?
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Table 162: User Management callouts
Number Name Description

Edit the user. When you tap or click this
icon, you can edit the User Details, Account
Settings, Timesheet details, and you can edit
the Category Access permissions for a user.
How do I edit a user? What are my edit options?
Configure spaces. When you tap or click
this icon, you are redirected to the Space
Authorization window.

Note: This icon does not appear on smart-
phones, as Space Authorization is sup-
ported on desktop and tablets only.

Duplicate the user. When you tap or click this
icon, the Duplicate User window opens. Select
the settings you want to copy and enter a
username and password. From Metasys Release
11.0, you can duplicate a Metasys user to create
an Active Directory user, and you can duplicate
an Active Directory user to create a Metasys
user.

Note: If the Active Directory option is dis-
abled in the Type drop-down menu in the
Duplicate User window, enable and con-
figure Active Directory/LDAP or ADFS in the
User Management Setup tab.

8 Actions column

Delete the user. When you tap or click this
icon, the Delete User window opens. You can
confirm if you really want to delete the user.

9 Status column Shows the status of the users. For example, Active, Disabled,
Locked Out, or Expired.

Note: On a smartphone, the status appears under-
neath the username.

10 Last Login column Shows the last login time of the users. The Dormant User
icon appears next to dormant users.

11 Type column Lists the user type. For example, Metasys or Active
Directory.

12 Role column Lists the roles of the users.
Note: When a user has more than one role, this field
states the number of roles. Tap or click on the number
to see all roles listed in a pop-up window.

13 Email column Lists the email addresses of the users.
14 Full Name column Lists the full names of the users.
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Table 162: User Management callouts
Number Name Description
15 Username column Lists the usernames of the users. This column is sortable.
16 Add user button Tap or click to create a new user. See also How do I create a

new user in the User Management feature?

What is the layout of the Roles tab?
The following figure shows the layout of the Roles tab in the User Management feature on a
desktop.

Figure 88: Roles tab callouts

Table 163: Roles callouts
Number Name Description
1 Add role button Tap or click to create a new role. See also How do I create a

new role in the User Management feature?
2 Export icon Exports a Role Report of the users to a .csv or .pdf file.

Note: The export functionality is supported on desktop
platforms only.

3 Role search Search for a role.
4 Filter menu Filter options include System Privileges, Access

Categories, and Permissions. See also How do I use filters
in the User Management feature? What filters are available?
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Table 163: Roles callouts
Number Name Description

Edit the role. When you tap or click this icon,
you can edit the Role Details and you can edit
the Category Access permissions for a role. For
more details see How do I edit a role? What are
my edit options?

Note: The edit functionality is supported
on desktop platforms only.

Duplicate the role. When you tap or click this
icon, the Duplicate Role window opens. Select
which settings you want to copy and enter a
role name and description.

Note: The duplicate functionality is sup-
ported on desktop platforms only.

5 Actions column

Delete the role. When you tap or click this icon,
the Delete Role window opens. You can confirm
if you really want to delete the role.

Note: The delete functionality is supported
on desktop platforms and tablets only.

6 Users column Lists the number of users that are assigned this role. When
you tap or click on the number, a window with the role
details and category access information opens.

7 Description column Lists the group that the role belongs to.
8 Role name Lists the role names.

What is the layout of the Views tab?
The following figure shows the layout of the Views tab in the User Management feature on a
desktop.
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Figure 89: Views tab callouts

Table 164: Views tab callouts
Number Name Description
1 User View selection Search and select the User View that you want to edit.
2 Enabled Roles Select the roles that can navigate to the User View.
3 Enabled Users Select the users that can navigate to the User View.
4 Enabled Navigation

Summary
Summarizes the enabled roles and users for a User View.

For more information about User Views, see Views.

What is the layout of the Setup tab?
In the Setup tab, you can enable Active Directory/LDAP authentication or Active Directory
Federation Services (ADFS) authentication.

Note: A particular Active Directory user is associated with a single Metasys user account
whether the Active Directory user authenticates through Active Directory/LDAP or ADFS. For
Active Directory Metasys users, the control over password management and account settings
remains with the respective parent portal.
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Figure 90: Setup tab - Active Directory/LDAP

Table 165: Setup tab - Active Directory/LDAP callouts
Number Name Description
1 Active Directory/LDAP

authentication type
This authentication type is listed in the upper half of the
Setup window. Any saved changes to this section are
recorded as audits.

2 Active Directory
Authentication toggle

Use the toggle to enable or disable Active Directory
Authentication.

3 Settings: Windows
Workstation SSO field

Expand the Settings to see this field. Enable or disable
Windows Workstation Single Sign-On (SSO) for Site
Management Portal (SMP).

4 Settings: Login Page
Default Domain
Selection

Expand the Settings to see this field. Specifies the default
domain selection for the login page.

5 Settings: Active
Directory Service
Account(s) section

Expand the Settings to see this field. Specifies the Active
Directory Service accounts, with the respective username,
domain, and actions. When you tap or click + ADD, the
Active Directory Service Account window opens. You must
enter a username, domain, password, and then verify the
password to add a new account.
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Metasys Release 11.0 introduces the licensable ADFS for AD Integration and 2FA feature. This
feature provides Metasys support for Microsoft® Active Directory Federation Services (ADFS),
including two-factor authentication (2FA) when the ADFS Server is configured for 2FA. When ADFS
authentication is enabled, Metasys UI users with an Active Directory Metasys user account will have
a way to authenticate through their company-provided sign-in process (with their organizational
account) rather than entering their credentials into the Metasys UI Login page. This provides an
opportunity for a single sign-on (SSO) experience for Metasys UI users when the required SSO
conditions are met. It also provides the ability for the organization (customer) to enforce two-factor
authentication for Metasys UI users.

Figure 91: Setup tab - Active Directory Federation Services (ADFS)

Table 166: Setup tab - Active Directory Federation Services (ADFS) callouts
Number Name Description
1 Active Directory

Federation Services
(ADFS) authentication
type

This authentication type is listed in the bottom half of
the Setup window. Any saved changes to this section are
recorded as audits.

2 ADFS Authentication
toggle

Use the toggle to enable or disable Active Directory
Authentication.

Note: When ADFS is enabled for Metasys UI, but Active
Directory/LDAP authentication is disabled, users are
not able to log in to SMP with an Active Directory Meta-
sys user account. Under those circumstances, users are
able to log in to SMP with a local Metasys user account
only.
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Table 166: Setup tab - Active Directory Federation Services (ADFS) callouts
Number Name Description
3 Settings: ADFS Client

Identifier
Expand the Settings to see this field.
The Client Identifier is an ADFS-generated globally unique
identifier (GUID). It is generated when you configure
the ADFS server. Copy the Client Id into the ADFS Client
Identifier field. See Where do I find the ADFS Client
Identifier? for more information.

4 Settings: ADFS
Endpoint

Expand the Settings to see this field.
The endpoint is a server URL ending in /adfs, for example:
https://mui01-win16.corp.contoso.com/adfs. This is the URL
that you enter when you configure the ADFS server. Enter
your ADFS endpoint in the ADFS Endpoint field.

Note: Metasys UI will not validate that the ADFS server
is reachable, but an Administrator can check this with a
standard browser. See How do I validate the ADFS End-
point? for more information.

Where do I find the ADFS Client Identifier?
The ADFS Client Identifier is generated when you configure the ADFS server. The following figure
shows the location of the Client Id.

Figure 92: ADFS Client Identifier
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Refer to the Network and IT Guidance Technical Bulletin (LIT-12011279) for detailed instructions about
how to configure the ADFS server for a Metasys site.

How do I validate the ADFS Endpoint?
The ADFS Endpoint is a server URL ending in /adfs, for example: https://mui01-
win16.corp.contoso.com/adfs.
To make sure that the base URL is accurate enter it in a browser with an extra /ls/
idpinitiatedsignon. For example, https://mui01-win16.corp.contoso.com/adfs/ls/
idpinitiatedsignon. This also allows you to test your Active Directory login.

Note: The IDP-Initiated SignOn feature that you use to verify the endpoint is a feature that can
be disabled. You can enable it with the following command:

Set-AdfsProperties -EnableIdpInitiatedSignonPage $true

Refer to https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows-server/identity/ad-fs/troubleshooting/ad-
fs-tshoot-initiatedsignon for more troubleshooting information.

How do I use filters in the User Management feature? What filters are available?
On a desktop platform and on a tablet, you can use filters in the Users tab and in the Roles tab.
1. Tap or click FILTER in the upper-right of the Users tab or Roles tab.
2. Select the filters you want to apply.
3. Tap or click APPLY. A green check mark appears next to the filter type(s) you selected in the

filter dialog and next to the FILTER button on the main window.
4. To clear unwanted filters, clear the check boxes you selected and tap or click APPLY. After the

filters are cleared, the green check mark disappears.

Note: In the Last Login filter, click on Select Range, then APPLY to clear the filter.

On a smartphone, you can use filters in the Users screen and in the Roles screen. You can change
the screen by clicking on the drop-down in the upper-left of the phone screen.
1. Tap FILTER in the upper-right of the Users screen or Roles screen.
2. Select the filters you want to apply.
3. Tap APPLY.
4. To clear unwanted filters, clear the check boxes you selected. To clear all filters tap Clear All in

the upper-right of the screen. Then tap APPLY.

Note: In the Last Login filter, click on Select Range, then APPLY to clear the filter.

The following tables describe the different filters for each tab.
Table 167: Filters for Users tab
Tab Filter name Description

Role Search and select a role from the list.
Note: You can choose a maximum of ten roles.

Type Select a type from the list. You can select multiple types.
Last Login Select a time range from the list.

Note: Select Marked Dormant to filter for dormant users.

Users

Status Select a status from the list. You can select multiple status options.
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Table 168: Filters for Roles tab
Tab Filter name Description

Search and select from the following system privileges:System Privileges
• Manage Devices & Sites

• View Metasys Status

• Discard Acknowledged Events

• Discard All Events

• Snooze All Events

• Manage Audit History

• Clear Audit History

• System Configuration Tool

• Schedule Reports

• Advanced Reporting
Search and select a maximum of ten from the following access
categories:

Access Categories

• HVAC

• Fire

• Security

• Services

• Administrative

• General

• Lighting

• Refrigeration

• Critical Environment

• Air Quality

• Power

• Energy

• System

• Custom 1 through 150

Search and select from the following permissions:

Roles

Permissions
• No access

• Operate

• Intervene

• Manage Energy

• Manage Item Events

• Configure Items

• Modify Items

• View

• Diagnostic

• Advanced View

How do I create a new user in the User Management feature?
1. Open User Management.
2. In the default tab (Users), tap or click + USER. The Create New User window opens.

Note: On a smartphone, tap + to create a new user.

3. Select the user type from the Type list. Selectable user types include Metasys and Active
Directory users.

Note: You can select Active Directory from the Type list only if at least one of the
following Active Directory authentication types is enabled in the Setup tab in User
Management: Active Directory/LDAP authentication or Active Directory Federation
Services (ADFS) authentication.

4. Enter a username in the mandatory Username field.
5. Enter a password in the mandatory Password field. Review the password rules listed on the

right of the Create New User window.
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Note: On a smartphone, tap the information icon next to Password to review the
password rules.

6. Confirm the password in the Confirm Password field.
7. Select a user role from the Role list.

Note: You must assign at least one role to a user.

8. Tap or click CREATE AND EDIT to create the user and further edit the user details. Or, tap or
click CREATE AND CLOSE to create the user with the details you entered.

Note: If you use a MAC platform, double-click CREATE AND EDIT or CREATE AND CLOSE
to save the details.

How do I create a user in the User Management feature who can access the public
Application Programming Interface (API)?
Users with access type Standard or Tenant cannot get data from APIs. Only users with access type
API can access the public APIs, such as alarms and trends. To create an API user, complete the
following steps:
1. Log in to Metasys UI as an Administrator.
2. Open User Management.
3. In the default tab (Users), tap or click + USER. The Create New User window opens.

Note: On a smartphone, tap + to create a new user.

4. Complete the fields in the Create New User window. See How do I create a new user in the
User Management feature? for more information.

5. Tap or click CREATE AND EDIT to create the user and further edit the user details.

Note: If you use a MAC platform, double-click CREATE AND EDIT to save the details.

6. In the User Details tab, select API from the Access Type drop-down menu.
7. Tap or click SAVE.
8. Log out of Metasys UI.

After the API user is created, the API user has to complete the following steps:

1. Log in to Metasys UI with the API user details.
2. Change the password if prompted.
3. Accept the terms and conditions.

Important: Accepting the terms and conditions is an important step. The API user cannot
access the public API otherwise.

How do I edit a user? What are my edit options?
1. Open User Management.
2. In the default tab (Users), tap or click the Edit User icon in the Actions column. The edit user

window opens.
You can edit the user details in the User Details (default) tab:
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Figure 93: User Details tab

1. Edit the name and contact details. Username is a mandatory field.
2. Tap or click the toggle to edit the items listed under Actions.
3. Edit the password, confirm the new password, and set the password length. Tap or click on the

information icon beside New Password to view the current password policy.
4. Edit user access details.

Note: When you select Single Access User, the other check boxes are disabled. When you
select Temporary User, use the date field with the calendar icon to set an expiration date.

5. Edit the role by selecting a role from the Role list. For example, you can select Administrator,
Maintenance, Operator, or User. You can select multiple options. Role is a mandatory user
detail.

6. Edit the system privileges by selecting system privileges from the System Privileges list.
You can select from Manage Devices & Sites, View Metasys Status, Discard Acknowledged
Events, Discard All Events, Snooze All Events, Manage Audit History, Clear Audit History, System
Configuration Tool, Schedule Reports, Advanced Reporting. You can select multiple options.

7. Tap or click SAVE to save your settings and exit the User Details tab, or tap or click CANCEL to
exit the tab without saving your changes.

You can edit the account settings in the Account Settings tab.
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Figure 94: Account Settings tab

1. In the Inactive Sessions section, choose to never terminate a session, or choose to terminate
a session after a certain time range.

2. In the Account Lockout section, choose not to have any account lockout, or choose to activate
lockout after a given number of sequential bad attempts within a certain time range.

3. In the Dormant Account section, choose not to check user account for dormancy, or enter
a number of days after which an account is made dormant. You can also choose to create a
dormant user account event and to lock out the user account when dormant.

4. You can edit the password settings for local Metasys users. In the Maximum Password Age
section, choose to have no expiration for passwords, or enter a number of days after which a
password expires. In the Password History section, choose not to keep the password history,
or enter a number of passwords for the system to remember.

5. Tap or click SAVE to save your settings and exit the Account Settings tab, or tap or click
CANCEL to exit the tab without saving your changes.

You can edit the permitted access times of a user in the Timesheet tab.
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Figure 95: Timesheet tab

A time slot during which access is allowed appears on a blue background with a white check mark.
A time slot during which access is denied appears on yellow background marked with an x. In the
sample figure above, you can see that access is denied on Saturdays and Sundays, but allowed
during the rest of the week.
1. To change the selection, tap or click on the desired time slot. You can use the arrow to drag

your selection vertically to expand the access time slots.
2. Tap or click SAVE to save your settings and exit the Timesheet tab, or tap or click CANCEL to

exit the tab without saving your changes.
You can edit the category access details in the Category Access tab.
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Figure 96: Category Access tab

The categories are listed vertically on the left. Categories include HVAC, Fire, Security, Services,
Administrative, General, Lighting, Refrigeration, Critical Environment, Air Quality, Power, Energy,
System, and Custom 1 through 150. The permissions are listed horizontally at the top of the table.
Tap or click the information icon to learn more about the permissions, or see Table 170. The
following table describes the Category Access icons in more detail:
Table 169: User Category Access icons
Icon Name Description

Access from Roles &
User

Appears only in the No Access column. This setting means that
the "No Access" setting does not apply to this user. The user
has at least one role assigned that is providing a permission for
this category.

Permission from a
Role

Denotes that the permission comes from one or more role(s)
assigned to this user.

User permission Denotes that the permission is assigned directly to this user.
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Table 169: User Category Access icons
Icon Name Description

No access to category Appears only in the No Access column. This setting means that
every role assigned to the user has No Access for this category,
and the user has no permissions overriding the role(s) setting.

Overridden Appears only in the No Access column. This setting means that
every role assigned to the user has No Access for this category,
and the user has at least one permission overriding the role(s)
setting.

1. To grant permission for a user, tap or click on the desired permission. A white check mark on a
green circle appears. To remove a user-assigned permission, click the icon.

2. Tap or click SAVE to save your settings and exit the Category Access tab, or tap or click
CANCEL to exit the tab without saving your changes.

The following table lists the available permissions.

Important: Some of the available permissions listed below are applicable to SMP only. See the
notes in the Description column for further details.

Table 170: Available permissions
Name Description
No Access The No Access column shows the combined settings for No Access from all

of the user's roles and is disabled when assigning permissions to a user.
View Gives the user the following privileges:

• view event

• snooze event

• focus view in panel

• view item value

• view item on graphic

• view item in report

• summary view in panel

• user navigation views (display panel only)

• view all extensions in panel

• hyperlink from graphic

• view the list of attribute commands (generic integration object)

Important: To snooze an alarm in the Alarm Bar, the user must have
View permission and Manage Item Events permission. The Alarm Bar is
a feature in SMP only.

Advanced View Gives the user the same privileges as the View permission, in addition to the
capability of editing the advanced attributes for users with edit privileges.
When not selected, the Advanced option in all item views (for example, Focus
view) is disabled.

Note: This refers to SMP only. Metasys UI views do not have an
Advanced View option.
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Table 170: Available permissions
Name Description
Operate Gives the user the following privileges:

• Adjust commands

• State commands based on States Text - binary value (BV), binary output
(BO), multistate value (MV), multistate output (MO)

• Setpoint

• Route (Trend)

• Execute (Trend)

• Re-command (Interlock)

• Set State
Intervene Gives the user the following privileges:

• Release

• Release All

• Operator Override

• Release Operator Override

• Timed Operator Override (TOO)

• Enable

• Disable

• Preset Counter

• Reset - Pulse Meter, Analog Object, Totalization, Optimal Start (OST)

• Add Recipient Command and Remove Recipient Command (Notification)

• Cancel Delay Time (Analog Alarm)

• Cancel Report Delay (Multistate Alarm)

• Clear (Trend)
Diagnostic Gives the user the following privileges:

• Latch/Clear Statistics

• Analyze Filed bus

• Out-of-Service

• In Service

• Timed Out of Service (TOS)
Manage Item
Events

Gives the user the following privileges:
• Acknowledge

• Annotate

Note: Applies to category-based events and allows the user to display
an alarm in the Alarms Window (also referred to as Metasys - Events and
Alarm Bar.) The Alarm Bar is a feature in SMP only.
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Table 170: Available permissions
Name Description
Manage Energy Gives the user the following privileges:

• Optimal Start (OST) Commands: Start/Stop Meter, Cancel Prestart/Prestop

• Load Commands: Shed, Release Load, Comfort Override, Release Comfort
Override, Lock, Unlock

• Demand Limiting Load Rolling (DLLR) Commands: Set Mode, Set Target,
Reset Profile, Reset Interval, Reset Initialization Parameters

Modify Items Gives the user the following privileges:
• Modify Item (cannot add or delete)

• Commands included: Use generic integration object (GIO) to Change
Name, Change Units, and Change Display Precision.

Note: When users modify items, they can only set the Authorization Cat-
egory property of a modified object to a category for which they have
Modify Items access permission.

Configure Items Gives the user the following privileges:
• Add, Modify, or Delete an Item

Note: When users create objects, they can only set the Authorization
Category property to a category for which they have configuration
access permission. The functionality to create objects is available in SMP
only.

Note: There are slight layout differences on a smartphone. For example, select User Details,
Account Settings, Timesheet, and Category Access from the drop-down menu in the upper-
left of the phone screen.

How do I create a new role in the User Management feature?
You can create a new role on desktop platforms only.
1. Open User Management.
2. In the Roles tab, tap or click + ROLE. The Create New Role window opens.
3. Enter a role name in the mandatory Role Name field.

Note: The following two special characters are not supported in a role name: at sign (@)
and backslash (\).

4. Enter a description in the Description field.
5. Search for and select a user you want to assign to this new role from the Available section.
6. After a user is selected, tap or click the right arrow to add the user to the Assigned Users

section.

Note: You can select multiple users at once by using the keyboard shortcuts Ctrl or Shift.
You can also click and drag the mouse over the users to select multiple users.

7. Tap or click CREATE AND EDIT to create the role and further edit the role details. Or, tap or
click CREATE AND CLOSE to create the role with the details you entered.
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How do I edit a role? What are my edit options?
You can edit a role on desktop platforms only.

1. Open User Management.
2. In the Roles tab, tap or click the Edit Role icon in the Actions column. The edit role window

opens.
You can edit the role details in the Role Details tab.

Figure 97: Role Details tab

1. Edit the role name in the Role Name field.

Note: You cannot change the role name of certain roles, including Administrator and
User. The following two special characters are not supported in a role name: at sign (@)
and backslash (\).

2. To add a user to the Assigned Users section, search and select a user in the Available section
and then tap or click the right arrow to add the user. To remove a user from the Assigned
Users section, tap or click the left arrow.

Note: You can select multiple users at once by using the keyboard shortcuts Ctrl or Shift.
You can also click and drag the mouse over the users to select multiple users.

3. Edit the description in the Description field.
4. Edit the system privileges in the System Privileges section. You can select from the following

system privileges:
- Manage Devices & Sites
- View Metasys Status
- Discard Acknowledged Events
- Discard All Events
- Snooze All Events
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- Manage Audit History
- Clear Audit History
- System Configuration Tool
- Schedule Reports
- Advanced Reporting

Note: You cannot change the system privileges for the Administrator role.

5. Tap or click SAVE to save your settings and exit the Role Details tab, or tap or click CANCEL to
exit the tab without saving your changes.

You can edit the category access details in the Category Access tab.

Figure 98: Category Access tab

The categories are listed vertically on the left. Categories include HVAC, Fire, Security, Services,
Administrative, General, Lighting, Refrigeration, Critical Environment, Air Quality, Power, Energy,
System, and Custom 1 through 150. The permissions are listed horizontally at the top of the table.
Tap or click the information icon to learn more about the permissions. For more information about
permissions see Table 170. The following table describes the Category Access icons in more detail:
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Table 171: Role Category Access icons
Icon Name Description

Access from Roles &
User

Appears only in the No Access  column. This means that this
role has one or more permissions assigned for this category, so
that the No Access setting does not apply.

Permission from a
Role

Denotes that the permission is assigned to this role for this
category.

No access to category Appears only in the No Access column. Denotes that this role
has no permissions assigned for this category.

Overridden Will not appear for a role (does not apply).

1. To edit an active permission for the role, tap or click on the role icon. The role icon disappears.
2. To add a new permission for the role, tap or click on an empty cell. The role icon appears.
3. To deny access to a category, tap or click on the desired category within the No Access

column. This removes all other permissions assigned to this role (clears the other cells) for the
currently logged-in user.

4. Tap or click SAVE to save your settings and exit the Category Access tab, or tap or click
CANCEL to exit the tab without saving your changes.

Note: You cannot edit the category access details for the Administrator role.

Is the User Management feature supported on all devices?
Yes, the User Management feature is supported on desktop, tablets, and smartphones.

Session inactivity

What is session inactivity?
Session inactivity logs a user out of the Metasys UI after a configured amount of time passes
without activity on the computer or device.

What is the default session inactivity time?
The default session inactivity is 30 minutes.

How do I change the default session inactivity settings?
To change the default session inactivity for a user in Metasys UI, go to the User menu then
Administrative Tasks>User Management. Select the user and click on the Edit User icon in
the Actions column. Open the Account Settings tab and navigate to the Inactive Sessions
section. You can select the Never Terminate option. This option allows the session to never expire.
However, if the user's tablet or phone goes to sleep or if the user loses connection, the user is
logged out and redirected to the login page. Alternatively, you can enter the time in minutes after
which the user session will expire.

What happens when there is a session inactivity event?
You are redirected to the login page. After you log on again, you are redirected to the last page
accessed.

Note: When the Metasys UI Help is open in another browser tab or window and a session
inactivity event occurs, the Help remains open and active. If the Help is bookmarked, you can
access the Help at any time without being logged into an active session of the Metasys system.
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User names and passwords

How do I know which user is logged on? Why is the user name partially hidden?
You can view which user is logged on to the Metasys UI when you open the User menu. The user
information appears below the Help button. Only the first three characters of the user name
appear. The remaining characters are hidden to ensure that unauthorized users cannot gain access
to the user name used to log into the system.

What happens when I change a user account password in the Metasys UI? Does my
user account password change in the Metasys system?
If you change the password for a user account in the Metasys UI, the user account password
changes throughout the Metasys system, except the Metasys SCT and JCT mode. If you change the
password for a user account in the SMP, the user account password changes in the Metasys UI.

What are the rules for creating a valid password? How often do passwords expire?
The following table lists the password rules enforced by the Metasys system user's language locale
setting.
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Table 172: Metasys system password rules
Supported
language_locale

Enforced password rules

English (en_us) • The password must include a minimum of 8 characters and a
maximum of 50 characters.

• The password cannot include spaces or include a word or phrase
that is in the Blocked Words list.

• The password and the user name cannot share the same three
consecutive characters.

• The password must meet the four following conditions:
- Include at least one number (0–9)
- Include at least one special character (-, ., @, #, !, ?, $, %)

Note: Only the special characters listed above can be
used; all other special characters are invalid.

- Include at least one uppercase character
- Include at least one lowercase character

Czech (cs_cz)
German (de_de)
Spanish (es_es)
French (fr_fr)
Hungarian (hu_hu)
Italian (it_it)
Norwegian (nb_no)
Dutch (nl_nl)
Polish (pl_pl)
Portuguese (Brazilian)
(pt_br)
Russian (ru_ru)
Swedish (sv_se)
Turkish (tr_tr)

• The password must include a minimum of 8 characters and a
maximum of 50 characters.

• The password cannot include spaces or include a word or phrase
that is in the Blocked Words list.

• The password and the username cannot share the same three
consecutive characters.

• The password must meet three of the following conditions:
- Include at least one number (0–9)
- Include at least one special character (-, ., @, #, !, ?, $, %)
- Include at least one uppercase character
- Include at least one lowercase character
- Include at least one Unicode character that is categorized as

an alphabetic character but is not uppercase or lowercase
Chinese Simplified (zh_cn)
Chinese Traditional (zh_tw)
Japanese (ja_jp)
Korean (ko_kr)

• The password must include a minimum of 8 characters and a
maximum of 50 characters.

• The password cannot include spaces or include a word or phrase
that is in the Blocked Words list.

• The password and the user name cannot share the same three
consecutive characters.

• The password must meet two of the following conditions:
- Include at least one number (0–9)
- Include at least one special character (-, ., @, #, !, ?, $, %)
- Include at least one uppercase character
- Include at least one lowercase character
- Include at least one Unicode character that is categorized as

an alphabetic character but is not uppercase or lowercase
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You can configure password expiration in the User Management feature directly in Metasys UI:

1. Go to the User menu.
2. Tap or click Administrative Tasks.
3. Tap or click User Management.
4. Select the user and then click the Edit User icon in the Actions column.
5. Open the Account Settings tab.
6. Go to the Maximum Password Age section and edit the details.

Notes:

• To prevent your iOS or Android tablet or phone from saving your user name, turn off or
disable the character preview setting. Refer to your tablet or phone documentation for further
instructions.

• The Metasys UI does not support auto-fill functionality for the user name or password fields.
Refer to the Account Policy Tab section in the Security Administrator System Technical Bulletin
(LIT-1201528) for further information about how passwords are used by the user account, the
account lockout policy and the inactive session policy.

Space Authorization

What is Space Authorization in Metasys UI?
Use Metasys UI Space Authorization to establish authorization to spaces, which then establishes
authorization to the equipment, alarms, schedules, and graphics associated with the spaces and the
equipment serving the space. You can modify authorization after the initial configuration and setup
of the spaces and equipment in the SCT. You can grant explicit or inherited authorization to spaces,
with inherited authorization to equipment, alarms, schedules, and graphics.

Type of access What do I see?
Explicit or inherited
access to a space

You see only the equipment directly serving that space (and any other
spaces you are granted access to) in all of the widgets on the Space
dashboard. You also see the alarms, schedules, and graphics associated
with the space and the equipment serving the space.

Explicit or inherited
access to a child space,
but not parent space

You see the parent space in the Navigation panel and you have access
to the parent Space dashboard. However, you see only the equipment
directly serving the child space. You see the alarms, schedules, and
graphics associated with the child space, but not the parent space,
unless the alarms, schedules, and graphics are shared with the parent
space.

Denied access to a
space

You do not see the space in the Navigation panel (unless you have
explicit access to its child space). You do not have access to the Space
dashboard or the Equipment dashboard of the equipment serving
the space (unless the equipment serves a space you have access to).
You also do not have access to the alarms, schedules, and graphics
associated with the space unless it is shared with a space you have
access to.
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Are the Space Authorization in the Metasys UI the same as the Metasys system
access permissions or authorization categories?
No. The Space Authorization in the Metasys UI is separate authorization from the Metasys system
access permissions and the authorization categories applied to spaces and equipment in the
Metasys system.
Metasys system access permissions and authorization categories of spaces and equipment
applied in SCT are still used in the Metasys UI. For more information about access permissions and
authorization categories, refer to the Metasys Site Management Portal Help (LIT-1201793) and the
Security Administrator System Technical Bulletin (LIT-1201528).

How do I access Space Authorization in the Metasys UI?
To access Space Authorization, you must be logged in to Metasys UI as a user with the
Administrator role or with the MetasysSysAgent user in the Metasys system.
1. Open the User menu.
2. Click or tap Administrative Tasks.
3. Click or tap Space Authorization.

What is the layout of the Space Authorization window?
The following figure shows the layout of the Space Authorization window.

Figure 99: Space Authorization callouts
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Table 173: Space Authorization callouts
Number Name Description
1 Users list Displays a list of the users configured in the SMP. Tap or click

Name to sort the list of users in ascending or descending
order.

2 Users search Search for users in the Users List. The Users List filters to match
your search term as you type.

3 Space Authorization
Work Area

Displays the currently selected user and the Space
Authorization Work Area. Space Authorization Work Area
includes a list of spaces, current authorization to the spaces,
and authorizations you can set for the user.

4 Expand All button
Collapse All button

Tap or click EXPAND ALL to expand all the spaces listed in the
Spaces column.
Tap or click COLLAPSE ALL to collapse all the spaces listed in
the Spaces column.

5 Copy Settings
button

Copies Space Authorization settings to other users.

6 Save button Saves the Space Authorization settings for the currently
selected user and exits.

7 Exit button Exits the Space Authorization window.
8 Set Authorization

column
Sets the authorization for the currently selected user for the
corresponding spaces listed in the Spaces column.
• Tap or click ALLOW to allow access to the Space dashboard,

the Equipment dashboards of the equipment directly serving
the space, and any associated alarms, schedules, and
graphics for the space listed in the corresponding row.

• Tap or click DENY to deny access to the Space dashboard, the
Equipment dashboards of the equipment directly serving the
space, and any associated alarms, schedules, and graphics
for the space listed in the corresponding row.

• Tap or click INHERIT to inherit authorization from the parent
space of the currently selected child space.

9 Current
Authorization
column

Displays the current authorization icon for the currently
selected user for the corresponding space listed in the Spaces
column.

10 Spaces column Displays a list of the spaces configured to your site.

Is the Space Authorization feature supported on all devices?
The Space Authorization feature is supported on computer and tablet platforms only. Space
Authorization is not available on phone platforms.

Note: Only tablets with a resolution of 1024 by 768 are supported. We recommend using Space
Authorization on a computer platform.

How do I apply Space Authorization? How do I edit Space Authorization after I've
applied it to a user?
To apply or edit Space Authorization:

1. Click or tap on a user in the Users List.
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2. If necessary, tap or click a space in the Spaces column to expand or collapse the list of spaces.
Or click or tap EXPAND ALL or COLLAPSE ALL.

3. Change the Space Authorization for a space as desired.
- Click or tap ALLOW to allow access to the Space dashboard, the Equipment dashboards

of the equipment directly serving the space, and any associated alarms, schedules, and
graphics for the space listed in the corresponding row.

- Click or tap DENY to deny access to the Space dashboard, the Equipment dashboards
of the equipment directly serving the space, and any associated alarms, schedules, and
graphics of the space listed in the corresponding row.

- Click or tap INHERIT to inherit authorization from the parent space of the currently
selected child space.

4. Click or tap SAVE.

How do I copy Space Authorization from one user to another?
To copy Space Authorization from one user to another user:

1. Click or tap COPY SETTINGS.
2. The Copy Settings to Other Users window appears. Select a user or users from All Users List

and tap or click the arrow buttons to add the user or users to the Target Users list.
3. Click or tap PREVIEW.
4. The Preview window appears. Tap or click COPY TO USER.
5. Click or tap CLOSE to close the Copy Settings to Other Users window.

What do the icons in the Current Authorization column denote?
The following table describes the icons in the Current Authorization column.
Table 174: Current Authorization column icons
Icon Description

The currently selected user has explicit or inherited access to the corresponding space.

The currently selected user has access to this parent space but has no access to a child
space or spaces.
The currently selected user has inherited no access to the corresponding space.

The currently selected user has no access to this parent space but has access to a child
space or spaces.

How does Space Authorization affect the widgets on the Space dashboard and
Equipment dashboard? How does Space Authorization affect searching for spaces
and equipment? How does Space Authorization affect alarms in the Alarm panel
and the Alarm Manager?
If you are granted explicit or inherited access to a space, you see the space in the Navigation
panel and have access to the Space dashboard, including the Graphics widget and the associated
graphics to the space, and the Schedule widget and the schedules associated to the equipment
serving that space (and any other space you have access to). You have access to the Equipment
dashboards of the equipment serving that space, including the Graphics widget and the associated
graphics, and the Schedule widget and the schedules associated to the equipment. The widgets on
the Equipment dashboard display equipment and equipment data (points and values) if it serves
that space or another space you have access to.
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If you are explicitly denied access or inherited denied access to a space, you do not see the space in
the Navigation panel, unless you have access to its child space. If you have access to its child space,
you see the space in the Navigation panel and have access to its Space dashboard. However, the
Space dashboard displays only the equipment directly serving the child space you have access to.
Search results display only the spaces and the equipment serving those spaces that you have
access to.
In general, space and equipment hyperlinks are disabled if you do not have access to the space or
equipment serves an unauthorized space.
Alarms in the Alarms list (phone) and the Alarm Manager or Alarm Monitor are viewable only if you
have access to the space that the equipment is serving.

Does the Space Authorization in the Metasys UI affect users in SMP?
No. Space Authorization applied in Metasys UI does not affect SMP or SCT. Furthermore, the Space
Authorization data is saved in the SpacesAuthorization database used only by the Metasys UI.
For more information about the SpacesAuthorization database, refer to the Metasys UI Technical
Bulletin (LIT-12012115).

Does the Space Authorization in the Metasys UI affect the JCT?
No, the users in the Metasys UI are different users from the JCT.

Remote Notifications

What is the Remote Notifications feature?
The Remote Notifications feature in the Metasys UI replaces the Server Destination Delivery
Agents (DDAs) in the Site Management Portal (SMP). DDAs facilitate the routing of event and audit
messages generated on the ADS, ADX, OAS, or engine.
With the Remote Notifications feature you can configure the routing and filtering of event and audit
messages directly in the Metasys UI for each ADS, ADX, OAS or engine, without the need to install
software on client machines.

Note: Starting at Metasys Release 10.1, all Server Remote Notifications are created and
modified in Metasys UI and no longer in SMP.

Starting at Metasys Release 11.0, Administrators can also configure announcements with the
Remote Notifications feature in Metasys UI. The Send Announcement feature facilitates mass
communication. For example, you can announce a scheduled downtime due to system upgrades or
maintenance to all Metasys users.
The Remote Notifications feature, with the exception of the Send Announcement functionality,
is available on both Metasys UI and JCT. The screenshots in this section show the Remote
Notifications feature in Metasys UI.

Who can access the Remote Notifications feature?
Administrators and Non-Administrators with the relevant permissions can access the Remote
Notifications feature.
The Remote Notifications feature can be accessed by anyone, but it will display the available
Servers and Engines only if you have the User Can View The Item Navigation Tree (Default Tree)
property in your User Details within the User Management feature in Metasys UI, or in your User
Properties in SMP. Additionally, you may view information for a specific Server or Engine only if
you have View permission for its authorization category. Likewise, you may edit information for a
specific Server or Engine only if you have Modify Item permission for its authorization category.

How do I access the Remote Notifications feature?
1. Open the User menu.
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2. Click Feature Management.
3. Click Remote Notifications.

Which destination types are supported on Servers? Which destination types are
supported on Engines?
For each ADS, ADX, or OAS, you can use the following destination types to configure the routing and
filtering of event and audit messages:

• Email: event filter only
• Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP): event filter only
• Syslog: event filter and audit filter

For each Engine you can use the following destination types to configure the routing and filtering of
event and audit messages:

• Email: event filter only
• Printer: event filter only
• Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP): event filter only
• Syslog: event filter and audit filter

The following table describes the available destination types in more detail:
Table 175: Destination types
Destination type Description
Email You can configure email addresses as destinations for event messages. The

Email destination type supports standard SMTP.
Printer On the server platform, you can define any printer supported by Windows

software as a destination for event messages, and a single DDA can print
alarms on multiple printers. Printers connected to the ADS/ADX/OAS by
parallel port or USB are supported, as well as IP-based network printers
(if printers are set up with an IP address). This platform does not support
Novell NetWare printers.

Note: To set up a printer on a split ADX, the printer must be accessi-
ble from the web/application server computer, as opposed to the data-
base server computer.

You can configure the ADS/ADX Printer DDA for single line printing for
a tractor feed printer, which is also known as tractor feed printing, line
printing, and dot matrix printer support. To set up a printer for single line
printing for a tractor feed printer (no form feed/tractor printing mode), set
the Line Out attribute to 0 when you create a notification. By setting this
attribute to 0, when an alarm is sent to the tractor feed printer, it prints the
alarm text and then advances a single line, thus waiting to print the next
alarm. For more information about the Line Out attribute see How do I use
the Create Notification window for Printer Notifications?

Note: When using a tractor feed printer (without any form feeds), the
Timeout, Printing Priority Threshold, Orientation, Font Face, and Font
Size attributes are not used and any values set for them are ignored.
You can set the Orientation, Font Face, Font Size, and line wrapping at
the printer itself. Tractor feed printing is only intended for tractor feed
printers. You may encounter abnormal behavior if you set the Line Out
attribute to 0 for other type of printers, such as deskjet and laserjet
printers.
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Table 175: Destination types
Destination type Description
Simple Network
Management
Protocol (SNMP)

You can configure a SNMP Trap as a destination for event messages. The
SNMP destination type supports SNMP Versions 1, 2C, and 3.

Syslog You can configure a Syslog destination that forwards all system events and
audits to your Syslog server.
The Metasys system provides the optional capability of sending its
configured audit log entries and alarm notifications to an external, industry-
standard Syslog server, conforming to RFC 3164, published by the Internet
Engineering Task Force. The Syslog option provides positive indication
of each field possible in the Metasys event and audit entries, replacing
any blank field with the single character dash (-). Individual fields of each
Metasys message are sent to the Syslog server separated by the vertical bar
symbol (|), ensuring the integrity of all data sent to the Syslog server.
After the Syslog DDA is configured, all messages sent to the local ADS
Repository are also sent immediately to the configured Syslog server. You
can apply forensic analysis on the consolidation of all electronic audit and
event information at the Syslog server.

What is the layout of the Remote Notifications feature?
The following figure shows the layout of the Email notifications in the Remote Notifications feature
in Metasys UI on a server.

Important: The Announcement tab displays in Metasys UI only. The Send Announcement
feature is not supported in JCT.

Figure 100: Remote Notifications feature callouts - Email notifications
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Table 176: Remote Notifications feature callouts - Email notifications
Number Name Description
1 Destination

types
Click on a destination type to see the notifications configured for a device.
For example, click Email to see all email notifications that are configured
for a device.

Note: You see a message like the following when no notifications
are configured: No Email notifications are configured for
this device.

2 Add
notification

Click to add a new notification. See also How do I add a new notification in
the Remote Notifications feature?

3 Label Lists the names of the configured Email notifications. This column is
sortable.

4 Priority Shows the run priority of a notification. This column is sortable.
5 Recipients Shows the number of recipients of a notification. This column is sortable.
6 Diagnostics Opens the Diagnostics window, which displays diagnostic information

regarding the communication between the Email DDA (SMTP Client) and
the SMTP Server. Diagnostics details include:
• Date and time a notification was sent. For example: 6/12/2018 2:11:43

PM.

• Description of the event. For example: Email was sent
successfully.

Note: The diagnostics information displayed in the Diagnostics win-
dow is limited to 100 lines.

7 Settings
icon

Opens the Shared Configuration window, where you can adjust the
settings of the respective Remote Notification. For more information
about the Shared Configuration window, see How do I change the settings
in the Remote Notifications feature?

Shows that a notification is enabled.

Shows that a notification is disabled.

Send a test email to verify the configuration and the operation
of the email server. The message is labeled as a test for all
recipients.

Note: This icon is disabled if Email notifications for the
entire site are disabled, or if the individual Email notifica-
tion is disabled.

If a user is not receiving the test email, ensure that the
recipient address is valid and that the user can receive
notifications.
Create a complete duplicate of a notification, including the
enabled or disabled status.

8 Actions

Delete a notification.
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The information provided in the Printer notifications tab, the SNMP notifications tab, the Syslog
notifications tab, and the Announcement tab differs slightly from the information provided in
the Email notifications tab. The following figures and tables describe the layout of the Printer
notifications tab, the SNMP notifications tab, the Syslog notifications tab, and the Announcement
tab.

Figure 101: Printer notifications layout

Table 177: Printer notifications layout
Name Description
Label Specifies the name of the printer where reports are routed. This column is

sortable.
Shows that a notification is enabled.

Shows that a notification is disabled.

Create a complete duplicate of a notification, including the
enabled or disabled status.

Actions

Delete a notification.

Figure 102: SNMP notifications layout

Table 178: SNMP notifications layout
Name Description
Label Lists the names of the configured SNMP notifications. This column is

sortable.
IP Address Lists the IP address of the device.
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Table 178: SNMP notifications layout
Name Description

Shows that a notification is enabled.

Shows that a notification is disabled.

Create a complete duplicate of a notification, including the
enabled or disabled status.

Actions

Delete a notification.

Figure 103: Syslog notifications layout

Table 179: Syslog notifications layout
Name Description
Label Lists the names of the configured Syslog notifications. This column is

sortable.
Syslog Server Lists the IP address of the Syslog Server.

Create a complete duplicate of a notification.Actions

Delete a notification.

Figure 104: Announcement layout
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Table 180: Announcement layout
Name Description
Label Lists the summary names of the configured announcements. Click on a

summary name to edit the announcement.
Start Date and Time Shows the start date and time of the announcements.
Type Shows the type of announcement. The supported announcement types

include the following:
• Login Screen: The announcement is displayed on the login screen for

all users during the specified time range.

• Banner: The announcement is displayed during the specified time
in the upper right of the Metasys UI home screen for all users while
they are online. You can dismiss Banner type announcements and this
action generates an audit. Dismissed announcements do not reappear.

• Email: The announcement is delivered by email to the intended
recipients at the configured date and time.

Note: You can only send email announcements if the email server
is configured in the Email tab of Remote Notifications. Click the
Settings icon to open the settings and configure the email server.

Shows that an announcement is enabled.

Shows that an announcement is disabled. The
announcement is automatically disabled when
the end date and time has been reached.

Note: You can edit the start and end date
and time to re-enable an announcement.

Actions

Delete an announcement.

How do I add a new notification in the Remote Notifications feature?
1. Open Remote Notifications.
2. Select your server or engine from the network tree in the pane on the left.
3. Click on the destination type for which you want to add an annotation. For example, click on

the Email tab to create a new Email notification.
4. Click + NOTIFICATION.
5. Complete the details in the Create Notification window.

For more information about creating a new Email notification see How do I use the Create
Notification window for Email Notifications?
For more information about creating a new Printer notification see How do I use the Create
Notification window for Printer Notifications?
For more information about creating a new SNMP notification see How do I use the Create
Notification window for SNMP Notifications?
For more information about creating a new Syslog notification see How do I use the Create
Notification window for Syslog Notifications?
For more information about creating an Announcement see How do I create an Announcement?
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How do I use the Create Notification window for Email Notifications?
The Create Notification window opens when you click the +NOTIFICATION button. The window
consists of four areas, including general notifications information, event filters, escalation, and
formatting. The following figures and tables describe these areas.

Figure 105: Create Notification window for Email - General Email Information

Figure 106: Create Notification window for Email - Event Filters

You can configure an escalation option, as shown in Figure 107. Choose to send an additional email
if an alarm has NOT been acknowledged or discarded after a specified period of time.

Important: Alarm escalation applies only to alarms that have the Alarm Ack Required
attribute set to True. This attribute is present in the alarm extension of the object under the
Alarm Setup section of the Metasys UI Detail widget.

Figure 107: Create Notification window for Email - Escalation
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Figure 108: Create Notification window for Email - Formatting

Table 181: Create Notification window for Email callouts
Number Name Description
1 Label field Identifies the user-friendly notification name in the list of

Email notifications. This field is mandatory.
2 Priority field Specifies the priority of the outbound email message. This

attribute defines the X-Priority field within the email’s
MIME header. X-Priority is one of several ways to define the
significance of an email. Not all email clients interpret it the
same way. Refer to your email client’s documentation for
more information. You can choose from High, Normal, and
Low.

3 Retries field Specifies the number or attempts made to send a message if
there is a failure before the system discards it.
Range: 0 to 10
This field is mandatory.
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Table 181: Create Notification window for Email callouts
Number Name Description
4 Email Address field Specifies the email address of one or more recipients. You

must use valid email addresses set up on an email server for
the device to successfully send the email alarms. There are
two ways of adding email addresses to the Email Address
field:
• Enter the email addresses manually.

• Use the address book to enter email addresses. To use the
address book, click the Address Book icon:

See also How do I use the address book in the Create
Notification window and in the Create Announcement
window?
You can also send Remote Notifications as text messages
by using the recipient’s cellular phone number formatted
as a standard email address: 10-digit phone
number@cellular carrier’s gateway domain.

Note: Text messaging and data rates may apply. Multi-
media Messaging Service (MMS) is the recommended
method, as this method transmits longer messages with-
out breaks.

The Email Address field is mandatory. The maximum of
characters allowed is 256.

5 Add Event Filter
button

Click this button to add a filter to your notification. Select an
Item from the following:
• Current Status

• Priority

• Authorization Category

• Acknowledge Required

• Previous Status

• Start Day Of Week

• Start Time

• End Day Of Week

• End Time

• Spaces

• Equipment

Select an Operator and enter or select a Value. See also How
do I use the Event Filter and the Audit Filter?
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Table 181: Create Notification window for Email callouts
Number Name Description
6 Time Picker Set the duration after which an escalation email is sent

to configured recipients. For example, enter 5 in the
minute field if you want the system to issue an escalation
email five minutes after an alarm is generated and is still
unacknowledged.

7 Escalation Email
Address field

Add the email addresses of the recipients of the escalation
email. There are two ways of adding email addresses to the
Escalation Email Address field:
• Enter the email addresses manually.

• Use the address book to enter email addresses. To use the
address book, click the Address Book icon:

See also How do I use the address book in the Create
Notification window and in the Create Announcement
window?

Note: Maximum characters allowed: 256
Important: It is optional to send an escalation email.
However, for an escalation email to be sent success-
fully, you have to complete both the Time Picker and the
Escalation Email Address fields.

8 Subject line Specifies the user-defined text that appears in the subject
field of the email message.

9 Include field Defines the format of the message, indicating which fields are
present in the received message. Select the information you
want to include in the notification. The following items are
pre-selected:
• Priority

• Message

• Value

• Item Description

• Item Fully Qualified Reference

• Authorization Category

However, you can clear the pre-selected items.

How do I use the Create Notification window for Printer Notifications?
The following figure and table describe the layout of the Create Notification window for a Printer
Notification:
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Figure 109: Create Notification window - Printer Notification

Table 182: Create Notification window - Printer Notifications callouts
Number Name Description
1 Printer field Specifies the name of the printer where reports are routed. The

Printer DDA can send alarms to one or multiple printers. This is a
mandatory field.

Note:
• If you are uncertain about the proper printer name to use,

print a test page from the printer and look for the Printer
name line in the test printout. Copy the name and syntax
exactly.

• You can configure multiple printers on one server, but a
separate notification needs to be created for each printer.

2 Line Out field Defines how many lines of data are required before the Printer DDA
routes reports to the printer. Setting this value to 0 enables tractor-
feed or line printing. See also Printer entry in Table 175.
Range: 0 to 60
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Table 182: Create Notification window - Printer Notifications callouts
Number Name Description
3 Printing Priority

Threshold field
Specifies the priority for printing alarm messages. You can print
multiple alarms in a normal priority range at once using the Line
Out and Timeout attributes. You also can set the Printing Priority
Threshold to print the contents of the line out buffer immediately
when a higher priority alarm (such as a fire alarm) is detected.
You can set the Printing Priority Threshold to a value from 0 to
255. Lower priority numbers have a higher alarm priority. When
an alarm is added to the line out buffer that has a lower priority
number than the Printing Priority Threshold, the contents of the line
out buffer print immediately. For example, if the Printing Priority
Threshold is set to 20, alarms with a priority number of 20 or greater
are buffered using the Line Out and Timeout attributes. Receiving
an alarm with a priority number of 19 or less forces an immediate
printout of the currently buffered alarms plus the new high priority
alarm. This functionality applies when the Line Out attribute is set to
1 or greater.

4 Timeout field Timer (in minutes) that begins when the first alarm is stored in the
DDA line out buffer (Line Out). Upon expiration, the contents of the
line out buffer prints.

5 Retries field Specifies the number or attempts made to print a report if there is a
failure before the system discards it.
Range: 0 to 10
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Table 182: Create Notification window - Printer Notifications callouts
Number Name Description
6 Formatting area You can specify the following items in the formatting area:

• Orientation: Defines the orientation of the printed report
(landscape or portrait).

• Font Face: Specifies the font used by the printed report.

• Font Size: Specifies the font size used in the printed report.

Select the information you want to include in the notification. The
following items are pre-selected:

• Priority

• Message

However, you can clear the pre-selected items.

7 Add Event Filter
button

Click this button to add a filter to your notification. Select an Item
from the following:
• Current Status

• Priority

• Authorization Category

• Acknowledge Required

• Previous Status

• Start Day Of Week

• Start Time

• End Day Of Week

• End Time

• Spaces

• Equipment

Select an Operator and enter or select a Value. See also How do I
use the Event Filter and the Audit Filter?

How do I use the Create Notification window for SNMP Notifications?
The following figure and table describe the layout of the Create Notification window for an SNMP
Notification:
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Figure 110: Create Notification window - SNMP Notification

Table 183: Create Notification window - SNMP Notifications callouts
Number Name Description
1 Label field The name of this notification when it appears in the

notifications list in the SNMP tab. This field is mandatory.
2 Trap Community

Name field
A case-sensitive string used to authenticate v1 and v2c SNMP
Traps. This attribute contains the community string used
by the Network Management System to edit data in objects
maintained by managed devices.

3 IP Address field Specifies the IP address or host name of the system that
receives the traps.

4 Destination Port
Number field

Specifies the port on the destination device that receives
messages from the Engine or Server. The direction of
communication is from the Engine or Server to the destination
device. Setting this attribute to 0 disables the Get feature of
SNMP. This field is mandatory.
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Table 183: Create Notification window - SNMP Notifications callouts
Number Name Description
5 Formatting area Specifies which attributes of a Metasys event are in the SNMP

Trap. The following items are pre-selected:
• Priority

• Message

• Value

However, you can clear the pre-selected items.

6 Add Event Filter
button

Click this button to add a filter to your notification. Select an
Item from the following:
• Current Status

• Priority

• Authorization Category

• Acknowledge Required

• Previous Status

• Start Day Of Week

• Start Time

• End Day Of Week

• End Time

• Spaces

• Equipment

Select an Operator and then enter or select a Value. See also
How do I use the Event Filter and the Audit Filter?

How do I use the Create Notification window for Syslog Notifications?
The following figure and table describe the layout of the Create Notification window for a Syslog
Notification:
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Figure 111: Create Notification window - Syslog Notification

Table 184: Create Notification window - Syslog Notifications callouts
Number Name Description
1 Label field The name of this notification when it appears in the

notifications list in the Syslog tab. This field is mandatory.
2 Syslog Server field IP Address for the destination server.
3 UDP Send Port field The designated port on the device for error transmitting to

your server.
4 UDP Receive Port field The designated port on your server for receiving the error

transmits.
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Table 184: Create Notification window - Syslog Notifications callouts
Number Name Description
5 Add Audit Filter button Click this button to add an audit filter to your notification.

Select an Item from the following:
• Item

• User

• Description

• Post Value

• Start Day Of Week

• Start Time

• End Day Of Week

• End Time

• Spaces

• Equipment

Select an Operator and enter or select a Value. See also
How do I use the Event Filter and the Audit Filter?

6 Add Event Filter button Click this button to add an event filter to your notification.
Select an Item from the following:
• Current Status

• Priority

• Authorization Category

• Acknowledge Required

• Previous Status

• Start Day Of Week

• Start Time

• End Day Of Week

• End Time

• Spaces

• Equipment

Select an Operator and enter or select a Value. See also
How do I use the Event Filter and the Audit Filter?

How do I create an Announcement?
1. Open Remote Notifications.
2. Select your server from the network tree in the pane on the left.
3. Click on the Announcement tab.
4. Click + ANNOUNCEMENT. The Create Announcement window opens.
5. Enter a name in the required Label field.
6. Enter a description in the required Announcement Description field.
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7. Enter a start date and time in the required Start Date and Time field to determine when you
want the announcement to send or appear, respectively.

Note: If you edit an existing Email announcement, you must enter a future value in the
Start Date and Time field to trigger the email.

8. Enter an end date and time in the End Date and Time field to determine when you want the
announcement to disappear.

Note: This field is disabled if you select Email announcements.

9. Select one or more types of announcement, including Login Screen, Banner, and Email.

Note: You can only send email announcements if the email server is configured in
the Email tab of Remote Notifications. Click the Settings icon to open the settings and
configure the email server.

10. If you select the Email announcement type, go to the Notify Users section and add the users'
email addresses manually or with the address book. Alternatively, select All Active Metasys
Users to send the email announcement to all users.

Note: If you select the All Active Metasys Users check box, the manually entered email
addresses will be ignored.

11. Click SAVE.

What do the Event Filter and Audit Filter operators mean?
The following table describes the Event Filter and Audit Filter operators:
Table 185: Event Filter and Audit Filter operators
Operator Meaning
== Equal To: indicates an AND relationship between two different filters.
!= Not Equal To: indicates an AND relationship between two different filters.
< Less Than
<= Less Than or Equal To
> Greater Than
>= Greater Than or Equal To
== (any of) Equal To (any of): indicates an OR relationship among Space and Equipment

filters, but an AND relationship with other filters. See also Table 188.
!= (any of) Not Equal To (any of): indicates an OR relationship among Space and

Equipment filters, but an AND relationship with other filters. See also Table 188.

What are my Event Filter options?
Use the following table as a guide to defining event filters.
Table 186: Event filter options
Item Operator Value
Current Status ==, != Normal, Fault, Off Normal, High Limit, Low

Limit, Low Warning, High Warning, Low
Alarm, High Alarm, Alarm, Trouble, Status,
Offline, Shutdown, Unreliable, Online, Above
Setpoint, Below Setpoint, Unoccupied

Priority ==, !=, <, <=, >, >= Enter a value manually. This is a required
field.
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Table 186: Event filter options
Item Operator Value
Authorization
Category

==, != HVAC, Fire, Security, Services, Administrative,
General, Lighting, Refrigeration, Critical
Environment, Air Quality, Power, Energy,
System, Sump Pumps, Freezers, Central
Plants, AHUs, Custom 5 - Custom 150

Acknowledge Required ==, != False, True
Previous Status ==, != Normal, Fault, Off Normal, High Limit, Low

Limit, Low Warning, High Warning, Low
Alarm, High Alarm, Alarm, Trouble, Status,
Offline, Shutdown, Unreliable, Online, Above
Setpoint, Below Setpoint, Unoccupied

Start Day of Week ==, !=, <, <=, >, >= Monday through Sunday
Start Time ==, !=, <, <=, >, >= Select start time.

Note: The Time format is defined by
the language selected in the User Pro-
file tab of the Security Administrator
System. Example: HH:MM AM/PM for-
mat (12:15 PM) for English language
selection.

End Day Of Week ==, !=, <, <=, >, >= Monday through Sunday
End Time ==, !=, <, <=, >, >= Select end time.

Note: The Time format is defined by
the language selected in the User Pro-
file tab of the Security Administrator
System. Example: HH:MM AM/PM for-
mat (12:15 PM) for English language
selection.

Spaces == (any of), != (any of) Search for a value. This is a required field.
Equipment == (any of), != (any of) Search for a value. This is a required field.

What are my Audit Filter options?
Use the following table as a guide to defining audit filters for Syslog notifications.
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Table 187: Audit Filter options
Item Operator Value
Item ==, != Enter a value manually. This is a required

field.
Note: An item name is the label dis-
played for the selected item in the All
Items navigation tree (for example,
AV1, NAE2, or Schedule1). Ensure you
define unique item names.

User ==, != Enter a value manually. This is a required
field.

Note: Indicates the user associ-
ated with the action that initiated
an audit message (for example, the
person who changed a setpoint).
The generic user called jci is used to
identify a user on a different com-
puter who uploaded or downloaded
a database archive with SCT.

Description ==, != Enter a value manually. This is a required
field.

Note: Provides the description of the
action that generated the audit mes-
sage. For example, enter Enabled to
filter for Enable commands that were
sent to an item, or enter User Login
Successful  to filter for successful
login occurrences.

Post Value ==, != Enter a value manually. This is a required
field.

Note: Indicates the value and engi-
neering units, if applicable, of the
item after performing the action
that generated the audit message.
If the Description is a User Login
Successful or Failed, then the Post
Value shows the IP address of the
client computer from which the login
attempt was made.

Start Day Of Week ==, !=, <, <=, >, >= Monday through Sunday
Start Time ==, !=, <, <=, >, >= Select start time.

Note: The time format is defined by
the language selected in the User
Profile (User Profile tab of the Secu-
rity Administrator System). Example:
HH:MM AM/PM format (12:15 PM)
for English language selection.

End Day Of Week ==, !=, <, <=, >, >= Monday through Sunday
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Table 187: Audit Filter options
Item Operator Value
End Time ==, !=, <, <=, >, >= Select end time.

Note: the Time format is defined by
the language selected in the User
Profile (User Profile tab of the Secu-
rity Administrator System). Example:
HH:MM AM/PM format (12:15 PM)
for English language selection.

Spaces == (any of), != (any of) Search for a value. This is a required field.
Equipment == (any of), != (any of) Search for a value. This is a required field.

How do I use the Event Filter and the Audit Filter?
Use filters to determine which event messages get routed to the defined destination, such as
an email account. For example, define a filter to route only the event messages that require
acknowledgment by selecting Acknowledge Required == true.
The following table provides further examples of filters used by the Remote Notifications feature
for routing event messages.
Table 188: Filtering examples
Example Meaning
Authorization Category != HVAC The Remote Notifications feature routes all event messages to

the defined destination except those from the HVAC category.
Acknowledge Required == true The Remote Notifications feature routes only the event

messages that require acknowledgment to the defined
destination.

Current Status == Alarm The Remote Notifications feature routes all event messages
that were generated by objects in Alarm status to the defined
destination.

Previous Status != Unknown
Previous State

The Remote Notifications feature routes all event messages to
the defined destination except those that were generated by
objects in the unknown previous state.

Priority <= 200 The Remote Notifications feature routes all event messages
with an Event Priority equal to or less than 200 to the defined
destination.

Start Day of Week >= Friday
and
Start Time >= 05:00:00 PM
and
End Day of Week <= Monday
and
End Time <= 06:00:00 AM

The Remote Notifications feature routes all event messages
generated from 5:00 PM on Friday through 6:00 AM on
Monday.

Spaces == (any of) Conference
Room, Room 01, Room 02

The Remote Notifications feature routes all event messages
related to any of the three spaces listed to the defined
destination.

Equipment != (any of) VAV-101 The Remote Notifications feature routes all event messages
related to all equipment except those from VAV-101.
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Can I apply multiple filters?
Yes, you can apply multiple filters. If you define multiple filters for a destination, the Remote
Notifications feature combines all the criteria with an AND condition (all filter criteria must be met).
Example 1:  If you want to define a set of filters for sending all High Alarm messages for your
HVAC systems that have been defined with event priorities belonging to the Property Safety Group
(Priority 40–79) and require acknowledgment at an email destination, apply all the following event
filters:

• Authorization Category == HVAC
• Current Status == High Alarm
• Priority >= 40
• Priority <= 79
• Acknowledge Required == true

Example 2:  If you want to define a set of filters for sending an Alarm message for all your
equipment located in the Conference Room and the Front Lobby, and require acknowledgment at
an email destination, apply all the following event filters:

• Spaces == (any of) Conference Room, Front Lobby
• Equipment == (any of)
• Current Status == Alarm
• Acknowledge Required == true

Important: If you want to add a filter for both Spaces and Equipment, ensure that the
equipment you want to receive alarms from is located in the Spaces that you select. If you do
not select the space it is located in, you will not receive alarms from a piece of equipment. You
can see where a piece of equipment is located when you search for a piece of equipment in the
Value field of the Add Filter window. For example, if you want to add the VAV-101 in the Value
field, you can see that this piece of equipment serves the Conference Room.

Figure 112: Add Filter window
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How do I use the address book in the Create Notification window and in the Create
Announcement window?
You can use the address book feature to add email addresses for the recipients of email
notifications, escalation emails, and email announcements.

1. Click the Address Book icon. The Address Book window opens.
2. Select or search for an email address in the Available pane on the left and click the right-

facing arrow to add an email address. Once selected, the email address appears in the
Selected pane on the right. The selected address also remains listed in the Available pane on
the left.

3. You can also insert an email address manually in the Email Address field at the bottom of the
Selected pane. Click ADD to add the address you manually entered.

Note: There is a limit of 256 characters for the email addresses. The feature identifies
duplicate addresses, so you cannot add an address more than once.

How do I change the settings in the Remote Notifications feature?
1. Click the Settings icon in the upper-right corner of the Remote Notifications window.
2. The Shared Configuration window opens.
3. Adjust the settings as required.

The Shared Configuration window offers different options for each destination type. The following
tables outline the available options:
Table 189: Shared Configuration options - Email
Attributes Description of attributes
Enable Notifications Specifies whether or not the email destination is enabled. When

the toggle is disabled, the Server does not deliver alarms to the
configured recipients.

Note: This option is not available on Engines prior to Metasys
Release 10.1.

SMTP Server Host Specifies either a host name or IP address of a SMTP server. A host
name can be specified only if a DNS is available to the device. This
attribute is used in conjunction with the Email DDA attribute. If no
Email destinations are configured, this attribute is ignored.

SMTP Port Signifies the TCP port on which Email DDA should connect to deliver
an email message. By default, this field is set to 25 (SMTP). However,
some internal SMTP servers may be set up to non-standard ports,
which require that this field be changed to match the listening port of
the mail exchanger. If no Email DDA attribute exists, this attribute is
ignored.

Authentication Type Specifies the type of authentication used to send and receive email.
You can select from None, SMTP, and POP-before-SMTP. Depending
on the selection you make, the fields on the Email tab become
enabled or disabled to help you fill in only the fields required for that
authentication type. If you select SMTP, the SMTP User Name and
SMTP Password attributes become enabled. If you select POP-before-
SMTP, the POP User Name and POP Password attributes become
enabled.
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Table 189: Shared Configuration options - Email
Attributes Description of attributes
SMTP User Name Specifies a user name for the SMTP server. This attribute is ignored if

the SMTP Server Host is empty. This attribute applies only if you use
SMTP authentication. If you do not configure any Email destinations,
this attribute is ignored.

SMTP Password Specifies the password for the SMTP user name. This attribute is
ignored if the SMTP Server Host is empty. This attribute applies only
if you use SMTP authentication. If you do not configure any Email
destinations, this attribute is ignored.

POP Server Hostname Specifies the hostname for the POP server. This attribute applies
only if you use POP authentication. If you do not configure any Email
destinations, this attribute is ignored.

POP User name Specifies a user name for the POP server. This attribute is ignored if
the POP Server Hostname is empty. This attribute applies only when
using POP authentication. If no Email destinations are configured, this
attribute is ignored.

POP Password Specifies the password for the POP user name. This attribute is
ignored if the POP Server Hostname is empty. This attribute applies
only when using POP authentication. If no Email destinations are
configured, this attribute is ignored.

From Email Address Specifies the email address from which all email are sent. The From
Email Address is a required field. If this attribute is not populated, the
Email DDA does not attempt to send an email message.

SSL Email Enabled When enabled or set to True, an attempt is made to send email over
an SSL encrypted connection. If SSL is not supported, email are sent
unencrypted, unless the SSL Email Ignoring Errors option is set to
False.

SSL Email Ignoring Errors When True, the email is still sent even if the email server certificate
appears to be invalid. When False, the email is sent only if the
operating system can verify that the server sent a valid SSL certificate.
The feature is only enabled if SSL Email Enabled is True.

Table 190: Shared Configuration options - Printer
Attributes Description
Enable Notifications Use the toggle to enable or disable Printer.

Note: This destination type is not available on Engines.
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Table 191: Shared Configuration options - SNMP
Attributes Description of attributes
Enable Notifications Specifies whether the SNMP feature is enabled. Use the toggle to

enable or disable SNMP notifications. Once this attribute is enabled, the
ability to send and receive messages (Traps and Gets) can be enabled or
disabled on an individual basis using the other SNMP DDA attributes.

Note: This option is not available on Engines prior to Metasys
Release 10.1.

SNMP Trap Version Specifies the version used to send SNMP traps. Select from v1, v2c, and
v3

SNMP Management
Device

Specifies an IP address or Host Name on which to filter Get requests.
SNMP only responds to requests from the device listed in this attribute.
If this attribute is 0.0.0.0, SNMP responds to all requests.

SNMP Request Port Specifies the port on the destination device that requests information
from the Engine or Server. The direction of communication is from
the destination device to the Engine or Server. Currently, this function
is supported on hardware and software-based network engines. For
hardware network engines that run with a Windows operating system,
changing the value of this attribute requires a restart for the change
to take effect, but for engines running the Linux operating system,
a restart is not required. Setting this attribute to 0 disables the Get
feature of SNMP.

Contact Person Specifies the IT person who is responsible for managing SNMP
communications.

Public Community Name A case-sensitive string used to authenticate v1 and v2c Get and Get Next
messages. This attribute contains the community string used by the
Network Management System to edit data in objects maintained by
managed devices.

SNMP Trap Message
Format

Defines the message format used for generating SNMP Traps, including
the startup Trap. The options are:
• String Based: SNMP Traps are sent as a string of characters

• MIB Based: SNMP Traps are sent using the OIDs defined in the
Johnson Controls MIB (called, JCI MIB).

Table 192: Shared Configuration options - Syslog
Destination type Attributes Description of attributes
Syslog Enable Notifications Use the toggle to enable or disable Syslog

Reporting. When this feature is enabled,
your error logging is forwarded to your
destination server.

Note: This option is not available on
Engines prior to Metasys Release 10.1.
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Table 193: Shared Configuration options - Announcement
Attributes Description of attributes
SMTP Server Host Specifies either a host name or IP address of a SMTP server. A host

name can be specified only if a DNS is available to the device. This
attribute is used in conjunction with the Email DDA attribute. If no
Email destinations are configured, this attribute is ignored.

SMTP Port Signifies the TCP port on which Email DDA should connect to deliver
an email message. By default, this field is set to 25 (SMTP). However,
some internal SMTP servers may be set up to non-standard ports,
which require that this field be changed to match the listening port
of the mail exchanger. If no Email DDA attribute exists, this attribute
is ignored.

Authentication Type Specifies the type of authentication used to send and receive
email. You can select from None, SMTP, and POP-before-SMTP.
Depending on the selection you make, the fields on the Email
tab become enabled or disabled to help you fill in only the fields
required for that authentication type. If you select SMTP, the SMTP
User Name and SMTP Password attributes become enabled. If you
select POP-before-SMTP, the POP User Name and POP Password
attributes become enabled.

SMTP User Name Specifies a user name for the SMTP server. This attribute is ignored if
the SMTP Server Host is empty. This attribute applies only if you use
SMTP authentication. If you do not configure any Email destinations,
this attribute is ignored.

SMTP Password Specifies the password for the SMTP user name. This attribute is
ignored if the SMTP Server Host is empty. This attribute applies only
if you use SMTP authentication. If you do not configure any Email
destinations, this attribute is ignored.

POP Server Hostname Specifies the hostname for the POP server. This attribute applies
only if you use POP authentication. If you do not configure any Email
destinations, this attribute is ignored.

POP User name Specifies a user name for the POP server. This attribute is ignored if
the POP Server Hostname is empty. This attribute applies only when
using POP authentication. If no Email destinations are configured,
this attribute is ignored.

POP Password Specifies the password for the POP user name. This attribute is
ignored if the POP Server Hostname is empty. This attribute applies
only when using POP authentication. If no Email destinations are
configured, this attribute is ignored.

From Email Address Specifies the email address from which all email are sent. The From
Email Address is a required field. If this attribute is not populated,
the Email DDA does not attempt to send an email message.
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Table 193: Shared Configuration options - Announcement
Attributes Description of attributes
SSL Email Enabled When enabled or set to True, an attempt is made to send email over

an SSL encrypted connection. If SSL is not supported, email are sent
unencrypted, unless the SSL Email Ignoring Errors option is set to
False.

SSL Email Ignoring Errors When True, the email is still sent even if the email server certificate
appears to be invalid. When False, the email is sent only if the
operating system can verify that the server sent a valid SSL
certificate. The feature is only enabled if SSL Email Enabled is True.

Is the Remote Notifications feature supported on all devices?
The Remote Notifications feature is supported on desktop platforms only. It is currently not
supported on tablets or smartphones.

Dashboards Manager

What is the Dashboards Manager?
You can customize your Metasys UI dashboards with the Dashboards Manager. You can apply
custom dashboards to the following:

• All Spaces
• Spaces by type

- All Spaces: Assigns the default dashboard to all spaces
- Root Space (first space in the Spaces tree): Applies the default dashboard to the top level

space dashboard after a user logs in for the first time
- Generic: Applies the dashboard for all space objects that are assigned the generic space

type in the SCT Spaces tree
- Building: Applies the dashboard for all space objects that are assigned the building space

type in the SCT Spaces tree
- Floor: Applies the dashboard for all space objects that are assigned the floor space type in

the SCT Spaces tree
- Room: Applies the dashboard for all space objects that are assigned this type in the SCT

Spaces tree

Note: Custom dashboards cannot be assigned to individual spaces.

• All Equipment: Assigns the default dashboard to all equipment
• Equipment by Equipment Definition: Applies the dashboard to all equipment belonging to the

selected Equipment Definition

Note: Custom dashboards cannot be assigned to individual pieces of equipment.
You can apply separate custom dashboards to desktop and tablet platforms and to mobile
platforms.
You can customize the widgets that appear, the order the widgets appear, and the size of the
widgets. You cannot change the widget sizes for smart phone platforms. Custom dashboards
apply to all users on a site. Changes made to dashboards in the Metasys UI do not apply to JCT.
Furthermore, changes made to the dashboards also do not apply to dashboards for Metasys
objects selected in the Building Network tree.
The Dashboards Manager is only available in the Metasys UI and is not available in JCT. The
Dashboards Manager is only available on computer platforms.
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How do I access the Dashboards Manager?
To access the Dashboards Manager, you must be logged in as an administrator user on a computer
platform.

1. Open the User menu.
2. Click Feature Management.
3. Click Dashboards Manager.

What is the layout of the Dashboards Manager?
The following figure shows the layout of the Dashboards Manager.

Figure 113: Dashboards Manager callouts

Table 194: Dashboards Manager callouts
Number Name Description
1 Hamburger icon Opens or closes the Navigation panel, which includes the

Spaces tree and the Building Network tree.
2 Desktop & Tablet

option
Use to customize dashboards for computer and tablet
platforms.

3 Mobile option Use to customize dashboards for phone platforms.
4 Dashboard options Use to customize dashboards for spaces and equipment

by type.
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Table 194: Dashboards Manager callouts
Number Name Description
5 Widget list Lists widgets by the page the widgets appear on. You can

move or reorder widgets by dragging the widget into a
page section of the list or by using the Widget List Toolbar
buttons.

6 Widget list toolbar Use to add, re-size, revert to default dashboard, move,
and delete widgets for the selected Space or Equipment
Definition.

7 Widget size indicator Indicates the size of the widget on the dashboard.

How do I add a widget to a custom dashboard?
Complete the following steps to add a widget to a custom dashboard:

1. Select Desktop & Tablet. Or select Mobile.
2. From the Dashboard options list, select the dashboard for the widget you would like to add.

For example, select All Spaces from the Spaces list.
3. Click +. The Add Widget wizard appears.

Note: If all widget types appear on a selected dashboard, the following message appears
in the wizard: All widget types for this dashboard have already been
included.

4. In the Add Widget wizard, select the widget to add from the Widget Type drop-down menu.
This drop-down menu lists only the widgets available to add to the dashboard.

Note: Starting at Release 11.0, the Trend widget is also available for the Space dashboard.
You need the Trend widget if you add a trend study to a space.

5. Select the widget size from the Widget Size drop-down menu. An icon that depicts the widget
size displays next to the drop-down menu.

6. Click FINISH. Or click CANCEL to cancel your changes and exit the wizard.

How do I remove a widget from a custom dashboard?
Complete the following steps to remove a widget from a custom dashboard:

1. Select Desktop & Tablet from the sidebar.
Or select Mobile from the sidebar.

2. From the Dashboard options list, select the dashboard for the widget you want to delete. For
example, select All Spaces from the Spaces list.

3. Click the trash can button. The Delete Widget dialog box appears.
4. Click DELETE. Or click CANCEL to cancel your changes.

How do I re-size a widget on a custom dashboard?
Widget resizing is available on desktop and tablet platforms only.
Complete the following steps to re-size a widget on a custom dashboard for desktop and tablet
platforms:

1. Select Desktop & Tablet from the sidebar.
2. From the Dashboard options list, select the dashboard for the widget you want to re-size. For

example, select All Spaces from the Spaces list.
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3. From the Widget list, select a widget and click the gear button. The Edit Widget wizard appears.
4. In the Edit Widget wizard, the Widget Type automatically populates with the widget you

selected. Select the widget size from the Widget Size drop-down menu. An icon that depicts the
widget size displays next to the drop-down menu. The following options are available: 1x1, 1x2,
2x1, and 2x2. Select the 2x2 option if you want the widget to take up an entire page.

5. Click FINISH. Or click CANCEL to cancel your changes and exit the wizard.

Note: When you re-size a widget in the All Spaces dashboard, the update affects that
particular widget in all other dashboards, unless you re-size that widget in another dashboard
individually. For example, if you select the Room dashboard and configure the Schedule
widget to 1x1, the widget size of 1x1 persists in the Room dashboard if you re-size the
Schedule widget in the All Spaces dashboard afterward. See also How do I revert or undo
changes made to a custom dashboard?

How do I reorder widgets on a custom dashboard?
Complete the following steps to reorder widgets on a custom dashboard:

1. Select Desktop & Tablet from the sidebar. Or select Mobile from the sidebar.
2. From the Dashboard options list, select the dashboard for the widget you want to reorder. For

example, select All Spaces from the Spaces list.
3. From the Widget list, select a widget. Click the down arrow button or the up arrow button. Or

you can click and drag the widget to get the desired order.

Note: Consider widget size, order, and dashboard page together. You can see the widget sizes
and layouts with the blue highlighted area in the Dashboards Manager.

How do I revert or undo changes made to a custom dashboard?
You can revert custom dashboards to the default dashboard in the Dashboards Manager.
Complete the following steps to revert a custom dashboard to the default dashboard:

1. Select Desktop & Tablet from the sidebar.
Or select Mobile from the sidebar.

2. From the Dashboard options list, select the dashboard you want to revert to the default
dashboard.

3. Click the undo arrow button. The Revert Dashboard dialog box appears.
4. Click REVERT. Or click CANCEL to cancel your revert.

How do I save changes made to a custom dashboard in the Dashboards Manager?
Once you make a change to a dashboard, it is automatically saved.

Where are the custom dashboard settings saved in the Metasys system?
Custom dashboard settings are saved in the Spaces Authorization database.

How do changes to dashboards persist in the Metasys system?
You must perform a backup and restore of the Spaces Authorization database in the Metasys
Database Manager, if you want changes to dashboards to persist.

Usage Analytics

What is Usage Analytics in Metasys UI?
Usage Analytics is an optional web analytics service that tracks your use of the Metasys software.
Johnson Controls can improve the Metasys software by gaining insights into your use of our
software. These insights allow Johnson Controls to provide you with a better user experience.
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You can enable or disable Usage Analytics in the Metasys UI either at the site level or at the
individual user level. As an Administrator, you can enable Usage Analytics at both levels. As a Non-
Administrator, you can only enable Usage Analytics at user level, provided that the Administrator
has already enabled Usage Analytics for the entire Metasys site.

How do I enable or disable Usage Analytics as an Administrator for the first time?
When you log in to Metasys UI for the first time after you upgrade to the latest release, a Usage
Analytics disclaimer appears together with the Metasys terms and conditions.
1. Read the End User License Agreement in the Terms and Conditions window.
2. If you want to enable Usage Analytics, select the check box.
3. If you accept the terms and conditions, tap or click ACCEPT & CONTINUE.
4. In the Data Sharing window, you can choose to share anonymous data for the entire Metasys

site and you can choose to share your own activity on the site on an anonymous basis.

Important: The default setting is that you ALLOW data sharing for the entire site, and
that you OPT IN to share your own activity on the site.

5. Tap or click DENY to deny data sharing for the site.

Important: When you deny data sharing for the entire site, you cannot opt in to share
your own activity on the site. Additionally, you opt out any users who previously opted-in.

6. Tap or click OPT OUT to opt out of sharing your own activity on the site.
7. Tap or click SAVE.

How do I enable or disable Usage Analytics as a Non-Administrator for the first
time?
When you log in to Metasys UI for the first time after you upgrade to the latest release, a Usage
Analytics disclaimer appears together with the Metasys terms and conditions. The disclaimer does
not appear if the Administrator created your user account when Usage Analytics was set to OPT
OUT for the entire Metasys site. The disclaimer appears if the Administrator decides to switch to
OPT IN after creating your account.
1. Read the End User License Agreement in the Terms and Conditions window.
2. If you want to enable Usage Analytics, select the check box.
3. If you accept the terms and conditions, tap or click ACCEPT & CONTINUE.
4. In the Data Sharing window, you can choose to share your own activity on the Metasys site on

an anonymous basis, if the Administrator enables Usage Analytics for the entire site.

Important: The default setting is that you OPT IN to share your own activity on the site.

5. Tap or click OPT OUT to opt out of sharing your own activity on the site.
6. Tap or click SAVE.

How do I enable or disable Usage Analytics as an Administrator after installation
and setup?
To enable Usage Analytics for the entire Metasys site, complete the following steps:

1. Open the user menu in the upper-right corner.
2. Tap or click Administrative Tasks.
3. Tap or click Site Settings.
4. Open the Privacy tab.
5. You can choose to share anonymous data for the entire Metasys site.
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Important: The default setting is that you ALLOW data sharing for the entire site.

6. Tap or click DENY to deny data sharing for the site.

Important: When you deny data sharing for the entire site, you cannot opt in to share
your own activity on the site. Additionally, you opt out any users who previously opted-in.

7. Tap or click SAVE.
To enable Usage Analytics to track your own activity, complete the following steps:

1. Open the user menu in the upper-right corner.
2. Tap or click My Profile.
3. Go to the Usage Analytics section in the Details tab.
4. You can choose to share your own activity on the site on an anonymous basis.

Important: The default setting is that you OPT IN to share your own activity on the site.

5. Tap or click OPT OUT to opt out of sharing your own activity on the site.
6. Tap or click SAVE.

How do I enable Usage Analytics as a Non-Administrator after installation and
setup?
To enable Usage Analytics to track your own activity on the site, complete the following steps:

1. Open the user menu in the upper-right corner.
2. Tap or click My Profile.
3. Go to the Usage Analytics section in the Details tab.

Note: The Usage Analytics section only appears if the Administrator enables Usage
Analytics for the entire site.

4. You can choose to share your own activity on the site on an anonymous basis.

Important: The default setting is that you OPT IN to share your own activity on the site.

5. Tap or click OPT OUT to opt out of sharing your own activity on the site.
6. Tap or click SAVE.

Metasys System Preferences and Site Settings

What settings from the Metasys System Preferences are used in the Metasys UI?
The following table lists the settings from the Metasys System Preferences that are used in the
Metasys UI. To access and change the settings in Metasys UI, open the User menu and go to
Administrative Tasks > Site Settings and use Table 195 to change specific settings. For detailed
instructions about editing the preferences, refer to Metasys UI Technical Bulletin (LIT-12012115).
Table 195: Metasys System Preferences used in Metasys UI
Metasys UI component Metasys System

Preferences
Where to change in Metasys UI

Status Colors Status Colors Administrative Tasks > Site
Settings > Graphic  > Status Colors

New Alarm Indicator
Available in: System Activity,
Alarm Manager, Alarms list
on smartphones

New entry timeframe Administrative Tasks > Site
Settings > Display > View Settings
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Table 195: Metasys System Preferences used in Metasys UI
Metasys UI component Metasys System

Preferences
Where to change in Metasys UI

Alarm icons based on alarm
priority
Available in: System Activity,
Equipment Activity widget,
Alarms list, Alarm Manager,
and Alarm Monitor

Color Administrative Tasks > Site
Settings > Alarm > Priority Levels

Alarm Sound
Available in: System Activity,
Alarm Manager, and Alarm
Monitor

Alarm Sound Interval
Audio File

Administrative Tasks > Site
Settings > Alarm > Alarm Settings

Audible Alarm
Note: To get alarm
sounds, you must first
enable audible alarms.

Enable Audible Alarm My Profile > Details > Alarm Settings

Trend Chart Line Color and
Line Marker

Line Color
Line Marker

My Profile > Trend > Chart Colors and
Markers

Session Inactivity Never
Terminate

Note: To set the ses-
sion inactivity or Never
Terminate setting, you
must configure this set-
ting for every user.

Terminate in (minutes) Administrative Tasks > User
Management. Select the user and click
on the Edit User icon in the Actions
column. Open the Account Settings
tab and navigate to the Inactive
Sessions section.

What do the colors used in the Metasys UI mean?
The color preferences in the Metasys UI indicate the status of points, such as Offline, Normal, and
Alarm, for example. Color preferences are used throughout the Metasys UI, including the Alarm list
on phone platforms. To view the default color preferences in the Metasys UI, open the User menu
and go to Help >  System Status Colors.

How do I change the color preferences?
You can change the color preferences in Metasys UI. Open the User menu and go to
Administrative Tasks > Site Settings > Graphic  > Status Colors.

How long does it take for changes to the color preferences to update?
Changes made to the color preferences can take up to five minutes to update in the Metasys UI.

My Profile

What is My Profile?
The My Profile feature in Metasys UI shows the user details, system privileges, and category
access. The details shown in My Profile are based on your Metasys user account settings. When
you edit your profile information in My Profile, your profile details automatically update in User
Management. You can also adjust certain display and trend settings in My Profile.

Who can access the My Profile feature?
All users can access the My Profile feature. The users can see details about their specific profile
only.
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How do I access My Profile?
1. Open the User menu.
2. Tap or click My Profile.

What is the layout of My Profile?
The following figure and table describe the default view of the My Profile window on a desktop
platform.

Figure 114: My Profile feature layout

Table 196: My Profile feature callouts
Number Name Description
1 Details This is the default tab. It shows information about your user

profile.
2 Privileges & Access Shows system privileges and category access details

that relate to your user profile. This tab is read-only. The
information is based on the details entered in the Category
Access tab in the edit user window of User Management.

3 Display You can change general display settings and online display
settings in this tab. For example, you can enable extended
labels or collapse the navigation frame on login.

4 Trend You can change trend settings in this tab, including line
color and line marker type.

5 Username and contact
details

Shows the username and contact details that relate to your
user profile.

Note:
• The character limit for the Full Name field is 100.

• The character limit for the Description field is 200.
This field is visible to the administrator only.

• You cannot edit the Username field.
6 Language Shows the language selected for your user profile.
7 Alarm Setting Select this check box to enable audible alarms. You will hear

a sound whenever a new alarm occurs.
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Table 196: My Profile feature callouts
Number Name Description
8 Usage Analytics You can choose to share your own activity on the site on an

anonymous basis.
Important: The Usage Analytics section only appears
if the administrator enabled Usage Analytics for the
entire site. The default setting is that you OPT IN to
share your own activity on the site. Tap or click OPT
OUT to opt out of sharing your own activity on the site.

9 Password settings Shows the password details for your profile.
Note: The password fields are disabled if the admin-
istrator selected the User Cannot Change Password
check box in User Management.

Note: On a smartphone, select the My Profile tab that you want to open from the drop-down
menu in the upper-left of the screen.

Are there any limitations on editing the My Profile values?
Any fields that are managed through Active Directory are disabled. Additionally, editing is limited
for users who do not have User Can Modify Own Profile and for users who do not have User Can
Change Own Password selected.

Is the My Profile feature supported on all devices?
Yes, the My Profile feature is supported on desktop, tablets, and smartphones.

Changing Building Network object attributes

How do I change the Site Director of a child network engine?
To change the Site Director of a child network engine:
1. Click or tap the hamburger button and select Network to access the Building Network

dashboard.
2. Select your desired object in the Building Network tree.
3. Go to the Detail widget on the first page (default).
4. Navigate to the Site section in the Detail widget.
5. Click or tap the Local Site Director attribute (editable).
6. Change the value of the Local Site Director as required, and save the changes.
7. Enter your credentials in the Authorization window.

Note: If you enter inaccurate credentials, or if there is no connection to the Site Director,
the following message appears: Unable to connect to Site Director. Changes
cannot be made.

What permissions and privileges do I need to change the Site Director of a network
engine?
To change the Site Director of an engine, you need Advanced View and Modify Items permissions
for the engine's authorization category. You can check your engine's authorization category in
the Details widget on the Building Network Dashboard. Refer to the Security Administrator System
Technical Bulletin (LIT-1201528) for more details on authorization category permissions and system
access privileges.
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How do the changes I make in the Metasys UI get into the online archive database?
You can simply upload the changes you make in the UI to the online archive database. The changes
are then stored in the online archive database.

Are the changes to the network engine reflected in SMP?
Yes, you can see the Site Director updates in SMP.

Does the XMS database still store the engine's configuration after I change the Site
Director?
The XMS database no longer stores the engine's configuration, because this information is stored
in the online archive.

What is an Update All Items Cache command and how do I execute it?
Starting at Release 11.0, the Building Network tree in the Metasys UI depends on the data cached
in the Site Director, which is called the All Items Cache. The All Items Cache automatically updates
for engines at Release 5.0 or later. The cache does not automatically update for engines at a release
prior to 5.0 when you download an engine from the SCT and not through the Site Director. In this
scenario, you must use the Update All Items Cache command to update the All Items Cache on the
Site Director. This attribute appears in Metasys UI only.
To execute an Update All Items Cache command, follow these steps:

1. Navigate to the Building Network tree and select the Site Director.
2. Tap or click Command in the upper-left corner of the Detail widget.
3. From the Command drop-down menu, select Update All Items Cache.
4. Select a preset annotation, or enter your annotation in the text box.
5. Tap or click SAVE.

Note: Executing an Update All Items Cache command does not terminate active Metasys UI
sessions, unlike recycling the UI_AppPool or restarting the Server.

Metasys UI Graphics

Graphics overview

What are the components to working on graphics in the Metasys UI?
Working with graphics in the Metasys UI consists of the following components:

• Graphics Manager is the single point of entry for creating and editing Metasys UI graphics,
including Aliased graphics, Master Layer graphics, and custom templates. The Graphics
Manager also allows you to view and manage space and equipment associations with all
supported graphics.

• Graphics Editor allows you to create and edit Metasys UI graphics.
• Graphics Style Guide provides best practices and tips on creating Metasys UI graphics.

What platforms support the Graphics Manager and Graphics Editor?
The Graphics Manager and Graphics Editor support computer platforms with a minimum of 1600
x 900 resolution with the web browser zoom level set to 100%. Smaller monitor resolutions are not
supported due to reduced functionality and UI issues.
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What permissions do users require to access the Graphics Manager and
Graphics Editor?
The Graphics Manager and Graphics Editor is accessible only to users with the Administrator role.

What graphics are supported in the Graphics Manager?
The following graphics types are supported in the Graphics Manager:

• Creating, editing, viewing, and associating Metasys UI graphics, including Aliased graphics,
Master Layer graphics, and custom templates

• Viewing and associating Graphics+ graphics created in the Graphic Generation Tool (GGT)
• Viewing and associating Standard graphics created using the User Graphic Tool (UGT) in SMP

or SCT
For more information, see Graphics Manager.

What graphics can I edit in the Graphics Manager?
The Graphics Editor supports editing the Metasys UI graphics. For more information on the
Graphics Editor, see Graphics Editor.

Can I have multiple tabs or multiple browsers of the Metasys UI open while I
have the Graphics Manager or the Graphics Editor open in a tab or browser?
Yes, you can have multiple tabs or multiple browsers of the Metasys UI open while you have the
Graphics Manager or Graphics Editor open in a tab or browser.

While in the Graphics Manager or Graphics Editor, do point values and
alarms update?
When you are in the Graphics Manager or Graphics Editor, value updates stop and you do not see
real-time values in the tab that you have the Graphics Manager open. However, the Alarm Manager
continues to update with alarms. If you have multiple tabs or browsers of the Metasys UI open, only
the tab or browser with Graphics Manager open no longer has value updates.
Additionally, when in the Graphics Manager, any graphics being edited do not display animation.

Graphics workflows

What is the high-level workflow for graphics in the Metasys UI and JCT?
Creating or editing graphics in the JCT or SCT and syncing with the Metasys UI
When you create or edit a Metasys UI graphic in the Graphics Editor or you assign a Metasys UI
graphic to a space, equipment, or Equipment Definition in the Graphics Manager in the JCT, you
must perform a download in SCT to edit or view the graphic in the Metasys UI.
When you assign a supported legacy graphic to a Space or Equipment in the Graphics Manager
in the JCT, you must perform a download in SCT to view the graphic or edit its associations in the
Metasys UI.
When you assign a supported legacy graphic to a Space or Equipment in SCT, you can view the
legacy graphic in the JCT Graphics widget with no action required. However, to view the legacy
graphic or edit its associations in the Metasys UI, you must perform a download in SCT.
Creating or editing graphics in the Metasys UI and syncing with the JCT and SCT Archive
When you create or edit a Metasys UI graphic in the Graphics Editor or you assign a Metasys UI
graphic to a space, equipment, or Equipment Definition in the Graphics Manager in the Metasys UI,
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you must perform an upload of your Site Director to your archive to edit or view the graphic in the
JCT.

Note: To ensure that graphics created in Metasys UI are displayed in JCT, click or tap Refresh
All Archives in the user menu in JCT, after you perform an upload of your Site Director to your
archive. Refer to Johnson Controls System Configuration Tool (JCT) Help (LIT-12012116) for details
about refreshing an archive.

When you assign a supported legacy graphic to a Space or Equipment in the Graphics Manager
in the Metasys UI, you must perform an upload of your Site Director to your archive to view the
graphic or edit its associations in the JCT.

Graphics Manager

What is the Graphics Manager?
The Graphics Manager is the single point of entry for creating and editing Metasys UI graphics,
including Aliased graphics, the Master Layer graphic, and templates. The Graphics Manager allows
you to view and manage space and equipment associations with all supported graphics. You can
also export and import Metasys UI graphics and Custom Symbols with the Graphics Manager.

How do I access the Graphics Manager?
To access the Graphics Manager

1. Open the user menu.
2. Click Feature Management.
3. Click Graphics Manager.

While in the Graphics Manager, if you open the Navigation panel and select a space, you exit the
Graphics Manager and are redirected to the Space dashboard of the selected space.

What is the layout of the Graphics Manager?
The following figure and table describe the layout of the Graphics Manager.
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Figure 115: Graphics Manager callouts
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Table 197: Graphics Manager callouts
Number Name Description
1 Graphics tab Opens the Graphics tab. You can view graphics,

create, edit, and delete Metasys UI graphics, and
associate graphics with spaces, equipment, Equipment
Definitions, and network objects. By default, the
Graphics tab is open when you access the Graphics
Manager.
Equipment & Spaces Lists the equipment and

spaces configured on the
site.
Click on an equipment or
space to view the associated
graphics in the Graphics
List and to create or edit
Metasys UI graphics for
the equipment or space.
In the Graphics List,
graphics associated with
the equipment or space
are listed in the same order
as the SCT archive and
in the Graphics widget.
However, for equipment, if
an Exception graphic exists,
the Aliased graphic appears

in the list with an 
icon to denote the Aliased
graphic is disabled.

2 Location list

Equipment Definitions Lists the Equipment
Definitions configured on the
site.
Click on an Equipment
Definition to view the Aliased
graphic and any Exception
graphics that are associated
all of the equipment tied to
the Equipment Definition.
In the Graphics List, Aliased
graphics are listed first
and Exception graphics
displaying after the Aliased

graphics. An  icon
appears to the right of the
Aliased graphic name.
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Table 197: Graphics Manager callouts
Number Name Description

Network Lists the network objects
configured to the site. Click
on a network object to view
the associated graphics in
the Graphics List and to
create or edit Metasys UI
graphics for the network
object.

3 Graphics List Lists the graphics for:
• Unassigned Graphics: Click the Unassigned

Graphics folder in the Equipment & Spaces view to
view, create, or edit any unassigned graphics.

• Equipment & Spaces: Click Equipment & Spaces
and then the required equipment or space to view,
create, or edit the graphics associated with the
equipment or space.

- For equipment, the Graphics List displays
Aliased graphics, Exception graphics, Graphics
+ graphics, and Standard graphics associated
with the equipment.

- For spaces, the Graphics List displays Metasys
UI graphics (spaces cannot have Aliased or
Exception graphics), Graphics+ graphics,
and Standard graphics associated with the
space. Additionally, the Graphics List displays
the graphics associated with the equipment
serving the space which can include Aliased
and Exception graphics.

• Aliased Graphics: Click Equipment Definitions and
then select the required Equipment Definition to
view, create, or edit the graphics associated with the
Equipment Definition.

• All Metasys UI Graphics: Click Network to view
all Metasys UI graphics that are either unbound
or bound to an equipment, equipment definition,
space, or network item.

4 Graphics list toolbar Add, copy and paste, and delete a Metasys UI graphic,
or reorder the list of supported graphics.

5 Preview panel Displays a preview of the graphic. The Preview panel
displays the first graphic in the Graphics List. Click a
graphic in the Graphics List to view a preview of the
graphic.

Note: The preview does not display animation or
live data.

See also Working with the Preview Panel.
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Table 197: Graphics Manager callouts
Number Name Description
6 Graphics Editor icon Opens the Graphics Editor with the previewed graphic

open for editing. The Graphics Editor icon displays for
Metasys UI graphics only.

7 Graphic details Lists the name of the graphic, the type of graphic,
and the number of items assigned to the graphic, the
description, and the authorization category of the
graphic.

8 View & Assign button Click to view and assign the equipment, space, or
network object associated with the graphic.

9 Tools tab Opens the Tools tab. The Tools tab allows you to find
and replace point names in Metasys UI graphics,
including templates. The Tools tab also allows you to
import and export Metasys UI graphics and Custom
Symbols.

10 Master tab Opens the Master tab. The Master tab allows you to
create a Master Layer graphic.

11 Templates tab Opens the Templates tab. The Templates tab allows
you to view system templates and create custom
templates.

What types of graphics are supported in the Graphics
Manager?
The following types of graphics are supported in the Graphics Manager:
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Table 198: Graphics supported in the Graphics Manager
Type of
graphic

Description Editor

Metasys UI Any graphic created in the Metasys UI or JCT. Graphics Editor
Unassigned
Graphic

An unassigned graphic can be the following:
• a Metasys UI graphic not associated with an

equipment, space, or Equipment Definition
Note: When you copy and paste a Meta-
sys UI graphic in the Graphics List, the
pasted Metasys UI graphic is automat-
ically placed in the Unassigned Graph-
ics folder and is listed in the Unassigned
Graphics List until you associate the
Metasys UI graphic to a piece of equip-
ment or space.

• a Graphics+ graphic not associated with an
equipment or space

• a Standard graphic not associated with an
equipment or space

• Advanced Graphic Application (AGA) graphic
that appears in the Graphics List but not in
the Preview panel; an AGA graphic cannot be
associated with any equipment or space

When you associate an unassigned graphic to
an equipment or space, it no longer appears in
the Graphics List when the Unassigned Graphics
folder is selected.

Note: The Graphics Manager supports up to
1500 unassigned graphics.

Graphics Editor for Metasys UI
graphics
GGT for Graphics+ graphics
UGT in SMP or SCT for Standard
graphics

Equipment
Graphic

A Metasys UI graphic associated with a piece of
equipment. An Equipment graphic can also be
an Exception graphic. An Exception graphic is a
Metasys UI graphic associated with a piece of
equipment that already has an Aliased graphic
associated with its Equipment Definition. When
a piece of equipment has one or more Exception
graphics, the Aliased graphic is disabled.

Graphics Editor

Space
Graphic

A Metasys UI graphic associated with a space. Graphics Editor

Aliased
Graphic

A Metasys UI graphic that is created for an
Equipment Definition. By default, an Alias
graphic displays on every Equipment dashboard
in which the equipment references the
associated Equipment Definition. If an Exception
graphic is also associated with the equipment,
the Aliased graphic does not display and is
disabled for that equipment's Equipment
dashboard.

Graphics Editor
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Table 198: Graphics supported in the Graphics Manager
Type of
graphic

Description Editor

Exception
Graphic

A graphic that displays on a subset of associated
equipment's Equipment dashboard instead of
the Aliased graphic that is associated with the
equipment's Equipment Definition. An Exception
graphic is typically used when equipment differs
from the other equipment associated with an
Equipment Definition (for example, equipment
with different ductwork). An Exception graphic
can be a Metasys UI graphic, Graphics+ graphic,
or a Standard graphic.

Graphics Editor for Metasys UI
graphics
GGT for Graphics+ graphics
UGT in SMP or SCT for Standard
Graphics

Custom
Template

A Metasys UI graphic that is a user-defined
graphics template.

Graphics Editor

Graphics+
Graphic

A legacy graphic created in the Graphic
Generation Tool and associated with spaces,
equipment, or field controllers.

Graphic Generation Tool (GGT)

Standard
Graphic

A legacy graphic created using the UGT in SMP
or SCT and associated with spaces, equipment,
or field controllers.

UGT in SMP or SCT

How do I work with the Graphics Manager?
To view graphics, create and edit Metasys UI graphics, and associate graphics with spaces,
equipment, network objects, and Equipment Definitions, see Working with the Graphics Tab.
To view system templates and custom templates, see Working with the Template Tab.
To view, create, and edit the Master Layer graphic, see Working with the Master Tab.
To find and replace short names in Metasys UI graphics, export Metasys UI graphics or Custom
Symbols, or import Metasys UI graphics or Custom Symbols, see Working with the Tools Tab.
To manage the associations between a graphic and spaces and equipment, see Working with the
Preview Panel.

Working with the Graphics Tab

What is the Graphics tab?
The Graphics tab allows you to view graphics, create, edit, and delete Metasys UI graphics, and
associate graphics with spaces, equipment, network objects, and Equipment Definitions. By default,
the Graphics tab is open when you access the Graphics Manager.

How do I work with the Graphics tab?
The following actions are available in the Graphics tab:

• You can view supported legacy graphics and any unassigned Metasys UI graphics. For more
information, see Working with the Graphics List and Working with the Preview Panel.

• You can create, edit, copy and paste, and delete Metasys UI graphics. For more information,
see Creating Equipment, Space, Network, or Unassigned Graphics.
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• You can create, edit, copy and paste, and delete Aliased graphics. Aliased graphics can only be
Metasys UI graphics. For more information, see Creating Aliased Graphics.

• You can create, edit, copy and paste, and delete Metasys UI Exception graphics, as well as view
supported Metasys UI legacy graphics. For more information, see Creating Exception Graphics.

• You can view and assign associations to supported legacy graphics and any unassigned
graphics. For more information, see Working with the Preview Panel.

Creating Equipment, Space, Network, or Unassigned
Graphics

What is an equipment graphic?
An equipment graphic is a Metasys UI graphic associated with a piece of equipment. An equipment
graphic can also be an Exception graphic. An Exception graphic is a Metasys UI graphic associated
with a piece of equipment that already has an Aliased graphic associated with its Equipment
Definition. When a piece of equipment has one or more Exception graphics, the Aliased graphic is
disabled.
We recommend you create an Aliased graphic for all equipment so auto-binding of points is
available.

What is a space graphic?
A space graphic is a Metasys UI graphic associated with a space.

What is a network graphic?
A network graphic is a Metasys UI graphic associated with a network object.

What is an unassigned graphic?
An unassigned graphic can be the following:

• a Metasys UI graphic that is not associated with a piece of equipment, space, or Equipment
Definition

Note: When you copy and paste a Metasys UI graphic in the Graphics List, the pasted
Metasys UI graphic is automatically placed in the Unassigned Graphics folder and is listed
in the Unassigned Graphics List until you associate the Metasys UI graphic to a piece of
equipment or space.

• a Graphics + graphic not associated with a piece of equipment or space
• a Standard graphic not associated with a piece of equipment or space
• an AGA graphic that appears in the Graphics List but cannot be viewed in the Preview panel

and cannot be associated with any equipment or space

How do I create an equipment graphic for a piece of equipment?
1. Select the Graphics tab.
2. Select Equipment & Spaces from the list and select a piece of equipment.
3. Click + or + ADD GRAPHIC in the Graphics List. The New Graphic window opens.
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4. If the piece of equipment does not have an Aliased graphic associated with its Equipment
Definition, select a template from the Default list or the Custom list. If the piece of equipment
has an Aliased graphic associated with its Equipment Definition, choose Copy of Aliased
Graphic to create an Exception graphic based on the existing Aliased graphic, or choose Select
an existing template to create an Exception graphic based on a default or custom template.

5. Enter a name in the Name field.

Note: The following are invalid characters for a graphic name: <, >, :, ", /, \, ?, *, |, @, #, .
(period), and , (comma).

6. If required, enter a description.
7. Select an authorization category.
8. Click CREATE. The graphic opens in the Graphic Editor. For more information on working with

the Graphics Editor, see Graphics Editor.

How do I create a space graphic?
1. Select the Graphics tab.
2. Select Equipment & Spaces from the list and select a space.
3. Click + or +ADD GRAPHIC in the Graphics List. The New Graphic window opens.
4. Select a template from the Default list or the Custom list.
5. Enter a name in the Name field.

Note: The following are invalid characters for a graphic name: <, >, :, ", /, \, ?, *, |, @, #, .
(period), and , (comma).

6. If required, enter a description.
7. Select an authorization category.
8. Click CREATE. The graphic opens in the Graphic Editor. For more information on working with

the Graphics Editor, see Graphics Editor.

How do I create a network graphic?
1. Select the Graphics tab.
2. Select Network from the list and select a network object.
3. Click + or +ADD GRAPHIC in the Graphics List. The New Graphic window opens.
4. Select a template from the Default list or the Custom list.
5. Enter a name in the Name field.

Note: The following are invalid characters for a graphic name: <, >, :, ", /, \, ?, *, |, @, #, .
(period), and , (comma).

6. If required, enter a description.
7. Select an authorization category.
8. Click CREATE. The graphic opens in the Graphic Editor. For more information on working with

the Graphics Editor, see Graphics Editor.

How do I create an unassigned graphic that is a Metasys UI graphic?
1. Select the Graphics tab.
2. Select Equipment & Spaces from the list and select the Unassigned Graphics folder.
3. Click + in the Graphics List. The New Graphic window opens.
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4. Select a template from the Default list or the Custom  list.
5. Enter a name in the Name field.

Note: The following are invalid characters for a graphic name: <, >, :, ", /, \, ?, *, |, @, #, .
(period), and , (comma).

6. If required, enter a description.
7. Select an authorization category.
8. Click CREATE. The graphic opens in the Graphic Editor. For more information on working with

the Graphics Editor, see Graphics Editor.

How do I edit an equipment, space, network, or unassigned Metasys UI
graphic?
1. Select the Graphics tab.
2. Select Equipment & Spaces, Equipment Definitions, or Network from the list.
3. Select a piece of equipment, space, network object, or the Unassigned Graphics folder.
4. Select the equipment, space, network object, or unassigned Metasys UI graphic from the

Graphics List. The graphic displays in the Preview panel.
5. Click the pencil icon in the upper-right corner of the Preview panel. The graphic opens in the

Graphics Editor.

Creating Aliased Graphics

What is an Aliased graphic?
An Aliased graphic is a Metasys UI graphic associated with an Equipment Definition. Because
an Aliased graphic is associated with an Equipment Definition, it is applied to all equipment that
shares the Equipment Definition. Aliased graphics allow you to have a single graphic for all similar
equipment. However, only one Aliased graphic can be associated with an Equipment Definition.
At viewing time, the Aliased graphic appears in the Graphics widget on the Equipment dashboard.
Additionally, Aliased graphics auto-bind to points to show values and status at view time.

Note: Auto-binding is available if the Equipment Definition and the template used for the
graphic contain the short name of the point. The short name must be an exact match in the
Equipment Definition and template used for the graphic.

How do I create an Aliased graphic?
1. Select the Graphics tab.
2. Select Equipment Definitions from the list to see the Equipment Definitions configured to

your site.
3. Select an Equipment Definition from the Equipment Definitions list.

Note: You cannot create or assign more than one Aliased graphic to an Equipment
Definition. To create additional graphics, you can create or assign Exception graphics to
equipment associated to the Equipment Definition. See Creating Exception Graphics.

4. Click + or + ADD ALIASED GRAPHIC in the Graphics List. The New Graphic window opens.
5. Select a template from the Default list or the Custom list.
6. Enter a name in the Name field.

Note: The following are invalid characters for a graphic name: <, >, :, ", /, \, ?, *, |, @, #, .
(period), and , (comma).
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7. If required, enter a description.
8. Select an authorization category.
9. Click CREATE. The graphic opens in the Graphic Editor. For more information about working

with the Graphics Editor, see Graphics Editor.

How do I edit an Aliased graphic?
1. Select the Graphics tab.
2. Select Equipment Definitions from the list.
3. Select an Equipment Definition.
4. Select the Aliased graphic from the Graphics List. The Aliased graphic displays in the Preview

panel.
5. Click the pencil icon in the upper-right corner of the Preview panel. The graphic opens in the

Graphics Editor.

How do I enable a disabled Aliased graphic for a piece of equipment?
1. Select the Graphics tab.
2. Select Equipment & Spaces from the list and select a piece of equipment.
3. Select the Exception graphic and do one of the following:

- Delete the Metasys UI Exception graphic. See Working with the Graphics List.
- Remove the association to the Exception graphic. See Working with the Preview Panel.

Creating Exception Graphics

What is an Exception graphic?
An Exception graphic is a Metasys UI graphic associated with a piece of equipment that already has
an Aliased graphic associated with its Equipment Definition. When a piece of equipment has one or
more Exception graphics, the Aliased graphic is disabled.

How do I create an Exception graphic for a piece of equipment?
1. Select the Graphics tab.
2. Select Equipment & Spaces from the list and select the piece of equipment.
3. Click + or +ADD GRAPHIC in the Graphics List. The New Graphic window opens.
4. Choose Copy of Aliased Graphic to create an Exception graphic based on the existing Aliased

graphic, or choose Select an existing template to create an Exception graphic based on a
default or custom template.

5. Enter a name in the Name field.

Note: The following are invalid characters for a graphic name: <, >, :, ", /, \, ?, *, |, @, #, .
(period), and , (comma).

6. If required, enter a description.
7. Select an authorization category.
8. Click CREATE. The graphic opens in the Graphic Editor. For more information on working with

the Graphics Editor, see Graphics Editor.

How do I edit an Exception graphic that is a Metasys UI graphic?
1. Select the Graphics tab.
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2. Select Equipment & Spaces from the list.
3. Select a piece of equipment.
4. Select the Exception graphic that is a Metasys UI graphic from the Graphics List. The graphic

displays in the Preview panel.
5. Click the pencil icon in the upper-right corner of the Preview panel. The Exception graphic

opens in the Graphics Editor.

Working with the Graphics List

What is the Graphics List?
The Graphics List displays all supported graphics assigned to (associated with) a selected piece of
equipment, space, network object, the Unassigned folder, or an Equipment Definition. The graphics
that display in the Graphics List include:

• Metasys UI graphics
• Graphics+ graphics
• Standard graphics (called UGT graphics in the Preview panel)
• Advanced Graphics Application (AGA) graphics

Note: AGA graphics are not supported in the Metasys UI. AGA graphics are listed in the
Graphics List when the Unassigned Graphics folder is selected. You cannot preview or
associate AGA graphics to equipment, spaces, network object, or Equipment Definitions.

For the Unassigned Graphics folder, the Graphics List displays any supported graphic associated
with a piece of equipment, space, network object, or Equipment Definition.
For a piece of equipment, the Graphics List displays:

• an Equipment graphic (if no Aliased graphic is assigned to the Equipment Definition for the
piece of equipment)

• an Exception graphic (if an Aliased graphic is assigned to the Equipment Definition for the
piece of equipment)

• an Aliased graphic (if an Aliased graphic is assigned to the Equipment Definition for the piece
of equipment)

Exception graphics can be Metasys UI graphics, Graphics+ graphics, or Standard graphics. Aliased
graphics can only be Metasys UI graphics. If a piece of equipment has Exception graphics and an
Aliased graphic assigned to it, the Exception graphics are listed at the top of the list and the Aliased
graphic appears at the bottom of the list.
For a space, the Graphics List displays all space graphics.
When you select Equipment Definitions from the list and then select an Equipment Definition, the
Graphics List displays the Aliased graphic and any Exception graphics for the selected Equipment
Definition.

What do the icons in the Graphics List represent?
The following table describes the icons that feature in the Graphics List.
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Table 199: Graphics List icons
Icon Icon name Icon description

Add new graphic Creates a new graphic.

Copy Copies a Metasys UI graphic.

Paste Pastes the Metasys UI graphic you copied.

Sort down Moves the graphic down in the list.

Sort up Moves the graphic up in the list.

Delete Deletes the graphic from the list.

Aliased graphic
enabled

This icon displays, when Aliased graphics are enabled. This
applies to the Graphics List for a piece of equipment and for
an Equipment Definition.

Aliased graphic
disabled

This icon displays, when Aliased graphics are disabled. This
applies to the Graphics List for a piece of equipment and for
an Equipment Definition.

How do I create a Metasys UI graphic from the Graphics List?
To create a Metasys UI graphic for a piece of equipment, space, network object, or in the
Unassigned graphic folder, see Creating Equipment, Space, Network, or Unassigned Graphics.
To create an Aliased graphic, see Creating Aliased Graphics.
To create a Metasys UI Exception graphic, see Creating Exception Graphics.

How do I copy and paste a Metasys UI graphic from the Graphics List?
You can copy and paste Metasys UI graphics from Equipment & Spaces or Network.
1. Click the Graphics tab in the left pane.
2. Select Equipment & Spaces or Network from the list. Select the piece of equipment, space,

network object, or the Unassigned Graphics folder.
3. Select a Metasys UI graphic from the Graphics List.
4. Click the copy icon.
5. Browse to and select the piece of equipment, space, or network object that you want the

graphic to be associated with. Alternatively, select the Unassigned Graphics folder.
6. Click the paste icon.

Note: If a Metasys UI graphic of the same name exists for the piece of equipment, space,
network object, or in the Unassigned Graphics folder, the pasted graphic name has a (#)
appended to the end of the name.

How do I delete a Metasys UI graphic?
You can delete a Metasys UI graphic in the Graphics Manager by deleting the graphic in the
Graphics List. Although you can delete Metasys UI graphics in SCT, you should delete Metasys UI
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graphics in the Graphics Manager only. To delete a Graphics+ graphic or Standard graphic, do so in
the SMP or SCT.
Complete the following steps to delete a Metasys UI graphic in the Graphics List:

1. Click on a Metasys UI graphic in the Graphics List.
2. Click the delete icon. The Delete Graphic window lists the equipment, spaces, or network

objects that the graphic is associated with.
3. Click DELETE to permanently delete the graphic. Or click CANCEL to cancel the deletion.

How do I sort the Graphics in the Graphics List?
You can sort (or reorder) all graphics in the Graphics List except those listed in the Unassigned
Graphics folder and those listed in Equipment Definitions. If an Exception graphic exists in the list,
the disabled Aliased graphic that appears at the bottom of the list cannot be sorted (or reordered).
Complete the following steps to sort the Graphics in the Graphic List:

1. Click on a graphic in the Graphics List.
2. Click the up arrow button to move the graphic up in the list.

Click the down arrow button to move the graphic down in the list.

Note: You cannot click the up arrow button and the down arrow button for disabled Aliased
graphics.

Working with the Preview Panel

What is the Preview panel?
You can preview supported graphics, including legacy graphics with the Preview panel. When you
select equipment, a space, a network object, or an equipment definition, the Preview panel displays
the first graphic in the Graphics List. Click a graphic in the Graphics List to view a preview of the
graphic.
You can access the Graphics Editor from the Preview panel only. The pencil icon appears in the
upper-right corner of the Preview panel for all Metasys UI graphics. You can change the name of an
existing Metasys UI graphic from the Preview panel as well.
You can also manage the items that graphics are associated with. You no longer need to be
manage graphic associations in SCT, since you can manage all supported graphics in the Preview
panel of the Graphics Manager. Starting at Metasys Release 12.0, graphic association also includes
the Graphic Alias feature.

Note: Only objects that support the Graphic attribute and the Graphic Alias attribute can
be associated with graphics. To check if an object supports these attributes, go to the Detail
widget of the item and verify if Graphic and Graphic Alias are listed. For example, the
following objects support graphic association:

• site objects
• servers
• engines at Release 12.0 or later
• objects with Intrinsic Alarming Defined set to True

How do I work with the Preview panel?
Complete the following steps to preview a graphic:

1. Click the Graphics tab in the upper-left corner of the sidebar.
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2. Select Equipment & Spaces, Equipment Definitions, or Network from the list and then select
the required item.

3. Select a graphic from the Graphics List. The graphic displays in the Preview panel.
Complete the following steps to edit a Metasys UI graphic:

1. Click the Graphics tab in the upper-left corner of the sidebar.
2. Select Equipment & Spaces, Equipment Definitions, or Network from the list and then select

the required item.
3. Select a Metasys UI graphic from the Graphics List. The graphic displays in the Preview panel.
4. Click the pencil icon. The graphic opens in the Graphic Editor. For more information on

working with the Graphics Editor, see Graphics Editor.

What are the restrictions or viewing limitations of the preview in the Preview
panel?
Some legacy graphics may not display correctly in the Preview panel. For example, AGA graphics
do not display in the Preview panel. Instead, a message displays, stating that the graphic is not
supported. Some symbols within legacy graphics may not display either. The Room Control Module
(RCM) symbol in Graphics+ graphics does not display in the preview. To view an RCM in a Graphics+
graphic, you must view the graphic in the Graphics widget.
You can associate supported objects with legacy graphics in the Detail widget.

How do I change the name of a Metasys UI graphic?
1. Click the Graphics tab in the upper-left corner of the sidebar.
2. Select Equipment & Spaces, Equipment Definitions, or Network from the list and then select

the required item.
3. Select a Metasys UI graphic from the Graphics List. The graphic displays in the Preview panel.
4. Click on the name of the Metasys UI graphic. The edit name field appears.
5. Enter a name in the Name field.

Note: The following are invalid characters for a graphic name: <, >, :, ", /, \, ?, *, |, @, #, .
(period), and , (comma).

6. Click the check mark to accept the changes, or click X to cancel the changes.

How do I view or change the items assigned to graphics?
1. Click the Graphics tab in the upper-left corner of the sidebar.
2. Select Equipment & Spaces, Equipment Definitions, or Network from the list and then select

the required item.
3. Select a graphic from the Graphics List. The graphic displays in the Preview panel.
4. Click VIEW & ASSIGN.
5. In the Assign Graphic window, select one or more items and click the right arrow button to

add items assigned to the graphic. Select one or more items and click the left arrow button to
remove items assigned to the graphic.

Note: If the item already has a graphic assigned to it, you see a red graphic icon next to
the selected item with a warning that the assignment gets replaced when you save.

6. Click SAVE. Or click CANCEL to cancel your changes.
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How do I assign a supported graphic to a piece of equipment, a space, or a
network object?
1. Click the Graphics tab in the upper-left corner of the sidebar.
2. Select Equipment & Spaces from the list.
3. Select Unassigned Graphics.
4. Select a graphic from the Graphics List. The graphic displays in the Preview panel.
5. Click ASSIGN & EDIT.
6. In the Assign Graphic window, select a piece of equipment, a space, or a network object.
7. Click the right arrow button to add items assigned to a graphic. Click the left arrow button to

remove items assigned to the graphic.
8. Click SAVE. Or click CANCEL to cancel your changes.

How do I assign an Equipment Definition to a piece of equipment or a
space?
1. Click the Graphics tab in the upper-left corner of the sidebar.
2. Select Equipment & Spaces from the list.
3. Select Unassigned Graphics.
4. Select a graphic from the Graphics List. The graphic displays in the Preview panel.
5. Click ASSIGN & EDIT.
6. In the Assign Graphic window, select the Equipment Definitions tab. This tab shows all

equipment definitions that have no assigned graphic.
7. Select equipment definitions and click the right arrow button to assign them to the graphic.

Click the left arrow button to remove equipment definitions assigned to the graphic.

Note: When you select the Equipment & Spaces tab, the Equipment Definition you
assigned appears in the Assigned To area of the window. You can select and move
further equipment and spaces with the equipment & spaces tree.

8. Click SAVE. Or click CANCEL to cancel your changes.

How do I view or change the items assigned to Equipment Definitions?
To view or change the items assigned to an Equipment Definition:

1. Click the Graphics tab in the upper-left corner of the sidebar.
2. Select Equipment Definitions from the list.
3. Select a graphic from the Graphics List. The graphic displays in the Preview panel.
4. Click VIEW & ASSIGN.
5. Verify the equipment definitions assigned to the graphic in the Assigned To area of the

window.
6. Click the right arrow button to add equipment definitions assigned to the graphic. Click the left

arrow button to remove equipment definitions assigned to the graphic.

Note:
- If you dissociate a graphic from all equipment definitions, the graphic becomes

available in the Unassigned graphics folder.
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- If you dissociate a graphic from a definition, the graphic is removed from all the
equipment within that definition.

7. Click SAVE. Or click CANCEL to cancel your changes.

What is a Graphic Alias and how do I configure the Graphic Alias for an
object?
A Graphic Alias indicates a portion of the graphic’s item reference, up to and including the name
of the folder containing this object or the controller containing this point. This means that the
points of the object that you select as Graphic Alias are used to resolve the matching points in your
graphic automatically and you do not have to perform explicit bindings.
To configure the Graphic Alias for an object, complete the following steps:

1. Open the Graphics Manager and select the required object.
2. In the Preview panel, go to Graphic Alias, and click Click To Add.
3. Click the tree icon to open the Add Item window.
4. Select the required item.
5. Click OK.
6. Click the check mark to save your changes.

Working with the Template Tab

How do I access the Templates tab?
You can access the Templates tab from the Graphics Manager in the left pane. The Templates tab
is available in the Metasys UI and the JCT.

What are the options available on the Templates tab?
You can view system templates and create, organize, and view user-defined templates on the
Templates tab. The Templates tab has two lists: the Default list that displays all system templates
and the Custom list that displays user-defined templates. You can also create user-defined
templates and add and delete folders in the Custom list for organization of the user-defined
templates. The Custom list contains a single folder named Custom that is created when the
Metasys UI and JCT are installed.
The Default list contains system templates available to all Metasys UI and JCT sites. Use the Default
list to view system templates. You cannot delete or edit system templates. However, you can create
and edit a custom template from a system template from the Custom list.
With the custom list, you can create and view custom templates, as well as organize custom
templates in folders. Once you create a custom template (from a blank template or a system
template), the custom template opens in the Graphics Editor. You can then edit the custom
template.
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What features are available in templates?
The following features are available in templates:

• All system templates contain default alias bindings, represented by short names for points.
The short names for points are the same as the naming conventions from the Controller
Configuration Tool (CCT) standard application. When you use a system template to create an
Aliased graphic, and the short name for the point for the alias binding exists in the Equipment
Definition, the point is automatically bound to the point for real data display at view time.

- The Building Dashboard template contains only explicit bindings and does not
automatically bind to points. This template is typically used for campus or building-level
spaces that may have multiple pieces of equipment with points that have the same short
names.

• If a system template is used to create a space graphic or equipment graphic, alias bindings do
not automatically bind to points.

• Alias binding automatically binds to points in an Aliased graphic only if the short names for
points in the Equipment Definition exactly match the spelling and case of the alias bindings
that exist in the template. For example, if the alias binding short name in the template is ZN-T
and the Equipment Definition short name is ZN-TEMP, the automatic binding does not resolve.
You can change the default alias binding short names in templates using the Global Find and
Replace in the Graphics Manager in the Metasys UI. Alias binding behaves the same both in
custom templates and system templates.

• Templates that contain only alias bindings can be exported and shared with other sites without
manual point binding once imported to the new site.

• For all templates, if a symbol is not bound to point, it does not display at view time. A symbol
requires at least one bound point that is resolvable to display at view time.

• Templates that contain coil symbols have different coil symbols stacked on top of each
other. The coil symbol that is automatically bound (alias binding) or manually bound (explicit
binding) displays at view time. The coil symbol that does not have a point binding that resolves
automatically does not appear at view time.

• For templates that contain Key Data Modules, if a Key Data Item within the Key Data Module
does not have a binding, the Key Data Item must be manually deleted to not appear at view
time.

How do I work with the Default list?
With the Default list of the Templates tab you can view the system templates in the Preview panel.
Complete the following steps to view a system template:

1. Expand the template folder to view the list of templates available.
2. Click on the template. The template appears in the Preview panel. To expand the Preview panel

to full screen, click .
Complete the following steps to create a graphic from a system template:

1. Go to the Graphics tab.
2. Select a piece of equipment, a space, or the Unassigned Graphics folder from the Equipment

& Spaces tab
Or select an Equipment Definition from the Equipment Definitions tab.
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3. Click + or +ADD GRAPHIC in the Graphics List. Or select +ADD ALIASED GRAPHIC. The New
Graphic dialog window appears.

4. In the New Graphic dialog window, select a template from the Default list.
5. Enter a name in the Name field.

Note: The following are invalid characters for a graphic name: <, >, :, ", /, \, ?, *, |, @, #, .
(period), and , (comma).

6. Click CREATE. The graphic opens in the Graphic Editor. For more information on working with
the Graphics Editor, see Graphics Editor.

Can I edit or delete templates from the Default list?
No, you cannot edit or delete templates from the Default list.

What are the Air templates?
• 100% OA Dual Duct
• 100% OA Single Duct
• Blower Coil Unit
• Heat Recovery Unit
• Makeup Air Unit
• Mixed Air Dual Duct
• Mixed Air Single Duct
• Multi Zone Mixed Air Dual Duct
• Packaged Roof Top Unit
• Roof Top Unit
• Unit Ventilator
• Zone Dampers Dual Duct
• Zone Dampers Single Duct

What is the Blank template?
The blank template does not contain any symbols, bindings, or viewing characteristics by default.

What is the CRAC template?
There is one CRAC template: the Computer Room Air Conditioning Unit template.

What is the Floor Plan template?
There is one Floor Plan template: the Building Dashboard template.

What are the Miscellaneous templates?
• Exhaust Fan (Toilet, General)
• Generator
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What are the Terminal Unit templates?
• Horizontal FCU
• In-Ceiling FCU
• VAV Dual Duct
• VAV Single Duct
• Vertical FCU

What are the Water templates?
• 3 Chiller and 3 Tower
• 5 Chiller With Secondary Loop
• 5 Tower With Condenser Loop
• Air Cooled Chiller Plant 1 Chiller 2 Pumps
• Air Cooled Chiller Plant 2 Chiller 3 Pumps
• Hot Water Boiler Plant 4 Boilers 4 Pumps
• Hot Water Heat Exchanger (Plate)
• Hot Water Heat Exchanger (Shell and tube)
• Steam Boiler Plant (3 Boilers)

How do I work with the Custom tab?
You can create and manage your custom templates with the Custom tab.
Complete the following steps to add a folder:

1. Click on the Custom list.
2. For the first instance of creating a new folder, click on the Custom folder. For any subsequent

instances of creating a folder, click on any folder listed in the Custom tab.
3. Click + and select Folder. The Add Folder window appears.
4. Enter a name for the folder.
5. Click CREATE. The Add Folder successful message appears.
6. Click CLOSE.

Complete the following steps to delete a folder:

1. Click on the Custom list.
2. Click on the folder you want to delete.

Note: You cannot delete the Custom folder.

3. Click the trash can button. The Delete Folder window appears.
4. Click DELETE. The Delete Folder successful message appears.
5. Click CLOSE.

Or click CANCEL to cancel the delete folder operation.

Complete the following steps to create a custom template:

1. Click on the Custom list.
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2. Click on the Custom folder. If you want the template to be saved in a user-created folder, click
on the folder. Click + and select Template. The New Template window appears.

3. Enter a name for the template in the Name field.

Note: The following are invalid characters for a graphic name: <, >, :, ", /, \, ?, *, |, @, #, .
(period), and , (comma).

4. Select a template from the Default list or the Custom list. A preview of the template appears in
the right panel of the window.

5. Click CREATE. The template opens in the Graphics Editor. For more information on working
with the Graphics Editor, see Graphics Editor.

Complete the following steps to view a custom template:

1. Expand the folders to view the list of templates available.
2. Click on the template to view the template in the Preview panel. To expand the Preview panel

to full screen, click .
Complete the following steps to edit a custom template:

1. Click on the Custom list.
2. Expand the folder to select the custom template. The custom template appears in the Preview

panel.
3. Click the pencil button to open the custom template in the Graphics Editor.

Complete the following steps to create a graphic from a custom template:

1. Go to the Graphics tab.
2. Select the Unassigned folder, a piece of equipment, or a space from the Equipment & Spaces

tab. Or select an Equipment Definition from the Equipment Definitions tab.
3. Click + or +ADD GRAPHIC in the Graphics List. Or select +ADD ALIASED GRAPHIC. The New

Graphic window appears.
4. In the New Graphic window, select a template from the Custom list.
5. Enter a name in the Name field.

Note: The following are invalid characters for a graphic name: <, >, :, ", /, \, ?, *, |, @, #, .
(period), and , (comma).

6. Click CREATE. The graphic opens in the Graphic Editor. For more information on working with
the Graphics Editor, see Graphics Editor.

Are my custom templates stored in my SCT archive?
If you created custom templates in the Metasys UI, you must perform an upload to have the
custom templates saved in your SCT archive.
If you created custom templates in the JCT, the custom templates are saved in your SCT archive
automatically. To use custom templates created in the JCT in the Metasys UI, perform a download of
your archive to SMP.
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Air Templates

100 Percent OA Dual Duct

Figure 116: 100 Percent OA Dual Duct

100 Percent OA Single Duct

Figure 117: 100 Percent OA Single Duct
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Blower Coil Unit

Figure 118: Blower Coil Unit

Heat Recovery Unit

Figure 119: Heat Recovery Unit
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Makeup Air Unit

Figure 120: Makeup Air Unit

Mixed Air Dual Duct

Figure 121: Mixed Air Dual Duct
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Mixed Air Single Duct

Figure 122: Mixed Air Single Duct

Multi Zone Mixed Air Dual Duct

Figure 123: Multi Zone Mixed Air Dual Duct
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Packaged Roof Top Unit

Figure 124: Packaged Roof Top Unit

Roof Top Unit

Figure 125: Roof Top Unit
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Unit Ventilator

Figure 126: Unit Ventilator

Zone Dampers Dual Duct

Figure 127: Zone Dampers Dual Duct
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Zone Dampers Single Duct

Figure 128: Zone Dampers Single Duct
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CRAC Unit Template

Computer Room Air Conditioning (CRAC) Unit

Figure 129: Computer Room Air Conditioning Unit Template
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Floor Plan Template

Building Dashboard

Figure 130: Building Dashboard
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Miscellaneous Templates

Exhaust Fan

Figure 131: Exhaust Fan
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Generator

Figure 132: Generator

Terminal Unit Templates

Horizontal FCU

Figure 133: Horizontal FCU
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In-Ceiling FCU

Figure 134: In-Ceiling FCU

VAV Dual Duct

Figure 135: VAV Dual Duct
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VAV Single Duct

Figure 136: VAV Single Duct

Vertical FCU

Figure 137: Vertical FCU
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Water Templates

3 Chiller and 3 Tower

Figure 138: 3 Chiller and 3 Tower

5 Chiller with Secondary Loop

Figure 139: 5 Chiller with Secondary Loop
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5 Tower with Condenser Loop

Figure 140: 5 Tower with Condenser Loop

Air Cooled Chiller Plant 1 Chiller 2 Pumps

Figure 141: Air Cooled Chiller Plant 1 Chiller 2 Pumps
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Air Cooled Chiller Plant 2 Chiller 3 Pumps

Figure 142: Air Cooled Chiller Plant 2 Chiller 3 Pumps

Hot Water Boiler Plant 4 Boilers 4 Pumps

Figure 143: Hot Water Boiler Plant 4 Boilers 4 Pumps
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Hot Water Heat Exchanger (Plate)

Figure 144: Hot Water Heat Exchanger (Plate)

Hot Water Heat Exchanger (Shell and Tube)

Figure 145: Hot Water Heat Exchanger (Shell and Tube)
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Steam Boiler Plant (3 Boilers)

Figure 146: Steam Boiler Plant (3 Boilers)

Working with the Master Tab

What is the Master tab?
The Master tab allows you to view the Master Layer graphic. The Master Layer graphic appears
in the bottom-most layer of all Metasys UI graphics on your site unless you toggle off the Master
Layer graphic.
To edit the Master Layer graphic or toggle of the Master Layer graphic, click the pencil button in the
upper-right corner of the Master Layer graphic.

What is the Master Layer graphic?
The Master Layer graphic acts as a background layer for all graphics, so that you no longer have to
manage separate background for every Metasys UI graphic on your site. The Master Layer graphic
typically contains a company logo, background images or colors, and common data, including
outdoor air temperature and outdoor air humidity.

How do I create a Master Layer graphic? How do I edit a
Master Layer graphic?
By default, the Master tab displays a blank Master Layer graphic.
To create a Master Layer graphic:

1. Click the pencil button in the upper-right corner of the Master Layer graphic preview. The
Master Layer graphic opens in the Graphics Editor.
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2. Click the layer button to open the Layer panel. Add a background image. Add additional layers
for any elements, images, or symbols you would like to add to the Master Layer graphic.

3. Add any elements, images, or symbols.
4. Click the chain button to bind elements and symbols to explicit points. Binding to aliased

points is not supported in the Master Layer graphic.
5. Click SAVE. The Master Layer graphic preview opens in the Graphics Manager.

To edit an existing Master Layer graphic, follow the same steps.

How do I disable a Master Layer graphic? How do I enable
the Master Layer graphic after disabling it?
You can disable a Master Layer graphic for a single Metasys UI graphic. You can also hide the
Master Layer graphic. There are two settings for the Master Layer graphic layer in the Layers panel
of the Graphics Editor: a toggle to disable the Master Layer graphic and a check box to hide the
Master Layer graphic layer.
The following table shows how the settings for the Master Layer graphic affect the Metasys UI
graphic it is configured on.
Table 200: Master Layer Graphic Behavior
Setting in
Layers Panel
for Metasys UI
Graphic

Graphics Editor Graphics
Manager Preview

Graphics Widget
(Viewer)

Graphics Widget
Layers Panel

Toggle On
Check box
Selected

displayed displayed displayed displayed

Toggle Off
Check box
Deselected

not displayed not displayed not displayed not displayed

Toggle On
Check box
Deselected

not displayed not displayed not displayed displayed

Toggle Off
Check box
Selected

displayed not displayed not displayed not displayed

To disable a Master Layer graphic (does not appear on any Metasys UI graphic):

1. In the Graphics tab, select the Metasys UI graphic from the Graphics List.
2. Click the pencil button in the upper-right corner of the Metasys UI graphic preview.
3. Click the layer button to open the Layer panel.
4. Click OFF.
5. Click SAVE.

To hide the Master Layer graphic (automatically hidden when viewing the Metasys UI graphic in the
Graphics Editor, Graphics Manager preview, and the Graphics widget):

1. In the Graphics tab, select the Metasys UI graphic from the Graphics List.
2. Click the pencil button in the upper-right corner of the Metasys UI graphic preview.
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3. Click the layer button to open the Layer panel.
4. Deselect the check box.
5. Click SAVE.

To enable a Master Layer graphic after disabling it:

1. In the Graphics tab, select the Metasys UI graphic from the Graphics List.
2. Click the pencil button in the upper-right corner of the Metasys UI graphic preview.
3. Click ON.
4. Click SAVE.

Where is the Master Layer graphic stored when working on
the file in the Metasys UI?
When working on the Master Layer graphic in the Metasys UI, the Master Layer graphic is stored in
the XMS database. You can only view the Master Layer graphic in the Metasys UI (and the JCT if you
upload to the archive).

What happens if I have a Master Layer graphic configured
in the Metasys UI and a different Master Layer graphic
configured in the JCT and I upload my site?
If you have a different Master Layer graphic configured in the Metasys UI than the Master Layer
graphic configured in the JCT, performing an upload of your site to your archive replaces the Master
Layer graphic in the JCT with the Master Layer graphic from the Metasys UI.

Working with the Tools Tab

How do I access the Tools tab?
You can access the Tools tab from the Graphics Manager. The Tools tab is available in the Metasys
UI and the JCT.

What are the options available in the Tools tab?
The Tools tab includes the following options:

• GLOBAL FIND & REPLACE: Find and replace exact point short names in all Metasys UI
graphics, including custom and system templates, equipment graphics, space graphics,
Aliased graphics, and the Master Layer graphic.

• IMPORT GRAPHICS: Import Metasys UI graphics from a .export file (previously exported
Metasys UI graphics).

• EXPORT GRAPHICS: Export Metasys UI graphics to a .export file.
• IMPORT CUSTOM SYMBOLS: Import custom symbols.
• EXPORT CUSTOM SYMBOLS: Export custom symbols.

How do I use the Global Find & Replace option?
To use the Global Find & Replace option in the Tools tab, click GLOBAL FIND & REPLACE. For more
detailed information about the Global Find & Replace option, see Using Global Find and Replace.
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How do I use the Import Graphics option?
To use the Import Graphics option, click IMPORT GRAPHICS. For more detailed information about
the Import Graphics option, see Using Import Graphics and Export Graphics.

How do I use the Export Graphics option?
To use the Export Graphics option, click EXPORT GRAPHICS. For more detailed information about
the Export Graphics option, see Using Import Graphics and Export Graphics.

How do I use the Import Custom Symbols option?
To use the Import Custom Symbols option, click IMPORT CUSTOM SYMBOLS. For more detailed
information about the Import Custom Symbols option, see Working with Symbols.

How do I use the Export Custom Symbols option?
To use the Export Custom Symbols option, click EXPORT CUSTOM SYMBOLS. For more detailed
information about the Export Custom Symbols option, see Working with Symbols.

Using Global Find and Replace

What is the Global Find & Replace option?
With the Global Find & Replace option you can find and replace the short names of the points
in Metasys UI graphics, including templates (both custom and system templates), equipment
graphics, space graphics, Aliased graphics, and the Master Layer graphic. This option is used when
short names of the points on your site do not follow the default naming conventions (for example,
ZN-Temp is used instead of ZN-T).
The Global Find & Replace option searches for exact matches, including case (uppercase or
lowercase) and special characters. This option replaces all matching short names of points in all
Metasys UI graphics on your site.

How do I use the Global Find & Replace option?
Use this option before you create any custom templates or Metasys UI graphics. Doing so replaces
the short names of the points in the system templates, as no other Metasys UI graphics exist on
your site yet. However, this option is always available.
To use the Global Find & Replace option in the Metasys UI, complete the following steps:

1. In the Graphics Manager, open the Tools tab.
2. Click GLOBAL FIND & REPLACE. The Find & Replace window opens.
3. In the Find a Binding field, enter the short name of the point that you would like to replace. For

example, DA-T. Make sure to match the case and special characters in the point binding name
you would like to replace.

4. In the Replace With field, enter the replacement short name. For example, DA-Temp.

Note: The following characters are invalid for short names of points: @, ?, *, #, /, :, ,
(comma), [, ], . (period).

5. Click NEXT. The Preview window opens.
6. Verify that the Find field and the Replace With field display the correct information. To revise

the Find field or the Replace with field, click PREVIOUS.
7. Click REPLACE. The Confirmation window opens
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8. Click CLOSE. Or click CANCEL to cancel the Find & Replace action.

How do I revert or undo the replacement of the short names of points in
Metasys UI graphics?
To revert or undo the replacement of the short names of points in Metasys UI graphics, repeat the
Find & Replace process.

How do I see the replaced short names of points in Metasys UI graphics in
the JCT after I replaced the short names in Metasys UI?
To see your replaced short names of points in Metasys UI graphics in the JCT after replacing the
short names in Metasys UI, you must upload your site to your archive.

Does replacing the short name of a point in a Metasys UI graphic change the
short name in my site in SMP?
No, replacing the short name only replaces the short name of a point in Metasys UI graphics and
not in the archive or in any other location within the Metasys UI, including the Binding panel in the
Graphics Editor.

Using Import Graphics and Export Graphics

What is the Import Graphics option?
The Import Graphics option allows you to import Metasys UI graphics, including custom templates
and the Master Layer graphic, into your Metasys UI site, your JCT site, and SCT archive.

Note: When you import graphics, any existing Metasys UI graphics with the same name are
overwritten. Imported custom templates do not overwrite existing custom templates, unless
they have the same name. An imported Master Layer graphic overwrites the existing Master
Layer graphic.

What is the Export Graphics option?
The Export Graphics option allows you to export Metasys UI graphics, including templates and the
Master Layer graphic, from your Metasys UI site and your JCT site.

What graphics are exported?
All Metasys UI graphics, including custom templates and the Master Layer graphic, are exported to
the .export file. The .export file downloads to your default download location set in your web
browser settings.

What is the workflow for using exported Metasys UI graphics?
There are three scenarios for importing Metasys UI graphics. The first scenario has the simplest
workflow. The second and third scenarios require the manual steps to associate graphics to
equipment, spaces, or as Aliased graphics (to Equipment Definitions).

• First scenario: Import to a site or an archive with the same spaces, equipment, and
Equipment Definitions configured

• Second scenario: Import to a site or an archive with different spaces, equipment, and
Equipment Definitions configured

• Third scenario: Import to a blank site or archive
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First Scenario – To import Metasys UI graphics to a site or an archive with the same spaces,
equipment, and Equipment Definitions, complete the following steps:

1. Obtain an existing .export file.
2. In the Tools tab, click IMPORT GRAPHICS. Follow the Import Graphics wizard.
3. In the Graphics tab, verify that all Metasys UI graphics are associated with the correct

equipment, spaces, or as Aliased graphics (Equipment Definition).
Second and Third Scenarios – To import Metasys UI graphics to a site or an archive with different
spaces, equipment, and Equipment Definitions or to a blank site or archive:

1. Obtain an existing .export file.
2. In the Tools tab, click IMPORT GRAPHICS. Follow the Import Graphics wizard.
3. In the Graphics tab, verify that all Metasys UI graphics are placed in the Unassigned Graphics

folder.
4. In the Graphics List, select each Metasys UI graphic and click VIEW & EDIT to assign the items

the graphic is applied to (associated with).

Note: To avoid this step, in SCT, export the spaces, equipment, and Equipment Definitions
from the archive you intend to export the Metasys UI graphics from, and then import
the spaces, equipment, and Equipment Definitions into the target archive. These steps
associate the Metasys UI graphics with the appropriate spaces, equipment, and as Aliased
graphics. For more information on exporting and importing objects in SCT, refer to the
Metasys SCT Help (LIT-12011964).

How do I import Metasys UI graphics?

Note: To import Metasys UI graphics, you must have a previously exported Metasys UI
graphics .export file.

1. In the Tools tab, click IMPORT GRAPHICS. The Import window opens.
2. Click Choose File and select the .export file to import.
3. Select the check box to confirm that the file is from a trusted source.
4. Click IMPORT.
5. Click CLOSE.

How do I export Metasys UI graphics?
1. In the Tools tab, click EXPORT GRAPHICS.
2. In the Export window, all Metasys UI graphics, custom templates, and the Master Layer

graphic are selected by default.
- In the Graphics selection, clear the Deselect All check box to deselect all the graphics. You

can then individually select the graphics to export. Aliased graphics display Aliased.
- In the Templates select, clear the check box next to the Custom folder to deselect all

custom templates. You can then individually select the custom templates to export.
When you export custom templates, the folder structure of the custom templates is also
exported. For example, if custom templates are nested in folders, the folders are exported
with the custom templates. When you import custom template graphics, the nested
folders that contain the custom templates are also imported.

- In the Master Layer select, clear the check box next to the Master Layer file to deselect the
Master Layer graphic. However, if you would like to export the Master Layer graphic, leave
it selected for export.
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3. To preview a graphic, select a graphic from the list to view it in the preview pane.
4. Click NEXT.
5. Confirm the selection of graphics to export. To change your selection of graphics, click

PREVIOUS.
6. Click EXPORT. The .export file downloads to your web browser's default download location.

Graphics Editor

What is the Graphics Editor?
With the Graphics Editor you can create and edit Metasys UI graphics. Metasys UI graphics are
available only in the Metasys UI and the JCT. The Graphics Editor is similar to traditional graphic
editing software, including the Graphic Generation Tool (GGT). The Graphics Editor consists of a
graphic canvas, drawing tools and shapes, a library of symbols relevant to the building automation
industry, and a binding component, which allows you to bind the symbols directly to points in your
Metasys system.
You can create and edit only Metasys UI graphics in the Graphics Editor. Use the Graphic
Generation Tool (GGT) to create or edit Graphics+ graphics. Use the UGT in SMP or SCT to create
and edit Standard graphics.

How do I access the Graphics Editor?
You must be a user with the Administrator role to access the Graphics Editor in the Metasys UI. To
access the Graphics Editor:

1. Open the User menu.
2. Click Feature Management.
3. Click Graphics Manager. The Graphics Manager opens. By default, the Graphics Manager

opens to the Graphics tab.
4. There are several ways to access the Graphics Editor within the Graphics Manager.

- Create a new Metasys UI graphic:
i. From the Graphics tab, select a space or equipment from the Equipment &

Spaces tab. Or select an Equipment Definition from the Equipment Definitions
tab.

ii. In the Graphics List, click +, +ADD GRAPHIC, or +ADD ALIASED GRAPHIC. The
New Graphic window appears.

iii. In the New Graphic window, select a system or custom template and enter a
user-defined name for the new graphic. Click CREATE. The Graphics Editor opens.

- Edit an existing Metasys UI graphic:
i. From the Graphics tab, select a space or equipment from the Equipment &

Spaces tab. Or select an Equipment Definition from the Equipment Definitions
tab. The Graphics Lists displays a list of graphics associated with the space or
equipment or Equipment Definition.

ii. Click the Metasys UI graphic. The Metasys UI graphic appears in the Preview
panel.

iii. Click the pencil icon. The Graphics Editor opens.
- Create or edit a Master Layer graphic. From the Master tab, click the pencil icon. The

Graphics Editor opens.
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What is the layout of the Graphics editor?
The following figure and table describe the layout of the Graphics Editor.

Figure 147: Graphics Editor callouts

Table 201: Graphics Editor callouts
Number Name Description
1 Back To Graphics

Manager button
Click < Back To Graphics Manager to go back to the
Graphics Manager.

2 Graphic Canvas The Graphic Canvas provides the display area for the
currently open graphic. You add, move, and delete graphic
elements in this area to construct your graphic.
• You can only have one graphic open at a time.

• The name of the graphic appears above the Graphic
Canvas.

• When you hover your mouse over a symbol, you
can see a tool tip with the layer name and the Fully
Qualified Reference (FQR). With the FQR you can make
sure that the binding is to the required point.

• The are no editable properties of the Graphic
Canvas. For example, you cannot change the size or
transparency of the Graphic Canvas.

3 Zoom level indicator Indicates the zoom level.
4 Drawing Tools And

Shapes icon
Opens the Drawing Tools and Shapes panel.
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Table 201: Graphics Editor callouts
Number Name Description
5 Symbols icon Opens the Symbols panel.
6 Bindings icon Opens the Bindings panel.
7 Layers icon Opens the Layers panel.
8 Custom Behaviors icon Opens the Custom Behaviors panel.
9 Editor Configuration icon Opens the Editor Configuration panel.
10 Undo icon Undo the previous action (except for any actions related

to bindings) on the graphic canvas.
Keyboard shortcut: Ctrl + Z

11 Redo icon Redo or reverse the previous undo action on the graphic
canvas. The redo operation is available for all undo actions
since the file was last saved.
Keyboard shortcut: Ctrl + Y

12 Zoom In icon Zoom in to the Graphic Canvas.
13 Zoom Reset icon Reset the zoom level of the Graphic Canvas to 100%.
14 Zoom Out icon Zoom out of the Graphic Canvas.
15 Save button Saves the graphic.
16 Exit button Exits the Graphics Editor and returns you to the Graphics

Manager.
17 Active Layer Displays the name of the active layer you are currently

editing when you move your mouse cursor over the
graphic canvas.

18 Mouse Over Displays the name of the symbol when you move your
mouse cursor over the symbol.

When using the Graphics Editor, we recommend using the Graphics Editor's built-in zoom functions
and not the browser zoom functions.

Is the Graphics Editor supported on tablets or phones?
No, the Graphics Editor is supported on computer platforms only. Additionally, your computer
monitor and browser window must be at 1600 x 900 resolution or higher.

How do I begin working on a graphic in the Graphics Editor?
To being working on a graphic in the Graphics Editor, click the pencil icon in the top-right corner of
the Metasys UI graphic in the Preview panel of the Graphics Manager, and use the following topics
to guide your work:

• Working with the Graphic Canvas: editing a graphic
• Working with Drawing Tools and Shapes

- Basic Shapes
- Arrow Shapes
- Flowchart Shapes

• Working with Symbols
• Working with Bindings
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• Working with Layers
• Working with Custom Behaviors
• Working with Editor Configuration

How do I pop out a panel of the Graphics Editor? How do
I reposition a panel to be fixed on the right side? How do I
close a panel?

To pop out a panel, click .

To reposition a panel to be fixed on the right side of the Graphics Editor, click .

To close a panel, click .

How do I save the graphic?
To save a graphic, click SAVE. The graphic saves, the Graphic Editor closes, and you are redirected
to the Graphics Manager.

Does the Graphics Editor auto-save my work?
Yes, by default your graphic auto-saves in the Graphics Editor. Keep in mind that simultaneous
editing of the same graphic exhibit a last user wins behavior. For example, User A and User B edit
the same graphic. User A adds a Basic Shape to the Graphic Canvas and the graphic auto-saves.
Shortly after and while User A still has the same graphic open for editing, User B adds a button to
the Graphics Canvas and the graphic auto-saves. User A's edits are gone, superseded by User B's
edits.

Note:
• To disable auto-save, from the graphic you are editing, uncheck the Enable Auto-save

checkbox in the settings menu.
• To ensure changes are saved between the last auto-save and exiting the Graphics Editor,

save your graphic before closing the editor.

How do I exit the Graphics Editor?
Click SAVE or EXIT to close the Graphics Editor.
Alternatively, click < Back To Graphics Manager to go back to the Graphics Manager. If you exit the
Graphics Editor without saving, a warning prompt appears to denote that you are exiting without
saving.

Working with the Graphic Canvas: editing a graphic

What is the Graphic Canvas?
The Graphic Canvas is the area of the Graphics Editor that holds all the elements of a graphic.
Elements is a generic term for the components that can be placed on the Graphic Canvas, including
shapes, images, text, and symbols.
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What is the size of the Graphic Canvas?
The size of the Graphic Canvas is 1920 by 1080 pixels. At viewing time, the entire Graphic Canvas
displays in the Graphics widget at a relative zoom level, which is based on the size of the web
browser. The Graphic Canvas resizes and fits into the Graphics Widget and is considered at 100%
zoom level. Be mindful of white space and the bounding areas of the Graphic Canvas when
designing your Metasys UI graphics.

How do I zoom in or zoom out of the Graphic Canvas?

To zoom in to the Graphic Canvas, click . You can also use your mouse wheel.

To zoom out of the Graphic Canvas, click . You can also use your mouse wheel.

To reset the zoom level to 100%, click .

How do I pan or move around the Graphic Canvas when zoomed in?

To pan or move around the Graphic Canvas, select the  (keyboard shortcut: h). Or you can use
your mouse scroll button (center button).

What keyboard shortcuts are available in the Graphics Editor?
There are several keyboard shortcuts available in the Graphics Editor. Some keyboard shortcuts are
available only when a panel is open. The table below lists the keyboard shortcuts.
Table 202: Keyboard Shortcuts
Action performed Keyboard shortcut
Select all shapes, images (excluding the background image), and
symbols on the Graphic Canvas.

A

Copy selected shape, image, or symbol. Ctrl + C
Paste shape, image, or symbol from clipboard (previously copied shape,
image, or symbol).

Ctrl + V

Cuts selected shape, image, or symbol. Ctrl + X
Move the selected shape, image, or symbol forward one layer. Ctrl + ]
Move the selected shape, image, or symbol back one layer. Ctrl + [
Move the selected shape, image, or symbol to the top layer. Ctrl + Shift+ ]
Move the selected shape, image, or symbol to the bottom layer. Ctrl + Shift + [
Group selected shapes, images, and symbols into a group. Ctrl + G
Grouping selected grouped shapes, images, and symbols into one
group.

Ctrl + U

Pastes a duplicate of the selected shape, image, or symbol on the
canvas, including its properties.

D

Select the Select Tool from the Drawing Tools and Basic Shapes Panel. V
Select a Circle from the Drawing Tools and Basic Shapes Panel. C
Select an Ellipse from the Drawing Tools and Basic Shapes Panel. E
Select a Rectangle from the Drawing Tools and Basic Shapes Panel. R
Select a Square from the Drawing Tools and Basic Shapes Panel. S
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Table 202: Keyboard Shortcuts
Action performed Keyboard shortcut
Select the Path Tool from the Drawing Tools and Basic Shapes Panel. P
Select a line from the Drawing Tools and Basic Shapes Panel. L

How do I select a shape, image or symbol?
Click the shape, image, or symbol to select it. Selection boxes appear around the shape, image, or
symbol when it is selected.

If you have another tool selected, click  from the Drawing Tools and Shapes panel and then click
the shape, image, or symbol. Or press A on your keyboard to select all elements on the Graphic
Canvas.

How do I add a shape or symbol to the Graphic Canvas?
To add a shape or symbol to the Graphic Canvas, you can:

• Select a shape or symbol and click and drag the mouse cursor on the Graphic Canvas to draw
the shape or symbol.

• Click and drag the shape or symbol onto the Graphic Canvas. The shape, image, symbol
appears on the Graphic Canvas.

How do I resize a shape, image, or symbol?
To resize a shape, image, or symbol:

1. Click on a shape, image, or symbol. The selection handles appear around the shape, image,
symbol.

2. Click and drag any of the corner or side selection handles to resize the shape, image, symbol.
Notes:

• After resizing a symbol, the snapping feature may not function as expected. Snapping works
best on symbols in their default size.

• You can resize a grouping of elements (shapes, images, and symbols) and the elements within
the grouping maintain their aspect ratio.

How do I copy, paste, or delete a shape, image, or symbol?
To copy and paste (duplicate) a shape, image, or symbol:

1. Click on a shape, image, or symbol.

2. From the Edit Toolbar, click . Or press D on your keyboard. Alternatively, you can press Ctrl
+ C and then Ctrl + V to copy and paste the image.

To delete a shape, image, or symbol:

1. Click on a shape, image, or symbol.
2. From the Edit Toolbar, click the trash can button. Alternatively, you can press Del or Delete

on your keyboard when using the Graphics Editor in Google Chrome or Apple Safari web
browsers.

You can also use Ctrl + X to cut a shape, image, or symbol from the Graphic Canvas. These
procedures also work when multiple shapes, images, or symbols are selected.
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How do I rotate a shape, image, or symbol?
To rotate a shape, image, or symbol:

1. Click on a shape, image, or symbol. The selection handles appear around the shape, image,
symbol.

2. Click and drag the top-most, center selection handle to rotate the shape, image, symbol.

Figure 148: Rotate shape example

Note:
• When you work with MAC IOS version 10.13.1 (Safari version 11.0.1), the shape, image, or

symbol reverts to its original position when you first rotate and then resize it. To prevent
this, complete the following steps:

a. Click on the shape, image, or symbol. The selection handles appear around the
shape, image, symbol.

b. Click and drag any of the corner or side selection handles to resize the shape,
image, symbol.

c. Click and drag the top-most, center selection handle to rotate the shape, image,
symbol.

How do I group shapes, images, or symbols?
To group shapes, images, or symbols:

1. Press Ctrl + Shift to select multiple shapes, images, or symbols. The Edit toolbar appears.

2. Click . Or press Ctrl + G.

How do I ungroup shapes, images, or symbols?
To ungroup a grouping of shapes, images, or symbols:

1. Click on a group of shapes, images, or symbols.

2. Click . Or press Ctrl + U.

How do I undo an action? How do I reverse an undo?
To undo an action, press Ctrl + Z or click the undo button to undo the previous action.
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Undo is available for editing actions that occurred since you started the Graphics Editor, except:

• Undoing an align action after rotating and then aligning an element or group of elements.
When doing so, the element or group of elements may undo both actions and appear in its
original orientation and alignment or appear in an unexpected position. We recommend you
first align and then rotate an element or group of elements. Furthermore, you cannot undo
these actions in this scenario.

• Undoing a binding action. When doing so, the action that occurred before the binding action
is reversed. To delete a binding, click the trash can button in the Binding drop-down of the Edit
Toolbar.

• Undoing changes in binding properties, including units.
To reverse an undo, press Ctrl + Y or click the redo button. The redo button is available only after
you have undone an action.
The following symbol categories and symbols do not support the undo and redo functions: Air
Coils, Air Fans, Chilled Beams, Fan Coil Units (Packaged), Pipes, symbols for pipe assemblies,
symbols for coil assemblies, Absorption Chiller, Cloud symbol, Home symbol, Monitor symbol, and
Weather station symbol.

I want to overlap elements on the Graphics Canvas. Can I lock an element on
the Graphic Canvas so that it cannot be moved or edited?
No, there is no locking function for elements on the Graphic Canvas. Add elements on different
layers so that you can overlap elements without accidentally moving or editing the wrong element.

Common Properties

How do I change the fill color of a shape or symbol?
To change the color of a shape or symbol:
1. Click on a shape or symbol.

2. From the Edit toolbar, click .
3. Click the Fill Color option. The Fill Color window appears. Use Figure 151, Figure 149, or Figure

150 tab to change the fill color of the shape.
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Figure 149: Fill color - Linear Gradient tab

Figure 150: Fill color – Radial Gradient tab
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4. Click OK.

How do I change the opacity of a shape or symbol?
To change the opacity of a shape or symbol:

1. Click on a shape or symbol.

2. From the Edit toolbar, click .
3. Click the Fill Color option. The Fill Color window appears. Use the Opac slider or field in the

bottom-right corner of the window to change the opacity of the shape.

Figure 151: Fill color – opacity

4. Click OK.

How do I change the stroke (border) color or width of a shape or symbol?
To change the stroke color of a shape or symbol:

1. Click on a shape or symbol.

2. From the Edit toolbar, click .
3. Click the Stroke Color option. The Stroke Color window appears. Use the Figure 151, Figure 149,

or Figure 150 tab.
4. Click OK.

To change the stroke width of a shape or symbol:

1. Click on a shape.
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2. From the Edit toolbar, click .
3. Select the desired width from the Stroke drop-down menu.

What are the align element options?
The following table lists the Align Element options.
Table 203: Align elements options
Options Description
Align Top Align all symbols to the top most edge of the first symbol you

selected.
Align Bottom Align all symbols to the bottom most edge of the first symbol you

selected.
Align Left Align all symbols to the left most edge of the first symbol you

selected.
Align Right Align all symbols to the right most edge of the first symbol you

selected.
Align Horizontal Center Align all symbols to the horizontal center of the first symbol you

selected.
Align Vertical Center Align all symbols to the vertical center of the first symbol you

selected.

When you select multiple objects by dragging the mouse across them, the first selected symbol is
not based on the symbol's location within the graphic, but on the order in which it was originally
added to the graphic. We recommend that you first click the symbol with which you want to align
other symbols. Once you have selected that symbol, hold down the Shift key while you drag the
mouse across additional symbols to select them (you can also use Ctrl + click to select additional
symbols).
The align options in the Edit Toolbar are typically used for a selection of multiple elements and
not for a single element. In general, when completing multiple actions in the Graphics Editor, we
recommend working in Google Chrome and using the following workflow:

1. Create or draw the element or group of elements.
2. Align the element or group of elements.
3. Rotate the element or groups of elements.

The following restrictions apply to the Align:

• The Align function is designed to align elements relative to the multiple elements selected.
When aligning a single element, the Align (Horizontal) function aligns a single element
vertically on the graphic canvas. The Align (Vertical) function aligns a single element
horizontally on the Graphic Canvas. To align a single element, manually move the element to
the horizontal and vertical location on the Graphic Canvas.

How do I align multiple shapes, images, or symbols?
To align multiple shapes, images, or symbols:

1. Click and select on the shapes, images, or symbols.

2. From the Edit toolbar, click .
3. Click on an Align Element option.
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Figure 152: Align options

What are the order options?
The following table lists the order options.
Table 204: Order options
Options Description
Bring to front Moves the selected graphic element to the top layer.

Keyboard shortcut: Ctrl+Shift+]
Bring forward Moves the selected graphic element forward one layer.

Keyboard shortcut: Ctrl+]
Send to back Moves the selected graphic element back one layer.

Keyboard shortcut: Ctrl+[
Send backward Moves the selected graphic element to the bottom layer.

Keyboard shortcut: Ctrl+Shift+[

How do I order a shape, image, or symbol?
To order a shape, image, or symbol:

1. Click on a shape, image, or symbol.

2. From the Edit toolbar, click .
3. Click on an Order option.

Figure 153: Order options

How do I copy the formatting from one shape or symbol to similar shape or
symbol?
To copy the formatting from one shape or symbol to similar shape or symbol:

1. Click on a shape or symbol.
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2. Click  to copy the formatting of the shape or symbol.

3. Hover over a similar shape or symbol. The  appears next to your mouse cursor.
Click on the shape or symbol to paste the formatting onto the shape or symbol.

Not all symbols support the copy formatting function, including symbols for coil assemblies.
However, most shapes and symbols support persistent formatting. For example, if you set the
stroke width and fill color of a shape or symbol and then drag the same or similar symbol onto the
Graphic Canvas, the formatting persists for the new shape or symbol.

Edit Toolbars

How do I edit the properties of a line?
To edit the properties of a line, use the following Edit toolbar options.

Figure 154: Edit Toolbar – Line

Table 205: Edit Toolbar – Line
Button Name Description and additional options

Color Changes the stroke color and stroke width of the line.

Align Element Aligns the line to the first element selected or to the Graphic
Canvas boundaries.

Order Orders the line on the active layer of the Graphic Canvas.

Duplicate Copies and pastes a duplicate line onto the Graphic Canvas.

Copy Formatting Copies the properties of the line. Click the target line to paste the
common properties onto the target line or shape.

Custom Behaviors Applies a Custom Behavior to the line.

Delete Deletes the line.

How do I edit the properties of text?
To edit the properties of text, use the following Edit toolbar options.

Figure 155: Edit Toolbar – Text
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Table 206: Edit Toolbar – Text
Button Name Description

Align
Element

Aligns the text to the first element selected or to the Graphic Canvas
boundaries.

Order Orders the text on the active layer of the Graphic Canvas.

Format Text
Options

Opens the Format Text options.
Allows you to bold, italicize, and underline the text.
Allows you to select the text font type:
• Arial

• Comic Sans MS

• Courier New

• Georgia

• Times New Roman

• Trebuchet MS

• Verdana
Allows you to select the text size, color, and uppercase letters.

Duplicate Copies and pastes a duplicate text onto the Graphic Canvas.

Copy
Formatting

Copies the properties of the text. Click the target text to paste the
common properties onto the target text or shape.

Custom
Behaviors

Applies a Custom Behavior to the text.

Delete Deletes the text.

How do I edit the properties of an image?
To edit the properties of an image, use the following Edit toolbar options.

Figure 156: Edit Toolbar – Image

Table 207: Edit Toolbar – Image
Button Name Description

Align Element Aligns the image to the first element selected or to the Graphic
Canvas boundaries.

Order Orders the image on the active layer of the Graphic Canvas.

Duplicate Copies and pastes a duplicate image onto the Graphic Canvas.
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Table 207: Edit Toolbar – Image
Button Name Description

Custom
Behaviors

Applies a Custom Behavior to the image.

Bindings Binds the shape or symbol to either a point to display status or to a
Space dashboard or an Equipment dashboard for navigation.

Delete Deletes the image.

How do I edit the properties of a shape or symbol?
To edit the properties of a shape (including a path shape) or symbol, use the following Edit toolbar
options.

Note: Options vary per shape and symbol.

Figure 157: Edit Toolbar – Shape

Table 208: Edit Toolbar – Shape
Button Name Description and additional options

Property Panel Allows to you change various properties of a shape or symbol.
See specific symbol for more information on the properties
available.

Color Changes the fill color, stroke color, and stroke width of the
shape.

Align Element Aligns the shape to the Graphic Canvas boundaries.

Order Orders the shape on the active layer of the Graphic Canvas.

Duplicate Copies and pastes a duplicate shape onto the Graphic Canvas.

Copy Formatting Copies the properties of the shape or symbol. Click the target
shape or symbol to paste the common properties onto the
target shape or symbol.

Custom
Behaviors

Applies a Custom Behavior to the shape.

Bindings Binds the shape or symbol to either a point to display status
or to a Space dashboard or an Equipment dashboard for
navigation.

Delete Deletes the shape.
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How do I edit the properties of multiple-selected of shapes, images, and symbols?
To edit the properties of multiple-selected (not yet grouped) shapes, images, or symbols, use the
following Edit toolbar options.

Note: Options vary depending on the types of shapes, images, or symbols selected.

Figure 158: Edit Toolbar – Multiple Shapes, Images, or Symbols

Table 209: Edit Toolbar – Multiple Shapes, Images, or Symbols
Button Name Description

Align Element Aligns the element to the first element selected or to the Graphic
Canvas boundaries.

Order Orders the element on the active layer of the graphic canvas.

Duplicate Copies and pastes a duplicate element onto the graphic canvas.

Group Groups shapes, images, or symbols. The group option appears
when multiple shapes, images or symbols are selected. The
ungroup option appears when a single group of shapes, images,
or symbols is selected.

Intersection Retains the overlapping areas and removes the non-overlapping
areas of the selected shapes. This option is only enabled when
two closed shapes are selected on the Graphic Canvas.

Delete Deletes the group or selected shapes, images, or symbols.

How do I edit the properties of a group of shapes, images, and symbols?
To edit the properties of a group of shapes, images, and symbols, use the following Edit toolbar
options.

Figure 159: Edit Toolbar – Group

Table 210: Edit Toolbar – Group
Button Name Description

Align Element Aligns the group to the first element selected or to the Graphic
Canvas boundaries.

Order Orders the group on the active layer of the graphic canvas.
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Table 210: Edit Toolbar – Group
Button Name Description

Duplicate Copies and pastes a duplicate group onto the graphic canvas.

Ungroup Ungroups the grouping of shapes, images, or symbols. The
ungroup option appears when a single group of shapes, images, or
symbols is selected.

Edit Group Allows you to drag and drop supported shapes and symbols into
the group. Also allows you to move the group on the Graphic
Canvas and set properties of the group.

Delete Deletes the group or selected shapes, images, or symbols.

Working with Drawing Tools and Shapes

How do I open the Drawing Tools And Shapes panel?

To open the Drawing Tools And Shapes panel, click  in the Graphics Editor.

What shapes are available in the Drawing Tools And Shapes panel?
There are three categories of shapes in the Drawing Tools And Shapes panel:

• Basic Shapes
• Arrow Shapes
• Flowchart Shapes

What are the drawing tools available in the Drawing Tools And Shapes
panel?
The following table lists the available drawing tools.
Table 211: Drawing Tools
Tool Name Description

Select Tool Selects a shape or symbol on the Graphic Canvas.
Keyboard shortcut: v

Pan Tool Pan the Graphic Canvas.
Keyboard shortcut: h

Line Tool Draws a line.
Keyboard shortcut: l

Note: The keyboard shortcut for this shape
selects the shape from the Drawing Tools. You
must click and drag your cursor on the Graphic
Canvas to draw the shape.

Path Tool Draws a custom shape.
Keyboard shortcut: p

Note: The keyboard shortcut for this shape
selects the shape from the Drawing Tools. You
must click and drag your cursor on the Graphic
Canvas to draw the shape.
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Table 211: Drawing Tools
Tool Name Description

Text Tool Adds text on the Graphic Canvas or to label a shape
or a symbol.
Keyboard shortcut: t

Note: The keyboard shortcut for this shape
selects the shape from the Drawing Tools. You
must click and drag your cursor on the Graphic
Canvas to draw the shape.

Image Tool Adds an image from your computer.
Note: The following file formats are supported:
.jpg, .jpeg, .png, .gif, and .bmp. The maxi-
mum supported file size is 1 MB.

How do I pan the Graphic Canvas?
When zoomed in to the Graphic Canvas, portions of the Graphic Canvas may be hidden.
To pan the Graphic Canvas to view the hidden portions of the Graphic Canvas:

1. Click on the Pan Tool icon in the Drawing Tools And Shapes panel.
2. Click on and drag the Graphic Canvas.

How do I draw a line?
To draw a line, do one of the following:

• Click on the Line Tool icon in the Drawing Tools And Shapes panel and hold the left-click
button of the mouse. Drag the line to the Graphic Canvas and draw the line to the desired
length.

• Click on the Line Tool icon. Click on the Graphic Canvas and draw the line to the desired length.

What is the Path tool and how do I use it?
The Path tool allows you to create a custom shape. You can use the Path tool to draw a shape not
available from the Basic Shapes, Arrow Shapes, and Flowchart Shapes. You can also use the Path
tool to draw a shape over a floor of a building or a room on a floor plan. You can use the Path tool
on the floor of a building to navigate to that floor's Space dashboard or use the Path tool over the
room on a floor plan to display a thermographic of the temperature status.
To use the Path tool to draw a custom shape (straight lines and curves):

1. Click on the Path Tool icon in the Drawing Tools And Shapes panel. The cursor changes to a
plus icon.

2. Click on the Graphic Canvas to create an anchor point and begin drawing the custom shape.

Note: This first anchor point appears red on the Graphics Canvas. The default anchor
point type is straight line. See step 6 for creating curves.

3. Continue clicking on the Graphic Canvas to draw the shape.
4. Click on the first place you clicked (the red anchor point) for the shape to complete drawing

the shape. A blue selection box frames the shape.
5. Double-click on the shape to activate the Edit function and use the Edit toolbar to edit the

properties of the custom shape.
6. To create a curve, right-click on the desired anchor point and select Curved.
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To use the Path Tool to trace a floor of a building for navigation to the floor's Space dashboard or to
an Equipment dashboard:

1. Ensure you have a background image of your building added to the Graphics Canvas.
2. Add a layer to your graphic.
3. Click on the Path Too icon in the Drawing Tools And Shapes panel. The cursor changes to a

plus icon.
4. Click on the Graphic Canvas to create an anchor point and begin drawing the path shape to

outline the floor.

Note: This first anchor point appears red on the Graphics Canvas. The default anchor
point type is straight line. See step 8 for creating curves.

5. Continue clicking on the Graphic Canvas to draw the outline of the floor.
6. Click on the first place you clicked (the red anchor point) for the shape to complete drawing

the outline of the floor. A blue selection box frames the shape.
7. Double-click on the shape to activate the Edit function.
8. To create a curve, right-click on the desired anchor point and select Curved.

9. From the Edit toolbar, click  to change the opacity of the path shape.
10. Click the Fill Color option. The Fill Color window appears. Use the Opac slider or field in the

bottom-right corner of the window to change the opacity of the path shape. Click OK.

11. From the Edit toolbar, click  to bind the path shape to a Space dashboard or Equipment
dashboard. The Binding panel opens.

12. From the Binding panel – Explicit tab, click on the desired space or equipment and drag it to
the Navigation field under the Edit toolbar Bindings option. Alternatively, select the Network
tab from the Bindings panel, click on the desired Point and drag it to the navigation field under
the Edit toolbar Bindings option.

Figure 160: Binding – navigation example

To use the Path tool to outline a room on a floor plan and then bind to a point to view the point
status:

1. Ensure you have a background image of your floor plan added to the Graphics Canvas.
2. Click on the Path Tool icon in the Drawing Tools And Shapes panel. The cursor changes to a

plus icon.
3. Click on the Graphic Canvas to create an anchor point and begin drawing the path shape to

outline the room.

Note: This first anchor point appears red on the Graphics Canvas. The default anchor
point type is straight line. See step 7 for creating curves.
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4. Continue clicking on the Graphic Canvas to draw the outline of the room.
5. Click on the first place you clicked (the red anchor point) for the shape to complete drawing

the outline of the room. A blue selection box frames the shape.
6. Double-click on the shape to activate the Edit function.
7. To create a curve, right-click on the desired anchor point and select Curved.

8. From the Edit toolbar, click  to change the opacity of the path shape.
9. Click the Fill Color option. The Fill Color window appears. Use the Opac slider or field in the

bottom-right corner of the window to change the opacity of the path shape. Click OK.

10. From the Edit toolbar, click  to bind the path shape to a Space dashboard or Equipment
dashboard. The Binding panel opens.

11. From the Binding Panel – Explicit tab, select the desired point and drag it to the bound point
field under the Edit toolbar Bindings option. Alternatively, select the Network tab from the
Bindings panel, click on the desired Point and drag it to the navigation field under the Edit
toolbar Bindings option.

12. Select the Bound Point check box.

Figure 161: Binding – point example

Note: A path takes a point's status color over the fill color. This means that the fill color of the
shape you draw with the path tool automatically matches the status color of the point to which
you bind the shape, even if you choose a different fill color. The status color appears as defined
in the System Preferences in the Graphic Settings tab in SMP.

What is the Edit function within the Path tool?
The Edit function allows you to edit an existing path created by using the Path tool. This function
includes paths that are created in Metasys UI versions 2.1 and 3.0.

How do I activate the Edit function within the Path tool?
Double-click on an existing path that was created by using the Path tool to activate the Edit
function.

Note: When the Edit function is activated, the Path Tool icon is highlighted in the library, and

all anchor points appear. The Path tool cursor icon changes to a Path tool plus cursor icon 
when you move your cursor on the path stroke, and it changes to a Path tool drag cursor icon

 when you move your cursor on an anchor point.
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How do I edit an existing path created with the Path tool?
1. Double-click on the path to activate the Edit function. When the edit function is activated, all

anchor points appear.

Note: You need to double-click on the actual path and not the selection box to activate
the Edit function, as the Edit function is disabled outside the path boundary.

2. Edit the path shape as desired by moving the anchor points.

How do I edit an existing path created by the Path tool which is grouped
with other elements?
1. Double-click on the group to enable the group edit.
2. Double-click on the path in the group to activate the Edit function. When the Edit function is

activated, all anchor points appear.

Note: You need to double-click on the actual path and not the selection frame to activate
the Edit function, as the Edit function is disabled outside the path boundary.

3. Edit the path shape as desired.

How do I add new anchor and control points to an existing path?
To add new anchor and control points to an existing path (straight line):

1. Double-click on the existing path to activate the Edit function.

2. Move your cursor on the path stroke and the Path tool plus cursor icon  appears. When
you move your cursor onto a line, the line turns blue.

Note: When you move your cursor out of the path area,  changes back to your
standard cursor icon.

3. Move the cursor along the line until you see the add point cursor with a blue dot, which shows
you the exact location of the proposed new point:

4. Click on the line with the blue dot to create the proposed anchor point.

To add new anchor and control points to an existing path (curve):

1. Double-click on the existing path to activate the Edit function.

2. Move your cursor on the path stroke and the Path tool plus cursor icon  appears. When
you move your cursor onto a curve, the curve turns blue.

Note: When you move your cursor out of the path area,  changes back to your
standard cursor icon.
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3. Move the cursor along the curve until you see the add point cursor with a blue dot, which
shows you the exact location of the proposed new point:

4. Click on the curve with the blue dot to create the proposed anchor point with control handles.

Note: This action does not change the shape of the curve. See How can I edit a path or
shape by dragging points? for information about changing the shape of the curve.

Is there a restriction on the number of anchor and control points that can be
added?
There is no restriction on point addition. You can add a point to an existing point, for example.

How can I edit a path or shape by dragging points?
When the Edit function is activated, all anchor points appear. You can edit the path or shape by
moving these anchor points:
1. Hold the left-click button of the mouse to select a point for dragging.
2. Drag the point to change the form of the path or shape.
3. Press Esc to complete the editing.
4. Move the path or shape to your desired location on the canvas.

See also How do I convert anchor point types?.

Note: When you work with MAC IOS version 10.13.1 (Safari version 11.0.1), the graphic
reverts to its original shape after you edit the path and move it on the canvas. To prevent this,
complete the following steps:

1. Hold the left-click button of the mouse to select a point for dragging.
2. Drag the point to change the form of the path or shape.
3. Press Esc to complete the editing.
4. Click SAVE.
5. Click EXIT to exit the Graphics Editor.
6. Reopen the edited graphic in the Graphics Editor.
7. Move the graphic on the canvas as desired.

How do I convert anchor point types?
To change the anchor point from curved to straight or vice versa:
1. Right-click the anchor point that you want to change and the Path Editing window displays.
2. Select Curved or Straight accordingly.

Note: You cannot convert points on multiple layers, as the path editing option only applies to
the active layer at any given time.
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How can I delete anchor and control points?
To delete an anchor point or a control point (with control handles):

1. Right-click the anchor or control point that you want to delete and the Path Editing window
displays.

2. Select Delete.
Notes:

• You can only delete anchor points if there are more than three.
• After you delete a point, the adjoining points are connected and the shape changes

accordingly.
• You cannot delete points from multiple layers, as the path editing option only applies to the

active layer at any given time.

Is the Graphics Canvas disabled while the Edit function is activated?
No, the Graphics Canvas is not disabled while the Edit function is activated.

What happens when I click on the Tab button on my keyboard while the
Edit function is activated?
When you click on the Tab button while in Edit function:

• The first click moves you out of the editing mode.
• The second click works as usual and takes you to the next element on the Graphics Canvas.

How do I exit the Edit function?
To exit the Edit function you can press Esc or any other supported keyboard shortcut keys, except P,
H, Zoom in and Zoom out.

How do I add text?
To add text:

1. Click on the Text Tool icon in the Drawing Tools And Shapes panel.
2. Click on the Graphic Canvas.
3. Enter the text.

How do I add an image?
To add an image (not a background image):

1. Click on the Image Tool icon in the Drawing Tools And Shapes panel. When you hover your

cursor over the Graphic Canvas,  appears as your cursor.
2. Click in the location you would like the image placed. The Import File window appears.
3. Click Choose file. The Open dialog box appears.
4. Browse to the image location and select the image. Click Open.

Note: The following file formats are supported: .jpg, .jpeg, .png, .gif, and .bmp.

5. In the Import file window, click SAVE.
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How do I intersect two shapes?
Retains the overlapping areas and removes the non-overlapping areas of the selected shapes. This
option is only enabled when two closed shapes are selected on the Graphic Canvas. To intersect two
shapes that overlap each other:

1. Draw two shapes that overlap each other. Or select two shapes that overlap each other.

2. Click . The intersected shapes are now one shape on the Graphic Canvas.

Basic Shapes

What are the available Basic shapes?
The following table lists Basic shapes available. Select a Basic shape, click on the Graphic Canvas,
and drag your cursor to draw an arrow. Or drag and drop a Basic shape onto the Graphic Canvas.
Table 212: Basic shapes
Shape Name Description

Rectangle Draws a rectangle.
Keyboard shortcut: r

Note: The keyboard shortcut selects the shape. You
must click and drag your cursor on the graphic canvas to
draw the shape.

Square Draws a square.
Keyboard shortcut: s

Note: The keyboard shortcut selects the shape. You
must click and drag your cursor on the graphic canvas to
draw the shape.

Ellipse Draws an ellipse.
Keyboard shortcut: e

Note: The keyboard shortcut selects the shape. You
must click and drag your cursor on the graphic canvas to
draw the shape.

Circle Draws a circle.
Keyboard shortcut: c

Note: The keyboard shortcut selects the shape. You
must click and drag your cursor on the graphic canvas to
draw the shape.

Triangle Draws a triangle.

Arrow Shapes

What are the available Arrow shapes?
The following table lists the Arrow shapes available. Select an arrow, click on the Graphic Canvas,
and drag your cursor to draw an arrow. Or drag and drop an arrow onto the Graphic Canvas.
Table 213: Arrow shapes
Shape Name

Left Arrow

Right Arrow
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Table 213: Arrow shapes
Shape Name

Down Arrow

Up Arrow

Bidirectional Arrow
Curved Right Arrow

Curved Left Arrow

Curved Down Arrow

Curved Up Arrow

Right Elbow Arrow

Left Elbow Arrow

Left Elbow Combo Arrow

Right Elbow Combo Arrow

Flowchart Shapes

What are the available Flowchart shapes?
The following table lists the Flowchart shapes available. Select a flowchart shape, click on the
Graphic Canvas, and drag your cursor to draw a flowchart shape. Or drag and drop a Flowchart
shape onto the Graphic Canvas.
Table 214: Flowchart shapes
Shape Name Shape

(Continued)
Name (Continued)

Process Summing Junction

Alternate Process Or

Decision Collate

Data Sort

Predefined Process Extract

Internal Storage Merge

Document Stored Data

Multi-Document Delay

Terminator Sequential Access Storage

Preparation Magnetic Disk

Manual Input Direct Access Storage

Manual Operation Display
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Table 214: Flowchart shapes
Shape Name Shape

(Continued)
Name (Continued)

Connector Chevron

Off-Page Connector Pentagon

Card Right Arrow Callout

Punched Tape

Working with Symbols

What is the Custom Symbols directory?
The Custom Symbols directory is a folder that contains the customized symbols that you import
in Metasys UI and JCT. You need to import this folder separately for Metasys UI and JCT, as the
Metasys UI and JCT modes do not share the same folder location. See How do I import and export
Custom Symbols in JCT?

What happens to the Custom Symbols directory when I upgrade the
application?
You need to export the Custom Symbols directory before you upgrade the application. Once the
upgrade is complete, you need to import the directory.

How do I create a new Custom Symbol?
To create a Custom Symbol, refer to the Metasys UI Custom Symbols Technical Bulletin (LIT-12013054).

How do I import and export Custom Symbols in JCT?
To import a Custom Symbol, follow the steps below:
1. Click the User menu icon.
2. Click Feature Management.
3. Click Graphics Manager.
4. Click Tools in the panel on the left.
5. Click IMPORT CUSTOM SYMBOLS.
6. Click Choose File and then browse to and select the relevant .zip file.

Important: An import overwrites existing Custom Symbols. Ensure that the imported
.zip file is all-inclusive. The file must be a .zip file and the file size must not exceed 1GB.

7. Select the check box to confirm that the file you import is free from malicious code.
8. Click IMPORT.

To export a Custom Symbol, follow the steps below:
1. Click the User menu icon.
2. Click Feature Management.
3. Click Graphics Manager.
4. Click Tools in the panel on the left.
5. Click EXPORT CUSTOM SYMBOLS.
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How do I work with symbols?
To add a symbol to a graphic, follow the steps below:

1. Click .
2. Select the symbol category from the alphabetical list.
3. Select a symbol and drag it to the Graphics Canvas.

To add a custom symbol to a graphic, follow the steps below:

1. Click .
2. Select Custom Symbols from the alphabetical list.
3. Click the expansion arrow left of Custom Symbols to see the folder tree.

Note: The folder structure you create on the Site Director or Web Application computer
(SCT computer) determines the folder structure within the custom symbol library. If
you create no extra folders in that location, you can only see the standard Metasys UI
categories in the symbol library.

4. Expand the sub-folder in the folder tree to see the symbols themselves.

Note: Symbols that are not in a sub-folder display above the list of sub-folders.

5. Select a symbol and drag it to the Graphics Canvas.
See the standard Metasys UI symbol categories in this Help for information on Property panel
properties and Binding properties of the symbols.

• Basic Symbols
• Air Coils
• Air Dampers
• Air Fans
• Air Filters
• Air Handing Unit (Packaged)
• Air Sensors
• Boilers
• Chilled Beams
• Chillers
• Cooling Towers
• CRAC Units (Packaged)
• Ductwork
• Electrical
• Fan Coil Units
• Fire
• Floor Plan
• Heat Exchangers
• Lighting
• Meters
• Network
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• Pipes
• Roof Top Units (Packaged)
• Security
• Terminal Units
• VRF Systems
• Water Pumps
• Water Sensors
• Water Valves

To edit a symbol (size, copy, paste, delete, rotate, group, or ungroup), see Working with the Graphic
Canvas: editing a graphic.
To edit common properties of a symbol, see Common Properties.
To use the Edit toolbar options for a symbol, see Edit Toolbars.
To edit bindings for a symbol, see Working with Bindings.

What are the features available for symbols?
The following features are available for symbols:

• Most symbols contain default alias bindings, represented by short names for points. When
you use a symbol and the point exists on the equipment, the symbol is automatically bound to
the point for real data display at view time. For most symbols with default alias bindings, if the
point does not resolve at view time, the symbol does not display. However, a few symbols are
exceptions to this behavior, including the Key Data Module. In general, to see a symbol at view
time that does not have a resolvable point binding, delete the binding from the Binding List of
the Edit toolbar.

Note: If the short names for points do not match the default alias bindings, the point
bindings do not resolve.

• If a symbol is not bound to at least one point, it does not display animation at view time. Some
symbols may not appear if not bound to a point.

• To see all point bindings of a symbol in the Graphics Editor, select Show All.
• If a symbol has a default click action, navigation binding is not available on the symbol. For

example, all value box symbols do not have navigation binding available.
• For symbols with similar properties, once you set the properties of a symbol on the Graphic

Canvas, any subsequent symbol placed on the Graphic Canvas inherits the first symbol's
properties. This functionality is useful when working with Ductwork, Pipe, and Basic symbols.

• Custom symbols are not available. However, you can use shapes and other symbols to create a
custom symbol per graphic.
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Basic Symbols

What are the available Basic Symbols?
Table 215: Basic Symbols

Basic Value Box

Advance Value Box

Key Data Module Button

Linear Gauge

Semi-Circular Gauge

Switch State Circle

State Triangle State Square

Basic Fan

Johnson Controls Logo
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Table 215: Basic Symbols

Home Droplet
Thermometer

Attribute Binding Symbol

What are the properties available for the Basic Symbols?
Property Panel Properties
The following Basic Symbols have Show Status, Show Units, Show Value, Show Range, or
combination of those Property panel properties: Advanced Value Box, Basic Value Box, Linear
Gauge, Semi Circular Gauge, and Attribute Binding Symbol.
The following Basic Symbols have Initial State (Expanded or Collapsed) or Is Hidden Property panel
properties: Advanced Value Box, Button and Key Data Module.
The following Basic Symbols have Maximum Value, Minimum Value, and States (State 0, State 1,
State 2, State 3, All Other States, and Number of States) Property panel properties: Linear Gauge,
Semi Circular Gauge, State Circle, State Triangle, State Square, and Switch 2 State.
The following Basic Symbol has Show Attribute Units, Show Present Value, and Show Attribute
Name Property panel properties, in addition to Show Status: Attribute Binding Symbol.
Binding Properties
The following Basic Symbols have generic value binding properties: Advanced Value Box, Basic
Value Box, State Circle, State Triangle, and State Square.
The following Basic Symbols have gauge or switch value binding properties: Linear Gauge, Semi
Circular Gauge, and Switch 2 State.
The following Basic Symbols have navigation binding properties: Button and Home.
The following Basic Symbol has attribute Binding properties: Attribute Binding Symbol.

What additional information is available for the Basic Value Box
The following limitations affect the Basic Value Box symbol:

• When increasing the stroke/border width to 10 points or higher, the stroke/border overlaps
the text within the Basic Value Box.

What additional information is available for the Key Data Module symbol?
The Key Data Module can contain up to 10 Key Data Items (bindings). Unlike the Key Data Module
in the Graphic Generation Tool symbol library, the Key Data Item is not a separate symbol. Instead,
you can drag and drop points from the Bindings panel to the Key Data Module. The points are
added to the bottom of the list.
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The Key Data Module symbol does not support grouping with other elements or symbols and does
not support the Key Data Items being grouped within the Key Data Module symbol.
The Key Data Module does not automatically resize and does not remove Key Data Items if the
points do not resolve.

What additional information is available for the Button symbol?
You can enter a label in text field of the Property panel. However, the label fits in the button
depending on the width of the Button, up to the maximum width size. You can set width to the
minimum value of 150 and the maximum value of 1900.

What additional information is available for the Linear Gauge symbol?
The default orientation of the Linear Gauge is vertical. You can set the orientation to vertical or
horizontal in the Property panel.

What are the Property panel properties and Binding properties available for the
Basic Fan symbol?
The Basic Fan Property panel property for Impeller Direction can be set to Clockwise or
Counterclockwise.
Table 216: Basic Fan Binding Properties
Binding Animation Available
Fan Value Yes

What additional information is available for the Johnson Controls® Logo symbol?
The Property panel property for the Johnson Controls® Logo symbol allows you to select an all-
white logo, color logo, or all-black logo.

What are the Property panel properties and the Binding properties available for the
Droplet symbol?
Table 217: Droplet Binding Properties
Binding Short Name Animation Available
Outside Air
Humidity

OA-H No

What are the Binding properties available for the Thermometer symbol?
Table 218: Thermometer Binding Properties
Binding Short Name Animation Available
Outside Air
Temperature

OA-T No
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Air Coils

What are the available Air Coil symbols?
Table 219: Air Coils
Water Coil

Heating-Cooling Coil
DX Coil

Electric Coil
Gas Coil

Steam Humidifier
Integral Face and Bypass Coil

Two Way Valve
Three Way Valve

Three Way Valve with Pump
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Table 219: Air Coils
Three Way Valve with Recirculation Pump

Three Way Valve Fail Bypass with Pump
Three Way Valve with Recirculation Pump with
Check Valve

What are the properties available for the Air Coil symbols?
Property Panel
The following Air Coil symbols have no Property panel properties: DX Coil, Electric Coil, Gas Coil,
Heating-Cooling Coil, and Steam Humidifier.
The Water Coil and the Integral Face and Bypass Coil have a Coil Mode Property panel property,
where you can select either Heat or Cool.
The Air Coil Standard Pipe Assembly symbols have the following Property panel properties:

• Branch One Pipe Type
- Chilled Water Supply
- Condenser Water Supply
- Hot Water Supply
- Chilled Water Return (not available for Air Coil Standard Pipe Assembly symbols with

pumps)
- Condenser Water Return (not available for Air Coil Standard Pipe Assembly symbols with

pumps)
- Hot Water Return (not available for Air Coil Standard Pipe Assembly symbols with pumps)

• Branch Two Pipe Type
- Chilled Water Supply (not available for Air Coil Standard Pipe Assembly symbols with

pumps)
- Condenser Water Supply (not available for Air Coil Standard Pipe Assembly symbols with

pumps)
- Hot Water Supply (not available for Air Coil Standard Pipe Assembly symbols with pumps)
- Chilled Water Return
- Condenser Water Return
- Hot Water Return

The Three Way Valve with Pump, Three Way Valve with Recirculation Pump, Three Way Valve Fail
Bypass with Pump, and the Three Way Valve with Recirculation Pump with Check Valve have a Pump
Color Property panel property as well.
Snapping
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All Air Coil coil symbols snap to all horizontal ducts in the Ductwork symbols. The pipes of the Air
Coil coil symbols also snap to Air-type pipes, except the Electric Coil.
All Air Coil valve symbols snap to the Water Valve Air-side symbols.

What are the Binding properties available for the Water Coil symbol?
Table 220: Water Coil Binding Properties
Binding Short Name Animation Available
Water Coil
Primary Value

CLG-O Yes

Water Coil
Secondary Value

N/A No

Navigation N/A No

What are the Binding properties available for the Heating-Cooling Coil symbol?
Table 221: Heating-Cooling Coil Binding Properties
Binding Short Name Animation Available
Heating Cooling
Coil Primary
Value

HC-O Yes

Heating Cooling
Coil Secondary
Mode

SUMWIN-C Yes

Navigation N/A No

What are the Binding properties available for the DX Coil symbol?
Table 222: DX Coil Binding Properties
Binding Short Name Animation Available
DX Stage 1 Value CLG1-C Yes
DX Stage 2 Value CLG2-C Yes
DX Stage 3 Value CLG3-C Yes
DX Stage 4 Value CLG4-C Yes
DX Stage 5 Value CLG5-C Yes
DX Stage 6 Value CLG6-C Yes
DX Stage 7 Value CLG7-C Yes
DX Stage 7 Value CLG8-C Yes
Navigation N/A No

What are the Binding properties available for the Electric Coil symbol?
Table 223: Electric Coil Binding Properties
Binding Short Name Animation Available
Electric Heating
Coil 1 Value

PH1-C Yes

Electric Heating
Coil 2 Value

PH2-C Yes
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Table 223: Electric Coil Binding Properties
Binding Short Name Animation Available
Electric Heating
Coil 3 Value

PH3-C Yes

Electric Heating
Coil 4 Value

PH4-C Yes

Electric Heating
Coil 5 Value

PH5-C Yes

Electric Heating
Coil 6 Value

PH6-C Yes

Electric Heating
Coil 7 Value

PH7-C Yes

Electric Heating
Coil 8 Value

PH8-C Yes

Navigation N/A No

What are the Binding properties available for the Gas Coil symbol?
Table 224: Gas Coil Binding Properties
Binding Short Name Animation Available
Gas Coil Primary
Value

HTG-O Yes

Gas Coil
Secondary Value

N/A No

Navigation N/A No

What are the Binding properties available for the Steam Humidifier symbol?
Table 225: Steam Humidifier Binding Properties
Binding Short Name Animation Available
Steam Humidifier
Primary Value

HUM-O Yes

Steam Humidifier
Coil Secondary
Value

N/A No

Navigation N/A No

What are the Binding properties available for the Integral Face and Bypass Coil
symbol?
Table 226: Integral Face and Bypass Coil Binding Properties
Binding Short Name Animation Available
Face and Bypass
Coil Primary
Value

PH-O Yes

Face and Bypass
Damper Primary
Value

PHFBD-O Yes
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Table 226: Integral Face and Bypass Coil Binding Properties
Binding Short Name Animation Available
Face and Bypass
Coil Secondary
Value

N/A No

Face and
Bypass Damper
Secondary Value

N/A No

Navigation N/A No

What are the Binding properties available for the Two Way Valve symbol?
Table 227: Two Way Valve Binding Properties
Binding Short Name Animation Available
Valve Primary
Value

CLG-O No

Valve Secondary
Value

N/A No

Well
Temperature One
Primary Value

N/A No

Well
Temperature
One Secondary
Setpoint

N/A No

Well
Temperature Two
Primary Value

N/A No

Well
Temperature
Two Secondary
Setpoint

N/A No

Navigation N/A No

What are the Binding properties available for the Three Way Valve symbol?
Table 228: Three Way Valve Binding Properties
Binding Short Name Animation Available
Valve Primary
Value

CLG-O No

Valve Secondary
Value

N/A No

Well
Temperature One
Primary Value

N/A No
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Table 228: Three Way Valve Binding Properties
Binding Short Name Animation Available
Well
Temperature
One Secondary
Setpoint

N/A No

Well
Temperature Two
Primary Value

N/A No

Well
Temperature
Two Secondary
Setpoint

N/A No

Navigation N/A No

What are the Binding properties available for the Three Way Valve with Pump
symbol?
Table 229: Three Way Valve with Pump Binding Properties
Binding Short Name Animation Available
Pump Primary
Status

PUMP-S Yes

Pump Secondary
Command

PUMP-C No

Variable
Frequency Drive
Primary Output

PUMP-O No

Variable
Frequency
Secondary
Feedback

PUMP-FB No

Valve Primary
Value

CLG-O No

Valve Secondary
Value

N/A No

Well
Temperature One
Primary Value

N/A No

Well
Temperature
One Secondary
Setpoint

N/A No

Well
Temperature Two
Primary Value

N/A No
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Table 229: Three Way Valve with Pump Binding Properties
Binding Short Name Animation Available
Well
Temperature
Two Secondary
Setpoint

N/A No

Navigation N/A No

What are the Binding properties available for the Three Way Valve with
Recirculation Pump symbol?
Table 230: Three Way Valve with Recirculation Pump Binding Properties
Binding Short Name Animation Available
Pump Primary
Status

PUMP-S Yes

Pump Secondary
Command

PUMP-C No

Variable
Frequency Drive
Primary Output

PUMP-O No

Variable
Frequency
Secondary
Feedback

PUMP-FB No

Valve Primary
Value

CLG-O No

Valve Secondary
Value

N/A No

Well
Temperature One
Primary Value

N/A No

Well
Temperature
One Secondary
Setpoint

N/A No

Well
Temperature Two
Primary Value

N/A No

Well
Temperature
Two Secondary
Setpoint

N/A No

Navigation N/A No
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What are the Binding properties available for the Three Way Valve Fail Bypass with
Pump symbol?
Table 231: Three Way Valve Fail Bypass with Pump Binding Properties
Binding Short Name Animation Available
Pump Primary
Status

PUMP-S Yes

Pump Secondary
Command

PUMP-C No

Variable
Frequency Drive
Primary Output

PUMP-O No

Variable
Frequency
Secondary
Feedback

PUMP-FB No

Valve Primary
Value

CLG-O No

Valve Secondary
Value

N/A No

Navigation N/A No

What are the Binding properties available for the Three Way Valve with
Recirculation Pump with Check Valve symbol?
Table 232: Three Way Valve with Recirculation Pump with Check Valve Binding Properties
Binding Short Name Animation Available
Pump Primary
Status

PUMP-S Yes

Pump Secondary
Command

PUMP-C No

Variable
Frequency Drive
Primary Output

PUMP-O No

Variable
Frequency
Secondary
Feedback

PUMP-FB No

Valve Primary
Value

CLG-O No

Valve Secondary
Value

N/A No

Well
Temperature One
Primary Value

N/A No
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Table 232: Three Way Valve with Recirculation Pump with Check Valve Binding Properties
Binding Short Name Animation Available
Well
Temperature
One Secondary
Setpoint

N/A No

Well
Temperature Two
Primary Value

N/A No

Well
Temperature
Two Secondary
Setpoint

N/A No

Navigation N/A No

Air Dampers

What are the available Air Damper symbols?
Table 233: Air Dampers
Vertical Parallel Damper

Vertical Opposed Damper
Horizontal Parallel Damper

Horizontal Opposed Damper
Horizontal Round Damper

Vertical Round Damper

What are the properties available for the Air Damper symbols?
All Air Damper symbols have no Property panel properties.
All Air Damper symbols have the same Binding properties.
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Table 234: Air Damper Binding Properties
Binding Short Name Animation Available
Damper Primary
Value

MAD-O Yes

Damper
Secondary Value

N/A No

Navigation N/A No

All Air Damper symbols snap to all horizontal ducts from the Ductwork symbols.

Air Fans

What are the available Air Fan symbols?
Table 235: Air Fans
Supply Fan Direct Driven

Return Fan Direct Driven
Supply Fan Belt Driven

Return Fan Belt Driven
Vertical Fan Direct Driven

What are the properties available for the Air Fan symbols?
All Air Fan symbols have no Property panel properties.
All Air Fan symbols except the Vertical Fan Direct Driven symbol snap to all horizontal ducts from
the Ductwork symbols. The Vertical Fan Direct Driven symbol snaps to all vertical ducts from the
Ductwork symbols.
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What are the Binding properties available for the Supply Fan Direct Driven and the
Supply Fan Belt Driven symbol?
Table 236: Supply Fan Direct Driven and Supply Fan Belt Driven Binding Properties
Binding Short Name Animation Available
Supply Fan
Primary Status

SF-S Yes

Supply Fan
Secondary
Command

SF-C No

VFD Primary
Output

SF-O No

VFD Secondary
Feedback

SF-FB No

Navigation N/A No

What are the Binding properties available for the Return Fan Direct Driven and the
Return Fan Belt Driven symbols?
Table 237: Return Fan Direct Driven Return Fan Direct Driven and the Return Fan Belt Driven
Binding Properties
Binding Short Name Animation Available
Return Fan
Primary Status

RF-S Yes

Return Fan
Secondary
Command

RF-C No

VFD Primary
Output

RF-O No

VFD Secondary
Feedback

RF-FB No

Navigation N/A No

What are the Binding properties available for the Vertical Fan Direct Driven
symbol?
Table 238: Vertical Fan Belt Driven Binding Properties
Binding Short Name Animation Available
Fan Primary
Status

FAN-S Yes

Fan Secondary
Command

FAN-C No

VFD Primary
Output

FAN-O No

VFD Secondary
Feedback

FAN-FB No

Navigation N/A No
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Air Filters

What are the available Air Filter symbols?
Table 239: Air Filters

Filter UV Filter

What are the properties available for the Air Filter symbols?
Both Air Filter symbols have no Property panel properties.
Both Air Filter symbols have the same Binding properties.
Table 240: Air Filter Binding Properties
Binding Short Name Animation Available
Filter Primary
Value

PFILT-S Yes

Filter Secondary
Value

PFILT-C (for UV Filter) No

Navigation N/A No

All Air Filters snap to all horizontal duct symbols from the Ductwork symbols.

Air Handing Unit (Packaged)

What are the available Air Handling Unit (Packaged) symbols?
Table 241: Air Handling Unit (Packaged)
Base

Duct
Supply Fan

Return Fan
Energy Recovery Wheel

Heat Cool Crossover
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Table 241: Air Handling Unit (Packaged)
Vertical Parallel Damper

Vertical Opposed Damper
Horizontal Parallel Damper

Horizontal Opposed Damper
Heating Coil

Cooling Coil
Electric Coil

Steam Humidifier
Horizontal Temperature Sensor

Horizontal Temperature Sensor Bulb
Vertical Temperature Sensor Bulb

Air Filter
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Table 241: Air Handling Unit (Packaged)
Temperature & Humidity Sensor

Vertical Humidity Sensor
Vertical High Pressure Switch

Horizontal High Pressure Switch
Horizontal Low Temperature Alarm

Duct CO2

What are the properties available for the Air Handling Unit (Packaged) symbols?
All Air Handling Units (Packaged) symbols have no Property panel properties except the Duct
symbol. You can set the Background Color of the Duct symbol in the Property panel.
All Air Handling Units (Packaged) symbols snap to the Air Handling Units (Packaged) Duct symbol,
except the Duct symbol. The Duct symbol snaps to the Air Handling Units (Packaged) Base symbol.

What are the Binding properties available for the Supply Fan symbol?
Table 242: Supply Fan Binding Properties
Binding Short Name Animation Available
Supply Fan Status SF-S Yes
Supply Fan
Output

SF-O No

Supply Fan
Command

SF-C No

Supply Fan
Feedback

SF-FB No

Navigation N/A No
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What are the Binding properties available for the Return Fan symbol?
Table 243: Return Fan Binding Properties
Binding Short Name Animation Available
Return Fan
Status

RF-S Yes

Return Fan
Output

RF-O No

Return Fan
Command

RF-C No

Return Fan
Feedback

RF-FB No

Navigation N/A No

What are the Binding properties available for the Energy Recovery Wheel symbol?
Table 244: Energy Recovery Wheel Binding Properties
Binding Short Name Animation Available
Energy Recovery
Wheel Primary
Status

HRW-S Yes

Energy Recovery
Wheel Secondary
Command

HRW-C No

Navigation N/A No

What are the Binding properties available for the Heat Cool Crossover symbol?
Table 245: Heat Cool Crossover Binding Properties
Binding Short Name Animation Available
Heat Recovery
Bypass Damper
Primary Value

HREAFBD-O No

Heat Recovery
Bypass Damper
Secondary Value

N/A No

Navigation N/A No
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What are the Binding properties available for the Vertical Parallel Damper, Vertical
Opposed Damper, Horizontal Parallel Damper, and Horizontal Opposed Damper
symbols?
Table 246: Vertical Parallel Damper, Vertical Opposed Damper, Horizontal Parallel Damper,
and Horizontal Opposed Damper Binding Properties
Binding Short Name Animation Available
Damper Primary
Value

DPR-O (for Vertical Parallel Damper and
Vertical Opposed Damper)
MAD-O (for Horizontal Parallel Damper
and Horizontal Opposed Damper)

Yes

Damper
Secondary Value

N/A No

Navigation N/A No

What are the Binding properties available for the Heating Coil symbol?
Table 247: Heating Coil Binding Properties
Binding Short Name Animation Available
Heating Coil
Primary Value

HTG-O Yes

Heating Coil
Secondary Mode

N/A No

Navigation N/A No

What are the Binding properties available for the Cooling Coil symbol?
Table 248: Cooling Coil Binding Properties
Binding Short Name Animation Available
Cooling Coil
Primary Value

CLG-O Yes

Cooling Coil
Secondary Mode

N/A No

Navigation N/A No

What are the Binding properties available Electric Coil symbol?
Table 249: Electric Coil Binding Properties
Binding Short Name Animation Available
Electric Heating
Coil 1 Value

PH1-C Yes

Electric Heating
Coil 2 Value

PH2-C Yes

Electric Heating
Coil 3 Value

PH3-C Yes

Electric Heating
Coil 4 Value

PH4-C Yes

Electric Heating
Coil 5 Value

PH5-C Yes
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Table 249: Electric Coil Binding Properties
Binding Short Name Animation Available
Electric Heating
Coil 6 Value

PH6-C Yes

Electric Heating
Coil 7 Value

PH7-C Yes

Electric Heating
Coil 8 Value

PH8-C Yes

Navigation N/A No

What are the Binding properties available for the Steam Humidifier symbol?
Table 250: Steam Humidifier Binding Properties
Binding Short Name Animation Available
Steam Humidifier
Primary Value

HUM-O Yes

Steam Humidifier
Secondary Value

N/A No

Navigation N/A No

What are the Binding properties available for the Horizontal Temperature Sensor
and Horizontal Low Temperature Alarm symbols?
Table 251: Horizontal Temperature Sensor and Horizontal Low Temperature Alarm Binding
Properties
Binding Short Name Animation Available
Temperature
Low Limit with
Manual Reset
Primary Value

LT-A No

Temperature
Low Limit with
Manual Reset
Secondary Value

N/A No

Navigation N/A No

What are the Binding properties available for the Horizontal Temperature Sensor
Bulb and Vertical Temperature Sensor Bulb symbols?
Table 252: Horizontal Temperature Sensor Bulb and Vertical Temperature Sensor Bulb Binding
Properties
Binding Short Name Animation Available
Temperature
Primary Value

DA-T No

Temperature
Secondary
Setpoint

DAT-SP No

Navigation N/A No
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What are the Binding properties available for the Air Filter symbol?
Table 253: Air Filter Binding Properties
Binding Short Name Animation Available
Filter Primary
Value

PFILT-S Yes

Filter Secondary
Value

N/A No

Navigation N/A No

What are the Binding properties available for the Temperature & Humidity Sensor
symbol?
Table 254: Temperature & Humidity Sensor Binding Properties
Binding Short Name Animation Available
Temperature
Value

DA-H No

Temperature
Setpoint

HUM-SP No

Humidity Value DA-H No
Humidity
Setpoint

HUM-SP No

Navigation N/A No

What are the Binding properties available for the Vertical Humidity Sensor symbol?
Table 255: Vertical Humidity Sensor Binding Properties
Binding Short Name Animation Available
Humidity Sensor
Primary Value

DA-T No

Humidity
Secondary
Setpoint

DAT-SP No

Navigation N/A No

What are the Binding properties available for the Vertical High Pressure Switch and
Horizontal High Pressure Switch symbols?
Table 256: Vertical High Pressure Switch and Horizontal High Pressure Switch Binding
Properties
Binding Short Name Animation Available
High Pressure
Switch Primary
Pressure

HP-S No

High Pressure
Switch Secondary
Value

HP-SP No

Navigation N/A No
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What are the Binding properties available for the Duct CO2 symbol?
Table 257: Duct CO2 Binding Properties
Binding Short Name Animation Available
Duct CO2 Primary
Pressure

DA-Q No

Duct CO2

Secondary Value
N/A No

Navigation N/A No

Air Sensors

What are the available Air Sensor symbols?
Table 258: Air Sensors
Duct Temperature Sensor

Duct Temperature and Humidity
Temperature Low Limit Sensor with Manual
Reset

Humidity Sensor

Differential Pressure Sensor

Differential Pressure Switch
Static Pressure Sensor

Duct CO2
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Table 258: Air Sensors
Flow Meter

Flow Switch
High Pressure Switch

Smoke Detector
Air Velocity

Duct Dew Point
Duct Gas

Outdoor Air Temperature with Humidity
Outdoor Air Temperature with Shield

Outdoor Air Temperature with Shield II
Rain Signal

Rain Gauge Sensor
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Table 258: Air Sensors
Weather Station

Wind Direction

Wind Gauge

Room Pressure
Network Sensor

Room CO2

RS9100 Thermostat

T4000 Thermostat

TC9100 Thermostat

TE6700 Thermostat
TMZ Thermostat

NS8000 White
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Table 258: Air Sensors
NS8000 White (Sizer)

NS8000 Black
NS8000 Black (Sizer)

NS8000 W/C White
NS8000 W/C White (Sizer)

NS8000 W/C Black
NS8000 W/C Black (Sizer)

NS8000 Graphical White
NS8000 Graphical White (Sizer)

What are the properties available on the Air Sensor symbols?
All Air Sensor symbols have no Property panel properties, except the Differential Pressure Sensor
and the Duct Temperature Sensor.
The following Air Sensor symbols snap to all horizontal ducts from the Ductwork symbols: Air
Velocity, Differential Pressure Sensor, Differential Pressure Switch, Duct CO2, Duct Dew Point, Duct
Gas, Duct Temperature Sensor, Duct Temperature and Humidity, Flow Meter, Flow Switch, High
Pressure Switch, Humidity Sensor, Static Pressure Sensor, Smoke Detector, and Temperature Low
Limit Sensor with Manual Reset. All other Air Sensor symbols do not have Snapping properties.
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What are the Property panel properties and Binding properties available on the
Duct Temperature Sensor symbol?
The Duct Temperature Sensor Property panel property is for Sensor Type: Averaging or Bulb.
Table 259: Duct Temperature Sensor Binding Properties
Binding Short Name Animation Available
Temperature
Primary Value

DA-T No

Temperature
Secondary
Setpoint

DAT-SP No

Humidity Primary
Value

DA-H No

Humidity
Secondary
Setpoint

HUM-SP No

Navigation N/A No

What are the Binding properties available on the Duct Temperature and Humidity
symbol?
Table 260: Duct Temperature and Humidity Binding Properties
Binding Short Name Animation Available
Temperature
Primary Value

DA-T No

Temperature
Secondary
Setpoint

DAT-SP No

Navigation N/A No

What are the Binding properties available on the Temperature Low Limit Sensor
with Manual Reset symbol?
Table 261: Temperature Low Limit Sensor with Manual Reset Binding Properties
Binding Short Name Animation Available
Temperature Low
Limit Sensor with
Manual Reset
Primary Value

LT-A No

Temperature Low
Limit Sensor with
Manual Reset
Secondary Value

N/A No

Navigation N/A No
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What are the Binding properties available on the Humidity Sensor symbol?
Table 262: Humidity Sensor Binding Properties
Binding Short Name Animation Available
Humidity Primary
Value

DA-H No

Humidity
Secondary
Setpoint

HUM-SP No

Navigation N/A No

What are the Property panel properties and Binding properties available on the
Differential Pressure Sensor symbol?
The Differential Pressure Sensor Property panel property is for Sensor Type: Differential, High, or
Low.
Table 263: Differential Pressure Sensor Binding Properties
Binding Short Name Animation Available
Differential
Pressure Primary
Value

DA1-P No

Differential
Pressure
Secondary
Setpoint

DAP-SP No

Navigation N/A No

What are the Binding properties available on the Differential Pressure Switch
symbol?
Table 264: Differential Pressure Switch Binding Properties
Binding Short Name Animation Available
DP Switch
Primary Pressure

DAPHI-A No

DP Switch
Secondary Value

N/A No

Navigation N/A No
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What are the Binding properties available on the Static Pressure Sensor symbol?
Table 265: Static Pressure Sensor Binding Properties
Binding Short Name Animation Available
Static Pressure
Sensor Primary
Value

DA-P No

Static Pressure
Sensor
Secondary
Setpoint

DAP-SP No

Navigation N/A No

What are the Binding properties available on the Duct CO2 symbol?
Table 266: Duct CO2 Binding Properties
Binding Short Name Animation Available
Duct CO2 Primary
Value

DA-Q No

Duct CO2

Secondary Value
N/A No

Navigation N/A No

What are the Binding properties available on the Flow Meter symbol?
Table 267: Flow Meter Binding Properties
Binding Short Name Animation Available
Flow Meter
Primary Value

DA-F No

Flow Meter
Secondary
Setpoint

FLOW-DIFF No

Navigation N/A No

What are the Binding properties available on the Flow Switch symbol?
Table 268: Flow Switch Binding Properties
Binding Short Name Animation Available
Flow Switch
Primary Status

SF-S No

Flow Switch
Secondary
Command

SF-C No

Navigation N/A No
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What are the Binding properties available on the High Pressure Switch symbol?
Table 269: High Pressure Switch Binding Properties
Binding Short Name Animation Available
High Pressure
Switch Primary
Value

DA1-P No

Flow Switch
Secondary
Setpoint

DAP-SP No

Navigation N/A No

What are the Binding properties available on the Smoke Detector symbol?
Table 270: Smoke Detector Binding Properties
Binding Short Name Animation Available
Smoke Detector
Primary Value

DA-SD No

Smoke Detector
Secondary Value

N/A No

Navigation N/A No

What are the Binding properties available on the Air Velocity symbol?
Table 271: Air Velocity Binding Properties
Binding Short Name Animation Available
Air Velocity
Primary Value

DA-F No

Air Velocity
Secondary
Setpoint

FLOW-DIFF No

Navigation N/A No

What are the Binding properties available on the Duct Dew Point symbol?
Table 272: Duct Dew Point Binding Properties
Binding Animation Available
Duct Dew Point Primary Value No
Duct Dew Point Secondary
Value

No

Navigation No

What are the Binding properties available on the Duct Gas symbol?
Table 273: Duct Gas Binding Properties
Binding Animation Available
Duct Gas Primary Value No
Duct Gas Secondary Value No
Navigation No
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What are the Binding properties available on the Outdoor Air Temperature with
Humidity symbol?
Table 274: Outdoor Air Temperature with Humidity Binding Properties
Binding Short Name Animation Available
Outdoor Air
Temperature
Primary Value

OA-T No

Outdoor Air
Humidity Primary
Value

OA-H No

Outdoor Air
Temperature
Secondary Value

OA-T No

Outdoor Air
Humidity
Secondary Value

OA-H No

Navigation N/A No

What are the Binding properties available on the Outdoor Air Temperature with
Shield symbol?
Table 275: Outdoor Air Temperature with Shield Binding Properties
Binding Short Name Animation Available
Outdoor Air
Temperature
Primary Value

OA-T No

Outdoor Air
Temperature
Secondary Value

N/A No

Navigation N/A No

What are the Binding properties available on the Outdoor Air Temperature with
Shield II symbol?
Table 276: Outdoor Air Temperature with Shield II Binding Properties
Binding Short Name Animation Available
Outdoor Air
Temperature
Primary Value

OA-T No

Outdoor Air
Humidity Primary
Value

N/A No

Navigation N/A No

What are the Binding properties available on the Rain Signal symbol?
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Table 277: Rain Signal Binding Properties
Binding Animation Available
Rain Signal Primary Value No
Rain Signal Secondary Value No
Navigation No

What are the Binding properties available on the Rain Gauge Sensor symbol?
Table 278: Rain Gauge Sensor Binding Properties
Binding Animation Available
Rain Gauge Sensor Primary
Value

No

Rain Gauge Sensor Secondary
Value

No

Navigation No

What are the Binding properties available on the Weather Station symbol?
Table 279: Weather Station Binding Properties
Binding Short Name Animation Available
Wind Speed
Primary Value

WIND-SPD Yes

Wind Direction
Value

WIND-DIR Yes

Outdoor Air
Temperature
Primary Value

OA-T No

Outdoor Air
Humidity Primary
Value

OA-H No

Outdoor Air
Temperature
Secondary Value

N/A No

Outdoor Air
Humidity
Secondary Value

N/A No

Navigation N/A No

When the value of the binding for the Wind Speed Primary Value is:

• Off - the wind gauge does not spin.
• Low - the wind gauge spins slowly.
• High - the wind gauge spins fast.

When the value of the binding for the Wind Direction Value is:

• North - the wind directional points north.
• Northeast - the wind directional points northeast.
• East - the wind directional points east.
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• Southeast - the wind directional points southeast.
• South - the wind directional points south.
• Southwest - the wind directional points southwest.
• West - the wind directional points west.
• Northwest - the wind directional points northwest.

What are the Binding properties available on the Wind Direction symbol?
Table 280: Wind Direction Binding Properties
Binding Short Name Animation Available
Wind Direction
Value

WIND-DIR Yes

Navigation N/A No

When the value of the binding for the Wind Direction Value is:

• North - the wind directional points north.
• Northeast - the wind directional points northeast.
• East - the wind directional points east.
• Southeast - the wind directional points southeast.
• South - the wind directional points south.
• Southwest - the wind directional points southwest.
• West - the wind directional points west.
• Northwest - the wind directional points northwest.

What are the Binding properties available on the Wind Gauge symbol?
Table 281: Wind Gauge Binding Properties
Binding Short Name Animation Available
Wind Speed
Primary Value

WIND-SPD Yes

Wind Direction
Value

N/A No

Navigation N/A No

When the value of the binding for the Wind Speed Primary Value is:

• Off - the wind gauge does not spin.
• Low - the wind gauge spins slowly.
• High - the wind gauge spins fast.
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What are the Binding properties available on the Room Pressure symbol?
Table 282: Room Pressure Binding Properties
Binding Short Name Animation Available
Room Pressure
Primary Value

BLDG-P No

Room Pressure
Secondary
Setpoint

BLDG-SP No

Navigation N/A No

What are the Binding properties available on the Network Sensor symbol?
Table 283: Network Sensor Binding Properties
Binding Short Name Animation Available
Temperature
Primary Value

ZN-T No

Temperature
Secondary
Setpoint

ZN-SP No

Navigation N/A No

What are the Binding properties available on the Room CO2 symbol?
Table 284: Room CO2 Binding Properties
Binding Short Name Animation Available
Room CO2 Value ZN-Q No
Room CO2 N/A No
Navigation N/A No

What are the Binding properties available on the RS9100 Thermostat symbol?
Table 285: RS9100 Thermostat Binding Properties
Binding Short Name Animation Available
Temperature
Primary Value

ZN-T No

Temperature
Secondary
Setpoint

ZN-SP No

Navigation N/A No
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What are the Binding properties available on the T4000 Thermostat symbol?
Table 286: T400 Thermostat Binding Properties
Binding Short Name Animation Available
Temperature
Primary Value

ZN-T No

Temperature
Secondary
Setpoint

ZN-SP No

Navigation N/A No

What are the Binding properties available on the TC9100 Thermostat symbol?
Table 287: TC9100 Thermostat Binding Properties
Binding Short Name Animation Available
Temperature
Primary Value

ZN-T No

Temperature
Secondary
Setpoint

ZN-SP No

Navigation N/A No

What are the Binding properties available on the TE6700 Thermostat symbol?
Table 288: TE6700 Thermostat Binding Properties
Binding Short Name Animation Available
Temperature
Primary Value

ZN-T No

Temperature
Secondary
Setpoint

ZN-SP No

Navigation N/A No

What are the Binding properties available on the TMZ Thermostat symbol?
Table 289: TMZ Thermostat Binding Properties
Binding Short Name Animation Available
Temperature
Primary Value

ZN-T No

Temperature
Secondary
Setpoint

ZN-SP No

Navigation N/A No
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Boilers

What are the available Boiler symbols?
Table 290: Boilers

Generic Boilers

Clever-Brooks Boiler

Murray Boiler Trane Boiler

Weil-McClain Boiler Gas Head

Gas Panel

Heating Manifold

Pressure Unit
Radiator

Thermal Link

What are the properties available on the Boiler symbols?
All Boiler symbols have no Property panel properties.
For Boiler symbols (that are Boiler equipment, such as Generic Boiler, Clever-Brooks Boiler, and so
on), when the Maintenance Switch, Lockout Switch, or Boiler Alarm Binding properties are bound
to a point and are in either Maintenance State, Lock State, or in an alarm state, an icon displays on
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the symbols. Only one icon displays at a time. The priority for the display is Maintenance, Lock, and
then Alarm. If there is an alarm state, the Maintenance icon or Lockout icon takes precedence over
the Alarm icon.
The Heating Manifold symbol has no Binding properties.
All Boiler symbols (excluding symbols that are not Boiler equipment, such as Radiator or Pressure
unit, and so on) and the Heating Manifold symbol snap to Pipe symbols that are water pipes (that
are part of Boiler symbols or assemblies).

What are the Binding properties available on the Generic Boiler symbol?
Table 291: Generic Boiler Binding Properties
Binding Short Name Animation Available
Generic Boiler
Primary Status

BLR1-S Yes

Generic Boiler
Secondary
Command

BLR1-C No

Maintenance
Switch

BLR1-MS Yes

Lockout Switch BLR1-LO Yes
Boiler Alarm BLR1-A Yes
High
Temperature
Alarm

BLR1HT-A Yes

Navigation N/A No

What are the Binding properties available on the Cleaver-Brooks Boiler symbol?
Table 292: Cleaver-Brooks Boiler Binding Properties
Binding Short Name Animation Available
Cleaver-Brooks
Boiler Primary
Status

BLR1-S Yes

Cleaver-Brooks
Secondary
Command

BLR1-C No

Cleaver-Brooks
Maintenance
Switch

BLR1-MS Yes

Cleaver-Brooks
Lockout Switch

BLR1-LO Yes

Cleaver-Brooks
Boiler Alarm

BLR1-A Yes

Cleaver-
Brooks High
Temperature
Alarm

BLR1HT-A Yes

Navigation N/A No
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What are the Binding properties available on the Murray Boiler symbol?
Table 293: Murray Boiler Binding Properties
Binding Short Name Animation Available
Murray Boiler
Primary Status

BLR1-S Yes

Murray
Secondary
Command

BLR1-C No

Maintenance
Switch

BLR1-MS Yes

Lockout Switch BLR1-LO Yes
Boiler Alarm BLR1-A Yes
High
Temperature
Alarm

BLR1HT-A Yes

Navigation N/A No

What are the Binding properties available on the Trane Boiler symbol?
Table 294: Trane Binding Properties
Binding Short Name Animation Available
Trane Boiler
Primary Status

BLR1-S Yes

Trane Secondary
Command

BLR1-C No

Maintenance
Switch

BLR1-MS Yes

Lockout Switch BLR1-LO Yes
Boiler Alarm BLR1-A Yes
High
Temperature
Alarm

BLR1HT-A Yes

Navigation N/A No

What are the Binding properties available on the Weil-McClain Boiler symbol?
Table 295: Weil-McClain Boiler Binding Properties
Binding Short Name Animation Available
Weil-McClain
Boiler Primary
Status

BLR1-S Yes

Weil-McClain
Secondary
Command

BLR1-C No

Maintenance
Switch

BLR1-MS Yes

Lockout Switch BLR1-LO Yes
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Table 295: Weil-McClain Boiler Binding Properties
Binding Short Name Animation Available
Boiler Alarm BLR1-A Yes
High
Temperature
Alarm

BLR1HT-A Yes

Navigation N/A No

What are the Binding properties available on the Gas Head symbol?
Table 296: Gas Head Binding Properties
Binding Animation Available
Gas Head Primary Value No
Gas Head Secondary Value No
Navigation No

What are the Binding properties available on the Gas Panel symbol?
Table 297: Gas Panel Binding Properties
Binding Animation Available
Gas Panel Primary Value No
Gas Panel Secondary Value No
Navigation No

What are the Binding properties available on the Pressure Unit symbol?
Table 298: Pressure Unit Binding Properties
Binding Animation Available
Pressure Unit Primary Value No
Pressure Unit Secondary Value No
Navigation No

What are the properties available on the Radiator symbol?
Table 299: Radiator Binding Properties
Binding Short Name Animation Available
Radiator Primary
Value

HTG-C No

Radiator
Secondary Value

N/A No

Navigation N/A No
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What are the properties available on the Thermal Link symbol?
Table 300: Thermal Link Binding Properties
Binding Animation Available
Thermal Link Primary Value No
Thermal Link Secondary Value No
Navigation No

Chilled Beams

What are the available Chilled Beam symbols?
Table 301: Chilled Beams
Active Chilled Beam Front

Active Chilled Beam Back
Passive Chilled Beam Front

Passive Chilled Beam Back

What are the Property panel properties and Binding properties available on the
Active Chilled Beam Front symbol?
The Active Chilled Beam Front symbol has the following Property panel properties:

• Pipe Type:
- Two Pipe
- Four Pipe

• Coil Mode: The Coil Mode selection is automatically set based on the Pipe Type selection. For
Two Pipe, the Coil Mode is set to Cool. For Four Pipe, the Coil Mode is set to Heat.

- Cool
- Heat

Table 302: Active Chilled Beam Front Binding Properties
Binding Short Name Animation Available
Water Cooling
Coil Primary
Value

CLG-O Yes

Water Cooling
Coil Secondary
Value

N/A No

Water Heating
Coil Primary
Value

HTG-O Yes

Water Heating
Coil Secondary
Value

N/A No

Navigation N/A No
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What are the Property panel properties and Binding properties available on the
Active Chilled Beam Back symbol?
The Active Chilled Beam Back symbol has the following Property panel properties:

• Pipe Type:
- Two Pipe
- Four Pipe

• Coil Mode
- Cool
- Heat

Table 303: Active Chilled Beam Back Binding Properties
Binding Short Name Animation Available
Water Cooling
Coil Primary
Value

CLG-O Yes

Water Cooling
Coil Secondary
Value

N/A No

Water Heating
Coil Primary
Value

HTG-O Yes

Water Heating
Coil Secondary
Value

N/A No

Navigation N/A No

What are the Property panel properties and Binding properties available on the
Passive Chilled Beam Front symbol?
The Passive Chilled Beam Front symbol has no Property panel properties.
Table 304: Passive Chilled Beam Front Binding Properties
Binding Short Name Animation Available
Water Cooling
Coil Primary
Value

CLG-O Yes

Water Cooling
Coil Secondary
Value

N/A No

Navigation N/A No

What are the Property panel properties and Binding properties available on the
Passive Chilled Beam Back symbol?
The Passive Chilled Beam Front symbol has no Property panel properties.
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Table 305: Passive Chilled Beam Back Binding Properties
Binding Short Name Animation Available
Water Cooling
Coil Primary
Value

CLG-O Yes

Water Cooling
Coil Secondary
Value

N/A No

Navigation N/A No

Chillers

What are the available Chiller symbols?
Table 306: Chillers
Air Cooled Chiller

Generic Chiller

Rooftop Ice Storage

Carrier Chiller
McQuay Chiller

Trane Chiller
York Chiller

Absorption Chiller

What are the properties available on the Chiller symbols?
All Chiller symbols have no Property panel properties.
For all Chiller symbols, when the Maintenance Switch, Lockout Switch, or Chiller Alarm Binding
property is bound to a point and is in Maintenance State, Lockout State, or in an alarm state,
an icon displays on the symbol. Only one icon displays at a time. The priority for display is
Maintenance, Lockout, and then Alarm. If there is an alarm state, the Maintenance icon or Lockout
icon takes precedence over the Alarm icon.
All Chiller symbols snap to Pipe symbols that are water pipes.
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What are the Binding properties available on the Air Cooled Chiller symbol?
Table 307: Air Cooled Chiller Binding Properties
Binding Short Name Animation Available
Air Cooled Chiller
Primary Status

CH1-S Yes

Air Cooled Chiller
Secondary
Command

CH1-EN No

Maintenance
Switch

CH1-MS Yes

Lockout Switch CHLR1-LO Yes
Chiller Alarm CH1-A Yes
Navigation N/A No

What are the Binding properties available on the Generic Chiller symbol?
Table 308: Generic Chiller Binding Properties
Binding Short Name Animation Available
Generic Chiller
Primary Status

CH1-S Yes

Generic Chiller
Secondary
Command

CH1-EN No

Maintenance
Switch

CH1-MS Yes

Lockout Switch CHLR1-LO Yes
Chiller Alarm CH1-A Yes
Navigation N/A No

What are the Binding properties available on the Rooftop Ice Storage symbol?
Table 309: Rooftop Ice Storage Binding Properties
Binding Short Name Animation Available
Ice Storage
Primary Status

ICE-S Yes

Ice Storage
Secondary
Command

ICE-C No

Level Primary
Value

ICE-A No

Level Secondary
Value

N/A No

Navigation N/A No
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What are the Binding properties available on the Carrier Chiller symbol?
Table 310: Carrier Chiller Binding Properties
Binding Short Name Animation Available
Carrier Chiller
Primary Status

CH1-S Yes

Carrier Chiller
Secondary
Command

CH1-EN No

Maintenance
Switch

CH1-MS Yes

Lockout Switch CHLR1-LO Yes
Chiller Alarm CH1-A Yes
Navigation N/A No

What are the Binding properties available on the McQuay Chiller symbol?
Table 311: McQuay Chiller Binding Properties
Binding Short Name Animation Available
McQuay Chiller
Primary Status

CH1-S Yes

McQuay Chiller
Secondary
Command

CH1-EN No

Maintenance
Switch

CH1-MS Yes

Lockout Switch CHLR1-LO Yes
Chiller Alarm CH1-A Yes
Navigation N/A No

What are the Binding properties available on the Trane Chiller symbol?
Table 312: Trane Chiller Binding Properties
Binding Short Name Animation Available
Trane Chiller
Primary Status

CH1-S Yes

Trane Chiller
Secondary
Command

CH1-EN No

Maintenance
Switch

CH1-MS Yes

Lockout Switch CHLR1-LO Yes
Chiller Alarm CH1-A Yes
Navigation N/A No
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What are the Binding properties available on the York Chiller symbol?
Table 313: York Chiller Binding Properties
Binding Short Name Animation Available
York Chiller
Primary Status

CH1-S Yes

York Chiller
Secondary
Command

CH1-EN No

Maintenance
Switch

CH1-MS Yes

Lockout Switch CHLR1-LO Yes
Chiller Alarm CH1-A Yes
Navigation N/A No

What are the Binding properties available Absorption Chiller?
Table 314: Absorption Chiller Binding Properties
Binding Short Name Animation Available
Absorption
Chiller Primary
Status

CH1-S Yes

Absorption
Chiller Secondary
Command

CH1-EN No

Maintenance
Switch

CH1-MS Yes

Lockout Switch CHLR1-LO Yes
Chiller Alarm CH1-A Yes
Navigation N/A No
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Cooling Towers

What are the available Cooling Tower symbols?
Table 315: Cooling Towers
Draw Through Tower

Push Through Tower
Condenser Water Storage

Generic Sump

Remote Sump Tower

What are the properties available on the Cooling Tower symbols?
All Cooling Tower symbols have no Property panel properties.
For all Cooling Tower symbols, when the Maintenance Switch, Lockout Switch, or Cooling Tower
Alarm Binding Properties are bound to a point and are in either Maintenance State, Lockout State,
or in an alarm state, an icon displays on the symbols. Only one icon displays at a time. The priority
for the display is Maintenance, Lockout, and then Alarm. If there is an alarm state, the Maintenance
icon or Lockout icon takes precedence over the Alarm icon.
All Cooling Tower symbols snap to Pipe symbols that are water pipes (that are part of Chiller
symbols or assemblies).

What are the Binding properties available on the Draw Through Tower symbol?
Table 316: Draw Through Tower Binding Properties
Binding Short Name Animation Available
Draw Through
Tower Primary
Status

CT1-S Yes

Draw Through
Tower Secondary
Command

CT1-C No
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Table 316: Draw Through Tower Binding Properties
Binding Short Name Animation Available
Fan Speed
Primary Value

CT1-O No

Fan Speed
Secondary Value

No

Lockout Switch CT1-LO Yes
Belt Alarm CT1-BA Yes
Basin
Temperature
Alarm

CT1BSN-TS Yes

VFD Fault CT1-FAULT Yes
High Level Alarm CT1LVL-A Yes
Low Level Alarm CT1LVL-S Yes
Overload CT1-OL Yes
Vibration Alarm CT1VIB-A Yes
Navigation N/A No

What are the Binding properties available on the Push Through Tower symbol?
Table 317: Push Through Tower Binding Properties
Binding Short Name Animation Available
Push Primary
Status

CT1-S Yes

Push Secondary
Command

CT1-C No

Fan Speed
Primary Value

CT1-O No

Fan Speed
Secondary Value

N/A No

Lockout Switch CT1-LO Yes
Belt Alarm CT1-BA Yes
Basin
Temperature
Alarm

CT1BSN-TS Yes

VFD Fault CT1-FAULT Yes
High Level Alarm CT1LVL-A Yes
Low Level Alarm CT1LVL-S Yes
Overload CT1-OL Yes
Vibration Alarm CT1VIB-A Yes
Navigation N/A No
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What are the Binding properties available on the Condenser Water Storage
symbol?
Table 318: Condenser Water Storage Binding Properties
Binding Short Name Animation Available
Tank Level
Primary Value

TANK-L Yes

Temperature
Primary Value

TANK-T No

Tank Level
Secondary Value

N/A No

Temperature
Secondary Value

N/A No

Lockout Switch N/A Yes
Belt Alarm N/A Yes
Basin
Temperature
Alarm

CT1BSN-TS Yes

VFD Fault N/A Yes
High Level Alarm TANKLVL-A Yes
Low Level Alarm TANKLVL-S Yes
Overload N/A Yes
Vibration Alarm N/A Yes
Navigation N/A No

What are the Binding properties available on the Generic Sump symbol?
Table 319: Generic Sump Binding Properties
Binding Short Name Animation Available
Tank Level
Primary Value

TANK-L Yes

Basin
Temperature
Primary Value

CT-T No

Basin
Temperature
Secondary
Command

N/A No

Tank Level
Secondary
MakeUp Valve

N/A No

Lockout Switch N/A Yes
Belt Alarm N/A Yes
Basin
Temperature
Alarm

CT1BSN-TS Yes

VFD Fault N/A Yes
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Table 319: Generic Sump Binding Properties
Binding Short Name Animation Available
High Level Alarm CT1LVL-A Yes
Low Level Alarm CT1LVL-S Yes
Overload N/A Yes
Vibration Alarm N/A Yes
Navigation N/A No

What are the Binding properties available on the Remote Sump Tower symbol?
Table 320: Remote Sump Tower Binding Properties
Binding Short Name Animation Available
Cooling Tower
Primary Status

CT1-S Yes

Tank Level
Primary Value

TANK-L Yes

Cooling Tower
Secondary
Command

CT1-C No

Fan Speed
Primary Value

CT1-O No

Basin
Temperature
Primary Value

CT1BSN-TS No

Basin
Temperature
Secondary
Command

CT1BH-EN No

Tank Level
MakeUp Valve

CT1MUV-C No

Fan Speed
Secondary Value

N/A No

Lockout Switch CT1-LO Yes
Belt Alarm CT1-BA Yes
Basin
Temperature
Alarm

CT1BSN-TS Yes

VFD Fault CT1-FAULT Yes
High Level Alarm CT1LVL-A Yes
Low Level Alarm CT1LVL-S Yes
Overload CT1-OL Yes
Vibration Alarm CT1VIB-A Yes
Navigation N/A No
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CRAC Units (Packaged)

What are the available CRAC Units (Packaged) symbols?
Table 321: CRAC Units (Packaged)
Base

Base Frame 1

Base Frame 2

Duct
Top Supply

Front Line
Compressor

Fan Motor

Coil

Fin Tube

Humidifier

What are the properties available on the CRAC Units (Packaged) symbols?
All CRAC Unit (Packaged) symbols have no Property panel properties.
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The following CRAC Unit (Packaged) symbols have no Binding properties: Base, Base Frame 1, Base
Frame 2, Duct, Front Line, and Humidifier.
The CRAC Unit (Packaged) symbols snap to the following CRAC Unit (Packaged) symbols:
Table 322: CRAC Unit (Packaged) Symbols Snapping
Symbol Snaps To
Duct Base
Base
Base Frame 1
Base Frame 2
Coil
Compressor
Fan Motor
Fin Tube
Front Line
Humidifier
Top Supply

Duct

What are the Binding properties available on the Top Supply symbol?
Table 323: Top Supply Binding Properties
Binding Short Name Animation Available
Fan Status SF-S Yes
Navigation N/A No

What are the Binding properties available on the Compressor symbol?
Table 324: Compressor Binding Properties
Binding Short Name Animation Available
Compressor
Status

COMP-S Yes

Navigation N/A No

What are the Binding properties available on the Fan Motor symbol?
Table 325: Fan Motor Binding Properties
Binding Short Name Animation Available
Fan Status SF-S Yes
Navigation N/A No

What are the Binding properties available on the Coil symbol?
Table 326: Coil Binding Properties
Binding Short Name Animation Available
Cooling Stage CLGSTG Yes
Navigation N/A No
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What are the Binding properties available on the Fin Tube symbol?
Table 327: Fin Tube Binding Properties
Binding Short Name Animation Available
Superheating
Command

SUPHTG-C Yes

Navigation N/A No

Ductwork

What are the available Ductwork symbols?
Table 328: Ductwork
Horizontal Duct Big

Horizontal Duct Small
Vertical Duct Big

Vertical Duct Small

Down Right

Down Left
Up Right

Up Left
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Table 328: Ductwork
Horizontal T Up

Horizontal T Down

Vertical T Right

Vertical T Left
Left Outlet

Right Outlet
Exhaust Down

Exhaust Up
Roof Vent Down

Roof Vent Up
4 Way Duct

Horizontal Dual Stage Duct
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Table 328: Ductwork
Dual Path Right

Dual Path Left
Fixed Height Vertical Duct

Heat Cool Crossover
Energy Recovery Wheel

DA Duct

What are the properties available for the Ductwork symbols?
All Ductwork symbols have no Property panel properties.
All Ductwork symbols except the Energy Recovery Wheel symbol have no Binding properties.
Ductwork symbols snap to the following symbols:
Table 329: Ductwork Snapping
Ductwork Symbol Snaps to
Horizontal Duct Big
Horizontal Duct Small

Horizontal Duct Small, Down Right, Down Left, Up Right, Up Left,
Horizontal T Down, Horizontal T Up, Vertical T Right, Vertical T Left, Left
Outlet, Right Outlet, 4 Way Duct, Horizontal Dual Stage Duct, Dual Path
Left, Dual Path Right, Fixed Height Vertical Duct, Heat Cool Crossover,
Energy Recovery Wheel

Vertical Duct Big
Vertical Duct Small

Vertical Duct Small, Down Right, Down Left, Up Right, Up Left,
Horizontal T Down, Horizontal T Up, Vertical T Right, Vertical T Left,
Exhaust Down, Exhaust Up, Roof Vent Down, Roof Vent Up, 4 Way Duct

Down Left
Down Right
Up Left
Up Right

Horizontal Duct Big, Horizontal Duct Small, Down Right, Vertical Duct
Small, Vertical Duct Big, Down Left, Up Right, Up Left, Horizontal T
Down, Horizontal T Up, Vertical T Right, Vertical T Left, Right Outlet,
Exhaust Down, 4 Way Duct, Horizontal Dual Stage Duct, Dual Path
Left, Dual Path Right, Fixed Height Vertical Duct, Heat Cool Crossover,
Energy Recovery Wheel
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Table 329: Ductwork Snapping
Ductwork Symbol Snaps to
Horizontal T Up
Vertical T Left
Vertical T Right

Horizontal Duct Small, Down Right, Vertical Duct Small, Vertical Duct
Big, Down Right, Down Left, Up Right, Up Left, Horizontal T Down,
Horizontal T Up, Vertical T Right, Vertical T Left, Left Outlet, Right
Outlet, Exhaust Up, Roof Vent Down, Roof Vent Up, 4 Way Duct,
Horizontal Dual Stage Duct, Dual Path Left, Dual Path Right, Fixed
Height Vertical Duct, Heat Cool Crossover, Energy Recovery Wheel

Left Outlet Horizontal Duct Small, Horizontal Duct Big, Down Right, Down Left,
Up Right, Up Left, Horizontal T Down, Horizontal T Up, Vertical T Right,
Vertical T Left, Right Outlet, 4 Way Duct, Horizontal Dual Stage Duct,
Dual Path Left, Dual Path Right, Fixed Height Vertical Duct, Heat Cool
Crossover, Energy Recovery Wheel

Right Outlet Horizontal Duct Small, Horizontal Duct Big, Down Right, Up Right,
Horizontal T Down, Horizontal T Up, Vertical T Right, Left Outlet, 4 Way
Duct, Horizontal Dual Stage Duct, Dual Path Left, Dual Path Right, Fixed
Height Vertical Duct, Heat Cool Crossover, Energy Recovery Wheel

Exhaust Down Vertical Duct Big, Vertical Duct Small, Down Right, Down Left,
Horizontal T Down, Vertical T Right, Vertical T Left, 4 Way Duct, Exhaust
up, Roof Vent Down, Roof Vent Up

Exhaust Up Vertical Duct Big, Vertical Duct Small, Up Right, Up Left, Horizontal T
Up, Vertical T Right, Vertical T Left, Exhaust Down, 4 Way Duct

Roof Vent Down
Roof Vent Up

Vertical Duct Small, Up Right, Up Left, Horizontal T Up, Vertical T Right,
Vertical T Left, Exhaust Down, 4 Way Duct

4 Way Duct Horizontal Duct Big, Horizontal Duct Small, Vertical Duct Small, Vertical
Duct Big, Down Right, Down Left, Up Right, Up Left, Horizontal T
Down, Horizontal T Up, Vertical T Right, Vertical T Left, Left Outlet,
Right Outlet, Exhaust Up, Exhaust Down, Roof Vent Down, Roof Up,
Horizontal Dual Stage Duct, 4 Way Duct, Dual Path Left, Dual Path
Right, Fixed Height Vertical Duct, Heat Cool Crossover, Energy Recovery
Wheel

Dual Path Left
Dual Path Right
Horizontal Dual Stage
Duct

Horizontal Duct Big, Horizontal Duct Small, Down Right, Down Left,
Up Right, Up Left, Horizontal T Down, Horizontal T Up, Vertical T Right,
Vertical T Left, Left Outlet, Right Outlet, 4 Way Duct, Horizontal Dual
Stage Duct, Dual Path Left, Dual Path Right, Fixed Height Vertical Duct,
Heat Cool Crossover, Energy Recovery Wheel

Fixed Height Vertical Duct
Heat Cool Crossover

Horizontal Duct Big, Horizontal Duct Small, Down Right, Down Left,
Up Right, Up Left, Horizontal T Down, Horizontal T Up, Vertical T Right,
Vertical T Left, Left Outlet, Right Outlet, 4 Way Duct, Horizontal Dual
Stage Duct, Dual Path Left, Dual Path Right, Fixed Height Vertical Duct,
Heat Cool Crossover, Energy Recovery Wheel
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What are the Binding properties available on the Energy Recovery Wheel symbol?
Table 330: Energy Recovery Wheel Binding Properties
Binding Short Name Animation Available
Energy Recovery
Wheel Primary
Status

HRW-S Yes

Energy Recovery
Wheel Secondary
Command

HRW-C No

Navigation N/A No

Electrical

What are the available Electrical symbols?
Table 331: Electrical
Battery

Breaker
Breaker Earth Leakage

Contactor
Disconnect

Flag Alarm Indicator

Flag Alarm Supply

Fuse
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Table 331: Electrical
Generator

Generator Fuel System
Lamp Alarm

Rectifier

Small Connector

Switch
Transformer

UPS

What are the properties available on the Electrical symbols?
The following Electrical symbols have one or more of the following Property panel properties:
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Table 332: Electrical Symbols Property Panel Properties
Property Symbol
Background Color Battery

Breaker Earth Leakage
Generator
Rectifier
Transformer
UPS

Border Color Battery
Breaker
Breaker Earth Leakage
Contactor
Disconnect
Rectifier
Switch
Transformer
UPS

Show Wires Battery
Breaker
Breaker Earth Leakage
Contactor
Disconnect
Fuse
Generator
Rectifier
Switch
Transformer
UPS

Show Border Breaker Earth Leakage
Label Flag Alarm Indicator

Lamp Alarm Indicator
Orientation Small Connector

Transformer

For other symbol specific Property panel properties, see Electrical symbols listed below.
The following Electrical symbols have no Binding properties: Battery, Breaker Earth Leakage,
Rectifier, Small Connector, Transformer, and UPS.
All Electrical symbols have no Snapping properties.

What are the Binding properties available on the Breaker symbol?
Table 333: Breaker Binding Properties
Binding Short Name Animation Available
Breaker Status BREAKER-S Yes
Navigation N/A No
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What are the Binding properties available on the Contactor symbol?
Table 334: Contactor Binding Properties
Binding Short Name Animation Available
Contactor Status CONT-S Yes
Navigation N/A No

What are the Binding properties available on the Disconnect symbol?
Table 335: Disconnect Binding Properties
Binding Short Name Animation Available
Disconnect
Status

DISC-S Yes

Navigation N/A No

What are the Binding properties available on the Flag Alarm Indicator and Flag
Alarm Supply symbols?
Table 336: Flag Alarm Indicator and Flag Alarm Supply Binding Properties
Binding Short Name Animation Available
Flag Alarm Status ALM-S Yes
Navigation N/A No

What are the Binding properties available on the Fuse symbol?
Table 337: Fuse Binding Properties
Binding Short Name Animation Available
Fuse Status FUSE-S Yes
Navigation N/A No

What are the Binding properties available on the Generator symbol?
Table 338: Generator Binding Properties
Binding Short Name Animation Available
Generator Status GEN-S Yes
Navigation N/A No

What are the properties available on the Generator Fuel System symbol?
Table 339: Generator Fuel System Binding Properties
Binding Short Name Animation Available
Fuel Primary
Value

GEN-L Yes

Pump Primary
Status

GEN-S Yes

Pump Secondary
Value

N/A No
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Table 339: Generator Fuel System Binding Properties
Binding Short Name Animation Available
Fuel Secondary
Status

N/A No

Navigation N/A No

What are the properties available on the Lamp Alarm symbol?
Table 340: Lamp Alarm Binding Properties
Binding Short Name Animation Available
Lamp Alarm
Status

SWITCH-S Yes

Navigation N/A No

What are the properties available on the Switch symbol?
Table 341: Switch Binding Properties
Binding Short Name Animation Available
Switch Status SWITCH-S Yes
Navigation N/A No

What are the additional Property properties available on the Transformer symbol?
The Transformer symbol has the following additional Property panel properties:

• Glyph One
- Single Line
- 3ph delta1
- 3ph star
- 3ph 3 wire
- Triple Line

• Glyph Two
- Single Line
- 3ph delta1
- 3ph star
- 3ph 3 wire
- Triple Line
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Fan Coil Units

What are the available Fan Coil Unit symbols?
Table 342: Fan Coil Units
Vertical FCU Duct

Vertical FCU Fan

Vertical FCU Cooling Coil

Vertical FCU Heating Coil
Vertical FCU Heating Cooling Coil

Vertical FCU Drain Pan
Horizontal FCU Duct

In Ceiling FCU Duct
Fall Ceiling

FCU Fan

FCU Cooling Coil

FCU Heating Coil
FCU Heating Cooling Coil

Vertical FCU 2 Cooling Pipe Package
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Table 342: Fan Coil Units
Vertical FCU 2 Heating Pipe Package

FCU 2 Cooling Pipe Package
FCU 2 Heating Pipe Package

What are the properties available on the Fan Coil Units symbols?
All Fan Coil Units symbols have no Property panel properties.
The following Fan Coil Units symbols have no Binding properties: Vertical FCU Duct, Vertical FCU
Drain Pan, Vertical FCU2 Cooling Pipe Package, Vertical FCU 2 Heating Pipe Package, FCU 2 Cooling
Pipe Package, and FCU 2 Heating Pipe Package.
The following Fan Coil Units symbols snap to the following symbols:
Table 343: Fan Coil Units Symbols Snapping
Symbol Snaps To
Vertical FCU symbols Vertical FCU Fan, Vertical FCU Cooling Coil,

Vertical FCU Heating Coil, Vertical FCU Heating
Cooling Coil, Vertical FCU Drain Pan, Vertical FCU
2 Cooling Pipe Package, Vertical FCU 2 Heating
Pipe Package

Horizontal FCU symbols Horizontal FCU Duct, FCU Fan, FCU Cooling Coil,
FCU Heating Coil, FCU Heating Cooling Coil, FCU
2 Cooling Pipe Package, FCU 2 Heating Pipe
Package

In Ceiling FCU symbols In Ceiling FCU Duct, Fall Ceiling, FCU Fan, FCU
Cooling Coil, FCU Heating Coil, FCU Heating
Cooling Coil, FCU 2 Cooling Pipe Package, FCU 2
Heating Pipe Package.

What are the Binding properties available on the Vertical FCU Fan and FCU Fan
symbols?
Table 344: Vertical FCU Fan and FCU Fan Binding Properties
Binding Short Name Animation Available
Fan Primary
Status

FAN-S Yes

Fan Secondary
Command

FAN-C No

Navigation N/A No
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What are the Binding properties available on the Vertical FCU Cooling Unit and FCU
Cooling Coil symbols?
Table 345: Vertical FCU Cooling Unit and FCU Cooling Coil Binding Properties
Binding Short Name Animation Available
Cooling Coil
Primary Value

CLG-O Yes

Cooling Coil
Secondary Value

N/A No

Navigation N/A No

What are the Binding properties available on the Vertical FCU Heating Coil and FCU
Heating Coil symbols?
Table 346: Vertical FCU Heating Coil and FCU Heating Coil Binding Properties
Binding Short Name Animation Available
Heating Coil
Primary Value

HTG-O Yes

Heating Coil
Secondary Value

N/A No

Navigation N/A No

What are the properties available on the Vertical FCU Heating Cooling Coil and FCU
Heating Cooling Coil symbols?
Table 347: Vertical FCU Heating Cooling Coil and FCU Heating Cooling Coil Binding Properties
Binding Short Name Animation Available
Heating Cooling
Coil Primary
Value

HC-O Yes

Heating Cooling
Coil Secondary
Value

SUMWIN-C Yes

Navigation N/A No
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Fire

What are the available Fire symbols?
Table 348: Fire
Annunciator

Beam Detector

Combo Detector

Duct Detector
Fire Detector

Fire Panel
Flow Pressure

Flow Switch
General Alarm

General Contact
Heat Detector

Pull Station
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Table 348: Fire
Smoke Detector

Speaker
Speaker with Strobe

Strobe
Tamper Switch

What are the properties available on the Fire symbols?
All Fire symbols have the Shape (Circle, Square, or Triangle) Property panel properties.
All Fire symbols have generic value and navigation Binding properties. The background color of the
symbol is set based on the status of the value binding. The status color appears as defined in the
system preferences.
All Fire symbols have no snapping properties.

Floor Plan

What are the available Floor Plan symbols?
Table 349: Floor Plan
Status Summary

Room Control Module (Multiple Rooms)

What are the Property panel properties and the Binding properties available on the
Status Summary symbol?
The Status Summary symbol has an Orientation (Horizontal or Vertical) property in the Property
panel.
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The Status Summary symbol displays the number of alarms, warning statuses, and points from
equipment serving the space bound to the Status Summary symbol that are offline or inaccessible.
You can drag any space into the Space binding field.
After you save a new graphic with a Status Summary symbol, you can view it in the Graphics widget.
When you move your cursor over the Status Summary symbol, a tooltip displays the number of
alarms, warning statuses, and points that are offline or inaccessible. When working with a graphic
created in an earlier version of the Metasys UI, first edit and then save the graphic in the Graphics
Editor. The tooltip displays the number of alarms, warning statuses, and points that are offline or
inaccessible only after you edit and save older graphics.
When you bind the Status Summary symbol to a space, the number of alarms, warning statuses,
offline, and value inaccessible statuses display at view time in the Graphics widget. If the Include
first level child check box is selected, the count includes statuses from points for the space bound
to the Status Summary symbol and its first child space. If the Include first level child check box is
not selected, the count includes statuses from points for the space bound to the Status Summary
symbol only.
When you apply a filter or several filters to the Status Summary, the count includes only statuses
from the points included in the filter or filters. However, for optimal performance, only the first 50
point statuses are counted. If you do not apply a filter to the Status Summary, the Status Summary
displays question marks in the online mode.
Table 350: Status Summary Binding Properties
Binding Animation Available
Space No
Include first level child No
Filter 1 No
Filter 2 No
Filter 3 No
Filter 4 No
Filer 5 No
Navigation No

What additional information is available for the Room Control Module? What are
the Binding properties available on the Room Control Module symbol?
To use a Room Control Module on your Metasys UI graphic:

1. Start with a Metasys UI graphic that has a floor plan image or similar image added to the
graphic.

2. Draw a path shape around the room you plan to have the Room Control Module display data
for. For more information on drawing a path shape, see What is the Path tool and how do I use
it?.

3. Select the path shape. In the Edit toolbar, click . Select the Enable Room Control property.
4. Add the Room Control Module on the Graphics Canvas.
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Figure 162: Room Control Module

Figure 163: Floor Plan with Room Control Module in Graphics Widget

The Room Control Module displays View Equipment if the path shape is bound to an equipment. Or
the Room Control Module displays View Space if the path shape is bound to a space.
For the Room Control Module to have data, the bound point must have alarm extensions with
alarm limits and a setpoint configured. If the bound point has more than one alarm extension, the
Room Control Module uses the first alarm extension. The alarm extensions are configured and the
order of alarm extensions is set in SMP or SCT.
The Room Control Module shows the bound point value and status, the setpoint, and the unit in
the top area of the Room Control Module. To populate the Room Control Module at view time, you
must tap or click on the Room Control Module in the Graphics widget. The Room Control Module
does not dynamically update for certain data values. However, the setpoint, value, and warning
limits dynamically update. You must tap or click the path shape to populate the alarm limits.
The Room Control Module lists High Alarm, High Warning, Low Warning, and Low Alarm for the
bound point. The bound point must have an alarm extension for this data to populate.
When you hover over the Room Control Module on a computer platform, the shapes drawn with
Path tool highlight (only if a point or navigation is bound and the opacity is set to 100% on mouse
over).
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Heat Exchangers

What are the available Heat Exchanger symbols?
Table 351: Heat Exchangers

Plate Exchanger

Shell Exchanger

What are the properties available on the Heat Exchangers symbols?
Both Heat Exchanger symbols have no Property panel properties.
Both Heat Exchanger symbols have the same Binding properties.
Table 352: Heat Exchanger Binding Properties
Binding Short Name Animation Available
Input Primary
Value

HX1ISOV-C Yes

Output Primary
Value

HX1V1-O (for Plate Exchanger)
HXMV-O (for Shell Exchanger)

Yes

Input Secondary
Value

N/A No

Output
Secondary Value

N/A No

Navigation N/A No

All Heat Exchanger symbols snap to Pipe symbols that are water pipes.
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Lighting

What are the available Lighting symbols?
Table 353: Lighting
Day Sensor

Emergency Light Fixture
Light Switch

Lighting Fixture
Motion Sensor

What are the properties available on the Lighting symbols?
All Lighting symbols have the following Property panel properties:

• Shape
- Circle
- Square
- Triangle

• On Color
• Off Color

The background color of the symbol is set based on the status of the value binding. The status color
appears as defined in the system preferences.
All Lighting symbols have no Snapping properties.

What are the Binding properties available on the Day Sensor symbol?
Table 354: Day Sensor Binding Properties
Binding Short Name Animation Available
Day Sensor Value LIGHT-S Yes
Navigation N/A No
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What are the Binding properties available on the Emergency Light Fixture and
Lighting Fixture symbols?
Table 355: Emergency Light Fixture and Light Fixture Binding Properties
Binding Short Name Animation Available
Emergency Light
Value

LIGHT-C Yes

Navigation N/A No

What are the Binding properties available on the Light Switch and Motion Sensor
symbols?
Table 356: Light Switch and Motion Sensor Binding Properties
Binding Short Name Animation Available
Light Switch
Value

OCC-S Yes

Navigation N/A No

Meters

What are the available Meter symbols?
Table 357: Meters

Electric Meter Gas Meter

Heat Meter Horizontal Heat Meter Vertical
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Table 357: Meters

Steam Meter Horizontal Steam Meter Vertical

Water Meter Horizontal
Water Meter Vertical

What are the properties available on the Meter symbols?
All Meter symbols have no Property panel properties.
All Meter symbols have the generic value Binding properties.
The following Meter symbols snap to the following symbols:
Table 358: Meter Symbols Snapping
Symbol Snaps To
Electric Meter
Gas Meter

Pipes: Vertical and Vertical End water pipes

Heat Meter Horizontal
Steam Meter Horizontal
Water Meter Horizontal

Pipes: Horizontal and Horizontal End water
pipes

Heat Meter Vertical
Steam Meter Vertical
Water Meter Vertical

Pipes: Diagonal and Diagonal End water pipes
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Network

What are the available Network symbols?
Table 359: Network
ADS/ADX

Server

NAE/NIE-55 Series

NAE35/45/NCM45

NCM

N30

FEC (Gen 1)

FEC (Gen 2)
VMA 1600

TEC
AHU

DX
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Table 359: Network
UNT

VMA 1400
VND

XT/XTM
Digital Controller

Digital Terminal
Terminal Controller (TC)

IU
FX

LDT
MIG (Old)

MIG
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Table 359: Network
N2R

NT
UPS

Cloud
Monitor

OAS Embedded
SNE2200x

SNE1x0x0x
SNC2515x with display

SNC2515x
SNC1612x with display

SNC1612x
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Table 359: Network
CGM09090

CGM04060
CVM03050

TEC3000 White Color
TEC3000 White Color (Sizer)

TEC3000 White

TEC3000 White (Sizer)

What are the properties available on the Network symbols?
All Network symbols have no Property panel properties, except the XT/XTM symbol. The XT/XTM
symbol allows you to select the Number of XP's (One or Two).
Most Network symbols have generic status, value, and navigation Binding properties. All Binding
properties have no animation available. The following Network symbols have no Binding
properties: DT (Digital Terminal), IU, N2R, NT, UPS, Cloud, and Monitor.
All Network symbols have no Snapping properties.
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Pipes

What are the available Pipe symbols?
Table 360: Pipes
Horizontal

Horizontal End

Diagonal

Diagonal End

Vertical

Vertical End

Front Left T

Front Right T
Front Lower T

Front Upper T
Front Upper Left Elbow

Front Upper Right Elbow
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Table 360: Pipes
Front Lower Left Elbow

Front Lower Right Elbow

Front 4T

Side 4T
Side Left T

Side Right T
Side Lower T

Side Upper T
Side Upper Left Elbow

Side Upper Right Elbow

Side Lower Left Elbow

Side Lower Right Elbow
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Table 360: Pipes
Top Left T

Top Right T
Top Lower T

Top Upper T
Top Upper Left Elbow

Top Upper Right Elbow
Top Lower Left Elbow

Top Upper Left

Top 4T

Diagonal Continuation Pipe
Horizontal Continuation Pipe

Vertical Continuation Pipe

What are the properties available for the Pipes symbols?
All Pipes symbols have the same Property panel properties:

• System Type
- Water
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- Air
• Background Color
• Pipe Type

- None
- Chilled Water Supply
- Chilled Water Return
- Condensation Water Supply
- Condensation Water Return
- Hot Water Supply
- Hot Water Return
- Condensate
- Steam
- Gas

When you apply properties to a Pipe symbol on the Graphic Canvas, any subsequent Pipe symbol
placed to the Graphic Canvas retains the properties of the original Pipe symbol.

Note: This functionality only applies if no other symbol is placed after the original Pipe symbol.
For example, if you place a Pipe symbol to the Graphic Canvas, set the properties, then place a
Basic Value Box on the Graphic Canvas, any subsequent Pipe symbol has default properties.

All Pipe symbols have no Binding properties.
The Pipe symbols snap to other Pipe symbols. If a Pipe symbol's system type is set to Water, than
the Pipe symbols snaps to other waterside pipes. If a Pipe symbol's system type is set to Air, than
the Pipe symbols snaps to other air-side pipes.

Roof Top Units (Packaged)

What are the available Roof Top Unit (Packaged) symbols?
Table 361: Roof Top Units (Packaged)
Base

Duct

Compressor Side Duct

Fan

Lower Parallel Damper

Upper Parallel Damper
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Table 361: Roof Top Units (Packaged)
Supply Fan

Filter
DX Coil

Electric Coil
Gas Coil

What are the properties available on the Roof Top Units (Packaged) symbols?
All Roof Top Units (Packaged) symbols have no Property panel properties.
The following Roof Top Units (Packaged) symbols have no Binding properties: Base and Duct.
The following Roof Top Units (Packaged) symbols snap to the following Roof Top Units (Packaged)
symbols:
Table 362: Roof Top Units (Packaged) Symbols Snapping
Symbol Snaps To
Base
Lower Parallel Damper
Upper Parallel Damper
Supply Fan
Filter
DX Coil
Electric Coil
Gas Coil

Duct

Duct Base, Compressor Side Duct, Lower Parallel
Damper, Upper Parallel Damper, Supply Fan,
Filter, DX Coil, Electric Coil, and Gas Coil

Compressor Side Duct Duct and Fan
Fan Compressor Side Duct
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What are the Binding properties available on the Compressor Side Duct symbol?
Table 363: Compressor Side Duct Binding Properties
Binding Short Name Animation Available
Compressor
Status

COMP-S Yes

Navigation N/A No

What are the Binding properties available on the Fan symbol?
Table 364: Fan Binding Properties
Binding Short Name Animation Available
Fan Status F-S Yes
Fan Output F-O No
Fan Command F-C No
Fan Feedback F-FB No
Navigation N/A No

What are the Binding properties available on the Lower Parallel Damper and Upper
Parallel Damper symbols?
Table 365: Lower Parallel Damper and Upper Parallel Damper Binding Properties
Binding Short Name Animation Available
Damper Primary
Value

DPR-O Yes

Damper
Secondary Value

N/A No

Navigation N/A No

What are the Binding properties available on the Supply Fan symbol?
Table 366: Supply Fan Binding Properties
Binding Short Name Animation Available
Supply Fan
Primary Status

SF-S Yes

Supply Fan
Secondary
Command

SF-C No

Variable
Frequency Drive
Primary Output

SF-O No

Variable
Frequency Drive
Secondary
Feedback

SF-FB No

Navigation N/A No
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What are the Binding properties available on the Filter symbol?
Table 367: Filter Binding Properties
Binding Short Name Animation Available
Filter Primary
Value

PFILT-S Yes

Filter Secondary
Value

N/A No

Navigation N/A No

What are the Binding properties available on the DX Coil symbol?
Table 368: DX Coil Binding Properties
Binding Short Name Animation Available
DX Stage 1 Value CLG1-C Yes
DX Stage 2 Value CLG2-C No
DX Stage 3 Value CLG3-C No
DX Stage 4 Value CLG4-C No
DX Stage 5 Value CLG5-C No
DX Stage 6 Value CLG6-C No
DX Stage 7 Value CLG7-C No
DX Stage 8 Value CLG8-C No
Navigation N/A No

What are the Binding properties available on the Electric Coil symbol?
Table 369: Electric Coil Binding Properties
Binding Short Name Animation Available
Electric Heating
Coil 1 Value

PH1-C Yes

Electric Heating
Coil 2 Value

PH2-C No

Electric Heating
Coil 3 Value

PH3-C No

Electric Heating
Coil 4 Value

PH4-C No

Electric Heating
Coil 5 Value

PH5-C No

Electric Heating
Coil 6 Value

PH6-C No

Electric Heating
Coil 7 Value

PH7-C No

Electric Heating
Coil 8 Value

PH8-C No

Navigation N/A No
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What are the Binding properties available on the Gas Coil symbol?
Table 370: Gas Coil Binding Properties
Binding Short Name Animation Available
Heating Output HTG-O Yes
Navigation N/A No

Security

What are the available Security symbols?
Table 371: Security
Barrier

Barrier Alarm
Barrier Contact

Blind System Alarm
Card Reader

Computer
Door Contact

Elevator Alarm
Emergency Call Disabled Toilet

Intruder Alarm
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Table 371: Security
Overhead Door Contact

Pegasys Controller
Repair Switch

Swipe Reader
Turnstile

Window Contact

What are the properties available on the Security symbols?
All Security symbols have the Shape (Circle, Square, or Triangle) Property panel properties.
All Security symbols have generic value and navigation Binding properties. The background color
of the symbol is set based on the status of the value binding. The status color appears as defined in
the system preferences.
All Security symbols have no snapping properties.

Terminal Units

What are the available Terminal Unit symbols?
Table 372: Terminal Units
Single Duct

Dual Duct
Dual Duct Box

Dual Duct Extension
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Table 372: Terminal Units
Exhaust Box

Duct Front
Series Fan

Parallel Fan
Damper

Flow Sensor

Fin Tube

Temperature Sensor
VMA 1600

VMA 1400
Heating Coil

Cooling Coil
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Table 372: Terminal Units
Electric Coil

Heating-Cooling Coil
VMA1900

CVM03050

What are the properties available on the Terminal Unit symbols?
All symbols have no Property panel properties.
The following symbols have no Binding properties or Animation properties: Single Duct, Dual Duct,
Dual Duct Box, Dual Duct Extension, Duct Front, Fin Tube, VMA 1400, and VMA 1600.
See properties of symbols not listed for Binding properties, Animation properties, or Snapping
properties.

What are the Snapping properties available on the Single Duct symbol?
The Single Duct symbol snaps to: Damper, Cooling Coil, Electric Coil, Flow Sensor, Heating Coil,
Heating-Cooling Coil, Series Fan, Parallel Fan, Temperature sensor, VMA 1400, and VMA 1600.

What are the Snapping properties available on the Dual Duct symbol?
The Dual Duct symbol snaps to: Damper, Flow Sensor, Dual Duct Box, Temperature Sensor, VMA
1400, and VMA 1600.

What are the Snapping properties available on the Dual Duct Box symbol?
The Dual Duct Box symbol snaps to: Dual Duct, Duct Front, Cooling Coil, Electric Coil, Heating Coil,
Heating-Cooling Coil, Series Fan, and Parallel Fan.

What are the Snapping properties available on the Dual Duct Extension symbol?
The Dual Duct Extension symbol snaps to: Dual Duct and Temperature Sensor.

What are the Binding properties and Snapping properties available on the Exhaust
Box symbol?
Table 373: Exhaust Box Binding Properties
Binding Short Name Animation Available
Exhaust Box
Primary Damper

EAD-O No

Exhaust Box
Secondary

N/A No

The Exhaust Box snaps to: Damper, Duct Front, Flow Sensor, Temperature Sensor, VMA 1400, and
VMA 1600.
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What are the Snapping properties available on the Duct Front symbol?
The Duct Front symbol snaps to: Dual Duct, Dual Duct Box, Exhaust Box, and Single Duct.

What are the Binding properties and Snapping properties available on the Series
Fan symbol?
Table 374: Series Fan Binding Properties
Binding Short Name Animation Available
Series Fan Status SF-S Yes
Series Fan
Output

SF-O No

Series Fan
Command

SF-C No

Series Fan
Feedback

SF-FB No

Navigation N/A No

The Series Fan snaps to: Dual Duct Box and Single Duct.

What are the Binding properties and Snapping properties available on the Parallel
Fan symbol?
Table 375: Parallel Fan Binding Properties
Binding Short Name Animation Available
Parallel Fan
Status

SF-S Yes

Parallel Fan
Output

SF-O No

Parallel Fan
Command

SF-C No

Parallel Fan
Feedback

SF-FB No

Navigation N/A No

The Parallel Fan snaps to: Dual Duct Box and Single Duct.

What are the Binding properties and Snapping properties available on the Damper
symbol?
Table 376: Damper Binding Properties
Binding Short Name Animation Available
Damper Primary
Output

DPR-O Yes

Damper
Secondary
Output

N/A No

Navigation N/A No

The Damper snaps to: Dual Duct Box, Exhaust Box, and Single Duct.
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What are the Binding properties and Snapping properties available on the Flow
Sensor symbol?
Table 377: Flow Sensor Binding Properties
Binding Short Name Animation Available
Primary Flow SA-F No
Flow Secondary
Setpoint

SAFLOW-SP No

Navigation N/A No

The Flow Sensor snaps to: Dual Duct Box, Exhaust Box, and Single Duct.

What are the Binding properties available on the Fin Tube symbol?
Table 378: Fin Tube Binding Properties
Binding Short Name Animation Available
Fin Tube Primary
Supplemental
Heat

SUPHTG-C No

Fin Tube
Secondary Value

N/A No

Navigation N/A No

What are the Binding properties and Snapping properties available on the
Temperature Sensor symbol?
Table 379: Temperature Sensor Binding Properties
Binding Short Name Animation Available
Temperature
Value

DA-T No

Temperature
Setpoint

DAT-SP No

Navigation N/A No

The Temperature Sensor snaps to: Dual Duct, Dual Duct Extension, Duct Front, Exhaust Box, and
Single Duct.

What are the Snapping properties available on the VMA 1600 symbol?
The VMA 1600 snaps to: Dual Duct, Exhaust Box, and Single Duct.

What are the Snapping properties available on the VMA 1400 symbol?
The VMA 1400 snaps to: Dual Duct, Exhaust Box, and Single Duct.
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What are the Binding properties and Snapping properties available on the Heating
Coil symbol?
Table 380: Heating Coil Binding Properties
Binding Short Name Animation Available
Water Coil
Primary Value

CLG-O Yes

Water Coil
Secondary Value

N/A No

Navigation N/A No

The Heating Coil snaps to: Dual Duct Box and Single Duct.

What are the Binding properties and Snapping properties available on the Cooling
Coil symbol?
Table 381: Cooling Coil Binding Properties
Binding Short Name Animation Available
Water Coil
Primary Value

CLG-O Yes

Water Coil
Secondary Value

N/A No

Navigation N/A No

The Cooling Coil snaps to: Dual Duct Box and Single Duct.

What are the Binding properties and Snapping properties available on the Electric
Coil symbol?
Table 382: Electric Coil Binding Properties
Binding Short Name Animation Available
Electric Heating
Coil 1 Value

PH1-C Yes

Electric Heating
Coil 2 Value

PH2-C Yes

Electric Heating
Coil 3 Value

PH3-C Yes

Electric Heating
Coil 4 Value

PH4-C Yes

Electric Heating
Coil 5 Value

PH5-C Yes

Electric Heating
Coil 6 Value

PH6-C Yes

Electric Heating
Coil 7 Value

PH7-C Yes

Electric Heating
Coil 8 Value

PH8-C Yes

Navigation N/A No
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The Electric Coil snaps to: Dual Duct Box and Single Duct.

What are the Binding properties and Snapping properties available on the Heating-
Cooling Coil symbol?
Table 383: Heating-Cooling Coil Binding Properties
Binding Short Name Animation Available
Heating Cooling
Coil Primary
Value

HC-O Yes

Heating Cooling
Coil Secondary
Mode

SUMWIN-C No

Navigation N/A No

The Heating-Cooling Coil snaps to: Dual Duct Box and Single Duct.

VRF Systems

What are the available VRF Systems symbols?
Table 384: VRF Systems
1 Way Cassette

4 Way Cassette

Wall Mounted

Ducted High Static

Outdoor Unit

Changeover Box

What are the properties available for VRF Systems symbols?
All VRF System symbols have no Property panel properties, except the Outdoor Unit symbol. The
Outdoor Unit symbol allows you to select the Number of Outdoor Unit from One to Four units.
The following VRF System symbols have the same Binding properties: 1 Way Cassette, 4 Way
Cassette, Wall Mounted, and Ducted High Static.
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Table 385: VRF Systems Binding Properties
Binding Short Name Animation Available
Unit Status UNT-S No
Unit Operation
Mode

N/A Yes

Fan Status FAN-S Yes
Fan Speed FAN-O No

The Outdoor Unit symbol has different Binding properties and the Changeover Box has no Binding
properties.
All VRF System symbols have no Snapping Properties.

What are the Binding properties available on the Outdoor Unit symbol?
Table 386: Outdoor Unit Binding Properties
Binding Short Name Animation Available
Outdoor Unit 1
Primary Value

OU1-S Yes

Outdoor Unit 1
Secondary Value

OU1-C No

Outdoor Unit 2
Primary Value

OU2-S Yes

Outdoor Unit 2
Secondary Value

OU2-C No

Outdoor Unit 3
Primary Value

OU3-S Yes

Outdoor Unit 3
Secondary Value

OU3-C No

Outdoor Unit 4
Primary Value

OU4-S Yes

Outdoor Unit 4
Secondary Value

OU4-C No
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Water Pumps

What are the available Water Pump symbols?
Table 387: Water Pumps
Right Horizontal Pump Left

Right Horizontal Pump Right
Vertical Horizontal Pump Left

Vertical Horizontal Pump Right
Vertical Motor Pump Front Back

Vertical Motor Pump Left Right

Vertical Pump Left

Vertical Pump Right
Booster Pump

Booster Pump Left Right
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Table 387: Water Pumps
Horizontal Circulation Pump Left for Air-Side
Equipment

Horizontal Circulation Pump Right for Air-Side
Equipment

Vertical Circulation Pump for Air-Side Equipment

What are the properties available on the Water Pumps symbols?
There are two properties available for all Water Pump symbols: Background color and Direction.
The Direction property can be set to either Clockwise or Counter-Clockwise.
All Water Pump symbols have the same Binding properties.
Table 388: Water Pump Binding Properties
Binding Short Name Animation Available
Pump Primary
Status

PCHWP1-S Yes

Pump Secondary
Command

PCHWP1-C No

Variable
Frequency Drive
Primary Output

PCHWP1-O No

Variable
Frequency Drive
Secondary
Feedback

PCHWP1-FB No

Navigation N/A No

All Pipe symbols snap to the inlets and outlets of the Water Pump symbols.
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Water Sensors

What are the available Water Sensor symbols?
Table 389: Water Sensors
Well Temperature Horizontal

Well Temperature Vertical
Well Temperature Horizontal Left

Well Temperature Horizontal Right

Well Temperature Vertical Type 2

Temp Strap On

Differential Pressure Horizontal

Differential Pressure Vertical
Pressure Single Horizontal

Pressure Single Vertical
Flow Orifice Horizontal

Flow Orifice Vertical
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Table 389: Water Sensors
Flow Paddle Wheel Horizontal

Flow Paddle Wheel Vertical
Flow Switch Horizontal

Flow Switch Vertical
Flow Ultrasonic Horizontal

Flow Ultrasonic Vertical
Flow Venturi Horizontal

Venturi Vertical
Horizontal Level Switch

Ultrasonic Level
Alphasonic Level

Vertical Level Switch
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Table 389: Water Sensors
Pipe Heat Tape Horizontal

Pipe Heat Tape Vertical
Condensation Sensor Horizontal

Condensation Sensor Vertical
Air Compressor

Emergency Push Button
Deaerator

Vessel

What are the properties available on the Water Sensor symbols?
All Water Sensor symbols have no Property panel properties.
The Deaerator symbol has no Binding properties.
The following Water Sensor symbols snap to the following symbols:
Table 390: Water Sensor Symbols Snapping
Symbol Snaps To
Well Temperature Sensor Vertical Pipes: Diagonal and Diagonal End water pipes
Well Temperature Horizontal Left
Well Temperature Horizontal Right

Pipes: Vertical and Vertical End air-side pipes

Well Temperature Vertical Type 2
Ultrasonic Level

Pipes: Diagonal, Diagonal End, Continuation
Pipe, Horizontal, Horizontal End, and Horizontal
Continuation Pipe air-side pipes
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Table 390: Water Sensor Symbols Snapping
Symbol Snaps To
Pressure Single Vertical
Flow Orifice Vertical
Flow Paddle Wheel Vertical
Flow Switch Vertical
Flow Ultrasonic Vertical
Flow Venturi Vertical
Pipe Heat Tape Vertical
Condensation Sensor Vertical

Pipes: Diagonal, Diagonal End, and Diagonal
End Continuation pipes

Pressure Single Horizontal
Flow Orifice Horizontal
Flow Paddle Wheel Horizontal
Flow Switch Horizontal
Flow Ultrasonic Horizontal
Flow Venturi Horizontal
Pipe Heat Tape Horizontal
Condensation Sensor Horizontal

Pipes: Horizontal, Horizontal End, and
Horizontal End Continuation pipes

Deaerator Pipes: Horizontal End and Vertical End pipes

What are the Binding properties available on the Well Temperature Horizontal,
Well Temperature Vertical, Well Temperature Horizontal Left, Well Temperature
Horizontal Right, and Well Temperature Vertical Type 2 symbols?
Table 391: Well Temperature Horizontal, Well Temperature Vertical, Well Temperature
Horizontal Left, Well Temperature Horizontal Right, and Well Temperature Vertical Type 2
Binding Properties
Binding Animation Available
Well Temperature Primary
Value

No

Well Temperature Secondary
Setpoint

No

Navigation No

What are the Binding properties available on the Temp Strap On symbol?
Table 392: Temp Strap On Binding Properties
Binding Animation Available
Temperature Primary Value No
Temperature Secondary
Setpoint

No

Navigation No
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What are the Binding properties available on the Differential Pressure Horizontal
and Differential Pressure Vertical symbols?
Table 393: Differential Pressure Horizontal and Differential Pressure Vertical Binding
Properties
Binding Animation Available
Differential Pressure Primary
Value

No

Differential Pressure
Secondary Setpoint

No

Navigation No

What are the Binding properties available on the Pressure Single Vertical and
Pressure Single Horizontal symbols?
Table 394: Pressure Single Vertical and Pressure Single Horizontal Binding Properties
Binding Animation Available
Pressure Single Primary Value No
Pressure Single Secondary
Setpoint

No

Navigation No

What are the Binding properties available on the Flow Orifice Horizontal and Flow
Orifice Vertical symbols?
Table 395: Flow Orifice Horizontal and Flow Orifice Vertical Binding Properties
Binding Animation Available
Flow Orifice Primary Value No
Flow Orifice Secondary
Setpoint

No

Navigation No

What are the Binding properties available on the Flow Paddle Wheel Horizontal
and Flow Paddle Wheel Vertical symbols?
Table 396: Flow Paddle Wheel Horizontal and Flow Paddle Wheel Vertical Binding Properties
Binding Animation Available
Flow Paddle Wheel Primary
Value

No

Flow Paddle Wheel Secondary
Setpoint

No

Navigation No
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What are the Binding properties available on the Flow Switch Horizontal and Flow
Switch Vertical symbols?
Table 397: Flow Switch Horizontal and Flow Switch Vertical Binding Properties
Binding Animation Available
Flow Switch Primary Value No
Flow Switch Secondary
Setpoint

No

Navigation No

What are the Binding properties available on the Flow Ultrasonic Horizontal and
Flow Ultrasonic Vertical symbols?
Table 398: Flow Ultrasonic Horizontal and Flow Ultrasonic Vertical Binding Properties
Binding Animation Available
Flow Ultrasonic Primary Value No
Flow Ultrasonic Secondary
Setpoint

No

Navigation No

What are the Binding properties available on the Flow Venturi Horizontal and Flow
Venturi Vertical symbols?
Table 399: Flow Venturi Horizontal and Flow Venturi Vertical Binding Properties
Binding Animation Available
Flow Venturi Primary Value No
Flow Venturi Secondary
Setpoint

No

Navigation No

What are the Binding properties available on the Horizontal Level Switch and
Vertical Level Switch symbols?
Table 400: Horizontal Level Switch and Vertical Level Switch Binding Properties
Binding Animation Available
Level Switch Vertical Primary
Value

No

Level Switch Secondary Value No
Navigation No

What are the Binding properties available on the Ultrasonic Level symbol?
Table 401: Ultrasonic Level Switch Binding Properties
Binding Animation Available
Ultrasonic Level Primary Value No
Ultrasonic Level Secondary
Value

No

Navigation No
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What are the Binding properties available on the Alphasonic Level symbol?
Table 402: Alphasonic Level Switch Binding Properties
Binding Animation Available
Alphasonic Level Primary Value No
Alphasonic Level Secondary
Value

No

Navigation No

What are the Binding properties available on the Pipe Heat Tape Horizontal and
Pipe Heat Tape Vertical symbols?
Table 403: Pipe Heat Tape Horizontal and Pipe Heat Tape Vertical Binding Properties
Binding Animation Available
Pipe Heat Tape Primary Value No
Pipe Heat Tape Secondary
Value

No

Navigation No

What are the Binding properties available on the Condensation Sensor Horizontal
and Condensation Sensor Vertical symbols?
Table 404: Condensation Sensor Horizontal and Condensation Sensor Vertical Binding
Properties
Binding Animation Available
Condensation Sensor Primary
Value
or
Condensation Sensor
Vertical Primary Value (for
Condensation Sensor Vertical)

No

Condensation Sensor
Secondary Value
or
Condensation Sensor
Vertical Secondary Value (for
Condensation Sensor Vertical)

No

Navigation No

What are the Binding properties available on the Air Compressor symbol?
Table 405: Air Compressor Binding Properties
Binding Animation Available
Air Compressor Primary Status No
Air Compressor Secondary
Command

No

Navigation No
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What are the Binding properties available on the Emergency Push Button symbol?
Table 406: Emergency Push Button Binding Properties
Binding Animation Available
Emergency Push Button
Primary Value

No

Pipe Heat Tape Secondary
Command

No

Navigation No

What are the Binding properties available on the Vessel symbol?
Table 407: Vessel Binding Properties
Binding Animation Available
Vessel Primary Level No
Vessel Secondary Value No
Navigation No

Water Valves

What are the available Water Valve symbols?
Table 408: Water Valves
Small Valve 2 Way Electric

Small Valve 2 Way Pneumatic
Large Valve 2 Way Electric Horizontal

Large Valve 2 Way Pneumatic Horizontal
Large Valve 2 Way Electric Vertical

Large Valve 2 Way Pneumatic Vertical
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Table 408: Water Valves
Small Valve 3 Way Electric

Small Valve 3 Way Pneumatic
Large Valve 3 Way Electric Horizontal

Large Valve 3 Way Pneumatic Horizontal
Large Valve 3 Way Electric Vertical

Large Valve 3 Way Pneumatic Vertical
Check Valve Horizontal

Check Valve Horizontal Type 2

Check Valve Vertical

Check Valve Vertical Left

Check Valve Vertical Right

Hand Valve 2 Way Vertical
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Table 408: Water Valves
Hand Valve 3 Way Horizontal

Hand Valve 3 Way Vertical

Hand Valve 2 Way Horizontal

Manual Valve Vertical
Manual Valve Horizontal

Tap Vertical
Tap Horizontal

Valve 2 Way Electric Horizontal Left for Air-Side
Equipment

Valve 2 Way Electric Horizontal Right for Air-Side
Equipment

Valve 2 Way Electric Vertical for Air-Side
Equipment
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Table 408: Water Valves
Valve 3 Way Electric Vertical for Air-Side
Equipment

Valve 3 Way Electric Horizontal Left for Air-Side
Equipment

Valve 3 Way Electric Horizontal Right for Air-Side
Equipment

What are the properties available on the Water Valve symbols?
Property Panel
The following Water Valve symbols have an Orientation (Horizontal or Vertical) Property panel
property: Small Valve 2 Way Electric, Small Valve 2 Way Pneumatic, Small Valve 3 Way Electric, Small
Valve 3 Way Pneumatic,
All other Water Valve symbols have no Property panel properties.
Binding Properties
The following Water Valve symbols have the same Binding properties: Small Valve 2 Way Electric,
Small Valve 2 Way Pneumatic, Small Valve 3 Way Electric, Small Valve 3 Way Pneumatic
Table 409: Water Valve Binding Properties
Binding Short Name Animation Available
Valve Primary
Value

CLG-O No

Valve Secondary
Value

N/A No

Navigation N/A No

All other Water Valves not listed here or in this section separately do not have Binding properties.
Snapping Properties
The following Water Valve symbols snap to the following symbols:
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Table 410: Water Valve Symbols Snapping
Symbol Snaps To
Small Valve 2 Way Electric (Horizontal
Orientation)
Small Valve 2 Way Pneumatic (Horizontal
Orientation)
Large Valve 2 Way Electric Horizontal
Large Valve 2 Way Pneumatic Horizontal
Small Valve 3 Way Electric (Horizontal
Orientation)
Small Valve 3 Way Pneumatic (Horizontal
Orientation)
Check Valve Horizontal
Hand Valve 2 Way Horizontal
Manual Valve Horizontal

Pipes: Horizontal End, Horizontal, and
Horizontal Continuation pipes

Small Valve 2 Way Electric (Vertical Orientation)
Large Valve 2 Way Electric Vertical
Large Valve 2 Way Pneumatic Vertical
Small Valve 3 Way Electric (Vertical Orientation)
Small Valve 3 Way Pneumatic (Vertical
Orientation)
Check Valve Horizontal Type 2
Check Valve Vertical
Hand Valve 2 Way Vertical
Manual Valve Vertical

Pipes: Diagonal End, Diagonal, and Diagonal
Continuation pipes

Small Valve 2 Way Pneumatic (Vertical
Orientation)

Pipes: Diagonal Continuation

Large Valve 3 Way Electric Horizontal
Large Valve 3 Way Pneumatic Horizontal
Large Valve 3 Way Electric Vertical
Large Valve 3 Way Pneumatic Vertical

Pipes: Horizontal, Horizontal End Pipes,
Horizontal Continuation Pipe, Diagonal,
Diagonal End Diagonal Continuation pipes

Check Valve Vertical Left
Check Valve Vertical Right

Pipes: Vertical and Vertical End pipes

Hand Valve 3 Way Vertical
Hand Valve 3 Way Horizontal

Pipes: Diagonal, Diagonal End, Diagonal
Continuation Pipe, Vertical Pipe, and Vertical
Continuation pipes

Check Valve Horizontal Type 2
Check Valve Vertical Left
Check Valve Vertical Right

Pipes: Air-Side Pipes
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What are the Binding properties available on the Large Valve 2 Way Electric
Horizontal and Large Valve 2 Way Electric Vertical symbols?
Table 411: Large Valve 2 Way Electric Horizontal and Large Valve 2 Way Electric Vertical
Binding Properties
Binding Animation Available
Two Way Electric Valve Primary
Command

No

Two Way Electric Valve
Secondary Value

No

Navigation No

What are the Binding properties available on the Large Valve 2 Way Pneumatic
Horizontal and Large Valve 2 Way Pneumatic Vertical symbols?
Table 412: Large Valve 2 Way Pneumatic Horizontal and Large Valve 2 Way Pneumatic Vertical
Binding Properties
Binding Animation Available
Two Way Pneumatic Valve
Primary Command

No

Two Way Pneumatic Valve
Secondary Value

No

Navigation No

What are the Binding properties available on the Large Valve 3 Way Electric
Horizontal and Large Valve 3 Way Electric Vertical symbols?
Table 413: Large Valve 3 Way Electric Horizontal and Large Valve 3 Way Electric Vertical
Binding Properties
Binding Animation Available
Three Way Electric Valve
Primary Command

No

Three Way Electric Valve
Secondary Value

No

Navigation No

What are the Binding properties available on the Large Valve 3 Way Pneumatic
Horizontal and Large Valve 3 Way Pneumatic Vertical symbols?
Table 414: Large Valve 3 Way Pneumatic Horizontal and Large Valve 3 Way Pneumatic Vertical
Binding Properties
Binding Animation Available
Three Way Pneumatic Valve
Primary Command

No

Three Way Pneumatic Valve
Secondary Value

No

Navigation No
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Working with Bindings

What is the Bindings panel?
With the Bindings panel you can bind elements (shapes and symbols) to alias points and explicit
points or locations. The Bindings panel displays four options:

• Alias: The Alias option displays points from the selected equipment's Equipment Definition or
the points from the selected Equipment Definition.

• Explicit: The Explicit option displays spaces and equipment (locations) and points from the
equipment that serve the spaces or other equipment (equipment serving equipment).

• Network: The Network option displays the Building Network tree, which provides access to
objects using an alternative navigation tree to the Spaces tree.

• Views: The Views option displays user-defined navigation trees.

Note: The Network option displays if the user has the User Can View The Item Navigation
Tree (Default Tree) property selected in the User Details tab in the User Management feature
in Metasys UI.
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Figure 164: Bindings panel

What is Alias binding? What is Explicit binding? What is Building Network
binding?
Aliased bindings are bindings to the points associated with an Equipment Definition. When working
in the Graphics Editor, an Aliased binding displays Alias on the Graphic Canvas, together with the
short name of the point. When viewing the graphic in the Graphics widget, the Aliased binding
displays the present value of the resolved point.
Explicit bindings are bindings to exact points or locations (space or equipment). When working
in the Graphics Editor, an Explicit binding displays ???? on the Graphic Canvas, together with the
short name of the point, and the applicable unit of measurement, if available. When viewing the
graphic in the Graphics widget, the Explicit binding displays the present value of the point. When
you tap or click the element that is explicitly bound to a location, you are redirected to the Space
dashboard or the Equipment dashboard, respectively.
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Building Network bindings are bindings to points in the Building Network tree. When working in
the Graphics Editor, a Building Network binding displays ???? on the Graphic Canvas, together with
the applicable unit of measurement, if available. When viewing the graphic in the Graphics widget,
the Building Network binding displays the present value of the point. If you bind a navigation to
the point (see How do I bind points using the Building Network tree?), you can tap or click on the
point to be redirected to the respective point in the Building Network tree. A default tab with details
about the navigated item opens.
See the following table that lists the types of bindings available for the types of Metasys UI
graphics.
Table 415: Types of bindings available
Type of Metasys UI
Graphic

Type of bindings available

Unassigned Graphic Explicit
Building Network

Space Graphic Explicit
Building Network

Equipment Graphic,
including Exception
Graphic

Explicit
Building Network

Aliased Graphic Alias, which allows you to bind to the points that are associated with the
Equipment Definition
Explicit
Building Network

Master Layer Graphic Explicit
Building Network

How do I bind to an alias point?
To bind an alias point to a supported element in an Equipment graphic, Exception graphic, or
Aliased graphic:
1. Select the element (shape or symbol) on the Graphic Canvas. The Edit toolbar appears below

the element.
2. In the Edit toolbar, click the Bindings icon. The available bindings appear in the Bindings list.

The Bindings panel opens.
3. In the Alias option, browse to and select the point you would like to bind to. Drag the point to

the appropriate bindings field in the Bindings list.

Figure 165: Alias Binding in Bindings List

How do I bind to an explicit point or location?
To bind an explicit point to a supported element in any Metasys UI graphic:

1. Select the element (shape or symbol) on the Graphic Canvas. The Edit toolbar appears below
the element.
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2. In the Edit toolbar, click the Bindings icon. The available bindings appear in the Bindings list.
The Bindings panel opens.

3. In the Explicit option, browse to and select the point or location you would like to bind to. Drag
the point or location to the appropriate bindings field in the Bindings list.

Figure 166: Explicit Binding in Bindings List

How do I bind points using the Building Network tree?
To bind points with the Building Network tree:
1. Select the element (shape or symbol) on the Graphic Canvas. The Edit toolbar appears below

the element.
2. In the Edit toolbar, click the Bindings icon. The available bindings appear in the Bindings list.

The Bindings panel opens.
3. In the Network option, browse to and select the point or location you would like to bind to.

Drag the point or location to the appropriate bindings field in the Bindings list.

Figure 167: Network Binding in Bindings List

4. You can also drag points, trend extensions and alarm extensions directly to the Graphic
Canvas.

Notes:

• You can use points, trend extensions, and alarm extensions as points and bind them to
symbols. See How can I display the alarm extension and trend extension values of a point? for
details about using trend extensions and alarm extensions as points.

• You can use all items for navigation purposes and drag them to the navigation field in the
Bindings list. You can go to the Graphics Widget viewer, where the tooltip for points bound
using the Building Network tree displays the Fully Qualified Reference (FQR) with the text
Navigate to, and navigate to the respective item in the Building Network tree. A default tab
opens for the navigated item.

• Once you save your changes, you can see the points and real-time values for the same
resolved on the Graphics Widget viewer.

How do I view what an element is bound to?
To view what is currently bound to an element (shape or symbol):

1. Select the element (shape or symbol). The Edit toolbar appears.
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2. In the Edit toolbar, click the Bindings icon. The available bindings and already bound points or
locations appear in the Bindings list.

Note:  When you bind a point using the Building Network tree, the Fully Qualified Reference
(FQR) displays as a tooltip when you hover over the short name of this point in the Bindings
list.

How can I display the alarm extension and trend extension values of a point?
To display the alarm extension and trend extension values, you can either bind the extensions to
the symbol or you can drag the desired extensions directly over the symbol.

Note: You can only bind or drag values over six Basic Symbols in this way, including Basic
Value Box, Advance Value Box, Key Data Module, Linear Gauge, Semi-Circular Gauge, and
Switch. See Basic Symbols for more details about the supported symbols.

To bind the extensions to the symbol:
1. Select the element (shape or symbol) on the Graphic Canvas. The Edit toolbar appears below

the element.
2. In the Edit toolbar, click the Bindings icon. The available bindings appear in the Bindings list.

The Bindings panel opens.
3. In the Network option, browse to and select the alarm or trend extension you would like to

bind to. Drag the extension to the appropriate bindings field in the Bindings list.

Figure 168: Network Binding in Bindings List

To drag the extensions over the symbol:
1. Navigate to the Network option in the Bindings panel.
2. Browse to and select the desired alarm or trend extension.
3. Drag the extension directly to the symbol on the Graphic Canvas.

Once you save your changes, you can see the real-time values resolved on the Graphics Widget
viewer.

How can I display the attributes of a bound point?
Attribute binding is supported in the Attribute Binding Symbol. Complete the following steps to
display the attributes of a bound point:

1. Open the graphic that you want to edit in the Graphics Editor.
2. Add an Attribute Binding Symbol to the Graphic Canvas.
3. Click on the Attribute Binding Symbol on the Graphic Canvas. The Edit toolbar opens.
4. In the Edit toolbar, click the Bindings icon. The Bindings panel opens.
5. Select the required object and drag it into the Object field.
6. From the Attribute list, select the attribute that you want to display in the Graphics widget.
7. Click SAVE and exit the Graphics Manager. The attribute values resolve when you open the

Graphics widget.
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Note: The attribute values may not resolve correctly if you selected a Restore Command
Priority attribute at step 6.

What additional options are available for bindings?
Several symbols show animations when you view the graphic in the Graphics widget in the Metasys
UI. Note that animations do not display in JCT as real-time data values are not available. These
animations provide a visual indication of the value for a bound point. You can set the custom
animations when binding points to the symbol.

Note: Custom animation is not supported for Basic Symbols, with the exception of the Basic
Fan. When you set the custom animations for the Basic Fan, you can set custom triggers to
activate animation in the Graphics Widget viewer.

To set custom animations or view the default animation values of a bound point for a symbol:

1. Select the element (shape or symbol). The Edit toolbar opens.
2. In the Edit toolbar, click the Bindings icon. The available bindings and already bound points or

locations appear in the Bindings list.

3. From the Bindings list, click . The Custom Animation window appears.

Note: If  appears dimmed and is not clickable, custom animations are not available or a
point is not bound.

4. Set the custom animations as required. The following table lists the custom animations
settings that are available.
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Table 416: Custom animation available by data type
Data type State Description

0 Shows animation when a point is in State 0.
1 Shows animation when a point is in State 1.
2 Shows animation when a point is in State 2.
3 Shows animation when a point is in State 3.

State data

>3 Shows animation when a point is in any other
state.

False Shows animation when the value of a point is
False.

Boolean data

True Shows animation when the value of a point is
True.

Maximum value for the
Off state

For bindings that support only two animations
(such as on/off and open/closed), defines the
value at which one animation changes to the
opposite animation. For example, if the maximum
value for the Off state is 5, and the current value
of the bound point is 10, the animation for the
On condition appears. If the current value of the
bound point is 3, then the animation for the Off
condition appears.

Minimum Value Specifies the minimum value for an animation to
display. This state is available for points with two
or more animation options.

Maximum Value Specifies the maximum value for an animation to
display. This state is available for points with two
or more animation options.

Numeric data

Compute Inverse Flips the animation to reflect the opposite of its
current state. For example, if the status input is
normally Open, the animation reflects a normally
Closed state.

Working with Layers

What is the Layers Panel?
With the Layer panel you can create layers of elements on your Metasys UI graphic and your Master
Layer graphic. With these layers you can separate a background image, a Master Layer graphic
(which can contain layers as well), and elements (shapes, images, and symbols). You can also use
layers to segment various systems on a floor plan.
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How do I access the Layers Panel?

To open the Layers panel, click . Alternatively, you can access the Layers panel with limited
functionality in the Graphics widget when viewing a Metasys UI graphic.

What is the layout of the Layer Panel?
The following figure shows how layers appear in the Layer panel.

Figure 169: Layer Panel callouts

Table 417: Layer Panel callouts
Number Name Description
1 Layer Panel Tools Displays the Layer panel tools.
2 Renamed Layer Layer with user-defined name. The green bar next to the

layer denotes that this is the currently selected layer.
3 Hidden Layer Layer that is hidden in the Graphics Editor and the

Graphics widget (viewing mode).
4 Visible Layer with

Default Name
Layer that is shown in the Graphics Editor and the
Graphics widget (viewing mode).

5 Background Image
Layer

Layer that allows you to add a background image. Once
a background image is added, the image is saved in an
image gallery

6 Master Layer Layer that appears on all Metasys UI graphics for a site.

What are the Layers Panel tools?
The following table describes the Layers panel tools.
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Table 418: Layers Panel Tools
Tool Name Description

New Layer Adds new layer to the graphic.

Merge All Merges all layers into one layer.

Duplicate Layer Duplicates selected layer.

Move Layer Up Moves selected layer up one layer.

Move Layer
Down

Moves selected layer down one layer.

Delete Layer Deleted selected layer.

/
Show/Hide
Layer

Shows or hides layer.

Rename Layer Renames layer to user-defined name. Layer names cannot
contain backslashes (/) or quotes (").

How do I add a new layer?
Click + to add a new layer to a graphic.

Note: Metasys UI graphics support up to 14 layers, not including the Background layer and the
Master Layer.

How do I merge layers?

Click  to merge all layers of a graphic into one layer

Note: The Background image layer and the Master layer are not merged with other layers.

To undo this action, click the undo button.

How do I copy a layer?
Complete the following steps to copy a layer:

1. Click on the layer you want to copy.

2. Click .

How do I hide or show a layer?
To hide a layer in the Graphics Editor and in the Graphics widget (viewing mode), click the check
box next to the layer name. An empty check box displays when a layer is hidden.
To show a hidden layer in the Graphics Editor and in the Graphics widget (viewing mode), click on
the empty check box.

How do I change the order of layers?
Complete the following steps to change the order of the layers:

1. Click on the layer you want to move.
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2. Click  to move the layer up. Or, click  to move the layer down.
3. Repeat as necessary.

How do I delete a layer?
Complete the following steps to delete a layer:

1. Click on the layer you want to delete.

Note: You cannot delete the Background image layer and the Master layer.

2. Click the trash can button.

How do I rename a layer?
Complete the following steps to rename a layer:

1. Click on the layer name.
2. Enter the new layer name. Layer names cannot contain backslashes (/) or quotation marks (").

Notes:
- A layer name can contain up to 255 characters. For best performance, use a layer name

that is approximately 25 to 50 characters in length.
- You cannot rename the Background image layer and the Master layer.

3. Click the tick button to save the new name. Click X to cancel renaming the layer.

How do I add a background image?
To add or change a Background image layer:

1. Click Change in the Background image layer. The Image Gallery appears.
2. Select an existing image from the Image Gallery. If you select an image from the Image

Gallery, the image is added as the Background image layer and the Image Gallery closes.
Or click Choose... to select and import an image from your computer. Then, select the image
from the Image Gallery.

Note: The following file formats are supported: .jpg, .jpeg, .png, and .bmp.

3. Click .

What is the file size limitation for background images?
The file size limit for background images is 1 MB. The actual image size cannot exceed 1920 pixels
by 1080 pixels (height).

What is the Master Layer?
The Master Layer appears as the bottom layer for all Metasys UI graphics configured for a site. For
more detailed information on the Master layer, see Working with the Master Layer in the Graphics
Editor and the section below.

Working with the Master Layer in the Graphics Editor

How do I work with a Master Layer in the Graphics Editor?
The Master Layer acts as a background layer for all graphics, so that you no longer have to manage
separate backgrounds for every Metasys UI graphic on your site. The Master Layer typically
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contains a company logo, background images or colors, and common data, including outdoor air
temperature and outdoor air humidity.
To create or edit a Master Layer:

1. Click the pencil button in the upper-right corner of the Master Layer graphic preview. The
Master Layer graphic opens in the Graphics Editor.

2. Click the layer button to open the Layer panel. Add a background image. Add additional layers
for any elements, images, or symbols you would like to add to the Master Layer graphic.

3. Add any elements, images, or symbols.
4. Click the chain button to bind elements and symbols to explicit points. Binding to aliased

points is not supported in the Master Layer graphic.
5. Click SAVE. The Master Layer graphic preview opens in the Graphics Manager.

To edit an existing Master Layer, follow the same steps.

What is the Master Layer behavior (toggle and check box)?
The following table describes the behavior of the Master Layer behavior in the Graphics Editor,
Graphics Manager preview, and the Graphics widget (viewer), and the Graphics widget Layers
panel.
Table 419: Master Layer Behavior
Setting in
Layers Panel
for Metasys UI
Graphic

Graphics Editor Graphics
Manager Preview

Graphics Widget
(Viewer)

Graphics Widget
Layers Panel

Toggle On
Check box
Selected

displayed displayed displayed displayed

Toggle Off
Check box
Deselected

not displayed not displayed not displayed not displayed

Toggle On
Check box
Deselected

not displayed not displayed not displayed displayed

Toggle Off
Check box
Selected

displayed not displayed not displayed not displayed

How do I hide the Master Layer in the graphic while editing the graphic?
To hide the Master Layer in the graphic while editing the graphic:

1. Click the layer button.
2. Deselect the Master Layer check box.

Working with Editor Configuration

What options are available in the Editor Configuration panel?
The Editor Configuration panel allows you to enable or disable the Snap to Symbol option. The Snap
to Symbol option is enabled by default and allows you to snap relevant symbols to each other on
the Graphic Canvas. For example, the Snap to Symbol option allows you to snap pipes together for
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a seamless appearance. The Snap to Symbol option also maintains aspect ratio of snapped symbols
so that all snapped symbols maintain size in relation to each other when resizing.
The Editor Configuration panel also allows you to enable or disable automatic saving of Metasys UI
graphics during editing.

Figure 170: Editor Configuration Panel

How do I use the Snap to Symbol option?
By default, the Snap to Symbol option is enabled. To verify the Snap to Symbol option is enabled, in
the Graphics Editor:

1. Click the gear button.
2. Verify the Snap to Symbol option is selected.

System templates have symbols snapped to each other. When creating or editing graphics from
system templates, you can snap symbols together by moving the symbol in place on a supported
symbol. Use your mouse or arrow keys on your keyboard to move the symbol in place. However, if
you delete a symbol (such as a coil) from a system template, symbols from the Symbol panel may
not snap to the existing symbols (such as a duct) on the system template.
To snap symbols to each other:

1. For symbols on the Graphic Canvas that you plan to drag and snap symbols to, ensure the
symbols on the Graphic Canvas are ungrouped.

2. Drag and drop a supported symbol from the Symbols panel onto the symbol on the Graphic
Canvas. Ensure the symbols are approximately 2-pixels from each other. The symbols should
snap to each other.

To disabled the Snap to Symbol option:

1. Click the gear button.
2. Deselect the Snap to Symbol option.
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What symbols support the Snap to Symbol option?
The following symbols categories or types of symbols within categories support the Snap to Symbol
option:

• Air Handling Unit (Packaged)
• CRAC Unit (Packaged)
• Ductwork

- Ducts to other Ducts and Air components
• Fan Coil Units
• Pipes

- Air Pipes to Air-Side Equipment
- Water Pipes to Water-Side Equipment

• Roof Top Unit (Packaged)
• Terminal Units

Working with Custom Behaviors

What is a Custom Behavior?
A Custom Behavior is a user-defined behavior made up of an effect, trigger, and optional rule. A
Custom Behavior can be applied to a shape, symbol, element of a symbol, or image. With Custom
Behaviors you can create custom symbols to meet unique operational needs.
A Custom Behavior has four characteristics:

• Behavior Name: a user-defined name that allows you to easily association expectations of a
behavior.

• Effect: an effect provides the ability to change the behavior of the selected shape, symbol,
element of symbol, or image. In some custom behavior configurations, an effect can be bound
to a point so that the effect occurs when the value or status of the point changes.

• Trigger: a trigger is the action that causes the behavior to occur. In some custom behavior
configurations, a trigger can be bound to a point so that the effect occurs when the value or
status of the point changes.

• Rule: a rule limits the results of a behavior so that the effect takes place only if the trigger
occurs and the rule evaluates to true. A rule is optional. However, rules must be bound to a
point.

The Custom Behavior effects available in the Metasys UI include: Show, Hide, Tooltip, Flash, Span
Transition, Rotate, Change Color, and Text Change. Custom Behavior effects can be applied to most
shapes, symbols, elements of symbols, and images. The supported effect depends on the selected
shape, symbol, element of symbol, or image. Furthermore, the supported trigger depends on the
selected effect.

Note: In general, this document uses the term effect interchangeably with the term Custom
Behaviors.

What is the layout of the Custom Behaviors panel?
The following figure and table describe the layout of the Custom Behaviors panel in the Graphics
Editor.
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Figure 171: Custom Behaviors Panel Callouts

Table 420: Custom Behaviors Panel Callouts
Number Name Description
1 Behavior Name Enters a unique but easily identifiable behavior name.
2 Effect Applies an effect to a shape, symbol, element of a symbol,

or image. The following effects are available: Hide, Show,
Tooltip, Flash, Span Transition, Rotate, Change Color, and
Text Change. See Working with Effects.

3 Trigger Configures the action that causes the behavior to occur.
The following triggers are available: Left Click & Hold (Tap
& Hold & Tap), Double Click (Double Tap), Mouse Over, or
Value Change. See Working with Triggers.

4 Rule Applies an optional rule. A rule limits the occurrence of a
behavior so that the effect takes place only if the trigger
occurs and the rule evaluates to true. See Working with
Rules.

5 Add Behavior Adds an additional behavior (multiple behaviors) to the
selected shape, symbol, element of a symbol, or image.

6 Run Type Allows you to select the execution order of multiple Custom
Behaviors.

7 Save Button Saves the behavior.
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How do I add a custom behavior?
To add a custom behavior, follow the high-level workflow below.

1. Select a shape, symbol, element of a symbol, or image.

2. From the Edit toolbar, click the custom behavior button ( ). If a behavior already exists, this
button displays a check mark.
Or from the Graphics Editor panel buttons, click the custom behavior button. If a behavior
already exists, this button displays a check mark.
The Custom Behavior panel appears.

3. Click +New Behavior. If a behavior already exists, click + Add Behavior.
4. Configure the custom behavior:

- Add a behavior name.
- Apply and configure an effect.
- Select a trigger.
- Add a rule (optional).

5. (Optional) Repeat Steps 3 and 4 to add an additional effect to a single custom behavior or to
add multiple custom behaviors. See Working with Multiple Behaviors and Multiple Effects.

Note: You can up to five custom behaviors to a single shape, symbol, element of a
symbol, or image.

6. Click SAVE.

How do I edit a custom behavior?
To edit a custom behavior:

1. Select a shape, symbol, element of a symbol, or image.
2. From the Edit toolbar, click the custom behavior button with the check mark. Or from the

Graphics Editor panel buttons, click the custom behavior button with the check mark.
The Custom Behavior panel appears.

3. Click the arrow that appears to the left of the behavior name. Then click the pencil icon that
appears to the right of the effect.

4. Edit the custom behavior.
5. Click SAVE.

How do I delete a custom behavior?
To delete a custom behavior:

1. Select a shape, symbol, element of a symbol, or image.
2. From the Edit toolbar, click the custom behavior button with the check mark. Or from the

Graphics Editor panel buttons, click the custom behavior button with the check mark.
The Custom Behavior panel appears.

3. Click the arrow that appears to the left of the behavior name. Then click the trash can button
that appears to the right of the effect.
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Can I copy and paste custom behaviors?
To copy and paste a custom behavior, simply select the shape, symbol, element of symbol, or image
and then paste it onto the Graphics Canvas. If the shape, symbol, element of symbol or image has
multiple custom behaviors, delete any unnecessary behaviors after pasting it onto the Graphics
Canvas.

Working with Effects

What are the available effects:
The following effects are available:

• Hide: Causes the shape, symbol, element of a symbol, or image to disappear. An example is
to hide the shape, symbol, element of a symbol, or image if the bound point is not in an alarm
status. See Hide Effect.

• Show: Causes the shape, symbol, element of a symbol, or image to display. An example is to
only show an the shape, symbol, element of a symbol, or image if the bound point is in alarm
status. See Show Effect.

• Tooltip: Displays a tooltip when you hover of an element. See Tooltip Effect.
• Flash: Causes one of the colors of the shape, symbol, or element of a symbol to alternate with

another color. An example is to apply flash to a shape, symbol, or element of a symbol so that
it flashes when a bound point is out of a desired range. See Flash Effect.

• Span Transition: Displays a temperature gradient to show temperature on a patch of a
floorplan. See Span Transition Effect.

• Rotate: Causes a shape, symbol, element of a symbol or image to rotate (simple rotation or
span rotation). An example is to apply simple rotation to a custom fan. Or another example is
to apply span rotation to a needle on a speedometer gauge. See Rotate Effect.

• Color Change: Causes one of the colors of a shape, symbol, or element of a symbol to change.
An example is apply a color change to a fan depending on if the fan is on or off. See Change
Color Effect.

• Text Change: Displays text when you hover over or click on a text element, or when the value
changes for the bound point. See Text Change Effect.

Hide Effect

How do I add the Hide effect?
To add the Hide effect to a shape, symbol, element of a symbol, or an image:

1. Click in the Behavior Name field to add a name. Click the tick button.

2. Click  to select the Hide effect.
3. Configure the Hide effect.
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Figure 172: Hide Effect

- Configure the Fade in setting. The Fade in setting is the time in milliseconds for the
shape, symbol, element of a symbol or an image to reappear.

- Configure the Fade out setting. The Fade out setting is the time in milliseconds for the
shape, symbol, element of a symbol or an image to disappear.

Click Next.
4. Select a trigger. See Working with Triggers.
5. Add a rule. Rules are optional unless a Value Change trigger is used for the Custom Behavior.

See Working with Rules.
6. Click SAVE.
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Figure 173: Completed Hide Effect Example

What are the use cases for using the Hide effect?
The Hide effect can be used to hide a shape, symbol, element of a symbol, or an image unless the
the point bound is in alarm. The Hide effect works best when configured with an additional Show
effect custom behavior. An example of a high level configuration on a shape, symbol, element of a
symbol or image would be:

• A behavior configured to with a Value Change trigger, the Hide effect, and a rule, such that if
the point value does or does not equal a given state or value the shape, symbol, element of a
symbol or image is hidden

• A behavior configured to with a Value Change trigger, the Show effect, and a rule, such that if
the point value does or does not equal a given state or value the shape, symbol, element of a
symbol or image is hidden
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What can I apply the Hide effect to?
You can apply the Hide effect to any shape, symbol, element of a symbol, or image. However, you
cannot apply the Hide effect to the Room Control Module and the Status Summary symbols.

Show Effect

How do I add the Show effect?
To add the Show effect to a shape, symbol, element of a symbol, or an image:

1. Click in the Behavior Name field to add a name. Click the tick button.

2. Click  to select the Show effect.
3. Configure the Show effect.

Figure 174: Show Effect

- Configure the Fade in setting. The Fade in setting is the time in milliseconds for the
shape, symbol, element of a symbol or an image to reappear.

- Configure the Fade out setting. The Fade out setting is the time in milliseconds for the
shape, symbol, element of a symbol or an image to disappear.

Click Next.
4. Select a trigger. See Working with Triggers.
5. Add a rule. Rules are optional unless a Value Change trigger is used for the Custom Behavior.

See Working with Rules.
6. Click SAVE.
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Figure 175: Completed Show Effect Example

What are the use cases for using the Show effect?
The Show effect can be used to show a shape, symbol, element of a symbol, or an image if the
point bound is in alarm. The Show effect works best when configured with an additional Hide effect
custom behavior. An example of a high level configuration on a shape, symbol, element of a symbol
or image would be:

• A behavior configured to with a Value Change trigger, the Show effect, and a rule, such that if
the point value does or does not equal a given state or value the shape, symbol, element of a
symbol or image is hidden

• A behavior configured to with a Value Change trigger, the Hide effect, and a rule, such that if
the point value does or does not equal a given state or value the shape, symbol, element of a
symbol or image is hidden
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What can I apply the Show effect to?
You can apply the Hide effect to any shape, symbol, element of a symbol, or image. However, you
cannot apply the Show effect to the Room Control Module and the Status Summary symbols.

Tooltip Effect

How do I add the Tooltip effect?
To add the Tooltip effect to a shape, symbol, element of a symbol, or an image:

1. Click in the Behavior Name field to add a name. Click the tick button.

2. Click  to select the Tooltip effect.
3. Configure the Tooltip effect. Enter text in the Text field. You can add up to 64 characters.

Figure 176: Tooltip Effect

Click Next.
4. Select a trigger. See Working with Triggers.
5. Add a rule. Rules are optional unless a Value Change trigger is used for the Custom Behavior.

See Working with Rules.
6. Click SAVE.
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Figure 177: Completed Tooltip Example

What are the use cases for using the Tooltip effect?
The Tooltip effect can be used to display text when hovering over a shape, symbol, element of a
symbol, or image.

What can I apply the Tooltip effect to?
You can apply the Hide effect to any shape, symbol, element of a symbol, or image.

Flash Effect

How do I add the Flash effect?
To add the Flash effect to a shape, symbol, or element of a symbol:

1. Click in the Behavior Name field to add a name. Click the tick button.
2. Click + to select the Flash effect.
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3. Configure the Flash effect.
- If selecting the Custom Flash Effect Type:

- Choose Fill if you want the filled area of the shape, symbol, or element to flash.
Select Color 1 to flash between the shape, symbol or element's original color and
Color 1. Select Color 1 and Color 2 to flash between the selected colors.

- Choose Stroke if you want the border around the shape, symbol, or element to
flash. Select Color 1 to flash between the shape, symbol or element's original
color and Color 1. Select Color 1 and Color 2 to flash between the selected colors.

- Or choose both Fill and Stroke.
- Use the slider bar or Flash Rate field to enter the desired flash rate.

Figure 178: Custom Flash Effect

- If selecting System-defined Flash Effect Type:
- Choose Fill if you want the filled area of the shape, symbol, or element to flash.
- Choose Stroke if you want the border around the shape, symbol, or element to

flash.
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- Or choose both Fill and Stroke.

- Bind the Flash effect to a point using the Point Selection field. Click . You can
bind to an alias point, explicit point, or Building Network point. See Working with
Point Selection.

- Select System Status Color options. You can select multiple statuses. These
statuses correspond to the System Preferences Status Colors in SMP (Figure 180).

Note: The System-defined Flash effect also adheres to the Simple Symbol
Flash Settings from the Metasys System Preferences in SMP.
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Figure 179: System-Defined Flash Effect
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Figure 180: Metasys System Preferences Colors and Simple Symbol Flash Settings

Click Next.
4. Select a trigger. See Working with Triggers.
5. Add a rule. Rules are optional unless a Value Change trigger is used for the Custom Behavior.

See Working with Rules.
6. Click SAVE.
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Figure 181: Completed Flash Effect Example

What are the use cases for using the Flash effect?
The Flash effect can be used to make a shape, symbol, or element of a symbol flash when the
bound point is out of a desired range or is in an alarm or warning state.

What can I apply the Flash effect to?
The Flash effect can be applied to the shapes, symbols, and elements of symbols listed in the
following tables.
Table 421: Flash Effect – Fill Color
Symbol Category Symbol
Air Handling Unit
(Packaged)

Return Fan, Supply Fan

Air Fans Return Fan Belt Driven, Supply Fan Belt Driven, Supply Fan Direct
Driven, Vertical Fan Direct Driven
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Table 421: Flash Effect – Fill Color
Symbol Category Symbol
Basic Shapes, Arrow
Shapes, and Flowchart
Shapes

All

Basic Symbols Circle, Ellipse, Rectangle, Triangle, Advanced Value Box, Basic Value
Box, Button, Droplet, Linear Gauge, Semi-Circular Gauge, Switch,
Thermometer, Basic Fan

CRAC Unit Fan Motor
Electrical Battery, Breaker, Breaker Earth Leakage, Contactor, Disconnect,

Fuse, Generator, Rectifier, Switch, Transformer, UPS
Fan Coil Units FCU 2 Cooling Pipe Package, FCU 2 Heating Pipe Package, FCU Fan,

Vertical FCU 2 Cooling Pipe Package, Vertical FCU 2 Heating Pipe
Package, Vertical FCU Fan

Fire Annunciator (Circle), Beam Detector (Circle), Combo Detector
(Circle), Duct Detector (Circle), Fire Detector (Circle), Fire Panel
(Circle), Flow Pressure (Circle), Flow Switch (Circle), General Alarm
(Circle), General Contact (Circle), Heat Detector (Circle), Pull Station
(Circle), Smoke Detector (Circle), Speaker (Circle), Speaker with
Strobe (Circle), Strobe (Circle), Tamper Switch (Circle), Day Sensor
(Circle), Emergency Light Fixture (Circle), Light Switch (Circle),
Lighting Fixture (Circle), Motion Sensor (Circle)

Lighting Day Sensor (Circle), Emergency Light Fixture (Circle), Light Switch
(Circle), Lighting Fixture (Circle), Motion Sensor (Circle)

Pipes All
Roof Top Unit (Packaged) Supply Fan
Security Barrier (Circle), Barrier Alarm (Circle), Barrier Contact (Circle), Blind

System Alarm (Circle), Card Reader (Circle), Computer (Circle), Door
Contact (Circle), Elevator Alarm (Circle), Emergency Call Disabled
Toilet (Circle) Intruder Alarm (Circle), Overhead Door Contact (Circle),
Pegasys Controller (Circle), Repair Switch (Circle) Swipe Reader
(Circle), Turnstile (Circle), Window Contact (Circle)

Terminal Units Parallel Fan, Series Fan
Water Pumps Booster Pump, Booster Pump Left Right, Horizontal Circulation Pump

Left for Air Side Equipment, Horizontal Circulation Pump Right for Air
Side Equipment, Right Horizontal Pump Left, Right Horizontal Pump
Right, Vertical Circulation Pump for Air Side Equipment, Vertical
Horizontal Pump Left, Vertical Horizontal Pump Right, Vertical Motor
Pump Front Back, Vertical Motor Pump Left Right, Vertical Pump Left,
Vertical Pump Right
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Table 422: Flash Effect – Stroke Color
Symbol Category Symbol
Basic Shapes, Arrow
Shapes, and Flowchart
Shapes

All

Basic Symbols Ellipse, Rectangle, Triangle, Advanced Value Box, Basic Value Box,
Button, Droplet, Thermometer

Electrical Battery, Breaker, Breaker Earth Leakage, Contactor, Disconnect,
Fuse, Generator, Rectifier, Switch, Transformer, UPS

Fire Annunciator (Circle), Beam Detector (Circle), Combo Detector
(Circle), Duct Detector (Circle), Fire Detector (Circle), Fire Panel
(Circle), Flow Pressure (Circle), Flow Switch (Circle), General Alarm
(Circle), General Contact (Circle), Heat Detector (Circle), Pull Station
(Circle), Smoke Detector (Circle), Speaker (Circle), Speaker with
Strobe (Circle), Strobe (Circle), Tamper Switch (Circle), Day Sensor
(Circle), Emergency Light Fixture (Circle), Light Switch (Circle),
Lighting Fixture (Circle), Motion Sensor (Circle)

Lighting Day Sensor (Circle), Emergency Light Fixture (Circle), Light Switch
(Circle), Lighting Fixture (Circle), Motion Sensor (Circle)

Security Barrier (Circle), Barrier Alarm (Circle), Barrier Contact (Circle), Blind
System Alarm (Circle), Card Reader (Circle), Computer (Circle), Door
Contact (Circle), Elevator Alarm (Circle), Emergency Call Disabled
Toilet (Circle) Intruder Alarm (Circle), Overhead Door Contact (Circle),
Pegasys Controller (Circle), Repair Switch (Circle) Swipe Reader
(Circle), Turnstile (Circle), Window Contact (Circle)

Table 423: Flash Effect – Text Color
Symbol Category Symbol
Drawing Tools Text
Basic Symbols Advanced Value Box, Basic Value Box, Button, Linear Gauge, Semi-

Circular Gauge

Span Transition Effect

How do I add the Span Transition effect?
To add the Span Transition effect to a shape, symbol, element of a symbol, or image:

1. Click in the Behavior Name field to add a name. Click the tick button.
2. Click + to select the Span Transition effect.
3. Configure the Span Transition effect.
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Figure 182: Show Effect

- Select the Fill Span color options (up to three).
Color 1: The color displayed when the bound point is at the minimum value.
Color 2: The color displayed when the bound point is at the mid-range value. This color is
optional.
Color 3: The color displayed when the bound point is at the maximum value.

Figure 183: Fill Span Options
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- Bind the Span Transition effect to a point using the Point Selection field. Click . You
can bind to an alias point, explicit point, or Building Network point. See Working with
Point Selection.

Click Next.
4. Select a trigger. See Working with Triggers.
5. Add a rule. Rules are optional unless a Value Change trigger is used for the Custom Behavior.

See Working with Rules.
6. Click SAVE.

Figure 184: Completed Span Transition Effect Example
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What are the use cases for using the Span Transition effect?
The Span Transition effect can be used to show a temperature gradient on a patch drawn on a floor
plan.

What can I apply the Span Transition effect to?
The Span Transition effect can be applied to the shapes, symbols, and elements of symbols listed in
the following tables.
Table 424: Span Transition Effect – Fill Color
Symbol Category Symbol
Air Handling Unit
(Packaged)

Return Fan, Supply Fan

Air Fans Return Fan Belt Driven, Supply Fan Belt Driven
Basic Shapes, Arrow
Shapes, and Flowchart
Shapes

All

Basic Symbols Circle, Ellipse, Rectangle, Triangle, Advanced Value Box, Basic Value
Box, Button, Droplet, Linear Gauge, Semi-Circular Gauge, Switch,
Thermometer

CRAC Unit Fan Motor
Electrical Battery, Breaker, Breaker Earth Leakage, Contactor, Disconnect,

Fuse, Generator, Rectifier, Switch, Transformer, UPS
Fan Coil Units FCU 2 Cooling Pipe Package, FCU 2 Heating Pipe Package, FCU Fan,

Vertical FCU 2 Cooling Pipe Package, Vertical FCU 2 Heating Pipe
Package, Vertical FCU Fan

Fire Annunciator (Circle), Beam Detector (Circle), Combo Detector
(Circle), Duct Detector (Circle), Fire Detector (Circle), Fire Panel
(Circle), Flow Pressure (Circle), Flow Switch (Circle), General Alarm
(Circle), General Contact (Circle), Heat Detector (Circle), Pull Station
(Circle), Smoke Detector (Circle), Speaker (Circle), Speaker with
Strobe (Circle), Strobe (Circle), Tamper Switch (Circle), Day Sensor
(Circle), Emergency Light Fixture (Circle), Light Switch (Circle),
Lighting Fixture (Circle), Motion Sensor (Circle)

Lighting Day Sensor (Circle), Emergency Light Fixture (Circle), Light Switch
(Circle), Lighting Fixture (Circle), Motion Sensor (Circle)

Pipes All
Roof Top Unit (Packaged) Supply Fan
Security Barrier (Circle), Barrier Alarm (Circle), Barrier Contact (Circle), Blind

System Alarm (Circle), Card Reader (Circle),Computer (Circle), Door
Contact (Circle), Elevator Alarm (Circle), Emergency Call Disabled
Toilet (Circle) Intruder Alarm (Circle), Overhead Door Contact (Circle),
Pegasys Controller (Circle), Repair Switch (Circle) Swipe Reader
(Circle), Turnstile (Circle), Window Contact (Circle)

Terminal Units Parallel Fan, Series Fan
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Table 425: Span Transition Effect – Stroke Color
Symbol Category Symbol
Basic Symbols Thermometer
Electrical Generator

Table 426: Span Effect – Text Color
Symbol Category Symbol
Drawing Tools Text

Rotate Effect

How do I add the Rotate effect?
To add the Rotate effect to a shape, symbol, or element of a symbol:

1. Click in the Behavior Name field to add a name. Click the tick button.
2. Click + to select the Rotate effect.
3. Configure the Rotate effect.

- If selecting the Simple Effect Type:
- Configure the Direction setting.
- Select Loop (optional setting). The Loop setting keeps the rotation active when

the status is active.
- Configure the Speed setting. The Speed setting is the time it takes for one

rotation in milliseconds.
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- Configure the Origin Point setting. The Origin Point setting allows you to set the
center of the rotation. There are nine Origin Point settings.

Figure 185: Simple Rotate Effect

- If selecting Span Rotate Effect Type:
- Configure the Direction setting.
- Bind the Span Rotation effect to a point using the Point Selection field. Click

. You can bind to an alias point, explicit point, or Building Network point. See
Working with Point Selection.

- Configure the Origin Point setting. The Origin Point setting allows you to set the
center of the rotation. There are nine Origin Point settings.
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Figure 186: Span Rotate Effect

Click Next.
4. Select a trigger. See Working with Triggers.
5. Add a rule. Rules are optional unless a Value Change trigger is used for the Custom Behavior.

See Working with Rules.
6. Click SAVE.
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Figure 187: Completed Rotate Effect

What are the use cases for using the Rotate effect?
The Rotate effect can be used with a customized fan that spins when the status is active. For
example, a custom fan can rotate 360 degrees clockwise or a custom gauge can rotate 90 degrees
clockwise.

What can I apply the Rotate effect to?
The Rotate effect can be applied to the shapes, symbols, and elements of symbols listed in the
following table.
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Table 427: Rotate Effect
Symbol Category Symbol
Basic Shapes, Arrow
Shapes, and Flowchart
Shapes

All

Basic Symbols Circle, Square, Triangle
Drawing Tools Image, Line, Text, Path

Change Color Effect

How do I add the Change Color effect?
To add the Change Color effect to a shape, symbol, or element of a symbol:

1. Click in the Behavior Name field to add a name. Click the tick button.
2. Click + to select the Color Change effect.
3. Configure the Color Change effect.

- If selecting the Custom Color Effect Type:
- Choose Fill if you want the filled area of the shape, symbol, or element to change

to a different color.
- Choose Stroke if you want the border around the shape, symbol, or element to

change to a different color.
- Or choose both Fill and Stroke.

Figure 188: Custom Color Change Effect
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- If selecting System-defined Color Effect Type:
- Choose Fill if you want the filled area of the shape, symbol, or element to change

to a different color.
- Choose Stroke if you want the border around the shape, symbol, or element to

change to a different color.
- Or choose both Fill and Stroke.

- Bind the Change Color effect to a point using the Point Selection field. Click .
You can bind to an alias point, explicit point, or Building Network point. See
Working with Point Selection.

- Select System Status Color options. You can select multiple statuses. These
statuses correspond to the System Preferences Status Colors in SMP (Figure 190).
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Figure 189: System-Defined Color Change Effect
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Figure 190: Metasys System Preferences Colors

Click Next.
4. Select a trigger. See Working with Triggers.
5. Add a rule. Rules are optional unless a Value Change trigger is used for the Custom Behavior.

See Working with Rules.
6. Click SAVE.
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Figure 191: Completed Color Change Effect Example

What are the use cases for using the Change Color effect?
Change Color effect can be used for a custom value box that changes color based on the bound
point's status.

What can I apply the Change Color effect to?
The Change Color effect can be applied to the shapes, symbols, and elements of symbols listed in
the following tables.
Table 428: Change Color – Fill Color
Symbol Category Symbol
Air Handling Unit
(Packaged)

Return Fan, Supply Fan

Air Fans Return Fan Belt Driven, Supply Fan Belt Driven, Supply Fan Direct
Driven, Vertical Fan Direct Driven
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Table 428: Change Color – Fill Color
Symbol Category Symbol
Basic Shapes, Arrow
Shapes, and Flowchart
Shapes

All

Basic Symbols Circle, Ellipse, Rectangle, Triangle, Advanced Value Box, Basic Value
Box, Button, Droplet, Linear Gauge, Semi-Circular Gauge, Switch,
Thermometer, Basic Fan

CRAC Unit Fan Motor
Electrical Battery, Breaker, Breaker Earth Leakage, Contactor, Disconnect,

Fuse, Generator, Rectifier, Switch, Transformer, UPS
Fan Coil Units FCU 2 Cooling Pipe Package, FCU 2 Heating Pipe Package, FCU Fan,

Vertical FCU 2 Cooling Pipe Package, Vertical FCU 2 Heating Pipe
Package, Vertical FCU Fan

Fire Annunciator (Circle), Beam Detector (Circle), Combo Detector
(Circle), Duct Detector (Circle), Fire Detector (Circle), Fire Panel
(Circle), Flow Pressure (Circle), Flow Switch (Circle), General Alarm
(Circle), General Contact (Circle), Heat Detector (Circle), Pull Station
(Circle), Smoke Detector (Circle), Speaker (Circle), Speaker with
Strobe (Circle), Strobe (Circle), Tamper Switch (Circle), Day Sensor
(Circle), Emergency Light Fixture (Circle), Light Switch (Circle),
Lighting Fixture (Circle), Motion Sensor (Circle)

Lighting Day Sensor (Circle), Emergency Light Fixture (Circle), Light Switch
(Circle), Lighting Fixture (Circle), Motion Sensor (Circle)

Pipes All
Roof Top Unit (Packaged) Supply Fan
Security Barrier (Circle), Barrier Alarm (Circle), Barrier Contact (Circle), Blind

System Alarm (Circle), Card Reader (Circle), Computer (Circle), Door
Contact (Circle), Elevator Alarm (Circle), Emergency Call Disabled
Toilet (Circle) Intruder Alarm (Circle), Overhead Door Contact (Circle),
Pegasys Controller (Circle), Repair Switch (Circle) Swipe Reader
(Circle), Turnstile (Circle), Window Contact (Circle)

Terminal Units Parallel Fan, Series Fan
Water Pumps Booster Pump, Booster Pump Left Right, Horizontal Circulation Pump

Left for Air Side Equipment, Horizontal Circulation Pump Right for Air
Side Equipment, Right Horizontal Pump Left, Right Horizontal Pump
Right, Vertical Circulation Pump for Air Side Equipment, Vertical
Horizontal Pump Left, Vertical Horizontal Pump Right, Vertical Motor
Pump Front Back, Vertical Motor Pump Left Right, Vertical Pump Left,
Vertical Pump Right
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Table 429: Color Change Effect – Stroke Color
Symbol Category Symbol
Basic Shapes, Arrow
Shapes, and Flowchart
Shapes

All

Basic Symbols Ellipse, Rectangle, Triangle, Advanced Value Box, Basic Value Box,
Button, Droplet, Thermometer

Electrical Battery, Breaker, Breaker Earth Leakage, Contactor, Disconnect,
Fuse, Generator, Rectifier, Switch, Transformer, UPS

Fire Annunciator (Circle), Beam Detector (Circle), Combo Detector
(Circle), Duct Detector (Circle), Fire Detector (Circle), Fire Panel
(Circle), Flow Pressure (Circle), Flow Switch (Circle), General Alarm
(Circle), General Contact (Circle), Heat Detector (Circle), Pull Station
(Circle), Smoke Detector (Circle), Speaker (Circle), Speaker with
Strobe (Circle), Strobe (Circle), Tamper Switch (Circle), Day Sensor
(Circle), Emergency Light Fixture (Circle), Light Switch (Circle),
Lighting Fixture (Circle), Motion Sensor (Circle)

Lighting Day Sensor (Circle), Emergency Light Fixture (Circle), Light Switch
(Circle), Lighting Fixture (Circle), Motion Sensor (Circle)

Security Barrier (Circle), Barrier Alarm (Circle), Barrier Contact (Circle), Blind
System Alarm (Circle), Card Reader (Circle), Computer (Circle), Door
Contact (Circle), Elevator Alarm (Circle), Emergency Call Disabled
Toilet (Circle) Intruder Alarm (Circle), Overhead Door Contact (Circle),
Pegasys Controller (Circle), Repair Switch (Circle) Swipe Reader
(Circle), Turnstile (Circle), Window Contact (Circle)

Table 430: Change Color Effect – Text Color
Symbol Category Symbol
Drawing Tools Text
Basic Symbols Advanced Value Box, Basic Value Box, Button, Linear Gauge, Semi-

Circular Gauge

Text Change Effect

How do I add the Text Change effect to a symbol or element?
To add the Text Change effect to text:

1. Click in the Behavior Name field to add a name. Click the tick button.
2. Click + to select the Text Change effect.
3. Configure the Text Change effect. Enter text in the Text field. You can add up to 64 characters.
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Figure 192: Text Change Effect

Click Next.
4. Select a trigger. See Working with Triggers.
5. Add a rule. Rules are optional unless a Value Change trigger is used for the Custom Behavior.

See Working with Rules.
6. Click SAVE.
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Figure 193: Completed Text Change Effect Example

What can I apply the Text Change effect to?
You can apply the Text change effect to text created using the Text tool from the Drawing Tools.

Working with Triggers

What are the available Triggers?
The following triggers are available for Custom Behaviors: Left Click & Hold (Tap & Hold & Tap),
Double Click (Double Tap), Mouse Over, and Value Change. The Tap & Hold & Tap and Double Tap
triggers are available on tablet and phone platforms as well as touch-enabled computer platforms.
The following table lists the supported trigger and effect combinations. Note that when multiple
behaviors or multiple effects for a single behavior are configured, the triggers available are limited.
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Table 431: Supported Trigger and Effect Combinations (Single Effect and Singe Behavior)
Trigger Effect
Left Click & Hold (Tap &
Hold & Tap)

Show
Hide
Change Color (Custom)

Note: To start the Change Color effect on tablets or phone plat-
forms, tap, then hold the shape or symbol with your finger. To end
the execution of the effect, tap on the symbol again.

Flash (Custom)
Note: To start the Flash effect on tablets or phone platforms, tap,
then hold the shape or symbol with your finger. To end the execu-
tion of the effect, tap on the symbol again.

Rotate (Simple)
Note: For the Left Click & Hold (Tap & Hold & Tap) trigger with the
Rotate effect, in order to end the execution of the effect, the mouse
or your finger must be on the shape, symbol, element of symbol, or
image when the mouse or your finger release the hold.

Tooltip
Text Change

Double Click (Double
Tap)

Tooltip

Mouse Over Show
Hide
Change Color (Custom)
Flash (Custom)
Rotate (Simple)

Note: For the Mouse Over trigger with the Rotate effect, the mouse
must stay at the Origin Point for the effect to execute.

Tooltip
Text Change

Value Change
Note: A Custom
Behavior with a
Value Change trig-
ger requires at
least one rule.

Show
Hide
Change Color (Custom and System-defined)
Flash (Custom and System-defined)
Span Transition
Rotate (Simple and Span)
Text Change

Working with Rules

What is a rule?
A rule is an optional condition that limits the execution of a Custom Behavior.
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How do I add a rule?
To add a rule to a Custom Behavior:

1. In the Custom Behavior panel, click + to the right of the Rule (optional) section.

Figure 194: New Rule

2. Bind the rule to a point using the Point Selection field. Click . You can bind to an alias
point, explicit point, or Building Network point. See Working with Point Selection.

3. Select a point attribute: Present Value or Status.
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4. Select a relation.
- For Present Value, select one of the follow relations:

Figure 195: New Rule Relation – Present Value

- For Status, select one of the following relations:
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Figure 196: New Rule Relation – Status

5. For the Present Value attribute, enter a value in the Value field. Or in the Compare Point field,
bind to a point to compare values.
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Figure 197: Value Field

Note: A Compare Point does not account for display precision as defined on the point.
The actual value is used for comparisons.

For the Status attribute, select one or more Statuses.
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Figure 198: Status

Note: For Status, the rule evaluates multiple selected status as an OR statement. For
example, if you select High Alarm and Low Alarm, the rule evaluates to High Alarm OR
Low Alarm.

6. Click Next.
7. If applying multiple rules, select All or Any conditions for the Rules.

Figure 199: All or Any Conditions
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How many rules are supported on a single Custom Behaviors?
A single Custom Behavior supports up to five rules. However, depending on the type of effect used
for the Custom Behavior, you may want to use a single rule or less than five rules.

How do I edit a rule?
To edit a rule, click the pencil button to the right of the rule.

How do I delete a rule?
To delete a rule, click the trash can button to the right of the rule.

Working with Point Selection

How do I use Point Selection for effects, triggers, and rules?
You can bind effects, triggers, and rules to points with Point Selection. You can bind alias points,
explicit points, and Building Network points.
To bind to points using Point Selection follow the steps below:

1. Click  to the right of the Point Selection field.
2. In the Point Selection window, select Alias, Explicit, or Building Network in the drop-down

menu.
- Alias: Bind to a point from an Equipment Definition.
- Explicit: Bind to an explicit point on equipment serving a space or serving other

equipment.
- Building Network: Bind to a point in the Building Network tree.

3. Select the point from the list of points or from the Building Network tree, respectively.
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Figure 200: Alias Point Selection
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Figure 201: Explicit Point Selection

Figure 202: Building Network Point Selection

4. Click the tick button.
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Working with Multiple Behaviors and Multiple Effects

How many Custom Behaviors are supported on a single shape, symbol,
element of a symbol, or image?
A single shape, symbol, element of symbol, or image supports up to five Custom Behaviors.

How do I add multiple Custom Behaviors?
On a shape, symbol, element of a symbol, or image that already has a Custom Behavior, click + Add
Behavior. Configure the new behavior as desired.

How do I select the execution mode of multiple Custom Behaviors or
Multiple effects?
To select the execution mode after creating multiple Custom Behaviors or multiple effects, choose:

• First Valid: Each behavior or effect executes by order from top to bottom. The first behavior
is the highest priority and is executed first. The last behavior is the lowest priority and is
executed last.

Note: You can order the Custom Behaviors by dragging and dropping the behaviors in
the desired order.

• All Valid: All behaviors or effects run simultaneously if the trigger and rules are true.

Note: If Flash, Change Color, and Span Transition are applied with All Valid execution
mode, only the Custom Behavior or effect at the top of this list executes and the
remainder are ignored.

How many effects are supported to a single Custom Behavior?
A single Custom Behavior supports up to five effects.

How do I add multiple effects to a single Custom Behavior?
In the Custom Behaviors panel, click + next to the Effects drop-down menu to add additional effects
to a Custom Behavior.

What is the supported configuration of multiple Custom Behaviors or
multiple effects?
The following table lists valid configurations of multiple Custom Behaviors or multiple effects.
When applying multiple Custom Behaviors or multiple effects, behaviors or effects cannot share
triggers. For example, two Custom Behaviors cannot have the same trigger, such as Value Change.
Additionally, the supported valid configurations are dependent on the shape, symbol, element of
symbol, or image selected.
Table 432: Valid Configuration of Multiple Custom Behaviors or Multiple Effects

Show Hide Tooltip Flash Span
Transition

Rotate Change Color Text Change

Show Not
Applicable

Yes (Multiple
Behaviors)

No (Multiple
Effects)

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Hide

Yes (Multiple
Behaviors)

No (Multiple
Effects)

Not
Applicable No No No No No No
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Table 432: Valid Configuration of Multiple Custom Behaviors or Multiple Effects
Show Hide Tooltip Flash Span

Transition
Rotate Change Color Text Change

Tooltip Yes No Not
Applicable Yes No Yes Yes Yes

Flash Yes No Yes Not
Applicable Yes Yes Yes Yes

Span
Transition Yes No No Yes Not

Applicable Yes No Yes

Rotate Yes No Yes Yes Yes Not
Applicable Yes Yes

Change
Color Yes No Yes Yes No Yes Not Applicable Yes

Text Change Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Not Applicable

Graphics style guide

What information is included in this section?
This section defines recommendations and best practices to follow when creating Metasys UI
graphics in the Metasys UI.
This graphics style guide section:

• provides a mechanism to ensure that graphics are consistent within a site and with other
Johnson Controls® graphics

• defines usage recommendations and best practices for creating graphics
• strives to reduce the amount of time required to build graphics by eliminating the need to

experiment with different fonts, colors, and styles
• provides a professional, neat, and distinctive design for graphics
• provides a standard navigation model that is easy to follow

What are the recommendations for the maximum number of
items or elements within a Metasys UI graphic?
To ensure optimal performance of the graphics created in the Metasys UI, follow the
recommendations in the table below.
Table 433: Recommended maximum selections
Item or element Recommendations Notes
Number of elements
(shapes, symbols, or images)

0–125 An element is any shape, symbol, or image
that is added to the graphic.

Number of bound Metasys
points

0–200 We recommend that you have no more
than 200 bound Metasys points on a single
graphic unless you are using a Status
Summary element.
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Table 433: Recommended maximum selections
Item or element Recommendations Notes
Number of status summaries 0–6 This limit allows for 50 bound Metasys

points per Status Summary with a
recommended maximum of six Status
Summaries on a graphic. The limit
results in 300 points whose statuses are
summarized using only five elements
(not 300 elements). This Status Summary
exception contrasts the bound Metasys
point recommendation of 200 maximum,
because not all bound values appear in
the graphic.

Number of images 0–5 An image is any image file that is added to
the Graphic Canvas.

Note: We recommend that images
have a maximum size of 1,600 pixels
(height) by 1,200 pixels (width) and 1
MB in file size. Exceeding the recom-
mended dimension size may cause
significant delays in load times.

Number of animations 0–50 This number applies to animations that
are actively running at the same time (for
example, a supply fan and a return fan).

What are the recommendations for graphic size, margins
and white space, and effective layout?
The following are recommendations when creating graphics from blank templates or custom
templates, but are also applicable to creating graphics from existing system templates.
Size
The Graphic Canvas is 1920 (height) by 1080 (width) pixels. The Graphics Editor supports a
minimum resolution of 1600 pixels by 900 pixels. The size of the graphic is important to how it
appears in the Metasys UI. We recommend enforcing a margin and using white space to ensure
graphics appear appropriately, including allowing space for data values to appear without being cut
off by bounding edges of the Graphic Canvas.
Margins and White Space
Some of the most successful graphics, both visually and functionally, are the least complex. Do not
allow the graphic to touch the bounding edges of the margin. If the margins are too large, you
need to take the extra step of zooming in when you view the graphic. Use more white space around
an element you want to emphasize. Otherwise, position the elements close together so you can
recognize the element that are associated with each other. If a symbol or other element displaying
text is too close to the bounding edge of the graphic, portions of the symbol or element, including
status values may be cut off when viewing the graphic in the Graphics widget.
Effective Layout
The most effective method of organizing elements is to use a design grid to set apart logically
related sets of components. A grid divides the available space into areas that can help you to
arrange and align components. Grids make it easy for users to see the logical sequence of tasks
and to understand the relationships between sets of components. The Graphics Editor does not
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have a grid to apply to the Graphic Canvas; however, you can visually section the graphic into a 2-
column or 3-column layout.
You can use the number and width of components and their associated labels to determine the
number of columns in a grid. At the beginning of the design process, vertical divisions are more
difficult to set because they depend on the depth of components and sets of components, which
are not yet placed.
Developing a grid is an ongoing process. If you know how much space is available, you can start
working with the components to determine the most effective use of space. A grid can also help
you to determine how much space to allocate to a given set of components. When you can define a
grid that works for a number of layouts, your graphics have a more consistent appearance.

Product warranty
This product is covered by a limited warranty, details of which can be found at
www.johnsoncontrols.com/buildingswarranty.

Software terms
Use of the software that is in (or constitutes) this product, or access to the cloud, or hosted services
applicable to this product, if any, is subject to applicable end-user license, open-source software
information, and other terms set forth at www.johnsoncontrols.com/techterms. Your use of this
product constitutes an agreement to such terms.

Patents
Patents: https://jcipat.com

Contact information
Contact your local branch office: www.johnsoncontrols.com/locations
Contact Johnson Controls: www.johnsoncontrols.com/contact-us

© 2022 Johnson Controls. All rights reserved. All specifications and other information shown were current as of document
revision and are subject to change without notice.
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